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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF
THE INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR TELEMETERING

      CHARLES BUCHHEIT
    President, IFT

The Foundation is pleased to present our 36th annual International Telemetering
Conference with the theme:  “Telemetry-Adapting to a Modern World.”  Mr. Sandy
Rogers, our General Chair from the Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, and
Mr. Dan Skelley, our Technical Chair from the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft
Division have planned an outstanding program for ITC/USA 2000.

I have watched the ITC continue to grow both in terms of size and quality since my first
involvement as Technical Program Chairman in 1986.  And this year promises to offer
not only the continued excellence of past conferences but also some very interesting
innovations in the program.  The line-up of tutorials again offers an excellent opportunity
for increasing telemetering knowledge at very low cost compared to similar offerings.
Additional exhibit space has been made available at the Town and Country and it appears
we will use it all.  In every way it appears that the conference is continuing to grow and
to increase its value to both exhibitors and attendees.  Let me add that my continued
involvement with both the IFT and the ITC since 1986 has brought me an incredible
amount of personal satisfaction.  My thanks to the conference committee and their
sponsors for their continued hard work, and to both the ITC committee and the IFT board
for allowing me the opportunity to participate in this outstanding conference series.  I
hope to see you there.                                              

Charles Buchheit
President, IFT



WELCOME TO ITC/USA 2000

Sandy Rogers Dan Skelley
        General Chairman Technical Program Chairman

We are pleased to present the 36th annual International Telemetering Conference (ITC/USA 2000), and
the first of the new millennium.  ITC/USA 2000 continues the tradition of providing a forum for the
telemetry community, where technical accomplishments, innovations, new products, and future
requirements can be showcased and discussed.

In recognition of the wireless revolution, which is sweeping the world today, we have set the theme for
ITC/USA 2000 as "Telemetry - Adapting to a Modern World".  Our intent is to focus the conference on
the challenges and opportunities that the coming wireless century will present to the telemetry
community.  As the information age goes wireless, the efficient movement of information through
limited spectral resources is the focus of massive private sector investment.  Never before in the history
of telemetry have commercial companies been doing so much research into something that has so much
potential impact on the telemetry community.  This presents the telemetry community with both a
challenge to our use of resources, and an unprecedented opportunity to leverage evolving commercial
technologies.

The ITC/USA 2000 Keynote Technical Session will highlight the coming wireless century.  We are truly
honored to have an exceptional group of speakers who will describe the fascinating communications
technologies that will enable the coming wireless century.  A few years ago, many of these technologies,
such as ultrawideband, were academic exercises left to mathematicians and bonus point questions on
graduate communications exams.  However, relentless advances in electronics are enabling many of
these technologies to break out into the mainstream, and today they are becoming reality.  These
technologies will affect every aspect of our lives as well as the future of telemetry.

In addition to our focus on advanced communications technologies, we will have the usual fine technical
sessions and an excellent selection of courses.  As always, one of the highlights of ITC/USA 2000 will
be the outstanding exhibitor displays.  This year in San Diego we have an expanded exhibit space,



allowing more room for the exhibitors to showcase their leading edge telemetry technologies.  We hope
you find ITC/USA 2000 an enjoyable and productive time and we look forward to seeing you in sunny
southern California.

This year’s conference is once again brought to the telemetry community through the extraordinary
efforts of a dedicated volunteer staff.  This staff brings together the talents of an energetic group of
people from industry, government, and private life.  Without them ITC/USA 2000 would simply not be
possible.  We thank them for their efforts and we thank their organizations, which have generously
encouraged and supported their participation in ITC/USA 2000.



ITC/USA 2000 CONFERENCE LUNCHEON SPEAKER

“The Business of Telemetry – Adapting to the Modern World”
Presented by Mr. Frank Lanza

FRANK C. LANZA
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

L-3 Communications Corporation

Frank C. Lanza is chairman and chief executive officer of L-3 Communications Corporation. The
company is a leading merchant supplier of secure communication systems, microwave components,
avionics and ocean systems and telemetry, instrumentation, space and wireless products. Its customers
include the Department of Defense, selected U.S. government intelligence agencies, aerospace and
defense prime contractors and commercial telecommunications and cellular customers. Headquartered in
New York City, the company had 1999 revenues of $1.405 billion and employs over 10,000 people.

Mr. Lanza was formerly executive vice president of Lockheed Martin Corporation and president and
chief operating officer of Lockheed Martin’s C3I and Systems Integration Sector, a $6 billion sector
comprising many of the heritage Loral businesses that were strategically combined with Lockheed Martin
on April 23, 1996. Prior to the merger, he was president and chief operating officer of Loral Corporation.

Mr. Lanza began his career as an engineer with the Philco Western Development Laboratory. In 1959, he
joined the Dalmo Victor Division of Textron where he managed the development and production of
major electronic warfare programs. He was named vice president of Dalmo Victor in 1970.

He joined Loral in 1972 as president of Loral Electronic Systems and became president of Loral
Corporation and its chief operating officer in 1981.



Mr. Lanza was formerly vice chairman of the General Partners Committee of Globalstar Limited
Partnership, a satellite-based system that will bring telephone service to areas of the world that may never
be reached by land-line or cellular systems.  He also is a member of the Board of Trustees for the
American Defense Preparedness Association, a primary forum for executives in government, the military
and the defense industry to gather and discuss issues affecting the national defense. Active in the National
Management Association, Mr. Lanza was selected as the 1978 Gold Knight of Management by the
Association.

Mr. Lanza and his wife, the former Patricia Gex, reside in Scarsdale, New York.  Mr. Lanza served in the
U.S. Coast Guard during the Korean War. He is a graduate of Healds Engineering College and did
graduate work at the University of California and Stanford University



KEYNOTE TECHNICAL SESSION

“TELEMETRY – Adapting to the Modern World”
This fascinating special technical session will be moderated by Mr. John Gehrig

Mr. John Gehrig, Office of Secretary of Defense

Mr. Gehrig's career in test and evaluation spans 29 years within the Department of Defense. He is
currently the Deputy Director, Resources and Ranges for the Office of the Director, Operational Test
and Evaluation, Office of the Secretary of Defense.  In this position, he is responsible for resource
management, policy, and external affairs for operational testing within the Department of Defense. He
has experience in test support at the field activity level, test management and methodology at the Service
headquarters level, test range oversight and policy at the Service Secretariat level, and acquisition
systems assessment, policy and resources at the Office of the Secretary of Defense level. He began his
career as a tester and test manager at Headquarters, Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland.

Mr. Gehrig serves as Appropriations Manager for the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation, where
he is responsible for the planning and programming of all operational test and evaluation resource
matters.  He has oversight of the Department of Defense's Major Range and Test Facility Base, which
consists of 21 test ranges with an investment replacement value over $25 billion.  Mr. Gehrig
administers all the programs funded in the Resource Enhancement Program, ensuring the adequacy of
instrumentation, targets and threat simulators, and providing oversight of the development, verification,
validation, accreditation, and use of models and simulations.  He also has oversight of the Central Test
and Evaluation Investment Program.

In his previous position, Mr. Gehrig was Deputy Director of Resources and Ranges for the Director,
Test, Systems Engineering and Evaluation.  His responsibilities were similar to his current
responsibilities which include overall policy and oversight relating to operation, development, planning,
programming and budgeting for the Department of Defense's Major Range and Test Facility Base.



Before becoming Deputy Director of Resources and Ranges, Mr. Gehrig was Director of the Army Test
and Evaluation Management Agency, Headquarters, Department of the Army.  In that position, he was
responsible for policy and oversight of resources for all Army test and evaluation organizations and
ranges.  Prior to that assignment, he was Staff Specialist for the Director, Development Test and
Evaluation, Assistant Deputy for Policy for the Director in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and
Staff Specialist, Operational Test and Evaluation.

Mr. Gehrig served as past President of the International Test and Evaluation Association, and is now a
member of the Board of Directors. He is also a member of the Board of Directors of the Senior
Executives Association and is active in the Military Operations Research Society.

Mr. Gehrig graduated from Franklin and Marshall College with a Bachelor of Art degree in Physics and
from George Washington University with a Master of Science degree in Administration and a Master of
Science degree in Environmental Science.



INVITED PRESENTATION

“Predicting the Unpredictable”
Presented by Mr. David Farber

Mr. David J. Farber, Chief Technologist, FCC

Prof. Farber is the Alfred Fitler Moore Professor of Telecommunication Systems holding appointments
in the Computer and Information Science Department and of the Electrical Engineering Department at
the University of Pennsylvania.

In January 2000, he was appointed to be Chief Technologist at the US Federal Communications
Commission while on leave from UPenn.

At UPenn, he is Director of the Distributed Computer Laboratory – DSL where he manages leading
edge research in High Speed Networking.  Research papers of the DSL are available in its electronic
library. He also directs the Center for Communications and Information Sciences and Policy.

His early academic research work was focused at creating the world’s first operational Distributed
Computer System -- DCS while at the ICS Department at the University of California at Irvine. After
that, while with the Electrical Engineering Department of the University of Delaware, he helped
conceive and organize CSNet, NSFNet and the NREN.

He graduated from the Stevens Institute of Technology in 1956 and then started a eleven year career at
Bell Laboratories where he helped design the first electronic switching system - the ESS as well as
helping to design the programming language SNOBOL. He then went west to The Rand Corporation
and to Scientific Data Systems prior to joining academia. At both Bell Labs and Rand, he had the
privilege, at a young age, of working with and learning from giants in our field.

In 1999, he was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Engineering from the Stevens Institute of
Technology where he also serves as a Trustee of the Institute.



Prof. Farber is a Directors of the Electronic Frontier Foundation -- the EFF and a member of the Board
of Trustees of the Internet Society -- the ISOC.  He is a Visiting Professor of the Center for Global
Communications of Japan -- Glocom of the International University of Japan, a Senior Fellow at the
Asia Network Research in Malayasia and a Member of the Advisory Board of the Center for Democracy
and Technology - CDT. He has just completed 10 years of service on the National Research Council's
Computer Science and Telecommunications Board -- CSTB. He served on the Presidential Advisory
Board on High Performance Computing and Communications, Information Technology and the Next
Generation Internet until his appointment to the FCC.

He is a Fellow of the IEEE and was the recipient of the 1995 Sigcomm Award for life long contributions
to the computer communications field. He was awarded in 1997 the prestigious John Scott Award for
contributions to Humanity.

He was named in the 1997 edition of the UPSIDE's Elite 100, as one of the Visionaries of the field and
was named in the 1999 Network World as the 25th most powerful people in Networking.

His industrial experiences are extensive, just as he entered the academic world, he co-founded Caine,
Farber & Gordon Inc. (CFG Inc.) which became one of the leading suppliers of software design
methodology. He is also on a number of industrial advisory boards.



INVITED PRESENTATION

“Advanced Wireless Technologies”
Presented by Dr. Charles Jackson

Dr. Charles L. Jackson, Telecommunications Consultant

Dr. Jackson received a B.A. degree from Harvard College with honors in applied mathematics and M.S.,
E.E., and Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  At
MIT, he specialized in operations research, computer science, and communications.  While a graduate
student at MIT, he held the faculty rank of Instructor, taught graduate operations research courses, and
was codeveloper of an undergraduate course in telecommunications.

Dr. Jackson was staff engineer for the Communications Subcommittee of the U.S. House of
Representatives.  At the Federal Communications Commission, he was special assistant to the Chief of
the Common Carrier Bureau and engineering assistant to Commissioner Robinson.  He has also worked
as a digital designer and computer programmer.  After leaving government, Dr. Jackson cofounded both
the telecommunications-consulting firm of Shooshan & Jackson Inc., whose practice was later combined
with that of National Economic Research Associates, Inc., and Strategic Policy Research, Inc.

Dr. Jackson has served as an expert witness in litigation on cellular telephony, cable television, and
other telecommunications and computer issues and has testified before several state utility commissions.

He has authored or coauthored numerous studies on public policy issues in telecommunications and has
testified before Congress on technology and telecommunications policy.  Over the last several years, he
has also directed or participated in projects on acquisition analysis, market planning, and product
pricing.  He has written for professional journals and the general press, with articles appearing in
publications ranging from The IEEE Transactions on Computers to Scientific American to The St.
Petersburg Times.  He holds a U.S. patent on an alarm signaling system.



Dr. Jackson is a member of the IEEE, the Internet Society, the American Mathematical Society, and
Sigma Xi.  He is an adjunct professor of electrical engineering and computer science at George
Washington University, where he has taught a graduate course in mobile communications.  From 1982
to 1988, he was an adjunct professor at Duke University.  He is a member of the U.S. Department of
Commerce’s Spectrum Planning and Policy Advisory Committee (SPAC) and of the Federal
Communications Commission’s Technological Advisory Committee.



INVITED PRESENTATION

“Ultrawideband Technology – The Wave of the Future?”
Presented by Dr. Robert Fontana

Dr. Robert J. Fontana, Multispectral Solutions, Inc.

Dr. Robert J. Fontana is founder and president of Multispectral Solutions, Inc. (MSSI), an industry
leader in the development of ultra wideband (UWB) systems for the U.S. Government and military.
Since its inception in 1989, MSSI has received a total of 33 contract awards, 29 of these within the last 6
years, to develop UWB systems for a wide variety of applications.  These applications have included
covert communications networks, high-speed data links for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and
unmanned ground vehicles (UGV), precision geolocation systems for personnel location and mapping,
collision and obstacle avoidance radars, intelligent transportation systems and other applications.  MSSI
is a small business headquartered in Gaithersburg, MD.

Dr. Fontana earned a Bachelor of Science degree (with honors) in Electrical Engineering from the
Illinois Institute of Technology, receiving a fellowship to study at the Institut National des Sciences
Appliquées (Lyon, France) during his junior year.  He received a Master of Science degree in Electrical
Engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology under a Raytheon Fellowship.  His Master's
thesis was on optical communications theory for quantum-limited channels.  He received a Ph.D. degree,
also in Electrical Engineering, from Stanford University under a Hughes Aircraft Doctoral Fellowship
with thesis research on non-stationary random processes as applied to time-division multiple access
systems.

Prior to forming MSSI in 1989, Dr. Fontana has held the positions of Staff Engineer with Raytheon
Company, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering with Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU) and
Department Manager, Advanced Technology with Litton-Amecom.  While with Raytheon, he worked
with the Communications Systems Laboratory, Sudbury, MA, on a number of satellite and terrestrial
communications programs.  At CMU, Dr. Fontana taught courses in communications and information
theory and performed research on nonstationary random process behavior.  While at Litton-Amecom,



College Park, MD, he directed a group responsible for algorithm and system development for various
electronic warfare programs.

Dr. Fontana has over twenty-nine years of experience in the areas of signal processing, high-speed
digital design, microwave and RF design, and ultra wideband (UWB) technology.  For the past 15 years,
he has been active in the design and development of UWB systems for communications, radar and
geopositioning applications.



INVITED PRESENTATION

“Network Centric Warfare”
Presented by VADM Joseph Dyer

VADM Joseph W. Dyer, Commander, Naval Air Systems Command

Vice Admiral Joseph Dyer was born in Murphy, North Carolina. He was commissioned through the
Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate Program following graduation from North Carolina State
University with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Chemical Engineering.  He received his wings in March
1971, and was selected as one of the first "Nuggets" (first tour aviators) to fly the Mach 2, RA-5C
"Vigilante." He flew nationally tasked reconnaissance missions in both the Eastern and Western
hemispheres.

Following graduation at the United States Naval Test Pilot School, Patuxent River, Maryland, in June
1977 (Class 71’), he served aboard the Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland, in the
Electronic Warfare and Reconnaissance and Carrier Suitability Branches.  After 4 years at Patuxent
River, Maryland, he attended Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, where he received a
Masters of Science in Finance.

From January 1981 until 1984, he was assigned to the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California,
as the High Speed Anti-Radiation Missile Project Officer and test pilot for the initial weapons
integration into the F/A-18.  Next, he was assigned as Commanding Officer, Naval Plant
Representative Office, Melbourne, Australia.  There, he led a joint American and Australian team in
managing the co-production of  F/A-18's for the Royal Australian Air Force.

Returning to the United States in January 1988, he attended the Defense Systems Management College.
In May 1988, he was posted as the Deputy Program Manager for the F/A-18 at the Naval Air Systems
Command, Washington, D.C. In that position, he led the team that developed the concept for the
F/A-18E/F and spearheaded the first tactical aviation, data fusion efforts.



He was the Executive Assistant to the Commander, Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, D.C.,
from March 1990 until July 1992.  Subsequently, he served as the Navy's Chief Test Pilot and
commanded the Flight Test and Engineering Group, Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division,
Patuxent River, Maryland. From January 1994 to April 1997, he served as F/A-18 Program Manager
leading the Engineering and Manufacturing Development (E&MD) effort on the new F/A-18E/F, the
continued production and fleet support of the F/A-18C/D and all F/A-18 Foreign Military Sales.  The
F/A-18 program won the Department of Defense Acquisition Excellence Award and the Order of
Daedalian during this period.   VADM Dyer was assigned as the Commander, Naval Air Warfare
Center Aircraft Division, Patuxent River, Maryland, in July 1997 and one month later assumed
additional responsibilities as the Naval Air Systems Command, Assistant Commander for Research and
Engineering.  In June 2000, he was assigned as the Commander, Naval Air Systems Command.

He is an Associate Fellow of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots. His decorations include three
Legion of Merits.

VADM Dyer is married to the former Melda Goldfinch of Tabor City, North Carolina.





About The International Foundation For Telemetering (IFT)

The International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to serving the
professional and technical interests of the "Telemetering Community." On May 11, 1964, the IFT was
confirmed as a nonprofit corporation in accordance with the applicable laws of the State of California.
Our "Articles of Incorporation" are on file with the State of California and available from the IFT upon
request.

The basic purpose of the IFT is the promotion and stimulation of technical growth in telemetering and
its allied arts and sciences. This is accomplished through sponsorship of technical forums, educational
activities, and technical publications. The Foundation endeavors to promote unity in the "Telemetering
Community" it serves, as well as ethical conduct and more effective effort among practicing
professionals in the field.

All activities of the IFT are governed by a Board of Directors selected from industry, science, and
government. Board members are elected on the basis of their interest and recognition in the technical or
management aspects of the use or supply of telemetering equipment and services. All are volunteers who
serve with the support of their parent companies or agencies and receive no financial reward of any
nature from the IFT.

The IFT Board meets twice annually--once in conjunction with the annual ITC and, again,
approximately six months from the ITC. The Board functions as a senior executive body that hears
committee and special assignment reports and reviews, adjusts, and derives new policy as conditions
dictate. A major Board function is that of fiscal management, including the allocation of funds within
the scope of the Foundation's legal purposes.

The IFT sponsors the annual International Telemetering Conference (ITC). Each annual ITC is initially
provided working funds by the IFT. The ITC management, however, plans and budgets to make each
annual conference a self-sustaining financial success. This includes returning the initial IFT subsidy as
well as modest earnings--the source of funds for IFT activities such as its education support program.
The IFT Board of Directors also sponsors the Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee.

In addition, a notable educational support program is carried out by the IFT. The IFT has sponsored
numerous scholarships and fellowships in telemetry-related subjects at a number of colleges and
universities since 1971. Student participation in the ITC is promoted by the solicitation of technical
papers from students with a monetary award given for best paper at each conference.

The Foundation maintains a master mailing list of personnel active in the field of telemetry for its own
purposes. This listing includes personnel from throughout the United States as well as from many other
countries since international participation in IFT activities is invited and encouraged. New names and
addresses are readily included (or corrected) on the IFT mailing list by writing to: International
Foundation for Telemetering, 5959 Topanga Canyon Blvd, Suite 150 Woodland Hills, California 91364,
phone: (818) 884-9568,  or by visiting the IFT web site, www.telemetry.org.



About the International Telemetering Conference (ITC)

The International Telemetering Conference (ITC) is the primary forum through which the purposes of
the International Foundation for Telemetering are accomplished. It is the only nationwide annual
conference dedicated to the subject of telemetry. This conference generally follows an established
format which includes presentation of technical papers and exhibition of equipment, techniques, services
and advanced concepts provided, for the most part, by the manufacturer or the supplying company.
Tutorial courses are also offered at the conference. To complete a user-supplier relationship, each ITC
often includes displays from major test and training ranges and other government and industrial
elements whose mission needs serve to guide manufacturers to tomorrow's products.

Each ITC is normally two and one half days in duration preceded by a day of tutorials and standards
meetings. A Keynote Technical Session, to which all conferees are invited, is generally the initial event.
A Moderator and Panel Members prominent in their respective fields form the Keynote Technical
Session which addresses a particular theme and is also available for questions from the audience. The
purpose of this event is to highlight and further communicate future concepts and equipment needs to
developers and suppliers. From that point, papers are presented in four half-day periods of concurrent
Technical Sessions that are organized to allow the attendee to choose the topic of primary interest. The
Technical Sessions are conducted by voluntary Technical Session Chairmen and include a wide variety
of papers both domestic and international. Additionally, the program offers a Keynote Luncheon
featuring a distinguished speaker who will discuss a topic of direct interest to the telemetry community.

Each annual ITC is organized and conducted by a General Chairman and a Technical Program Chairman
selected and appointed by the IFT Board of Directors. Both chairmen are prominent in the organizations
they represent (government, industry, or academic); they are generally well-known and command
technical and managerial respect. Both have most likely served the previous year's conference as Vice or
Deputy Chairman. In this way, continuity between conferences is achieved and the responsible
individual can proceed with increased confidence. The chairmen are supported by a standing Conference
Committee of over twenty volunteers who are essential to the conference organizational effort. Both
chairman, and, for that matter, all who serve in the organization and management of each annual ITC do
so without any form of salary or financial reward. The organizational affiliate of each individual who
serves not only agrees to the commitment of his/her time to the ITC but also assumes the obligation of
that individual's ITC-related expenses. This, of course, is in recognition of the technical service rendered
by the conferences.

Those companies and agencies that exhibit at the ITC pay a floor space rental fee. These exhibitors thus
provide the major financial support for each conference. Although the annual chairmen are credited for
successful ITCs, the exhibitors also deserve high praise for their faithful and generous support over the
years.

A major feature of each annual ITC is the Book and CD-ROM containing the proceedings (including all
technical papers) of the conference. The Book or CD (attendee's choice) is given to each conference
registrant (with a paid regular registration) at the registration desk. The CD-ROM generally contains
proceedings and technical papers from multiple prior conferences as well as the current conference.  It is
produced by members of the conference committee and is available for purchase after the conference
through the Foundation's web site, www.telemetry.org.



About the Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC)

The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) is chartered to serve as a focal point
within the telemetering community for the review of standards documents affecting telemetry proposed
for adoption by any of the various standards bodies throughout the world.  It is chartered to receive,
coordinate, and disseminate information and to review and coordinate standards, methods, and
procedures to users, manufacturers, and supporting agencies.

The tasks of the TSCC include the determination of which standards are in existence and published, the
review of the technical adequacy of planned and existing standards, the consideration of the need for new
standards and revisions, and the coordination of the derivation of new standards. In all of these tasks, the
TSCC's role is to assist the agencies whose function it is to create, issue, and maintain the standards, and
to assure that a representative viewpoint of the telemetering community is involved in the standards
process.

The membership of the TSCC is limited to 16 full members, each of which has an alternate. Membership
of technical subcommittees of the TSCC is open to any person in the industry who is knowledgeable and
willing to contribute to the committee's work. The 16 full members are drawn from government activities,
user organizations, and equipment vendors in approximately equal numbers. To further ensure a
representative viewpoint, all official recommendations of the TSCC must be approved by 10 of the 16
members.

Since its beginning, a prime activity of the TSCC has been the review of standards promulgated by the
DoD Range Commanders' Council (RCC)--formerly those of the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG) and later, those of the Telemetry Group (TG). These standards, used within the Department of
Defense, have been the major forces influencing the development of telemetry hardware and technology
during the past 30 years. In this association, the TSCC has made a significant contribution to RCC
documents in the fields of Radio Frequency (RF) telemetry, Time Division (TD) telemetry, Frequency
Modulation (FM) telemetry, tape recording and standard test procedures.

As the use of telemetering has become more widespread, the TSCC has assisted international standards
organizations, predominately the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS). In this
relationship, the TSCC has reviewed standards for telemetry channel coding, packet telemetry, and
telecommand.



The ITC would like to recognize the  “Best” papers:

The “Best” Conference Paper

“Improving The Detection Efficiency Of Conventional PCM/FM
Telemetry By Using A Multi-Symbol Demodulator,”

Mark Geoghegan, Nova Engineering, Inc.
Presented in Session 14

The “Best” Student Paper

1st Place:  “Dynamic Behavior of Multipath Interference in ARTM
Channel Sounding Data,”

Adam Todd Davis, Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Brigham Young University

Presented in Session 2

2nd Place:   “Parametric Estimation of the Scattering Function for
ARTM Channel Sounding Data,”

David Landon, Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Brigham Young University

Presented in Session 14



The New Mexico State University
Telemetering Program

I. Chair Status

Dr. Stephen Horan was re-appointed to a second three-year term as the holder of the Frank Carden
Telemetering and Telecommunications Chair at New Mexico State University. The Chair in named in
honor of Dr. Frank Carden who lead the development effort to establish the endowed chair at NMSU.
Dr. Phillip DeLeon continues as the Associate Director of the program.  New faculty members have
been added this year.  Dr. Deva Borah brings expertise in digital communications and Dr. Charles
Creusere brings expertise in image processing.

II. Scholarship Program

The IFT-sponsored scholarship program continues to support students at the under-graduate and
graduate levels at NMSU.  The scholarship program awards three scholarships each year to students in
the electrical and computer engineering program and one scholarship to a student in the computer
science program.  The four winners of the scholarships for the 2000-2001 academic year will be
presented at the ITC Conference.  The Electrical & Computer Engineering winners are: Michael
Jourdan, Kendall Mauldin, and Gina Orozco.

III. ITC Participation

The New Mexico State University program will be represented by a display booth in the ITC exhibits
area.  The booth will highlight our program’s educational and research efforts.  NMSU will supply the
instructors for two short courses to be presented at the ITC.  Dr. Stephen Horan will present a one-day
course on radio propagation and Dr. Thomas Shay will present a one-day course on optical
communications.

IV. Educational Outreach

The Telemetering and Telecommunications program supports pre-college educational enrichment by
working with the New Mexico Space Grant Consortium to introduce high school teachers and students
to telemetry-related electronics.  The program has the participants fly high-power model rockets
containing a sensor package, computer, and associated electronics.  The participants assemble the
electronics package, debug the assembly, fly the rocket, and analyze the data in a one-week program.
The program description can be found at the following URL:
http://telemetry.nmsu.edu/~shoran/edtlmpay/educational_telemetry_payload.htm

http://telemetry.nmsu.edu/~shoran/edtlmpay/educational_telemetry_payload.htm


V. Program Enhancement

Using grants from the National Science Foundation and the state of New Mexico, NMSU is re-modeling
Goddard Hall on campus to house research facilities for use by the communications, electro-optics,
signal processing, and telemetering faculty.  This will provide approximately 13,000 square feet of space
for research use.

Faculty and students are continuing their design and development work to complete the communications
system for the 3 Corner Satellite program.  This is a joint project with Arizona State University and the
University of Colorado to build and operate three nanosatellites in low earth orbit in 2002 under Air
Force, DARPA, NASA, and industry sponsorship.  NSMU is in charge of the space and ground
communications for command and telemetry services.

NASA has reauthorized the telemetering and telecommunications research program for three years
beginning in 2000.  This program continues our work on RF and optical communications technologies,
signal processing, and data compression.  Other faculty research program support comes from the Air
Force and the Navy on signal processing and image processing applications.

During the 1999-2000 academic year, the program sponsored a senior-level capstone design class on
developing a space shuttle hitchhiker payload.  It is our hope that such a payload will be developed and
flown in the next few years.  During the 2000-2001 academic year, the program will be working with
department’s electromagnetics faculty on developing a capstone design class on wireless
communications measurements for the senior-level undergraduates.

These activities for the program can be found on the Web at http://telemetry.nmsu.edu/.



The University of Arizona
Telemetering Program

Personnel
The IFT Fellow for academic year 2000-01 will be Ian Scott-Fleming, a Ph.D. student interested in
remote sensing.  We have hired a new faculty member, Dr. Bane Vasic, as an Assistant Professor
beginning in the fall.  He comes to us from Lucent Technologies, and his interests are in communication
theory and coding for data transmission and storage.

Recent Activities
Many of our students are involved with interdisciplinary campus wide projects that utilize telemetering
systems.  These include the University of Arizona Student Satellite Project (uasat.arizona.edu) and the
University of Arizona Solar Car Project (www.solarcar.arizona.edu).

The student satellite project has the goal of designing, fabricating, testing, and eventually operating a
scientific satellite (UASat) in low earth orbit.  The science experiments include observations of lightning
and sprites as well as stellar photometry.  A laser communications experiment is also planned.

UASat is now in the preliminary design phase, and a formal preliminary design review will be conducted
in spring 2001.  There are seven teams responsible for each of the major subsystems: Data and Command
Handling; Guidance, Navigation and Control; Laser Communication Experiment; Mechanical Structure
and Analysis; Power Generation and Distribution; Science; and Tracking, Telemetry and Command.  A
new Systems Integration team has just been formed.  Each team has a student leader and one or more
faculty mentors. Last semester, there were more than 50 students from more than 10 departments
working together under the guidance of 9 faculty mentors.  A student paper describing the telemetering
system proposed for UASat has been submitted for ITC/USA 2000.

The students working on the solar car project completed the design and construction of the solar
powered vehicle Daedalus, which ran in the Sunrayce 99 competition from Washington DC to Orlando
FL in June 1999. Our team placed 24th, having covered the 1425-mile course in 86 hours, 20 minutes and
44 seconds. They qualified as the best rookie car in the ten-year history of Sunrayce, and the best finish
for a new team in the 1999 event.  As a result of this experience, they learned the importance of good
telemetry to develop race strategy and maximize potential performance.  In cloudy and rainy conditions
no team could run to the limits of the car, and race strategy became critical.  Measurement of current and
voltage of the solar array, batteries and motor in various conditions allowed the team to develop a
performance model of the vehicle and make better decisions regarding race strategy.

International Foundation for Telemetering Design Laboratory
Last year’s contribution from the foundation has permitted the initiation of this new laboratory, which is
intended for development and fabrication of undergraduate and graduate design projects related to the
telemetering disciplines.  We have designated a room in the building occupied by the ECE Department at
the University of Arizona and the Department has supplied the initial furnishings in the form of two
electronic workbenches and two computer tables.  We have purchased a good Pentium III computer as



well as a scanner and printer.  Design software installed includes MatLab v5.3 w/Simulink, Electronics
Workbench v6.0 w/MultiSIM, Satellite Toolkit, Elanix SystemView w/full RF design package, Visual
Studio 6.0, AutoCAD, and NEC-Win Pro Antenna Analysis Software.  A second computer has been
ordered.    We have also purchased a high quality sampling oscilloscope and function generator.

Current and Future Activities
Participation in the student satellite project continues.  A team of 4 senior students will build and test a
FSK receiver for UASat in summer and fall 2000.

Work is now underway to design and build a completely new car to enter in the American Solar
Challenge in 2001. This new race will test the limits of endurance like no other solar vehicle race before,
with a 2500-mile cross-country trek from Chicago to Los Angeles along old Route 66.  Even without
inclement weather, strategy will be a more important component of this race due to a new race format
that makes management of battery charge more crucial than in the past.  A student paper describing the
telemetering system proposed for the new car has been submitted for ITC/USA 2000.

In the same time frame, two teams of 3 senior students will design and build robot soccer players for the
envisioned inter-school competition.



The Brigham Young University (BYU)
Telemetering Program

BYU IFT Endowment Fund

The BYU IFT Endowment Fund was established in 1997 through contributions from the
International Foundation for Telemetering and the College of Engineering and
Technology at Brigham Young University. The endowment fund generates
approximately $16,000 per year and is used for student stipend support, student tuition
support, student travel, and supplies. These funds are used to supplement existing grants
from government and corporate sources in support of undergraduate and graduate
students working on telemetry related projects.

BYU Telemetering Laboratory

The BYU Telemetering Laboratory is located in Room 424 of the Clyde Engineering
Building on the BYU campus and currently provides space for 5 student work areas with
computers, desks, a common project work area and a small library with past ITC
Proceedings. Current activity includes projects in multipath modeling and mitigation
funded by the Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM ) program and the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research (AFOSR). This year, four Master’s students and two undergraduate
students work on projects in the laboratory.

BYU ITC Participation

BYU has been an active participant in the International Telemetering Conference since
1993. At last year’s conference (1999), 3 papers by BYU authors were presented in the
technical sessions and the short course Error Control Coding was presented by Professor
Michael Rice of BYU. At this year’s conference, three papers will be presented by BYU
authors and Professor Rice of BYU and Robert Jefferis of Tybrin Corporation at Edwards
AFB will present a short course in quadrature modulation.



The University of Missouri – Rolla
Telemetering Program

On-Campus Education

The Telemetry Learning Center (TLC) at the University of Missouri – Rolla (UMR) seeks to develop
new courses directly related to telemetry applications, and to introduce telemetry problems and projects
into the existing curriculum. Since the IFT funding began, new courses have been created in the areas of
telemetry systems, communications electronics and real-time digital signal processing for
communications. Modifications have been made to other courses, including advanced communications,
electromagnetic compatibility and capstone design. A variety of student projects now include telemetry
subsystems, such as structural health monitoring of civil engineering structures, health monitoring and
performance analysis of composite propellers, telemetry for autonomous vehicles, solar powered
automobiles, and SAE formula race cars. The university has been particularly successful in the GM /
DOE / EDS Sunrayce 99, world solar challenge, and other solar car competitions.

Distance Education

Faculty from a broad range of disciplines participate in the TLC, including faculty specializing in
communications, image processing, electromagnetic compatibility and power distribution. To support
distance education, faculty from the TLC have joined with other faculty from UMR and the University
of Southern California have teamed with a corporate sponsor to develop The Boeing Company Systems
Engineering Program. This program delivers courses through recorded video, live internet broadcasts
and over satellite links to over 100 Boeing Employees at the present time, with plans of expanding the
program in the near future.

Laboratory Development

The IFT funds are being combined with funding from industry, the National Science Foundation and the
State of Missouri to improve laboratories to allow more students to design and test hardware prototypes.
The equipment being purchased includes high frequency sources, scopes and spectrum analyzers,
printed circuit board fabrication equipment, SMT assembly and rework stations, and assorted test
equipment.
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TO PACKET BASED INSTRUMENTATION
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ABSTRACT

The telemetry industry must take advantage of the constantly increasing capability and decreasing per
unit costs of network technology.  The most effective way to do this is to adopt the layered reference
model approach that is being used throughout the telecommunications industry.  With a layered
reference model, the interfaces between the layers are defined.  As a layer is changed, the new layer
must adhere to the same interfaces as the previous one.  This approach easily allows new technology
insertion in key areas without affecting the rest of the system.  The Navy and the Air Force see this
approach as a key component of acquisition reform and have established a comprehensive road map to
achieve this goal.
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BACKGROUND

There have been two major paradigm shifts involving the design of instrumentation systems over the last
30 years.  The first shift was concerned with how the data was multiplexed for acquisition.  The early
instrumentation systems multiplexed parameters within the frequency domain – frequency division
multiplexing (FDM).  FDM channels provide fixed bandwidths per channel limiting the number of
parameters that could be multiplexed at one time.  Most current systems use time division multiplexing
(TDM).  TDM uses the time domain to multiplex parameters into a single data stream.  TDM allows
more parameters to be recorded and/or transmitted by allowing more flexibility in assigning bandwidth
per channel.  For many systems with large numbers of low frequency parameters, this was a real
advantage.  Although not a function of TDM, the introduction of digital technology is usually associated
within this timeframe.  Since FDM is easy to use in small systems, it has not died out completely
(reference figure 1).

The second major shift distributed the signal conditioning and modulation closer to the signal source
(reference Figures 2 and 3).  A distributed system was easier to install in space constrained test articles.
Remote units were placed in close proximity to signal sources.  The remote unit communicated back to
the system controller via a communications bus.  The use of a communications bus introduced a higher
level of complexity than was seen with previous systems.  As distributed systems became more
prevalent, system designers wanted a unit from one system to work within another system.  The
Common Airborne Instrumentation System (CAIS) set out to fix that problem by establishing a common
hardware set that would be built by multiple manufacturers.  During execution of the CAIS program,
acquisition reform resulted in discarding the build to print technical data package in favor of a CAIS Bus
Interface Control Document (ICD).  The CAIS Bus ICD was a solid step towards one of the primary
goals of the CAIS program – vendor interoperability.

Figure 1   Evolution of Data Systems
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As the CAIS Bus ICD was completed, a couple of major acquisition programs had instrumentation
requirements that exceeded the capacity of the CAIS system.  Looking at the data system capacity of one
program over a number of years shows an exponential requirement (reference Figure 4).  Projecting this
growth rate to the near future shows a need for a high capacity data bus.  The Next Generation
Instrumentation Bus (NexGenBus) was started to help meet this need. An unexpected outcome of the
NexGenBus research of fast commercial communications busses showed them all to be network
compatible.  The Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) program required a means to telemeter several
asynchronous streams with variable length payloads and discovered that packetized telemetry was a
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Figure 2  Centralized Data System

Figure 3   Distributed Data System
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possible alternative to the way we currently do business.   It is clear that we are now on the verge of a
third technology shift – Data Acquisition Networks.

DATA ACQUISITION NETWORKS

The Next Generation Instrumentation Bus (NexGenBus) program was established to find a fast
commercial communications bus that could be used as a test instrumentation bus.  When the list of
appropriate busses was compiled, it was discovered that all of the busses were networked based.  This
realization was a source of both concern and excitement.  The concern was the complexity of the bus
and the systems that would communicate across it.  Traditionally, test article instrumentation has been
accomplished using tightly coupled application specific designs.  Instrumentation engineers learned how
to design an installation based on one of a few systems.  The broad application of network-based
systems represents a huge learning curve to the vast majority of users.  At the same time, there was a
feeling of excitement.  We have all used email and the Internet at one time or another.  Providing the test
instrumentation with connectivity across the test range and throughout the country is an attractive
feature.  Connecting the test article to a network would enable troubleshooting, verification, and
possibly real-time control of data from remote locations.  This is a just a small number of possible
benefits to data acquisition networks.

LAYERED MODELS

While researching data communication standards during the NexGenBus project, the one thing found to
be common among them was a layered communication model.  Even though they did not all use the
same model, they all used the same basic starting point.  It is not important to understand each of these
individual models, but it is important to understand a basic reference model.  The basic reference model
that is most notable is the Open System Interconnection (OSI) Basic Reference Model (also called the 7
layer communications model).  There are two major reasons the OSI model should be considered.  First,
it teaches the concept of independence of layers.  Second, even though it is hardly ever called out
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directly in a standard or communication system anymore, it is the standard to which others are compared
and discussed.

The top or 7th layer is closest to the user and application software that resides on your PC (e.g. MS
Word).  The lowest or 1st layer is the actual physical cable or RF signal that moves the data from one
node to another.  The layers between the top and the bottom are intermediate steps the system takes to
ensure the data gets where it’s supposed to go.  What makes the OSI model so useful is that each layer is
independent of the other layers.  The model was created such that the interfaces are standardized so a
layer can be changed without significantly affecting the rest of the stack.  The OSI layers as defined in
the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) standard are shown in Table 1.

Table 1   The OSI Reference Model

Layer 7: APPLICATION The highest layer in the OSI reference model.  This layer provides the
sole means for an application process to access the OSI environment.

Layer 6: PRESENTATION The Presentation Layer provides for common representation of the data
transferred between application-entities.

Layer 5: SESSION
The Session Layer provides the means necessary for cooperating
presentation-entities to organize and synchronize their dialogue and to
manage their data exchange.

Layer 4: TRANSPORT
The transport-service provides transparent transfer of data between
session entities and relieves them from any concern of the details of the
data transfer.

Layer 3: NETWORK
The Network Layer provides the functional and procedural means for
transmission among transport-entities.  It therefore relieves the transport-
entities of routing and relay considerations.

Layer 2: DATA LINK

The Data Link Layer provides the functional and procedural means for
the establishment, maintenance, and release of data link connections.
The Data Link Layer detects and possibly corrects errors which may
occur in the Physical Layer.

Layer 1: PHYSICAL
The Physical Layer provides the mechanical, electrical, functional and
procedural means to activate, maintain, and de-activate physical
connections for bit transmission between data-link-entities.

Information being transferred from a software application in one computer system to a software
application in another must pass through each of the OSI layers.  To send a sound file from one
computer to another, the user directs the application software to send the file.  The Application Layer
may include control information with the file and pass it to the Presentation Layer.  The Presentation
Layer treats the original file plus the Application Layer control information as data.  Each layer will
perform work on the data being passed from the previous layer according to its protocol.  Once down at
the Physical Layer, the information is placed on the physical network medium and sent to the other
computer.  The Physical Layer of the second computer removes the data from the physical medium and
passes the data up the stack to the next layer.  This continues until the Application Layer passes the data
to the application software where the user can access the sound file.



The real power of this can be seen in an office environment.  When the local area network (LAN) is
upgraded from Ethernet (10 Mbps) to Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps), only the lowest level needs to be
changed--the transmitter and receiver circuitry.  The rest of the communication stack can be left as is.
The user may notice the faster transfer rate but his or her interface stayed the same.  In reality, things
aren’t necessarily this clean but it does illustrate the point.  Another power of this concept is the ability
to link networks through bridges and routers (reference figure 5) or to inter-mix physical media within
the same network.

A LAYERED APPROACH

There are two things that can be assured within the framework of this paper.  One is the Department of
Defense no longer drives the data acquisition market.  The other is we are living in a networked world.
As a result of these two “truths”, we need to embrace the network revolution and do so in a way that is
compatible with the commercial network market.  This means we need to choose our network approach
carefully.  To blindly accept a given network based telemetry system without first understanding
possible drawbacks to its design is inviting disaster.  One of the first steps we must take towards
embracing the commercial network world is to adopt their lexicon.  The telemetry community is no
longer isolated from other markets due to writing our own standards.  There are several examples where
the telemetry community is adopting/adapting commercial standards in part or in whole.  Without using
a common dictionary from the beginning, the resultant standards are ambiguous thus not useful.

The second and more important step is to not take this shift to networks lightly.  If we want to benefit
from the telecommunications market, we must structure our approach appropriately.  As new cables,

Figure 5   Networks connected across a router



interfaces, and protocols are developed, we want the choice of adopting them in the same manner as any
network administrator.  A layered reference model is needed to take advantage of what the COTS
market has to offer.  As usual, it’s not quite as easy as it seems.  Simply adopting a reference model is
not enough.  We need a reference model that will meet our needs given the way we do business now and
the way we want to do business in the future.  The only way to get a model that meets our needs is to
develop one.  The only way to develop one is to understand the business you want to model and
understand how to construct a model.  Most in the telemetry community have solid understandings of
how we are currently operating.  Some in the telemetry community have strong conceptions of how we
can benefit from network technology.  Few in the telemetry community know how to combine our
current understandings and future conceptions into a comprehensive model that can guide the
development and application of new technology.  If we want to maximize the cost and technology
benefits of the telecommunications market, we need to start putting our energies into understanding and
developing a layered reference model.

WHAT WE ARE DOING NOW

There has been a lot of momentum toward the idea of network based data acquisition over the past
couple of years.  A vocal consensus seems to have been reached that networks are indeed coming.  The
Range Commanders Council (RCC) has several tasks related to network compatibility of which some
are funded through the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).  These tasks and projects have done a
pretty good job of spreading the word about network-based initiatives.  Many vendors have listened (or
were already heading this way) and are including network capable products in their brochures and
demonstrations.  Unfortunately everyone is working to his or her own conceptions.  We need to
communicate a common model so everyone will be driving toward the same solution.

There are several venues where network issues are starting to be addressed – especially at a systems
level.  The Range Commanders Council (RCC) has a conceptual idea of how network connectivity could
benefit the telemetry market (reference figure 6).  This is far from complete, but it is a start.  Based on
this understanding a Networks section will be added to the RCC’s Telemetry Standards.  The DoD has
been working this Networks issue since late 1996 when a commercial bus IEEE 1394 (also known as
FireWire) was being discussed in the computer industry as a high-speed peripheral bus.  (Reference
Figure 7)  This resulted in the RCC establishing the TG-50/54 tasks that led to the NexGenBus project.
With NexGenBus moving packets around the test article, the Joint Data Acquisition Networks Standard
(JDANS) (a proposed OSD program to begin in FY02), is planning to address all the network issues on-
board the test vehicle.  Taking this one step further, the Real-Time Telemetry Network (RTTN) is
planning to address the interconnectivity of multiple network based test vehicles with the ground.
Meanwhile, NASA has several projects on-going.  NASA is the primary agency behind the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) which is developing standard data handling techniques to
support space research.  Another NASA project being used to demonstrate some of the Advanced Range
Telemetry (ATRM) goals is the Ring Buffered Network Bus (RBNB).  There is a lot of work being
performed in the pursuit of network based data acquisition and communications.  A joint DoD/NASA
task force is being formed to leverage knowledge and requirements between the two agencies.



CONCLUSION

There is evidence that both the commercial telemetry market and the DoD/NASA community see the
benefits and steady progression towards packet based instrumentation.  We in the DoD need to meet the
network concepts with an open mind.  To do that we must educate ourselves on network theory.  One of
the best ways to begin is with the OSI Basic Reference Model.  By understanding the Basic Reference
Model, we can begin to plot our future in network terms.  Only after we have a common understanding
amongst ourselves of where we want to go (i.e. defined our own reference model) can we truly take
advantage of what networks have to offer the Telemetry Community.

Figure 6   Data Acquisition Network Concept



Figure 7   A DoD Integrated Path to T&E Networks
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ABSTRACT

IEEE P1451.3 is an attempt to define a standard that will allow a transducer manufacturer to build transducers that
have a wide range of price and performance but which are all inter-operable within a system. The standard will
allow for simple devices with relatively low data sampling rates and moderate time correlation requirements to be
designed and built. At the other end of the spectrum will be devices that have bandwidth requirements to several
hundred kilohertz and time correlation requirements in the range of nanoseconds. It is expected that devices from
either end of the spectrum will be able to peacefully coexist in the same system. In the physical realm a single
transmission line will be used to supply power to the transducers and to provide the communications between the
bus controller and the transducers. A bus is expected to have one bus controller and many transducers. A Network
Capable Application Processor (NCAP) contains the controller for the bus and the interface to the broader network,
such as NexGenBus, that may support many other nodes, NCAPs and transducer buses. A bus controller will only
reside in an NCAP if the transducer bus exists within a hierarchy of networks; it may reside in a host computer or
other device. This paper discusses the approach being taken and gives the status of the standard.

GENERAL CAPABILITIES

IEEE P1451.3 is an attempt to define a standard that will allow a transducer manufacturer to build transducers that
have a wide range of price and performance but which are all inter-operable within a system. The standard will
allow for simple devices with relatively low data sampling rates and moderate time correlation requirements to be
designed and built. At the other end of the spectrum will be devices that have bandwidth requirements to several
hundred kilohertz and time correlation requirements in the range of nanoseconds. It is expected that devices from
either end of the spectrum will be able to peacefully coexist on the same bus. Figure 1 is a representation of what is
expected in the physical realm. As shown in the diagram a single transmission line will be used to supply power to
the transducers and to provide the communications between the bus controller and the Transducer Bus Interface
Modules (TBIM). A bus is expected to have one bus controller and many TBIMs. The bus controller may reside in
a Network Capable Application Processor (NCAP) when the system requires a network with many TBIMs. A bus



controller may reside in a host computer or data recorder as well.  A Transducer Bus Interface Module (TBIM)
may contain from one to many different transducers.

There are a number of functions that will need to be accomplished over the transducer bus. Table 2 is a list of the
major functions that will need to be performed. These functions are required by both the very large, complex
systems and by the very simple systems consisting of just a few transducers. The IEEE P1451.3 working group is
preparing a standard that will allow systems from the very simple to large complex systems to be built using the
same interfaces. In order to accomplish this, five different communications channels have been defined. Each
communications channel will have a different center frequency and bandwidth. Each of the five communications
channels are listed in Table 1 along with a brief description of its expected function. The communications channels
will share the medium with the power required to operate the transducers. For high power transducers the power
that can be applied over the communications cable may be inadequate so it will be acceptable to power the
transducers with a separate power supply.
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Figure 1 Physical representation of the IEEE P1451.3

The combinations of different communications channels creates a large number of possible systems configurations.
This makes it difficult for the manufacturers of Bus Controllers to know how many of what features should be
included. In an attempt to mitigate this problem the standard defines five levels of complexity which are referred to
in the standard as Tiers 0 through 4. As shown in Figure 2 the simplest systems, Tier 0 systems, will have only one
communications channel, the Bus Management Communications channel. The Bus Management Communications
channel is used to establish the basic bus communications that will allow the bus controller to determine the
capabilities of the TBIM and configure the other communications channels within the TBIM. The Bus
Communications channel will be at a fixed frequency, or at least one of a small set of frequencies, that every bus
controller will be able to use. For these simple systems all Communications functions will share the same
communications channel. They have the least bandwidth available for the transmission of data and that bandwidth
must be shared among all TBIMs on the bus. This makes for the simplest and lowest cost TBIMs and bus
controllers.



The most complex systems, Tier 4 systems, are represented in Figure 3. In this figure the maximum capability is
achieved by using all of the communications channels. In this diagram both the Bus Management and TBIM
communications channels are available for setting up the system. The initial discovery of the TBIMs on the bus and
the setup of the communications channels are performed using the Bus Management communications channel. The
set up of the transducers is then accomplished using the higher bandwidth available over the TBIM communications
channel. Operational commands and status reads can also be performed using the TBIM communications channel.
Multiple data transfer communications channels are provided to accommodate a high data bandwidth or large
numbers of transducers. Clock synchronization is achieved among all of the devices using a dedicated
Synchronization communications channel and triggers are supported using a dedicated Trigger communications
channel. If there are some transducers in this system which do not need the high data bandwidth or do not support
all of the communications channels they can be triggered and read or written using the TBIM or Bus Management
communications channels.

Systems with levels of complexity between these two extremes are also allowed in the standard. In addition the
ability to mix devices with the various levels of complexity in the same system is required. For example a Tier 4
capable TBIM could be operated in a system with a Tier-0 bus controller. The system will not be able to take
advantage of all of the capabilities of the TBIM but it will work. In a similar condition a Tier 0 TBIM can be used
in a system with a Tier-3 bus controller. All communications with this TBIM must be handled over the Bus
Management communications channel and will be slower but it will work. One reason for this mix of capabilities

Table 1 Bus Communications Channels

Function Description
Bus Management This bi-directional communications channel provides all of the capabilities required for

a system to be able to identify the TBIMs on the transducer bus, determine their
capabilities, set them up and operate them. It communicates at a frequency(s) defined
in the standard and must be in all TBIMs. It operates in a command/response mode and
has a relatively low bandwidth.

TBIM The TBIM Communications channel is also bi-directional and provides most of the
capabilities of the bus management communications channel but at a frequency(s) that
can be defined by the system. It has a higher bandwidth. It cannot perform the
discovery function or the initial bus setup (see Table 2).

Data Transfer This uni-directional communications channel is used to transfer data from the TBIMs
to the bus controller or from the bus controller to the TBIMs. There may be many of
these in a system operating at different center frequencies. They can be used for high
bandwidth data transfers or they can be shared by many transducers by using Code
Division/Multiple Access (CDMA) techniques.

Synchronization This function will be performed by supplying a sine wave clock at a relatively high
amplitude over the wires. The frequency of this clock will be defined in the standard
once the physical layer is fully defined and will probably be in the 10 to 100 MHz
range.

Triggers Triggers are a special form of a command from the bus controller to the TBIM that
either commands a TBIM to take some action or enables it to take some action at a
future time. For the most complex systems triggers may be applied over this separate
communications to guarantee timing.



is to allow control functions and even diagnostics to be performed without impacting the data being transmitted
over the other communications channels.

Table 2—Functions performed in a TBIM

Function Comments
Discovery Discovery is the process by which that the TBC can learn what devices are installed

on a particular bus.
Bus Set Up Bus set up involves reading the Transducer Electronic Data Sheets (TEDS) and any

other required control structures from the TBIMs and using that information to
configure the interface to the bus.

Transducer Set Up Transducer set up involves reading the TEDS and any other required control
structures from the TBIMs and using that information to configure each transducer
on the TBIM as required for the system.

Control Control functions involve the control commands that are required to control the
operation of the TBIM while the system is being set up or when it is running.

Status Each TBIM has a status register or registers that are used to inform the TBC of the
condition or state of the TBIM. These registers can be read over the bus.

Service Request A service request is much like a computer interrupt. As such it allows a TBIM to
inform the TBC that something has changed within the TBIM. The main difference
between an interrupt and a service request is that there is no guaranteed response
time between when a service request is invoked and when the system gets around to
servicing it.

Data Reads and
Writes

The transmission of data between the TBIMs and the TBC is the primary purpose of
this standard. There are several ways that these functions can be performed in the
standard depending upon which communications channels are available and being
used.

Triggers A trigger is a specialized command that is used to cause a TBIM to take a specific
action. For example a trigger might cause a sensor to take 1000 samples of an input
and transfer the data to the TBC.

Synchronization The synchronization function is used to synchronize the clocks in the TBIMs with the
clock in the TBC.

Memory
Downloads

It will be necessary at times to load the contents of the memory in a device. These
facilities may or may not be available to the user since they are mainly intended for
use when manufacturing the TBIMS but they may be desirable when upgrading
devices in the field.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS

There are several techniques that will be used to implement the various communications channels. The most basic
of these techniques is frequency division multiplexing. This means that each communications channel will be
operated at a different center frequency. For example the Bus Management communications will operate at one of a
small set of possible frequencies. A narrow bandwidth will be provided for this channel since it is primarily used to
initiate the setup of the system. The TBIM communications channel will be assigned a different center frequency
and a wider bandwidth to allow higher speed communications. The center frequency for this communications
channel can be programmed into the TBIM by the bus controller over some range of frequencies. The TBIM
Communications channel is expected to be time-shared using a command-response protocol with the bus controller
providing the control function. The Data Transfer Communications function may be operated in several different



ways. One way is to time-share this channel, with the trigger acting as the command and the response coming on a
separate frequency channel. Another way is to assign a different center frequency to each TBIM and to allow the
TBIM to control access to the data channel. This would be most useful for sensors. For actuators the bus controller
would need to control the channel. Another mechanism is to use spread-spectrum techniques to allow several
TBIMs to share one center frequency with different spreading codes assigned to each TBIM. In fact all of these
techniques are expected to be used at different tiers in the system. The actual techniques required in a given system
will depend upon the total system bandwidth and the number of transducers required. The advantage of using the
radio frequency communications techniques over a wired communications path is that power can be supplied over
the same medium. The amount of power that can be supplied over a given set of wires will depend on how the
system is implemented. The standard specifies that DC power shall be supplied to the TBIM. However with the use
of a coupler which contains an AC to DC converter, AC power can be supplied over the transducer bus. This
technique is useful when large amounts of power are required or the bus is very long.

WIRELESS TECHNIQUES

Wireless techniques are not being included in the standard at this time for several reasons. The major reason being
that while wireless techniques are great for many applications, systems with many transducers that must remain in
place for long periods of time the ability to provide power over the communications medium is an overriding need
for this standard. However, many on the working group have a desire to move to wireless for some applications in
the future and some are working on them now. The group is considering wireless when decisions are made with the
intention that the standard can be expanded to include wireless capability or a new standard can be derived from
this one with minimum changes in the future.

TRANSDUCER BUS INTERFACE MODULES

TBIM and Transducer Identification

Each TBIM must be identified and set up by the bus controller before it is able to function in the system. To
identify the TBIM the manufacturer assigns each TBIM a unique identifier called the Universal Unique Identifier or
UUID. This identifier is a pattern of eighty bits that are defined using the algorithm defined in IEEE 1451.2 to
guarantee uniqueness. A procedure is defined in the standard to allow the bus controller to identify the UUID of
each device on the bus over the Bus Management communications channel. The identification of the TBIM allows
the bus controller to determine the communications capabilities of the TBIM and to set them up. It also identifies
the number of transducers in the TBIM and can assign them a transducer identifier. At this point it is possible to
switch the communications to the TBIM communications channel which operates at a higher speed than the Bus
Management communications channel. The transducer identifier is then used in all subsequent communications with
that transducer. Once the assignment of a transducer identifier is accomplished the bus controller can then read the
Transducer Electronic Data Sheets (TEDS) to determine the nature and characteristics of each transducer. If it is
determined that the system does not need a particular transducer then that transducer can be assigned a transducer
identifier of zero and the transducer will not respond again until a different transducer identifier is assigned.
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Transducer Electronic Data Sheets

There are several Transducer Electronic Data Sheets (TEDS) which are defined for this standard. They can be
classified in many ways. Some are machine-readable and are used to allow the bus controller to determine the
characteristics of the device and others are text based and are used to give a human operator an understanding of
the device. Three of the machine readable TEDS are required for system operation and all of the remaining TEDS
are optional. For systems where small size or extreme operating environments do not allow the TEDS to be stored
in the TBIM, a procedure is provided to allow the TEDS to be stored on a remote server. A remote TEDS is known
in the standard as a “virtual” TEDS.

Required TEDS - There are three TEDS that are required for operation of the system. The Communications
TEDS will describe to the system the communications capabilities of the TBIM. This will include such things as
which communications channels are implemented and the range of operating frequencies. It will also define whether
or not the TBIM has CDMA capabilities. The Module Meta-TEDS defines the characteristics of the TBIM as a
whole. There is one Module Meta-TEDS for each TBIM. The Transducer Specific TEDS then describe the
characteristics of each individual transducer. There is one Transducer Specific TEDS for each transducer in the
TBIM. In general these TEDS will be small containing only a few hundred bytes. However, the memory
requirements for the TBIM will vary depending on the number of transducers in the TBIM.

Optional TEDS - There are several optional TEDS under consideration by the working group. All of the TEDS
allowed in IEEE 1451.2 will probably be included. The optional TEDS which is expected to be utilized the most
often is the Calibration TEDS. This TEDS provides the constants necessary to convert the raw data into an
engineering units form for sensors or to convert data from engineering units form to the form required by an
actuator. Several other TEDS types are being considered. A Transfer Function TEDS can be used to describe the
characteristics of a transducer in response to varying input frequencies. A Digital Filter TEDS can be used to define
the coefficients needed to set up a digital filter to obtain a desired frequency response. A Control Commands TEDS
may be used to determine the allowable commands and the acceptable arguments for those commands. This type
will be useful when setting up the electronics associated with a transducer.

TRANSDUCERS

There are four general classes of transducers and various attributes that can be applied to each of them. In addition,
transducers may be classified as virtual if they are used to sense or control some condition within a TBIM that does
not directly impact the outside world. Virtual transducers and control commands may perform similar functions.
The choice of which to use in a given TBIM is up to the TBIM manufacturer. The main difference between the two
is that virtual transducers may have TEDS associated with them that allow the system operator to deal in
engineering units without a detailed knowledge of the bit patterns required to obtain the desired results. The
following paragraphs describe each of the different classes of transducers.

Sensors - A sensor measures some physical parameter on demand and returns digital data representing that
parameter. On the receipt of a trigger, the sensor starts the collection and storing of a data set within the TBIM.
The data set may contain one or many samples of the parameter. The timing of the individual samples in the data
set is controlled by the TBIM and is a function of the operating mode of the sensor. A sensor responds to a read
command by returning the appropriate data set. If a new data set is not available, the transducer repeats the same
data that was returned on the previous read command with a flag that indicates that the data was previously read.

Event sensor - An event sensor is used to determine that a specific event has happened and the time when the event
occurred. The time may be determined and returned by the TBIM or may be determined by the TBC when the event



is received. A trigger arms an event sensor to detect the occurrence of an event. The event may be a digital signal
transition or an analog signal crossing a setpoint. An event sensor may be configured to signal an event on high-to-
low transitions or low-to-high transitions, or both. The present state of an event sensor may be determined by
reading the status.

Virtual actuators and sensors within a TBIM may be associated with an event sensor to allow changing analog
setpoints, hysteresis, or reading the value being sensed. This association is communicated to the TBC through the
grouping information in the Module Meta-TEDS.

Actuator - An actuator causes a physical or virtual output action to occur that is related to the data set sent to the
actuator. The actuator output changes state to match the appropriate data set when a trigger occurs.  The timing of
the data output process is under the control of the TBIM if there is more than one data point in a set.

An actuator may be built which does not require a data set be written to it before it performs an action. This type of
device always uses a default data set or no data at all and performs a predefined action upon the receipt of a trigger.

General Transducer - The General Transducer is any transducer that does not meet the timing requirements for
one of the other three transducer types. The standard will allow for the General Transducer type but it is not
expected to be “Plug and Play.” Special software will be required to use it.

TRANSDUCER ATTRIBUTES

The following paragraphs define the operating characteristics that are common to all transducer types. Each
attribute describes a particular mode of operation for a transducer. Some of these attributes are mutually exclusive
and others can be enabled at the same time.

SAMPLING ATTRIBUTES

 The sampling attributes determine the relationship between the trigger and the sampling of the data by a sensor or
the application of a sample to the output of an actuator.

Trigger initiated attribute - A transducer with this attribute active begins acquiring or outputting a data set
immediately upon receipt of a trigger. The timing of the remaining samples in the data set is under the control of the
TBIM. If a trigger acknowledge is required it will be sent as soon as the first sample is processed. A typical
example of this type of device would be a sensor that uses a sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit followed by a successive
approximation or flash type A/D converter. When the trigger is received, the S/H would be pulsed to store a sample
of the data. At this time the trigger acknowledge would be sent to the TBC. The A/D would then convert the data to
a digital form and store it in the data set memory in the TBIM. After an interval specified in the Transducer
Specific TEDS, the process of sampling, converting and storing a second sample would occur. This process
continues until all samples required for the data set are available. At this time the sampling stops until another
trigger is received.

Free running attribute - A sensor with this attribute active shall measure some physical parameter autonomously
and continuously when enabled. The data being acquired and converted is discarded until a trigger is received. Once
a trigger has been received the next sample converted is stored in the TBIM as the first word in the data set.
Consecutive samples are stored in the TBIM until the entire data set is completed. At this point the transducer
returns to discarding samples until the next trigger is received.

An actuator with this attribute active shall apply the previous data set in accordance with its End of Data Set
Operation attribute. As a new data set is received from the transducer bus it will be held in the TBIM until a trigger
is received and applied to the output at the appropriate time.



BUFFERED ATTRIBUTE

A transducer with this attribute active has multiple buffers to store multiple data sets. One buffer is being read from
a sensor or applied to an actuator output while other buffers are available to be filled. A characteristic of a
transducer with this attribute active is that the data available to be read or applied is always the data that was
available in a buffer before the most recent trigger.

END OF DATA SET OPERATION ATTRIBUTES

These attributes determine the action that an actuator will take when it reaches the end of a data set. These
attributes describe ways to allow actuators to smoothly transition from one data set to another. While this is
desirable in most cases, there will be instances when a rapid transition to another condition is required i.e.
emergency shutdown. For these cases, a second actuator transducer in the same TBIM may be used which executes
the transition to the new condition or control commands may be used.

Hold attribute - This attribute is applied actuators. An actuator with this attribute active will apply all of the
samples in a data set and then continue to apply the last word in the data set until a new trigger is received.

Recirculate attribute - This attribute is only used with actuators. An actuator with this attribute active applies all
of the samples in a data set to the output, then returns to the beginning of the data set and repeats the application of
the same data set. It will keep repeating this operation until another trigger is received. When returning to the
beginning of a data set or to a new data set the appropriate sample interval must be maintained.

STREAMING ATTRIBUTE

A transducer with this attribute active begins to acquire data or to apply data when the initial trigger is received.
Subsequent data samples are processed without waiting for a trigger. Since there are limited mechanisms for
collision detection on the transducer bus, any TBIM with one or more sensors operating in the streaming mode must
be able to support a dedicated data communications channel.

After the first trigger a sensor transmits a new data set as soon as it is acquired. This requires a dedicated data
communications channel be available to the TBIM. Multiple sensors within a single TBIM may share this data
channel but sensors in another TBIM shall not use it.

An actuator with the streaming attribute active applies the data written to it at the appropriate time after it has been
received. An actuator with the buffers attribute active immediately switches to the next buffer after applying all of
the data in the current buffer.

HELPING THE WORKING GROUP.

There are two ways that the working group could use your help. One would be by becoming a member of the
working group and volunteering your expertise to the preparation of the standard. The other would be by becoming
a balloter. Balloters review the standard when the working group believes that it is ready for submission and vote to
either accept or reject the standard. All votes are accompanied by comments that will be used to make the standard
more useful once it is finally approved. To help out in either of these two ways, please send an e-mail message to
the following address:  larry.a.malchodi@boeing.com.

If you would like to review some of the documentation that the working group has developed to date it can be
accessed at the following web site:  http://www.ic.ornl.gov/p1451/



PROPOSAL OF POLLED-CSMA PROTOCOL FOR AN
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we introduce an ad hoc distributed supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
system, which covers two types of traffic, a small number of slave stations with stream traffic and much
larger number of slave stations with burst traffic. To improve the system’s real-time transmission and
channel allocation efficiency, a MAC scheme, named Polled-CSMA, is designed by integrating the
merits of polling and CSMA protocols. Extensive analysis shows that this MAC protocol meets the
system’s QOS requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

A distributed supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system often has star topology,
consisting of a master station that acts as supervisory and control center and several slave stations that
act as real sensing and control units. All slave stations use a single channel (upstream channel) to
transmit information packets to a master base station, and the master station transmits short
acknowledgment packets and control packets to slave stations. Downstream traffic can be transmitted in
a separate channel (using a different frequency band). Or, it can share a single channel with upstream
traffic. In SCADA system, the transferred data from different units may have different delay and
bandwidth requirements, thus it is a challenge to design a communication protocol to meet these

different QOS requirements
]6[
. In this paper, we focus on a narrow-band wireless SCADA system, in

which there are two types of traffic, a small number of slave stations with stream traffic and much larger
number of slave stations with burst traffic. In this kind of SCADA system, there are different services
and traffic requirements, and the traditional MAC schemes are not suited to it. To meet the system’s



QOS and traffic requirements, a Polled-CSMA protocol is proposed in this paper. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows: In section 2 different kinds of MAC protocols are analyzed. In section 3
the proposed protocol--Polled-CSMA is presented in detail. In section 4 a quantificational analysis is
performed on Polled-CSMA.

COMPARISON OF MAC PROTOCOLS

MAC protocols can be divided into three classes: (1) Fixed assignment, FDMA CDMA, etc. (2) Random
assignment, such as ALOHA, CSMA, etc. (3) Demand assignment, such as token ring, polling. The
above protocols and its variant versions are adapted to different services. In common LAN system, the
allocation efficiency is the most concerned issue, while in SCADA system, the real-time transfer

matters
]2][1[
.

Polling is a basic preference in SCADA system for its simplicity. In polling protocol, the master station
polls the slave stations in regular sequence, no matter whether they have data to send or not. If the polled
slave station has data ready to send, it send the data, if not it keeps silent, and the master station goes on
to poll another slave station in subsequent polling slot. Featured by simplicity and by giving each station
equal priority to access the shared channel, polling protocol is very widely used in SCADA system. But
polling is not suited to our system, For the traffic from different station is very different in our system. In
master station polling way, the master station often polled the slave station with low traffic and few
packets to send, those with high traffic can not get the priority to send data. Thus the channel is often
wasted and not used fully.

Token ring may be considered as an update version of polling protocol. In token ring, each station
should have an order number, and all the station order numbers are linked to form a logical ring. A token
is passed on along this ring, only the station that obtains a token can access channel. Token ring protocol
has more channel efficiency than the polling protocol at the cost of more protocol complexity. But in
terms of channel assignment, both token ring and polling are fixed assignment scheme, and they will not
work properly in multi-service environment. So neither polling nor token ring meet the QOS
requirements in our system.

Random access is another channel assignment scheme. In random access protocols, a channel is
occupied by contention. There are many typical random access protocols such as ALOHA, CSMA/CD,
etc. In ALOHA, a station sends packets all at once no matter the channel is busy or not. If the station
detects a packet collision with packets from other stations, it defers some time to retransmit the
corrupted packet. If the packet collides again it repeats the above process until successful transmission.



In high load condition, because all stations send data blindly, the performance of ALOHA is not

satisfactory ]5[ . CSMA is the improved version of ALOHA. In this protocol, a station will not send
packets until it detects the channel is idle. If the channel is busy, it defers some time, waits for another
chance to send the packets. By using the channel sensing technology, CSMA has more channel
efficiency than ALOHA.

The principal merits of random access methods are their ability to serve a large number of stations, each
with a low average data rate and a high peak rate. When too many stations try to communicate all at
once or are in heavy load, the system throughput goes down and transmission delay increases
substantially. In our system there is stream traffic, the channel traffic load is relatively heavy, so a pure
random access protocol does not meet the system’s traffic requirements.

POLLED-CSMA PROTOCOL

From the above analysis, we know that it is difficult to use the shared channel efficiently and to control
the maximum packet delay when applying traditional MAC protocols to our system. The reason is that
there are two classes of traffic, namely burst traffic and stream traffic. If the shared channel is assigned
based on the traffic of the burst station, the channel efficiency is good, but the maximum delay increases.
On the other hand, if the channel is assigned on the traffic of stream stations, the maximum delay
decreases, and the channel efficiency decreases significantly as well.

To solve those problems, we propose a polled-CSMA protocol. By integrating both polling and CSMA
protocol, this protocol successfully improves the system’s performance. The protocol is described
below:

(1) The master station polls all the slave stations with large traffic. The master station sends polling
packet to the stations with large traffic at interval of T in regular sequence. If a polled station has data
ready to send, it sends the data. Otherwise, it keeps silence. All stations with large traffic have equal
priority to access the shared channel.

(2) All the stations with low traffic access shared channel with CSMA. When a station with low traffic
receives a polling packet, it first checks the channel, if no packet head is detected, it transmit its own
packet. That is to say only if any station with large traffic does not transmit a packet can a station
with burst traffic send packet.

When the total traffic of the stations with burst traffic is low, a burst traffic station can access the shared
channel in large probability. For the stations with stream traffic have priority to access the channel, their



QOS requirements can also be met. So the proposed scheme achieves efficient use of channel, and
makes it possible to control the maximum delay.

PROTOCOL ANALYSIS

Given the polled-CSMA scheme, now we could analyze the protocol in detail. To simplify the analysis,
some assumptions and variables are taken and defined: (1) every station sends packet independently,

furthermore every station with burst traffic has the same probability mG  to send a packet, and similarly

every station with stream traffic has the same probability nG  to send a packet. (2) Any station, whether

it is the station with burst traffic or not, has the same packet duration T. (3) The length of polling packet

is negligible, so the polling interval is equal to the length of packet T.
]3[

Some variables and parameters are defined as follows:

m: number of the stations with burst traffic
n: number of the stations with stream traffic
T: length of packet from slave station to master station

mG : Probability of a station with burst traffic to send a packet within T

nG : Probability of a station with stream traffic to send a packet within T

Our basic assumption is m>>n, mn mGnG > . To compare the performance of the Polled-CSMA with

other protocols, we estimate each of their throughputs and delay respectively.

In polling protocol, every station has the equal priority to access the shared channel, so
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Where pollS  is the normalized throughput of a system using polling protocol.



The random protocol is a more complex protocol, we only evaluate its performance approximately. The

system’s total traffic is 
]4[
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For collision corruption, the throughput of a random access protocol is less than the system’s total
traffic, so
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Where rS  is the normalized throughput of a system that uses random access protocol.

The polled-CSMA is integrated by the polling and CSMA protocols. The stream traffic stations use
polling protocol to access the shared channel, while the burst traffic stations use CSMA protocol to
access the channel. We assume that under pure competitive environment the throughput of all the

stations with burst traffic is cS , then,
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Where CSMAPS −  is the normalized throughput of a system that uses Polled-CSMA protocol.

From (1-1), (1-2), (1-3), we can see that

                         pollCSMAP SS >−

                         rCSMAP SS >−

So the Polled-CSMA is better than either the polling or random access protocols.

In terms of delay, Polled-CSMA can guarantee the packet delay nTDs ≤  to the stream traffic station.

The stream traffic stations can send their packet under their maximum delay requirement. The burst
traffic stations, which contend for the rest of the slots not used by the stream traffic stations, have low
band requirements and high delay tolerance, their requirements can also be met within the competitive
environment. Pure random access does not guarantee any station’s delay, nor does the delay of the
stream traffic station. Polling protocol can guarantee maximum delay, but poor channel efficiency in
various traffic conditions.



CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new MAC protocol to apply to an ad hoc SCADA system. It has also
presented the performance evaluation results of the proposed protocol, in which it is confirmed that the
channel efficiency of the proposed Polled-CSMA scheme is higher than that of the pure random or pure
fixed assignment scheme. It is also confirmed that the assumed system using the proposed protocol can
accommodate different types of traffic more efficiently than the system using other schemes.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to present a chronology from a Small Business Innovation Research
Program (SBIR) showing the impact of a wireless network architecture on future airborne data
acquisition systems. The major advantages and challenges associated with the use of wireless network
data acquisition versus wired time division multiplexing systems are rooted in data latency, bandwidth
efficient data transmission while maintaining a low bit error rate and not interfering with existing
avionics.  Many of the issues raised are subtle and complex. It is not the intent of this paper to give these
issues the thorough academic and technical analysis they deserve. It is the hope of the authors that this
paper will generate awareness and discussion on these issues.
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INTRODUCTION

Test and Evaluation of military airborne vehicles requires wireless data acquisition systems to augment
the current wired systems in use.  Currently, wire conductors are routed throughout the aircraft in order
to provide a path from each sensor to the host data acquisition system. The wireless requirement
originates from:

1) Measurements that are currently impossible or impractical to wire such as those from rotor hubs,
penetration of critical structural members such as bulkheads, passage through sealed and high
temperature engine areas.



2) Lower the cost of flight testing by reducing the time for the installation, augmentation and removal of
the wiring required for the data acquisition system.

The goal of the SBIR was to develop a robust wireless network based data acquisition system suitable
for aircraft instrumentation purposes to augment/replace wired systems where needed.  Issues such as
real time data acquisition, maximum bandwidth utilization, minimal data latency and preventing Radio
Frequency (RF) interference with existing avionics were researched.

SBIR PHASE I BACKGROUND AND SELECTION

The Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division (NAWCAD) initiated a Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR) Program for a Wireless Airborne Instrumentation System (WAIS).  The primary motive
for this effort was to develop a aircraft wireless data acquisition system to acquire data which is currently
impossible or impractical to wire such as those from rotor hubs, penetration of critical structural
members such as bulkheads and passage through sealed and high temperature engine areas.  Response to
this effort resulted in 26 SBIR proposals being submitted for evaluation.  Of the submitted proposals, two
were considered viable to satisfy the requirements. One proposal utilized Radio Frequency (RF) Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) technology and the second proposal utilized Laser (optical) technology.
Both wireless technologies appeared technically feasible to operate in the aircraft flight test environment.

The Spread Spectrum (SS) technology resists intentional and non-intentional RF interference, has high
immunity to multipath interference, and can share the same frequency band (overlay) with other systems. In
particular, SS technology spreads out the original signal frequency spectrum resulting in a much lower
power spectral density (PSD) for a given transmitted power.  This low signal PSD will appear as broadband
Gaussian noise (at the expense of an increased noise floor) to any host aircraft narrowband receiving
systems.  Since the receivers already contain front-end noise rejecting filters, the SS transmissions should
“look like” noise and thereby be ignored resulting in very low interference. DSSS Phase I system specifics
included an overall bit rate capability of 121,000 bits/second with a bit error rate (BER) of 1 e-05 at a
receiver sensitivity of –90 dBm.

The Laser technology operates in the optical region (above RF) of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Consequently, the host aircraft transmitting/receiving systems operating in the RF region should have little
EMI interference introduced by the Laser technology.  Also, the higher optical frequency permits the use of
smaller devices.  In addition, because of the extremely low-power 1-milliwatt laser required, battery
operation is easily accomplished through small wristwatch size batteries.  Laser Phase I system specifics
included an overall bit rate capability of 12,000 bits/second with a BER of 1 e-05.

In addition to the technical merits of these two proposals, these efforts were unique in that both contractors
agreed to provide working “breadboard” models of their systems under the terms of the Phase I contract.
The intention was to provide test data from both approaches as a basis for determining if either of the
systems were worth pursuing further through a SBIR Phase II contract.  Consequently, both contractors
produced a wireless system (using their proposed technology) capable of transmitting and reproducing one
signal with a frequency response up to 100 HZ.  By reproducing the signal to its original form, the test
results could be directly compared to a pair of wires acting as truth data.  In doing this, the systems can be



modeled as "wireless signal conduits" with an end to end accuracy stating the ±% error introduced by the
systems.

The Phase I demonstration results showed that both DSSS and Laser wireless data systems were able to
transmit and reproduce the analog signals. The spread spectrum system tests were performed on a T-2
aircraft inside an aircraft hangar with the transmitter located in the wingtip and the receiver located in the
fuselage.  The Laser system required direct line of sight between the transmitter and the reflector.
Operationally, this is typically implemented by replacing two rivets in the airframe with the transmitter and
receiver.  Since the intent was just proof of concept, the Laser system tests were performed using a bench
setup inside the hangar.  The Laser system became degraded by direct sunlight “washing out” the wireless
link thereby causing data dropouts.  The contractor felt the use of a higher power pulsed laser system or
narrow band-pass optical filters would provide a solution for the system to work in direct sunlight.  In
addition, alignment of the transmitter and receiver can be difficult because of the low power and small
beam width.  As such, the demonstrated Laser system needed more refinement before it could be
considered as a robust wireless data link suitable for the aircraft flight text environment.  The DSSS system
in conjunction with its low power 0.35-watt transmitter was able to transmit data from the wingtip through
the aircraft superstructure and be reproduced in the fuselage with the aircraft outer compartment doors
closed, thereby forcing the data to be reproduced from the labyrinth path inside the aircraft.  Consequently,
the RF DSSS approach was selected and approved for Phase II SBIR funding (up to 750,000 dollars).

Detailed requirements concerning extreme environmental conditions, EMI and other factors constituting
full flight-worthy airborne equipment were relegated to the Phase II effort.  System enhancements such as
higher data rates, multiple channels and applications oriented issues such as input data signal types were
also relegated.

SBIR PHASE II WAIS IMPLEMENTATION

The WAIS architecture is modeled as an airborne distributed data acquisition system consisting of a
controller called a Central Data Collection Unit (CDCU) and multiple Remote Data Gathering Units
(RDGUs).  Similar to wired distributed systems, the RDGUs are placed close to groups of signals in
order to minimize the amount of wire spanning the distance to individual transducers while the CDCU is
located in a centralized area.  Each RDGU is able transmit its data to the CDCU, which then reformats
the data in preparation for telemetry and onboard recording.  The network setup is performed by a
Windows Graphical User Interface (GUI) on a Personal Computer (PC) and downloaded to the
controller via the RS-232 port.  Figure 1 shows the final configuration of the WAIS network.  The
decisions made leading to the final configuration are discussed throughout this paper.



Figure 1, WAIS Data Network (final configuration)

The project goals emphasized developing a robust wireless network-based aircraft data acquisition
system designed to augment or replace existing wired systems.  The system’s input capabilities were
also tailored for specific measurements that favored wireless data acquisition over traditional wired
techniques.  The project sought to minimize duplication of effort, and to build upon the success of other
wired systems such as the Common Airborne Instrumentation System (CAIS) and the Advanced
Airborne Test Instrumentation System (AATIS).  Consequently, the project investigated the
development of a distributed wireless airborne data acquisition system capable of the following
applications: 1) Continuation of Phase 1 efforts, including the transmission and reproduction of analog
signals with multiple channels, greater accuracy, higher sample rates, and smaller units; 2) Internal
battery operation, making the system truly wireless; 3) Composite digital output from the controller
consisting of both IRIG PCM and a packetized data format for export to a PC.  In order to meet these
goals, an assessment of state of the art wireless communication systems was necessary.



In communications theory, available bandwidth is typically the boundary that leads to the maximum
transmitted data rate capacity of a channel.  Due to the multiple channel requirements, data throughput
naturally became the driving force behind the entire network design.  Therefore, the 121,000 bits/second
radio used for Phase I was not selected in Phase II due to its inability to satisfy the aggregate data
requirements.  Consequently, an evaluation was performed to determine the best wireless technology
system.  The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated three unlicensed Industrial
Scientific Medical (ISM) frequency bands suitable for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
transmissions: 902 to 928 MHz (BW= 26 MHz), 2.4 to 2.485 GHz (BW = 85 MHz), and 5.725 to 5.85
GHz (BW = 125 MHz).  The most desirable system would utilize the frequency band with the highest
bandwidth, and be designed from the ground up with a topology that could take full advantage of that
bandwidth.  However, due to SBIR Phase II funding and schedule limitations, the radio system
development had to be minimized.  The project surveyed various, low cost Commercial Off The Shelf
(COTS) systems that were currently available to meet the requirements of the network.

The unlicensed frequency bands mentioned above are still regulated by the FCC.  Within these allocated
frequency bands, Narrowband and SS wireless systems are the most common.  Narrowband channels are
used every day by millions of cellular phone customers.  In the ISM bands however, narrowband RF
power output is required to be less than 0 dBm.  This restriction is intended to reduce interference
between the variety of commercial and industrial products present in these bands.  However, low RF
output power relates directly to degradation in BER performance and a decrease in range.

SS systems represent a more novel approach to reducing interference among devices in the same
frequency space.  These systems employ methods that spread their average transmitted power across the
band of interest, and therefore are allowed to transmit at 30 dBm of RF output power.  Frequency
Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) systems achieve a lower time averaged PSD by jumping from one
narrowband frequency to another in a predefined manner.  Once a transmitter and receiver have locked
onto a sequence of jumps, interference and collisions are handled by simply switching to the next
frequency and attempting a retransmission.  Jumping from one frequency to another, over time,
contributes to a lower average power level in the band.  DSSS systems spread their spectrum in a
different way.  Baseband data is concatenated (XOR’d) with a Pseudorandom Number (PN) code bit
stream operating well above the baseband rate, called the chipping rate.  The resulting output stream
now carries much more data content, and hence frequency content, than the original baseband signal.
This effectively widens the PSD of the RF output and spreads the energy of the data content across the
band of interest.  The receiver uses wideband filters and downconverts the RF signal back to the
chipping rate.  This chipped signal is then correlated, removing the PN code from the data, and the
original baseband information is then recovered.  The length of the PN code is similar to the level of
redundancy of the data, and as such, longer PN codes are more robust.  The measure of this robustness
can be defined as the Processing Gain, and is calculated as 10 log [PN code length (in bits)].  Clearly, a
transmitter and receiver must operate at the same chipping rate, and with the same PN code to
communicate.  The choice of PN codes allows for many simultaneous communication channels in the
same frequency space, even by completely disparate systems.  PN code length and format create many
possibilities for the manipulation of the transmitted waveform.

SS technologies enable performance gains in range and BER performance relative to Narrowband
technologies.  This led to the following systems being considered for the application: 1) The AT&T 915
MHz DSSS system with a 2 Mbps rate; 2) The Pulse Engineering 2.4 GHz FHSS system with a 1 Mbps



rate; 3) The Proxim 2.4 GHz FHSS system with a 1.6 Mbps rate; 4) The Harris Semiconductor 2.4 GHz
DSSS system with a 4 Mbps rate.  Unfortunately, no proven commercial products existed in the 5.725 to
5.85 GHz band.  Even though DSSS was successfully used in Phase I, both FHSS and DSSS techniques
were evaluated.

High immunity to RF multipath was identified as a requirement for the RF communication link.
Multipath is a type of interference that results when a transmitted signal follows more than one path to
the receiver.  These signals are phase shifted from one another, and destructively interfere with each
other at the receiver’s antenna.  An example of multipath interference is the disruption of FM radio
reception in an automobile using a monopole antenna near tall buildings.  For those who have stopped at
a traffic light while listening to an FM radio, and noticed that the station is lost momentarily, likely
experienced the effects of multipath.  A typical installation of the data acquisition system would
distribute the RDGUs throughout an airframe structure.  The metallic airframe is a relatively confined
RF environment, and the probability of multipath is significant, causing received signal degradation
between the RDGU’s and the CDCU.  Therefore, DSSS radios were desired because of their inherent
ability to suppress the effects of multipath.  By decorrelating the aggregate signal at the receiver, the
delayed forms of the original signal due to multipath are rejected.  The decorrelation and signal recovery
by the processing gain, or de-spreading operation in the receiver, helps to reject the delayed forms of the
original signal present at the receiver’s front end.  The de-spreading operation multiplies the incoming
signal by the original spreading waveform.  This process correlates the spreading waveform with the
incoming signal to collapse the incoming signal into the data bandwidth while the undesired signals
remain spread.  DSSS also has the ability to significantly reject narrowband interference due to the de-
spreading or processing gain of the received signal.

Although FHSS systems could support more nodes per physical area than DSSS systems, the higher
interference immunity offered by DSSS allows closer spacing of same channel networks resulting in
more networks per frequency band.  Consequently, the AT&T and Harris Semiconductor DSSS systems
became the most desirable alternatives.  The Harris system had the advantage in data rate capabilities
but the AT&T system was an established product that offered a complete DSSS transceiver.  The Harris
system was not yet a mature product offering at the time.  The AT&T system also had a simple modem
interface, integrated antenna, and ¼ watt output power, and performed in the laboratory with a BER of 1
e-08 at a receiver sensitivity of –75 dBm.  In conclusion, the AT&T 915 MHz DSSS 2 Mbps system was
chosen because its technology insertion was very low risk thereby conforming to the SBIR Phase II
funding/schedule profile.

Systems engineers also discovered that a DSSS transceiver pair could synchronize with less overhead.
Because synchronization occurs at the bit rate in the baseband processor, as opposed to the hopping rate
for FHSS, we were able to avoid developing additional hardware and software that could tune the RF
transceivers after each hop.

CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT DIGITAL DATA ACQUISTION SYSTEMS

The Department of Defense (DoD) uses a wide variety of data acquisition systems to provide data in
support of the test and evaluation of weapon systems. Typically, these are synchronous time division
multiplexed (TDM) systems distributed throughout the test article.  Numerous factors that are taken for



granted in traditional TDM systems (such as time correlation, simultaneous sampling, constant latency,
extremely low probability of lost data, etc.) become challenges when the use of data acquisition
networks (wireline or wireless) are used.  In general, TDM systems are synchronous and provide
continuous time determinant acquisition and delivery of data.  Each data word and its time relationship
to other words in the TDM stream are clearly defined.  TDM data has a constant latency with a very
high (almost certain) probability of delivery. Constant latency can be compensated for in data processing
algorithms.

CONVENTIONAL NETWORK DATA ACQUISTION SYSTEMS

In comparison to TDM data, the time relationship and definition of packetized data within a network is
more complex.  For example, in some systems, it is possible for packetized data to be delivered out of
order and the data structures within the data packets may be dynamic.  Latency management and the
associated probability of delivery are another source of challenges facing the use of data acquisition
networks.  Packetized data, by its very nature, can be bandwidth inefficient. Using identical data sets,
packetized data will require more bandwidth than an equivalent TDM stream.  For some aircraft data
reduction requirements, system wide simultaneous sampling is required for complex algorithms that
combine multiple samples into a single derived parameter.  Due to the asynchronous nature of traditional
networks, system wide simultaneous sampling is a challenge.  Commercial networks do not typically
operate at the latency or synchronization levels that would be required to satisfy DoD aircraft
instrumentation data acquisition requirements.

THE IMPACT OF AIRCRAFT DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS ON
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

At this point we had to insure the network based wireless system satisfied the original intentions of the
SBIR, thereby being a wireless aircraft digital data acquisition system capable of augmenting/replacing
wired systems where needed.  We realized that some of the paradigms inherit to conventional TDM
based aircraft digital data acquisition systems were diametrically opposed to those paradigms employed
in networks (wireline or wireless).  The impact of this contradiction requires a change in conventional
network philosophies when used to satisfy aircraft data acquisition requirements.  Consequently, in
order to “get the job done”, the two worlds would be blended together to form a practical solution.

A PRACTICAL SOLUTION TO EMPLOYING NETWORK ARCHITECTURE TO AIRCRAFT
DATA ACQUISTION

Knowing the requirement was to maintain synchronous data with minimal latency, for both stand-alone
operation and to feed current airborne distributed data acquisition systems, the system had to deliver real
time, synchronized data with minimal latency out of the CDCU in both analog and digital forms.  Two
solutions (ideas) were considered to accomplish the requirement.  First, the idea was to feed each RDGU
with IRIG time and have each word or groups of words (message) time tagged and sent across the DSSS
wireless link and have the CDCU reconstruct and output the data.  This idea was considered impractical
for it requires running wires to each RDGU making the system not so wireless, consumes additional



wireless link bandwidth by sending time information and requires more resources inside the CDCU
thereby reducing its overall throughput.  Instead, the solution was to synchronize the wireless
network.  A simplified explanation of the synchronous real time WAIS network structure is as follows:

A typical wireline or wireless Ethernet network uses a Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocol
that allows multiple users to share a communication channel.  Specifically for wireless, the IEEE 802.11
standard for communication between fixed or mobile computers is widely accepted and provides a
framework for medium access control (MAC) procedures, physical layer (PHY) signaling techniques,
privacy procedures, and multiple overlapping networks. The IEEE 802.11 standard which specifies a
“carrier sense” before transmit with a subsequent random backoff if carrier is present, could not be used
efficiently for WAIS transmissions due to the synchronicity of the transmissions needed to satisfy
aircraft data acquisition requirements.  In the WAIS system, each RDGU has a fixed amount of data to
send to the CDCU per unit time based on the individual channel sample rates.  Since multiple data
acquisition units can be used, the data is transmitted more efficiently using a Time Division Multiplexed
(TDM) scheme to control the “medium access”.  Efficiency is gained by minimizing the “RF dead time”
between the transmissions of data.  In the CSMA case, the random backoff could add a significant “RF
dead time” between each transmission thereby reducing the overall data throughput.

A Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) scheme is used to transmit data from each RDGU to the CDCU.
The data between RDGUs is synchronized to ±300 nanoseconds (ns) and arrives at the CDCU with a
200 millisecond (ms) delay.  The Network Real Time Synchronized Mode operates as follows: once
every transmit cycle, the CDCU transmits a synchronization pattern which is used by the RDGUs for
clock and transmit frame adjustment.  Each RDGU is pre-programmed in non-volatile memory to
sample each data channel commensurate with its sample rate requirements and transmit the data packets
to the CDCU in a prescribed TDM’d fashion to avoid data collisions on the wireless link.  This
intelligence was put into each RDGU in order to minimize the intervention from the CDCU thereby
conserving precious RF bandwidth for the data.  The RDGU begins data acquisition and stores the data
in circular buffer.  When the next synchronization pattern arrives, the RDGU transmits the data at a time
determined by the system sample rate parameters.  Once received by the CDCU, error checking is
implemented to determine if retransmission is necessary.  A portion of each transmit cycle is reserved
for retransmissions.  The total time available for retransmissions depends on the bandwidth or sample
rates selected.  Available sample rates are 12.2kHz, 6.1kHz, 3.05kHz, 1.5kHz, 763Hz, 381Hz, 190Hz,
95Hz, 47Hz, and 23Hz.



Figure 2, Simplified WAIS Synchronized Network Cycle Timing

Refer to Figure 2.  The Simplified "Sync" Cycle Timing diagram is an example of a system setup with
three RDGU's.  The digitized data from each RDGU is divided into smaller packets for transmission.
Small packets of data are used to decrease the effect of bit errors, since the system is setup such that a
one-bit error in a packet requires retransmission of the entire packet.  The packet size and number of
packets are determined by the sample rates of the individual channels within the RDGU (node). The
packets from the nodes are interleaved to increase RF channel efficiency.  In the example above, Node 1
transmits the first of its two packets, and then Node 2 transmits the first of its two packets, and then
Node 3 transmits the first of its two packets.  The nodes then transmit their remaining packet in the same
order.  Since the number of data points sampled during each "sync" cycle is the identical every cycle, the
timing of these transmissions remains constant for each setup.  After all the data transmissions, there is a
synchronization transmission from the CDCU.  The timing of this transmission is used to synchronize
the node's internal clocks.  After the synchronization transmission, the remaining time in the "sync"
cycle is used for retransmissions if necessary.

The WAIS synchronized network is unlike conventional wireless networks.  For example, in a typical
wireless LAN, a data transmission would send files to a printer or email to a server, all of which are not
time critical (relatively).  While this asynchronous nature is suitable for the applications intended, it does



not satisfy typical aircraft data acquisition requiring synchronized data.  The synchronized network
approach satisfies aircraft data acquisition requirements by providing time determinant data to the
destination with minimum fixed latency.

DECISIONS MADE DETERMINING THE FINAL WAIS CONFIGURATION

The power consumption for transducer excitation, especially for several 350 ohm strain gauges with 10
volt DC excitation in conjunction with the internal WAIS circuitry, would result in extremely low
battery life for the small credit card size battery technologies being investigated to be internal to each
WAIS unit.  Consequently, application #2, internal battery operation was dismissed.  If battery operation
was required, it was decided to purchase aircraft qualified batteries to feed each WAIS unit.  In turn, the
WAIS internal power supply will regulate the battery voltage and then convert it to the proper levels for
internal WAIS circuitry and transducer excitation.  Because of this change, it was decided to make the
system operate from 28 Vdc aircraft power resulting in the requirement for MIL-STD-704 compliant
power supplies in all the WAIS units.  This enabled each WAIS unit to operate either from 28 Vdc
aircraft power and/or readily available 28 Vdc aircraft batteries depending on the application.

To guarantee WAIS compatibility with existing wired aircraft data acquisition systems; the CDCU
analog output was deemed top priority, therefore the PCM output requirement was deferred.
Consequently, the IRIG PCM output from application #3 was dismissed.  If PCM output is a
requirement for future applications, a PCM output can be developed.  This could be easily added to the
CDCU unit for all the WAIS units are modular employing the typical “sliced” architecture found in
typical aircraft data acquisition systems.

CONCLUSION

The benefits of wireless data acquisition employing DSSS are real and significant. The synchronized
wireless network technique described in this paper provides a practical solution to utilize network
architecture to satisfy aircraft data acquisition requirements by delivering time determinant acquisition
and delivery of data.  As such, the WAIS architecture is capable of transmitting/reproducing
instrumentation signals in real time.  In doing this, the system can acquire signals which were previously
impossible or impractical operating in a stand-alone configuration or be used as a vehicle to merge the
data with other data into the host data acquisition system for subsequent telemetry and recording.

FUTURE THOUGHTS

History has shown that technology enables technology.  Today’s wireless, transducer, and networking
technologies will empower the next generation of terrestrial and aerospace hardware, which will in turn
require even higher performance measurement systems to evaluate them.  If the upward trends in
wireless data capacity and subsequent decrease in available spectrum bandwidth are to continue, new
technologies must merge with tried and true engineering wisdom.  Wireless communication channels of
the future must be highly spectrally efficient, transmitting more data while occupying less bandwidth.
They must also learn to live with one another, backing off from unnecessary power levels to allow



everyone to talk at the same time.  Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) systems will
use analog to digital converter technology to digitize large bandwidths at the Intermediate Frequency
(IF) or Radio Frequency (RF) levels.  Software will then digitally filter this data into channels and
decode them as any modulation scheme the software supports.  Any system will be able to talk to any
other system, and all systems will have channel adaptation and equalization algorithms that will precode
data to prevent multipath and correct for other channel degradations.  Spectra will be used and
simultaneously reused again.  Commercial and Industrial products will move to higher and higher
frequencies, with more expansive bandwidths to inhabit.  Advances in materials technology and
miniaturization will allow System On a Chip (SOC) systems to incorporate processors, storage and radio
front ends on one die, making smart sensors that condition, process and transmit data the only option for
high quality measurement and effortless installation.  The road ahead is exciting indeed.
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Development of a High-Speed, Networked, Multi-Channel COTS
Wireless Data Acquisition System
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ABSTRACT

Wireless data acquisition began with sensors connected to some form of radio. Emergence of the IEEE
802.11 specification made possible the evolution of a high-speed, multi-channel, wireless data
acquisition system using COTS, Commercial Off-The-Shelf, technology. After developing a sub-
miniature telemetry system in the S-band for the US Air Force, the system delivered to the Air Force
evolved into a high-speed, wireless data acquisition system for the commercial market.
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INTRODUCTION

Telemetry techniques were the foundation of the first wireless data acquisition products commercially
available. Most of the systems were single-channel and slow speed. With the advent of wireless local
area networking(WLAN) based on the IEEE 802.11 specification, a better wireless data transfer
technique became available. Combining WLAN technology with the robust data acquisition(DAQ) and
networking software capabilities of National Instruments, MiniDAT is a high-speed, networked, multi-
channel, wireless DAQ system. Data enters as analog voltages and leaves as TCP/IP packets.



INITIAL DESIGN EFFORT

An initial effort by the US Air Force to develop a miniaturized telemetry system in the S-band for Eglin
AFB produced a small sending unit with custom integrated circuits that worked, but was too expensive
for mass production. Following this effort, the USAF issued an SBIR, Small Business Innovation
Research, contract for the development of a commercial off the shelf miniature DAQ system.

The system was to have 4 channels, use COTS technology to keep costs down and be networked.
Presently available systems used some form of telemetry, were single channel and slow. Low speed data
transfer is adequate for applications where slowly changing data are acquired, but monitoring vibration
and other signals that require a high sampling rate was not possible.

There were various permutations, but the basic technology was a carrier being modulated by a bit
stream, transmitted to a receiver and demodulated at the receiving end. This provided single channel,
low-speed data transfer, that typically offered long range and low cost. The radio receiver is connected
to a computer, and data can be saved, analyzed and displayed. This was a great help in applications
where wiring is difficult, expensive, dangerous or impossible.

In developing a networked, wireless data acquisition system, there are two problems to solve:
1. Acquiring the data
2. Transmitting the data in a networked environment.

ACQUIRING DATA

There is no need to develop analog to digital converters, multiplexers and other data acquisition
hardware. National Instruments, the industry leader in data acquisition, had all the data acquisition
hardware and software needed. A National Instruments PCMCIA form factor DAQCard 1200,
multiplexes and digitizes 8 analog inputs at 12 bit resolution at 100 K Samples/second. A PCMCIA card
was chosen for its small size.

Software to display, save and analyze the data must be developed by the user. National Instruments’
LabView software is a powerful application/GUI builder that speeds software development.



WIRELESSLY NETWORKING THE DATA

To transmit and receive  the data, a WLAN chip set was purchased and a spread spectrum 2.4GHz
transceiver was designed and packed in a PCMCIA form factor. The other end of the RF link was
another PCMCIA WLAN card inserted into a laptop computer. This computer is called the Basestation,
and runs a LabView program called a Virtual Instrument(VI). The VI records and displays the acquired
data.

Using National Instruments networking software, a computer on a network can access instruments
attached to another computer on the network. The data acquisition system being developed was called
MiniDAT, Miniature Data Acquisition Transceiver, and is essentially a computer with no keyboard or
monitor. Each MiniDAT is assigned its own IP address and can be addressed like any other computer on
a network. Since the wireless connection is true TCP/IP, the instruments attached to a MiniDAT can be
accessed by another computer on the wireless network exactly the same as on a hard-wired Ethernet
network.

What are the network induced delays over a wireless network? Can you predict them? The answer is the
same as for a hard-wired network, the delays are a function of the amount of traffic, the number of nodes
in the network and the size of the packets. ping is network command that tests the reachability of
another node on a network. Using the ping command on a Basestation, echo requests are transmitted to a
MiniDAT. If the MiniDAT responds, a return message is sent back to the Basestation. ping tells you
how long it took for the return to arrive. ping indicates a delay of 4 milliseconds with one MiniDAT and
one Basestation on the network.

What does a ping delay of 4 msec predict about the network delays in acquiring data? Not much.
Network delays are installation specific. Networking is not deterministic and therefore is not suitable for
real-time applications.



COMMERCIAL PRODUCT

The WLAN cards designed for MiniDAT were close to the IEEE 802.11 specification and it was
decided to purchase IEEE 802.11 based WLAN cards. By purchasing WLAN cards and external
antennas from the same supplier, a MiniDAT configuration is certified by the FCC. WLAN cards are
available as ISA and PCI interface cards if a laptop is not being used as a Basestation. Access points will
connect MiniDATs directly to a wired LAN, allowing any computer on the network to act as a
Basestation.

Since MiniDAT uses TCP/IP, it can be connected to the Internet. If the Internet is not suitable for a
remote application, satellite communications systems can connect a MiniDAT to a computer anywhere
in the world.

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS

FCC regulations limit the amount of power a WLAN transmitter can output. Will the output power be
sufficient for a given application? Will the system be used indoors or out-of-doors? Will there be a line
of sight between the Basestation and the MiniDAT?

What is the maximum rate at which data will be acquired? WLANs have a maximum data rate that
typically varies between 1 Mbit/second and 11 Mbs. The trade-off is range. The faster the data transfer,
the shorter the range.

A path must exist for RF energy between transceivers. Sometimes RF will bend around corners and
sometimes in won’t. A direct line of sight between transceivers provides the highest probability of a
reliable link. In mobile applications, or industrial applications similar to the one described below, a
consistent, reliable line of sight is problematic.

A MiniDAT may be located such that the internal antenna is surrounded by metal. External antennas can
address this problem. They can add higher gain to increase the effective range, have a radiation pattern
that provides better coverage and be located to provide a line of sight. A vertically oriented dipole omni-
directional antenna can circumvent obstructions to an RF link for a moving platform. Directional
antennas typically have higher gain, but must be pointed at the transmitter. The ability to attach external
antennas to the WLAN transceiver card is a necessity for industrial applications.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

AstenJohnson is a company that makes products and provides services for the paper industry. One of the
many resources offered by AstenJohnson is the Diagnostic Service Group.  This group is comprised of
papermakers and diagnostic engineers that are charged with helping the customer troubleshoot, identify,
and offer possible solutions to machine productivity issues.

When a problem can not be identified using conventional papermaking methods electronic diagnostic
equipment is utilized to measure process instabilities.  Through the introduction of pressure sensors into



stock lines, triggers on stock delivery rotating elements, inline measurement of stock consistencies,
placement of vibration sensors on machine structural elements, and electronic monitoring of machine
process signals, such as basis weight and opacity, electronic data is simultaneously taken regarding
machine performance.

All signals are conditioned using the National Instruments SCXI-1001, 12 slot chassis.  This chassis
provides 34 channels of signal conditioning for pressure, vibration, triggers, and several specialty
sensors.  The chassis is setup in multiplexed mode using the NI-DAQ software driver and is controlled
by a DAQCard-AI-16XE-50 PCMCIA card.  All signals are recorded and analyzed using a custom
analysis package written specifically for AstenJohnson in LabView.

When testing is performed on a paper machine most of the required test points are located on the wet
end of the machine in the stock approach system.  The SCXI chassis and laptop computer are set up on
the wet end of the machine and 100 foot cables are dispatched to the individual test points in the
approach system, including the basement.  To measure the impact the variations in the stock approach
system have on the sheet quality, the on line basis weight signal is accessed on the dry end of the
machine. The distance between the wet end and the dry end of many of the machines measured is
typically 400 to 500 feet and requires stringing 100 foot cables together from one end of the machine to
the other.   The cables must be laid on the floor and routed around section drives, line shafts, and stock
chests and poses an extreme safety hazard.

MiniDAT provides a high-speed, multi-channel, networked, wireless link between the dry end process
signals and laptop computer simultaneously with data from the SCXI chassis. Utilizing the capability of
the MiniDAT eliminates the need to run long cables from one end of the machine to the other making
set up much easier, faster and safer.  Each MiniDAT has its own IP address making it possible to access
several devices at various locations on the machine.

Connecting the MiniDAT directly to the SCXI-1001 chassis allows direct access to all signals from a
remote location.  This is especially useful when making changes to machine operating parameters.  The
analyst and laptop computer can be located in the machine control room providing direct feed back from
the changes to the papermaking process.  Since every MiniDAT has its own IP address and supports
Internet access, consideration has also been given to installing the diagnostic instrumentation at a mill
site and troubleshooting over the Internet.

The MiniDAT is also used to access signals from an SCXI-1000, 4-slot chassis.  This chassis provides
15 channels of pressure, trigger, and specialty sensor signal conditioning.  This chassis is utilized at mill
sites that provide no immediate access for the 100-foot cables to be run to pressure tap locations in the
basement of the machine.  By using the MiniDAT the signals are accessed from the SCXI-1000 chassis
through the concrete machine room floor.

INTELLIGENT SENSORS

If sensors collecting data could process the raw data, they could send the results of their analysis to a
Basestation instead of the raw data. This would significantly reduce the amount of data transmitted.



Networks have a maximum bandwidth which may be a limiting factor when multiple nodes on a single
network are transmitting rapidly changing data.

Adding computing power to sensors will make the sensors larger and more expensive. If the sensors are
wireless, adding transceiver capability will also increase size and cost. Small sensors will not be able to
radiate at high power output, and the effective range will be lessened. Using the computing capacity of
the CPU chip inside the MiniDAT will not make the sensors intelligent; however, it will bring
intelligence close to the sensors.

Consider a machine with 12 bearings to be monitored. An accelerometer is placed on each bearing, and
the vibration data sent to a MiniDAT located on the machine. If the vibration levels on all bearings is
below a pre-defined value, MiniDAT sends a pass message to the Basestation. When the vibration on a
bearing increases and exceeds a threshold value, a warning message is sent to the Basestation. Rather
than filling the network with 12 vibration waveshapes, a few pass/warning/fail messages are sent.
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ABSTRACT

New Norwegian anti-ship missile program (NSM) has evaluated both the fixed format and the packet
telemetry for its log/telemetry system. It is important that the NSM log system is easy to reconfigure,
since the system shall be used during debugging, lab testing, system testing, test firings, and later on for
operational evaluation firings. The packet telemetry standard has been selected because the packet
telemetry provides dynamics and flexibility for changes, which are not easy to achieve with fixed
format. Test results and system experience will be available before October and a summary will be
presented at the ITC 2000 conference.
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INTRODUCTION

A telemetry system consists of many data sources, each data source has normally two requirements to
the telemetry system:

• Minimum allocated average bandwidth
• Maximum delay before transfer of a measurement

In fixed format these requirements are constant, whereas in packet telemetry the bandwidth and the
delay may vary continuously. The bandwidth problem is comparable to that of a data bus or data
network, where we demand an exceptionally high utilization of the bandwidth.

There are two standards that can be used for transferring telemetry data over a radio link, fixed format
(IRIG-B) and packet telemetry (CCSDS). The fixed format has been used, for quite some time, as a



standard for transferring telemetry data from a missile to ground. The complexity of a missile has in
recent years increased, missiles developed today have significant higher data processing requirements
and more data are being exchanged between subsystems than a few years ago. Due to the restricted
bandwidth of a telemetry system, only a limited amount of the data processed in a missile can be
transferred to the ground and data that are to be transferred therefore needs to be carefully selected. In
addition, the telemetry data requirements will vary with different phases in missile flight. A telemetry
system based on fixed format may have difficulties fulfilling such requirements, packet telemetry may
therefore be more suitable for telemetering in present and future missiles.

SELECTING A STANDARD

There are three main reasons for considering packet telemetry for a missile:

1. Flexibility

• Data sources, which are a series of separate processes, may not be precisely synchronized in real
time.

• The bandwidth requirement for the different sources will vary greatly over time.

• It is difficult at an early stage to define or predict exactly which telemetry requirements the
individual processes will have.

• Different data to be telemetred in different phases of the missile flight.

2. Suited for all phases of system/subsystem integration, system testing and test firings

• Standardized packet telemetry format as log format in: lab testing, system testing and test firings.

3. Available COTS components

• CCSDS reconstruction server available

• Display clients with GUI software available

The goal is to increase the telemetry systems functionality until it becomes a log system. Such a log
system will be responsible for logging various missile data during all missile tests. A log system can be
used during all development testing and evaluation phases, this will reduce configuration setup time and
the cost during tests.

THE PROCESS OF SELECTING TELEMETRY DATA FOR TEST FIRINGS

Selecting the right telemetry data requires experience and system understanding. One way of getting the
experience and system understanding is to start selecting and using telemetry data as early as possible.
Experience with analyzing telemetry data through the development phase of the project will reduce the
risk of selecting wrong telemetry data. The log system gets more mature over time.



Figure 1: The processes of selecting telemetry data

DESIGN GOALS

When designing a log system it is important to specify all the requirements for such a system, it is also
important to identify the design goals for a log system and to design the system so that it fulfills most of
these design goals.

The requirements of a log system are normally hardware specific, involving bandwidth and delays. The
design goals on the other hand, will describe expected functions of the log system much better.

• The log system must give the users the possibility to discover system errors and design weaknesses
in the missile system at any phases in the development. This will be a prime goal for the log system.

• The log system must be available for all users that require logging of data, during the whole
development phase.

• The users of the log system should have a simple interface towards the log system. The end-users
will in addition require a presentation interface to view the logged missile data.

• Some parts of the log system will be integrated into the missile simulation software. Log data will be
used as input for missile simulation. The intention is to reduce the amount of test firings and
maximize the understanding of the result after each test.

• Available COTS components will reduce the developing time, the risk and the cost.
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NSM LOG SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The concept of NSM log system is to retrieve, transport, store and/or present sensors or system data. The
missile subsystems will decide what is to be logged by using the interface and the filter mechanism.
The log system does not need to know what kind of data that are transferred, the only equipment that
require this kind of information is the display client or presentation unit. The log system shall to the
extent possible be independent of the missile data, the missile software will therefore be responsible for
packing missile data into messages.

The NSM log system development consists of four increments. The first increment is a simple software
debugging system, while the second increment is a log system for an aircraft. The third increment is a
log system for subsystem integration and the fourth increment contains a complete telemetry link for test
firing.

Figure 2: First increment.

The log system in the second increment will be used during aircraft testing of the missile subsystems.
The missile application and sensors will be the main users of the log system.

Figure 3: Second increment

The third and fourth increment consists of the entire NSM log system. The difference between third and
fourth increment is the telemetry part. The fourth increment will mainly be used during the missile test
firings, but it will also contain the functionality from increment 1 and 2. The telemetry system will
contain the encryption and decryption modules and the telemetry server.
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Figure 4: Third and fourth increment.

The NSM log system is designed with as many COTS components as possible, most of the COTS
components are located in the ground equipment. The COTS components in the ground equipment are
the CCSDS reconstruction server, the decryption server, the storage client and the display client. This
log system will be flexible for changes and it will be easy to upgrade the system with new products for
future applications.

Test results and system experience will be available before October and a summary will be presented at
the ITC 2000 conference.

CONCLUSION

The NSM project has evaluated both the fixed format and the packet telemetry for its log system.  It has
been important that the NSM log system is easy to reconfigure, since the system shall be used during all
phases of development: debugging, lab testing, system testing and test firings. The packet telemetry
standard has been selected because the packet telemetry provides dynamics and flexibility for changes,
which are not easy to achieve with fixed format.
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DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR THE
ADVANCED RANGE TELEMETRY (ARTM) TIER II WAVEFORM

Mark Geoghegan
Nova Engineering, Inc., Cincinnati OH

ABSTRACT

The Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) program is a tri-service telemetry modernization project whose
goal is to assure that all Department of Defense (DoD) test and training ranges are able to use telemetry as
necessary to carry out their respective missions. Multi-h Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) has been
selected by the ARTM JPO as the Tier II ARTM waveform, because it offers significant improvements over
both legacy telemetry waveforms (PCM/FM) and the newly-introduced Tier I waveform (Feher-patented
FQPSK) in terms of spectral containment and detection efficiency, while retaining a constant envelope
characteristic. The paper describes the theoretical and measured performance of the ARTM Tier II multi-h
CPM waveform, and the implementation of the trellis demodulator being developed for it.

KEY WORDS

Continuous Phase Modulation, Spectral Efficiency, and Trellis Demodulator.

INTRODUCTION

Recently developed airborne data systems can generate and/or collect instrumentation data at rates that far
exceed the data transmission capabilities of current telemetry equipment. With increasing data demands and
limited frequency allocations, it is imperative that more spectrally-efficient techniques be employed.

This paper describes the multi-h Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) waveform that is being developed for
the ARTM Tier II program. The waveform parameters presented here yield a signal that can effectively
triple the data capacity of present binary FM techniques with no loss in Eb/No performance. Furthermore,
the constant envelope nature of the waveform allows it to be used with the efficient Class C amplifiers on
the airborne platforms. Tradeoffs in bandwidth and detection efficiency can be easily made by changing the
modulation index and frequency pulse characteristics.



SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

The constant-envelope signal of interest can be represented as
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where the information bearing phase φ(t,αα) is determined by the M-ary data sequence (αα = [α−∞…α+∞]
where 1,,3,1 −±±±= Mi Lα  for M even), the frequency function g(t), and the modulation index h.  An
equivalent description can be obtained using the phase function q(t).
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A great variety of CPM schemes can be obtained by varying the parameters h and M and choosing
different frequency pulse shapes. A convenient method of comparing the performance of schemes
with different parameters is to plot their location on the Bandwidth-Efficiency plane. Using results
from [1] and [2] provided insight into which set of parameters were likely to achieve the
combination of data throughput and detection performance required for the ARTM Tier II program.
It was found that a quaternary scheme (M=4) was the best candidate in terms of bandwidth
utilization, detection performance, and implementation.

To simultaneously achieve the desired detection and spectral efficiency, a multi-h CPM scheme was
selected. Instead of using a fixed modulation index, a set of values (h = h1,h2) are cycled through
periodically. The instantaneous phase is now represented as
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The basic idea is to change the modulation index each symbol to delay the point at which phase
trajectories with different starting symbols remerge. This increases the minimum distance and
thereby reduces the asymptotic probability of symbol error. The cost for obtaining better detection
efficiency through the use of a multi-h scheme is an increase in receiver complexity as compared to
the single-h case.

In order to achieve the desired spectral performance, the CPM signal bandwidth must be
significantly less than the existing binary FM spectrum. This is accomplished by smoothing the
phase function, spreading the phase change over more symbol intervals, and by reducing the
modulation index. A Raised Cosine frequency pulse g(t) with a duration of three symbol intervals
(L=3) was selected and its frequency pulse g(t) is shown in Figure 1. The corresponding phase tree
for the Tier II waveform is shown in Figure 2.
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Using results from [3], Figure 3 compares the power spectra of a typical binary PCM/FM signal
(h=0.7, Pre-modulation filter with -3 dB point at 0.7 times the data rate), Feher patented FQPSK-B
(revision 1), GMSK BT=0.3, and the ARTM Tier II M=4, h1=4/16, h2=5/16,L=3RC CPM
waveform. The CPM signal requires significantly less bandwidth than the binary FM approach and
is the most spectrally efficient of the group. Consequently, the new scheme allows more channels to
be packed into a fixed bandwidth allocation.

Figure 3. PSD Comparison of Multi-h CPM with other Telemetry Waveforms

Multi-h
CPM



TRELLIS REPRESENTATION

Given that g(t) is of finite length (L= 3T) and h is rational, the phase tree can be reduced to a phase
trellis. The information-bearing part of the phase can be described by
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For any given symbol interval, the phase φ(t,αα) is completely specified by the correlative state vector αn =(αn,
αn-1,…, αn-L+1 ) and the phase state θn, where
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The number of phase states is equal to M(L-1). For h=2k/p (k,p are integers) there are p different
phase states equally spaced around the unit circle. The total state is defined by the L-tuple σn = (θn,
αn-1,…, αn-L+1 ) and the number of such states is

1−= LpMS

which is a critical parameter in determining the overall receiver complexity since the Viterbi
algorithm will be used to recover the data symbols.

For the multi-h Tier II waveform, the selected parameters (M=4, L=3, h1=4/16=2*4/32 and
h2=5/16=2*5/32) yield p=32 phase states and S=32(4(3-1))= 512 total states. The trellis connections
are periodic over two symbols due to the alternating modulation index.

MODULATOR DESCRIPTION

Conceptually, the multi-h CPM waveform can be generated by filtering the data symbols (αi’s) with
a pre-modulation filter, scaling the output by 2πhi to achieve the proper frequency deviation, and
applying the result to an FM modulator. In practice, it is easier to use a memory device that contains
the pulse shape necessary to create the instantaneous frequency or phase signal that is applied to the
corresponding modulator. Figure 4 illustrates the frequency and phase modulator configurations.
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Figure 4. Frequency and Phase Modulator Configurations



DEMODULATOR DESCRIPTION

Because the signal can be represented in a finite state trellis, the Viterbi algorithm can be used for
recovering the modulated data. Key functions in the demodulator include IF filtering, sampling and
coherent downconversion, metric calculation, survivor path update, traceback, data recovery, and
synchronization. A block diagram of the receiver is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Multi-h CPM Demodulation Process

Although the computational requirements for demodulating the Tier II waveform seem quite high,
the current implementation is a hardware based design with data throughput exceeding 20 MBps.

DETECTION PERFORMANCE

The minimum distance for this waveform is given in [2] as 1.39, which is 1.57 dB asymptotically
inferior to MSK. Therefore, the probability of error can be approximated at large SNR’s by
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Although the PSD of the Tier II waveform is significantly narrower than a binary FM system, the
detection efficiency is similar. To determine the realizable increase in data capacity requires
investigating the detection performance when adjacent channels are present. One quantitative
measure of ACI performance is to define the minimum channel spacing as the frequency separation
at which two adjacent channels, at a level of 18 dB higher than the desired, cause one dB of BEP
degradation as compared to the case without adjacent channels.

Figure 6 illustrates the effect of reducing the channel spacing for a scenario with two relatively large
adjacent channels. As the spacing is reduced, more energy from the interfering signals overlaps into
the desired channel. Simulations with various IF filters and channel spacings were performed and the
results are presented in Figure 7. The conclusion is that the Tier II waveform, with a channel spacing
of approximately 0.7 bit rates, has a packing density of nearly three times that of binary PCM/FM
with similar detection efficiency.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented the implementation and performance of the ARTM Tier II multi-h CPM
waveform that provides nearly three times the data capacity of the current binary FM systems. The
superior spectral efficiency was achieved by increasing the modulation order to a quaternary scheme,
reducing the modulation index, and using a relatively smooth frequency pulse.

The detection efficiency goal was met by incorporating a multi-h scheme that increased the
minimum distance thereby reducing the probability of symbol error. Although this increased the
receiver complexity a prototype system with data throughput exceeding 20 MBps is currently
undergoing field testing. Moreover, the modulator and demodulator architecture is ideally suited for
other types of CPM signaling as well.
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ABSTRACT

Three Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) mapped COFDM systems demonstrating a continuum of
complexity levels are simulated over an evolving three ray model of the multipath fading channel with
parameters interpolated from actual channel sounding experiments.  The first COFDM system uses
coherent QPSK and convolutional coding with interleaving in frequency, channel equalization and soft
decision decoding; the second uses convolutional coding with interleaving in frequency, Differential
Phase Shift Keying (DPSK) and soft decision decoding; the third system uses a quaternary BCH code
with DPSK mapping and Error and Erasure Decoding (EED).  All three systems are shown to be able to
provide reliable data communication during frequency selective fade events.  Simulations demonstrate
QPSK mapped COFDM with reasonable complexity performs well in a multipath frequency selective
fading environment under parameters typically encountered in aeronautical telemetry.

KEY WORDS

Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, OFDM, Error Control Coding, frequency selective
fading, multipath.

INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a method of data modulation that has gained
more attention with the development of faster and more efficient signal processing technologies and
components.  OFDM was first used in the Collins Kineplex system in 1957, and is currently used in the
European digital audio broadcasting (DAB) standard.  Several DAB systems proposed for North
America are also based on OFDM.  OFDM is in a class of modulation techniques known as Multicarrier
Modulation (MCM), and refers specifically to transmission in a wireless environment.



As its name suggests, OFDM is related to frequency division multiplexing, but the orthogonality of the
carriers in OFDM allow their individual spectra to overlap, resulting in very efficient bandwidth usage.
OFDM has some other desirable properties such as zero intersymbol interference (ISI), but its ability to
achieve high data rates with reasonable complexity in frequency selective multipath fading makes it
especially attractive to telemetry applications [1].  Frequency selective fading caused by multipath
propagation is very common on the aeronautical telemetry channel.  In the presence of a frequency
selective fade, standard single carrier systems receive no data for the duration of the fade and typically
lose synchronization, resulting in the loss of even more data during resynchronization.

To show that coded OFDM (COFDM) can provide reliable communication through frequency selective
fading, three QPSK-mapped COFDM systems are simulated.  The three systems have varying
complexity, demonstrating a continuum of complexity vs. performance tradeoffs.  The first system uses
QPSK mapping, convolutional coding interleaving in frequency, equalization and soft-decision
decoding.  The second system avoids the need for channel estimation by employing Differential QPSK
(DQPSK) coding, along with soft-decision convolutional coding.  The third system draws on a
quaternary Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code that can correct a combination of up to 10 errors
or 20 erasures, Error and Erasure Decoding (EED), and DQPSK.  In this third system, channel state
information is used to determine erasure locations.  In all systems, it was found that for a sufficiently
high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), performance can be sustained through a frequency selective fading
event with Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).  This stands out in sharp contrast to the complete
disruption experienced in single carrier systems.

This paper will first present a brief overview of COFDM and the systems simulated.  Then each systems
will be described in more detail followed by a discussion of its results, and then the overall results will
be discussed in the conclusion.

COFDM OVERVIEW

The basic idea behind OFDM is to partition the channel spectrum into multiple narrowband channels
(called subchannels) that each experience nearly flat fading.  To attain high efficiency, the spectra of the
subcarriers overlap.  The subcarriers are able to maintain orthogonality even during time-dispersive
fading through the introduction of a guard interval [2].  In the presence of strong echoes, some
subcarriers will suffer deep fades due to destructive combinations of the various reflections, while others
will be enhanced by constructive interference.  To take advantage of the increased signal to noise ratio at
the receiver, it is necessary to implement error control coding.  Error control coding can use the
reliabilility of the subchannels with a high signal to noise ratio (SNR) to help recover the data from
subchannels with a low SNR [2], [3].  Without a powerful error control coding system, coded OFDM
(COFDM) holds little advantage over single carrier systems.

Virtually any modulation scheme can be used along with COFDM, depending on the desired number of
bits per symbol.  Two common mappings are differential phase shift keying (DPSK) which is
appropriate for low data rates and requires no channel estimation, and quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) which is more spectrally efficient but requires estimation and tracking of the fading channel [4].



Similarly, many different channel coding, estimation and detection schemes have been used with
COFDM.

All of the simulations in this paper are for a bit rate Rb = 10 Mbits/sec and QPSK mapping which
assigns two bits to each constellation point yielding symbol rate Rs = Rb/2.  This gives an OFDM symbol
period TOFDM = 1/ROFDM = {12.8 µs, 51.2 µs, 204 µs} for N = {64, 256, 1024} carriers, respectively.
The simulations use a three ray multipath fading model, consisting of one direct path and two specular
reflections.  Although a two ray model is sufficient for many cases, Rice, et al. [1] demonstrated cases a
second weaker reflection is necessary to capture the essential features of channel distortions caused by
multipath propagation.  The parameters for the three ray model in this paper come from the channel
sounding experiments conducted at Edwards Air Force Base in cooperation with the Advanced Range
Telemetry Program (ARTM).  The channel parameter sets for the 10 segments from ARTM Flight 11
over Cord’s Road with time stamp 18:54:30 (LHCP) were selected as reference points [5]; to
approximate a time invariant channel that is unchanging over a single OFDM symbol, a channel transfer
function is calculated using linear interpolation between those reference points.

Rice, et. al. [1] found that the average delays of the first and second specular reflection are typically
around 40 ns and 200 ns, respectively.  That is equivalent to saying the channel has an impulse response
200 ns long, so the length of the corresponding guard band Tg [10], [11] is a very small fraction of the
OFDM symbol in any of the three cases. The cyclic prefix allows us to assume ISI-free transmission in
exchange for a negligible drop in received SNR, shown as SNRloss in Table 1,  according to Edfors, et al.
[4].

Table 1:  Loss in SNR due to guard band insertion

Number of Subcarriers
N

T = TOFDM

µsec
Tg

(ns)
SNRloss

(dB)

64 12.8 200 0.068

256 51.2 200 0.017

1024 204 200 0.0043

SYSTEM ONE DESCRIPTION

The first system model, shown in Figure 1, uses Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation,
convolutional coding and channel estimation and equalization techniques.  Two binary data streams are
separately encoded with a rate 1/2 convolutional code [8], and them mapped to (complex) 4-ary QPSK
constellation values, Xn,m. After the block interleaving in frequency, the Xn,m become the OFDM
subcarrier amplitudes.  Following serial to parallel conversion, the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
(IFFT) converts this frequency domain signal to a time domain waveform, at which point the cyclic
prefix is added.  After the channel effects and noise have been added to the system, the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) returns the signal to the frequency domain, the channel is estimated by a Wiener filter
[9].  After equalization of the channel phase  and deinterleaving, the subcarrier amplitudes Yn,m are
separated back into their real and imaginary components and decoded with the soft-decision Viterbi



Algorithm (VA) [8].  The output data stream is compared to the input, and the number of bit errors is
used to evaluate the performance of the system.

This system is simulated for N = 64, 256, 1024 subcarriers.  The codes used are convolutional codes
with constraint length K = 3 and K = 4 and rate 1/2.  Interleaver periods p = 4, 8, 16, 32 such that p ≤
N1/2 are implemented for this system. The simulation results are plotted as probability of bit error vs.
subcarrier Eb/N0.  The noise is added on a per subcarrier basis, calculated as if there were no multipath
fading.  In the presence of multipath, each subcarrier has a different Eb/N0.

SYSTEM ONE SIMULATION RESULTS

The number of subcarriers N, the constraint length K of the rate 1/2 convolutional code and the
interleaving period p are the discriminating parameters for the simulations of the first system model.  It
is immediately evident that the best performance came from the channel coding schemes with lower N,
higher p and higher K, with the lowest probability of bit error coming from the scheme with N = 64,
p = 641/2 = 8 and K = 4.

The enhanced performance with increasing interleaving depth p is illustrated in Figure 2, where the
number of carriers N = 1024 and the constraint length K = 4 are the same for all four curves.  The
increase in performance with decreasing N and increasing K can be observed in Figure 3, wherein the
interleaving period is p = N1/2.  The constraint length is the number of bits in the output stream that are
affected by a single bit in the input stream of the encoder, so an increase in K corresponds to increased
interdependence of subcarrier SNRs.  It is expected that increasing K will increase the performance
asymptotically to some upper bound.
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Figure 1:  Block diagram of System One



Increased performance with decreasing N, however, is more of a mystery.  Most of the literature
indicates that an increased quantity of subcarriers equates to increased performance.  Thus, it can be
deduced that there must be another factor affecting the performance of this system.  The Wiener filter
used for channel estimation operates on 8 pilots, regardless of the number of subcarrier SNRs to be
estimated.  For effective channel estimation in a communication system, the number of pilots should
increase with the number of tones to be estimated [6].  The reasoning is that if there are more tones to be
estimated, the resolution of the estimation needs to be higher. Adding more pilots reduces the effect that
a single very low SNR pilot has on the channel estimate.  We conclude that the diminished performance
results from the system’s increased sensitivity to errors in the channel estimate.

It is nonetheless significant that acceptable bit rates are achievable for all simulated channel coding
schemes, provided the SNR of the channel is low enough.  OFDM is thus able to provide reliable
communication in the presence of frequency selective fading.  This feat takes on added significance
when contrasted with the performance of single carrier systems under the same conditions.  Without the
aid of COFDM, multipath fading will cause QPSK to give have bit error probability of approximately
1/2, causing the receiver to lose sync and lose even more data.  COFDM allows the transmission to
continue uninterrupted through a fade event.  This increased performance comes because the effect of a
multipath-induced spectral null is spread across multiple subcarriers by the frequency interleaving and
convolutional coding.

Figure 3:  Simulation Results for the probability
of bit error using constraint length K = 4 rate 1/2
convolutionally encoded COFDM over N = 1024
subcarriers.
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Figure 2:  Simulation Results for probability of
bit error using rate 1/2 convolutional coding and
interleaver size N1/2 x N1/2.



SYSTEM TWO DESCRIPTION

The second system, shown in Figure 4, is very similar to the first.  The primary difference is the
omission of equalization.  Because there is no equalization, we must implement a non-coherent
modulation scheme between the interleaving and FFT steps, namely differential QPSK (DQPSK).  A
rate 2/3 punctured convolutional code is also applied to this channel in addition to the constraint length
K = 3 and K = 4 rate 1/2 convolutional codes used in the first system [8].  Once again, interleaver
periods    p = 4, 8, 16, 32 such that p ≤ N1/2 are implemented for N = 64, 256, 1024 subcarriers.

As in the first system, the in phase and quadrature inputs to the QPSK mapper are convolutionally
encoded binary bit streams.  After block interleaving in frequency, the symbols are differentially
encoded, and converted to a time domain signal by the IFFT.  After convolution with the channel
impulse response and the addition of AWGN, the signal is converted back subcarrier magnitudes in the
frequency domain.  After decoding the differentially encoded symbols, they are deinterleaved and the in
phase and quadrature components are separately decoded via the Viterbi algorithm with soft-decision
decoding.  The output dataout is then compared to the input datain and the number of bit errors is used to
calculate the performance.

SYSTEM TWO SIMULATION RESULTS

In the first system, the highest performance is achieved for lower numbers of subcarriers N, higher
interleaving depth p and higher convolutional code constraint length K.  Figure 5 we see that higher
interleaving depth p also results in increased performance for system two.  In Figure 6, when coded
Eb/N0  reaches about 18 dB, the simulation using N = 1024 carriers has the best performance.  There is
no equalization in this system, adding credibility to the explanation of the higher sensitivity of the
Wiener filter channel estimate at higher numbers of subcarriers.  At this point it appears that the errors
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Figure 4:  Block diagram of System Two



are no longer primarily caused by AWGN, and the differential decoder is able to use the previously
decoded symbol as a more reliable phase reference.  Additionally, this is where the constraint length
K = 3 codes seem to be reaching an asymptotic performance limit.
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Figure 5: Simulation results for probability of bit
error using constraint length K = 4 rate 1/2
convolutionally encoded COFDM over N = 1024
subcarriers.
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This asymptotic performance limit even more obvious in Figure 7.  This figure shows that not only do
longer constraint length codes perform better, but in general lower rate codes perform better over all
ranges of channel SNR.  The pronounced BER floor is an expected phenomenon and occurs in all of the
simulations for sufficiently high Eb/N0.  This is the point where thermal noise is no longer an issue, and
the multipath effects dominate.  The frequency selective fade causes a burst of errors, overwhelming the
Viterbi algorithm.  The interleaver reorders the subchannels to separate adjacent carriers affected by the
multipath-induced-null so as to not overwhelm the Viterbi algorithm, but if the constraint length is too
short, there will not be sufficient subcarrier dependence to recover the faded subcarriers.  Once again,
we observe that all variations on the channel coding for this model outperform single carrier QPSK
systems, and we see that the simulations for N=1024 subcarriers have the best BER performance for
both codes.

As seen in Figure 8, none of the differentially encoded systems perform as well as their counterparts that
utilize Wiener channel estimation.  This plot contains the best performance curves from system one and
system two with constraint length K = 4 and interleaving period p = N1/2.  System one shows a
performance improvement of approximately 2 dB over system two for N = 256, 1024 carriers at a
probability of bit error 10-4.  For N = 64 carriers at probability of bit error 10-4, the Wiener filter channel
estimate performs nearly 6 dB better than DQPSK.

SYSTEM THREE DESCRIPTION

The third system shown in Figure 9, retains the DQPSK mapping from system two because DQPSK has
no coherent phase reference requirement.  Convolutional coding is replaced by the quaternary (63,27)
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocqeunghem (BCH) code with minimum distance 21 which encodes the symbols
mapped from the QPSK constellation [8].  Interleaving is no longer required because all of the
transmitted symbols within a transmitted OFDM symbol fall in one codeword.  Interleaving would only
be effective if there were multiple codewords between which to distribute the subcarriers with low SNR.
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The use of the IFFT for modulation and the FFT for demodulation, as well as the implementation of the
cyclic prefix and application of the channel model remain the same as discussed previously.  Erasures
are declared for the subcarriers with normalized amplitude below the threshold 0.18, and decoding is
executed  according to the steps and using the modified syndrome polynomial outlined by Matache [7],
and following the Berlkamp-Massey decoding algorithm described in Wicker [8].  This system was only
simulated for N = 64 carriers.

SYSTEM THREE SIMULATION RESULTS

The results of the simulation are shown in Table 2.  At lower signal to noise ratios the errors are
dominated by decoder failures.  A decoder failure occurs when there are too many errors and/or erasures
for the decoder to produce a codeword estimate.  The remainder of the errors come from decoder errors
(i.e. the channel corruption fools the decoder so that the decoder output is a codeword different than the
codeword originally transmitted). Once again, it is significant to note that respectable error rates are
achievable with this system.

Table 2: Results from BCH coded OFDM

Uncoded
Eb/N0

Number of correct
bits

Number of
errored bits

Bits lost to
decoder failure

% of bit errors due
to decoder failure

10 3551837 335191 335054 99.96
12 3703190 183838 183691 99.92
14 3792009 95019 94870 99.84
16 3841479 45549 45318 99.49
18 3870082 16946 16623 98.09
20 3882336 4692 4408 93.95
22 3885645 1383 1216 87.93
24 3886701 327 236 72.17
26 2886962 66 49 74.24
28 3887024 4 0 0.0

CONCLUSION

Simple QPSK modulation performs very poorly in the presence of multipath fading.  The three ray
multipath fading model used by the simulations in this paper portrays fading scenarios common to
aeronautical telemetry.  Under this model, COFDM has been shown to provide a viable solution to this
performance problems caused by multipath induced frequency selective fading.  Advancements in Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) technology have made OFDM easy to generate, and the insertion of a cyclic
prefix in the guard band permits ICI- and ISI-free transmission.  In System One and System Two, the
combined efforts of frequency interleaving, convolutional coding and soft-decision Viterbi decoding
form subcarrier interdependencies which function to spread the effects of the null across multiple
subcarriers, allowing each symbol to be recovered.  BCH codes are also shown by System Three to be
very effective for COFDM over the frequency selective fading channel.  The basic tradeoffs are that as



the complexity of the systems decreases, less prior information is need about the channel, and a higher
signal to noise ratio is needed to achieve a given bit error rate. Together the simulations verify that it is
possible for a system with reasonable complexity to attain reliable data throughput during fade events
commonly encountered in aeronautical telemetry.
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ABSTRACT

Spectral sidelobes of QPSK, OQPSK, IJF-OQPSK, and SQAM modulated signals after nonlinear
amplification are compared.  It is known that OQPSK has lower spectral sidelobes than QPSK.
However, in the presence of frequency selective fading, a decision-feedback adaptive equalizer is able to
equalize the QPSK signal but not the OQPSK signal.  By using phase pre-distortion on the OQPSK
waveform before nonlinear amplification, not only is the adaptive equalizer able to equalize this signal,
its spectral sidelobes are also reduced.  Simulations are presented to confirm these results.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper studies four different modulation schemes and compares their spectral efficiencies under
nonlinear amplification.  The modulations of interest are QPSK, OQPSK, IJF-OQPSK and SQAM.
QPSK modulation has been widely used because of its theoretical 2-bit/s/Hz bandwidth efficiency, low
power requirement for good error probability performance, and relatively simple hardware requirement
[3].  However, QPSK signals undergoing nonlinear amplification have considerable spectral spreading
because of its large envelope fluctuation.  This problem of spectral sidelobe enhancement causes
adjacent band interference and is highly undesirable.  OQPSK is one of the simple and effective
techniques that lowers the envelope fluctuation and hence lowers the spectral sidelobe enhancement by
aligning the I- and Q-baseband components in time by one-half of the symbol duration.  The
intersymbol-interference/jitter-free OQPSK (IJF-OQPSK) [1], is actually an extension of quadrature



overlapped raised-cosine modulation (QORC) and its staggered version (SQORC) which was proposed
in [4].  The superposed-QAM (SQAM) [2], is another extension of the above IJF-OQPSK modulation
scheme.  Both IJF-OQPSK and SQAM achieve even lower envelope fluctuations. Our results show that
OQPSK, IJF-OQPSK, and SQAM have better spectral efficiencies than QPSK under nonlinear
amplification.  The advantage in spectral efficiencies of IJF-OQPSK and SQAM over OQPSK is more
noticeable when the nonlinear amplifier operates at higher saturated points.  Otherwise, OQPSK and
IJF-OQPSK share similar spectral efficiencies.

This paper also studies adaptive equalization for QPSK and OQPSK modulations [8].  A conventional
adaptive equalizer based on the LMS algorithm is used.  We show that a decision-feedback adaptive
linear equalizer does not work well with OQPSK modulated signals passing through a nonlinear
amplifier and a frequency selective fading channel.  It has been realized that the distortion introduced by
the power amplifier operating near the saturation point is hard to cope with by just using adaptive linear
equalization [6].  Signal pre-distortion prior to nonlinear amplification seems to be a possible method to
attack this problem [6].  We show that by using a phase pre-distortion operation prior to the nonlinear
amplifier and passing through a frequency selective channel, the OQPSK signal has a reduced spectral
sidelobe enhancement and the adaptive linear equalization can be realized.  All of our studies are carried
out using computer simulations.

SIMULATION MODELS

In this section, the models used for the transmitter, channel and receiver are presented.  The transmitter
block diagram is shown in Figure 1.  The randomly generated an = +1/-1 signals are serial-to-parallel
converted into the I- and Q- channels.  For OQPSK, IJF-OQPSK, and SQAM, the Q-channel is offset by
half of the symbol duration.  For IJF-OQPSK and SQAM, different pulse shapes are used which will be
presented in detail in the next section.  This baseband pulse shaping takes place in the "pulse shaper"
block.  Next, the low-pass filter (LPF) is used in QPSK and OQPSK to reduce the undesired high
sidelobes.  Square-root raised cosine filter is used for the LPF in our simulation.  After quadrature
modulation, the signal is amplified before transmission.  A traveling-wave tube (TWT) amplifier model
is used as the nonlinear amplifier in the simulation.  The TWT amplifier is modeled by the Hughes 261H
TWT amplifier, which is characterized by [5].

Let the input signal to the TWT amplifier be given by s(t) = A(t) * cos (2πFct + θ(t)), then the output
signal is given by z(t) = zI(A) * cos(2πFct + θ(t)) - zQ(A) * sin(2πFct + θ(t)),where zI(A) = C1 * A * e^ (-
C2A

2) * I0 (C2A), zQ(A) = S1 * A * e^ (- S2A
2) * I1 (S2A

2), with C1 = 1.61245, C2 = 0.053557, S1 =
1.7185, and S2 = 0.242218.  The channel model uses a simple FIR filter to model the frequency
selective fading phenomenon.  The magnitude of the fading depth can be controled by choosing different
FIR coefficients.  The receiver block diagram is shown in Figure 2.  After quadrature demodulation,
low pass filters are used to convert the signal back to baseband.  In the case of QPSK and OQPSK, the
receiving low pass filters are square-root raised cosine filters.  In the case of IJF-OQPSK and SQAM,
the receiving low-pass filters are fourth-order Butterworth filters.  After low-pass filtering, the I- and Q-
baseband signals are combined into a complex signal in the form of [I + j * Q].  The complex signals are
sent into a decision feedback adaptive equalizer to reduce the signal distortion due to the frequency
selective fading channel.  The block diagram of an adaptive equalizer with decision feedback is shown
in Figure 3.



BASEBAND PULSE SHAPING FOR IJF-OQPSK AND SQAM

The baseband pulse shaping used for IJF-OQPSK and SQAM are described in this section.  IJF-OQPSK
is a nonconstant-envelope PSK-type modulation technique.  The pulse shape used in IJF-OQPSK is
called a double-interval raised-cosine pulse [1], which is defined by p(t) = 1/2 * [ 1 + cos ( πt / Ts ) ], −Ts

≤ t ≤ Ts, where Ts is the symbol interval.

In simulations, we use the following equations to perform the pulse shaping for IJF-OQPSK: p1(t) = cos
( πt / Ts ), an = 1,  an+1 = −1, p2(t) = − cos ( πt / Ts ), an = −1, an+1 = 1, p3(t) = 1,  an = 1,  an+1 = 1, p4(t) =
−1, an = −1, an+1 = −1, where 0 < t ≤ Ts.  SQAM was first introduced in [2].  The idea is to superinpose a
double-interval raised cosine pulse with a weighted raised cosine pulse.  The pulse shape is defined by
the following equations: s(t) = 1/2 * [ 1 + cos ( πt / Ts ) ] − ( 1 − A )/2 * [ 1 − cos ( 2πt / Ts ) ], where -Ts

≤ t ≤ Ts, 0.5 ≤ A ≤ 1.5.  We clearly see that when A = 1, the pulse shape of SQAM is the same as the
pulse shape of IJF-OQPSK.  So IJF-OQPSK is a special case of SQAM when A = 1 [2].  In simulations,
we use the following equations to do the pulse shaping for SQAM: s1(t) = cos ( πt / Ts ), an = 1,  an+1 =
−1, s2(t) = − cos (πt/Ts), an = −1, an+1 = 1, s3(t) = A + ( 1 − A ) * cos ( 2πt / Ts ), an = 1,  an+1 = 1, s4(t) =
−A − ( 1 − A ) * cos ( 2πt / Ts ), an = −1,  an+1 = −1, where -Ts ≤ t ≤ Ts, and we use A = 0.85 in our
simulations.

SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTIC

In this section, the power spectra of QPSK, OQPSK, IJF-OQPSK and SQAM signals are presented.
Before showing all the power spectra using different modulation schemes, we define three different
operating points of the TWT amplifier used in the simulations.  The input-output power characteristic
curve is shown in Figure 4.  In our simulations, three different operating points of the TWT amplifier are
used to see the differences in power spectra among these modulation techniques.  These three points are
denoted as the high-sat point, the mid-sat point, and the low-sat point.  The computer generated power
spectra are calculated at the three possible points of Figure 4.  Note that in the QPSK and OQPSK cases,
a square-root raised-cosine filter is used with a rolloff factor of α = 0.75; whereas in the IJF-OQPSK and
SQAM cases, there is no low-pass filter used in the transmitter.  IJF-OQPSK and SQAM contain low-
pass filtering operations.

Figure 5 shows the power spectral density curves for the four different modulation techniques under four
different kinds of nonlinear amplification.  The dotted line shows QPSK, the dashed line shows OQPSK,
the solid line shows IJF-OQPSK, and the dashed-dotted line shows SQAM.  All the curves are shown
between a normalized frequency of [0, 4] (one-sided spectrum).  The mainlobe for each signal of the
four different modulations is defined to be over [0, 1].  The reason α = 0.75 is used as the rolloff factor
for the square-root raised-cosine filter is to make the QPSK, OQPSK, IJF-OQPSK and SQAM
modulated signals all have similar mainlobes, so that we can compare their sidelobe spectral differences.
The most important region for ACI consideration is over [0, 2].  Figure 5(a) shows the power spectral
density curves when an ideal hard-limiter is used as the nonlinear amplifier.  We see that the QPSK
modulated signal has much higher sidelobes than the other three modulated signals.  The difference



between OQPSK and IJF-OQPSK in the frequency band between [1, 2] is about 1dB to 5dB.  Figure
5(b) shows the power spectral density curves when the TWT amplifier is operating at the high-sat point.
Since the amplifier is operating at such a highly over-saturated point, it almost behaves like a hard-
limiter.  Thus, Figure 5(b) is very similar to Figure 5(a) except QPSK has lower sidelobes. Figure 5(c)
shows the power spectral density curves when the TWT amplifier is operating at the mid-sat point.
Nonlinear amplifiers are normally operated near this point.  QPSK modulated signals still have
undesirably high sidelobes.  The OQPSK and IJF-OQPSK curves are now closer to each other.  Figure
5(d) shows the power spectral density curves when the TWT amplifier is operating at the low-sat point.
This shows that when a TWT amplifier operates near its linear region, the power spectra of OQPSK and
IJF-OQPSK modulated signals are very similar to each other.

ADAPTIVE EQUALIZATION FOR OQPSK MODULATION

Adaptive equalization has been studied for many years and much is known [8].  However, we are not
aware of any published paper dealing with adaptive equalization for the OQPSK modulation scheme.
We have seen from the above discussions that the OQPSK modulation technique when used with a
nonlinear amplifier has potentially attractive spectral sidelobe features.  Thus, we want to study further
the use of an adaptive equalizer for an OQPSK modulated signal passing through a nonlinear amplifier
and a frequency selective filter. First, we consider an adaptive equalizer with decision feedback using
the LMS algorithm for the QPSK modulated signal, which is commonly used in many digital
communication systems.  The block diagram of a decision feedback adaptive equalizer was shown in
Figure 3.  The equations of this equalizer are given by

si = [ri+M-1, …, ri+1, ri] * [w1, …, wM-1, wM]T − [si+N-1', …, si+1', si'] * [f1, …, fN-1, fN]T,                          (1.a)
ei = si − s0 or si',                                           (1.b)
[w1, …, wM-1, wM] = [w1, …, wM-1, wM] − µ * ei * conj[ri+M-1, …, ri+1, ri],                                             (1.c)
[f1, …, fN-1, fN] = [f1, …, fN-1, fN] − µ * ei * conj[−si+N-1', …, −si+1', −si'],                                               (1.d)

where equation (1.a) calculates the estimated received signal, "si" is the output of the equalizer, "ri" is
the sampled received signal, "wm" is the feed-forward tap coefficient, "si'" is the output of the decision
device, and "fn" is the feed-back tap coefficient.  Equation (1.b) calculates the error signal.  Equations
(1.c) and (1.d) update the feed-forward and feed-back tap coefficients, "µ" is the fixed step-size in our
simulation, and "conj" means the conjugate of the complex vector.

Next, we consider the use of an adaptive equalizer with QPSK and OQPSK modulated signals.  Figure 6
shows the received signal power spectrum with and without the frequency selective fading channel
distortion.  The feed-forward part of the equalizer has 16 taps, the feedback part of the equalizer has 16
taps, and the LMS algorithm step-size is taken to be 0.001.  Figure 7 shows the signal constellation
before and after adaptive equalization.  In Figure 7(a) and (b), we see that the adaptive equalizer works
well for the QPSK modulated signal.  But the same adaptive equalizer does not work well for the
OQPSK modulated signal as seen from Figure 7(c) and (d).  One possible remedy is to try different
feed-forward tap length, different feedback tap length, and different step-size.  Upon considerable
experimentation, we were not able to find any set of these parameter values that improved the
performance of the adaptive equalizer.  Other possibilities include the use of fractional adaptive



equalizer and blind equalizer.  Our limited experimentations along these lines were also not particularly
successful for the OQPSK modulated signal.  Thus, our attention was turned from receiver end
equalization to transmitter end pre-equalization as considered by Saleh and Salz [6] and Amoroso [7].

Now, consider different modulated signals going through a nonlinear amplifier operating at the mid-sat
point and a frequency selective fading as shown in Figure 6.  Figure 8 shows the signal trajectories for
the OQPSK modulated signal.  Figure 8(a) shows the unfiltered OQPSK modulated signal constellation,
which is known to be a square connecting four possible signal points.  Figure 8(b) shows the signal
constellation after low-pass filtering.  Figure 8(c) is the signal constellation after nonlinear
amplification.  The important thing to observe here is the phase shift effect of the nonlinear amplifier on
the constellation points in Figure 8(c).  This phase shift is a distortion introduced by the nonlinear
amplifier.  In our proposed approach we attempt to remove or reduce the phase distortion introduced by
the nonlinear amplifier in order to improve the performance of the adaptive equalizer.

Let us consider a baseband model of the above transmitter model.  Suppose the input complex-valued
signal to the nonlinear TWT amplifier is denoted by a*e

jφ, where "a" and "φ" are the amplitude and the
phase of the input signal, respectively.  Then let the output complex-valued signal of the nonlinear TWT
amplifier be denoted by A*e

jΦ, where "A" and "Φ" are the amplitude and the phase of the output signal,
respectively.  Assume Φ and φ are related by Φ = φ + θ, where θ is an unknown angle which depends on
the input signal.  Now, a "pre-distorted" input complex-valued signal can be calculated, such that instead
of sending a*e

jφ into the TWT amplifier, we use a*e
j(φ - θ) as our input complex-valued signal.  By using

this input signal, the output complex-valued signal becomes A*e
jφ, and the phase distortion introduced

by the nonlinear amplifier is removed.  Figure 8(d) shows the signal trajectory when the signal pre-
distortion is used before nonlinear amplification.  We clearly see that the phase shift present in Figure
8(c) has been removed.  The crucial question is whether this phase pre-distortion helps us at the
receiving end when a linear adaptive equalizer is used.

In Figure 7(c) and (d) we have shown how poorly the adaptive equalizer worked with the OQPSK
modulation scheme.  Now, the same system model is simulated except this time we implement signal
pre-distortion at the transmitter.   The signal constellation with pre-distortion and after adaptive
equalization is shown in Figure 9(b).  Indeed, the scattering of the constellation points for the OQPSK
case in Figure 9(b) about the ideal points is much smaller and is similar to that of the QPSK case in
Figure 7(b).  An obvious question is that since the phase distortion is also introduced by the nonlinear
amplifier when QPSK modulation scheme is used, why is the linear adaptive equalizer able to equalize
the phase distortion in the QPSK case but not in the OQPSK case?  A simple but not necessarily
complete answer to this question is that, in the case of QPSK, the in-phase and quadrature baseband
signal components are aligned coincidentally.  Since the phase of the baseband complex-valued signal is
determined by the in-phase and quadrature baseband signal (i.e., the I and Q channels), the phase
distortion introduced by the nonlinear amplifier is also coincidentally represented in the output complex-
valued signal of the nonlinear amplifier.  Whereas in the case of the OQPSK modulation, the phase
distortion is not "coincidental" in the I and Q channel.  So it is much harder for a linear adaptive
equalizer to track the phase distortion in the case of the OQPSK modulation than that of the QPSK
modulation.



Next, we want to study the phase pre-distortion effect on the spectral sidelobes of the OQPSK
modulation.  Figure 10 shows the power spectra of four different modulation schemes (QPSK, OQPSK,
IJF-OQPSK, and SQAM) when the TWT amplifier is operating at the mid-sat point.   Phase pre-
distortion is introduced in the system for both the QPSK and the OQPSK cases.  By comparing Figure
10 with Figure 5(c), we can see that the sidelobes for the QPSK and the OQPSK curves have decreased
by several dB in the region of [2, 4].  This result is consistent with [7], where the Amoroso stated that a
pre-distorter preceding the nonlinear amplifier can reduce the spectral sidelobes.  Thus, the phase pre-
distortion does not only help the adaptive equalization, but also helps to reduce some of the high
sidelobes of the QPSK and the OQPSK modulated signals.

The phase pre-distortion method proposed here is formulated in an ideal manner.  In a practical system,
the calculation of the exact phase pre-distortion for each signal sent through the nonlinear amplifier may
be difficult.  Clearly, further work need to be done for the practical implementation of this pre-distortion
scheme.  Nevertheless, our observations and simulations do provide considerable insights into the
problem of implementing an adaptive equalizer in a system with a nonlinear amplifier and frequency
selective fading using the OQPSK modulation scheme.   Much more research work needs to be done on
the theoretical understanding and practical implementation of efficient power and bandwidth modulation
with a nonlinear amplifier and frequency selective fading.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper reviewed some spectral characteristics for QPSK, OQPSK, IJF-OQPSK, and SQAM
modulation techniques when a nonlinear amplifier is used in the system.  Results have been compared to
published papers or books whenever possible.  This study showed that OQPSK and IJF-OQPSK seem to
be attractive modulation schemes when a nonlinear amplifier is present in the communication system.
Whether IJF-OQPSK should be chosen over OQPSK is not obvious.  The trade-off between these two
modulation schemes are spectral characteristics, ease of hardware implementation, and the possible
inclusion of ISI-free transmitter-receiver square-root raised cosine filters.

The most interesting result that came out of this work is the study of adaptive equalization for the
OQPSK modulated signal.  We have shown that a conventional linear adaptive equalizer does not work
well in this case because of the phase distortion introduced by the nonlinear amplifier.  Phase pre-
distortion seems to be an attractive solution and it provides some insight into the problem of equalizing
an OQPSK modulated signal.  Further study showed that phase pre-distortion can also help to reduce
some of the sidelobes of the QPSK and OQPSK modulation schemes.  Since this phase pre-distortion
method has both of the desired characteristics of a good digital communication system, further research
and study should be carried out along these directions.
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                                             Figure 1 - Block diagram of the transmitter.
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                                                Figure 2 - Block diagram of the receiver.

                                      Figure 3 - Block diagram of the feedback adaptive equalizer.
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                                              Figure 4 - TWT amplifier operating points.

   Figure 5 - Power spectra of QPSK, OQPSK, IJF-OQPSK and SQAM.  (a), Ideal hard-limiting;
                  (b), TWT at high-sat point; (c), TWT at mid-sat point; (d), TWT at low-sat point.
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Figure 6 - Frequency selective channel model. Figure 7 - Signal constellations before and after
adaptive equalization for QPSK and OQPSK
modulation schemes.  (a) & (b), QPSK; (c) & (d)
OQPSK

 Figure 9 - Signal constellations before and after
 adaptive equalizer for OQPSK with phase
 pre-distortion implemented in the system.

Figure 8 - Signal trajectories for OQPSK modulated
signal.  (a), Original; (b), After LPF; (c), After
TWT amplifier; (d), After phase pre-distortion and
TWT amplifier.

Figure 10 - Power spectra for QPSK, OQPSK,
IJF-OQPSK and SQAM.  Both QPSK and OQPSK
have phase pre-distortions implemented in the system.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose applying the spatio-temporal signal processing and OFDM techniques to

a multiple-antenna system in order to achieve high data rate and high performance transmission

capability. In order to perform real time processing for this system, we also propose a complexity

reduced QR beamforming algorithm. The performance of the proposed system has been investigated

for a two-ray frequency-selective fading model by extensive computer simulations. These results

show that signi�cant bene�ts can be realized in terms of lower bit error rate and higher data

transmission rate.

KEY WORDS

OFDM, Multiple Transmit and Receive Antennas System, Spatial-Temporal Processing, Detection
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INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems have recently gained increasing in-

terest as an e�ective alternative to conventional single tone modulation methods for wireless com-

munications. The main advantage of OFDM is allowing transmission over a frequency-selective

fading channel using a low cost receiver. In Europe, OFDM has been chosen for the two terrestrial

broadcasting standards - digital audio broadcasting (DAB) and terrestrial digital video broadcasting

(DVB-T) [1]. In addition, OFDM has also been selected as the transmission technique for HIPER-

LAN2 and for the extension of the IEEE 802.11 standard at the 5-GHz frequency range [2]. Current

research has shown that intelligent use of antenna arrays at both receiver and transmitter side can

result in signi�cant increases in data rate and bandwidth e�ciency as well as improving the quality

of communication service[3][4]. The basic concept is that with appropriate spatio-temporal process-

ing, Nt multiple transmit antennas can create Nt spatial channels to transmit more data than a



single transmit antenna system, while Nr receive antennas can provide Nr spatial diversity channels

for each of the Nt transmitted signals. In this paper, we apply the spatio-temporal processing and

OFDM techniques to a communication system with Nt multiple transmit and Nr receive antennas

to obtain high data rate and high quality transmission capability. In addition, in order to reduce

the computational requirement for real time processing, a novel QR beamforming algorithm is also

proposed.

OFDM MULTIPLE TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE ANTENNAS SYSTEM

Fig. 1 describes a single antenna OFDM system model. The OFDM system exploits inverse discrete

Fourier transform (IDFT) to modulate N data symbol xk; k = 0; :::; N �1 onto N subcarriers with

frequency fk = k=NT; k = 0; :::; N � 1. The output samples of the IDFT are given by

sn =
1
p
N

N�1X
k=0

xke
j( 2�knT

NT
); n = 0; :::; N � 1;

where sn is the nth sample of the OFDM symbol. Then each OFDM symbol is pre�xed with a

cyclic pre�x (CP) de�ned by s�j = sN�j; j = 1; :::; L: After going through a channel with impulse

response of h(n) =
PL�1

l=0 hl�(n� l); the received signal becomes

rn = h � sn + nn =
L�1X
l=0

hlsn�l + nn; n = �L; :::;�1; 0; 1; :::; N � 1;

where nn is a complexed-valued white Gaussian noise (WGN). Upon removing the pre�x, the de-

modulation of the received OFDM symbol is performed using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).

The demodulated data symbol is then given by

yk =
N�1X
n=0

rne
�j2�(n=N)k = Hkxk + zk; k = 0; :::; N � 1;

where zk =
PN�1

n=0 nne
�j 2�nk

N is also a complexed-valued WGN and Hk =
PL�1

l=0 hle
�j2�lk=N ; k =

0; :::; N � 1; is the channel transfer function at subcarrier frequency fk = k=N .

The multiple-antenna OFDM system is shown in Fig. 2. In contrast to the single antenna OFDM

system, after DFT demodulating, the output of the kth subchannel at qth receive antenna is repre-

sented as the combination of all the transmitted data in the kth subcarrier frequency,

y
q
k =

NtX
p=1

H
qp
k x

p
k + �

q
k; q = 1; :::; Nr; k = 0; :::; N � 1; (1)

where H
qp
k is the channel transfer function at subcarrier frequency fk from the pth transmit antenna

to the qth receive antenna. �
q
k is a complexed WGN random variable in the kth subchannel at the

qth receive antenna. x
p
k is the data from the pth transmit antenna using the kth subchannel. For



convenience, (1) can be expressed in matrix form as yk = Hkxk + �k, where

yk = [y1k; y
2
k; :::; y

Nr

k ]T ;xk = [x1k; x
2
k; :::; x

Nt

k ]T ; �k = [�1k ; �
2
k ; :::; �

Nr

k ]T ;

Hk =

2
66664

H11
k H12

k : : : H1Nt

k

H21
k H22

k : : : H2Nt

k
...

...
. . .

...

HNr1
k HNr2

k : : : HNrNt

k

3
77775
; H

qp
k =

N�1X
n=0

hqpn e
�j2�kn=N : (2)

Later, the demodulated output yk; k = 0; :::; N�1; is fed into a bank of spatio-temporal processors

where each processor separates and detects all the Nt transmit signals, x
p
k; p = 1; :::; Nt; k =

0; :::; N � 1, within each of the K subband channels. Note that for systems with Nt transmit

antennas, the average SNR ratio at the qth receive antenna is de�ned by

SNRq =
Ef
PNt

p=1 jH
qp
k x

p
kj2g

K�2n
; q = 1; :::; Nr; (3)

where all the H
qp
k x

p
k are regarded as the desired signals. Ef:g denotes the ensemble average opera-

tion.

SPATIAL-TEMPORAL PROCESSING:QR BEAMFORMING

Several spatio-temporal processing decoding algorithms have been proposed for multiple antenna

system such as maximum likelihood detector (MLD), inverse channel detector (ICD) [3], and

VBLAST detector [4]. Although the MLD algorithm yields the minimum BER given equi-probable

symbols, the computational work is demanding. The drawback of the ICD method is possible noise

enhancement due to the inversion operation. The VBLAST algorithm was proposed by Wolniansky

et al [4]. Basically, the VBLAST algorithm orderly decodes each transmit antenna's data. To max-

imize SNR at each stage, VBLAST computes the beamforming weights for all the e�ective transmit

antennas and selects the one with the minimum norm (for minimum noise enhancement) to decode

the corresponding transmit antennas' data. Afterwards, decision feedback symbol cancellation is

performed to remove the contribution of already-detected components from the received signals.

The process induces a modi�ed received vector which e�ectively contains fewer interferers and re-

duces the number of e�ective transmit antennas at each stage. These beamforming and symbol

cancellation processes are repeated until all the transmitted signals over all the subcarriers are de-

tected. The VBLAST algorithm computes all the beamforming weight vectors in each detection

stage, thus the computational complexity is large. In this subsection, we will provide a novel ap-

proach to reduce the computational work. Basically, all the beamforming weight vectors can be

obtained immediately through one ip QR decomposition. The QR decomposition method is a well

known technique in linear algebra where a m�n matrix A is decomposed into the form of A = QR,

where Q is a m�n matrix of orthonormal column vectors and R is a n�n upper triangular matrix

[5]. Beamformers whose weights are obtained based on the use of the elements of Q and R are called

QR beamformer. The procedures are as follows.

1. Denote the original spatio-temporal channel matrix Hk in (2) as

H(1) � [ h1 h2 : : : hNt
]: (4)



Note that the subchannel index k is omitted here for simplicity of notation. Indeed, the QR

beamforming can be performed in parallel in all the subchannels.

2. Flip the channel matrix (4) by interchanging the column indices of H(1) and perform the QR

decomposition on the ipped channel matrix

[ hNt
: : : h2 h1 ] =

h
qNt

: : : q1

i
2
66664

rNt1 r(Nt�1)1 : : : r11
0 r(Nt�1)2 : : : r12

0 0
. . .

...

0 0 0 r1Nt

3
77775
: (5)

3. The optimum beamforming weight vectors which steers the beam to the ith transmit antenna

and places nulls to the other e�ective antennas is given by

wi = qi=r
�

i(Nt�i+1); i = 1; :::; Nt; (6)

where � is complex conjugate. The justi�cation for (6) is given below. By replacing (5) in (4), we

obtain

H(1) =
h
q1 : : : qNt

i
2
66664

r1Nt
0 0 0 0

r1(Nt�1) r2(Nt�1) 0 0 0
...

...
. . . 0 0

r11 r21 : : : r(Nt�1)1 rNt1

3
77775
: (7)

The attractive property of this alternative expression is that when h1 is removed after the decision

feedback symbol cancellation, the decomposition of the remaining matrix can be obtained imme-

diately without further computation. The beamforming weights vector w1 will steer the receiving

beam of the antenna array to the targeted transmit antenna and place nulls to the other e�ective

antennas and can be obtained by solving wH
1 H

(1) = [1 0 ::: 0]. Thus, we have
2
66664

r�1Nt

r�1(Nt�1)
: : : r�11

0 r�2(Nt�1)
: : : r�21

0 0
. . .

...

0 0 0 r�Nt1

3
77775

2
66664

qH1
qH2
...

qHNt

3
77775
w1 =

2
66664

1

0
...

0

3
77775
: (8)

By back substitution, w1 can be solved as w1 = q1=r
�

1Nt

: After performing the symbol cancellation,

h1 can be removed from the channel matrix H(1), which is denoted as H(2)

H(2) =
h
h2 : : : hNt

i
=
h
q2 : : : qNt

i
2
664
r2(Nt�1) 0 0
...

. . . 0

r21 : : : rNt1

3
775 : (9)

In other words, the number of e�ective antennas is reduced by one whenever symbol cancellation is

performed. The beamforming weights w2 can be obtained as w2 = q2=r
�

2(Nt�1)
by solving wH

2 H
(2) =

[1 0 ::: 0]. Repeat the same procedure, we can obtain wi = qi=r
�

i(Nt�i+1); i = 1; :::; Nt. Fig. 3

compares the computational work of VBLAST and QR-beamforming. In contrast to VBLAST, the

decoding order for Nt transmit data has to be predetermined before performing QR decomposition.

The ordering-�nding approaches based on path gain and backward searching for QR beamforming

are proposed in the next section.



DETECTION ORDERING

When symbol cancellation is applied, the order in which data from each transmit antenna are de-

tected becomes crucial to the overall performance of the system. The idea is that the strongest

arriving signal with the highest signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) should be detected

�rst. There are two reasons to do so. First, the stronger the signal, the easier to decode, and the

smaller the chance that a detection error is made. When the sequential symbol cancellation is per-

formed, it is desired to feedback the more reliable detected symbol in the earlier stage to avoid error

propagation. Second, a strong signal is equivalent to a strong interference to the other transmitted

signals. It is desired to detect the strongest signal �rst and then remove it from the received signals

to increase the overall signal to interference ratio (SIR), and then repeat for the second strongest

signal. In this section, we will consider two approaches to determine ordering.

I. Path Gain Ordering. Decoding ordering is considered under the condition that each

transmit signal from each antenna has the same power, and the noise power at each receive an-

tenna is the same. The decoding ordering can be determined by the path gain Gj = jjHjjj; j =

1; :::; Nt; where jjHjjj is the norm of the jth column of channel matrix (2), indicating the over-

all path gain corresponds to the signal from the jth transmit antenna. Suppose the ordered

set S � fk1; k2; :::; kNt
g be a permutation of the integers f1; 2; :::; Ntg is determined such that

fGk1 > Gk2 > : : : > Gk
N
t

g: Replace the initial ordered set Nt; Nt � 1; :::; 2; 1 in (4) by S, and thus

Ĥ becomes Ĥ =
h
hk1 hk2 : : : hkN

t
�1

hkN
t

i
:

II. Backward Ordering. In forward ordering, we choose the highest SNR signal �rst in each

detection stage. Now, we repeatedly place the lowest SNR signal in backward such that the higher

SNR signals can be detected in earlier stages. This approach can be appropriately applied to the

beamforming weights computation algorithm of (6)-(7).

1. Initialization: Set i = 1. Compute the norm of each column of channel matrixH in (2). Select

the minimum norm column.

k1 = argminjjjHjjj2; j = 1; :::; Nt;

qNt
= Hk1=jjHk1jj; rNt1 = jjHk1jj: (10)

2. Recursion: Set i = 2. Project the remaining columns in qNt
's null space. Compute the norm

of the projected portion in the null space. Select the one with minimum norm.

k2 = argminjjjHj � qNt
qHNt

Hjjj2; j = 1; :::; Nt � fk1g;
qNt�1 = (Hk2 � qNt

qHNt

Hk2)=jjHk2 � qNt
qHNt

Hk2jj;
r(Nt�1)2 = jjHk2 � qNt

qHNt

Hk2jj; rNt1 = jjqHNt

Hk2jj: (11)

Similarly, set i = 3; :::; Nt,

ki = argminjjjHj �
i�1X
m=1

qNt�m+1q
H
Nt�m+1Hjjj2; j = 1; :::; Nt � fk1; :::; ki�1g;



qNt�i+1 = (Hki �
i�1X
m=1

qNt�m+1q
H
Nt�m+1Hki)=jjHki �

i�1X
m=1

qNt�m+1q
H
Nt�m+1Hkijj;

r(Nt�i+1)i = jjHki �
i�1X
m=1

qNt�m+1q
H
Nt�m+1Hkijj;

r(Nt�i+1)n = jjqHNt�n+1Hkijj; n = 1; :::; i� 1: (12)

This process is repeated until i = Nt. At the end, the lower SNR signals are scheduled in the later

detection stages Fig. 4 shows the simulation results in one subchannel. Obviously, ordering helps

to decrease the BER. The backward ordering outperforms path gain ordering by about 0.5 dB at

BER= 10�4, Nt = 3, and Nr = 4.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In our simulations, a two-ray multipath model is used to characterize some possible aeronautical

telemetry scenarios [6]. The mathematical expression of this model is given by

h(t) = �(t) + �e�j(2�fo�+�)�(t��); (13)

where � is the strength of the reection relative to the line-of-sight signal, � is the phase shift caused

by the reective medium, � is the delay of the reection path and fo is the carrier frequency. In the

simulations, we assume that the data rate increases linearly proportional to the number of transmit

antennas. The links between di�erent transmit or receive antennas are independent. The entire

channel bandwidth, 10 MHz, is divided into 16 subchannels for the proposed OFDM system and

each resultant subchannel has a 625 KHz bandwidth. We �rst describe the multipaths fading e�ects

of the single tone and the multitone system.

I. Multipaths Frequency-Selective Fading Channel. Whether a channel is represented by

a single or multipath model depends not only on the multipath delay pro�le but also on the trans-

mission rate. Because the delay resolution is related to the reciprocal of the transmission rate, the

larger the transmission rate, the �ner the delay resolution. In other words, the receiver can observe

more multipath components. If the separation of two propagation paths is smaller than the system's

delay resolution, they will be seen as one path. This can be explained in the followings. Fig. 5(a)

shows the channel impulse response using the two-ray model with � = 0:97;  = 0:8�; � = 50ns:

Fig. 5(b) shows the transmit pulse shaping SRRC �lter with roll-o� � = 0:36; TB = 0:136�s, where

the time domain response of the SRRC �lter is given by

p(t) =
4�

�
p
TB

cos((1 + �)�t=TB) + TBsin((1� �)�t=TB)=(4�t)

1� (4�t=TB)2
:

Fig. 6(a) is the overall time response of the pulse shaping �lter and the channel, and Fig. 6(b) is

its frequency response. The frequency response shows that the channel su�ers frequency-selective

fading. In contrast, suppose a multitone system is used, the transmission rate within each subchan-

nel becomes 459.375 K baud. Fig. 7(a) shows that the same channel is used for multitone system.

Fig. 7(b) shows the transmit pulse shaping (SRRC) �lter with roll-o� � = 0:36; TB = 1=459:375ms,



which becomes wider in time domain compared to Fig. 5(b). As a result, Fig. 8(a) does not show

severe ISI ( compared it to Fig. 7(b) ) and the frequency response within the subchannel is at as

shown in Fig. 8(b). Thus, it is reasonable to model the channel of the described single tone system

as a multipaths channel using a �nite impulse response (FIR) �lter, and model each subchannel of

the multitone system as single path channel using a single tap �lter.

II. OFDM system with multiple transmit and receive antennas. In a classical multitone

system, each subchannel is non-overlapped. However, in the OFDM multitone system, each sub-

channel is permitted to overlap in order to achieve a high bandwidth e�ciency. The pulse shaping

of the OFDM system is the time raised cosine pulse [7]

p(t) =

8>><
>>:

1 jtj � 1��

1+�
T

2
;

cos
2jtj+(�2�1)T

4�(1+�)T

1��

1+�
T
2
� jtj � T

2
;

0 jtj � T

2
:

In order to provide protection from intersymbol interference due to channel multipath delay spread,

an additional 0.1 �s guard interval is used. This results in a total OFDM block length TB =

1=625KHz+0:1�s = 1:7�s and a subchannel symbol rate 588:2KBaud. The described system can

transmit data at a rate of 18.8 Mbits/s by QPSK modulation, and can further double the data rate

as 37.6 Mbits/s by two transmit antennas. Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12 show the channel frequency responses

and the fading factors in each subchannels between di�erent transmit or receive antennas. The

index fjig in these �gures corresponds to the path from ith transmit antenna to jth receive antenna.

III. Performance of proposed multi-antenna OFDM system. The performance of the sys-

tem is measured by BER. Fig. 13 shows the BER of the OFDM system with a single transmit

antenna and multiple receive antennas for the two-ray model. Assume that the channel parameters

are ideally tracked, the required SNR for BER=10�3 is 6.3 and 8.4 dB for three and two receive

antennas, respectively. However, for a single transmit and single receive antenna system, the per-

formance degradation due to frequency-selective fading can be observed. It is shown that multiple

receive antennas provide spatial diversity and can improve the BER performance. Fig.14 shows the

performance of the OFDM system with multiple transmit antennas and multiple receive antennas.

Here, the transmission rate is increased by a factor of two because two transmit antennas operate

independently, inducing two streams of transmit data. We compare systems with two transmit

antennas and three and four receive antennas with the single transmit and single receive antenna

system. We observe that multiple transmit antennas increase the data rate at the expense of in-

ducing interchannel interference, which decreases the BER performance. Fortunately, we still can

decrease the BER by introducing one more receive antenna. It is shown that the system with four

receive antennas and two transmit antennas has lower BER and still have the double transmission

rate compared with that of the single transmit and single receive antenna system.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose combining spatio-temporal processing, OFDM techniques, and multiple-

antenna architecture for high data rate and high performance communication. Simulations show



that signi�cant performance gains can be realized in terms of BER and data transmission rate

improvement under frequency-selective fading conditions. In order to save computational work, a

QR beamforming method as well as practical ordering approaches are also considered. In this paper,

we used QPSK modulation for each subcarrier, but other modulation formats can be used to yield

even higher transmission rates for multiple-antenna systems. We believe that the studies initiated

show promising results. Research on the interactions and combinations with other techniques,

such as optimal power and bits allocation, complexity reduced parallel processing systolic array

architectures, fast tracking methods for the time-varying dispersive channels, and numerous other

topics is being pursued.
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ABSTRACT 

Shaped BPSK (SBPSK) and Shaped Offset QPSK (SOQPSK), as defined in various MIL standards, are 
widely employed on SATCOM links because they offer an attractive combination of good spectral 
efficiency, constant envelope characteristics, and interoperability with legacy equipments. More 
recently, numerous terrestrial applications of OQPSK and similar waveforms (Feher-patented FQPSK) 
have been proposed. The present paper describes a simple non-proprietary modification of the MIL-STD 
SOQPSK waveform which offers spectral containment and detection efficiency comparable to or better 
than FQPSK-B (Revision A1), while preserving a constant envelope characteristic and backward 
compatibility with existing equipment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Shaped BPSK (SBPSK) was introduced in the early 1980�s (MILCOM �84, SBPSK: A Robust 
Bandwidth-Efficient Modulation for Hard-Limited Channels) as a means of bandlimiting a BPSK signal, 
while keeping the signal envelope constant. The advantage to maintaining a constant envelope is that the 
spectral sidelobes do not regenerate when the signal in passed through a limiting, or otherwise nonlinear, 
amplifier. The first implementation of SBPSK was in the AN/PSC-1, operating in the 225 � 400 MHz 
SATCOM band. The waveform�s high degree of success in that role led eventually to its adoption as a 
standard for the UHF SATCOM terminals as described in MIL-STD-188-181, and 188-182. Further 
development of the SBPSK concept led to an Offset QPSK variant called, naturally enough, SOQPSK, 
which is also defined in the same MIL-STDs.  
 



In this paper, we will briefly review the MIL-STD SOQPSK waveform, introduce two new frequency 
shaping pulses which improve spectral containment, and then compare the BER performance and 
spectral efficiency to other OQPSK variants, including Feher-patented FQPSK-B (Revision A1). 
 
 

OQPSK AS FREQUENCY MODULATION 

Offset QPSK can be viewed as either a phase modulation or a frequency modulation. Because the 
shaped variants of OQPSK are best interpreted from a frequency modulation viewpoint, we will adopt 
the FM description here. If we use the notation commonly employed for Continuous Phase Modulation 
(CPM) waveforms, OQPSK is defined by  
 
s(t) = 2E /(T / 2) cos[2πfot + φ(t,α ) + φo ] where 

 

φ(t,α ) = 2πh α ig(τ − iT / 2)dτ
i= −∞

+∞

∑
−∞

t

∫  -∞< t <+∞ 

The information-bearing phase φ(t,α ) is determined by the 3-ary sequence α i = −1, 0,1, the unity-area 
frequency pulse g(t), and the modulation index h, which is equal to 1/4 for offset QPSK. The 3-state 
values for αi stem from the offset between the I and Q channels, which constrains the phase to either 
advance or retard by π/2 radians, or not change at all. Note that T in these expressions is the symbol 
period, not the bit period. 
 
For unshaped OQPSK, the frequency pulse g(t) is simply a unit-area delta function, ∂ (t). In each bit 
period the frequency pulse is either present or absent. If present, the phase will shift by π/2 radians, but it 
can only go in the �allowed� direction for that bit period. Because of the offset between the I and Q 
channels, the allowed direction will depend on the current state, such that the signal will change in I 
value, or Q, but never both at the same time. The top trace in Figure 1 depicts the unshaped case. 
 
The MIL-STD version of SOQPSK is depicted by the middle trace in Figure 1. Again, the area of the 
frequency pulse is exactly π/2 radians, but the shape is rectangular, with a duration of one bit period. 
This has the effect of shifting the phase of the carrier by exactly one-quarter rotation over a span of one 
bit (or one-half symbol). The constellation and phase trellis for this waveform are depicted in Figure 2. 
At any instant in time, the phase is either stationary, or is moving at a constant rate of one-quarter of the 
bit rate. Viewed this way, SOQPSK appears to be a hybrid of QPSK and MSK. 
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Figure 1. Frequency pulses for Offset QPSK 
variants. 
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Figure 2. MIL-STD SOQPSK constellation 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The bottom trace in Figure 1 represents the infinite family of other pulse shapes which will also shift the 
phase of the signal by π/2 radians in one bit period. It�s important to note that all of these waveforms are 
perfectly constant envelope (as expressed in Equation 1); only the phase trajectory differs from one 
variant to the next.  It�s also significant that all of these variations of OQPSK can be demodulated with a 
conventional OQPSK demod. 
 
 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

The frequency pulse shapes for two new variants of SOQPSK, which we call SOQPSK-A and 
SOQPSK-B, are essentially minor modifications of the impulse response for the familiar spectral raised 
cosine filter. The mathematical definition of the SOQPSK-A and SOQPSK-B shapes, g(t), are given by 
g(t) = n(t) * w(t), where 
 

n(t) =
Acos(πρ Bt T)
1− 4(ρ Bt T )2 *

sin(π Bt T )
(π Bt T )

 and 

 

w(t) =

1, for t T < T
1
2

+
1
2

cos
π(t T − T1)

T2

, for T1 < t T < T1 + T2

0, for t T > T1 + T2

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 



As expressed above, n(t) is the impulse response of a spectral raised cosine filter with a rolloff factor of 
ρ, and an additional time-scaling factor of B in the time argument. If used without windowing, n(t) 
would have infinite extent on the time axis, so we have applied a simple raised cosine window, w(t), to 
limit the duration of the frequency pulse. As in the earlier expressions, T is the symbol period (equal to 
two bit periods, since OQPSK carries two bits per symbol). The overall scaling factor A is used to 
normalize the pulse shape such that the phase shift induced by a single frequency pulse is π/2 radians.  
 
Note that the four parameters ρ, B, T1, and T2 serve to completely define the frequency pulse shapes for 
SOQPSK-A and SOQPSK-B, as well as an infinite set of similar, and interoperable, waveforms. The 
specific values for SOQPSK-A and SOQPSK-B are tabulated below and the resulting pulse shapes are 
plotted in Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 

Parameter SOQPSK-A SOQPSK-B 
� 1.0 0.5 
B 1.35 1.45 
T1 1.4 2.8 
T2 0.6 1.2 
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Figure 3. SOQPSK frequency pulse shapes. 

 
The total duration of the frequency pulse, after application of the raised cosine window, is T1 + T2. This 
time span is four symbol periods for SOQPSK-B and only two periods for SOQPSK-A, so the �A 
version could be implemented in a lookup table only half the size of that needed for the �B version. In 
either case, however, the table size is quite modest. 
 
The proposed values for ρ, B, T1, and T2 are not �optimum� in any mathematical sense. Simulation 
results have shown that a relatively gradual tradeoff exists in these parameters; combinations which 
more tightly confine the spectrum tend to degrade BER performance slightly, and vice versa. The two 
cases here provide a representative example of what can be achieved within this functional form.
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Figure 4. SOQPSK frequency deviation. 
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Figure 5. SOQPSK phase trajectories. 

 
Figure 4 shows the instantaneous frequency deviation of MIL-STD SOQPSK, along with the �A and �B 
variations. Figure 5 depicts the corresponding phase trajectories. The close similarity of these 
waveforms leads to interoperability with each other, and with unshaped OQPSK as well.  
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Figure 6. Simulated SOQPSK power spectral densities. 

 
Figure 6 shows the simulated power spectral density for the three versions of SOQPSK. In this Figure, it 
becomes clear that changing the frequency pulse shape in the �A and �B versions has relatively little 



effect on the spectrum down to nearly the �30 dB point, but dramatically reduces the spectral sidelobes 
below that point. 
 
The fact that the PSD of the MIL-STD version of SOQPSK is so much broader than the �A and -B 
versions at levels below about �30 dB is an artifact of the initial application of the waveform. In the 
UHF SATCOM band for which SOQPSK was originally proposed and adopted, the link margin is 
typically only 10 dB or less, and interfering signals appear at relatively uniform levels (because the 
satellite is the common element in every link). Therefore, there was no significant advantage to 
controlling the spectrum at the lower levels; such levels are below the link noise floor. In terrestrial 
applications, however, interferers can be 60 to 70 dB above the desired signal (or more), so the superior 
spectral containment of the �A and �B versions is extremely important. 
 
Figures 7 and 8 depict the eye pattern for the inphase channel of SOQPSK-A and �B, respectively. The 
quadrature channel for both waveforms is identical to the inphase component, except for a one-half 
symbol (one bit) time shift  Both of these eye patterns are captured directly out of the modulator; they do 
not reflect the effect of any IF or post detection filtering at the receiver. 
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Figure 7. SOQPSK-A eye pattern. 
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Figure 8. SOQPSK-B eye pattern. 

The apparently greater intersymbol interference (ISI) in the �B eye pattern stems from the fact that the 
frequency shaping pulse (see Figure 3) is both longer and has larger peak-to-peak excursions than the 
pulse for the �A version. The net effect of the difference is that SOQPSK-A has a slightly narrower 
spectrum, but slightly poorer detection efficiency than SOQPSK-B (about 0.25 dB at BER = 1e-5). 
 
 

ARTM MEASURED RESULTS 

The results presented above have been produced by computer simulation. To corroborate the simulation 
predictions with results from measured hardware, we used the facilities of the Advanced Range 
Telemetry (ARTM) Project at Edwards AFB. This facility was chosen because they have extensive 



experience with Feher-patented FQPSK-B (Rev. A1), and they have a custom-built FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) 
demodulator, developed by RF Networks. This is significant because FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) offers 
performance comparable to SOQPSK-A and �B. Indeed, based on the results presented here, these three 
waveforms could be considered as alternatives to each other for many applications. 
 
Figure 9 shows the PSD of FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) along with SOQPSK-A and �B. The results in this plot 
are taken directly out of the modulator, prior to the non-linear amplifier in the ARTM test fixture. Note 
that all three of the waveforms have nearly identical PSD characteristics down to about �25 dB. Below 
that level, FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) is the most compact, SOQPSK-A is slightly wider, and SOPQSK-B is 
wider still. 
 
One of the key features of the SOQPSK variants being explored here is that the waveform is purely 
constant envelope; there is no AM component whatsoever. This is demonstrated in Figure 10, which 
shows the PSD of SOQPSK-A both before and after a nonlinear amplifier (NLA) stage. The spectrum is 
nearly identical on both sides of the NLA because there is no AM on the SOQPSK signal. Essentially 
identical results were measured for SOQPSK-B; the NLA had no effect on the spectrum. 
 
Figure 11 presents this same comparison for FQPSK-B (Rev. A1), using the same NLA. The increase in 
occupied bandwidth for FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) is quite apparent. The author can only speculate on the 
cause of this effect, but a potential explanation is that FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) has some amplitude 
modulation component. If so, then this spectral broadening could be expected to vary from one amplifier 
to the next. 
 
In order to compare SOQPSK-A with FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) under NLA conditions, the corresponding 
traces from Figures 10 and 11, are plotted together in Figure 12. Note that while FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) 
had a narrower spectrum than SOQPSK-A prior to the NLA, the reverse is true after the NLA. 
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Figure 9. PSD, without nonlinear amplification. 
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Figure 10. PSD for SOQPSK-A with and 

without nonlinear amplification. 
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Figure 11. PSD for FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) with 

and without nonlinear amplification. 
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Figure 12. PSD of FQPSK-B (Rev. A1), and 
SOQPSK-A, nonlinearly amplified. 

 
Of course, it�s well known that the spectrum of a modulated signal can be bandlimited by a wide variety 
of methods; each approach exacts its own penalty in BER performance. The BER results presented in 
Figure 13 represent a comprehensive summary of the performance of SOQPSK-A, -B, and FQPSK-B 
(Rev. A1). 
 
The three left-most BER curves in Figure 13 compare the performance of MIL-STD SOQPSK with 
SOQPSK-A and �B, using computer simulation. In the simulation, the demodulator is a completely 
conventional coherent offset QPSK demodulator; no differential encoding is used, and no special pulse 
shaping is employed to approximate matched filter detection of the shaped waveforms. It can be seen 
that this suboptimum detection strategy exacts a penalty of about 2.4 dB at BER = 1e-5 (relative to ideal 
OQPSK detection), but this penalty is essentially the same for all three variants of SOQPSK. It should 
be noted here that all of these versions of SOQPSK will in fact interoperate with each other, with only 
very small differences in BER performance (about 0.25 dB at BER = 1e-5). From this we conclude that 
existing MIL-STD SOQPSK modulators could be modified to generate SOQPSK-A or �B, with 
virtually no penalty in detection efficiency, but with considerable reduction in occupied bandwidth (in 
applications where the lower levels of the PSD are significant). It is worth noting here that matched 
filtering for SOQPSK is feasible, as is trellis demodulation. While the performance gains from these 
techniques are substantial, this is not addressed in the present paper. 
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Figure 13. BER results for FQPSK-B (Rev. A1), MIL-STD SOQPSK, SOQPSK-A, and -B 

 
The five right-most BER curves in Figure 13 are all taken using ARTM�s FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) 
demodulator, developed by RF Networks. This demodulator requires differential encoding of the signal 
to resolve the four-fold phase ambiguity inherent in these waveforms, which accounts for part of the 
difference in performance between the simulated and measured data. In the closely spaced measured 
curves (about 1.2 dB variation from best to worst), we find several interesting conclusions. The best 
performance is achieved by SOQPSK-B through the NLA, and FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) without the NLA. 
These two curves are virtually identical. 
 
The distortion of the FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) signal which is incurred in passing through the NLA 
(exhibited as sidelobe regeneration in the PSD) also exacts a BER penalty of about 0.7 dB, relative to 
the un-amplified version. 
 
Virtually overlapping the NLA curve for FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) is the curve for SOQPSK-A without the 
NLA. The right-most curve in the figure is for SOQPSK-A with the NLA. It is interesting to note that, 
although the NLA has virtually no effect on the PSD of the SOQPSK waveforms, the BER performance 
does exhibit about 0.5 dB degradation at BER = 1e-5 due to the NLA. The author is not familiar with the 
design details of the RF Networks FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) demodulator, so any explanation of this effect 
would be highly speculative. We postulate that the FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) demodulator was able to 
efficiently recover the data from the SOQPSK-A and �B waveforms because all of these modulations 
are derivatives of offset QPSK. 
 
 



CONCLUSIONS 

The results presented here answer several questions concerning constant envelope (or near constant 
envelope) versions of offset QPSK. First, we have provided a parametric description of a family of 
bandlimited, constant envelope OQPSK waveforms. Two members of this family have been analyzed in 
detail, and shown to provide BER and spectral characteristics which compare favorably with Feher-
patented FQPSK-B (Rev. A1). We have shown by simulation that the BER performance of the �A and �
B versions are within a small fraction of a dB of the MIL-STD version, using an ordinary offset QPSK 
demodulator. 
 
In addition, we have shown via measured results from the ARTM lab that the members of the SOQPSK 
family interoperate with FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) in the sense that SOQPSK-A and SOQPSK-B have been 
correctly demodulated with a custom FQPSK-B (Rev. A1) demodulator. When operated through a non-
linear amplifier, the BER performance of the SOQPSK-B is about 0.7 dB better than FQPSK-B (Rev. 
A1), which in turn, is about 0.5 dB better than SOQPSK-A. 
 
These results suggest that the SOQPSK variants described here are viable alternatives to each other, as 
well as to FQPSK-B (Rev. A1), in applications where superior spectral containment is required, but 
detection efficiency cannot be compromised. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper presents one new type CDMA multi-signal receiving protocol, which is suitable for satellite 
mobile communication systems. Then it gives the principle analysis and describes the realization of 
this protocol. Meanwhile, it gives the software protocol implementation scheme. From the long point 
of view, it will more increase the system flexibility, which is easier to update; and will solve the 
interoperability and integration application problems. Finally, the simulation results conclude that 
software implementation of CDMA multi-signal receiving in satellite mobile communication system 
is feasible, and it may be used in other wireless communication systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Presently, the third-generation (3G) satellite mobile communication has become a hot spot in global 
mobile communication. The demands which are put forward for the future communication systems 
include as follows: the combination of satellite system and terrestrial cell network; system capability 
improvement; efficient operation mode in various environments; and etc. This leads to that multiple 
access is one of the key technologies in the 3G satellite mobile communication systems. Since the 
CDMA has many advantages, such as large system capability, expanding convenience, anti-multipath 
fading and anti- interference, and security, the CDMA based on direct spectrum (DS) technology is 
considered as the best choice for the new generation satellite mobile communication systems. 
 
Although CDMA has acquired success in terrestrial cell system and established a series of standards 
like IS-95 and IS-665, satellite mobile communication system could not simply copy the CDMA 
scheme applying in terrestrial cell system. The reason is that the satellite mobile communication 



 

 

system has some peculiarities, for examples, low receiver signal noise ratio; large amount of users; 
simple receiver configuration; serious propagation loss, and etc. Figure 1 shows the two-stage CDMA 
satellite mobile communication architecture model. Between the terrestrial gateway and multi-users, it 
can use local CDMA to access the network, the communication between gateways and satellites also 
may use the CDMA, and the function of satellites is to relay and transmit the signals. This kind of 
architecture also adapts to the access of wideband CDMA systems and integrated service digital 
networks (ISDN). 
 

satellite

gateway

gateway

users

users

satellite

gateway

gateway

users

users  
Figure 1  CDMA satellite mobile communication architecture block diagram 

 
In view of the characteristic of satellite mobile communication channel and the providing of integrated 
service, this paper combines the conventional narrowband random multiple access (such as ALOHA) 
with DS technique, it provides one new type CDMA multi-signal receiving protocol, which is suitable 
for 3G satellite mobile communication systems. Meanwhile, it applies the software radio technology in 
this system, and gives the software protocol implementation scheme. From the long point of view, it 
will more increase the system flexibility, which is easier to update; and will solve the interoperability 
and integration application problems. 
 
 

CDMA MULTI-SIGNAL RECEIVING PRINCIPLES 
 
According to the demand of CDMA satellite mobile communication system, user signal packet format 
is depicted in Figure 2. Spread spectrum signal is formed by two parts: synchronization segment and 
information segment. Synchronization segment includes synchronization guide and precise tracking. 
Synchronization guide is used for direct spread spectrum signal fast acquiring and identification, and 
precise tracking modulates carrier by pseudo noise (PN) code. Compared with information data, PN 
code modulation may acquire 3dB gain, thereby, it realizes the DS signal’s precise tracking. 
Information segment includes signaling control segment and information data segment: signaling 
control contains user’s address information, and information data segment is used for carrying 
information data transmitted by users. Before the information data segment, all use common code (i.e. 
C code), and information data can use either common code (C code) or transmitting code (T code), the 
details will also be discussed in next section. 
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Figure 2  CDMA satellite mobile communication system user message packet format 

 
If synchronization segment and information segment of each user signal use the same C code, then 
they occupied approximately the same frequency band. Here, the only difference is the time that they 
are arrived the base station. Since the transmitted signals are random in the time domain, some signals 
may be overlapped, the overlapped time is due to random arriving time interval of the adjacent signal. 
Generally, we consider that non-collision on random time is the unique approach to detect the 
multi-user signals. In fact, this kind of multi-user spread spectrum signals, which are overlapped in 
time domain, can be distinguished from each other. First, acquire the multi-user signals during 
synchronization segment, and separate synchronization head from the multi-signals. Then, separate 
data information of the multi-user signals from message segment. The minimum time interval between 
two signals arrived in succession from which the system can be distinguished is called system 
distinguish ability. Theoretically, system distinguish ability is 2 chips, i.e. if two signals arrived in 
succession staggers 2 chips in time domain, the multi-users can be distinguished from each other 
completely. This is the main idea of multi-signals receiving access protocol present in this paper.  
 
Because the stability of analog components is low, we use the digital correlator in receiver to process 
the multi-signals. This is also propitious to introducing the software radio concept in it. In theory, it can 
be deduced as follows. 
 
To acquiring synchronization code, the information data may not be considered, provided N user 
signals are: 
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where n is an integer, Ts is the sampling interval, di(nTs-ti) is the information data, c(nTs-ti) is the 
synchronization code, t1,t2,…tN is the user signals’ arriving time separately. 
 
N user random signals may be thought of linear, let the mixed signal correlated with local 
synchronization code copy, where the local code copy is 
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n is an integer. Correlation result is 
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(3) 
where R is the correlation function of synchronization code, its envelop is 
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The deduced result indicates that through digital correlation, multi-signal may get autocorrelation sum 
output, which are disrelated by each other. Therefore, at the end of synchronization segment, it carries 
out the multi-signal synchronization head apart from each other. 
 
If it realized the synchronization head apart from each other, it means that each user signal packet’s 
arriving time identification point is acquired. Even though the information data segment also use the 
same spread spectrum code, it may take into account that despread and demodulate the multi-user 
signals at the same time using multi-demodulator modules. If select the spread spectrum code which 
has good correlation characteristic, such as m sequence, as long as the arriving time difference between 
two user packet •t≥2 chips’ width, multi-signals’ information segments can also be distinguished from 
each other. The theory mentioned proves that using digital correlator and multi-despread and 
demodulator modules can carry out the multi-signals synchronization segment and information 
segment receiving separately. 
 
 

CDMA MULTI-SIGNALS RECEIVING PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION 
 
Satellite mobile communication system is a concentrated network, it is composed by the uplink and 
downlink. Uplink is the link from the user terminals to the center station (such as gateway), and 
downlink is the link from the center station to user terminals. 

 
Uplink communication is multi-point to one point. In view of the receiver’s complexity, common code 
(C code protocol) and common code – transmitting code (C-T code protocol) are fit for it. On the 
assumption that the packet synchronization segment has been acquired successfully, when using C-T 
code protocol, due to the orthogonal character of T code, there is non-collision during information data 
segment, but it may has collision during address information segment(C code segment). When using C 
code protocol, collision may be occurred during the whole address segment and data segment, so its 
acquiring probability is lower than C-T code protocol’s. We can get the same conclusion through the 
specific analysis. 
 
If spread spectrum receiver could receive multiple packet using the same PN code simultaneously, it 
must satisfy that any of two packets’ code phases are different (at least 2 chips). Let the two packets’ 
arrived time is tk and tk-1. As the packet length is T0, the period of PN code, the conditional expression 
under which it can receive two packets is 

01 Ttt kk α>− −                (5) 

where α is the proportion coefficient. If T1 and T2 separately presents the C code segment length in 
C-code protocol and in C-T code protocol, then T1= N1 T0•T2= N2 T0•N1>N2. When using C code 
protocol, if two packets can be received simultaneously, it must satisfy that 
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or        011 TNtt kk >− −            (7) 
similarly, when using C-T code, if two packets can be received simultaneously, it must satisfy that 

)1,2,1,0()1( 200100 −=+>−>−+ − NnTnTttTTn kk Lαα      (8) 

or       021 TNtt kk >− −            (9) 
 
Suppose that the packet arrived time intervals submit to the Poisson distribution, λ is the composite 
arriving rate, derived from Formula (6) and (7), successful acquiring probability of C code is 
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(10) 
and derived from formula (8) and (9), it may obtain the C-T code protocol successful acquiring 
probability 
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then 
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Obviously, the packet successful acquiring probability using C-T code protocol is higher than using C 
code protocol. For CDMA satellite mobile communication system, because it should provide 
integrated services, such as voice and data, the packet’s length is larger, so C-T code is suitable for it. 
 
Because GOLD sequence has the better cross correlation character, we consider using GOLD 
sequence set as the terminal user address set in CDMA satellite mobile communication system. GOLD 
sequence set may be described as 

{ }νµνµνµνµνµνµνµ 12 ,,,,,,,,),( −⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕= Ni TTTTG LL    (13) 
where µ,ν are a pair of optimal choice of m sequences, Tiν denotes that sequence ν has a i bit left shift, 
N is the period of m sequence. 
 
Within the packet tracking segment and address segment, m sequence µ is used as C code, address 
segment includes the initial phase information of m sequence ν′ . During data segment, GOLD 
sequence µ⊕ ν′  is used as T code (ν′  denotes the different phase of m sequence ν•. 
 
The downlink of satellite mobile communication system is the link of multi-point to one point. 
Considering that mobile terminals’ architecture should be as simple as possible, so it is better to use the 
C code during the downlink of CDMA satellite mobile communication system. It is efficient and easy 
to be implement, but the security is worse. 
 



 

 

 
CDMA MULTI-SIGNAL RECEIVING SOFTWARE IMPLEMENT SCHEME 

 
On account of C code implement is simpler, so we mainly use C-T code as an example to design 
CDMA multi-signal receiving. 
 
CDMA multi-signal receiving system block diagram is shown in Figure 3. Firstly, multi-signal packets 
are put into the fast acquiring module, by digital correlator operation, the synchronization segment 
multi-signal packets are acquired separately. The received packets are sent to the multiplex protocol 
controller, then the controller uses C code to track the user signal packets precisely, and synchronizes 
the local PN code and user signal packet PN code. After tracking segment, despreading and 
demodulation module utilizes C code to despread and demodulate user signal packets, each signal 
packet address segment data can be obtained and be sent to multiplex protocol controller again. The 
controller extracts the user address information and enables the T code generator at the switchover 
point of address segment and data segment. Then the despreading and demodulation module utilizes T 
code to despread and demodulate user signal packets, the outputs are multi-user packet data. 
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Multiple
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Figure 3  CDMA multi-signal receiving system block diagram 

 
Because the third generation mobile communication system standard is not affirmed presently, using 
software radio concept in CDMA multi-signal receiving system has great potential. Software radio’s 
essence is placing the A/D converter and D/A converter as possible as closer to the RF front-end, most 
functions are realized through multiprocessors composed by high speed parallel DSP or application 
specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The agility of software programming will more increase the system 
flexibility, which is easier to update; and will solve the interoperability and integration application 
problems. 
 
We will verify this scheme’s feasibility by software simulation. System realization scheme makes clear 
that multiplex protocol control module is one of the key parts of this system, we will do some 
demonstrations for this part. During the simulation, using m sequence with period of 210-1 to form 
multiple input user signal packets, PN code generator is shown as Figure 4. m sequence generation 
polynomial 1 is G1(x)=x10+x3+1•m sequence generation polynomial 2 is G1(x)=x10+x6+x5+x3+x2+x+1. 
Here the initial phase of m sequence generator 1 and 2 is depended on init1 and init2, init2 is the user 
address extracted from address extractor. Different user has different address, and corresponds to 
different init2. PN code chip rate is 8Mcps•data rate is 15.625Kbps•i.e. each bit includes 512 chips. 
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Figure 4  PN code generation block 

 
Despreading and demodulation modules output signaling control data, they are first delivered to 
Barker code correlator, when synchronization head (13 bit Barker code) are entirely autocorrelated, it 
will output a very high autocorrelation peak value. If this value is greater than the decision device 
threshold, the frame synchronization signal is enabled, subsequent data is the user address, 
corresponding to user address, set init2. At the end of address information, the local PN code switches 
to C/T code, by despreading and demodulation, the origin message is recovered. PN code output 
waveform is shown that the output at the switchover point between synchronization segment and 
information data segment is C code, the output at the switchover point between control signaling 
(including address information) and information data segment is T code. After multiple 
synchronization pulse signals are put into the multiplex protocol control module, they are distributed 
and to the idle single control unit by multiplexer. The simulation results indicate that software 
implement of multiplex protocol control module is absolutely feasible and agility, it is easy to change 
the m sequence generation polynomial through software and form new GOLD code to adapt to various 
system requests. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Compared with traditional narrowband random multiple access, software implement of multi-signal in 
CDMA satellite mobile communication system not only improves the performance, but also has the 
advantages that easy to be realized and reducing the cost. Software modularization even more has the 
flexibility adapting to various environment requests, and sustains other modulation techniques and 
application potential. Based on the common characteristic between communication systems, CDMA 
satellite mobile communication system multi-signals receiving technique can also be used in other 
wireless communication system. Therefore, this scheme has a lot of utility potential. 
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ABSTRACT

Data collected during July 1999 at Edwards EAFB by the Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) program
is examined to characterize the dynamic behavior of multipath interference in an aeronautical telemetry
channel.  Multipath fade events are analyzed in the frequency domain to show how these fades appear,
evolve, and disappear from the channel.  A channel model and examples from the channel sounding data
are used to show the dynamic nature of these fade events.  The Doppler power spectrum is used to
quantify the exact time-varying nature of the multipath fade events. The coherence time, or the amount
of time the channel can be viewed as unchanging, is obtained from the Doppler power spectrum and is
calculated to be 100 ms in the data sets examined in this paper.  This implies that adaptive multipath
mitigation techniques must have an adaptation bandwidth of 10 Hz.
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INTRODUCTION

During the summer of 1999, channel sounding data was being studied to determine how quickly
multipath interference was changing over time.  At the time it was found that the data were insufficient
to completely describe the dynamics of the multipath interference [1].  First of all, segments of the
channel were being recorded every 150 ms and 200 ms.  These rates did not capture the high frequencies
of change present in the multipath fade events.  Secondly, only ten segments of the channel were
recorded during a fade event.  The frequency domain representation of such few samples was severely
limited in resolution and made it difficult to describe accurately the dynamics of a fade.  As a result, a
new channel sounding run, Flight 18, was made which recorded 800 segments of the channel every 20



ms.  With this improved data, we have been able to exactly quantify the rate of change of the multipath
interference as well as accurately describe its propagation through time.

A multipath fade event occurs when one or more reflections of a transmitted signal arrive at the receiver
with the line-of-sight  (LOS) transmission (see Figure 1).  Because the reflected signal travels a farther
distance than the LOS signal, there is a delay and phase shift associated with the reflection that causes
the two signals to add either constructively or destructively, depending upon the relative phase
difference.  Since the amount of interference from multipath depends upon the amount of reflectors near
the LOS path, it is highly dependent upon the surrounding environment.  In aeronautical telemetry the
surrounding environment changes very quickly.  In turn, this causes the multipath interference to vary
quickly over time.  This paper will attempt to answer the questions of how quickly this happens and how
the fade events propagate through time.

Figure 1:  LOS signal arriving with a delayed version of itself producing a multipath interference.

The Doppler power spectrum is a powerful way of quantifying how quickly a channel is changing.
From the Doppler power spectrum one can calculate the Doppler bandwidth, Bd, and the coherence time
of a channel, (∆tC).  The Doppler bandwidth defines the rate at which the channel is changing.  The
inverse of this quantity, the coherence time, will then tell how long the channel may be viewed as a
time-invariant system.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ARTM CHANNEL

Several features of the ARTM channel greatly influence the amount of the multipath interference present
and the amount of dynamics seen in this interference.  First of all, the transmitter is on a T-39 Saberliner
jet flying at altitudes of 5000 and 10,000 ft.  During the channel sounding runs the plane flies over
terrain that reaches altitudes of 6000 ft.  Because of these low altitudes there are many reflectors close to
the LOS path.  The signal is being received by parabolic antennas.  Since these are very directional
antennas, a reflected signal cannot deviate far from the LOS path and still arrive in the main lobe of the
antenna.  Thus, low altitudes mean more objects will be close to the LOS path, which in turn will greatly
increase the likelihood of strong multipath reflections.

Another important characteristic of the ARTM channel is that the signal is wideband.  This allows for
the frequency selective nature of the multipath interference to be seen.  It will also show how the
multipath fades evolve over time in the frequency domain.



It has been shown that the ARTM channels can be adequately modeled by a LOS transmission with one
or two multipath reflections [2].  For simplicity, we will limit our discussion to a two-ray model, which
includes the LOS signal and one multipath reflection.  The impulse function for a two-ray model would
therefore consist of a LOS transmission and a scaled, time delayed, and frequency and phase shifted
version of itself, or

)()()( )2( 0 τδδ θτπ −Γ+= + tetth fj
                                               (1)

where Γ is the magnitude of the reflection, θ is the phase shift caused by the reflective medium, τ is the
delay of the reflection, and τπ 02 f  is the phase shift caused by the delay ( 0f  is the carrier frequency).
We are concerned only with the overall phase shift, so we simplify the expression by representing the
total phase shift as θτπγ += of2 .  The magnitude of the corresponding channel transfer function is

( )γτπ −Γ+Γ+= ffH 2cos21)( 22
.                                                 (2)

Thus we see that a multipath fade event causes frequency selective interference.

DYNAMICS OF THE CHANNEL MODEL

We can now analyze this model with respect to our parameters to gain insight into how the multipath
fade event evolves over time.  The simplest example of multipath interference would be a single
reflection from an object on the ground between the plane and the receiver as shown in Figure 1.  As the
plane flies along, its position changes very rapidly.  This will cause the distance the reflected signal
travels to change, which will in turn change the delay, τ, and phase, γ, of the multipath component of the
signal at the receiver. The magnitude of the reflection, Γ, may also change since the point of reflection
for the multipath signal would likewise change position and may be reflecting from a different object.  Γ
may also decrease due to the fact that the change in position may change the angle of incidence such that
the reflection is no longer arriving in the main lobe of the receiving antenna.

Using our channel model we will now show how a change in the position of the aircraft will affect our
multipath interference.  Figure 2 shows a typical multipath fade from our channel sounding data.  Our
model parameters have been selected to approximate this fade.  The parameter values are shown on the
graph.  The smooth line indicates the modeled fade.
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Figure 2: Magnitude squared transfer function, 2
)( fH , for the channel sounding data showing a

multipath fade event.   The smooth line indicates the channel model approximation to this fade.

From Equation 2 we are able to see how slight change in the environment will effect the multipath fade
event.  First we note that the depth of the fade is determined by the strength of the reflection, Γ.  As the
position of the aircraft moves, the differential path length between the LOS signal and the reflected
signal also changes.  This will change the relative phase and delay of the reflected signal, which will
change the frequency and phase of the cosine term of Equation 2.  Thus, slight changes in position will
change the frequencies affected by the multipath fade.  We expect to see all combinations of these types
of changes in our data.

As we compare changes in the environment with changes in a multipath fade event, it is important to
realize that it is not the speed of the aircraft that we are concerned with, but the rate at which the
differential path length between the LOS signal and the multipath reflection is changing.  If the airplane
is flying along at hundreds of feet per second, the differential path length may be changing only a few
feet per second or less depending upon the height of the aircraft and the distance from the receiver.  It is
also important to note that it is only the radial component of the velocity vector of the plane (see Figure
3) that will effect the differential path length.



Figure 3: Shown are radial, Vr, and tangential, Vt, components of the velocity vector, V, of the
aircraft.  Only changes in the radial component will change the differential path length and effect
the phase and delay of the multipath reflection.

For example, Figure 4 shows the terrain for Flight 18 above the Black Mountains north of Edwards
EAFB.  The speed of the aircraft is 200 knots (89 m/s).  If we assume that the reflection is somewhere
along the halfway point between the plane and the receiver and that there is no tangential component of
the velocity vector, then the differential path is changing at a rate of 36 cm/s.  The differential path is
changing 250 times slower than the aircraft is moving.  The carrier for the signal is at 1460 MHz, with a
wavelength of 20 cm.  If the differential path changes at a rate of almost 40 cm/s, the phase of the fade
could move 180 degrees in about a quarter of a second.  Therefore, points of constructive interference
could change to points of destructive interference in a quarter of a second.  This gives us a good ballpark
estimate for the rate of change for the phase of the multipath fades.

Figure 4:  Terrain of the black mountian run for flight 18.

Using our channel model, we can simulate a changing fade event at this location.  In 800 ms the
differential path length will change 28.8 cm.  This will move the phase of the reflected signal 9.0 rad,
and the delay will change 0.94 ns.  The resulting multipath fade is plotted in Figure 5.  Since the phase
of the fade changed more than 2π, the fade cycled back around through our range of frequencies.  From

VtVr

Velocity Vector
V



this we realize that small changes in the position barely alters the delay but drastically changes the phase
of the multipath reflection.  Thus, a fade is much more sensitive to changes in phase of the reflection.
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Figrue 5:  Simulated multipath fade event, showing the frequency changes due to the changing
differential path length between the LOS signal and the reflected signal caused by a change in the
position of the aircraft.

DYNAMICS OF THE CHANNEL SOUNDING DATA

We are now ready to look at some of the data to see how the multipath fades are changing over time in
the channel.  Shown in Figure 6 are four examples of multipath fade events.  The channel has been
sampled every 20 ms and each part of Figure 6 shows selected slices of the magnitude squared transfer

function, 
2

)( fH .  In order to make the graphs more readable, only every forth or every second segment

has been included.  In Figure 6a we see that a fade event is present at the begining of the sampled data in
the lower frequency range.  It meanders across the frequency range until it dies out almost a full second
later.  One explanation for this would be a change in phase due to the differential path length changing.
The fade sweeps half of the frequencies in a about 0.5 seconds, which is consistent with the rate of
change previously hypothesized with our channel model.  In Figure 6b the fade slowly grows to a large
value over several samples of the channel, but it is difficult to say whether or not this is because the fade
diminished in strength or simply moved out of the visible range of frequencies.  The same thing happens
in Figure 6c; except here, we see the end of the fade instead of the beginning.  Figure 6d seems to
capture both sides of the fade enough to say that the fade dies out by diminishing in magnitude instead
of moving out of our range of visible frequencies.  This could be due to the fact that the reflecting signal
is diminishing in magnitude or the reflecting angle is moving out of the main lobe of the receiving
antenna.  Regardless of how, we conclude that this shows a change in the magnitude of Γ.
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Figure 6: Each plot shows selected segments of the magnitude squared channel transfer function,
2

)( fH , from ARTM Flight 18.  Only every forth or every second segment has been included in
the plots

DOPPLER BANDWIDTH CHARACTERIZATION OF CHANNEL DYNAMICS

We now quantify the exact rate at which our channel is changing.  Our goal here will be to determine
how the multipath fade events can be viewed as time-invariant.  The Doppler power spectrum is a
powerful way of doing this [3].

The most important characteristic of the Doppler power spectrum is the Doppler bandwidth, Bd.  The
Doppler bandwidth, or Doppler spread, is defined as the range of values for which the Doppler power
spectrum is essentially nonzero [4].  Along with the absolute Doppler bandwidth, it is also instructive to
look at the 95%, 97%, and 99% power bandwidth.  However defined, the Doppler bandwidth is a
measure of the rate at which our channel is changing and has units of Hertz.  Taking the inverse of the
Doppler bandwidth gives us the coherence time, (∆tC):



d
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1
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The coherence time, with units of seconds, tells us how long the channel may be viewed as a time-
invariant system.

Shown in Figure 7 are the corresponding Doppler power spectrums for each of the channel transfer
functions plotted in Figure 6.  Notice that Figure 6a contains a fade that sweeps across the entire
frequency band.  It contains noticeably more change than the other three plots.  The corresponding
Doppler power spectrum, shown in Figure 7a, contains the most overall power of the four spectrums.
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Figure 7: Doppler Power Spectrum for each multipath fade shown in Figure 5.

Calculated in Table 1 are the 95%, 97%, 99% power bandwidths, and the absolute bandwidth for each
Doppler power spectrum in Figure 7. Since there are small side lobes at high frequencies, the absolute
bandwidth would appear to be a poor measure of the Doppler bandwidth.  However, this would depend
upon how sensitive a particular application is to the changing fades.  The absolute bandwidth would give
a measure of the highest frequency of change present in the multipath interference even if there is low



energy at these frequencies.  A more appropriate measure of the Doppler bandwidth might be the 99%
power bandwidth.  The 99% power bandwidth is almost half the size of the absolute bandwidth for each
spectrum and includes almost all the power in the spectrum. Also note that Figure 7a, which represents
the rapidly changing channel, has the highest bandwidths in all cases.  But the absolute bandwidth does
not indicate much difference in the four spectrums.  However, in the 97% bandwidth Figure 7a has
nearly twice the bandwidth than the other three spectrums.  Thus, the power bandwidths give a much
better indication of how much change is present in the data.

Figure
95% Power
Bandwidth

(Hz)

97% Power
Bandwidth

(Hz)

99% Power
Bandwidth

(Hz)

Absolute
Bandwidth

(Hz)
7a 3.2609 5.4348 9.7826 19.0542
7b 1.0870 2.5362 6.1594 18.9911
7c 2.5362 4.3478 9.0580 19.0402
7d 1.8116 3.2609 7.6087 18.9742

Table 1:  95%, 97%, and 99% power bandwidths and absolute bandwidth for the Doppler power
spectrums in Figure 7.

An appropriate Doppler bandwidth for these fades would be 10 Hz.  This would encompass all the
power in the four spectrums examined in this paper.  The coherence time would therefore be 100 ms.
The fade events can therefore be viewed unchanging for 100 ms.  Any type of adaptive equalization
would have to be able to update itself within 100 ms to effectively mitigate this interference.  Of course,
these values are dependent upon how one defines an acceptable noise floor.

CONCLUSION

With the aid of the improved channel sounding data from ARTM Flight 18, we were able to completely
characterize the dynamic nature of the multipath fade events.  The fade events were found to be very
prominent and highly time-variant.  We showed with both our channel model and examples of fades in
our data how the multipath fades evolve over time in the frequency domain.  They were shown to move
in several different ways.  They may grow and diminish in magnitude, or they may drift in frequency.
This may be caused by several reasons, but one plausible explanation would be that these are changing
due to a change in the differential path length between the LOS signal and the multipath reflection.  The
rate of change of the fade events compared with that of the differential path lengths would support this
assumption.  Many reflections may also be moving in and out of the main lobe of the receiving antenna,
which would also cause the fades to grow or diminish in magnitude.

The Doppler power spectrum proved to be a powerful tool in characterizing the dynamic behavior of the
channel sounding data. The coherence time, or the amount of time the channel can be viewed as
unchanging, was found to be the 100 ms for the data sets examined.  Thus, the multipath fade events
could be viewed as an unchanging event for no longer than 100 ms.  This implies that adaptive multipath
mitigation techniques must have an adaptation bandwidth of 10 Hz.
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 ABSTRACT

An advanced electro-optic hybrid rotary joint (EOHRJ) has been developed in Phase II of an AF SBIR effort with Physical
Optics Corporation (POC) to replace cable wrap structure for multi-channel rotation-to-fixed (RTF) signal transmission.  The
EOHRJ meets AFFTC and other range special needs with a generic, high performance, rotary joint solution.  At the moment,
we have successfully installed and tested the EOHRJ on our KTM tracker system with the following capabilities: 1) able to
accommodate hundreds of transmission channels, including electrical power, control, feedback, and low-speed signals; 2)
able to accommodate multiple channel, high data rate (over gigabits per second), and bi-directional signal transmission; 3)
able to be reliable for harsh environmental operation, adaptive to stringent sized requirement, and accommodating existing
electrical and mechanical interfaces.
The completed EOHRJ contains three uniquely integrated functional rings.  The first and the outmost one is power ring,
which provides RTF transmission channels for over 50 high voltage and high current channels.  The second and the middle
one is low speed electrical signal ring, which provides RTF transmission for over hundred control, feedback, and low speed
data signals.  The third and the inmost one is optical fiber slip ring, which, incorporating with current advanced signal
multiplexing technologies (either time division or wavelength division multiplexing ) is able to provide multiple channel,
high data rate, and bi-directional signal transmission.  At the moment, the prototype module of the tree-layer EOHRJ has
been successfully assembled in Air Force’s tracker system, and is providing a satisfactory performance.  This paper presents
our joint work on this project.

[short: This paper addresses the development of a unique three-layer electro-optic hybrid
rotary joint (EOHRJ).  The EOHRJ is able to transmit all types of signals for rotation platform
to fixed position, or vice versa.]]

Key Words: Electrical Slip-ring, Optical Rotary Joint, Tracker System, Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM), and Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)

Electro-Optic Hybrid Rotary Joint (EOHRJ)

1. INTRODUCTION

The video tracker Kineto Tracking Mount (KTM) is used by the U.S. Air Force and NASA to maintain range safety, night
vision, and other real-time applications.  Most current KTM systems use cable wrap structures to transmit sensed data, video
and audio signals, and other information from rotating platforms to control systems at fixed locations.  With the rapid
development of modern technology and the proliferation of applications, there is a tendency to add more sensors to existing
mounts, resulting in an increased number of data stream channels and an increased data rate for each channel in a data stream.
For instance, in a typical KTM system, over a hundred signal channels have to be connected from the rotating platform to the
fixed center.  In addition, high definition color video and infrared sensors on tracker systems will generate high-rate data
streams exceeding hundreds of Mbits per second (MBPS), up to Gbits per second (GBPS).  In order for modern sensing,
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control, and processing systems to operate accurately at high-speed, a reliable, speed-matched, rotating-to-fixed signal
transmission technology is urgently needed.

The introduction of lightwave technology into today’s communication, computer, and sensor networks [1] for both military
and industrial applications has spawned numerous new photonic components that are smaller, lighter, faster, and more
reliable than their purely electronic counterparts.  Optics and photonics are gaining in popularity because of their intrinsic
high speed, high information volume, and immunity to electromagnetic interference (EMI).  At the same time, they have
become affordable.

Physical Optics Corporation (POC), in corporate with Edwards Air Force Base, has developed and tested a unique electro-
optic hybrid rotary joint (EOHRJ) for Air Force KTM system applications.  The EOHRJ provides the following unique
features.  First, it includes a specially designed two-layer electrical slip-ring (ESR), which is capable of accommodating
hundreds of transmission channels, including electrical power, control, feedback, and low speed data signals.  Second, it
includes an advanced on-axis fiber optic rotary joint (FORJ), which is able to provide multiple channel, high data rate (over
GBPS), and bi-directional signal transmission. Third, the EOHRJ is compact and adaptable to the existing KTM space;
rugged and reliable for harsh environmental operation; and accommodating of existing electrical and mechanical interfaces.
The EOHRJ has been successfully incorporated into a typical KTM system and has demonstrated satisfactory performance.

This paper presents our joint work between POC and Edwards Air Force Base. First, we address the motivation for this
development. We then review our work on FORJ, including basic architecture and major functional parts.  Next, we describe
our work on the three-layer EOHRJ development, including special two-layer ESR design and fabrication, ESR and FORJ
integration, and EOHRJ to tracker system installation.  The system test and performance demonstration is then followed.  We
close the paper with remarks about future applications.

2. MOTIVATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT

Current weapons systems use a variety of sensors and testing devices to monitor and measure systemic, environmental, and
operational factors.  These sensors and testing devices often operate in different frequency or wavelength bands and under
different environmental conditions.  In many applications the sensors and testing devices are distributed on a rotating
platform and the received signals have to be transmitted from the rotating platform in the test area to a fixed point at the
command or process center.  For example, the Air Force’s mobile optical KTM tracker systems are equipped with a number
of optical and electrical sensing devices, including high frame rate cameras.  During space test operation, the sensor platform
has to trace a fast moving target in both horizontal and vertical dimension, and send all types of signals to the base center.  At
the same time, the electrical power, control, and command signals have to be transmitted from the base center to the rotating
platform. Presently, rotating-to-fixed (RTF) signal transmission is handled by a large number of electrical cables (up to two
hundred).  The use of wrapped cables as RTF connectors has limited the rotating angle of the entire tracker system to
380 degrees.  That is, only one complete revolution can be made.  Then the system needs to be rewound.  Whenever the angle
is over this limit, the wrapped cables have to be unwrapped so that they will not break.  This unwrapping operation may lead
to missing targets, loss of time, money, and manpower.  Furthermore, using diversified cables to transmit a wide range of
signals also limits system operation speed and overall data rates.  To overcome such problems, a special rotating-to-fixed
signal transmission structure which is capable of handling RTF transmission for all types of signals is urgently sought.  It is
because of this real demand that this program was initiated.  The aim of the program is to develop a unique RTF joint to
replace all cable wrap joints and, at the same time, to furnish additional high-speed signal channels to existing tracker
systems for future use.  To achieve this goal, we have pursued the following major tasks:  (1) develop a unique fiber optic
rotary joint (FORJ), incorporated with advanced multiplexing techniques to perform the RTF function for multiple high-
speed signals;  (2) develop a special electrical slip-ring (ESR) to handle the RTF function for all DC, low speed, and high
power signals; (3) integrate the FORJ and ESR to form a comprehensive EOHRJ, and fit it into a modified KTM system; (4)
test and demonstrate the EOHRJ-equipped KTM system.  Figure 1 shows a schematic of a future KTM system which will be
equipped with POC’s EOHRJ.



Figure 1
Air Force’s KTM tracker system equipped with EOHRJ.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF FIBER OPTIC ROTARY JOINT

As will detailed addressed, the entire EOHRJ consists of three functional layers: the external electrical slip ring for power
transmission, the internal electrical slip ring for low speed signal transmission, and inmost fiber optic rotary joint (FORJ) for
extremely high speed signal transmission.   Due to its importance, we first briefly review our work on FORJ development

Concept and Architecture

The FORJ developed consists of two compact optical and photonic components: (1) an optical RTF signal transmitting
component, which includes a pair of either non-imaging-optical (NIO) elements or graded refractive index (GRIN) rod
lenses, and (2) a photonic component, which contains POC’s fiber data link system (including electrical TDM, optical WDM,
and a transceiver (TRx) array).  The concept and general architecture of the FORJ is depicted in Figure 2.  The multiple
signals on the rotating platform are first multiplexed through electrical TDM, and then converted to optical signals through an
internal transceiver array (1, 2, ..., n).  These optical signals are then mixed onto a single optical fiber through a compact,
optical WDM component.  The light beam transmitted through the optical fiber is then expanded, collimated, and emitted
into the air gap by an NIO or GRIN component placed in the center of the rotating platform.  Because of this center emitting
arrangement, the output light beam propagates in the short air gap in a stationary manner without being affected by the
rotation of the platform.  The collimated light beam is received and focused back to a single optical fiber by an identical NIO
or GRIN component.  The received light is carried to the second WDM component, where the optical signals (1, 2, …, n) are
demultiplexed and sent to the command base for detection, electrical time division demultiplexing, and further signal
processing.  In this way, multichannel signals from a rotating platform can be transmitted to the fixed ground center.
Following a similar process, the signals from the ground center can be transmitted to the rotating platform, because the
optical components involved in this FORJ system (optical fiber, NIO or GRIN lens, WDM, and optical transceivers) are all
bi-directionally operable.  In this way, not only can the control center receive sensed signals from the rotating platform for
monitoring and processing, but it can also send signals (such as actuator commands, switching, or feedback signals) back to
control any of the sensor arrays.  In addition, because of its optical nature, the FORJ provides inherently high data rate
capability.



Figure 2
Schematic and Operational Principle of the FORJ.

Major Components

The developed FORJ is mainly composed of a pair of NIO or GRIN components and a pair of POC fiber data link sets, which
include electrical TDM, optical WDM, and electro-optic transceivers.  They are described as follows.
1. Non-Imaging-Optical (NIO) Components
Unlike conventional lenses, which function on the principle of light refraction, NIO components function on the principle of
total internal reflection (TIR) and Lagrane invariant characterization of light propagation through an optical system for
paraxial beams [2-4]. The structure can be realized in either a dielectric or metallic configuration.  The former operates on the
TIR principle (in which the reflection coefficient is exactly equal to 100%), while the latter relies on low loss reflection from
finely polished metal to concentrate the beam.  A typical NIO structure is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3
Schematic and Operational Principle of NIO Component.

According to Liouville’s theorem, the following relation always holds true:

D sinθ2 = d sinθ1 (1)



where D and d represent the diameters of the cross-sections at the large and small ends of an NIO component, respectively; θ2

and θ1 represent the light beam divergence angels at the corresponding ends.  For this application, d and θ1 (at one end) are
determined by the optical fiber used, while the aperture at the other end can be decided easily by the beam collimation
requirement.  The transition curve (or surface morphology) between these two ends can be designed by using POC’s in-house
ray tracing program to achieve the peak collection efficiency allowed by Liouville’s theorem.

2. GRIN Lenses
The refractive index profile of a GRIN lens is approximately quadratic; therefore, it guides light according to the index
distribution [5-6]:

N(r) = Na (1- A r2/2) (2)

where r is the radial distance from the optical (and geometric) axis, N(r) is the refractive index at the radius r, and Na  is on the
optical axis.  Figure 4 illustrates light transmission through a GRIN lens.

Figure 4
Schematic and Operational Principle of GRIN rod lens.  (a) Guided light in a GRIN lens; and (b) a pair of 1/4 pitch GRIN rod

lenses for light transmission in ORFIT system.

3. Electrical TDM
The operating principle of TDM is depicted in Figure 5.  As shown, with the help of a synchronizing clock signal, N channel
signals in a frame can be time multiplexed into one single transmission channel on the transmitter side, and on the receiver
side, the multiplexed signal can be time demuliplexed back to N channel signals with the help of the common clock signal.



Figure 5
Schematic and Operational Principle of TDM: with the help of synchronizing clock signal N to 1 and 1, to N, channel

transformation is realized.

4. Optical WDM
As mentioned, with the help of WDM components large number of high-speed signals can be finally transmitted through a
single piece of optical fiber.  POC’s WDM component consists of only three parts: a fiber array on a silicon V-groove
substrate, a molded lens, and a planar diffraction grating.  As shown in Figure 6, when multi-channel optical signals with a
wavelength separation of ∆λ are transmitted by the input fiber array, they are first collimated by the aspherical molded lens,
then each of the collimated light beams is incident onto the dispersion grating and diffracted back to a pre-designated
position.  With proper design [7-9], the light beams from all the fibers are focused by the same lens and are received by a
common output fiber.

Figure 6
Schematic and Operational Principle of POC’s Fiber Optic WDM Component



5. Fiber Optic Multimedia Link Set
The fiber optic multimedia link sets, developed by POC, provide simultaneous one-way or two-way transmission of multiple-
channel video, audio, and sensor data signals over a single piece of optical fiber.  Figure 7 shows the block diagram of a
POC’s typical fiber multimedia link system.

Figure 7
Schematic and Operational Principle of POC’s Fiber Optic Multimedia Link System: Demultiplexers using subcarrier frequency

modulation to combine audio and video electrical signals.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF TWO-LAYER ELECTRICAL SLIP RING

The FORJ developed above is able to transmit multiple-channel high-speed channels, but it is unable to handle multiple-
channel high power signals.  To solve this problem, a comprehensive electrical slip-ring (ESR) was developed in parallel
during the course of this project.  Finally, by integrating the FORJ with the ESR, a comprehensive EOHRJ has been created
to handle the entire RTF function for the KTM system.

4.1 Concept and Architecture of Three-Layer EOHRJ for Tracker Use

As mentioned, we developed the ERS to solve the following very challenging problems.  First, in the KTM, the number of
signal channels to be transmitted is exceptionally large, up to 200 cable lines being involved.  Second, the types of signals to
be handled are rather disparate, from DC to RF signals, from small power to high power signals.  Third, the existing space for
the ESR assembly in the KTM system is rather limited.  The narrowest portion is only 4.5 inches in diameter.  Fourth, the
FORJ developed previously has to be integrated in the on-axis position so that the resulting EOHRJ is capable of handling all
types of signals.  Finally, the FORJ, ESR, and the entire EOHRJ must be reliable and able to operate in harsh working
environments.

In response to the above challenge, POC developed a three-layer integrated EOHRJ structure. The entire EOHRJ is
composed of three integrated functional rotary joints.  The outmost piece is designed to carry the power, ground, and high
current rated cables.  The middle piece is designed to carry all signals from feedback, shielded, and twisted pair cables.  The
inmost central piece is the FORJ, which is inserted at the axial position to handle high speed and low power signals.  In order
to meet the space demands, a concentric, drum type ESR configuration is utilized to form overlapping power and signal slip
rings.  Hundreds of rings are arranged adjacent to each other along the centerline.  Figure 8 shows the schematic of the three-
layer slip ring structure, and how it is attached to the current tracker system.   The related design, fabrication, and assembly
are addressed below.



Figure 8
Schematic of three-layer integrated EOMRJ and its attachment to the KTM system.

4.2 Design and Fabrication Issues

As shown in Figure 8, ESR portion consists of two overlapping layers of slip rings -- the power slip ring and the signal slip
ring.  The former is shown in Figure 9 (a), it includes up to 66 rings to handle the required KTM electrical power supplies,
rating from 12 V to 115 V, and 3 A to 25 A.  The later is shown in Figure 9 (b), it includes up to 186 rings to handle system
control, feedback, and switching signal transmission, operating from DC to lower RF bands.  In the design, by matching the
external diameter of the internal ring with internal diameter of the external ring, these two rings can be perfectly overlapped
to form a rugged yet compact ring structure.  In addition, by leaving a matched cylindrical space on bottom-center position of
internal ring, the tiny FORJ unit can be attached perfectly to form a unique three-layer EOHRJ structure.  Both power and
signal ESRs use solid coin silver rings and silver graphite brushes.  The solid silver rings arc vacuum cast with an epoxy
dielectric onto a steel rotor structure as a group.  They are not stacked on a rotor structure as is common with other slip ring
assemblies.  The silver rings are turned to be concentric with the bearing diameter and a thru bore.  This method of
construction produces a slip ring that is exceptionally reliable, both mechanically and electrically over the life of the system
the slip ring is installed in.  Solid coin silver rings cast as a group to the rotor structure eliminate the problems that are
associated with plated ring surfaces and stacked slip ring rotors, making it more suitable to handle vibration and temperature
extremes.  This type of rotor structure eliminates virtually all paths from ring to ring and ring to ground.  The dynamic
resistance of this slip ring, as low as 0.010 ohm, is expected to be stable over very long periods of time because the ring
surface does not change as in the case of a plated ring surface.  The entire slip rings are made of stainless steel, except for the
outside cover, which is aluminum.  All wires are cast in dielectric epoxy for insulation, and also to prevent any movement
during transport or operation.  All contacts are soldered, using silver solder compound.  To increase the lifetime, all bearings
have been sealed and lubricated.



Figure 9
The KTM matched EST consists of two overlapped slip-rings:  (a) the signal slipring and (b) power slipring.

4.3 Assembly and Installment Issues

1. Installment of Three-Layer EOHRJ
In the current KTM system, the limited space available requires the extension of the bottom housing to accommodate the
length of the three-layer ring structure.  Both slip ring assemblies are self-contained and individually covered. To integrate
the slip ring assemblies with the current KTM in the limited space, a housing support was designed to control the adverse
effects of uncontrolled vibrations.  The internal and external housing supports were designed and fabricated to provide the
following three functions: (1) support the vertical axial position of both slip-ring assemblies; (2) provide an anchor to the
stator base of the instrument slip-ring and the stator of the FORJ; and (3) environmentally shield and protect all three
slip-rings.  Figure 10 shows the supporting housing, consisting of a circular ring and two (top and bottom) flanges attached
with pin and counter-sink bolt construction for increased mechanical strength.



(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10
Support Housing for ESR Attachment and Enforcement

2. Installment of Inductosyn and Resolver
Following the installation of three-layer EOHRJ, the inductosyn and relsolver (whose function is to detect and control
rotation position of the tracker) were then installed.  To ensure that the FORJ and its I/O fiber cables have the entire center
position, a two-gear transmission system was designed and fabricated so that the originally center-positioned resolver can be
shifted from center to a proper designed off-center position.

Figure 11 shows the installed EOHRJ in the KTM system.  Figure 11 (a) is a top view with single mode fiber cable extended
to the rotating platform.  Figure 11 (b) is a bottom view with the inductosyn and resolver attached for rotation position
feedback control.

Figure 11
Installed EOHRJ in the KTM system: (a) top view with single mode fiber cable extended to the rotating platform;

(b) bottom view with the inductosyn and resolver attached for rotation position feedback control.



5. SYSTEM TEST AND PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATION

Thus far the EOHRJ equipped KTM tracker system has been tested in both laboratory and field, the assembled EOHRJ has
demonstrated satisfactory performance.

5.1 ESR Test and Performance
As mentioned, the maximum rotation angle of the original cable-wrap tracker system was limited to 380 degree to avoid
cable break, once the angle limit was reached, the tracker system would stop and rotate back for a new test.   At the moment,
the ESR equipped tracker system can rotate freely without any limit.  All power, control, feedback, indicator, and ground
signals are properly transmitted through the ESRs from ground center to rotating platform or vise versa.

5.2 FORJ Test and Performance
To test the performance of the FORJ in real tracker system, the following equipment were used: (1) a pair of POC’s fiber
optic multimedia transceivers; (2) four real-time color cameras; and (3) a color quad real-time video splitter compressor and a
high quality TV monitor.   First, four color cameras and one fiber multimedia transceiver were installed onto the rotating
platform of the tracker; the four video signals were connected to the transceiver where the multiple image signals were
transformed to optical signals, multiplexed into one singlemode fiber, and connected to the FORJ in the rotation end through
FC connector.  In the ground center, the FORJ fiber in the stator side was connected to the optical input of the second fiber
optic multimedia transceiver where multiplexed signal was demultiplexed and transformed back into four electrical signals.
These signals were connected to quad video splitter compressor and simultaneously demonstrated on a single monitor.
During the tracker rotation, four sensed image signals on the rotating platform was smoothly transmitted to the fixed control
center, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12
Four channels of real-time video signals are transmitted trough embedded FORJ

from rotating platform to the control center of the tracker



6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present our work in the development of a unique electro-optic hybrid rotary joint (EOHRJ) for use in
ground-based electro-optic tracking system applications.  By integrating a unique fiber optic rotary joint (FORJ) with a
specially designed two-layer concentric electrical slip-ring structure, a comprehensive three-layer EOHRJ was produced to
replace the existing wrap-cable RTF structure in current tracker systems.  With the EOHRJ equipped the new tracker system
can handle rotating-to-fixed signal transmission for all types of signals, including electrical power, ground, control, and
feedback signals, as well as high-speed video, audio, and data signals.

Besides the tracker system application, the EOHRJ technology is expected to provide a generic electrical and optical slip-ring
architecture for numerous military and commercial applications involving the transmission of large amounts of data and
signals to and from moving platforms.  Potential applications include robotics (used to fabricate automobiles and aircraft);
surveillance systems (used for monitoring aircraft and automobile traffic); instrumentation and observation systems located
on rotating platforms (such as turbines and jet engines); multi-spectral vision systems located on automobiles and aircraft;
and flight data recorders.
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ABSTRACT

The Range Instrumentation and Control System (RICS) is the twenty-first century replacement for an
aging time-space-position information (TSPI) distribution and collection system used by the 46th Test
Wing at Eglin AFB, Florida. The purpose of the RICS is to collect TSPI and distribute it across a wide
area network in real-time. It will utilize a multi-threaded C++ program on VxWorks (a real-time
operating system by Wind River Systems) to acquire TSPI from a radar system. The acquired data will
be multicast to several local area networks where the data will be recorded and displayed in real-time
using a Java program on the Linux operating system. This paper describes the design process and design
rationale for developing a distributed, real-time, heterogeneous system.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the extensive damage to test sites on Santa Rosa Island during Hurricane Opal in October 1995,
the 46th Test Wing (46TW) at Eglin AFB decided to consolidate the actively used test sites. This
decision was made in part due to the excessive cost of rebuilding and repairing facilities, but also to
acquire sites capable of providing more generalized mission support. When completed, the Santa Rosa
Island Reconstitution Program will consist of three Focus Test Sites and the 300 foot Open Air-
Hardware In The Loop tower.



As part of the Santa Rosa Island Reconstitution Program, 46TW chose the Freeman Computer Science
Center (96CG/SCW) to design and develop a replacement for the antiquated Universal Data System, a
time-space-position information (TSPI) collection and distribution system. For twenty-five years, the
Universal Data System has captured radar data at rates ranging from 10Hz to 60Hz and distributed the
data at rates between 3600 bps to a maximum of 244 Kbps. The primary consumer of the data is Eglin’s
Central Control Facility (CCF). The CCF records and displays data in real-time for test-item customers,
and it ensures that Eglin AFB and the surrounding areas are safe during live-fire tests.

The Range Instrumentation and Control System (RICS) is replacing the Universal Data System. RICS is
a distributed, heterogeneous system which will collect, format, record, and verify hi-fidelity real-time
data available at each of the Focus Test Sites. It will dramatically increase the 46TW’s ability to collect
and distribute data in real-time. This paper describes the design process and design rationale for
developing a distributed, real-time, heterogeneous system.

Santa Rosa Island

Microwave
Center

CCF
Eglin AFB

Santa Rosa Sound

Focus
Test Site
w/RICS

Focus
Test Site
w/RICS

Focus
Test Site
w/RICS

Figure 1.  Overview of the Eglin Testing Network

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

To better understand the design of RICS, a description of the Santa Rosa Island infrastructure follows.
The Eglin Testing Network  is composed of the mainland network of Eglin AFB (ENet) and the network
of the Santa Rosa Island (INet). For the purposes of the RICS project, the ENet consists of the CCF local
area network (LAN) and the Microwave Center. The INet consists of three focus-test-site LANs
interconnected via fiber-optic cable and an INet hub (at test site A10). The INet hub is connected to the
Microwave Center hub using fiber-optic cable buried beneath the Santa Rosa Sound, thus providing a
link between the ENet and the INet. Figure 2 shows the components of the INet and the ENet.
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Figure 2.  Overview of the Network Components in the Eglin Testing Network

RICS is functionally and physically divided into two parts: a data collection device, the Data Interface
Adapter (DIA), which will be physically connected to a radar system; and a command and control
interface, the Range Instrumentation Console (RIC), which will be located in a control building. The
data collected by a DIA is distributed to all listeners on the Eglin Testing Network. Listeners include
other DIAs, RIC computers, and the CCF. One or two DIAs may be used at a focus test site during a
mission. A DIA is transportable and may be used at any focus test site; therefore, a DIA may not
permanently reside at a focus test site. The RIC software displays data during a mission, and a RIC
operator uses the software to configure one or more collocated or remote DIAs.

In addition to the RIC and DIA other components of a focus test site include a Cisco 7204 router, a
Cisco 2924 Ethernet switch, an Alcatel 1603/12 SM OC-12 shelf equipped as an OC-3 multiplexor
(MUX), a video switch, one to three VBricks, and four KG-95-2 encryption devices. Figure 3 shows the
components of a focus test site.



The video switch and three VBricks are used to transmit up to three distinct video streams using the
digital network. A video stream is multicast at a rate of 2.5 Mbps on the Eglin Testing Network and can
be received and displayed by any workstation with MPEG capable software; or it can be received by
another VBrick and displayed on an analog monitor and recorded to a video medium.

KG-95-2 encryption devices are used between the router and OC-3 MUX to ensure data confidentiality
between focus test sites and the CCF.
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Figure 3.  Components of a Focus Test Site

DESIGN POSSIBILITIES

We were presented with three interesting challenges when designing RICS. First, how to distribute data
in real-time; second, how to remotely operate a DIA; and finally, how to maximize the longevity of the
system. In this section, we present the pros and cons of the solutions to each challenge.  In the following
section, we will present our solution.



Challenge #1—Real-Time Data Distribution

The real-time constraints for TSPI must be met in order to ensure the integrity of test measurements and
the safety of Eglin AFB and the surrounding areas. For the RICS project, we characterize a real-time
system as predictable and timely. The Universal Data System and the RICS are soft real-time systems.
(Note: For the RICS project, a soft real-time system is a predictable system in which the failure of a
single sample to arrive within the timing constraints does not lead to system failure. A complete
explanation of soft and hard real-time systems, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.) Historically,
the time constraints for real-time data have been dictated by the frequency of data generation so that no
buffering of data occurs. For example, given a radar system that produced data at 50 Hz intervals, the
receive time of a 640 bit message should be less than 20 ms. Because of the age of the Universal Data
System, the data rate has ranged from 3600 bps to 224 Kbps. Given this low data rate, the receive time
has largely been a function of the data rate and not the end-to-end data processing.

For RICS, we define the receive time as the sum of the time required to collect data at a DIA, the time
required to process data at a DIA, the transmission time through the Eglin Testing Network, and the time
required to process data in the CCF. The minimum data rate in the Eglin Testing Network is 100 Mbps,
therefore the effect of the data rate on the receive time is almost negligible when compared to the data
rates of the Universal Data System. Furthermore, if the minimum speed of a DIA processor is 800 MHz,
the processing of 640 bits of data is almost negligible as well. Therefore, with a maximum data
generation rate of 60 Hz and a maximum message size of 180 bytes (including protocol headers), the
criticality of compact, efficient code in meeting the existing timing constraints is greatly minimized. We
do not advocate inefficient code; rather by understanding the nature of the system and the design
constraints, emphasis may be placed on  developing the best design. This freedom led us to consider a
CORBA real-time event service, the NDDS publish-subscribe protocol, and UDP for data distribution.

CORBA Solution

CORBA (Component Object Request Brokering Architecture) is a software component architecture
designed for heterogeneous, distributed systems [1]. It is independent of programming languages,
operating systems, and networking protocols. We considered the CORBA event service as a means of
distributing data from a DIA in real-time to data listeners. We felt that the high level of network protocol
abstraction in CORBA would make the design and implementation of our software clean and
straightforward. However, the standardized CORBA event service is not suited for real-time use; and at
the time of our design, the Object Management Group (OMG) standardization process for the real-time
event service was not complete. We did consider a non-standard real-time event service used by The
ACE ORB (TAO) [8]. However, based on the results in [3], we were concerned that the ease of use
would not balance the level of processing overhead and packet header information introduced by the
object request broker (ORB) and the IIOP protocol given that our data packets are less than 960 bits.
Finally, a high priority task of the DIA is to time stamp the data generated by the radar, and we were
hesitant to give the DIA the potentially processor-burdening task of managing the object references for
every data object that it generated.



NDDS

We also considered NDDS by Real-Time Innovations [7] as a means to distribute real-time DIA data.
NDDS is network middleware for distributed real-time applications. It is based on a publish-subscribe
model, and it seemed ideal for our application because RICS is a real-time publish-subscribe system.
NDDS also provides a means to specify quality of service and reliability goals. Despite these ideal
features, we were concerned with the cost of NDDS and the proprietary design.

Multicast UDP

Our final consideration was to multicast DIA data in UDP packets. In order to develop a scalable,
bandwidth-efficient system, multicasting data was an important feature. However, we were concerned
with the connectionless nature of UDP. Unlike the connection-oriented TCP, the UDP does not
guarantee arrival or ordered-arrival of packets. However, given the available bandwidth and our
bandwidth requirements, we speculated that contention would not be a critical factor. To test our
hypothesis, we built a test network consisting of a Cisco router connecting four 10 Mbps subnets. One
subnet contained a simulated DIA as a data source, and a second subnet contained a node that acted as a
data sink. The third and fourth subnets contained nodes that sent and received data and video as cross-
traffic. When transmitting 100 byte data packets (excluding protocol headers) at 10 Hz, we observed no
loss of data, no data arriving out of order, and only a 1% difference in arrival times. Therefore, we
estimate with some degree of confidence that multicasting UDP packets will suffice.

Challenge #2—Remote Operation of a DIA

A primary task of the RIC software is to provide a facility for the operator to control and configure a
DIA, which may or may not be resident at a focus test site. We considered two solutions. First, we could
develop a client-server solution where the RIC would issue a set of predefined commands to a server on
the DIA. But we knew that this was a very labor-intensive solution. The second possible solution was to
use CORBA to expose the necessary objects on the DIA to the RIC. This seemed like the obvious
choice; but in order to develop a reliable system, we could not tolerate a single naming service, and
thereby a single point of failure, in our system. We considered a federation of naming services, but were
concerned about the complexity of this solution.

Challenge #3—System Longevity

Given the amazing progress of technology, it may seem that attempting longevity is almost a laughable
task. But because the Universal Data System has been in use for twenty-five years, we felt that it was
necessary to build a long-lasting system, if possible. To this end, we adopted two simple but important
principles:

• when possible use a vendor independent solution,
• stick to the standards.



OUR SOLUTION

To solve the challenges, the RICS design team incorporated aspects of the above technologies to form
one complete solution.

Solution #1—Real-Time Data Distribution

It was difficult to determine the best solution to distribute real-time data. We liked the CORBA solution
because the resulting system would by highly extensible, but using a non-standard real-time event
service and potentially designing a single point of failure with the naming service did not make sense.
NDDS seemed to be a straightforward solution, but it contradicted our longevity principles. Therefore,
we chose the UDP and IP multicast solution because it is simple and introduces the least amount of
header information and processing overhead. However, we are concerned with the scalability of this
option.

To minimize the risk of our uncertainty, we chose to use the Proxy pattern [2] to implement the transport
functions of the DIA. By using this pattern, a client object can send and receive data through the
TransportProxy without knowledge of the transport protocol (see Figures 4 and 5). If necessary,
this will give us the freedom to try alternate transport solutions without modifying the client objects.

Client

TransportProxy

+send()
+receive()
+configure()

UDPTransport

+send()
+receive()
+configure()

RTDataTransport

+send()
+receive()
+configure()

Figure 4.  Object Model for the Proxy Pattern
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Figure 5.  Runtime Structure of Objects

Solution #2—Remote Operation of a DIA

To solve the challenge of remote DIA operation, CORBA seemed like the obvious choice. It provides a
straightforward facility for the RIC software to access objects that reside on a DIA. So, to resolve the
fault tolerance problems, we do not use the naming service. Rather, to a known IP address each DIA
periodically multicasts the stringified Interoperable Object Reference (IOR) of a manager object. This
manager object exposes the methods and properties necessary to configure and operate a DIA. The RIC
software simply “listens” for the stringified IOR from the IOR IP address and maintains a hashtable of
the available DIAs and their IORs. For each DIA, the ORB used by the RIC software can use the IOR to
locate the manager object. Fortunately, the number of configuration and operation methods are few, so
this method is not cumbersome. Besides its simplicity, this method provides a level of security with only
the necessary DIA operations exposed.

Solution #3—System Longevity

To adhere to our longevity principles, we chose to write the RIC software in Java for the Linux
operating system, and the DIA software in C and C++ for the VxWorks operating system. In addition,
the DIA uses TAO, and the RIC uses the JacORB [5] object request broker. Linux, TAO, and JacORB
are open-source components. By possessing the source code, we are not bound by vendor decisions such
as discontinued support of a product or a required upgrade. In addition, we have found that open-source
software tends to be more secure because it has been tested by a large audience.

Traditionally, a platform specific library such as MFC, OWL, Motif, or GTK would be required to
develop the graphical user interface. By choosing such a library, we constrain ourselves to a single
operating system. We chose Java for the RIC software so that we remain platform independent.
Theoretically, the RIC software should run on any platform with a Java Virtual Machine. Admittedly
other cross-platform libraries are available, but none have the support of Java.

We only deviated from our longevity guidelines in choosing VxWorks [12], a proprietary real-time
operating system by Wind River Systems. Another project within our organization is using VxWorks, so
we chose VxWorks to remain consistent. In addition, VxWorks has broad support in the embedded
systems community, and the Tornado II integrated development environment by Wind River has several
useful development and debugging facilities.



CONCLUSION

A requirement for “real-time" performance does not exclude one from using new software technologies.
By having a proper understanding of the network and the real-time goals, one can effectively use
advanced technologies when designing a heterogeneous, distributed, real-time system. We expect our
combination of CORBA, Java, C++, Linux, and VxWorks will meet our design goals, minimize
development time, minimize maintenance time, and lead to a long-lasting system.
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ABSTRACT 
 
Pseudolites have been proposed for augmentation/replacement of the GPS system in radiolocation 
applications.  However, a terrestrial pseudolite system suffers from the near-far effect due to received 
power disparities.  Conventional code tracking loops as employed in GPS receivers are unable to 
suppress near-far interference.  Here, a multiuser code tracking algorithm is presented based on the 
extended Kalman filter (EKF.)  The EKF jointly tracks the delays and amplitudes of multiple received 
pseudolite waveforms.  A modified EKF based on an approximate Bayesian estimator (BEKF) is also 
developed, which can in principle both acquire and track code delays, as well as detect loss-of-lock.  
Representative simulation results for the BEKF are presented for code tracking with 2 and 5 users. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

There is great interest in using pseudolites for augmentation and/or replacement of GPS SVs for ranging, 
in applications where severe fading and interference are present.  However, the near-far problem is a 
major obstacle to high-accuracy pseudolite ranging, and has typically been solved using time-division 
access protocols [FAC98].  Unfortunately, time-division or contention strategies may become 
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impractical when high-accuracy ranging requires the use of many pseudolites, or when platforms are 
highly mobile. 
 
Multiuser detection (MUD) is an alternative strategy for minimizing near-far interference (see [Ver98] 
for an overview of MUD,) which has been extensively investigated in the context of spread-spectrum 
communications.  However, most MUD algorithms assume prior knowledge of channel parameters such 
as code delay and multipath.  In pseudolite navigation, the data rate is very low (50 Hz for GPS signals,) 
and the primary problem is code delay estimation rather than data detection.  Multiuser channel 
estimation (MCE) is the counterpart to MUD which includes the code delay and channel estimation 
problems.  However, most previous work in MCE has focussed on communications rather than 
radiolocation problems.  Representative MCE approaches include the MUSIC algorithm [PSM99] and 
approximate maximum-likelihood (ML) techniques [BeA98].  The extended Kalman filter has also been 
applied to code tracking [LiR97], [IlM94] but again, with the focus on communications rather than 
radiolocation applications. 
 
Here, an approximate Bayesian estimator for the code delay and signal amplitudes is developed for 
MCE.  The overall BEKF algorithm employs an extended Kalman filter to update conditional 
delay/amplitude estimates, along with a suboptimal acquisition hypothesis merging strategy.   
 
 

PSEUDOLITE SIGNAL MODEL 
 

The following received signal model corresponds to a digital receiver, where the incoming waveform is 
sampled at a rate 1/Ts. 
 

r(n) = ck (n)ak (n)sk (n,τ k (n)) + (1 − ck(n))v k(n) + n(n)
k=1

K

∑
k =1

K

∑ .     (1) 

 
 
In (1), received Nyquist samples r(nTs) have been grouped into vectors of length  Ns defined by 
 
  r(n) = [r(nNsTs ),r((nNs +1)Ts ),K,r(((n +1)Ns −1)Ts )]

T . 
 

The vectors r(n) thus correspond to a superposition of pseudolite waveforms sk(n,τk(n)) from K users.  
The variables ck(n) = 0,1 are binary and equal �1� if user k has been acquired, and zero otherwise.  Thus, 
if a user is not acquired, it is modeled by additive white Gaussian noise vk(n) as an approximation to the 
pseudo-random ranging waveform.  The vector n(n) represents thermal noise in the receiver, and is 
likewise white Gaussian, with covariance matrix σn

2I.  The actual signal vectors are defined by 
 
  sk (n,τ k (n)) = [sk(nNsTs − τ k (n)), sk ((nNs +1)Ts − τ k (n)),K,sk (((n + 1)Ns −1)Ts −τ k(n))]T , 
 
where τk(n) is the unknown delay of user k. 
 
The transmitted signal sk(t) is determined by the pseudolite transmitter design.  For example, sk(t) could 
be a GPS waveform, or an alternative pseudo-random binary sequence. The continuous time signal is 



 

sk (t) = ck ,ng(t − nTc − mNTc )
n= 0

N −1

∑
m = −∞

∞

∑ ,         (2) 

 
where g(t) is the chip pulse shape, bandlimited to the Nyquist frequency 1/(2Ts) Hz., and ck,n is the 
binary pseudorandom sequence for user k with period N. 
 
For convenience in the BEKF derivation, the vector model (1) is rewritten as follows 
 
r(n) = S(n,τ (n))A(n)c(n) + V(n) 1 − c(n)[ ] + n(n)                   (3) 
 
where 
 

  

S(n,τ ) = s1(n,τ 1),s2 (n,τ 2 ),K,sK (n,τ k)[ ],  V(n) = v1(n), v2 (n), ...,vK (n)[ ]
A(n) = diag a1(n),a2(n),K,aK (n){ }
c(n) = [c1(n),c2 (n),K,cK (n)]T

 

 
and 1  is the all-ones vector.  Note that there are 2K possible vectors c(n), corresponding to the 
acquisition hypotheses.   
 
 

DERIVATION OF THE BAYESIAN EKF (BEKF)    
 

The acquisition/code tracking problem is to estimate the vector of unknown delays τ and amplitudes 
A(n).  Thus, define the state vector 
 
  x(n) = [a1 (n),τ1 (n),a2 (n),τ 2 (n),K, aK (n),τ K (n)]T . 
 
The process x(n) is assumed to evolve according to 
 
x(n + 1) = Fx(n) + w(n +1) ,          (4) 
 
where F is typically a diagonal matrix, and w(n) is a white Gaussian noise process with covariance 
matrix Q. 
 
The posterior density of x(n) is the most complete estimator in the Bayesian framework, and is denoted 
by p(x(n)|rn),  where rn = {r(n),r(n-1),�,r(0)} is the cumulative measurement history.  If the 
linearization error in the EKF is ignored, Kalman filter theory yields [AnM79] 
 
p(x(n) | r n,cn ) = N x(n); � x c(n | n),Pc (n | n)( ),        (5) 

 
where xc(n|n) and Pc(n|n) are the (extended) Kalman filter measurement update and error covariance 
matrix, conditioned on the cumulative acquisition hypotheses cn={c(n),c(n-1),�,c(0)}. The density 



N(x;m,P) is circular Gaussian with mean vector m and covariance matrix P. The unconditional posterior 
density of x(n) is then obtained by the sum 
 

p(x(n) | r n ) = p(x(n) | r n,ci
n

i =1

2( n+1)K

∑ )p(ci
n | rn ) .        (6) 

 
Unfortunately, the estimator (6) has complexity which grows exponentially with both the number of 
users and with time, and is clearly impractical.  Specifically, (6) describes a tree with separate EKFs 
evolving along the branches, and with weighting probabilities given in terms of innovations likelihoods. 
 
In order to develop a practical code tracking and acquisition algorithm, an approximate Bayesian 
estimation strategy is used, in which the predicted density p(x(n)|rn-1) is approximated as unimodal 
circular Gaussian.  This approach was suggested by the probabilistic data association filter (PDAF) 
widely used in multitarget tracking [BaF88]. The sequence of approximations is then 
 
(a) p(x(n) | rn −1) ≈ N x(n); � x (n | n −1),P(n | n −1)( )
(b) p(x(n) | rn ,c i(n)) ≈ N x(n); � x i(n | n),Pi(n | n)( )
(c) p(x(n + 1) | rn) ≈ N x(n +1); � x (n +1 | n),P(n +1 | n)( ),

(d)  � x (n | n) = � x i(n | n)
i =1

2K

∑ p(c i(n) | rn ),   � x (n +1| n) = F� x (n | n)

(e) P(n +1 | n) = E F� x (n | n) − x(n +1)[ ][ ] H | r n{ }

     (7) 

 
The key approximations are (b), in which a single EKF estimate is computed for each of 2K acquisition 
vectors c(n), and (d), in which the one-step prediction is formed by the Bayesian combining of the 
conditional EKF estimates. 
 
The overall BEKF algorithm is summarized in Table 1 for the code delay  tracking problem.  The 
Jacobian matrix is key to the EKF derivation, and is defined by 
 

H i(n) =
∂S(n,τ )Aci (n)

∂x x= � x (n |n −1)
         (8) 

 
where ∂/∂x  is a row gradient operator.  The actual derivatives are computed following the EKF 
derivation in [IlM94].   

 
 

 
ACQUISITION STRATEGY 

 
The EKF will diverge, or fail to acquire, if the initial error between the code delay estimate and actual 
delay is greater than half a chip.  In a practical system, a separate acquisition algorithm, based on a 
method such as MUSIC [PMS99] or ML [BeA98]  will be required.  However, the BEKF has some 



ability to perform acquisition using the following method.  Note that p(ci(n)|rn) is the probability of the i-
th acquisition hypothesis.  Let αk denote the event that user k is acquired, that is, that its code delay 
estimate is within half a chip of the true delay.  The probability of αk is then given by 
 

p(α k | r n ) = p(c i(n) | rn )
i : c i (n)( )k =1{ }

∑          (9) 

 
The acquisition strategy is as follows.  Let Th represent an acquisition threshold.  If p(αk|rn) is above Th, 
then τ(n|n) is updated according to the BEKF equations in Table 1. However, if p(αk|rn) falls below the 
threshold, an increment τinc,  given by some small fraction of a chip, is added to the estimate τ(n|n).  
Thus, the code delay estimate is forced to increment through the entire uncertainty region until 
acquisition is detected. 
 

SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

The BEKF algorithm was simulated for a radiolocation system with K = 5 and K = 2 users. The binary 
sequences ck,n

  were length N = 31 Gold codes.  A data-free preamble is assumed for radiolocation, so 
that ak(n)  is constant, with magnitude equal to the square root of the relative received power over the 
simulation run. 
 
Figure 1 shows the performance of the BEKF in tracking mode, where all code delay estimates are 
initialized to within half a chip of the true delays.  In this case, with K = 5 users, the nominal SNR, 
defined by |a1(n)|2/σn

2, is set to 10 dB for user 1.  The relative power levels for users 2 through 5, defined 
by |ak(n)|2/|a1(n)|2, were set to 10, 5, 1 and 10.  It is seen that all five user delays are successfully tracked 
starting with half a chip or less of initial error. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the acquisition 
probabilities p(αk(n)|rn) for all five users.  The probabilities rapidly converge to unity, showing that the 
acquisition condition is successfully detected. 
 
Figure 3 shows successful acquisition of K = 2 users, followed by tracking, using the threshold test on 
p(αk(n)|rn).  The initial code delay estimates were set to τk(0|0) = 0 chips.  The actual delays were τ = 2.1 
and τ = 10.2 chips, respectively.  The SNR for user 1 was 10 dB, and user 2 was 10 dB above user 1, 
corresponding to a strong near-far condition. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

A new algorithm (Bayesian EKF) was developed for code tracking and acquisition in a radiolocation 
system.  The algorithm is tailored to joint code tracking under strong near far conditions, and hence may 
be applicable to terrestrial pseudolite-based radiolocation.  Successful code tracking (i.e. with initial 
delay uncertainties of less than half a chip) was demonstrated for K = 5 users.  The present acquisition 
algorithm, based on a threshold test on the marginal hypothesis probabilities, seems limited to K = 2 or 3 
users.  Hence, future research will focus on combining the BEKF algorithm with ML or MUSIC based 
code acquisition for initialization. 
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(1) Given predicted estimate and covariance 
� x (n | n −1), P(n | n − 1) 

(2) Next r(n) 
 
(3) For i = 1,2,�,2K 

    Compute conditional covariance updates 

Pi(n | n)−1 = Pi(n | n −1)−1 +
1

σ n
2 + (K− | c i(n) |)σ v

2 Hi (n)H Hi(n) 

    Update estimated measurements 
� r i (n | n −1) = S(n, � τ (n | n −1)) � A (n | n −1)c i(n) 

 
    Compute conditional measurement updates 

� x i(n | n) = � x (n | n −1) +
1

σn
2 +σ v

2 (K− | c i(n) |)
Pi(n | n)H i(n)H   r(n) − � r i(n | n −1)[ ]  

    Compute weighting probabilities 

qi = p(c i(n) | rn ) =
N r(n); � r i(n | n −1), Σi (n | n −1)( )

N r(n);� r l(n | n −1), Σ l(n | n −1)( )
l =1

2K

∑
 

      Next i 
 
(4) Compute the unconditional one-step prediction 

� x (n + 1| n) = qiF� x i(n | n)
i =1

2 K

∑  

(5) Compute unconditional predicted covariance matrix 

P(n +1| n) = F qiPi(n | n)
i =1

2 K

∑ + qi � x i (n | n) − � x (n | n)[ ][ ]H

i =1

2 K

∑
 

  
 

  
FH + Q  

(6) Return to (1) 
 

 
Table 1:  BEKF Algorithm  

 
 



 
 

Figure 1:  BEKF Tracking mode performance, K = 5 users. 
 

 
 

Figure 2:  Evolution of the weighting probabilities for K = 5 users. 



 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3:  Acquisition and code tracking for K = 2 users. 
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ABSTRACT

Automatic spectrum management and monitoring systems are very useful to manage frequencies at test
ranges and assure interference-free transmission of telemetry signals. Spectrum management systems
assign telemetry frequencies using database information on available and occupied channels and analysis
tools which can determine whether a data link will support telemetry. Modern, DSP-based spectrum
monitoring systems, in fixed or mobile configurations, automate the process of performing spectrum
occupancy to verify clear channels and identify and locate sources of interference; they are integrated
with and utilize the management system database. Such systems are important to assure reliable
communications channels for telemetry.
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Interference Clearance

INTRODUCTION

As part of the overall management of programs requiring test range support, a test range officer faces a
number of communications problems. He may have difficulty in assigning clear and interference-free
communications channels for telemetry signals. He needs to assure that telemetry signals will propagate
over a given communications channel with the available communications equipment. He may have to
detect and locate the sources of interference to telemetry signals. These problems are aggravated by
increased use of the electromagnetic spectrum as well as by reduction in the allocation of spectrum
available to telemetry, as noted in papers presented in the ITC/USA ’98 and ’99 Conferences.1,2

These situations represent some of the problems of radio spectrum management and spectrum monitoring
with which the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), an agency of the United Nations, has



been concerned since its inception. The ITU has published a variety of Handbooks3,4,5 to address these
problems.

Automatic spectrum management and monitoring systems based on ITU recommendations are very
useful to manage frequencies at test ranges and assure interference-free transmission of telemetry signals.
Authors affiliated with Edwards Air Force Base have described a spectrum monitoring system not
directly based on ITU recommendations but with similar objectives.6  The Sea Range at the Point Mugu
Naval Air Warfare Center provides frequency management and interference resolution.7 The functionality
required of these systems is typically provided by a spectrum management system integrated with a
spectrum monitoring system.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A modern spectrum management system consists of a database server with one or more workstations and
software as illustrated in Figure 1 which: (1) manages the database of frequency assignments, (2)
provides a variety of engineering analysis tools to analyze propagation and determine if a given path with
given communications equipment will support the desired communications, and (3) displays geographic
maps superimposed with results of analyses.  These three features are of importance to telemetry because
they address the communications problems faced by test range officers.  In addition, a complete
management system also includes paperwork automation functions such as automatic report generation
and graphical plot display.

Figure 1. Spectrum Management System

Monitoring systems automate the process of performing spectrum occupancy to verify clear channels for
telemetry and identify and locate the sources of interference to telemetry channels. In the past, monitoring
systems have included a large collection of test and measurement equipment to perform spectrum
occupancy and specific signal parameter measurements. With the recent revolution in Digital Signal
Processing (DSP), a monitoring system now consists of those few elements illustrated in Figure 2: (1) a
small group of sophisticated measurement equipment modules operated by a computer which is often
referred to as a measurement server, and (2) computer workstations or clients which are used for
operator interface and which contain computer software which make the system easy to use and easy to



maintain. A typical processor including receivers is illustrated in the high level block diagram of Figure 3.
The receivers may be wideband, with up to 10 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth to receive modern
wideband communications signals.

The DSP-based spectrum monitoring system is very compact. The electronics may be contained in a small
transit case as illustrated in Figure 4. A mobile station including antenna and electronics in a typical small
vehicle is illustrated in Figure 5. Mobile stations are particularly useful to search for, identify and locate
sources of interference.

SYSTEM OPERATION - MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

When a test range officer assigns a frequency for a new test program, he needs to know that the channel
he assigns is not already assigned to another use, and that the channel he assigns will support propagation
for the intended purpose. He can use a spectrum management system to address these problems.

The officer accesses a frequency assignment form such as the one illustrated in Figure 6, selects a
frequency band and presses a "show channels" button to display all the channels in that band, and any
existing assignments on those channels. The officer can assign a clear channel if one is present, or can
select a channel assigned to a distant transmitter and perform an interference calculation to determine
whether or not either use of the channel would create interference for the other use of the channel.

To assure that a frequency will support propagation, the officer can task the system to perform an
engineering analysis. By specifying the transmitting and receiving site parameters (transmitter power,
antenna type, etc.) the officer can have the system perform a link analysis, calculate a field strength
contour, or perform a service area analysis, to assure that the received field strength is acceptable. He
uses a screen such as is illustrated in Figure 7 to access the tools, and the requested calculations are
performed and the results displayed alphanumerically or on a geographic map as appropriate. Figure 8
illustrates a typical results screen showing a field strength contour displayed on a geographic map of the
local region. In this figure, the effect of irregular terrain on the displayed field strength contour of
70 dBµV/m is quite evident.

The system accesses its database of frequency allocations and assignments for telemetry, which provides
information on which channels should be available and which ones are occupied, and a database of
equipment types and characteristics to aid the officer in performing his tasks.



Figure 2. Spectrum Monitoring System



Figure 3. Spectrum Processor Block Diagram

Figure 4. Spectrum Monitoring Figure 5. Mobile Spectrum
System Electronics Monitoring Station



Figure 6. Frequency Assignment Form



Figure 7. Engineering Analysis Tools Form



Figure  8. Field Strength Contour Display

SYSTEM OPERATION - MONITORING SYSTEM

Operating modes of a monitoring system as it is used in telemetry applications include automatically
scanning a set of frequencies of interest, performing spectrum occupancy measurements, comparing
measurements against information in the database, determining the parameters of any signals in these
channels, and commanding DF on any signals which do not meet specified criteria as telemetry signals.
These operating modes of use to telemetry are a subset of the functions of an automated monitoring
station which include:

• monitoring, recording, demodulation and decoding;



• technical measurement and analysis including frequency and frequency offset, level/field strength,
modulation parameters and bandwidth;

• spectrum occupancy;
• direction finding;
• automatic detection of illegal or unknown transmissions.

Monitoring stations typically have three modes of operation which are used to perform these tasks:

• Interactive mode
• Automatic or scheduled mode
• Background mode

Interactive mode allows direct interaction with various functions that provide instantaneous feedback
such as monitor receiver tuning, demodulation selection and pan-display selection. DF homing to track
down the source of interference to a telemetry signal is an important example of interactive operation. DF
may be commanded in a mobile unit as the unit is in motion. DF results are presented with respect to the
front of the vehicle, as illustrated in Figure 9, and allow the driver to decide which direction to drive to
approach the interfering transmitter. DF results from different locations are also displayed on a
geographic map, allowing automatic triangulation by the system to locate the transmitter. The exact
location of the mobile unit is continuously updated by a high precision GPS receiver, and the orientation
of the vehicle with respect to North is measured by a compass.

Figure 9. DF Homing Display and Geographic Map



Automatic or scheduled mode may schedule tasks to be executed immediately or to be executed at
specified times in the future. Functions which are performed under the scheduled mode include technical
measurement and analysis, and direction finding.

Background mode is used for performing spectrum occupancy, DF scan and automatic detection of illegal
or unknown transmissions — tasks where it is desirable to collect data over long periods of time.
Wideband scanning for occupancy and DF may be specified, and the system may be scheduled to perform
an automatic scan over particular frequencies or ranges of frequencies, and upon detecting a signal,
initiate operator specified activity, such as DF or technical measurement.

When the client requests the results of measurements, he may see them displayed in convenient formats.
Much of the information is displayed graphically, in the form of occupancy histograms, field strength
versus frequency plots (See Figure 10), geographic map displays showing location results (See Figure 9),
results of DF scans as azimuth versus frequency plots which are useful for intercepting and processing
modern digital modulations, and other graphical displays.

Figure 10. Spectrum Occupancy Display



Of great importance for telemetry applications is the automatic detection of interfering or other signals
not in the database — a feature available from an automated spectrum management and monitoring
system. If the management system has a database of authorized and/or licensed users, the monitoring
system may compare the authorized frequencies in that database with measured signal activity from
occupancy data. The system then automatically detects unauthorized transmissions on channels which
may be dedicated to telemetry. The monitoring system makes signal parameter measurements on these
signals to confirm whether or not they are telemetry signals, and performs direction finding to locate
interfering signals.

CONCLUSION

A modern spectrum management and monitoring system can perform functions important to telemetry:
The database of occupancy data and frequency allocations and assignments allows a range officer to
assign clear telemetry channels for new test programs. The range officer can use analysis tools to ensure a
proposed channel will work for its intended application. The system can detect interference to telemetry
signals and geographically locate the sources of that interference.
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ABSTRACT

This paper uses ARTM channel sounding data collected at Edwards Air Force Base to investigate the
dependency between the characteristics of frequency selective multipath fading and carrier frequency
and ground based received antenna diameter.  Channel model parameters are obtained from data sets
measured at different frequencies and various ground based antenna diameters.  The analysis shows that
the multipath characteristics do not statistically change between the L-band and S-band carrier
frequencies, but do change with antenna diameter.  Furthermore, Flight 18 data shows that antenna
diversity may be a useful technique to reduce data loss from multipath fading.
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INTRODUCTION

Multipath interference occurs when at least one reflection of the transmitted signal arrives with the
transmitted signal at the receive antenna, causing constructive and destructive interference with the
received line-of-site signal.  Work has been done to characterize the multipath fading for aeronautical
telemetry channels using data collected at Edwards AFB during Winter 1998-1999 [1].  The analysis
from the data provided the number, strength, and delays of the multipath reflections observed from the
flight data. With the different configurations of carrier frequency and antenna size used for each flight,
we can now compare the effects of these variables to the characteristics of the multipath reflections in
terms of magnitude and delay.  This paper reports on this analysis.



CHANNEL MODEL

The initial results from two ARTM channel sounding flights at Edwards AFB (December 1998 and
February 1999) have shown that the telemetry channel can be modeled as a linear time-invariant system
with one line of site component and two reflective components [1].  The impulse response of the channel
is given as

                   )()()()( 2211
21 τδτδδ γγ −Γ+−Γ+= tetetth jj         (1)

where Γi  (i = 1,2) represents the magnitude of the first and second reflection with respect to the line-of-
sight signal, τi (i = 1,2) represents the delay of the respective reflections, and γi (i = 1,2) represents a
component of the phase shift.  In this paper, we are only interested in the Γ and τ parameters. Frequency
domain techniques were used to characterized the data by computing the power spectral densities of the
transmitted and received signals, denoted by SX(f) and SY(f) respectively, and using the following
relationship to determine the squared magnitude of the channel transfer function:
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The channel parameters then can be determined from the channel transfer function by the following
equation (based on a two ray model):

 )2cos(21)(ˆ 2
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A model with only two reflection components shows good results with the data available from the
ARTM flights at Edwards AFB.

ANTENNA GAIN AND BEAMWIDTH CHARACTERISTICS

The parabolic reflectors used as the receive antenna for the channel sounding flights at Edwards AFB
have a circular symmetric gain pattern with the maximum gain, g, and half-power beamwidth, φb, given
as the following [2]:

    g =
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where λ is the wavelength of the modulated carrier frequency and d is the diameter of the reflector.  The
gain pattern is given as [3]
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where J1(•) is the Bessel function of the first kind,  and

    
λ

θπ )sin( bdu =        (7)

where θb is the angle off boresight.  Figure 1 shows the antenna gain pattern for an 8 foot parabolic
reflector operating at L-Band (1500MHz).

Figure 1: Antenna gain pattern for an 8 foot parabolic reflector at L-band (1500MHz)

Equations (4) and (5) show that the gain is proportional to the square of the antenna diameter and carrier
frequency, and the half-power beamwidth varies inversely to the diameter and frequency [2].  With a
constant carrier frequency, the receive radiation pattern for a small diameter antenna is characterized by
a wider main lobe with high sidelobes.  A larger diameter antenna exhibits a larger narrow main lobe
with low side lobes.  A larger diameter antenna would attenuate more of the short delay reflections since
the angle of incident is high.  We would expect a stronger short delay reflection from the small diameter
antenna.
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ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Data used in this paper was obtained from the flight data gathered at Edwards AFB.  Table 1 lists the
different configurations of carrier frequency and antenna size used for each flight, plus the flight path.

These data sets allowed us to compare multipath fading (in terms of Γ and τ) as a function of frequency
band and antenna size.

Flight Number Frequency Band Antenna Size(s) Location
10

(10 Dec 98)
L 8’ Cord’s Rd 5,000 ft

Black Mnt 5,000 ft & 10,000 ft
11

(16 Feb 99)
S 15’ Cord’s Rd 5,000 ft

12
(22 Feb 99)

S 8’, 8’ Cord’s Rd 5,000 ft
Black Mnt 5,000 ft & 10,000 ft

18
(28 Jul 99)

L 8’, 4’ Cord’s Rd 5,000 ft
Black Mnt 5,000 ft & 10,000 ft

Table 1: Technical specification summary the flights at Edwards AFB

To compare the effects of carrier frequency on multipath fading, we used data sets from Flight 10 (L-
band) and Flight 12 (S-band).  The antenna size on both flights is 8 feet.  To compare the effects of
antenna size on multipath fading, we used data sets from Flight 11 (15-foot dish) and Flight 12 (8-foot
dish).  Both flights use the S-band carrier frequency.  Flight 18 data provided a unique and more precise
comparison of antenna size to multipath fading since both antennas were concurrently receiving data
under the same environmental conditions.

RESULTS

For the first results, we compare the effects of carrier frequency on multipath fading using data from
Flights 10 and 12, noting that the antenna diameter is 8 feet in both flights.  Figures 2 and 3 show a
summary of the 3-ray modeling results of the Cord’s Road run for Flights 10 and 12, respectively.  The
plots in the left column are based on the parameters of the first reflection     (Γ1 τ1), and the right column
plots are based on the second reflection parameters reflection       (Γ2 τ2).  The top graphs show a plot of
the magnitude and delay for each of the respective reflections.  The middle and bottom graphs show a
histogram of the delays and magnitudes for the first and second multipath reflections, with the mean
values noted.  From the plots, we observe that the magnitude and delays for the two multipath
reflections are similar in both flights, suggesting that the multipath characteristics are statistically the
same at L and S band.



Figure 2: Parameter summaries of the 3-ray model for the Cord’s Road Run (ARTM Flight 10) at
Edwards AFB with an aircraft at an altitude of 5,000 feet.

Figure 3: Parameter summaries of the 3-ray model for the Cord’s Road Run (ARTM Flight 12) at
Edwards AFB with an aircraft at an altitude of 5,000 feet.
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Figures 4 and 5 are the same as Figures 2 and 3 except that the data set used was the Black Mountain
Run at 5000 feet and the plot of the magnitude versus delay for each of the respective reflections were
omitted.  These results also show that L and S band carrier frequencies have similar multipath
characteristics.

Figure 4: Parameter summaries of the 3-ray model for the Black Mountain Run (ARTM Flight
10) at Edwards AFB with an aircraft at an altitude of  5,000 feet.

Figure 5: Parameter summaries of the 3-ray model for the Black Mountain Run (ARTM Flight
12) at Edwards AFB with an aircraft at an altitude of  5,000 feet.

In the next results, we compare the effects of antenna diameter on multipath fading using data from
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flights.  Figure 6 shows a summary of the 3-ray modeling results of the Cord’s Road run for Flight 11.
Comparing this plot with the Flight 12 Cord’s Road run (figure 3), we notice some subtle differences.
The relative amplitude of the short delay reflections for Flight 12 is slightly higher than in Flight 11.
The short delay reflections occur close to the antenna site where the angle of incident is high.  This steep
angle causes a higher attenuation in Flight 11 because of the narrow main lobe, low side lobe
characteristics of a larger dish size.  For the relative amplitude of the long delay reflections, no concrete
conclusion can be made because the variance between the two flights may be due to non-controllable
parameters (different flight days, varying flight paths, equipment calibration differences).

Figure 6: Parameter summaries of the 3-ray model for the Cord’s Road Run (ARTM Flight 11) at
Edwards AFB with an aircraft at an altitude of  5,000 feet.

We also compared the effects of antenna diameter on multipath fading using data from Flight 18.  Figure
7 shows a summary of the 2-ray modeling results for one time stamp (200 samples from a 16 second
segment) of the Black Mountain Run for Flight 18.  The graphs in the left column are from Antenna 2
(8’) and the right column graphs are from Antenna 3 (4’).  These results show that the average
magnitude of the reflection is slightly higher with the 8’ antenna than with the 4’ antenna (0.57 vs 0.48).
Table 2 lists the average reflection magnitude for three time stamps from the two antennas of Flight 18.
This data also shows that the reflection magnitude from the 8’ antenna are higher than with the 4’
antenna.  While this may appear to be contradictory to the previous results, the difference is due to the
vertical antenna diversity.  The two receive antennas used in Flight 18 are positioned 150 feet apart
horizontally and 40 feet vertically.  It has been shown in other flight data that horizontally diversity does
not lead to a significant change in multipath fade events, but the vertical change does produce different
fade events between the two antennas and thus we cannot just compare relative magnitudes alone.
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Figure 7: Parameter summaries of the 2-ray model for one time stamp (200 samples from a 16
second segment) for the Cord’s Road Run (ARTM Flight 18) at Edwards AFB with an aircraft at
an altitude of  5,000 feet.

Location Antenna 2 (8’) Antenna 3 (4’)
Black Mnt (W-E) 5,000ft 0.508 0.377
Black Mnt (E-W) 5,000ft 0.344 0.338

Cord’s Road (E-W) 5,000ft 0.566 0.476
Table 2:  List of average reflection magnitudes (|Γ|) for three different time stamps for ARTM Flight 18
at Edwards AFB.

Figures 8 and 9 show a plot of reflection magnitude versus time for both antennas in their respective
time stamp of Flight 18.  Clearly, the peak magnitudes, corresponding to deep fading events, appear at
different times and is somewhat inverted to each other.  These differing fade events show promising
results that vertical antenna diversity may provide a positive mitigation technique to effectively
minimize data loss when multipath fading occurs.
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Figure 8: Plot of |ΓΓ| vs Time for Black Mountain Run (ARTM Flight18, Time 17:05:35) at
Edwards AFB with an aircraft at an altitude of 5,000 feet.

Figure 9: Plot of |ΓΓ| vs Time for Cord’s Road Run (ARTM Flight18, Time 18:10:05) at Edwards
AFB with an aircraft altitude of 5,000 feet.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the multipath channel characteristics for various ARTM Flights conducted at
Edwards AFB.  The results show that the effects of carrier frequencies (L-Band and S-Band) on
multipath fading characteristics were statistically similar in terms of reflection magnitude and delay.
However, the results from the effects of antenna diameter show that there was a greater attenuation of
the first multipath reflection from the larger antenna due to a narrow main lobe and small side lobe
characteristics of the antenna gain pattern.  Also, data from Flight 18 revealed that vertical diversity of
antenna position results in different fading event times for transmitted signals arriving at each of the
receive antennas, which shows that antenna diversity   may be useful in minimizing the destructive
effects of multipath fading.
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ABSTRACT

Since its debut, the Linux operating system has garnered much attention in the software development
community. This paper discusses the open source operating system, Linux, and it’s application as the
operating system powering a commercial off-the-shelf telemetry processing system.

The paper begins by discussing what are the real-time requirements of the operating system in a
telemetry processing system. A discussion to the Linux system is then presented. Soft real-time features
of Linux are discussed which allow it to meet the telemetry processing requirements. Linux is compared
with the more traditional operating system products and points are made as to why open source software
is just as capable, if not preferable, of handling mission critical applications.

The paper also presents the authors’ view of future of Linux and open source software in the telemetry
marketplace. The paper concludes with a summary of products available for Linux that support
telemetry processing and the data acquisition environment.
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of this paper is to introduce the reader to the use of open source operating system, Linux™*

and its extensions, as a viable operating system platform for present and future telemetry processing
systems.  Linux has spearheaded the open source software concept into the limelight of the software
development community. Linux is giving legitimacy to the concept of choosing open source software
for filling roles in mission critical applications in business, government and the military. While not the
first open-source project to be used en mass, (Sendmail [1] and others have been around longer), Linux
is the first to gain significant attention from a more general audience.

                                                       
* Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvald.



Technically, Linux refers only to the core operating system kernel.  Hundreds of additional programs
and applications, many coded as part of the Free Software Foundations’ GNU Project [2] are needed for
a functional UNIX*-like system.  Common convention is to refer to this collection of utilities, including
the core kernel, as Linux.  We will use this convention throughout this paper, thus when we are referring
to Linux, we are referring to both the operating system kernel and all of the support tools needed to
make it a functional system unless otherwise noted.

COTS BASED TELEMETRY PROCESSING SYSTEM

We must begin by first defining what is meant by a COTS based telemetry processing system. In this
definition, a telemetry processing system is a collection of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware
and software which is integrated together to perform the task of acquiring, processing, recording and
displaying standard telemetry formats.

A block diagram for a typical COTS based baseband telemetry processing system is pictured in Figure
1. This system will consist of one or more COTS telemetry boards (bit sync, decommutator, and frame
buffer combined), a middleware product which is software that processes the telemetry, and some
customer specific application programs and displays.  The role of the operating system in this system is
to provide the glue, which binds the different components of the system together.  The drivers, which are
integrated into the operating system, bind the telemetry boards to the middleware software. The
operating system (OS) provides services to the middleware such as disk I/O, network I/O and inter-
process communications (IPC).  API’s allows the middleware to communicate with user processes such
as the applications and/or display programs. It has traditionally been thought that a hard real-time kernel
product or UNIX variant OS with hard real-time extensions was necessary for such a system.

Figure 1. COTS based telemetry processing system

                                                       
* UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group
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REAL-TIME REQUIREMENTS FOR TELEMETRY PROCESSING

One question that is paper intends to answer is  ”Is Linux real-time enough for telemetry processing?”
First let us examine the real-time requirements for telemetry processing.

The amount of time to complete telemetry processing depends on several keys factors. One key factor is
the bit rate of the telemetry you are processing. Standardized telemetry groups the bits together into
minor frames. The minor frame rate (m) is just the telemetry bit rate divided by the number of bits in
each minor frame.

m = BR / (BW * F) (1)

Where: m =  minor frame rate in minor frames per second
BR = bit rate in bits per second
BW = bits per word
F = words per minor frame

t
T

N minor frames

fc3fc2fc1fcfcfc fc4

middleware processing

interrupt service routine

operating system overhead

user application & displays

Decom board
interrupts

Prev N frames Next N frames

L

Allowable ISR Latency

Figure 2 Time allocation for telemetry processing
Figure 2 lays out the time allocation for telemetry processing by the typical COTS based telemetry
processing system. Another major factor to consider when determining the time allotted for telemetry
processing is the design of the front-end hardware. Most COTS telemetry decommutating hardware will
buffer data internally until a set number of minor frames (N) have arrived. A signal or an interrupt, is
sent to the OS to remove the unprocessed minor frames from the board while a second or double buffer,
continue to receive the next set of minor frames. The decommutator hardware removes the hard real-
time constraints from the operating system by managing the strict-timing requirements associated with



synchronizing the telemetry stream. By buffering the minor frames to be read, all of the hard real-time
constraints are removed from the operating system.

The amount of real-time available to perform telemetry processing (T) by the middleware and user
application is determined by the number of minor frames allowed to be collected in the front end
hardware (N),

T = N/m (2)

Where T = amount of time available in seconds
N = number of minor frames per interrupt from front-end hardware.
m = minor frame rate

The time taken by the system to process the data once it has started processing the interrupt from the
front-end hardware is the data latency (L). The telemetry system must continuously perform this
processing within the time allotted (T). For a soft real-time system to process telemetry, L must be less
than T. If L were too close or equal to T, hard real-time functionality would become necessary. The
difference between L and T is the amount of time the soft real-time system time has to begin to execute
the interrupt service routine (ISR), which is the allowable ISR latency. If a soft real-time system user
can increase the value of N, it would allow the system more time to process each set of minor frames.
The downside of making N larger, is of course, longer data latency. Longer latency is not desired in the
case where the telemetry system is involved in closed loop digital control. Here there is a desire to
minimize (L), since increasing the data latency can result in a loss of control of an external process. For
these applications, N is usually is set to 1 and each minor frame is processed as it is received.

What determines the telemetry system’s ability to completely process the incoming data within the time
T is more a function of processor speed. Thus, in the COTS telemetry processing system described
above, soft real-time response are adequate as long as the processing power of the system is sized
adequately for the bit rate of the telemetry being received. Obviously, a system based on a 6Mhz 8086
processor will not be able to process and display a 20Mbit telemetry stream.

Now let us examine what facilities are available for Linux to perform soft real-time processing.

REAL-TIME CAPABILITIES OF LINUX

Linux is a UNIX compatible operating system and therefor inherits most of its soft real-time
multitasking features from the set of it. POSIX[3] standards were adopted by the IEEE to bring about
some uniformity to the diverging set of features being produced by the competing vendors of UNIX
operating system. There are a large number of POSIX standards written, but in particular, the standard
called POSIX.1b[4] (also known during the development of the standard as POSIX 4) deals with the set
of features that bring soft real-time response criteria to the operating system.

Kuhn [5] writes about the availability of POSIX.1b compatibility for Linux. Table 1 highlights at the
time of his writing(1998) which of the POSIX.1b features were available written for Linux. They are
grouped according to whether they are in the currently distributed kernel, available as patches or
libraries that must be added to the distribution, or if it is currently not available.



Available as part of Linux
kernel

Available as patches or
extensions

Currently unavailable for Linux

Shared memory and memory
mapped files (mmap())

Timers (user level) Asynchronous I/O

Memory Locking(mlock()) Nanosleep() Prioritized I/O
Priority Scheduling Shared memory objects.
(Partial) Synchronous I/O
(fsync())

Fdatasync()

Real-time Semaphores, signals
Message passing

Table 1 POSIX.1b feature availablilty for Linux
Another standard, POSIX .1c deals with system and process threads. While not specified directly as
being part of the real-time response, thread implementation goes hand in hand with what is necessary for
soft real-time programming. POSIX threads (Pthreads) are now a standard part of the Linux kernel.

Not all of the POSIX.1b features are necessary to implement a soft real-time response. Asynchronous
I/O for example, deals primarily with the operating systems ability to optimize buffered disk reads. For
telemetry processing, the particular features needed depend on the design of the middleware product.
The Command and Control Toolkit (CCTK) is an example of a soft real-time telemetry system running
on Linux. CCTK only required the user level timer extension to the standard Linux 2.2 distribution in
order for it’s middleware product to operate.

However, there are cases were soft real-time is not enough and hard real-time is necessary.  None of the
POSIX features described above put Linux in the category of a hard real-time operating system. To
overcome these concerns, research and development is under way to provide real-time operating system
extensions to Linux. They are intended to close some of the gaps left by the soft real-time feature of
POSIX.1b, in order to create “harder” real-time response for Linux.

KURT and RT-Linux

Hill, Srinivasan, Pather and Niehaus[6] discuss in their paper, KURT,  several extensions to Linux that
bring a level of real-time response not attainable with POSIX 1.b compliance. They coin the term “firm
real-time” to denote a level of real-time response between hard real-time and soft real-time. One
extension UTIME, allows high precision timing to occur by running the system timer in a one shot mode
rather then continuously. This increases the temporal resolution (timing accuracy) of the system without
the overhead that running the timer chip at a faster continuos periodic rate would create. The second
extension creates an explicit plan scheduler. This scheduler allows you to create a “plan” which define
the real-time tasks and the time required for each. You can then allows any or all processes to be
scheduled on a periodic or non-periodic basis. In addition, the developer can choose to use a feature
called RTMods, which are loadable kernel modules like device drivers to handle real-time tasks. These
modules execute in kernel space and do not require a context switch allowing them to begin execution
faster.

RT-Linux[7] uses a different approach to providing real time capabilities to Linux. It uses a small hard
real-time kernel which in turn runs the Linux kernel as a low priority task. The primary task of the real-



time kernel is handling interrupts from the PC hardware. Communications between the two halves of the
system is through shared memory or queues.  Using this approach would require that the real-time
application being developed be split into a real-time portion, which requires no Linux services and a non
real-time portion that can use the operating system services.

Much of this research into the addition of hard real-time features to Linux is focus of meeting the real-
time constraints of embedded machine or process control systems. These are unlike the needs of
telemetry processing systems we have been considering. A closer analogy is the real-time needs of
multimedia computing. Here data is buffered (usually on disk) and must be processed and delivered to
the screen at a sustained continuos rate so that the image or sound do not appear distorted.  This can be
achieved by insuring there is adequate CPU processing speed to meet the task.

Based upon what has been discussed so far, we can say that Linux, using soft real-time features, is a
capable OS for telemetry processing, but it is certainly not the only one. For that matter, almost any
operating system conceivable can perform these functions. This is why there are telemetry processing
system available on almost every commercial OS. So, real-time capabilities aside, let us focus our
attention for a moment to why Linux and open source software provides a better development platform
for any software system development, not just telemetry processing.

ADVANTAGES OF USING LINUX

One indisputable advantage of Linux is the source availability.  There are several reasons why having
the source is a significant advantage.  The first, and possibly not so obvious, is that open-source allows
software to “evolve”.  Quoting from Eric S. Raymond’s web pages[8], “When programmers on the
Internet can read, redistribute, and modify the source for a piece of software, it evolves. People improve
it, people adapt it, people fix bugs. And this can happen at a speed that, if one is used to the slow pace of
conventional software development, seems astonishing.”  He continues, “We in the open-source
community have learned that this rapid evolutionary process produces better software than the
traditional closed model, in which only a very few programmers can see source and everybody else must
blindly use an opaque block of bits.” Eric S. Raymond does an excellent job of describing the open-
source software development model in the paper The Cathedral and the Bazaar.[9] Therefore, even if as
a developer or a company you never even sneak a glance at the Linux source code, you still gain
enormous benefits from the fact that it is open.  Thousands of programmers around the world can
continually modify, enhance, and improve open source code, like Linux. Compare that with the number
of people assigned to maintain closed source code at any software company.

It will not take long to discover other advantages to having the source code as well.  The source code of
different aspects of the Linux system make an excellent reference.  If documentation is not adequate or
if strange behavior is observed in a system and/or library call, it is possible for the developer to
reference the actual source to determine what the code is doing. This is not possible with commercial
vendors unless an expensive and limiting source code agreement is reached.  The source code also
becomes an asset when bugs exist.  As we all know, software has bugs.  At times it is difficult to get
some commercial vendor to admit that their product has problems let alone have them fix it.  Other
times, it may be possible to determine that there is a problem and even get the company to admit there is
a problem.  However, they may not be willing to fix it.  With the source available, it is possible to both



find and fix a bug in the source code.  In addition, submitting the bug to the maintainer will typically get
it into the next minor release of the source.  However, you do not need to wait for the next release since
you can patch it yourself.

Open source software like Linux encourages improvement and innovation of the existing code. By
providing the source code any new innovation or improvement that someone wants to make to a product
all effort can be placed into making the improvement. The follow-on developers do not have to re-create
the entire product from scratch, which would have to be done if the software was closed source. People
developing follow on improvements are free to concentrate on only the improvements, and leave the
existing developed and debugged code alone.  One may question why someone would want to innovate
when there is no profit involved.  Thompson[10] answers this question: “the student and moonlighters,
motivated by their desire to learn and create and inspired by the energy and clarity of tackling new
problems”.

One of the common misconceptions about Linux is that it is not supported.  Since it is not supported by
a single vendor, it is not possible to obtain support.  This is untrue.  Many commercial entities provide
support for Linux.  In fact, because the source IS open; anyone with a desire can learn Linux and start a
company or consulting business to support it.  Additionally, free support is available on-line.

There are other advantages as well, too many to list in this short paper.  However, as with anything in
life, there are disadvantages as well as advantages and Linux has its share of disadvantages.

DISADVANTAGES OF CHOOSING LINUX

When is it not appropriate to use Linux? Linux is currently not an operating system for the general
public. There is a need to twiddle with it enough to require a programmer/engineer on staff for any
group that would use it. While many companies are packaging distributions of Linux for more casual
computer users, the true advantage of Linux is when there is a environment where people will be
developing software. Whether that software is for the telemetry processing or word processing, open
source is at its best when there are programmers and administrators familiar to UNIX around.

Another thing to consider is that open-source developers are similar to cats.  You really cannot order
them around, they are finicky, and they do what they want when they want.  They serve themselves and
not your company.  Just because your company needs feature XYZ for its next software release in two
months, don’t expect an open-source developer to implement your feature.  Since you have the source
code, you can do it yourself or hire an expert to do it, but relying on a feature being present in open-
source to make a release is a formula for failure.

Another disadvantage is deadlines.  Whereas the commercial world has deadlines, makes product
announcements and promises dates and then, many times, delivers regardless of the condition of the
software.  The open-source community plods along, release when they finish and has no qualms about
delaying a week, a month, or even a year to make sure the product is complete, working, tested and
stable.  This can conflict with the desires of a company.



COMPARISON TO OTHER OPERATING SYSTEMS

A detailed comparison of how Linux compares to many of the other commercial operating system is
beyond the scope of this paper.[11] What this comparison will attempt is to highlight some of the more
popular OS products in the telemetry market and point out similarities or important differences.

VX Works is produced by Wind River Systems.[12] This is a widely adopted “embedded” operating
system with full hard real-time support. According to it’s marketing literature, VX Works is POSIX 1
and 1b compliant, but it is not a UNIX variant and cannot run programs created for UNIX without
extensive modification. In this respect Linux fairs better. Unlike Linux, VX Works runs the kernel and
user applications in the same address space. This requires care in user application development since a
poorly developed application can cause a system to crash and loose data, violating one of the tenants of
telemetry processing. If this feature is desired, the KURT extensions to Linux provide RTMods, which
perform a similar function.

QNX by QNX Software System Ltd[13]. Is a small lightweight microkernel architecture that
implements the rest is the system functionality with a set of programs called resource managers. The
resource managers provide most of the systems POSIX like behavior. This approach is similar to the
RT-Linux system. While a formidable following of users have accumulated, QNX still is considered a
niche OS and does not have widespread third party support.

UNIX It is hard to compare Linux with all the UNIX variants, because Linux was designed to be a
POSIX compliant operating system. All the major features of UNIX are available in Linux. There are
even several vendors, LynxOS[14] for example, that provide hard real time extensions to UNIX.  There
are some defining differences. Many UNIX variants exist, a result of computer hardware manufactures
trying to differentiate their system from the others that also run UNIX. This weakens the third party
support for UNIX, with vendors producing products for one UNIX variant, but not another. Linux has so
far so far been successful at prevented these variants.

Windows NT and Windows 2000 by Microsoft, is a soft real-time operating system, which has, and will
continue to have, a significant place in the telemetry market.[15]  It’s presence of more than 90% of all
the computers in the world and the volume of third party software continue to make it a highly desirable
platform for many applications. The simple truth is that Windows operating system will always be an
option, perhaps even the only option, for almost any product you would need to buy, use or develop.

The emergence of Linux is seen as a way to provide an alternative to users. It first appeared as
alternative for user in the operating system market. As Linux’s popularity increased, other software
vendors began to develop other markets as well. Again the motivation was to provide alternatives to
users who wanted more choices. What follows is our opinion on how Linux will continue that trend into
the field of telemetry processing systems.

LINUX IN THE TELEMETRY MARKETPLACE

Who will sell Linux based telemetry products? Integrated monolithic telemetry system vendors who
provide cradle to grave systems will not port their system to Linux unless they first see demand from the



customer base. In all fairness, as long as these vendors continue to improve and provide quality products
to their customers, there is no incentive to change. We believe that the first vendors to adopt Linux will
be the software/middleware vendors who see it as an advantage to have their products available on as
many platforms as possible.  Some third party product developers will choose Linux for the same
reason. More will make their software and hardware available when they begin see an established base
of Linux system users. By taking advantage of what Linux and open source software has too offer, the
developers of telemetry processing software can bring the user community better products. In the end, it
will be up to the purchasers those products to decide whether to change or remain with the status quo.
Therefor, it is possible that the marketing of Linux based products may require overcoming some of the
fear, uncertainty and doubt (FUD) that is being spread about open source software. Throughout the rest
of the software industry, entrenched interests intent on keeping the status quo try to dissuade users from
changing by painting Linux as incapable of fulfilling mission critical roles. While there is no evidence
that this will happen, as with other areas of software, it may likely be the case with telemetry systems as
well.

In reality, open source software is already serving mission critical roles in other industries. More than
half the Internet Web servers are based on the open source server, Apache. The open source program
sendmail, handles most of the world’s e-mail. FUD must be avoided because it does not serve the
interest of the user.  It is possible that if the user community were to request Linux based telemetry
products, less energy will be spent of FUD, and more effort would be placed on bringing the benefits of
Linux and open source software to the telemetry processing community.

A brief market survey was conducted in April 2000 to gauge the availability of “Linux powered”
products in the telemetry marketplace. This survey is by no means exhaustive. It was done using Internet
Web search engines using search words “telemetry” and  “Linux”, and by browsing telemetry system
vendors Web sites.

Command & Control Toolkit CCTK for Linux  At CCT, we have successfully ported the Command
and Control Toolkit to both Intel and Alpha Linux.  In both cases, the port was relatively simple with no
significant problems related to the operating systems themselves.  Two customers are taking advantage
of Linux for use in their systems.  First, CCT is building a telemetry simulator using CCTK and Intel
Linux for a NASA customer.  Second, CCT is building a launch control system for Spaceport Florida
Authority’s Complex 20.  This system will run CCTK on an Alpha Linux system.

Satellite Toolkit  Analytical Graphics has announced a version of their flagship product Satellite
Toolkit (STK) for Linux. STK is used to calculate and monitor orbital dynamics of space vehicles.

RACSI[16] The European Space Agency (ESA) has chosen to deploy a Linux based laptop which will
operate inside the international space station (ISS) by an astronaut to allow the surveillance and
control of the rendezvous and docking operations of the ATV, ESA's automatic transfer vehicle.

Labviews While not a telemetry vendor per se, National Instruments, a well known vendor of test and
measurement products often used by telemetry system is shipping a Linux version of the Labviews
software.



CONCLUSION

This paper has shown that Linux is capable of handling the demands of telemetry processing for a COTS
based telemetry processing system. We have shown that soft real-time response, built into Linux is all
that is necessary to meet the requirements of telemetry processing.  We have also shown that hard real-
time extensions exist if they are needed.  As a software development platform, Linux has distinct
advantages over other closed source operating system that can be used by telemetry processing software
developers to to bring highly reliable, quality products to the telemetry market.
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ADAPS TELEMETRY PROCESSOR MID-LIFE IMPROVEMENT
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ABSTRACT

This paper will provide details on planned upgrades to the Advanced Data Acquisition and Processing
System (ADAPS) Real-Time / Post Flight Processing (RT/PFP) telemetry processor. The ADAPS
RT/PFP is used to process real-time telemetry at the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC). The ADAPS
telemetry processor is based on the L3 Communications O/S90 telemetry pre-processing system. New
modifications to the ADAPS telemetry processor will provide increased processing capability, increased
data throughput, and higher reliability.
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INTRODUCTION

The ADAPS program office manages the development of flight test telemetry data processing tools at the
AFFTC. ADAPS functions as the real-time telemetry data processing engineering activity for three
AFFTC mission control facilities. Two systems are currently used to process and display real-time
telemetry at these facilities. The RT/PFP is used to perform telemetry processing and provides a SGI
workstation based display capability. The Interactive Analysis and Display System (IADS) is a newer
Microsoft Windows based data display and analysis tool that can be used in both the mission control
room and at the customer’s office for post-test analysis. The focus of this paper will be an overview of
the past RT/PFP telemetry processor engineering efforts, the current telemetry processor configuration,
and future planned telemetry processor configurations.

The RT/PFP launch customer was the Ridley Mission Control Center (RMCC). The first flight of the
Global Hawk uninhabited air vehicle on March 29, 1996 was also the first test mission supported by
RT/PFP. RT/PFP was used to provide telemetry displays for the Range Safety Officer (RSO) monitoring



the Global Hawk. Since that time, the RT/PFP has been deployed to all three Range mission control
facilities, two mobile control rooms, and the AFFTC modeling and simulation facility.

ADAPS REAL-TIME SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The RT/PFP has three major components, a L-3 Communications O/S90 telemetry processor, a
Computer Science Corporation Universal Memory Network (UMN), and a set of SGI Indigo2 and SGI
Origin 200 workstations. RT/PFP also provides engineering units (EU) data to the IADS. The IADS has
three major components, a Dell compute data server, an ATM network using switches by Fore Systems,
and a set of Dell workstations. Supporting the two ADAPS real-time systems is the Joint Test Data
Management System (JTDMS). The JTDMS functions as the telemetry attributes management system for
ADAPS.

ADAPS REAL-TIME SYSTEM HIGH LEVEL DIAGRAM

THE RT/PFP IOC1 SYSTEM

The Initial Operating Configuration 1 (IOC1) configuration was the first RT/PFP telemetry processor
configuration delivered to the customer in 1995. Two EMR 8715 enclosures with an interconnect make
up the IOC1 configuration. Each enclosure contains system modules including pulse code modulation
(PCM) bit and frame synchronizers, floating-point processors, single-board computers, and interfaces to
external processors. Data transfer between system modules occurs on two data buses. The priority
command data (PCD) bus is the primary path for transferring telemetry data between system modules.
The second bus is a Versa Module Eurocard (VME) bus used to distribute setup and status information.
A single board computer is used to perform system control, monitoring, and diagnostic functions. Five
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PCM inputs are provided in the IOC1 configuration. Each PCM input uses an internal bit synchronizer
and a PCM decommutator in combination. In this configuration, a sixth decommutator is dedicated to
supporting PCM asynchronous sub-frames. Time alignment with other test data sources is achieved with
an external time code translator. The time code translator provides time code to a system utility module
(SUM). The SUM also handles communications occurring between the VME and PCD busses. A second
SUM is used to generate calibration patterns for strip-chart recorder calibration.  Five Distributed
Processing Unit (DPU) floating-point processors are used in the IOC1 configuration to perform EU data
conversion.

PHOTO OF ADAPS IOC 1 CONFIGURATION

The parallel output module (POM) is used to transfer data to the control room strip-chart recorders. The
POM is also used to transfer data words containing pilot audio to a Continuously Variable Slope Delta-
modulation (CVSD) voice decoder. Data can be recorded to hard disk on the O/S90 system using a disk
output module (DOM). The IADS is sent data through the IADS output module (IOM). The IOM unit is
identical to the DOM with the addition of a Fast Ethernet network interface card. Data are transferred to
the UMN shared memory network by two data bridge modules (DBM), each with a UMN network
interface card. An Ethernet output module (EOM) is also retained in the IOC1 configuration.  The EOM
is normally used to support data transfer to display workstations using an Ethernet network in the typical
O/S90 implementation.

IOC1 also fielded the first enhancements made to the O/S90 software by the RT/PFP development team.
These enhancements included dynamic update, new DPU algorithms, and performance tuning of existing
DPU algorithms. Dynamic update allows the nearly instantaneous modification of many parameter and
system attributes during a test mission. Previously these attributes could only be modified prior to the
start of the test mission. New DPU algorithms were also developed that increased processing throughput,
supported new features, and transferred data to the UMN network.

The IOC1 configuration of the RT/PFP telemetry processor was used to support the F-22 flight test
program throughout 1997 and 1998. In the fall of 1998, F-22 aircraft #1 was modified to effectively
double the amount of telemetry that would be sent to the ground. While the test aircraft was undergoing



modification, the RT/PFP development team was tasked to develop an upgrade package (the IOC2
telemetry processor configuration) to support this change.

IOC1 CONFIGURATION ADAPS O/S90 COMPONENT LAYOUT

THE RT/PFP IOC2 SYSTEM

The main goal of the IOC2 effort was to keep the O/S90 system operating in the middle of its
performance range rather then at the high end of its performance range while supporting the new F-22
instrumentation configuration. The first problem to be encountered was the number of PCM inputs
available on the system. When the RT/PFP was in development, it was determined that the D20
decommutator used in the O/S90 was not capable of processing the entire F-22 format due to memory
limitations. At that time, a workaround was implemented with the Joint Test Data Management System
(JTDMS). The JTDMS is used manage telemetry attributes and is used to generate the setup files for
RT/PFP. As JTDMS generated the O/S90 setup file, it divided the F-22 PCM format across three D20s.
After a test run using JTDMS, it was determined that all five existing PCM inputs would be required to
support the new F-22 instrumentation configuration. As a result, the capability to process a sixth PCM
stream was added to the O/S90. A PCM bit synchronizer was added and used with the existing sixth
PCM decommutator previously dedicated to processing PCM asynchronous sub-frames in the IOC1
configuration. In this new configuration, the sixth PCM decommutator can be software selected to
function as a PCM frame synchronizer or as a PCM asynchronous sub-frame synchronizer.
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EU processing throughput was increased substantially in the IOC2 configuration by upgrading the DPU
to a higher clock rate version and increasing the number from 5 to 8. The existing chassis interconnect
assembly (CIA) used to interconnect the primary and secondary EMR 8715 enclosures did not support
the complete range of O/S90 modules including the DPU. The existing CIA was replaced with a newer
CIA-II model provided by L3 Communications.

After increasing EU throughput on the O/S90, we began having problems getting this data to the RT/PFP
shared memory network, the UMN. While the UMN network could support rates up to 40 MB/sec, the
data bridge module (DBM) interface card used to interface the UMN network interface card to the O/S90
supported less than 4 MB/sec. An additional interface card set was added to the O/S90. With 3 interface
cards, a transfer rate of nearly 12 MB/sec could be sustained, but the interfaces were operating at nearly
the throughput limit. This modification did improve the situation well enough to deploy the IOC2
configuration for F-22 support, but a study was conducted to develop a long-term solution to this
problem. The result of this study was to replace the existing O/S90 UMN interface with a single bus
interconnect card. This new Fast Data Transfer (FDT) card would interconnect the O/S90 PCD bus with
the UMN SMI-32 bus.

IOC2 ADAPS TELEMETRY PROCESSOR CONFIGURATION

THE RT/PFP IOC3 SYSTEM

The current IOC3 configuration of the RT/PFP telemetry processor was completed in April 2000. The
FDT card development was completed in 1999. As described above, this card replaced the existing O/S90
UMN interface. The data transfer rate between the telemetry processor and the UMN increased from 12
MB/sec to 40 MB/sec. The space vacated in the primary enclosure by the UMN interface cards was filled
with DPUs relocated from the expansion enclosure. The EOM single board computer was also eliminated
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in IOC3. This function now exists on the DOM single board computer to maintain compatibility with
other O/S90 software.

Another major improvement incorporated into the IOC3 configuration was the ability for the O/S90 to
perform software decommutation. This capability is used to process PCM asynchronous data merge sub-
frames utilized by an air-to-ground weapon. RT/PFP has been continually improved so that it has the
ability to support the telemetry from a broad selection of the air-to-air and air-to-ground ordnance used
by the Air Force today. This gives the RT/PFP the ability to display telemetry from the test aircraft and all
of the weapons carried onboard.

IOC3 ADAPS TELEMETRY PROCESSOR CONFIGURATION

THE RT/PFP IOC4 SYSTEM

The IOC4 configuration of the RT/PFP telemetry processor will be completed in 2001. Most of the PCM
input hardware will be eliminated in this upgrade. In recent years, bit synchronizers in the O/S90 have
become redundant. Bit synchronizers exist at several points between the telemetry antenna and the
telemetry processor. The current 4020 bit synchronizers have been a continuing maintenance problem, as
the analog section on the board requires frequent alignment. One bit synchronizer will be retained in the
O/S90 as a PCM simulator.

The D20 decommutator will be replaced with a new multi-stream decommutator board. This single unit
will replace the six D20s in the IOC3 configuration. After the removal of all this hardware from the
O/S90, the expansion enclosure and the chassis interconnect assembly are no longer required. The chassis
interconnect assembly has also been a continuing maintenance problem. When IOC4 is completed, the
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three low reliability O/S90 components will have been replaced (bit synchronizers, the old UMN
interfaces, and the chassis interconnect). The current goal of ADAPS is to improve reliability from the
O/S90 so that it does not have to be pooled with other systems in a separate data processing room at
each mission control facility. A single chassis makes it easier for the customer to relocate the telemetry
processor into a mission control room and decrease the labor costs associated with real-time operations.

IOC4 ADAPS TELEMETRY PROCESSOR CONFIGURATION

THE RT/PFP IOC5 SYSTEM

The IOC5 configuration of the RT/PFP telemetry processor will be completed in 2002. This upgrade will
focus on support for a new data distribution network. We expect a new network interface card similar to
the FDT will be required to support this new data distribution network. IOC5 could be the final upgrade
to the ADAPS O/S90 systems. The IOC5 system provides the RT/PFP development team a proven stable
telemetry processor to integrate with the new data distribution network. This is a lower risk method
versus integrating a new data distribution network with a new telemetry processor.

POST O/S90 TELEMETRY PROCESSING SYSTEM

The telemetry processor deployed after the O/S90 will still need to process multiple streams of PCM data
from existing test aircraft, air-to-air weapons, and air-to-ground weapons. A packet telemetry processing
capability may also be needed in this future system. These capabilities could be coupled to smart
instrumentation where the ground station “requests” the parameters needed for real-time display and
analysis on the ground.

The future AFFTC telemetry processing system could start with a multi-processor single board computer
with multiple 64-bit buses in a compact PCI type enclosure. This single board computer could utilize a
real-time version of the Linux operating system. A compact PCI version of the IOC4 multi-stream
decommutator could be used for PCM input. EU conversion could occur on the single board computer or
on a separate card with multiple Digital Signal Processors. A compact PCI card version of the existing
ADAPS optical data interface would link the telemetry processor to the strip-chart recorders in the
control room. Compact PCI time code translators, network interface cards, and SCSI raid controllers for
disk recording are all currently available.
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CONCLUSION

Telemetry processing throughput at AFFTC has increased by an order of magnitude in the last 10 years
and will do so again in the next 5 years. Telemetry data rates and the volume of parameters transmitted
have both increased (this is good). The more data available combined with the processing power to do
something with it, opens up opportunities through increased display sophistication and automated
analysis to dramatically increase the effectiveness of the mission control room in flight testing. Local data
recording eliminates the need to perform quick look data processing when a control room is utilized. As
illustrated by this paper, telemetry processing developments like most software intensive systems are
continuing efforts, evolving as the customer’s requirements evolve.
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FROM THE STRIP-CHART RECORDER TO THE
TELEMETRY RECORDER-WORKSTATION

David N. Kortick
Product Manager
Astro-Med, Inc.

Test & Measurement Systems
West Warwick, RI  USA

ABSTRACT

The strip-chart recorder has evolved from a simple pen-writing instrument to an instrumentation
platform. Today's Telemetry Recording Workstations not only provide a permanent hard copy of
telemetry data, but also offer high resolution videographic displays with real-time point-of-writing
representation, the ability to efficiently store data digitally, and customizable user interfaces.  Host
control and digital data transfer can be achieved using Ethernet networks, making the instrument an
integral part of a telemetry system.  The Telemetry Recording Workstation is a fundamental instrument
for any telemetry application or installation, due to its abilities to display, print and store real-time data.

KEYWORDS

Data display, data recording, strip-chart, videographic

INTRODUCTION

The strip chart recorder has been an important part of telemetry systems for many decades.  Its unique
ability to graphically represent real-time data has continued to be useful for a variety of applications.
These recorders are used in many applications including flight testing, rocket and missile launch
monitoring, and satellite testing.  Recording technologies have changed and improved over the years and
have included the pen-based galvanometer, lightbeam oscillographs, electrostatic array and thermal
array recorders.  The telemetry recorder has evolved into a recorder-workstation and has become an
instrument that not only graphically displays data, but also allows the user to work with that data in an
interactive environment.



THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES AND CAPABILITIES

The latest generation of telemetry recording systems greatly expand upon the thermal array chart
recorder platform.  This platform succeeded the galvanometer-based pen recorders as well as
electrostatic recorders since it offered a number of advantages.  Thermal array recorders offered high
resolution (300 dpi) printing, high frequency response, flexible chart formats, and alphanumeric
annotation.  Full host control was a major advancement for thermal array recorders, finally closing the
loop between telemetry system and recording system. Thermal array recorders were also designed as
platform instruments, which meant that options could be added as new technologies became available.
The thermal array recorder became much more than a basic recorder and evolved into a recording
system.

The latest evolution of these instruments not only perform the traditional strip chart functions, but offer
the engineer a complete data collection and review workstation.  These systems offer complete
customization of the data viewing and printing and also allow the user to define the control interface.
The network connectivity of the telemetry recorder make it an integrated component of the telemetry
installation.

The most recent designs of telemetry recorder-workstations offer inputs for analog or digital data.  This
ensures compatibility with the latest telemetry installations, as well as legacy systems.  These advanced
designs also employ a modular architecture, proven to be a success with the previous generation of
recorders, which allows the system to be expanded in the future.

INTERACTIVE TOUCH PANEL DISPLAYS

One of the major advancements in the latest generation telemetry recorder is a large real-time display
which shows the signals in a waterfall format.  While waveform displays have been available on
telemetry recorders for a number of years, they were limited by size and resolution and only allowed the
user to make approximate measurements.  The latest displays are 18-inch backlit color LCD's with
1280x1024 resolution.  This type of display offers the significant advantage of allowing the user to see a
large amount of data on the screen.  The use of color allows for instant waveform identification and adds
the ability for the signal to change color based on a preset alarm limit.  The increased resolution also
allows for graphical templates indicating grid values and annotation, similar to the paper-based
templates that flight test engineers have used with pen-based recorders for many years (figure 1).  In
addition, split-screen displays and multiple real-time XY plots can be viewed on the screen, without
compromising the viewing of real-time data.



Figure 1: Real-time pen tip display with
    annotation and chart template

These displays also offer the important benefit of a real-time pen emulation.  In many applications such
as flutter and flight safety testing, the ability to see the pens move is paramount.  Important test and
safety decisions are constantly being made based on these pen movements.  Historically, the users for
these applications were unsatisfied with the thermal array printing technology due to the time delay for
real-time signal printing at very slow chart speeds.  For the first time, these high-resolution displays
allow a realistic simulation of an analog pen movement (figure 1) which eliminates these delays.  In
addition, a pen-sound simulation can be found in some of the latest recorder designs.  The visual and
audible feedback from the pen movement create a realistic equivalent to a pen-based analog strip chart
recorder.

Touch-panel interfaces are also used on the more advanced telemetry recorders.  This type of interface
replaces the hardware knobs and buttons that have historically been the controls for telemetry recorders.
A well designed touch-panel interface, with a quick response and intuitive layout, offers benefits for
both new and experienced users.  Some of the recorder designs allows users to create macros, which can
perform a number of repetitive functions quickly.  The latest recorder designs allow users to create the
entire front panel, creating a customized control panel (figure 2).

The customized control panel gives the user complete flexibility over which controls are on the front
panel.  For example, a user with a simple application may need a few chart speed buttons and a
recording start/stop button.  A more advanced exercise may need to instantly access controls for signal
adjustments, triggering, data capture and historical data review.  These control panels can also be
password protected for security purposes, preventing unauthorized modifications to an existing custom
setup. Another important benefit of this customization is that a telemetry installation that is utilized for a
number of different programs can keep a library of these customized control panels.  These could be
based on the type of aircraft or weapon being tested, or the personal preferences of the users.



Figure 2.  A custom control panel allows users to define their front-panel interface.

For the first time, the telemetry recording system offers an interactive  environment for the user.  During
a flight test, an engineer watching a strip-chart will often write on the chart when a planned maneuver is
performed, or if something unexpected happens.  With a touch-panel interface, the engineer can simply
touch the display at a specific point and add annotation to the data.  This can be in the form of pre-
defined phrases or free-form text.  A mark is placed at that point in time and the annotation is saved and
printed with the waveform data.  Touch-panel interfaces also allow for on-screen cursor measurements
that can be activated by touching a specific data point.  A large touch-panel is well suited for
measurements such as timing, amplitude and frequency.

A touch-panel interface also has the advantage of an environment that has the "touch and feel" of paper.
A flight engineer could use a split-screen mode, for example, that allows for viewing of historical data
without interrupting real-time recording.  The portion of the screen with the historical data can be
reviewed by touching and dragging, analogous to flipping through sheets of paper.  The designs of these
touch-panel interfaces are such that the engineer who may be familiar with using pen-based recorders
will quickly become proficient with the new technologies.

NETWORKED HOST CONTROL AND FILE TRANSFER

An increasingly important characteristic of telemetry recorders is their ability to communicate with other
telemetry systems and sub-systems.  The three main requirements for communications with telemetry
recorders are:

1. Configuration and data file transfers to/from the instrument
2. Real-time command and control of the instrument (host control)
3. Real-time digital data interface to the instrument

The latest telemetry recorders utilize Ethernet (100BaseT or 10BaseT) for this communication.  This
interface offers a number of advantages such as high bandwidth, standard protocols, and inexpensive
implementation.  In addition to communication from a host system to a telemetry recorder, Ethernet also
allows communication between telemetry recorders.  The Ethernet interface can be used for a number of
different functions.  Figure 3 illustrates a block diagram of a host interface for telemetry recorders.



Figure 3. Block diagram of Ethernet and other host interfaces

One of the uses of Ethernet is for transferring recorder configurations to and from a host workstation.
Using the TCP/IP and FTP protocols, setup files can be quickly transferred to the telemetry recorder
prior to a mission.  This eliminates the costly set-up time associated with previous generations of
recorders.  Using this method, a telemetry facility can store a library of configurations ready to use for
specific missions or user groups.

Another important use of Ethernet is for command and control of the telemetry recorder.  Telemetry
recorders have traditionally utilized RS232 or IEEE-488 for host control. Host control commands
available for telemetry recorders include recording start/stop, change chart speeds, edit annotation
buffers and analog settings modifications as well as queries for alarm limit status and system status.
While the latest designs also offer these interfaces, as seen in figure 3, Ethernet is a more universal and
cost-effective interface to implement.
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Ethernet can also be used to send digitized data to the telemetry workstation. The traditional approach to
sending digitized waveforms is to have the recorder look like a DAC where the host streams data points
for each channel in real-time or close to real-time.  Data rates and resultant loads on both host and
recorder can be high.  This method becomes risky when non-deterministic networks are used because of
the problem of time synchronization.

An alternative method is to send line segments based on the minimum and maximum waveform values
for a delta T.  The value of delta T depends on chart speed.  Raw signal sample rates are set by the host
to maintain required bandwidth.  The impact of transmission delays is minimal because the line
segments are built in the host using a fixed time period that the telemetry recorder also uses to control
the rate of printing and display.  The data set containing the line segments can include time marks, an
IRIG time stamp and grid information that provide the host with expanded control over the chart.

The segment approach eliminates the need for special hardware by using the telemetry recorder
operating system to handle the incoming data.  Optimum performance at higher speeds is obtained by
having the host transmit segment data in blocks that are separated by at least 50 milliseconds.  This limit
implies that at chart speeds above a few millimeters per second, the host should send multiple segments
in each block.

The network connectivity of the latest generation of telemetry recorders offers greatly capabilities for
configuration, host control and data transfer.  The interface also lends itself well to other possibilities.
One of the concepts currently being explored is a host control mechanism that can be accessed via a
standard web browser. When using Ethernet for host control, a thin server and web menu structure can
be implemented.  Any host computer that can establish a network or modem connection and is running a
standard web browser can access the  thin server.  The host control server software could detect the host
browser level and adjust the menus accordingly.

DIGITAL DATA STORAGE

Engineers are increasingly using strip-chart hardcopy output only when necessary and prefer to store
data in a digital format more suited for analysis.  The latest telemetry recorders have been designed for
this requirement with the ability to store large amounts of data to hard drives or other magnetic media.
The latest telemetry recorder designs utilize storage media that enables the user to save data independent
of paper recording, while at the same time giving them the opportunity to play back data to paper later.

Multi-gigabyte SCSI hard drives are typically used in telemetry recorders for data storage.  Some
designs utilize a Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) architecture to provide more storage
capacity.  While the capacity of hard drives gets larger as costs come down, many engineers are also
looking for ways to reduce this large volume of data while preserving its fidelity.  One solution can be
taken from the advances in paper recording.

Paper is a good medium for data storage for lower frequency signals because of the high volume of data
that can be included in a chart output.  Traditionally, if the engineer needed more data resolution in the
time axis, the paper speed would be increased.  Due to the mechanical limitations of pen recorders, there



was signal attenuation at frequencies greater than 60 Hz.  Thermal array recorders solved this problem
by using min/max algorithms which offer the ability to print higher frequency signals regardless of the
chart speed.

The most recent data storage technique utilizes a similar min/max algorithm to store line segments a
hard drive. This data is stored exactly as it would appear on a chart and at a rate to match the equivalent
chart speed.  The resultant record acts as a Virtual Chart and allows a user to run a test with or without
real-time paper output and still create hard copy after the test. The chart output is identical to a chart
created in real-time, showing any changes to signal conditioner settings, annotation, or chart speed.

A key benefit of this technique is an efficient use of storage space.  For example, a standard pack of z-
fold chart paper is approximately 120,000 mm or 1,440,000 line segments at a print resolution of 12 dots
per millimeter.  A single chart segment (equivalent to 1 print line) requires 192 Bytes.  This means that
the Virtual Chart equivalent of a pack of paper requires 276 MB of disk space, which includes IRIG
timing and grid synchronization.  As another example, running a Virtual Chart for 5 hours at 100 mm/s
only requires approximately 4 billion bytes.  This data, since it is digital, can be used for post-mission
review and analysis as well.

CONCLUSION

The telemetry recorder-workstation is an important tool for the telemetry community.  These
sophisticated instruments offer strip-chart recording, data displays, and data acquisition capabilities.
The significant advances made by the latest generation of these instruments make them even more
useful since the users have unprecedented control over how their data is viewed, printed and analyzed.
As a direct result of the needs of telemetry engineers, today's telemetry recorder-workstation employs
some of the newest technologies available and utilizes an architecture designed for the additional future
requirements.



DIGITAL DATA RECORDING:  NEW WAYS IN DATA
PROCESSING
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ABSTRACT

With the introduction of digital data recorders new ways of data processing have been developed. The
three most important improvements are discussed in this paper:

A) By processing PCM Data from a digital recorder by using the SCSI-Interface our ground station has
developed software to detect the synchronization pattern of the PCM data and then perform software
frame decommutation. Many advantages will be found with this method.

B) New digital recorders already use the CCSDS Standard as the internal recording format. Once this
technique is implemented in our ground station’s software and becomes part of our software
engineering team’s general know-how, the switch to CCSDS telemetry in the future will require no
quantum leap in effort.

C) Digital recorders offer a very new application:  Writing data to a digital tape in the recorder’s own
format, allows the replay of data using the recorder’s interfaces; i.e. writing vibration data from the
host system to tape, using the analog format of the digital recorder, allows the analysis of the data
either in analog form, using the analog interface of the recorder, or in digital form.
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INTRODUCTION

With the introduction of digital data recorders in the world of flight test more then ten years ago a new
dimension of data capacity and transfer speed immediately became available to flight test engineers. But
as these tape devices were not developed for flight test purposes only, a wide range of commercial
applications made these devices extremely successful on the market: Video storage, standard data
backup, long range data storage, etc.



The general philosophy of a digital recorder is to sample data of a certain data source, store it into a
packet, give it a time stamp and then write this packet to the tape device.  Because the tape device is
essentially a simple porter, transferring the data from the onboard data systems to the ground station’s
data processing devices, it became necessary to create intelligent interfaces to both the onboard
recording system and to the ground station’s replay system, to make them compatible with more
traditional tape devices. With these interfaces all the data-streams commonly used in flight test (PCM,
MIL 1553, ARINC 429/629,analog data,....) may be recorded. This had the pleasant consequence that no
changes were necessary in both onboard recording techniques and data processing techniques at our
ground station, as the same techniques used in processing traditional tape devices were still valid.
Furthermore, at the dawning of this new technology the computer systems were still very expensive and
of low performance (as compared with today’s computer price/power ratio) and only specially dedicated
hardware was able to process the high data rates of the digital tape recorders. Because of these reasons,
there was no urgent need to develop techniques to process the data directly from the digital tape.

In the succeeding years the environment has changed significantly:

• Digital recording systems have increased their share of the market, and simultaneously increased
both storage capacities and transfer speeds while their price has decreased.

• At the same time demands on our ground station were increased. As the requirement of flexible
response to varying rates of flying was imposed, it became difficult to process all the recorded data
with an economical amount of time and manpower.

• In an era of industrial austerity, the ground station’s budget was incrementally reduced over the
years, and it became impossible to master the deluge of data simply by buying additional hardware.

• Perhaps most dramatically, the computing power of general-use computers in the terms I/O
performance, through-put and their processing capacity has been grown so rapidly, that any
limitation in processing flight test data with standard computer systems is no longer to be
anticipated.

Considering the background of the situation as described above, new ways of data processing have been
developed at the Flight Test Ground Station of  DASA, Manching. To understand our approach,  it
should be mentioned that the DASA Ground Station is required to handle at most three different types of
data:

1) PCM Data (IRIG 106 Standard, up to level 2 and non-standard PCM data)
2) Mil 1553 data ( recorded with the IRIG 106, Chapter 8 format)
3) Analog Data (high frequency data such as voice and vibrations)

Additionally, we should stress that we have a more then ten year’s experience with various UNIX based
systems and only weak experience with Windows-based software.

A third important point is our data processing philosophy: We try to process our data in a very straight
forward fashion: From the start of data processing, to the last quality and confidence checks at the end of
the process, the operator will not be required to change the graphical interface, the storage medium or



even the computer system. To make data from the tape or from the telemetry stream available to our
users, our operators must only perform the following tasks: Insert the tape (in case of tape data
processing), select the source and the target device, specify the description format and then start the job.
No additional manual operation should be necessary.

Three very different ideas to the new technologies, their benefits and their disadvantages, from our point
of view, will be discussed in this paper.

Topic 1)  Processing PCM Data from a Digital Recorder by using the Standard-SCSI-Interface.

As mentioned above, a digital data recorder typically offers the possibility to read the recorded data
directly from the tape using the SCSI interface. This is because that the new generation of digital data
recorders are COTS tape drives, packed into a ruggedized chassis with an intelligent data management
system; generally if no SCSI interface is offered by the recorder's vendor, a converter from this specific
interface to SCSI  will be commercially available. The data management system within the recorder
writes the data from the different sources in well defined packets to the tape. The idea to directly process
the data from the SCSI interface is seductively simple: Decode the data of  the different sources from the
tape and interpret it. Some of the recorder manufacturers already offering decoding software, but for our
use, the vendor software was unsatisfactory. When using a manufacturer’s decoding software, we
typically encountered the following problems:

1. The software was Windows based in the most cases.

2. The data retrieved by most vendor software typically dumps the packages from the different sources
in internal format to disk, ignoring the logical format of the data. In some cases the packets were
filled with additional zero-bits, making it more difficult to interpret.

3. The interpretation of the extracted raw data into engineering units, which is the main task of data
processing, still wasn’t done.

Because of these reasons we developed software (we call it the SCSI-Data Processing SDP) with the
functions as described below in our (SGI-) UNIX environment:

• Decode the packets.

• Decommutate the particular format (PCM frames, MILBUS 1553 Messages, analog records)

• Calibrate the data.

• Perform some quality checks.

• Archive the data.



Although this appears to be very simple,  many problems had to be solved in the development phase.
There were problems with our  various computer systems, which did not accept the onboard tape device.
We encountered  problems in detecting and handling the synchronization pattern of a PCM datastream.
Last but not least we had (and maybe we still have) to struggle with the different errors which may have
come from the tape. But reading directly from the digital interface of the tape by SDP we identified
many advantages:

• Cost reduction: Typically a digital flight recorder is based on a commercial tape device like DAT,
DLT, or AIT. To process the data from a digital flight recorder via the digital interface, only this
standard tape device has to be purchased. This reduction in the costs to our ground station was often
more than 90%; another advantage of the commercial device is, that the computer systems
sometimes do not recognize the digital flight recorder as a standard device, but there are few
problems with a commercial tape drive.

• Data processing now can be done with every general purpose computer instead of expensive ground
station equipment.

• Time reduction: Processing the data via the SCSI Interface reduces the processing time!

• Our software although allows parallel processing of the different data-streams on the digital tape.
This allows unattended over-night data processing.

• Manpower considerations:  Because the handling of the digital tape via software is much simpler
than classical data processing, training an operator on the software is done within a few days instead
of some month’s with the traditional method.

• Security improvements: Hardware errors become reduced, because the processing chain of ground
station equipment is dramatically reduced with the software method.

• Errors induced by the operators (like wrong cable patching) become nearly impossible.

We have identified one disadvantage of the use of SDP: Software, once written, is only valid for a
particular tape device or manufacturer. This problem will be treated in the next topic:

Topic 2)  CCSDS standard technologies used in digital recorders could guarantee a smooth
transition from conventional PCM –technologies to CCSCS technology

As pointed out in the first topic, onboard data processing wasn’t changed very much by the introduction
of  digital tape technology. One reason may be found in the long lasting military projects. When reading
the IRIG 106/2000/Appendix L I was very happy to find a first attempt of a basic concept of a tape
multiplexing standard for small format media (ARMOR);  but for the SDP method this document was
not very helpful, because it described the hardware configuration of the ARMOR and some information
about the data streams, but no standardization about the internal formats. An more appropriate document
in describing structures of multiplexed data streams was found in the IRIG 107-98 Standard, which



originated from CCSDS Blue Book 102. Although this book was written for telemetry applications
nevertheless it’s contents may be used (and is used by at some manufacturers) for data multiplexing on
tape. The disadvantage of IRIG 107-98 (from my point of view) is that it only defines the structure of
the internal frames and packets, carrying the data, but the contents of the packets is totally in the user’s
responsibility. A recommendation for storing PCM and Mil 15553 is given in IRIG 106. On the other
hand, this specification allows a smooth transfer from PCM to CCSDS technology: By learning to read
the CCSDS packets and frames, by learning how to rearrange the tape information to gather the original
datastream, confidence and experience to the CCSDS standard will grow at ground stations. After
CCSDS structures and processing software have been implemented in many telemetry ground stations,
the acceptance of CCSDS data coming from aircraft telemetry will be very high.

The first both topics of this paper may suggest, that hardware interfaces to the digital recorders at the
ground stations may be obsolete in the future. The next topic will exemplify an application, which
demonstrates the need for hardware interfaces to digital recorders.

Topic 3)  Using digital recorder formats as a standard for data exchange

With the change from the old analog tape technology to the new digital recorders a problem arose: The
traditional method of writing high frequency data to an FM-track of the tape wasn’t possible any more.
To solve this problem only two methods were available:

• Either using an analog interface (A/D Converter) of the onboard recorder to write the data to the
digital tape. Or:

• Sample the data within an high speed PCM.

Both ways solve the problem of storing the data. At the ground station, the first method provides you
with analog data (using the D/A Converter of the replay unit), whereas the second method provides you
with high frequency digital data in a format defined by yourself. Nobody expected any problems in
dealing with either method of storing the high frequency data. But surprisingly, in one particular case we
had the following problem: We recorded the high frequency data in a high speed PCM with a digital
recorder, which had no analog interface. This wouldn’t have caused any problems, if the engineers
analyzing the data could have worked with data in digital format; but we were required by contractual
obligation to provide our customer with FM-data. So we made an D/A-conversion of the PCM Data on a
FM-Tape. After the data was output to a strip chart writer everything seemed okay. But after some
analysis steps in the frequency range we received strange results. This was because the PCM-replay unit
of this recorder returned the PCM-signal not in continuous mode, but in burst mode,  resulting in a small
jitter in the clock signal. To overcome this problem, we “invented” an interestingly unique method: We
first wrote the high-speed PCM to disk in a known format. In a second step another program wrote the
data to a tape, which could be read by another type of digital recorder. The format in which this program
wrote the data to tape, was  exactly the recorder-internal analog format.  Now we were able to replay the
high speed data in analog format, using the D/A converter output card of the recorder. With the use of
this admittedly circuitous method, the letter of the contract could be fulfilled and our customer was
happy.



Another customer, who preferred the data in digital format, used the SCSI interface of the recorder an
decoded the analog packets to create the format that he needed for his FFT-Analysis. With this method
we found a way to provide both customers with either analog data (by replaying it with the specific data
recorders interface) or digital data (by providing the user with the software to read the data directly from
the tape). So we only have to produce one kind of tape to satisfy both groups of users which makes life
and work much easier for our operations team.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the possibilities of the new digital recorders may not be used on the onboard recording side by
historical or economical reasons, new data processing techniques could be used today in ground stations
improving processing speed,  processing efficiency,  processing security and processing costs
dramatically. In the future, when the onboard data systems are able to compress the data  (i.e. by
transmitting data as tag and data only on change and using additional compression algorithms) the
digital recorders will be able to save much of bandwidth by using the CCSDS or related internal frame
formats. A common frame standard for multiplexed data frames and packets accepted by all recorder
manufacturers would be very helpful to the customers. IRIG 107-98 is already defining a format of the
multiplexed data frames and could be an example of this standard. To bring more efficiency into the
recording technology a recommendation for writing analog data or tagged data formats into these frames
would be helpful.
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ABSTRACT

On reviewing current PCM on-board data acquisition systems design is not very uncommon to find lots
of useful signals being generated together with the PCM stream, such as bit clocks, word clocks, minor
and major frame pulses.  The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a conceptual design of a digital
recording device that takes advantage of these signals to collect data directly into a computer compatible
disk file.  Such device can eliminate the need of further PCM signal processing after the test and speed up
the conversion process of pure digital sampling values into floating point numbers.
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INTRODUCTION

The process of collecting data on-board of a test aircraft normally involves the installation of numerous
analog and digital input devices, a data acquisition system and a recording device.  The most popular
design of a test data acquisition system is the one that produces a PCM encoded serial signal.
Consequently, a very common design of test data recording device is one that takes a PCM signal input
and stores it on a magnetic tape media.

To reconstruct original samples encoded in the PCM stream the signal restored from tape needs to be
synchronized and decommutated, that is, the serialization process done by the on-board data acquisition
system needs to be "undone" before each raw digital sample value is mathematically processed into a
floating point number.



Current on-board data acquisition systems generate lots of useful signals, such as bit and word clocks,
minor and major frame pulses, together with the PCM stream.  The usual PCM signal acquisition devices
-- Bit Synchronizers and Decommutators -- produce the same type of signals as result of the
synchronization and decommutation process.

These additional signals are in general sufficient for driving the acquisition of a complete majorframe on a
digital logic circuitry.  Once it can be acquired and stored in some kind of volatile memory, a computer
interface can provide access to majorframe data over an I/O bus for further manipulation.  In a computer,
majorframe data can be sequentially transferred and recorded into a hard-disk file

Conceptually, such a setup can eliminate the need of magnetic tape recorders, bit synchronizers and
decommutators for getting PCM data into a computer environment.

Data stored in a computer hard-disk file has many advantages over data stored on magnetic tape media:
a) it can be accessed simultaneously by multiple computer programs executing locally or remotely over a
network; b) it can be accessed randomly; c) manipulation through a computer program is extremely fast;
d) it can be easily transferred to a more permanent optical media such as CD-R or DVD-R, and survive
very long storage periods.

The next paragraphs will describe a conceptual device that interfaces directly to a hypothetical PCM on-
board data acquisition system and records PCM data words directly into a computer disk file.

HARDWARE COMPONENTS

The device called here simply Digital Recorder has three main hardware modules: a Signal Conditioner
Module, a Word Sequencer Module and a Main Computer Module.

These three main components connect to each other and to a particular PCM Data Acquisition System as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Digital Recorder Hardware Modules



Signal Conditioner Module

The Signal Conditioner Module (SCM) interfaces directly to a particular PCM data acquisition system
converting its available output signals – serial data and clock, word clock, frame strobes, end-of-cycle
pulses, etc – into four “standard” output signals:  a Bit Clock, a First-Bit Strobe, a Minorframe Strobe
and a Majorframe Strobe.  In addition, 16 lines of parallel data are produced as part of the input signal
processing.  The timing diagram for these output signals is shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2 - Timing Diagram for Signal Conditioner Module Output

The Bit Clock is repeated from the original clock signal.  The First-Bit Strobe is true for a complete clock
cycle (or 2 data bits) starting at the first bit of each PCM word.  The Minorframe Strobe is true for the
length of a PCM word starting at the beginning of each minorframe.  The Majorframe Strobe is true for
the length of a minorframe starting at the beginning of each majorframe.  The 16 lines of parallel data are
available right after each First-Bit Strobe until the next one.

A sample conversion scenario is shown in Figure 3 for a PCM Data Acquisition System that provides a
frame synchronization pulse with the length of one data bit with the first bit of the first word for every
minorframe, and an end-of-cycle strobe with the length of one word at the end of each majorframe.

Figure 3 - Sample signal conversion by the Signal Conditioner Module



The purpose of having a SCM is to provide a unique signal interface to the Word Sequencer Module.
Typically, each different PCM Data Acquisition System requires a matching SCM.

Word Sequencer Module

The Word Sequencer Module (WSM) interfaces to the SCM through a number of data and clock signals.

Using the First-Bit, Minorframe and Majorframe Strobes the WSM updates three internal registers:
Bits/Word, Words/Frame and Frames/Majorframe.  The Bits/Word stores the result of counting clock
cycles between two consecutive First-Bit Strobes: it must equal the word length in bits of the acquired
PCM signal.  Similarly, the Words/Frame stores the result of  counting First-Bit Strobes between two
consecutive Minorframe Strobes -- it must equal the number of words in a minorframe -- and the
Frames/Majorframe stores the result of counting Minorframe Strobes between two consecutive
Majorframe Strobes -- it must equal the number of minorframes in a majorframe.  The WSM uses internal
control logic to calculate memory addresses for each data word posted in the 16 data lines coming from
the SCM.  Each word is stored sequentially in a dual-ported memory right after the First-Bit Strobe.  The
memory is split in two pages and each page is made available after a majorframe acquisition cycle
signaled by the Majorframe Strobe.

Two other internal registers provide status and control over the WSM.  The Control Register and the
Status Register contents are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Word Sequencer Module Control and Status Registers

In the Status Register, the Interrupt Pending bit is set after each majorframe acquisition cycle and cleared
by reading the Control Register.  If the Interrupt Enable Bit is set in the Control Register, a hardware
interrupt is generated.  Three other bits, Word Lock, Minorframe Lock and Majorframe Lock reflect the
state of the incoming signals generated by the Signal Conditioner Module, mimicking those produced by
a standard PCM Decommutator.  The Page Number bit signals what page is available for reading.



In the Control Register, the Interrupt Enable Bit is set to cause hardware interrupts after each majorframe
acquisition cycle.  The Reset Bit is used to bring the WSM to a known initial state.  Two sets of three
registers allow for field programming integrated circuits in the module.

A Clock Rate Register stores the result of counting Bit Clock ticks within 1-second time intervals.  This
equals the bit rate of the incoming PCM signal.

The WSM also produces a "freeze pulse" at the beginning of each Majorframe Strobe.  This can be used
for reading from an external IRIG Timing Module, if time-tagging each acquired majorframe is desired.

Figure 5 shows a functional block diagram for the Word Sequencer Module.

Figure 5 - Word Sequencer Module block diagram



Main Computer Module

The Main Computer Module (MCM) controls the acquisition process by reading and writing Word
Sequencer Module internal registers.

It starts the operation by resetting WSM and reading the Majorframe Lock bit in the Status Register to
verify its state.  During this initial phase it is necessary to know the number of PCM words in a
majoframe for dimensioning internal data structures used for recording data to a disk file.  This can be
calculated by reading and multiplying the values in Words/Frame and Frames/Majorframe registers.  Once
this is done, the Interrupt Enable bit can be set to start the acquisition process.

The Control Program loaded in the Main Computer memory reacts to each hardware interrupt, copies the
contents of the available WSM memory page to its internal data structures and once after a specified
number of interrupts writes them to a disk file.

User control over the acquisition and recording process is exercised through a function keyboard and a
small LCD display.  It is also possible to remotely control the unit by sending commands to the MCM
serial communication port.  The Control Program polls the serial port expecting reserved “escape”
character sequences and executes commands as if they were entered through the keyboard.

The acquisition process ends when the Interrupt Enable bit is cleared.  The Control Program, no longer
interrupted by the WSM, finishes writing all remaining data to disk and closes the file.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

The Digital Recorder concept can be implemented in a compact form factor such as the one described by
the PC/104 Consortium [1].  PC/104 modules are 3.6 x 3.8 x 0.6 inches in size and can be “stacked” on
top of each other using a standard parallel connector, actually a 16-bit ISA bus.  Each PC/104 module
can be installed in a small metal frame, just big enough to hold the connectors needed for interfacing with
other external devices.

Of the hardware modules needed for the conceptual Digital Recorder, only two are particular to this
application: the Signal Conditioner and the Word Sequencer.  The Main Computer can be assembled
using available PC/104 CPU modules and accessories.  The integrated circuits needed for implementing
SCM and WSM functions can probably fit in one PC/104 module, so one would expect a very compact
design for the resulting device.

Figure 6 shows a block diagram of all the hardware components.  Figures 7 and 8 illustrate a possible
mechanical design using the PC/104 format.  The proposed unit has a power supply, a CPU card (the
MCM), a PCMCIA adapter card, an IRIG-Time decoder card, an application specific card (performing
SCM and WSM functions), a small LCD display and a function keyboard.



Figure 6 – Hardware components for the Digital Recorder



Figure 7 – Prospective mechanical design for the Digital Recorder



Figure 8 – Typical PC/104 board on metal frame

CONCLUSION

Today’s application specific integrated circuit technology leads to more and more software driven
components.  It is possible to change, add and extend functions of a PC card significantly by
reprogramming certain chips in the field, while single-board computers with the size of a wallet with
clocks with 233 Megahertz can host applications developed in desktop computer.  All this allows us to
dream of an unprecedented flexibility when it comes to bridge the gap between specialized hardware and
a desktop computer.

On-board PCM data acquisition systems are a breed of specialized hardware that has seldom found
replacement throughout the years.  Although there are glimpses of new technology being developed [2],
much of the basic characteristics have not changed significantly in 10 years.  Getting PCM data in a
Ground Station computer has always required specialized hardware as well, making the transcription of
an analog-to-digital conversion of an aircraft transducer output into a computer environment a very
expensive task.

While PCM is required (mostly) for telemetering measurement data collected for a test object to a
remotely located site, other alternatives are certainly possible for recording data in a computer installed
next to the acquisition hardware.  One of these is certainly a device such as described in this paper.

To have all the necessary transducer data available in an environment that is completely dominated by
software is in general what a test engineer wants.  A device that incorporates a minimum of specialized
hardware in an industry-standard computer platform is probably the shortest path between a digitized
aircraft transducer output and the engineer’s own desktop computer.
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ABSTRACT

Shock and vibration testing was performed on the Metrum-Datatape Inc. 32HE recorder to determine its
viability as an airborne instrumentation recorder. A secondary goal of the testing was to characterize the
recorder operational shock and vibration envelope. Both flight testing and laboratory environmental
testing of the recorder was performed to make these determinations. This paper addresses the laboratory
portion of the shock and vibration testing and addresses the test methodology and rationale, test set-up,
results, challenges, and lessons learned.
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INTRODUCTION

The Test Article Preparation (TAP) Competency, Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division
(NAWCAD), Patuxent River, MD provides vehicular instrumentation in support of Navy flight test. The
vehicular instrumentation system must be able to acquire data in all of the Navy aircraft during any of
the flight tests performed including Carrier Suitability Testing. This places stringent operational
requirements on all the components of the vehicular instrumentation system including the on-board
recorder. Historically ruggedized longitudinal recorders have been used as the on-board data storage
device. These recorders have worked well for many years however they are not able to record data rates
much over 1 megabit per second (Mbps). Digital recorders on the other hand are able to record much
higher data rates.



There are three high level requirements that should be met in order for any recorder to be considered as
a candidate for a vehicular data acquisition system to support Navy flight test. These three requirements
are:

• Employ a medium and data format that complies with IRIG standards to insure interoperability
across the T&E community

• Have a small form factor
• Record data while being subject to the harsh environmental stresses that occur during a flight

test such as during a catapult

The Metrum-Datatape Inc. 32HE recorder is an airborne digital data recorder manufactured to the IRIG
106 Telemetry Standards. IRIG 106 details the format requirements for a helical scan digital magnetic
tape recorder/reproducer which records data on a 1/2 inch S-VHS tape such that it is compatible with the
Very Large Data Store (VLDS) format.  The 32HE recorder also has a small form factor. Given these
two facts the 32HE met the first two criteria. Because of this it was a candidate for environmental testing
to determine if it met the third criteria. Specifically shock and vibration testing was performed to
determine its viability as an airborne instrumentation recorder for Navy flight test. A secondary goal of
the testing was to characterize the recorder operational shock and vibration envelope

TEST METHODOLOGY AND RATIONALE

The testing was designed to determine the shock and vibration operational envelope and characterize
failure modes. The specifications used are Navy aircraft instrumentation standard shock and vibration
specifications. The recorder was tested to these specifications, however additional testing was performed
to determine how far those specifications could be exceeded before a failure occurred.

For purposes of this test two types of failures were defined, hard and soft. A hard failure occurs if the
recorder stops recording data. A soft failure occurs if the recorded data quality is substantially degraded.
The test was designed to provide both an intuitive and quantifiable measure of data quality. The type of
errors typically encountered during flight tests are bursted and can usually be correlated with an event
that causes environmental stress on the recorder; such as high-G wind-up turn on a fighter aircraft. This
fact influenced the structure of the testing and failure criteria definition. For example, an accumulated
Bit Error Rate (BER) could be used for a 15-minute frequency sweep test but would not be applicable
for shock testing. Multiple runs were performed for each test. This was done to validate repeatability of
recorder performance and filter out media related errors from test induced errors.

TESTS TO BE PERFORMED:
Three classes of tests were performed: 1. Sine sweeps, 2. Shock, 3. Random vibration. Each type of test
was performed on each axis of the recorder. The baseline shock and vibration specifications used are
listed below in Table 1. Constant peak acceleration sine sweeps were also performed to characterize
recorder transfer characteristics prior to performing any of the tests. Testing in excess of the baseline
specifications was performed as required to characterize any failure modes and determine the
operational envelope.



NAME FREQUENCY RANGE
(Hz)

DESCRIPTION

5 - 14 200 mil constant double
amplitude

14 - 33 2 G constant acceleration
33 - 74 360 mil constant double

amplitude

SINE SWEEP

74 - 2000 10 G constant acceleration

SHOCK N/A 20 G peak half-sine, 9 mS

SHOCK N/A 20 G peak half-sine, 11 mS

10 – 171 .025 G2/Hz
300 – 1000 .076 G2/Hz

RANDOM VIBRATION

2000 .019 G2/Hz

       Table 1.  Shock and Vibration Baseline Test Specification

TEST SET-UP:
A block diagram of the test set-up is shown in Figure 1.  A Bit Error Rate Tester (BERT) was used to
generate a pseudo-random stream (PN-15) at 12 Mbps.  A Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) simulator
supplied a 12 Mbps data stream. The vibration table and the recorder were instrumented with
piezoelectric (PE) and non-PE type accelerometers. Both types of accelerometers were required due to
the wide dynamic range between the different tests. The table control frequency signal and acceleration,
IRIG-B time, and audio were all recorded in order to correlate recorder performance with table
excitation. A laboratory recorder was used to record all of the instrumentation data, voice, and time. The
exciter for the shaker
table could rotate 90° to change vibration axis.

REAL TIME MONITOR:
The recorder does not have “read-after-write” capability so the recorded data could not be monitored
real-time however several recorder status signals were monitored during the test. A stripchart was used
to display these signals as well as table accelerations and control frequency. A CRT in the control room
provided a graphical display of the table and recorder vibration levels as the test progressed. A plot of
this display is shown in Figure 2.



Figure 1.  Test Set-Up Block Diagram

Figure 2.  Sine Sweep Graph, Recorder Response Shown In Red
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Playback and analysis of the test data was performed in the vibration laboratory to facilitate structuring
the test as required. The entire test set-up was designed to address three factors, which are:



• Identify the occurrence of any errors
• Define the table state when the error occurred
• Provide a measure of the magnitude of the error

Graphs of the table test curve and recorder response were plotted as the test progressed. One of these
plots is shown in Figure 2. Note that the plot shows that the recorder shock mount mechanical response
contains a peak at approximately 35 Hz (Tr ≅ 4) and starts to attenuate table excitation at approximately
57 Hz. These plots were used during playback to determine approximate table state during any given
portion of the test. High bandwidth stripcharts were used for more accurate correlation

Figure 3.  Data Reduction Set-Up Block Diagram

DATA REDUCTION SET-UP:
A block diagram of the tape playback is shown in Figure 3. A Metrum M64 Laboratory
Recorder/Reproducer Unit and Asynchronous Real-time Multiplexer and Output Reconstructor
(ARMOR) demultiplexer were used to playback the tape from the test. The BERT provided continuous
error monitoring/indication and count. The logic analyzer provided error triggers and data capture for
the PCM stream. The logic analyzer was continuously running “real time” and checked every bit in the
PCM data stream against the pre-determined value. Audio and time were stripped out on playback for
correlation. A frequency counter displayed the table frequency of vibration for the sinusoidal sweep
tests. Burst errors were noted on the stripchart by a BERT error indication and/or loss of frame lock
from the decommutator. The time and table acceleration were displayed on the stripchart. The M64
provided data logging capability. This was used to correlate data with respect to the principal block
number (PBN) on tape. This in turn was used to correlate with table state. The fact that the recorder was
a buffered type recorder complicated data correlation since there is a delay between the recorder input



data clock and when the data is recorded on tape; however this time differential could be calculated and
compensated for by the playback system.

RESULTS:
Table 2 lists all the tests conducted and the results of each of the tests. The table notes provide further
description of errors. There were no hard failures. The recorder operated without any data dropouts in
many of the tests. However data dropouts did occur during some of the shock tests. The exact level at
which dropouts occurred was axis dependent; but in general dropouts started at approximately 14 G and
above, peak amplitude of shock.

Subsequent to this test Metrum-Datatape Inc. has incorporated several design enhancements to the
recorder. The modified version of the recorder was tested to the specifications listed in Table 1 above by
an independent laboratory. No uncorrectable errors occurred during any of those tests including the 20 G
half-sine shock tests.

            Table 2.  Test Results

TEST X-AXIS (1,6) Y-AXIS (1,6) Z-AXIS (1,6)
IDIQ SINE P P P
1.5 IDIQ LEVELS SINE N/A N/A P
Flat 1.00 G SINE (5-100 HZ) N/A P N/A
Flat 1.25 G SINE (5-100 HZ) N/A P N/A
Flat 1.50 G SINE (5-100 HZ) N/A P N/A
Flat 1.75 G SINE (5-100 HZ) N/A P N/A
Flat 2.00 G SINE (5-100 HZ) N/A P N/A
IDIQ SHOCK (9 MS/20 G) P F(2) F(4)
STEP LEVEL SHOCK
(11MS/10G TO 20G IN 1 DB
INCREMENTS)

P F(3) F(5)

RANDOM (JET-F18C/D
CURVE)

P P P

CUSTOME RANDOM (FLAT
.05 G2/HZ; 5-2000 HZ)

N/A P N/A

Notes:

(1) “P”indicates pass, which means that no data dropouts occurred during playback of the test tape.  “F” indicates fail and
means that data dropouts occurred during playback of the test tape and that the dropouts are correlated to the testing (i.e. not
media errors). “N/A” in the table indicates that the particular test was not performed for that axis.

(2)  Data dropouts for 2 of 3 + 20 G pulses.

(3)  Data dropouts starting at 14.1 G pulse.  Good at prior step of 12.6 G pulse.

(4)  Dropouts for 2 of 3 + 20 G pulses and 2 of 3 - 20 G pulses.

(5)  Data dropouts starting at 15.9 G pulses.  Good prior step at 14.1 G.

(6)   Axis convention:  X =  side-to-side, Y =  front-to-back,  Z = vertical



CONCLUSIONS

Several challenges were encountered during this testing; many of them in the test design phase. The
most noteworthy was the effort to design a test that emulates the shock and vibration environment
encountered in a particular aircraft during a particular type of flight test. The test typically used as the
worst case shock and vibration scenario for Navy aircraft testing is the catapult. In general terms the
shock and vibration environment for it is a complex function consisting of a multi-axis combination of
shock and damped sinusoid accompanied by an offset g level. Of course exact waveform is aircraft and
location dependent. Simulating this in the laboratory is a formidable if not impossible task. In the final
analysis it was determined that laboratory shock and vibration testing is good as a first level quality
assurance check. However the ultimate test is to subject the recorder to the actual operational
environment by installing it in the aircraft during flight test.
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ABSTRACT

NATO NAFAG Air Group IV (AG IV) established the NATO Advanced Data Storage Technical
Support Team (NADS TST) to investigate the technology and to develop an interface Standardization
Agreement (STANAG) for recording, storage, and exchange of imagery data.  Government agencies and
industry involved in these technologies are participating in this effort.
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INTRODUCTION

NATO Air Group IV (AG IV) is responsible for the standardization and interoperability of
Reconnaissance and Surveillance systems for the NATO community.  As airborne reconnaissance
systems transitioned from conventional film cameras to electronic digital sensors, the existing NATO
Standardization Agreements (STANAGS) no longer defined the necessary interfaces to achieve
interoperability.  Air Group IV undertook a study to develop the NATO Imagery Interoperability
Architecture (NIIA), which defined the key electronic and physical interfaces required to achieve
interoperability between the forces of the participating nations.  This architecture identified the interface
between the airborne element and the ground element as a link that required standardization.  To satisfy
this requirement standards were developed based on the technologies available at the time.  The
interface consists of the imagery format, defined in STANAG 7023 or STANAG 4545, and either a
wideband data link as defined by STANAG 7085 or a wideband digital tape recorder as defined by
STANAG 7024.

As data storage technologies have continued to advance, solid state memories and hard disk drives have
become viable for use in airborne, non-volatile, mass storage systems.  The data format, as defined by
STANAG 7024 for digital tape recorders, provided interchange of the removable tape cartridge,
however, this format is not applicable to the solid state memory and hard disk drive technologies



currently being developed for use in reconnaissance applications.  Further, as storage technologies
continue to advance, other forms of mass storage, including optical disk, optical tape and holographic
techniques will be developed. Although some of these emerging technologies may lend themselves to
specific formats for interchange of only the media, there will still be a basic requirement for interchange
at a higher level.  A removable subset or module of the airborne data storage device, which can be
carried to a ground station to allow access to the reconnaissance data, will satisfy this requirement.
STANAG 4575 is being developed by the NADS TST to define a common interface connection that can
be used with this removable module for most of these emerging technologies. The Range Commanders
Council has been actively participating in this effort and is planning to incorporate the NATO standard
into its own solid state recorder standards to the greatest extent possible.

RESULTS

The NADS TST was established to investigate data storage technology and to develop an interface
standard for recording, storage and exchange of imagery data.  The support team invited members of
industry involved in the design, development, and/or production of relevant data storage systems to
participate in the TST.  Initially, in order to ascertain the current level of technology, the companies
were asked to provide a presentation to the TST addressing a list of specific issues and questions.
Nineteen companies involved in solid state and hard disk technologies presented detailed presentations
addressing the following categories of questions:

♦ A removable data cartridge or memory module is required. What are the primary technical issues,
and effects, of this choice?

♦ What level of  “intelligence” is required for the entire recorder and for the memory module itself?
♦ What standard alternatives are recommended or exist for the high rate port and the control interface?
♦ What are your company’s current or demonstrated capabilities?  Present actual data that supports

these capabilities.
♦ What are reasonable projections for the next 5 years for memory capacity, data density, I/O rates,

reliability, cost and expandability to utilizing multiple data cartridges in your hardware?
♦ What is the demonstrated or predicted module life and operational usage of these modules?
♦ What is the current and predicted availability of your companies proposed memory technology?
♦ The interface to the memory module must be standard across all proposed data systems.  Since

proprietary data can not be included in a STANAG, is your company willing to release the
information supporting your recommendation to the industrial community?

The detailed presentations provided an excellent database for initially making some very basic
assumptions and ground rules as to the definition of the interface.  It was agreed that the standard would
define a high rate external port or interface to exist on each removable memory module.  The memory
module could be the entire data recorder, if removal of the recorder is possible and practical within the
timeline constraints of a particular application, or the memory module may be a limited memory
cartridge with minimal control.  The standard interface could serve as either the primary interface to the
entire recorder or it could serve as the secondary interface if a proprietary primary interface to the
recorder is already being supplied.  The removable memory portion of the recorder would have ports for
data download, control and power, and would be defined in the STANAG for the transfer of data to a



ground station.  The data download port would be defined as the essential interface between the
removable module and the NATO ground station.  The interface will include the physical connectors
with power, the command set, the data (electrical/interface, and signal protocol), and the file structure.

File recovery shall be possible from the memory module when either single or multiple channels of
independent sensor data is recorded.  The entire contents of the removable memory module can be
downloaded at once or individual files can be randomly accessed from the download port based on
directory listings.  The physical size, the form factor and the configuration of the recorder and the
removable module are not controlled by the STANAG and should be defined by the procuring agencies.
In addition, due to the variation in capacity, rate or cost requirements of the users, the STANAG does
not specify the technology to be used within the memory module.  Further, the removable module will
contain any EDAC, compression, mode control for ground station playback and memory management
that is required by the procuring activity.  The recorder will contain the power supplies, mode controls
and any built in test requirements.  Numerous options are left open to the manufacturers and procuring
agencies including form, fit, function, physical features, read-while-write, interface to aircraft systems,
erase and declassification techniques.

The STANAG 4575 interface is defined in three specific levels.  The first level of the interface is
defined as the electrical and command protocol level.  The second level of the protocol is the file
structure and the physical interface consisting of the connector and the pin connections.  The power
provisions and characteristics form the remainder of the interface.  The interface will generally comply
with Fibre Channel interface standards using an Arbitrated Loop topology and SCSI Upper Level
Protocol (ULP).  The interface will utilize an electrical transmitter that operates at a signaling rate of
1.0625 GBaud and streaming devices will not permitted.  In addition, the standard prohibits the use of
Fibre Channel Encryption.  Fibre Channel Private Loop SCSI Direct Attach interoperability will be
required for the interface.  The STANAG 4575 control interface must support a number of data storage
types. For this reason, only a minimum set of SCSI commands needed to download reconnaissance data
from the memory cartridge are defined as “Required”.  The “Required” commands are INQUIRY,
READ, READ CAPACITY, AND TEST UNIT READY.  The standard further defines which features
and parameters of these commands are “Required”, “Allowed”, “Invokable” or “Prohibited” as shown in
Table 1.

The STANAG file structure was developed to enable the downloading of very large sequential files into
support workstations.  The standard supports only logically contiguous files that are stored in a single
directory.  The data can be physically organized in any manner that is appropriate to the storage media,
including multiple directories, as long as the interface to the NADS interface “sees” a single directory of
files in contiguous logical addresses.  The structures used to define the data stored in accordance with
this STANAG, in order of hierarchy from highest to lowest are directory, directory entry and data files
as shown in Figure 1.



STANAG 4575 “Required” SCSI Commands, Features and Parameters
Feature Initiator Target Notes

INQUIRY
Standard INQUIRY data (bytes 0-35)
EVPD = 1
Vital Product Data page codes:

hex’00’ (supported vital product pages)
hex’80’ (unit serial number page)
hex’81’ (implemented operations definition pg)
hex’82’ (ASCII implemented operations def pg)
hex’83’ (device identification page)

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

R
R
R

R
R
A
A
R

READ (10)
DPO = 0
DPO = 1
FUA = 0
FUA = 1
RelAdr = 0
RelAdr = 1

I
I
I
I
I
R
P

R
A
A
A
A
R
P

1
1
2
2

3
READ CAPACITY

RelAdr = 0
RelAdr = 1
PMI = 0
PMI = 1

I
R
P
I
I

R
R
P
R
A

3

TEST UNIT READY I R
Notes:
1. The Disable Page Out (DPO) bit is associated with a device data caching policy.  STANAG 4575

mission storage devices are not required to provide data caching.
2. The Force Unit Access (FUA) bit is associated with whether the device may or may not return the

requested Read data from its local cache. STANAG 4575 mission storage devices are not
required to provide data caching.

3. Relative Offset is prohibited since this requires the use of linking that is prohibited.

P = Prohibited: The feature shall not be used between FC-PLDA compliant devices
R = Required: The feature or parameter value shall be implemented by FC-PLDA compliant devices
A = Allowed: The feature or parameter may be used between FC-PLDA compliant devices. The
initiator determines if an Allowed feature/parameter is supported via a required discovery process or a
minimal response by the recipient
I = Invokable: The feature or parameter may be used between FC-PLDA compliant devices. The

recipient shall support “Invokable” features or provide a response that it is not implemented as
defined by the appropriate standard

Table 1



The directory consists of two fixed length blocks, the primary and secondary data blocks, which contain
supporting information that maybe useful for the purpose of manipulating the data such as Volume
Name, Revision Number, Shutdown, Forward and Reverse Links, and the Number of Directory Entries.
The remainder of the Directory is made up of a list of fixed length blocks of the Data Entries that
describe each of the Data Files.  It contains the file name, the starting address, the number of blocks of
data assigned to each Data File, and the file’s creation date and time. The directory entry also contains
an area that is set aside for vendor unique information pertaining to vendor defined techniques.

Data files are comprised of user data, stored in monotonically increasing contiguous logical addresses.
Thus if a file starts at logical address X, the next location containing file data must be at the logical
address X+1, and the following address after that must be at the next logical address X+2, etc.  The
STANAG does not define the meaning of the data recorded within these Data File blocks.  The media
types used to implement this STANAG have varying block lengths.  Some media types will have blocks
as small as 512 bytes and others will have blocks as large as 64K bytes or even larger. For this reason
the block size used for a given media is not defined in the STANAG but can be determined via the SCSI
protocol.

VolName
Revision Number
Shutdown
Reserved
Magic Number
Forward Link
Reverse Link
# of Dir. Entries

Fixed
Length

Variable
Length by

Media Block
Size

Directory Entry R

Directory Entry R + 1

Directory Entry R + 2

Directory Entry R + 3

Directory Entry R + N

  
  

FileStartAdd
FileBlkCnt
Date/Time
Reserved Vendor Unique

Fixed Length,
Each Directory Entry

Figure 1     Directory Block Structure

Only in the Primary
Directory Block

Only in the secondary
directory block

Unused



Annex D of STANAG 4575 defines standard Data, Control and Power Interface, and Connector
specifications for the STANAG 4575 compliant Removable Memory Module.  The specified Data and
Control Fibre Channel interface for the download port utilizes a twin-axial copper pair cable with
differential impedance of 150 ohms, as specified in the Fibre Channel standard.  The STANAG interface
supports two different connector implementations. The D-sub military connector is provided for
implementations with minimum space provisions, MIL-DTL-24308 defines this class of connectors.
This class of connector is relatively small and occupies little space inside the housing.  A Positronic 50
contact male D-sub connector, part number HDC50M32S0V30 shall be utilized for this interface.  The
mating cable shall utilize the Positronic 50 contact female D-sub connector with quick release locking
mechanism and EMI backshell, part number RD50F10GVL0.  The signal and power pin definitions, and
the shielding configurations are also defined in the standard.  The circular military connector is provided
for implementations that require the environmental capabilities of this class of connectors, MIL-DTL-
38999 defines this class of connectors.  The connector part number and the mating cable connector part
numbers are still to be determined.  STANAG compliant ground stations shall have mating connectors
for both connector options.

The Power Interface for the STANAG 4575 port shall be implemented on the same connector as the
Data and Control interface.  The required voltages and currents are 3.3 VDC @ 15 Amps, 5 VDC @
10Amps and 12 VDC @ 13.5Amps.   Power supply regulation is specified to be +/-5% for all power
forms and a controlled power initialization sequence is required from the external power supplies.  The
power supplies should power ON with controlled rates, monotonically increasing the output voltages
and complying with the following characteristics:

Turn ON time (0V to regulated output voltage; no load): >0.5 mS (minimum)
Turn ON time (0V to regulated output voltage; full load): <5.0mS (maximum)
Turn ON Voltage Overshoot (full load): <50mV (maximum)

In order to insure that power is not applied until the Data/Control/ Power Interface connector is fully and
properly mated, a Safety Interlock shall be utilized.  The 2 Safety Interlock contacts on the Memory Unit
shall be internally connected together with a [TBD] resistor providing a continuous path between the
Safety Interlock contacts on the mating connector when seated.  A Power Enable switched ground
discrete shall be utilized to insure that power will not be simultaneously applied to both the STANAG
4575 port and to the primary system power port.  In the event that system power is applied, the Power
Enable shall provide a ground to the STANAG 4575 port.  If system power is not applied, the Power
Enable shall provide a float.

CONCLUSION

The characteristics of STANAG 4575 described in this paper represent the details presented in the
original draft presented to Air Group IV in April of 2000.  The contents are subject to change before the
STANAG is finalized in April of 2001.  Further, the STANAG will be accompanied by an Allied
Technical Publication (ATP), which will provide the rationale for this standard, specific acquisition



guidance, and test and certification information.  The rationale section will define the reasons for the
each of the technical selections and will also provide implementation guidance.

The Range Commanders Council is planning to develop a comprehensive standard for solid state
recorders.  The STANAG only defines the high-speed download port to be included as a part of the
removable memory module.  The Recorder/Reproducer Committee of the Telemetry Group plans to
include the majority of the contents of STANAG 4575 within the RCC Standard.  The RCC Standard
will address all of the pertinent characteristics necessary to characterize a solid state recording and
reproducing device.



NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME FOR SOLID STATE
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ABSTRACT

For the last 30 years Magnetic Tape Systems have been the primary means of recording data from
airborne instrumentation systems. Increasing data rates and harsh environmental requirements have
often exceeded the ability of tape-based systems to keep pace with technology.  Throughout this time
data recordings have been made mostly with analog longitudinal systems and most recently with
digital recording systems that record on commercial DLT, and super VHS tape media.  The recordings
are played back with the same type of tape device allowing for the data to be processed and/or
archived.  Since not all data reduction facilities can process the same type of tape media, often tapes
are dubbed from one type of tape media format to another, corrupting the translated data.  This paper
examines operational and data reduction benefits, and life cycle cost of Solid State Recorders as a
replacement for existing airborne tape recorders.

KEYWORDS

Solid State Recorders, Digital Linear Tape (DLT), Multi-Application Record/Reproduce System
(MARS II), Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID)

INTRODUCTION

The 46 TW Instrumentation Division integrated a new Solid State Recorder in two F-15 aircraft in
support of AIM-9X flight test.  Change was necessitated due to the failure of the existing digital tape
recorder in the high vibration environment of the F-15 aircraft.  Advances in commercial technology
have led to high bit rate airborne digital tape recording systems. Manufacturers have integrated these
digital tape recording systems into advanced fighter aircraft, attempting (with some success and some
failures) to defy the laws of physics by reinforcing the tape transport utilized to record the data.
Due to the high vibration environment and high dynamic flight profile planned for the AIM-9X test
program , the 46 TW Instrumentation Division decided to use a solid state recorder rather than a digital



tape recorder.  This paper provides the rationale behind this decision and identifies the immediate
benefits realized as a result.

BACKGROUND

The 46 TW Instrumentation Division had FY00 requirements to record in excess of 30 Mbit/sec for a
period of two hours.  The first of these programs was the AIM-9X requiring greater than 14 Mbit/sec,
other programs to follow were F-15 Fighter Data Link, and F-15 Suite IV flight test.

The Instrumentation Division has successfully utilized the Multi-Application Record/Reproduce
System (MARS II) from METRUM-DATATAPE Inc. since 1984. Data from the MARS II is recorded
on a computer peripheral storage device utilizing a Digital Linear Tape (DLT). The MARS II was
limited to an aggregate rate of 12 Mbit/sec. The MARS II E, an upgraded version of the MARSII, was
procured because it was capable of recording aggregate rates of up to 40 Mbit/sec.

The failure of the MARS II E to operate in the F-15 flight test environment that led to the 46 TW
Instrumentation Division decision to accelerate its FY02 procurement and integration plan.  The 46
Test Wing lost flight test data for a number of missions due to vibration induced problems.  An
immediate solution was required for a form fit replacement unit for the MARS II E capable of meeting
both near-term and long-term (FY02 and beyond) requirements.  Requirements for a next generation
recorder consisted of a Solid State Recorder capable of simultaneously recording 8 MIL-STD-1553
channels, 8 Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) channels with inputs greater than 20 MBS, and two analog
channels recording time and audio.  The recorder was also to have architecture that allowed for the use
of different types of multiplexers, removable storage media, and throughput rates in excess of 540
Mbit/sec. The 46 TW Instrumentation Division adopted the Modular Nonvolatile Solid State Recorder
(MONSSTR) from Calculex Inc. as its next generation recording system.

BODY

The progress of digital tape recording technology has been remarkable in the last 20 years. Advances
in solid state devices, and improvements in media sciences have made it possible to achieve recording
densities never thought possible in the past. However none of these advancements have been made
with the intent of operating in the harsh environment of a fighter aircraft. And with a limited number of
test flights and decreasing budgets, today’s test programs mandate error free performance of recording
systems. The process established by the 46 TW Instrumentation Division to provide an “error free”
recording system had to address the following issues:

Aircraft Installation: The existing aircraft instrumentation installations require a single box
installation (i.e. form fit replacement of MARS II electronics module) allowing for download of data
utilizing PCI/Fiber Channel. The unit installed also utilizes a removable solid state memory canister.
Savings can be observed by sharing canisters between various platforms. In addition, the capability to
simultaneously record eighteen channels practically eliminated the need to configure channels based
on mission requirements.



Data Downloading: Data is downloaded from the aircraft utilizing a PCI/ Fiber Channel Interface into
a Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID). Data is downloaded in its native format fully
compliant with the Recorder Group of the Range Commanders Council (RCC) digital recording
standard, IRIG-107.

Data Archiving: Data from the RAID is saved to the archive media in either its native IRIG-107
packetized format or user specific format such as the MARS II.

Data Translating: Since both data and time have been recorded in a digital format, the flight
information can be translated into various data products using software decommutation. This means
that no special decommutation hardware is required to convert the PCM into a user-defined format
ready for additional processing. This translation can be done using the archive media as input, or
produced directly while the data is being archived from the solid state device. The stream definition
required to interpret the data can be embedded directly in the archive program, or it can be provided as
an external file.  Another useful feature is that stream lock status can be displayed as the data is being
processed. The ability to produce data products directly from the solid state device or the archived
media provides significant time savings over the alternative of using a hardware decommutation
solution.

Life cycle costs for a Solid State Recorder exceed those of tape systems when comparing past history
of tape recording devices. However in the case of the F-15 and the AIM-9X test program this cost is
reasonable when the alternative tape system cannot satisfy the customers data requirements. The
decision to implement a Solid State recorder has quickly answered several questions. Yes, the cost of a
flight test mission is comparable to that of the amount of Solid State memory required. No, it is no
longer acceptable to risk missions due to limitations of commercial off the shelf devices. No, it is no
longer acceptable to procure systems limited by tape technology. It is a fair assessment that tape
technology has matured as much as it is going to given physics of the technology being used. True,
tape systems can be modified to withstand certain flight test environments, however development costs
and flight tests required can no longer compete with advantages provided by solid state devices. True,
use of memory is evolving and becoming more compact and susceptible to temperature constraints,
however, specifications of today's Solid State recorders exceed those of tape systems, and they can be
conditioned to operate within the military aircraft environment.

CONCLUSION

 For the last few years several questions have been raised as to when it would be financially and
architecturally feasible to transition from airborne digital tape recording systems to solid state recorder
based system. The answer is very simple, NOW is the time for Solid State, acquisition costs are
compatible with those of tape systems, error free recordings can be provided to the customers, and tape
systems can still be utilized for data archiving and reproduction.
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ABSTRACT

Advances in spectrally efficient Feher’s Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK)1 and Feher‘s
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (FQAM)1 patented technologies, commercial and government
“dual-use” FQPSK products and Test & Evaluation (T&E) results are highlighted in this overview
paper.  US and international customer requirements/systems, programs and recent deployments and
standardization programs are also described.  FQPSK doubles the spectral efficiency of PCM/FM
Telemetry and of Feher patented Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK or FGMSK)1 and of
alternatives, while FQAM quadruples the spectral efficiency of these systems.  The predominant focus
of this presentation is on an overview and advances of IRIG 106-00 standardized FQPSK technologies.
FQAM systems will also be described.  Use of FQPSK for applications such as telemetry, data links,
clear mode, TDMA ,CSMA and CDMA, OCDMA, WCDMA as well as OFDM – COFDM will be
included in the presentation.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

Numerous Government and Commercial “dual-use” systems/programs have requirements for spectrally
efficient telemetry systems, data links and other spectrally efficient wireless and broadcasting very high
bit rate-high speed applications.  Several programs specified the use of Feher’s patented Quadrature
Phase Shift Keying FQPSK1.  U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), NASA, AIAA, and International
CCSDS multiyear studies confirmed that FQPSK commercially available products offer the most
spectrally efficient robust/best performance Non Linearly Amplified (NLA) high speed and also "Ultra
High Bit Rate (up to 1Gbit/s) Bandwidth/RF power Efficient Solutions.  The AIAA 1998 approved
standard recommended to the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), NASA and the International CCSDS
that FQPSK modulation be standardized.

For bit rate agile RF power/spectral efficient, high performance ULTRA HIGH BIT RATE (up to 1Gb/s
rate) applications cost efficient FQPSK developments, implementations and tests are described in NASA
co-authored papers.  See listed references.  Forward/Backward Interoperability of IRIG-106-00
Standardized FQPSK-B with 3G Commercial Wireless Systems, with GSM, with commercial TDMA,
with Government Operated Legacy Data Links and with 3G [3rd Generation] CDMA commercial
systems are also discussed.

The recently issued Telemetry Standard IRIG 106-00
[See:  www.http://tecnet0.jcte.jcs.mil/RCC/manuals/106-00/] specified for higher bit rate better
bandwidth efficiency telemetry systems the use of FQPSK-B.  Numerous Government and Commercial
systems/programs have requirements for spectrally efficient telemetry systems, data links and other
spectrally efficient wireless and broadcasting very high bit rate applications.  Several programs specified
the use of FQPSK.  For bit rate agile RF power/spectral efficient, high performance ULTRA HIGH BIT
RATE (up to 1Gb/s rate) applications cost efficient FQPSK developments, implementations and tests are
described in NASA co-authored papers.  Forward/Backward Interoperability of IRIG-106-00
Standardized FQPSK-B with 3G Commercial Wireless Systems, with GSM, with commercial TDMA,
with Government Operated Legacy Data Links and with 3G [3rd Generation] CDMA commercial
systems are also discussed.

Recent R&D achievements and study results, reported in this contribution demonstrate that enhanced
performance Feher patented FQPSK1 systems have a 1dB improved BEP performance as compared to
that of inter-operable and fully compatible IRIG 106-00 standardized FQPSK-B bit rate agile 1Mb/s to
20Mb/s range transmitters and receivers.



Fig. 1 A generic implementation of Feher patented GMSK, FQPSK, SQPSK, FQAM, SQAM, FMSK,
FGMSK, and FMOD transmitter and receiver is illustrated; drawing is based on one of Feher’s
International patent publications – PCT contained in Ref. [1]

Fig.2 A Non linearly Amplified (NLA) architecture of Feher patented QPSK and GMSK including
FQPSK, FGMSK, FMSK and FQAM having 16 states is illustrated [1].



Fig. 3 An adaptive Feher Equalizer (FE) based implementation with pseudo error non-redundant error
detection or non-redundant error correction is depicted; based on [1].

Fig. 4 An implementation architecture of a Feher patented pseudo error - adaptive equalizer – diversity
combiner taken from [1] is illustrated.



Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 In the upper figure a nonlinearly amplified FQPSK-B spectrum and an FQPSK-L
spectrum (with approx. 3dB output backoff) is shown. In the lower figure integrated Adjacent Channel
Interference (ACI) of several Feher patented GMSK and FQPSK systems is shown.



Adaptively equalized FQPSK systems, with ultra fast dynamic adaptive Feher Equalizers (FE) 1 are also
discussed.  Progress in non-redundant Error Detection (Pseudo-Error) based controlled Adaptively
Equalized and SMART antenna-diversity multiple array FQPSK systems is also presented1.  Low
redundancy (5% to 10% range) Forward Error Correction (FEC) combined with FQPSK is demonstrated
to lead to an approximately 5dB increase in the data link margin.

An overview of several FQPSK based programs operated and implemented in the 100kb/s to 40Mb/s
range and implementations in the ultra high bit rate, up to 600Mb/s range are also presented.

Forward/Backward Interoperability of IRIG-106-00 Standardized FQPSK with 3G Commercial
Wireless Systems, GSM, Government Operated Legacy Data Links and Wideband W-CDMA is briefly
described.

Presentations in this FQPSK Forum, held during the ITC/USA 2000, San Diego CA conference, include
aeronautical telemetry flight tested FQPSK-B products which DOUBLE the Spectral Efficiency of
PCM/FM Telemetry, of Feher patented GMSK and of other Non Linearly Amplified (NLA) power
efficient alternatives.  Most recent developments, including FQPSK performance optimization
achievements and developments of 2nd Generation FQPSK, also designated as Feher patented FQAM,
which QUADRUPLE the spectral efficiency of presently deployed PCM/FM telemetry systems are also
described .

2.  INTERNATIONAL CCSDS SPECTRALLY EFFICIENT STANDARDIZATION
DEVELOPMENTS

For International CCSDS standardization, in Ref [32] NASA/JPL recommended that FQPSK-B to be
selected as the CCSDS recommended standard because:

1. Reference 11 (in [32]) showed FQPSK-B's bandwidth efficiency to be better than that of GMSK.
2. Reference 12 (in [32]) showed acceptable FQPSK-B end-to-end losses and interference

susceptibility.
3. FQPSK-B hardware mechanization is considerably simpler than that for GMSK.
4. FQPSK-B hardware tests are showing it can support a full range of data rates

a) Data rates from a few bits/second to 300 Mb/s. b) Real hardware exists.
5. FQPSK-B patent issues appear to be substantially simpler than those for GMSK.
6. Digcom has agreed with License Agreement changes requested by space Agencies.



Fig. 7 Bit Error Rate (BER) performance of nonlinearly amplified FQPSK and of ideal theoretical
linearly amplified QPSK is illustrated. Curve (a) is the ideal theoretical linearly amplified QPSK
performance; (c) illustrates a very simple NLA operated FQPSK-B system and (b) illustrates an
enhanced perfor. FQPSK-B [1; 14; 39;47 48].

Fig. 8 BER performance of Feher’s FQAM patented systems (16 state FQAM which quadruples spectral
efficiency of PCM/FM and is illustrated in Fig. 2) and of ideal theoretical linearly amplified 16-QAM
[1].



Fig. 9 The spectral efficiency advantages of FQPSK and 16-state FQAM over that of PCM/FM are
illustrated [1]. In the illustrated S-band 3 PCM/FM 13Mb/s channels or 6 FQPSK-B 13Mb/s channels or
12 FQAM-NLA 13Mb/s channels can be transmitted. FQPSK doubles, enhanced FQPSK triples, and
NLA FQAM quadruples the spectral efficiency of previously standardized PCM/FM systems.



TABLE 1.  List of Feher patented FQPSK and Feher patented GMSK licensees, manufacturing
companies & cooperating US Department of Defense (DoD), NASA,  AIAA, International CCSDS
programs/customers and member organizations of the FQPSK Consortium (1995- 2000):

L3 Communications, Inc: Telemetry East-Aydin Conic
Interstate Electronics Co. (IEC) Microdyne

Lockheed Martin RF Networks, Inc. Herley Industries-Vega
Tasc – Litton Tybrin EIP Microwave
Iota/NeoSoft Emhiser Research Inc. Applied Signal Tech.

Broadcast Microwave Syst. INTEL Corporation
Semco Centraxx

US DoD: SBIR(US Air Force) ARTM-US Air Force -Edwards
CRADA US Navy China Lake and CRADA-U.S. Navy -Pt. Mugu
FIRST;  FIT TGRS Telemetry RCC
NASA: TCA w/JPL-NASA

300Mb/s - 600Mb/s FQPSK
NASA:  Goddard and NASA/JPL

Standardization: AIAA CCSDS; SFCG; ESA FIT; Telemetry IRIG 106-00
Universities: NMSU University of California ,Davis
                                                Calif. Institute of Technology (CalTech)
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ABSTRACT

This paper will provide an overview of the process used to develop the bandwidth efficient modulation
sections of the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) standard1.  The modulation method selected
was Feher’s patented quadrature phase shift keying (FQPSK-B)2.  The important characteristics of a
bandwidth efficient modulation method for aeronautical telemetry will be presented first followed by a
summary of the results of the research, laboratory test, and flight test efforts.  Future plans will then be
summarized followed by the FQPSK-B sections of the current IRIG Telemetry Standard (the standard is
available online at:  http://tecnet0.jcte.jcs.mil/RCC/oldoc.htm).
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INTRODUCTION

Telemetry data rates are increasing rapidly.  At the same time, the total amount of available spectrum
has decreased slowly.  Therefore, the aeronautical telemetry community has been investigating
modulation methods with more bandwidth efficiency than the commonly used non-return-to-zero level
(NRZ-L) pulse code modulation/frequency modulation (PCM/FM)1,3.  This paper will provide an
overview of the efforts to develop a standard modulation method that will allow telemetry designers to
pack more users/data into the available spectrum.

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS

The important characteristics of a bandwidth efficient modulation method for aeronautical telemetry
applications include:

Bandwidth (99% and -25 dBm) and required pre-transmission filtering
Bit error probability (BEP) vs. Eb/N0 (signal energy per bit to noise power spectral density);

10-5 BEP or better is a common requirement



Effect of non-linearities in transmitter and/or receiver (phase and amplitude)
Adjacent channel interference, general interference performance
Performance during multipath fading (frequency selective and flat)
Recovery from multipath fading (frequency selective and flat)
Data coding (level or differential)
Effect of link dropouts (including reacquisition)
Compatibility with existing equipment including tracking antennas, receivers, diversity

combiners, etc.
Power conversion efficiency (DC to RF)
Cost, volume

RESEARCH

The initial phase included performing literature searches, funding investigative studies, and having
discussions with various people working in the communications field.  The Advanced Range Telemetry
(ARTM) program and the Telemetry Group of the Range Commanders Council sponsored the studies.
Not surprisingly, several other projects were conducting similar studies at virtually the same time.  One
study that was ongoing at about the same time was by the space telemetry community4.  The
aeronautical telemetry and space telemetry studies both came to the conclusion that the two leading
candidates were FQPSK-B and Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK).  FQPSK-B hardware was
available for both laboratory and flight testing but to date GMSK hardware (BTb=0.2) with spectral
efficiencies equal to FQPSK-B is not available for flight testing to the best of my knowledge.  FQPSK-B
is a variation of offset quadrature phase shift keying (OQPSK) with the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)

waveforms selected such that 22 QI + is nearly constant2.

LABORATORY TESTING

A variety of laboratory tests were performed at both the Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division
and the Air Force Flight Test Center.  The FQPSK-B hardware was at fixed bit rates of 1, 5, and
14.7 Mb/s.  The FQPSK-B hardware performed well in the laboratory tests5,6.  Summaries of the results
of these tests for the characteristics of interest are:

Bandwidth: FQPSK-B 99% bandwidth is about 2/3 of that of optimum filtered NRZ
PCM/FM; FQPSK-B –60 dBc and –25 dBm bandwidths are about ½ of that of
optimum filtered NRZ PCM/FM

BEP vs Eb/N0: FQPSK-B may require slightly higher Eb/N0 than optimum PCM/FM for a
10!6 BEP but lower Eb/N0 than non-optimum PCM/FM; FQPSK-B will require
lower Eb/N0 than optimum PCM/FM for a 10-3 BEP.

NLA effects: No significant differences observed.
ACI: FQPSK-B allows 2 transmitters of same bit rate to be packed about ½ as far apart

as optimum NRZ PCM/FM, new FQPSK-B demodulators being developed under
ARTM contract may allow even closer packing.



Multipath: FQPSK-B is slightly more sensitive to multipath fading than optimum NRZ
PCM/FM but FQPSK-B is sensitive over a narrower frequency range so the net
performance is similar.  The FQPSK-B demodulator recovery time is acceptable
as long as the demodulator loop bandwidth is a few kHz (this area needs more
investigation).

Data coding: PCM/FM does not have a polarity ambiguity problem while FQPSK-B requires
some method to solve the polarity ambiguity problems inherent in OQPSK.
Differential encoding was selected as the method to solve polarity ambiguity. The
purpose of the differential encoder/decoder is to resolve the phase ambiguities
that are inherent in QPSK, OQPSK, and FQPSK-B modulation methods.  The
differential encoder/decoder used in this standard will cause one isolated symbol
error to appear as two bits in error at the demodulator output.  However, many
aeronautical telemetry channels are dominated by fairly long burst error events
and the effect of the differential encoder/decoder will often be masked by error
bursts.

Link dropouts:The recovery time is acceptable as long as the demodulator loop bandwidth is a
few kHz (this area needs more investigation).

Compatibility: FQPSK-B has been compatible with virtually all existing equipment with which it
has been tried.  The only exception is receivers with excessive phase noise.

The only problems encountered in laboratory testing with FQPSK-B were an increased susceptibility to
phase noise and long acquisition and re-acquisition times with narrow demodulator loop bandwidths.
One potential advantage of FQPSK-B is the ability to change bit rates without adjusting filter
bandwidths or voltage levels as one has to with current PCM/FM transmitters.

FLIGHT TESTING

Flight tests were conducted at Edwards AFB, CA using a T-39 aircraft as the test platform.  FQPSK-B
and NRZ-L PCM/FM signals were radiated simultaneously as the aircraft flew around the test range.
Tests were conducted with bit rates of 1, 5, and 14.7 Mb/s.  At bit rates of 1 and 5 Mb/s the overall
performance of both links was similar.  Figure 1 shows the link availability7 for portions of the
14.7 Mb/s flight.  Link availability is basically the ratio of the number of seconds where the bit error
probability is 10-5 or less to the total number of seconds.  The points in the upper right hand corner show
regions where multipath was the dominant source of errors and the points on the left hand side of the
plot show regions where thermal noise was the dominant source of errors (low Eb/N0 regions).
FQPSK-B performed better than PCM/FM in both regions.  The reasons are thought to be that the
narrower bandwidth of FQPSK-B resulted in multipath affecting the data quality for a shorter time
interval and that FQPSK-B has lower BEPs at low SNRs than PCM/FM.  Overall, FQPSK-B performed
as well as or better than NRZ PCM/FM during the flight tests.  The flight tests were conducted with the
equipment in fairly benign operating conditions.  FQPSK-B tests in high shock and vibration
environments will be conducted after production FQPSK-B hardware is available.



FUTURE PLANS

Production FQPSK-B transmitters and demodulators are being developed under ARTM contracts.
Herley-Vega has the transmitter contract while RF Networks, L3-Microdyne, and L3-Aydin have
demodulator contracts.  Initial hardware deliveries are scheduled for mid-2000.  A variety of laboratory
and flight tests will be performed on this equipment.  Edwards AFB is also in charge of a Small
Business Innovative Research (SBIR) effort on bandwidth efficient modulation.  The contract is in
Phase II and initial hardware delivery is scheduled for early 2001.  The contractor is Nova, Inc.,
Cincinnati, OH. Nova is developing a transmitter and receiver based on constant envelope, multi-h,
continuous phase modulation.  Computer simulations predict that the proposed modulation method will
be 50% more bandwidth efficient than FQPSK-B with about the same BEP versus Eb/N0 performance as
FQPSK-B and NRZ PCM/FM.

EXTRACTS FROM TELEMETRY STANDARDS (IRIG 106-00) CHAPTER 21

2.4.5 Modulation.  The traditional modulation methods for aeronautical telemetry are frequency
modulation and phase modulation.  Frequency and phase modulation have a variety of desirable features
but may not provide the required bandwidth efficiency especially for higher bit rates.  When better
bandwidth efficiency is required the standard method for digital signal transmission is FQPSK-B.
FQPSK-B is nearly constant envelope and is compatible with non-linear amplifiers with minimal
spectral regrowth and minimal degradation of detection efficiency.  Additional FQPSK-B characteristics
are discussed in section 7 of Appendix A.

2.4.5.1 Characteristics of FQPSK-B.  FQPSK-B is described in the following Digcom Inc. document:
“FQPSK-B, Revision A1 Digcom-Feher Patented Technology Transfer Document January 15, 1999”.
This document can be obtained under a license from:

N o t e s :

1 .  L i n k  o p e r a t i n g  c o n d i t i o n  d e s i g n a t o r s :
A L M  –  a i r b o r n e ,  L O S ,  m a r g i n a l  S N R
A L W  –  a i r b o r n e ,  L O S ,  w e a k  S N R

2 .  T h e  t w o  A L W  p o i n t s  r e f l e c t  c o n d i t i o n s  o n  t h e  E d w a r d s  “ r a c e t r a c k ”  c o r r i d o r  @  2 0 k  f o o t  a l t i t u d e .
I n  e a c h  c a s e  t h e  c h a n n e l  w a s  d o m i n a t e d  b y  t h e r m a l  n o i s e  r a t h e r  t h a n  m u l t i p a t h  i m p a i r m e n t s .
U n d e r  t h e s e  c o n d i t i o n s ,  t h e  A R T M  l i n k  a v a i l a b i l i t y  d e f i n i t i o n  b r e a k s  d o w n  a n d  t h e  F L A  n u m b e r s
w i l l  m i g r a t e  t o w a r d s  z e r o  a s  m e a s u r e m e n t  p e r i o d  l e n g t h  i n c r e a s e s .  T h e  p o i n t s  a r e  p o s t e d  h e r e  t o
i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  d r a m a t i c  i m p a c t  o f  l o w  E I R P  c o u p l e d  w i t h  r e l a t i v e l y  l a r g e  s i g n a l  b a n d w i d t h .
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Digcom Inc.
44685 Country Club Drive
El Macero, CA 95618
Telephone: 530-753-0738
FAX: 530-753-1788.

2.4.5.1.1 Differential encoding. Differential encoding shall be provided and shall be consistent with the
following definitions. The NRZ-L data bit sequence {bn} is sampled periodically by the transmitter at
time instants

,....2,1,0                                 == nnTt b

where Tb is the NRZ-L bit period. Using the bit index values n as references to the beginning of symbol
periods, the differential encoder alternately assembles I channel and Q channel symbols to form the
sequences
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where ⊕ denotes the exclusive-or operator and the bar above a variable indicates the ‘not’ or inversion
operator. Q channel symbols are offset (delayed) relative to I channel symbols by one bit period.

2.4.5.1.2 Data Randomization.  The data input to the transmitter shall be randomized using either an
encryptor which provides randomization or an IRIG 15-bit randomizer as described in Chapter 6 and
Appendix D.  The purpose of the randomizer is to prevent degenerative data patterns from degrading
data quality.

2.4.5.1.3 Quadrature modulator phase map. Table 2-1 lists the mapping from the input to the modulator
(after differential encoding and FQPSK-B wavelet assembly) to the carrier phase of the modulator
output.  The amplitudes in table 2-1 are ±a where “a” is a normalized amplitude.

TABLE 2-1. FQPSK-B PHASE MAP.

I Channel Q Channel Resultant Phase

a a 45 degrees

-a a 135 degrees

-a -a 225 degrees

a -a 315 degrees



2.4.5.1.4 Bit Rate.  The bit rate range for FQPSK-B shall be between 1 Mb/s and 20 Mb/s.

2.4.5.1.5 Transmitter Phase Noise. The sum of all discrete spurious spectral components (single
sideband) shall be less than -36 dBc. The continuous single sideband phase noise power spectral density
(PSD) shall be below the curve shown in figure 2-1. The maximum frequency for the curve in figure 2-1
is one-fourth of the bit rate. For bit rates greater than 4 Mb/s, the phase noise PSD shall be less than
-100 dBc/Hz between 1 MHz and one-fourth of the bit rate.

2.4.5.1.6 Carrier Suppression.  The remnant carrier level shall be no greater than -25 dBc.  Paragraph 7.0
of Appendix A contains additional discussion of carrier suppression.

2.4.8  Modulated Transmitter Bandwidth1 . Telemetry applications covered by this standard shall use
99 percent power bandwidth to define occupied bandwidth and -25 dBm bandwidth as the primary measure
of spectral efficiency.  The -25 dBm bandwidth is the minimum bandwidth which contains all spectral
components which are -25 dBm or larger.  A power level of -25 dBm is exactly equivalent to an attenuation
of the transmitter power by 55 + 10×log(P) dB where P is the transmitter power expressed in watts.  The
spectra are assumed symmetrical about the transmitter’s center frequency unless specified otherwise.  All
spectral components larger than –(55 + 10×log(P)) dBc at the transmitter output must be within the spectral
mask calculated using the following equation:

                                               
     1These bandwidths are measured using a spectrum analyzer with the following settings: 10 kHz
resolution bandwidth, 1 kHz video bandwidth, and max hold detector.
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Figure 2-1. Continuous single sideband phase noise power spectral density.
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where

M(f) = power relative to P (i.e., units of dBc) at frequency f (MHz)
K =  -20  for analog signals
K =  -28 for binary signals;
K =  -63 for quaternary signals (e.g., FQPSK-B)
fc =  transmitter center frequency (MHz)
R =  bit rate (Mb/s)   for digital signals or

     ( )maxff +∆  (MHz) for analog FM signals
m =  number of states in modulating signal;

        m = 2 for binary signals
        m = 4 for quaternary signals and analog signals

∆ f =  peak deviation
fmax =  maximum modulation frequency

Note that the mask in this standard is different than and in general narrower than the mask contained in
the 1996 and 1999 versions of the Telemetry Standards. Equation (2-3) does not apply to spectral
components separated from the center frequency by less than R/m.  The -25 dBm bandwidth is not
required to be narrower than 1 MHz.  Binary signals include all modulation signals with two states while
quaternary signals include all modulation signals with four states (quadrature phase shift keying and
FQPSK-B are two examples of four-state signals).  Appendix A, paragraph 6.0 contains additional
discussion and examples of this spectral mask.

2.5.3  Receiver Phase Noise.  The sum of all discrete spurious spectral components (single sideband)
shall be less than -39 dBc.  The continuous single sideband phase noise power spectral density (PSD)
shall be 3 dB below the curve shown in figure 2-1.  The maximum frequency for the curve in figure 2-1
is one-fourth of the bit rate.  For bit rates greater than 4 Mb/s, the phase noise PSD shall be less than
-103 dBc/Hz between 1 MHz and one-fourth of the bit rate.

SELECTED EXTRACTS FROM TELEMETRY STANDARDS (IRIG 106-00) APPENDIX A1

From section 6.0 The first term in equation (A-9) (equation A-9 is identical to equation 2-3)
accounts for bandwidth differences between modulation methods. Equation (A-9) can be rewritten as
M(f) = K – 10logR – 100log|(f−fc)/R|.   When equation (A-9) is written this way, the 10logR term
accounts for the increased spectral spreading and decreased power per unit bandwidth as the modulation
rate increases.  The last term forces the spectral mask to roll off at 30 dB/octave (100 dB/decade). Any
error detection or error correction bits, which are added to the data stream, are counted as bits for the
purposes of this spectral mask.  The quaternary signal spectral mask is based on the measured power
spectrum of FQPSK-B.  The binary signal spectral mask is primarily based on the power spectrum of a
random binary NRZ PCM/FM signal with peak deviation equal to 0.35 times the bit rate and a multipole
premodulation filter with a -3 dB frequency equal to 0.7 times the bit rate.  The spectral mask includes
the effects of reasonable component variations (unit-to-unit and temperature).



Figure A-9 shows the quaternary mask of
equation (2-3) and the RF spectrum of a 1 Mb/s
FQPSK-B signal.  The transmitter power was
assumed to be 10 watts in this example so the
minimum value of the mask was –65 dBc.  The
peak value of the FQPSK-B signal was about
−13 dBc.
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SUMMARY

Laboratory and flight tests of FQPSK-B have been conducted.  The results of these tests indicate that
FQPSK-B is a viable bandwidth efficient modulation method for aeronautical telemetry applications.
The standard requires that data randomization and differential encoding be used when FQPSK-B is used
in aeronautical telemetry applications.  FQPSK-B is included in the 2000 edition of the IRIG Telemetry
Standards (IRIG 106-00).
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Figure A-9. Typical 1 Mb/s FQPSK-B signal and
spectral mask.
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ABSTRACT

Herley Industries has applied state of the art design for production techniques to develop of a line of
dual use spectrally efficient digital data transmitters.  Herley has been a global leader in the design and
production of high tech RF and microwave products for more than 30 years.  The resulting transmitters
support variable data rates up to 20 Mbps and output power levels to 10 Watts in both the L and S
frequency bands.  The transmitter product line implements Feher’s-patented Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying (FQPSK) modulation technique, effectively doubling the spectral efficiency of conventional
PCM-FM techniques.  While the development of this transmitter product line represents the initial
offering of Herley in the blossoming FQPSK industry, the design team has relied upon its extensive
experience in producing RF and microwave products that represent the state of the art in design and
manufacturing techniques.  The end result has been the production of cost effective transmitters that

                                           
1 Feher’s-patented quadrature phase shift keying (FQPSK) is a variation of offset quadrature phase shift keying
(OQPSK).
2 K.Feher et al.:“Feher patented  FQPSK, Feher patented GMSK (FGMSK) and Feher patented FQAM”:
U.S. Patents 4,339,724; 4,567,602; 4,644,565; 5,491,457; 5,784,402,  post-patent improvements and other U.S.
and international patents pending, including International Application Published Under  the Patent Cooperation
Treaty (PCT) ; International  Public. No : WO 00/10272 ; World  Intellectual Property Organization ; International
Publication Date  24 February 2000  [PCT Internat   SN : PCT/US99/17995   and International  Public. No : WO
00/13382 Publication Date   9 March 2000  [PCT Internat   SN : PCT/US99/19909].  For Feher patented  FQPSK ,
FGMSK and  FQAM  Technology Transfers and Licensing on an equal-opportunity, non-discriminatory basis with
uniform  terms and at a fair market price contact : Digcom, Inc., c/o  Dr. Kamilo  Feher, 44685 Country Club  Dr;
El  Macero, CA 95618, USA Tel. 530-753-0738;   Fax 530-753-1788 E-mail: feherk@yahoo.com

Certain material contained within this publication is the copyrighted property of Herley Industries, Inc. and may
not be reproduced without permission.



meet the vibration, shock, EMI, altitude, and temperature requirements of missile and aircraft
environments.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing pressure on available bandwidth for range telemetry applications has led to the evaluation of
various modulation techniques for the purpose of finding the appropriate balance between spectral
efficiency, implementation cost, and impact to existing telemetry infrastructures.  Feher’s-patented
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK) has emerged as the modulation method of choice for
applications where available bandwidth is an issue and has been adopted as the standard for bandwidth
efficient modulation in government standards such as IRIG 106-003. The modulation characteristics of
FQPSK allow the use of less expensive, more efficient, Non-Linear Amplification (NLA) techniques
while providing a 2 to 1 improvement in spectral efficiency of GMSK, PCM-FM, and other modulation
techniques.  Implementation of FQPSK for rugged use, including missile and aircraft applications, poses
challenges in the areas of packaging (thermal transfer), phase noise performance, amplitude and phase
balance, and frequency stability.  Herley Industries has designed a line of FQPSK transmitters for use in
both commercial and military applications.  This paper provides an overview of Herley Industries and
examines the challenges presented by an FQPSK transmitter implementation and the design techniques
used to meet those challenges.

OVERVIEW OF HERLEY INDUSTRIES

From its incorporation in 1965, Herley Industries has designed and manufactured microwave devices for
use in various tactical military programs.  Herley has grown to include both international and US
domestic companies segregated into two divisions, Space and Communications, and Microwave
Products.  The Space and Communications Group designs and produces an array of RF and microwave
products from UHF to Ka-Band including; Telemetry (TM) Transmitters, Flight Termination Receivers,
Command and Control Transponders, Radar Transponders, Identification Friend or Foe (IFF)
Transponders, Frequency Multipliers, and highly integrated multi-function assemblies.  The Microwave
Products Group designs and produces high power magnetrons, solid state receiver protectors, as well as
complex microwave integrate circuits employed in military and commercial applications including Rear
Warning Receivers, Electronics Countermeasure systems.  The Microwave Products Group includes
General Microwave Corporation which produces a variety of attenuation devices, IQ modulators, phase
shifters, and microwave oscillators.  Herley joined the FQPSK Consortium in 1999 and has become the
sole supplier of missile and aircraft TM Transmitters for the Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM)
program for the US Air Force.

                                           
3 IRIG  STANDARD 106-00 “Telemetry Standards” [ Note :For higher bit rates ,when  better bandwidth efficiency
is required, the IRIG 106-00  Telemetry Standard specifies the use  of  Feher’ s  patented  Quadrature Phase
Shift Keying (FQPSK-B) .  This Standard  has been  approved for Public Release-Distribution is Unlimited.  See  :
http://tecnet0.jcte.jcs.mil/RCC/manuals/106-00/  . Published by  Secretariat of Range Commanders Council, U.S.
Army, White Sands, New Mexico 88002-5110, USA , January 2000.



FQPSK TRANSMITTER DESIGN

This section will include an examination of the requirements driving the design of an FQPSK
Transmitter and the techniques used to meet those requirements.
Driving Requirements
v Fixed and Variable Rate FQPSK-B Revision A1 Modulation
Ø Data rates from 1 to 20 Mbps
Ø Differential Encoding of Data
Ø Carrier Suppression: 25 dBc
Ø I&Q Channel Defects: 30 dBc

v Carrier Frequency Range
Ø L-Band: 1435.5 to 1534.5 MHz
Ø S-Band: 2200.5 to 2389.5 MHz

v Carrier Frequency Stability: + 20 ppm
v Single Side-Band (SSB) Phase Noise

Carrier Offset (kHz) L(f) Upper Limit (dBc)
0.01 -30
0.1 -60
1 -82

10 -92
100 -102

1000 -102

v PSD Spectral Mask per IRIG 106-00
v Output Power: 2, 5 and 10 Watts
v Mechanical Outline
Ø Fixed Rate: 180 cm3 (11 in3)
Ø Variable Rate: 250 cm3 (15.5 in3)

v Operating Environment
Ø Temperature: -40 oC to +85 oC
Ø Vibration: 15 grms, Random, 20 Hz to 2000 Hz
Ø Shock: 60 g, ½ sine impulse, 5 msec duration
Ø Acceleration: 40 g
Ø Altitude: sea level to 30,480 m (100,000 ft)
Ø Electromagnetic Interference: MIL-STD-461D for Aircraft
Ø 

FQPSK Transmitter Functional Block Diagram

A functional block diagram of a FQPSK Transmitter is presented in Figure 1.

EMI Filter and DC/DC Converter

The EMI filter design has been incorporated in Herley transponders, receivers, and transmitters to
reduce both conducted emissions from the transmitter as well as protecting the transmitter from
conducted interference.



The EMI filter is connected to the DC/DC Converter. The input of the DC/DC Converter utilizes
circuitry to prevent damage from Transient Surge Voltages, Spike Voltages and Reverse Voltage
Protection. The DC/DC Converter and Linear Regulator convert the DC Input Voltage into the stable,
regulated, DC levels required by the transmitter circuitry.

Frequency Synthesizer

The Frequency Synthesizer FQPSK Transmitter is locked to a surface mount Temperature Compensated
Crystal Oscillator (TCXO) frequency stability over the specified temperature range.  The resulting
synthesizer, and consequently the transmitter, output phase noise will be strongly influenced by the
multiplied TCXO phase noise characteristic out to the edge of the loop bandwidth, after which the phase
noise characteristic of the VCO will dominate.

Baseband Processor

The Baseband Processor includes input data and clock signal conditioning as well as performing the
mechanics of FQPSK-B modulation.  The following functions are performed by the Baseband Processor
to generate the I and Q inputs for the Quadrature Modulator.

• Differential Encoding
• I&Q Symbol Splitting
• Symbol Cross-correlation
• Symbol to Wavelet Mapping
• Digital to Analog conversion
• Analog signal filtering and conditioning

For variable data rate implementations, the Baseband Processor performs additional digital filtering and
interpolation functions to optimize the I and Q symbol streams.

Quadrature Modulator

The Quadrature Modulator accepts the I and Q analog data outputs from the Baseband Processor and the
Local Oscillator output from the Frequency Synthesizer and use the I and Q data to Quadrature Phase
Shift Key (QPSK) modulate the Local Oscillator carrier.  The resulting RF output has the spectral
characteristics of the FQPSK-B version A1 modulation by virtue of the filtering and data manipulation
that takes place in the Baseband Processor.

Power Amplifier

The modulated signal is then amplified to its output power level using a Class C power amplifier.

FQPSK-B versus PCM-FM Transmitter Design

The design of an FQPSK-B Transmitter differs from that of a standard PCM-FM Transmitter in several
areas, including:



• Carrier Frequency Stability required for FQPSK-B is more stringent than for PCM-FM
• SSB Phase Noise has more of an impact on Bit Error Rate (BER) performance for FQPSK-B
• FQPSK-B requires processing of data prior to modulation which is not required for PCM-FM

In return for the efforts required to implement FQPSK-B, the user is rewarded with greatly improved
spectral efficiency as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.

Designing for the Environment

Meeting the demands of missile and aircraft environments imposes additional considerations on the
design of the Synthesizer (Exciter) to meet the Frequency Stability and SSB Phase Noise requirements.

The Reference Oscillator is the primary source of center frequency instabilities in the transmitter and
temperature compensation is necessary to allow a crystal oscillator to meet the stability requirement over
the military temperature range.

Transmitter SSB phase noise performance is determined by the Reference Oscillator within the
Synthesizer Loop Bandwidth, and by the VCO outside the loop bandwidth.  Therefore, the vibration
performance of Reference Oscillator is critical for close-in phase noise performance.  Both the
Reference Oscillator and the VCO require attention to component staking and mounting to ensure
adequate performance.  Herley oscillator designs for coherent phase shift keyed applications have used a
variety of materials and techniques for vibration damping including epoxies and preformed absorbers.

Designing to Eliminate Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI)

The Herley FQPSK Transmitter is designed to meet the stringent Electro-Magnetic Interference
requirements of US MIL-STD-461D/E for Aircraft applications.  This operational environment
necessitates the engineer pay particular attention to both the mechanical and electrical assembly of the
transmitter.  Figure 4 illustrates several areas of addressed by the EMI resistant design of the Herley
FQPSK Transmitter.

Typical areas of concern for EMI designs include conductive gasketing, power-line filtering, signal line
filtering, and suppression of spurious RF and harmonics.

As shown in Figure 4, all metal to metal interfaces and connector to chassis interfaces are subject to
Radiated Emissions and Radiated Susceptibility testing.  Electrically conductive and EMI resistant
gasketing is be employed to prevent excessive radiation effects.

The other major area for EMI design techniques are the power, signal, and RF interfaces which are
subject to Conducted Emissions and Conducted Susceptibility testing.  To meet MIL-STD-461D/E in
these areas, robust EMI filtering on the power lines and attention to RF spurious generation, including
harmonics generated by oscillators and high speed digital components is required.



Packaging Considerations

Figure 5 presents an exploded view of the mechanical packaging design of the Herley FQPSK
Transmitter.  In the development of this package, design areas requiring special attention included:

• Isolation of the RF circuitry from spurs generated in the Baseband Processor and DC/DC Converter
• RF isolation within the RF chassis to prevent RF “sneak” paths.
• Signal transfer between chassis
• Effective heat transfer from the Power Amplifier to the chassis exterior

Conductive gasketing and the limitation of Baseband Processor chassis openings to those required for
signal transfer, provide RF isolation.

Interior wall placement and continuity between the interior walls and the RF chassis cover provide
effective RF isolation between functional sections of the RF chassis assembly.  In this case the RF
chassis cover includes the interfacing surface of the Baseband Processor chassis.  Conductive gasketing
is used to ensure continuity between the interior walls and the cover.

Power Amplifier heat removal is accomplished through the maintenance of thermally conductive
material between the power transistor flanges and the chassis exterior.

FQPSK Transmitter Product Line

The Herley FQPSK Transmitter product line includes a wide range of frequency, data rate, output
power, and input data/clock interfaces.  The product line is segmented into two groups, Fixed Data Rate
Transmitters and Variable Data Rate Transmitters.  An overview of the available transmitters includes:

v Fixed Rate Transmitters,
Ø Data Rates: 1 to 20 Mbps, factory set
Ø Frequency: L-Band (1435.5 to 1534.5 MHz) and S-Band (2200.5 to 2389.5 MHz)
Ø Output Power: 2 W and 5 W
Ø Input Data/Clock Interface:  TTL, ECL, and RS422

v Variable Rate
Ø Data Rates: 1 to 20 Mbps, continuously variable
Ø Frequency: L-Band (1435.5 to 1534.5 MHz) and S-Band (2200.5 to 2389.5 MHz)
Ø Output Power: 10 W
Ø Input Data/Clock Interface:  TTL, ECL, and RS422

CONCLUSION

Feher’s-patented Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK) has emerged as the modulation method of
choice for applications where available bandwidth is an issue and has been adopted as the standard for
bandwidth efficient modulation in government standards such as IRIG 106-00.
Herley Industries has designed a line of state-of-the-art FQPSK transmitters for use in both commercial
and military applications which meet the design challenges posed by missile and aircraft environments.



Figure 1.  FQPSK Transmitter Functional Block Diagram
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Figure 2.  Typical PCM-FM Power Spectrum, 10Mbps

Figure 3.  Typical FQPSK-B Power Spectrum, 10 Mbps
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SPECTRAL EFFICIENT BIT RATE AGILE AND IF FREQUENCY
SELECTABLE FQPSK COMMERCIAL AND GOVERNMENT

PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENTS

Dr. Paul Eastman and R. B. Formeister
RF Networks

ABSTRACT

RF Networks developed one of the first flight tested practical modems to use the Feher-patented
Quadrature Shift Keying (FQPSK) [1] modulation technique.  The modem was developed, using as a base
platform, a modem originally developed to transmit data over coaxial cable and microwave systems.
Modifications were made to the modem to accommodate the patented modulation at baseband and to
ruggedize the modem for prototype testing in flight telemetry applications.

Pioneering efforts resulted in the first transmitter/receiver pair to be flight proven utilizing the FQPSK
modulation technique.  Results of these tests confirmed an acceptable alternative to PCM-FM that
provides a significantly improved spectral utilization.  Current development of data rate agile
transmitters and receivers for aircraft and missile telemetry for the US Air Force will be discussed in
general terms.

BACKGROUND

RF Networks was founded in 1993.  The founders had been working for Fairchild Data Corporation, a
prominent manufacturer of satellite and terrestrial communications products that had decided to drop the
terrestrial product lines in favor of its core satellite business.  Through the assistance of a European
distributor based in Belgium, the founders, including the Fairchild Data Vice President of Engineering
and the Terrestrial Line Marketing/Product Manager, we funded a buy out of one product line and began
our initial efforts on the new modem that would eventually be used as a platform for the Feher-patented
Quadrature Shift Keying (FQPSK) [1] modem.

In early 1995, RF Networks was approached by Dr. Kamilo Feher.  Dr. Feher was aware that RF
Networks produced a modem that used a phase shift keying modulation technique and wanted to adapt it
to transmit and receive the patented Feher Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK) modulation.  It was
determined that there were at least two separate modifications.  The first was to modify the modulation
circuitry to use the wavelet generation technique described in Dr. Feher's patents.  The second involved
modifying the demodulator to receive the transmitted OQPSK (Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed)
signal instead of the standard QPSK signal.



A PERSPECTIVE OF FQPSK DEVELOPMENT AT RF NETWORKS

Dr. Feher originally supplied an external box to RF Networks.  The box accepted a data stream and
generated a baseband I and Q output.  The output of the external box was injected into the RF Networks
Model 5450 QPSK Modulator modulation input.  The signal injection was in place of the I and Q
generation from the normal QPSK baseband generator.  This approach initially allowed RF Networks'
engineering staff to experiment with the FQPSK signals at various data rates and power levels.  This
experimentation proved invaluable in the process of productizing Dr. Feher's concepts.

In the original implementation received from Dr. Feher, the internal clock was generated in a manner
that that was uncoupled from the data.  This caused a problem at various data rates as the rising edge of
the clock signal varied its position relative to the center of the data signal.  Normal circuit noise jitter
would sometimes result in a noticeably increased bit error rate at certain power on cycles.

Initial testing of the modems proved very encouraging and led to additional interest to more closely
examine the details of the FQPSK modulation technique.  These details were quite apparent to us at RF
Networks but were not obvious to the investigators - many of whom are presenting here at the FQPSK
Forum at ETC-2000 in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany.  The modems were returned to RF Networks
for the addition of special modifications.  Special access was provided to make both I and Q channel
baseband signals available.  This was done for both the modulator and the demodulator.  The
modifications allowed the signals to be probed while protecting the modem from perturbations caused
by voltage drops or transient inputs.  To make the observed signaling more meaningful, the symbol
clock was also brought out providing accurate timing.

An additional feature was also added to some demonstrator modem models to facilitate demonstration of
the benefits of FQPSK over QPSK in a non-linear amplifier application.  The modem was modified to
allow a switch to control the modulation mode.  (Figure 1)  Using this switch, an operating modem
could rapidly compare the two modulations under identical circumstances.  By placing a non-linear
amplifier following the output of the modem the spectral regeneration benefits became readily apparent.
(See Figure 2)  Similar modifications were added to the demodulator allowing investigators to compare
the modulations over actual transmission services.

The feature was included on some demonstrator units whereby the output of the modulator could be fed
into an amplifier circuit.  A variable step attenuator was used to adjust the power applied to the amplifier
input.  With 20 dB of attenuation the amplifier acted in a linear manner.  As the attenuation was
decreased, the amplifier was driven approximately 8 dB into compression.  A QPSK signal exhibited the
expected spectral regrowth, spreading over several adjacent channels.  The FQPSK spectrum showed no
observable difference in shape as the attenuation was stepped over the same range.

FROM COMMERCIAL TO MILITARY PRODUCTS

This particular modem set was demonstrated publicly at several venues including the ITC 1998 Exhibit
Floor in San Diego, the AIAA Meeting in Washington DC in March 1998 and at the ITC 1999 Exhibit
Floor in Las Vegas.  It was also demonstrated to numerous private and governmental customers of
FQPSK technology.



RF Networks began participation with the US Department of Defense FIRST (Family of Interoperable
Range System Tranceivers) in February of 1996.  The need for improved spectrum utilization was
obvious.  It became readily apparent that practical research into the real world transmission properties of
FQPSK was needed before it could become the basis of a new telemetry standard.  RF Networks was in
a position to be able to economically adapt its products to the needs of those investigating potential
modulations.

Our standard cable modem product was modified to meet the needs of FIRST researchers form the
United States Army, Air Force and Navy.  Since practical experimentation required transmission from
an airborne platform, the modem needed to be stabilized for flight.  Synthesizer robustness was
increased to provide greater phase lock loop stability, internal support structures were added to decrease
sensitivity to external vibration, and circular metal shell power connectors were added to the modem.
Finally, the wavelet assembly software was redesigned to handle both the access and the timing stability
needed to meet the requirements of data rates of 10 Mega-symbols per second or more.

Operational modems were delivered to three branches of the United States military for practical range
testing.  Flight testing of these modems proved the viability of FQPSK as a replacement for PCM/FM to
provide for the expected higher spectral density requirements of the telemetry world.  During this ITC-
2000 conference Messrs. Law [2] and Jefferis [3] will be presenting results of their experimentation with
operational FQPSK.

Additional fine tuning of the FQPSK spectral saving potential was investigated when a pair of Digcom's
modems were brought back into RF Networks for modification through the additional spectral filtering.
Both narrowband and wideband SAW filters were added to further constrain the occupied bandwidth.
The results of these additions were discussed by Dr. Feher et al [4].  RF Networks also investigated
higher cutoff rate demodulation filtering.

As the ARTM (Advanced Range Telemetry) Program [5] specification came together, RF Networks was
once again called upon to assist in developing a specification that insured conformance and
interoperability between all potential product developers.  Specifically, Mr. Richard Formeister was
asked to develop an unambiguous description of Dr. Feher's patent as well as the differential encoding
methodology.  Several other suggestions were also made to insure that any developed products would
work in real world installations.

Confidence in our position as the industry leader in implementation and innovation led us to begin
development of our new third generation products well in advance of the award of the U.S. Department
of Defense (ARTM) contract.  Heavy use of simulation has allowed us to investigate a number of details
within the implementation of the FQPSK modulation.  The responses, in the areas of phase transitions
from one symbol to another, has proved to be extremely insightful and has led to what we consider will
be a particularly strong performing product.  Similar simulations using our existing products have
confirmed the validity of this technique in comparison with known performance.

Using simulation to speed the process, RF Networks has already developed a complete baseband
modulator using a number of innovative techniques.  (Figure 3)  These techniques can be made available
to other parties as a part of an Intellectual Property transfer.  The modulator has been used to drive and



confirm the development of our Model 2120 Telemetry Demodulator, one of the ARTM deliverable
items.  We expect that this product will fully meet or exceed all program requirements and be available
for commercial deliveries beginning in the fourth quarter of this year.

The current status and performance of the RF Networks Model 2120 Telemetry Demodulator will be
discussed.

The following figures illustrate some of the typical results.
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Figure 1 - Special FQPSK modifications to standard RF Networks modems.



Figure 2 - RF Spectra for 1 Mb/s filtered FQPSK and QPSK (non-linear amplifier).



Figure 3 - RF Networks data rate agile FQPSK Baseband Modulator



Figure 4 - BER for Standard QPSK at 1 Mbit/sec, 70 MHz center frequency
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Figure 5 - BER for FQPSK at 1 Mbit/sec, 70 MHz center frequency
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Figure 6 - BER for Standard QPSK at 5 Mbit/sec, 70 MHz center frequency, differential encoders ON,
scramblers OFF, -45 dB Rx level, linear mode.
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Figure 7 - BER for FQPSK at 5 Mbit/sec, 70 MHz center frequency, differential encoders ON,
scramblers OFF, -45 dB Rx level, linear mode.
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Figure 8 - Comparison of BER for FQPSK at 1.0 Mb/s, 3.088 Mb/s, 4.0 Mb/s, and 5.0 Mb/s
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Figure 9 - Comparison of actual modem performance vs. Theory including the effects of differential
encoding and scrambling.
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ABSTRACT

Design and performance evaluation of a low-complexity equalizer for recently standardized spectral efficient Feher
patented quadrature phase shift keying (FQPSK) system [1] over multipath fading channel is presented. The
implementation based on a Feher patented equalizer (FE) [1] is of a structure with three branches, which are
individually used to compensate for a moving fade notch with different locations. These branches are switched by
the control signal that is generated based on pseudo-error on-line detection technique. It is demonstrated that for
typical aeronautical telemetry RF frequency selective fading channels, having delay spreads in 20 – 200 ns range,
the adaptive FE reduces the number of statistical outages by more than 60% without the need for training bits and
without increasing the receiver synchronization time.

KEY WORDS

Adaptive equalizer, Feher patented quadrature phase shift keying (FQPSK), Multipath fading channel.

INTRODUCTION

In aeronautical telemetry communications, multipath interference occurs when reflected replicas with different
delays of the transmitted signal front arrive within the main lobe of the received signal spectrum [2]. As a result, a
multipath fade event happens which severely degrades the performance the system. To combat multipath fading
interference, some adaptive equalization techniques including passband and baseband equalization techniques have
been developed.

Passband equalizers are implemented in intermediate frequency (IF) by using either analog methods or digital
methods. In the former, they perform to compensate for a part of the amplitude distortion in the channel
bandwidth, such as IF slope equalizers [3-4] and variable resonators [5]. However, they cannot compensate for the



channel group delay because their control error signal is only function of the received signal power spectrum.
Furthermore, some of them introduce their own group delay, which aggravate the influence on the overall
performance. In the latter, although digital passband equalizer [6] can compensate both amplitude and group delay
distortions, it needs a lot of taps and is therefore complicated in hardware implementation.

Baseband equalizers are carried out in baseband domain by mainly using digital signal processing methods to
compensate for both amplitude and group delay distortions of the fading channel simultaneously. Like most digital
passband equalizers, they still need many taps to combat multipath distortions.

In this work, we further develop a low complexity equalizer proposed in [7] by using a switch-controlled equalizer
to compensate for the distorted signal over a dynamic fading channel. A preliminary research of the proposed
equalization technique was reported in [7] and indicated a significant performance improvement in the multipath
fading channel, where the equalizer made compensation for a changeable fade notch depth only. The equalizer
presented here can compensate for not only a variable fade notch depth, but also a moving notch position.

FEHER EQUALIZER BASED ON PSEUDO-ERROR DETECTION

In general, the adaptive passband equalizer corrects fading channel distortions by generating complimentary
distortions of amplitude and associated group delay so that the frequency response of overall system has a flat
amplitude response and a constant group delay as much as possible. To achieve that, however, many taps are
needed. As an alternative, the frequency response of the proposed equalizer is symmetrical to that of the fading
channel around the carrier frequency as illustrated in Fig. 1. A key point for the proposed equalizer is to generate
an extra notch that mirrors the fade notch from the carrier frequency to make the spectrum of the equalized signal
be symmetrical. As a result, the depth of a fade notch is reduced. According to a notch location, the receiver band
can be divided into three ranges, named as left, right and middle ranges as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the FE is
mainly constructed with three branches to individually compensate for the fade notch with different locations. A
structure of the FE is shown in Fig. 2. The branch with the delay 1τ  is used to compensate for the notch dropping
in the left range, while the branch with the delay 2τ  is responsible for the notch filling in the right range. When the
fade notch enters the middle range, the branch with the delay 3τ  is switched in the equalizer to equalize the
distorted input signal.

A pseudo-error detection method was originally used to for the measurement of the bit error rate (BER) of an on-
line digital communication link [8]. It is basically implemented by intentionally introducing a second detector in the
detection circuit, which is more perturbation sensitive to the intersymbol interference (ISI) compared to a first
detector or a regular detector. As a result, the second detector introduces more errors than the regular detector,
which is called a pseudo-error. Then, the pseudo-error signal is further processed to form a control signal that is
used to switch the branch of the equalizer. The number of the pseudo-error decreases only if the correct branch is
chosen. Otherwise, it increases. If it dose not decrease below the threshold number by separately connecting these
three branches to the equalizer, the equalizer will be bypassed. This happens when either the fade notch is too deep
or there are many fade notches within the bandwidth.



MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A two-path fading simulator was built in our laboratory to simulate a time-variable fading channel. This simulator
was constructed to achieve both a variable attenuation and a variable delay in the reflection path. In our hardware
measurement, an IF modem with FQPSK modulation at a bit rate of 1 Mb/s was used. The transmitter and the
receiver were connected through the two-path fading simulator at 70 MHz. The received IF signal with 70 MHz
was first down-converted to one with 11 MHz. Then it went to the equalizer before a demodulator. In the
equalizer, the delay values of 1τ  and 2τ  were both set to 300 ns )3.0( 21 bT== ττ , while 3τ  was equal to 1500 ns

)5.1( 3 bT=τ .

Figure 3 shows frequency domain pictures of the fade spectrum and the equalized one, where the fade notch depth
was set to 15 dB at 200 kHz left away from the carrier frequency and the fade delay spread τ  was equal to about
300 ns (0.3Tb). Due to large PSE caused by the ISI, the control circuit automatically chose the best delay branch
in the equalizer, which introduced a symmetrical notch to compensate for the fade notch so that the PSE was
reduced. The corresponding eye signals are shown in Figure 4. The equalizer is capable of compensating for a
moving notch by using different branches. Figure 5 illustrates the frequency domain pictures of the fade spectrum
and the equalized one, where the fade notch moved to the right side of the receiver band and the equalizer
introduced an extra symmetrical notch in order to reduce the fade notch depth. Corresponding to this fade case,
the eye patterns are shown in Figure 6.

The performance of FQPSK system over the two-path fading channel as shown in Figure 3 was evaluated and the
bit error rate (BER) of FQPSK is given in Figure 7. It can be seen that the performance is improved by 6 dB at
Pe=10-4.

The performance of FQPSK over a dynamic fading channel has been also evaluated. In the measurements, a fade
notch moved across the entire bandwidth at a rate of 1 MHz per second, which was in the range of the field test
[9]. The fade depth was set to different values in each fade event. To investigate the characteristic of a “data
outage” [2], we measured the block error (BLE) of FQPSK over the multipath fade channel. Each block has 1000
bits and one block error happens if there is at least one bit error in each block. Figure 8 shows the BLE of FQPSK
over a dynamic fading channel with the reflection delay around 50 ns ( )05.0 bT=τ  and different fade depths, while
Figure 9 gives the BLE of FQPSK over a dynamic fading channel with the reflection delay around 300 ns
( )3.0 bT=τ  and different fade depths. It is noted that from Figure 8 and Figure 9 that the biggest improvement
was made at the fade depth of 15 dB. The reason for that is explained as follows. The symmetrical notch created
by the equalizer dose not give help when the fade notch is too deep. The equalizer is bypassed sometime when the
fade notch is shallow or the BLE is below the threshold number in the most time.

CONCLUSIONS

The performance of a low-complexity equalizer for FQPSK signal over dynamic telemetry fading channel has been
experimentally evaluated. The proposed equalizer can effectively compensate for a moving notch with the delay
spread varying from 20 ns to 300 ns so that the BER or BLE of FQPSK has been significantly improved. The
carried out experimental work provides us with a simple alternative approach to combating the multipath fading
interference.
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Figure. 1. Spectrum and frequency response.
(a) Frequency response of IF equalizer for an un-symmetrical faded notch. (b) Frequency response of IF equalizer
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Figure 3. Spectrum of an illustrative FQPSK signal with a bit rate of 1 Mb/s at 70 MHz. The fade notch was set to
15 dB within the receiver band at 200 kHz left away from the carrier frequency of 70 MHz, and the fade delay
spread was about 300 ns (0.3Tb). Upper trace: fade spectrum. Lower trace: equalized spectrum.

                        
                                   (a)                                                                                     (b)

Figure 4. Demodulated eye signals in I channel. FQPSK signal with a bit rate of 1 Mb/s was used. The fade notch
was set to 15 dB at 200 kHz left away from the carrier frequency, and the fade delay spread was about 300 ns (see
Figure 3).
(a). Distorted eye signal. (b). Equalized eye signal.



                                          

Figure 5. Spectrum of an illustrative FQPSK signal with a bit rate of 1 Mb/s at 70 MHz. The fade notch was set to
15 dB within the receiver band at 200 kHz right away from the carrier frequency of 70 MHz, and the fade delay
spread was about 300 ns (0.3Tb). Upper trace: fade spectrum. Lower trace: equalized spectrum.

                 

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Demodulated eye signals in I channel. FQPSK signal with a bit rate of 1 Mb/s was used. The fade notch
was set to 15 dB at 200 kHz right away from the carrier frequency, and the fade delay spread was about 300 ns
(see Figure 5).
(a). Distorted eye signal. (b). Equalized eye signal.
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Figure 7. Measured BER for FQPSK with a bit rate of 1 Mb/s in a two-path fading channel, where the fade delay
spread was 300 ns, and the fade notch depth was set to 15 dB within the receiver band at 200 kHz left away from
the carrier frequency (see Figure 3).

Figure 8. Number of block error for FQPSK in a dynamic fading channel with the fade delay spread τ =50 ns and
different fade depths, plus AWGN with 0/ NEb =20 dB. The fade notch moved across the entire bandwidth at a
rate of 1 MHz per second. The number of block error was measured in 2 minutes for FQPSK with a bit rate of 1
Mb/s. In 2 minutes, the fade notch crossed the band 6 times.
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Figure 9. Number of block error for FQPSK in a dynamic fading channel with the fade delay τ =300 ns and
different fade depths, plus AWGN with 0/ NEb =20 dB. The fade notch moved across the entire bandwidth at a
rate of 1 MHz per second. The number of block error was measured in 2 minutes for FQPSK with a bit rate of 1
Mb/s. In 2 minutes, the fade notch crossed the band 6 times.
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ABSTRACT

Using Feher patented Quadrature Phase Shift Keying provides improved spectrum efficiency for high
rate telemetry systems.  This paper presents an off-line coherent FQPSK-B software reference receiver
developed for hardware validation under contract from the Joint Services Advanced Range Telemetry
(ARTM) program.  This receiver is implemented in Matlab/Simulink that makes it easily configurable
for different tasks and very flexible in handling many other types of QPSK signal or their derivatives
with simple modifications.  It also offers a cost-effective approach for end-to-end system design.  The
functionality and key features of this receiver (including its internal software transmitter) will be
discussed in this paper.  Results from end-to-end system simulations are included as examples.

INTRODUCTION

Using Feher patented Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (Feher patented QPSK or FQPSK) improves
spectrum efficiency for high rate telemetry systems.  An off-line coherent software receiver has been
developed for FQPSK-B modulation, a variant in the FQPSK family which includes proprietary
designed filtering for additional spectrum containment [1]-[2].  It is intended to be used as (i) a stand-
alone receiver offering a platform on which advanced technologies enabling further performance
enhancement can be cost-effectively demonstrated, and (ii) a software tool that can be customized for
testing and validating various hardware FQPSK-B transceivers under procurement consideration.
Because of the testing requirements, the receiver has its own internal reference transmitter and a simple
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel model and, therefore, is capable of performing end-to-
end FQPSK-B system simulation and performance evaluation.

The software receiver consists of many functional modules developed in Matlab/Simulink, including
differential encoding, FQPSK waveform generation, modulation, channel model, carrier and symbol
synchronization, coherent demodulation and detection, differential decoding, and some real-time
performance monitors and post-processing test result generators.  These modules can be configured
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differently to carry out specific tasks in each of the receiver’s four operating modes.  For example, as a
stand-alone receiver, it provides off-line demodulation, detection, and decoding of a sampled and
digitized FQPSK-B signal from an external source, presumably a hardware transmitter, to attain the
detected bit stream.  Both demodulation and detection are performed coherently and rely on the
receiver’s carrier and symbol synchronization loops to generate correct carrier phase reference and
symbol timing.  The bit error rate (BER) can be measured and compared to that of a hardware receiver
when the transmitted bit stream is available for BER calculation.  The second mode is for hardware
transmitter validation in which the software receiver is able to compare the demodulated hardware-
generated signal with a reference signal realized by passing an internally generated baseband signal
through the same receiver.  The resulting error vector magnitude (EVM) measurement will indicate any
hardware problems in the transmitter under test.  The third and fourth modes are for internal testing in
which the software receiver functions as an end-to-end simulation system conducting BER and/or EVM
tests under a set of user-specified conditions, including modulator imbalances and different filter
designs.  They can be used for trade-off studies on design parameters to realize a specification that meets
certain design goals.

The FQPSK-B software receiver is developed on a Sun Workstation by using Matlab version 5.3 with
Simulink toolboxes such as Communication Toolbox, DSP Toolbox, and Real Time Workshop.
Because of the cross-platform compatibility of Matlab/Simulink, it can run on computers using
operating systems such as UNIX, Windows, and MacOS as long as a proper version of Matlab/Simulink
is installed.  It is also interesting to note that, because of the similarity between FQPSK and other
conventional schemes in the QPSK family, the software receiver is flexible enough to handle many other
types of QPSK signals or their derivatives with simple modifications.

The functionality and features of this Matlab/Simulink-based software receiver will be described in the
next section, followed by a description of each of the four operation modes and their specific
configurations for different applications.  In addition, results from end-to-end system simulations using
the internal reference transmitter are provided as examples, followed by a discussion of future works at
the end of this paper.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The software receiver includes two major functional units: the internal reference transmitter and the
coherent receiver.  The internal transmitter, as shown in Fig. 1, is used to generate reference FQPSK-B
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Figure 1  FQPSK-B Software Transmitter



signals for EVM tests and internal end-to-end simulations.  It consists of a data source capable of
generating either a random or a fixed and known source bit sequence, a differential encoder, an FQPSK
waveform generator including the data buffers facilitating cross-correlation between I-channel and Q-
channel symbols, two transmission filters for additional spectrum containment, and an offset QPSK
(OQPSK) modulator.  On the other hand, the coherent receiver, as shown in Fig. 2, consists of an
OQPSK carrier tracking loop providing carrier reference for coherent demodulation, a symbol
synchronizer providing correct timing for coherent detection, and a differential decoder.

The receiver is developed based upon the assumption that the input signal is an FQPSK-B signal
sampled at a fixed (known) rate that is high enough to avoid significant aliasing.  The internal
transmitter is able to generate such a sampled signal at either baseband or IF with floating-point values.
On the other hand, the input from a hardware transmitter under test has to be recorded into a file consists
of samples organized according to Matlab’s standard I/O format.  Typically, these samples are provided
by the receiving system's hardware front end1 that down-converts the received RF signal to IF and then
samples it to produce finite-bit quantized samples.  These integer-valued samples will be internally
converted to floating-point ones by normalizing the average signal power to unity before being
processed by the receiver.

Following is the description of the key functions of the transmitter and receiver.

Differential Encoding and Decoding
Differential coding is provided in the software transmitter according to the telemetry standards specified
in [3].  Its use is to resolve phase ambiguity associated with QPSK-based modulations.

                                               
1 This is normally a hardware digital oscilloscope capable of down-conversion and sampling.
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In the software transmitter, the binary source data stream, consisting of 0’s and 1’s with a bit duration of
Tb  seconds, is first differentially encoded.  In particular, the k th  coded bit, denoted by Bk , is a function
of the current source bit and the one before that, denoted by bk  and bk −1 , at the encoder input and the

(k − 2)th  coded bit, Bk −2 , at the encoder output.  This function is written recursively as

  Bk = bk ⊕ bk −1 ⊕ Bk− 2 ,           k ∈ N ={0,1,2,L}

where the symbol ⊕  denotes the exclusive-or operator, and the over-line represents the logical ‘not’ or
inversion operator.  The coded bit is then converted from binary format to a non-return-to-zero and
leveled (NRZ-L) format by mapping   0 a − 1 and   1 a +1.

The coded NRZ-L bit stream is split into two, with even-numbered bits to be sent through the in-phase
(I) channel and odd-numbered bits through the quadrature (Q) channel.  On each channel, the coded bit
has a duration that is twice the source bit duration because of the splitting of the coded bit stream.  It is
referred to as the symbol duration, Tsym = 2Tb , since a QPSK symbol represents two bits, one from each
channel.

In the receiver, decoding is performed after demodulation and data detection, rendering the following
recursive relationship

bk = Bk ⊕ Bk−2 ⊕ bk −1 ,           k ∈N
between coded and source bits.

Waveform Generation
The generation of baseband FQPSK signal in the internal reference transmitter is based upon a method
of performing a symbol-by-symbol cross-correlative mapping on selected I- and Q-channel symbols
with a specific set of full-symbol waveforms (wavelets) [4].  Generating an FQPSK-B signal requires
additional filtering of the FQPSK signal.  In the reference transmitter, a low-pass filter is provided on
each of the I- and Q-channels to serve as the transmission filter.  The type of filter and its order and cut-
off frequency are user-specified parameters.

Modulation and Demodulation
The internal software transmitter can generate both baseband and modulated FQPSK-B signals.
According to [3], the Q-channel signal is delayed with respect to the I-channel signal by one source bit,
or equivalently a half symbol, resulting in a wavelet-coded baseband OQPSK signal which can be put
onto a carrier to produce a modulated FQPSK-B signals at a user-specified frequency.  The mapping
between a transmitted symbol and the resultant phase is as follows:

I - channel Symbol Q - channel Symbol Corresponding Symbol Phase

+1 +1 45°
-1 +1 135°
-1 −1 225°
+1 −1 315°



In addition, the transmitter is capable of emulating an imperfect phase modulator with user-specified
modulator imbalances defined in the following equation [5]

S t( )= w1 t( )+ a1[ ]cos 2πfct + θc( )+ G w2 t( ) + a2[ ]sin 2πfct +θc + ∆θ( )
where G  is the inter-channel amplitude imbalance, ∆θ  is the inter-channel phase imbalance, and a1 and
a2  are I-channel and Q-channel dc biases, respectively.  In this modulator imbalance model w1 t( ) and
w2 t( ) represent I-channel and Q-channel signals, fc  is the carrier frequency, and θc  is a random carrier
phase.

On the receiver side, coherent demodulation requires a carrier reference established from the received
signal.  In particular, the carrier frequency fc  has to be estimated and the carrier phase θc  has to be
continuously tracked.  The procedure to get an initial estimate of the carrier frequency and phase is
referred to as carrier acquisition.  It is done by first creating the carrier components from the received
FQPSK-B signal with a full-wave, 4th-law detector [6], and then performing a discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) on the detector output to have its frequency domain representation.  A simple interpolation on the
value of the peak bin around four times the fundamental (carrier) frequency and two values from
adjacent bins on both sides of the peak bin produces the estimated frequency and phase.

The tracking of carrier phase is provided by a carrier tracking loop, as shown in Fig. 2, which results
from a slight modification of a conventional QPSK cross-over Costas loop [7] by adding a half-symbol
delay to its I-arm to compensate for the offset introduced between I- and Q-channel. Immediately after
the carrier is acquired, carrier tracking commences with an initialization of the loop’s numerically
controlled oscillator (NCO) by using the estimated carrier frequency and phase.  There are two user-
specified low-pass arm filters serving as the detection filters for processing of the FQPSK-B signal.  The
loop filter implemented is a discrete-time low-pass filter with the following transfer function [8]

F z( ) = G1 +
G2

1− z−1 +
G3

1− z−1( )2

where
G1 = rd Tu

G2 = rd2 Tu

G3 = k rd3 Tu

and

d =
4BLTu (r − k)
r r − k +1( )

with Tu  being the loop update interval in seconds, BL  being the loop bandwidth2 in Hz, r = 4ξ 2  where ξ
is the damping ratio, and k  being the type III loop gain (e.g., k = 0 for a type II loop) with typical values
ranging from 0.25 to 0.5.  By specifying these parameters, a tracking loop with desired loop bandwidth
can be exactly realized.

                                               
2 This is the loop bandwidth by design.  The actual loop bandwidth may be larger than this designed value
depending on the product BLTu .  Generally speaking, for BLTu < 0.05 , the actual loop bandwidth is very close to
the designed value.



Coherent Detection
The software receiver performs coherent symbol-by-symbol hard decision separately on demodulated I-
channel and Q-channel symbols.  As shown in Fig. 2, this is done by sampling the detection filter output
at proper times, presumably once at the mid-point of every symbol.  Hence, the symbol clock epochs
need to be established from the received signal, which is referred to as symbol synchronization.  The
software receiver uses a data transition tracking loop (DTTL) [9] to provide the estimated symbol
timing.  It takes the I-arm detection filter output as the input to its two-arm structure, with a full-symbol
integration on a symbol and another full- or partial symbol integration centered at the symbol boundary.
The latter provides an error signal to drive the estimated clock moving forwards or backwards when the
integration window is not exactly centered at a symbol transition.  The resulting I-channel symbol clock
is at the mid-point of every Q-channel symbol because of the half-symbol inter-channel delay in the
FQPSKB signal.  It also enables mid-point sampling of I-channel symbols since they get an additional
half-symbol delay in the receiver.

SYSTEM OPERATION

The software receiver is composed of four different setups, each being represented by an operating mode
in which specific application of the software receiver is addressed with its own configuration.  This
section provides a description of these four operation modes, namely the receiver mode, the EVM mode,
and internal end-to-end BER and EVM modes.

Receiver Mode
This is the mode in which the software receiver functions as an offline coherent receiver that
demodulates, detects, and decodes the received signal.  In this mode the receiver accepts input from
external source without using either of its internal software transmitters.  Depending upon whether the
recorded input is on a carrier, the operator can turn on or off the carrier acquisition and tracking
subsystems.  Other receiver parameters the operator can specify include

• data (bit) rate,
• window, DFT size, and zero-padding (if used) for DFT-based carrier acquisition,
• type, order, and BTb -product of the detection filters,
• order, damping ratio, update interval, and loop bandwidth for carrier tracking loop,
• order, damping ratio, update interval, and loop bandwidth for symbol tracking loop.

During the real-time processing, the operator can monitor the progress by looking at a sample counter
showing the number of samples being processed so far, and the tracking performance by bringing up the
plots of residual phase and tracking variance versus time for carrier and/or symbol tracking.  Besides
these real-time indicators, the receiver will store the following data:

• detected soft I-channel and Q-channel samples (I/Q not aligned),
• detected soft I-channel and Q-channel samples (I/Q aligned),
• decoded bits,

into separate files for post processing.  The detected I/Q-channel samples are the samples obtained by
sampling the demodulated I/Q signal at the estimated symbol clock epochs provided by the symbol
tracking.  They are ‘soft’ since they are not passed through the hard decision yet.  These sample files can
be used to plot phasor diagrams for demodulated symbols before or after the one-bit I/Q-channel offset



is removed.  The decoded bit stream is the primary product of this mode.  BER calculation can be
performed on it if the transmitted bit stream is available for comparison, which requires a correlative
matching process between the decoded and the source bit streams in the post processing to make them
aligned.

EVM Mode
This is the mode for hardware transmitter validation in which the signal from external hardware
transmitter is demodulated, detected, and compared to the reference signal from the internal continuous-
time domain software transmitter. The resulting error vectors provide indication of hardware problems in
the transmitter under test. The setup for EVM is divided into two sides.  The reference side is a baseband
end-to-end simulation system using the continuous-time domain transmitter to generate baseband
FQPSK-B signal from a given periodic source bit stream used also on the test unit side.  This baseband
signal is then filtered by the detection filter of the software receiver, producing output samples to be
saved into a reference sample file for later comparison3.  On the test unit side, the same software
receiver used on the reference side coherently demodulates the recorded IF signal from the hardware
transmitter under test, rendering a test sample file at its detection filter output.  This test samples are
aligned with the reference samples by performing a correlative matching process between them.  The
EVM takes place at ideal symbol clock epochs that are readily available from the reference side by
simply counting samples in the reference sample file.

The operator is able to specify receiver parameters other than those of detection filter, which remain
fixed for both sides of EVM setup, and get real-time performance monitoring as in the receiver mode.
Two data files containing entire I-channel and Q-channel samples after the one-bit I/Q-channel offset is
removed will be saved for post processing.

The EVM is done in the post processing, in which a correlative matching is performed to align the I/Q-
channel sample files with the reference sample files using either I-channel or Q-channel samples and the
aligned files are sampled at ideal detection times established by a sample count on the reference side to
get the detected symbols.  A resulting EVM file will be created, from which EVM statistics, including
mean and standard deviation on magnitude and phase for all error vectors and for error vectors
associated with individual symbols, are calculated and the following plots:

• Constellation plot -- a plot of error vectors on the signal constellation
• Normalized plot -- a scatter plot of error vectors in the vector space
• I/Q-channel magnitude errors vs. time

can be produced.  In addition to EVM statistics and plots, phasor diagram (only with I/Q samples
aligned) is also available in the post processing,

Internal BER Mode
This is the mode for internal BER test in which the software transmitter-receiver pair functions as an
end-to-end simulation system conducting BER test under a set of user-specified conditions.  It differs

                                               
3  Getting a valid comparison requires the reference sample file to be generated by the internal software
transmitter with parameters matching those used in the hardware transmitter under test.  In addition, the detection
filter has to be specified for this and will also be used on the reference side.



from the receiver mode in the choice of signal source.  In this mode, the internal discrete-time-domain
software transmitter is used to provide FQPSK-B signal either on a carrier or on baseband.  A channel
model is included in this end-to-end system.  Currently, only an AWGN channel with a user-specified
bit signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), denoted by Eb N o , is provided.  More sophisticated channel models,
including frequency selective multiple-way fading channel, can be easily added later.

The operator can specify transmitter parameters such as

• data (bit) rate -- may include an offset,
• carrier frequency -- may include an offset,
• carrier phase,
• type, order, and BTb -product of the transmission filters,
• source bit stream from a file or a noise seed if internal binary random number generator is used to

generate source bit stream,

the channel parameter, Eb N o , and the receiver parameters such as

• data (bit) rate,
• window, DFT size, and zero-padding (if used) for DFT-based carrier acquisition,
• type, order, and BTb -product of the detection filters,
• order, damping ratio, update interval, and loop bandwidth for carrier tracking loop,
• order, damping ratio, update interval, and loop bandwidth for symbol tracking loop.

Furthermore, the discrete-time-domain transmitter is capable of accommodating modulator imbalances
such as inter-channel amplitude and phase imbalances and I- and Q-channel dc biases, which allows the
effect of modulator imbalances to be included with an end-to-end simulation.

The operation in this mode is all real-time.  As in previous two modes, an operator can get real-time
performance monitoring, including a BER counter showing coded and uncoded error performance.

Internal EVM Mode
This is the mode for internal EVM test in which two software transmitter-receiver pairs form an end-to-
end simulation system conducting EVM test under a set of user-specified conditions.  Like the EVM test
for external hardware transmitters, the two software transmitter-receiver pairs in the internal EVM test
setup constitute two sides: one for the reference and the other for the test unit.  However, in this internal
mode, the discrete-time-domain software transmitter provides both the baseband signal for the reference
side and the modulated signal for the test unit side.  Both sides are synchronized so that EVM
calculation can be performed in real-time without the need of a post-processing correlation to align
signals from both sides.  This setup is intended for simulations to see the effect of (i) user-specified
modulator imbalances added to the test unit, (ii) mismatched transmission filters, and (iii) receiver's
demodulation and synchronization processing on the EVM results.  An operator is able to monitor real-
time performance, including selected EVM plots, with EVM statistics reported at the end of simulation.

EXAMPLES



The Bit Error Performance
This example shows the bit error performance for a
baseband end-to-end system operated in the internal
BER mode.  Both coded and uncoded BER curves are
shown here for bit SNR, Eb N o , from –3 to 10 dB.
The uncoded BER curve agrees well with the one
reported in [10].  As shown here, the degradation
caused by differential encoding/decoding is about
0.63 dB at BER=0.001.  Simulation results obtained
for systems including carrier and symbol tracking
show no significant differences compared to these
baseband curves, as long as sufficient loop SNRs are
maintained.

The EVM Test
This example shows the results of an internal EVM test.
The phasor diagram to the right is a constellation plot of the
perfectly detected (reference) symbols from the receiver
after the one-bit I/Q-channel offset is removed.  In each
quadrant, the corresponding FQPSK-B symbols form a
distinct eight-cluster pattern. In the test unit, an amplitude
imbalance is deliberately introduced to the Q-channel,
making the amplitude of Q-channel symbols 5% smaller
than that of I-channel symbols.  After demodulation and
detection, the error vectors are calculated by comparing
both symbol streams symbol by symbol.  In the following,
two EVM plots are presented as an example.  The
constellation plot is the figure to the left in which each error
vector is represented by an arrow pointing out from its

corresponding reference symbol in
the phasor diagram, while the
normalized plot is the figure to the
right that shows a scatter plot of end
point of each error vector in a vector
space.  It is clearly indicated in these
EVM plots that the amplitude
imbalance exists in the transmitter
under test by showing most arrows
pointing roughly along the Q-channel
direction in the constellation plot and
a two-cluster distribution with an
average separation approximately
equal to 0.04 in the normalized plot.
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CONCLUSION

This paper presents the design and development of an off-line coherent FQPSK-B software reference
receiver capable of being used for hardware validation and for advance technology development and
demonstration.  This Matlab/Simulink-based software receiver also includes end-to-end simulations that
help a system design to meet certain performance goals.  Because of its ease of use and versatility in
flexible configurations for various tasks and even for other types of QPSK modulation, this software
receiver provides a cost-effective approach with cross-platform compatibility for study, design and
development of a quadrature-modulated communication system.

Currently, the software receiver is being modified to accommodate future studies, including a frequency
selective dynamic fading channel model and various equalizer techniques for mitigating the mobile
fading effects.
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ABSTRACT

The Bit Error Rate (BER) performance of FQPSK modulated signals in the presence of the Co-Channel
Interference (CCI) and Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) is evaluated and improved. A Non-
Linearly Amplified (NLA) FQPSK modulated signal with the data rate of 1Mb/s and carrier frequency
of 70 MHz is interfered with a sinusoidal signal at different frequencies. As the relative distance of the
center frequency of the Co-channel interference (CCI) changes, different BER are obtained. The effect
of the CCI decreases as the CCI center frequency moves away from the center of the modulated signal.

In order to improve the BER in the presence of the CCI, a hard limited filter is added at the receiver
input. The hard limited filter has a different amplification factor for different signal strength. As a result,
the amplification factor for the CCI, which is normally a weaker signal, is smaller than the actual signal.
This means that the signal is amplified more than the interference and as a result the CCI is suppressed
and the BER rate improves. The results of both simulations and measurements are obtained for different
CCI center frequencies, before and after the improvements.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the spectral efficiency of the FQPSK, one can expect a good BER performance even in the
presence of CCI. This paper is mainly concerned with BER analysis of the FQPSK-B in the presence of
CCI, using computer simulations and actual life measurements.

The BER is one of the most important parameters in the performance analysis of communication
systems. In general, the BER is a function of C/I, and it is inversely proportional to the C/I. The higher
the C/I, the lower the BER.

The interference can be Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI), Co-Channel Interference (CCI), Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) or a combination of all of the above. In most practical systems Noise,
ACI and ACI are all present, however in most these cases, just one of these factors is dominant.

The spectrum of the CCI can have an arbitrary shape, however this paper studies the effects of an
unwanted sinusoidal on the BER. Depending on the location of the CCI’s center frequency relative to
the FQPSK modulated signal’s center frequency, the magnitude of the CCI varies. Consequently we get
different BER result depending on the relative location of the CCI’s center frequency. Both the
simulation and measurement results are obtain for CCI with different relative center frequencies.

In the followings, first the simulation methodology and simulation result for different CCI as the
sinusoidal signals center frequency changes will be discussed. Next measurement methodology and the
measurement results will be presented. An improvement methodology for the improvement of the BER
is introduced. Finally a comparison of both simulation and measurement results before and after the
improvement is presented.

FQPSK-B MODULATION SCHEME

There are a number of publications describing FQPSK systems (references [1] and [2]). It has been
successfully demonstrated that the FQPSK-B modulated signals have a great spectral efficiency and bit
error performance (references [3], [4], [5] and [6]).

The FQPSK-B is one of the modulation schemes in the FQPSK family. It is a constant modulation
scheme with baseband waveform-shaped with cross correlation between the I and Q channels. Figure(1)
illustrate the measured spectrum for FQPSK-B at 1Mb/s with carrier frequency of 70MHz.



SIMULATIONS WITHOUT THE HARD LIMITED FILTER

The simulation is done in MatLab and Figure(4) illustrates the simulation scheme without the hard
limited filter. A NRZ sequence is generated and modulated using a FQPSK-B modulation scheme. The
FQPSK’s K factor is chosen as K=0.707. The cut off frequencies for the BW filter are chosen as
BTb=0.5 and BiTb=0.55. The modulated signal is then exposed to an AWGN and a sinusoidal signal.

S = S + AWGN + A cos(2*ππ*CciCenterFrequency*t)

The exposed signal is then attenuated. The combination of the AWGN, the sinusoidal signal and the
attenuation simulates the channel. The resulting signal is demodulated and detected and the result is an
array of NRZ sequence. A comparison of this sequence and the original NRZ sequence is made and the
number of differences between the two sequences is counted. This number represents the BER. The
same simulation is repeated for different CCI strengths and different CCI center frequencies.

In most practical systems either the CCI or the AWGN is the dominant factor. The AWGN in this
simulation is chosen to be low and the CCI is the dominant interference. Figure (5) illustrates the
simulation results for different CCI strengths and different CCI center frequencies.

As the simulation results show, the effect of the CCI decreases as the CCI center frequency moves away
from the center of the modulated signal. It also shows that if the AWGN is low, then the BER decreases
rapidly as the strength of the CCI decreases.

MEASUREMENTS WITHOUT THE HARD LIMITED FILTER

Figure (6) illustrates the Measurement scheme without the hard limited filter. A NRZ signal sequence is
generated and sent to a FQPSK modulator with fc = 70MHz and then attenuated. The signal is then
exposed to an AWGN and an interfering sinusoidal signal. The resulting signal is again passed through
an attenuator and sent to an FQPSK demodulator. The attenuators, AWGN and the sinusoidal signal
simulate a channel with interference. The demodulated and then detected signal is compared with the
original data and the differences are counted. The number of differences represents the BER.

The same measurement is repeated for different CCI strengths and different CCI center frequencies. The
AWGN level in these measurements is chosen to be low and the CCI is the most dominant interference.
Figure (7) illustrates the measurement results for different CCI strengths and different CCI center
frequencies.

As the measurement results show, the effect of the CCI decreases as the CCI center frequency moves
away from the center of the modulated signal. It also shows that if the AWGN is low, then the BER
decreases rapidly as the strength of the CCI decreases.



MEASUREMENT VERSES SIMULATIONS WITHOUT THE HARD LIMITED FILTER

The BER results obtained from the measurements and the simulations are very close. They confirm that
the effect of the CCI decreases as the CCI center frequency moves away from the center of the
modulated signal. It also shows that if AWGN is low, then the BER decreases rapidly as the strength of
the CCI decreases.

Slight discrepancies in the results obtained from measurements and simulations, depend on the existence
of noise in the instruments. As mentioned the AWGN level was chosen to be very low. The choice was
made in order to make the CCI the most dominated interfering factor.
While lowering AWGN in simulations is trivial, the elimination of the AWGN in the real instruments is
a big problem. This is especially obvious for the higher C/I because higher C/I means lower CCI. When
the CCI level is low it requires a very low AWGN and the total elimination of the AWGN in the
instruments is difficult and nearly impossible. But in general the results obtained from both simulations
and real life measurements are very close and support each other.

Figure (8) shows a comparison of the simulation and measurement results for CCI center frequency f =
fc-250KHz.

SIMULATIONS WITH THE HARD LIMITED FILTER

The simulation scheme with the hard limited filter is similar to the simulation scheme that was
previously introduced. The main difference here is the introduction of a hard limited filter before the
demodulator. This filter improves the BER for the CCI for certain C/I ratios. As in the previous case the
simulation is done in MatLab and Figure (9) illustrates the simulation scheme with the hard limited
filter. A NRZ sequence is generated and modulated using a FQPSK-B modulation scheme. The
FQPSK’s K factor is chosen as K=0.707. The cut off frequencies for the BW filter are chosen as
BTb=0.5 and BiTb=0.55.

The modulated signal is then exposed to an AWGN and a sinusoidal signal.

S = S + AWGN + A cos(2*ππ*CciCenterFrequency*t)

The exposed signal is then attenuated. The combination of the AWGN, the sinusoidal signal and the
attenuation simulates the channel. The resulting signal, after the channel is passed through a hard limited
filter. The signal is then demodulated and detected and the result is an array of NRZ sequence. A
comparison of this sequence and the original NRZ sequence is made and the number of differences
between the two sequences is counted. This number represents the BER. The same simulation is
repeated for different CCI strengths.

As in the previous case the AWGN is chosen to be low, and the CCI is the most dominant interference.
Figure(10) illustrates the simulation results with and without the hard limited for different CCI strengths
and with the CCI center frequency f = fc-250KHz

As the simulation results show, there are some BER improvements for certain C/I ratios.



MEASUREMENTS WITH THE HARD LIMITED FILTER

The measurement scheme with the hard limited filter is similar to the measurement scheme that was
previously introduced. The main difference here is the introduction of a hard limited filter before the
demodulator. The hard limited filter is implemented by cascading several amplifiers, operating in the
saturated mode followed by attenuators. This filtration improves the BER for certain C/I ratios.
Figure(11) illustrates the Measurement scheme without the hard limited filter. A NRZ signal sequence is
generated and sent to a FQPSK modulator and then attenuated. Then the signal is exposed to an AWGN
and an interfering sinusoidal signal. The resulting signal is again passed through an attenuator. The
signal is sent through a cascade of amplifiers operating in saturated mode followed by an attenuator. The
signal is then sent to an FQPSK demodulator. The attenuators, AWGN and the sinusoidal signal
simulate a channel with interference. The demodulated and then detected signal is compared with the
original data and the differences are counted. The number of differences represents the BER. The same
measurement is repeated for different CCI strengths.

As in the previous case the AWGN is chosen to be low and the CCI is the dominant interference.
Figure(12) illustrates the measurement results for different CCI strengths, with and without the hard
limited and with the CCI center frequency f = fc-250KHz

As the measurement results show, there are some BER improvements for certain C/I ratios.

THE BER IMPROVEMENTS

As both the simulation and the measurement results (figure 10 and 12) show the introduction of the hard
limited filter at the receiver side improves the BER in the presence of the CCI. The improvement varies
for different C/I ratios. In order to explain the improvement variations for different C/I we must look at
the characteristics of the hard limited filter. The hard limited filter has a different amplification factor for
different signal strengths. As a result, the amplification factor for the CCI, which is normally a weaker
signal, is smaller than the actual signal. This means that the signal is amplified more than the
interference, and as a result, the CCI is suppressed and the BER rate improves.

As mentioned in these measurements the AWGN level is chosen to be low, and the CCI is the most
dominant interference. Again simulating the BER without the noise is feasible but eliminating the noise
level in the measurement is not practical. Almost all practical components contribute to the noise level.
This has effected the measurement results for small C/I ratios. However in general the results of both
measurements and simulation show BER improvements for certain C/I ratios.

CONCLUSION

As both the simulated and measured results illustrate, the BER performance of the FQPSK-B in the
presence of CCI depends heavily on the relative distance of the CCI’s center frequency from the signal’s
center frequency. The BER decreases rapidly as the CCI center frequency is away from the center by



more than 2/5 of the bandwidth. If the AWGN is low in the channel and the CCI is the dominant
interfering factor, then the BER decreases rapidly as the C/I ratio increases

Introduction of the hard limited filter improves the BER in the presence of the CCI. The hard limited
filter has different amplification factors for different signal strengths. As a result, the amplification
factor for the CCI, which is normally a weaker signal, is smaller than the actual signal. This means that
the signal is amplified more than the interference, and as a result, the CCI is suppressed and the BER
rate improves.

Since the amplification of the hard limited filter is heavily related to the signal strength, the CCI
suppression is also heavily dependent on the C/I ratio. As expected, the results from both simulations
and real life measurements show different level of BER improvements for different C/I ratios.



Figure (1) FQPSK-B spectrum, 1Mb/s and fc = 70MHz

Figure (2) FQPSK-B spectrum with CCI at f = fc +450KHz, 1Mb/s and fc = 70MHz

Figure (3) FQPSK-B spectrum with CCI at f = fc –450KHz, 1Mb/s and fc = 70MHz
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Figure (5) Simulation results for different CCI center frequencies without the hard limited filter
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Figure (7) Measurement results for different CCI center frequencies without the hard limited filter
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Figure (8) Simulated and measured without the hard limited filter, CCI center frequency=fc-250KHz
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Figure(10) Simulated BER with and without the hard limited for CCI center frequency of fc-250KHz
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Figure(11) Measurement scheme with the hard limited filter
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Figure(12) Measured BER with and without the hard limited for CCI center frequency of fc-250KHz
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DIGITAL RECEIVER PERFORMANCE

Robert C. Troublefield
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ABSTRACT

Bit errors often occur in a wireless communications link when impairments alter the transmitted signal.
It is advantageous to be able to predict how well a system will tolerate transmission problems. This
paper details laboratory performance measurements and comparisons in terms of evaluating
configurations of a digital receiver for Feher patented Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK-B)
demodulation.  The transmitted signal is subjected to calibrated levels of impairments while the receiver
performance is monitored in real-time.

KEYWORDS

Feher patented Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK-B) [3], bit error rate (BER) vs. signal energy per
bit to noise power spectral density (Eb/N0), flat fading, multipath fading, critical notch depth, adjacent
channel interference (ACI), acquisition time, fade recovery time

INTRODUCTION

The wireless channel is the transmission medium that introduces effects such as attenuation,
interference, noise, and distortion.  Random noise, flat fading, multipath fading, and adjacent channel
interference are dominant sources of distortion in the aeronautical telemetry channel.  A fading channel
is indicated by the transmission characteristics varying with time.  Time variations in the channel
structure arise due to random changes in the propagation characteristics of the medium.  In contrast,
adjacent channel interference (ACI) is the result of unwanted signals from other frequency bands
spilling over into the channel of interest.  The end results are periods of high bit error rates and periods
of low bit error rates at the receiver.

This paper will provide insights to the performance levels of a digital receiver when demodulating
FQPSK-B in the laboratory.  Bit error performance, multipath fading, adjacent channel interference, as
well as acquisition time and fade recovery time will be measured and compared to the Advanced Range
Telemetry (ARTM) performance specifications on FQPSK-B demodulators [2].



DIGITAL RECEIVER DESCRIPTION

A completely digital receiver has been assembled and tested for performance measurements as shown in
Figure 1.  The receiving system consists of three printed circuit boards.  Two boards are commercial-off-
the-shelf items from Intersil, formerly Harris Semiconductor.  The third board is an in-house designed
interface card.

The Intersil HI5703 is a single board evaluation card to test a high performance analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) [9].  The board contains the ADC, clock driver circuitry, analog input drive circuitry,
voltage reference generator, and buffered data outputs.  The ADC is a monolithic flash, 10-bit output, 40
megahertz (MHz) sample rate, and 250 MHz bandwidth device.

The Intersil HSP50110/210 is a single board evaluation kit for phase shift keying (PSK) communication
systems [6].  It is designed as a drop in prototype for PSK demodulators in digitized intermediate
frequency (IF) applications.  The board contains three main programmable components consisting of a
digital quadrature tuner (DQT), a digital Costas loop (DCL), and a digital filtering section.  The
quadrature tuner provides carrier local oscillator generation and mixing, low-pass filtering, and baseband
re-sampling [7].  The digital Costas loop provides for carrier tracking and symbol synchronization [8].
Finally, the finite impulse response (FIR) serial digital filters provide for matched filtering of the
baseband data.

The custom receiver interface board contains a programmable logic device (PLD), a phase-lock-loop
(PLL), and a dual digital-to-analog converter (DAC) with filtering.  The programmable logic device
contains circuitry for symbol-to-bit conversion, differential decoding, and selectable derandomization.

Bit Clk
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I Sym

Sym Clk

Analog I & Q

Bit Stream

ADC System

Clock
40 MHz

DQT

Microcontroller

DCL

Dual DAC
& Filter

PLDPLL
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Figure 1.  Digital receiver system.



The phase-lock-loop provides for bit clock generation from the symbol clock out of the Costas loop.
The dual DAC outputs in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) symbols.  This interface board addition allows
end-to-end testing, debug, and optimization of the digital receiving system.

DIGITAL RECEIVER OPERATION

The DQT and DCL register values are shown in the Appendix.  Specific items that were altered for
performance tests are discussed below.

This receiver is operating on hard-decision, single symbol detection.  Soft-decision 3-bit outputs are
available from the slicer for other applications.  Demodulation mode is set to Offset Quadrature Phase
Shift Keying (OQPSK).

Table 1 shows carrier loop bandwidths and symbol loop bandwidths selected for tracking mode,
expressed in percentage of symbol rate.  The acquisition mode loop bandwidths are set to 3 times the
corresponding tracking mode loop bandwidth.  The carrier tracking range is set at 100 kilohertz (KHz)
to satisfy the performance specification [2].  Any narrower carrier loop bandwidths would not track the
full range of carrier frequency offset limits.

Carrier Loop Bandwidth Symbol Loop Bandwidth
Narrow 0.08% 0.1%

Medium 0.5% 0.2%
Wide 1.0% 0.3%

The symbol tracking loop locks independently and under most circumstances will lock before the carrier
tracking loop.  The symbol tracking loop detector generates a sampling error based upon a measure of
how far the mid-symbol sample is from the symbol transition midpoint, see Figure 2 [8].  The
programmable carrier lock circuit detection is based upon an automatic search, verify, and lock state
transition.  The function of the lock detector is to monitor the baseband symbols and to decide whether
the carrier tracking loop is locked to the input signal.  Based on the in-lock or out-of-lock decision,
either the acquisition or tracking parameters are selected for the loops.  A phase error, θE, is generated
for each symbol, see Figure 3 [8].  The lock detector monitors the outputs of the phase error accumulator
to determine the search, verify, or lock state, see Figure 4 [8].  The accumulation process averages or
integrates the phase error to reduce variance.  The integration time can be programmed up to 1025
symbol periods.  The carrier loop is in the lock state if the integration counter finishes before the phase
error accumulator overflows.  The verify state cycles through a programmable number of in-lock
conditions before transitioning to lock.  The initial search state is where the carrier frequency uncertainty
is swept while acquisition parameters are active.  The acquisition sweep rate parameter is the amount the
carrier lag accumulator is incremented or decremented to produce a frequency correction value each
time the loop filter runs.  The false lock detection is not utilized since it is designed to operate on square
wave data, not shaped waveforms such as FQPSK-B.

Table 1.  Loop bandwidth parameters.



Figure 2.  Symbol error detector.

Figure 3.  Carrier phase error detector.

Figure 4.  Acquisition/tracking state diagram.



Example for search to verify: If the acquisition threshold is 20 degrees and the acquisition integration
time is 8 symbols, then verify is obtained if the magnitude of the phase error accumulated for 8 symbols
is under 20 degrees.  If the acquisition sweep rate is 2 KHz and the carrier tracking loop limit is 100
KHz, then 2000 is added/subtracted to the carrier accumulator to produce a frequency correction value
over a 100,000 range.

Example for verify to lock: If the track threshold is 22 degrees and the track integration time is 32
symbols, then lock is obtained if the magnitude of the phase error accumulated for 32 symbols is under
22 degrees.  Lock is maintained under the same criteria.

Wide loop bandwidths improve acquisition time but loss of synchronization occurs sooner as Eb/N0

decreases.  A narrow loop bandwidth’s longer acquisition time can be somewhat compensated for with a
smaller symbol integration count.  However, small symbol integration counts negatively influence Eb/N0

and multipath fade tests.  Higher symbol integration counts yielded lower Eb/N0 synchronization and
deeper multipath fade tolerance.  The track symbol integration count greatly influenced the acquisition
time performance measurement, where the acquisition symbol integration count was not as significant.
The acquisition symbol count is set to 8 and the track symbol count is set to 28 for narrow carrier track
loops and to 32 for wide carrier track loops in the following performance tests.  The thresholds are set to
22.5 degrees or less for this quadrature application.

The flat fade and acquisition time testing is affected by the carrier tracking mode.  Three tracking modes
offer a trade-off between delay around the loop and how well the signal is kept centered in the filtering.
The DCL only mode provides for a lower bit error rate (BER) and faster acquisition times.

The number of serial bits sent for carrier offset frequency (COF) and symbol offset frequency (SOF)
control loops is programmable from 8 to 32 bits and affects fade and acquisition performance tests.  A
16-bit COF word will allow a 1 KHz frequency correction and a 16-bit SOF word will allow a 500 Hz
frequency correction in the respective loops.  16-bit words are a minimum and allow for faster updates
and less delay around the loops.

No external radio frequency (RF) automatic gain control (AGC) is employed in this system.  Baseband
AGC internal to the integrated circuits is inherent to the various closed loop designs.

The carrier tracking acquisition sweep rate was set by selecting the optimum value during the flat fade,
low Eb/N0 operation.

The DQT provides five selectable FIR low pass filters for operating on the down-converted channel.
The third-order cascade-integrator-comb filter with compensation provides the highest out-of-band
attenuation.  Compensation flattens the frequency response of the filter and greatly improves the flat
fade tests.  The ACI test requires this type of filter for effective operation.

The DCL provides two selectable matched filters, a root-raised cosine (RRC) filter and an integrate and
dump (I&D) filter.  The two were tested and did not meet bit error performance requirements.
Subsequently, the internal DCL matched filtering was bypassed, and the FIR filters, external to the
DCL, were utilized.  These serial FIR filters have been programmed with RRC filter coefficients.
Several filter alphas and filter lengths were tested and found to meet or exceed the bit error performance



requirement.  The serial processing rate of the FIR filters limit the data throughput of the demodulator to
2.5 Mega bits per second (Mbps).

BIT ERROR PERFORMANCE

Bit error rate (BER) vs. signal energy per bit to noise power spectral density (Eb/N0) is measured and
plotted for bit error performance.  The channel has a flat fading condition and is characterized as non-
frequency selective.  Attenuation of the signal occurs across the entire pass-band in an Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) environment. The AWGN channel is characterized as memory-less, in which
the probability of errors is independent from one symbol to the next.

Figure 5 is the test setup for performing bit error performance.  The reference transmitter generates the
FQPSK-B baseband analog I and Q symbols at programmable data rates [1].  The data content is an 11-
bit pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS).  A RF mixer combines the symbols and the composite
spectrum is sent to the digital receiver via the HP3708A, which is in the “Eb/N0 mode”.  BER is
measured on the bit error rate analyzer at the corresponding Eb/N0 values.  The FQPSK-B constellation
diagram is monitored on an oscilloscope with symbol outputs from the digital receiver.  BER vs Eb/N0

was measured at 1.0 Mbps and at 2.5 Mbps with the carrier tracking and symbol tracking loops set to
narrow (N) and then to wide (W) for each test.  See Table 2 for results and comparison to FQPSK-B
specification limit [2].
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Figure 5.  Bit error performance test.



Eb/N0 (dB)
BER Allowed [2] 2.5 Mbps-N 2.5 Mbps-W 1.0 Mbps-N 1.0 Mbps-W
10E-3 10.0 9.2 9.3 9.2 9.4
10E-4 12.0 11.1 11.3 11.1 11.3
10E-5 13.5 12.6 12.7 12.6 12.8
10E-6 15.0 13.7 13.7 13.8 13.9

MULTIPATH FADING

All wireless communication systems can suffer from multipath propagation.  The receiving antenna sees
not only the direct signal but also a dominant secondary signal or signals, which is a delayed version of
the direct signal path.  This characteristic is known as frequency-selective fading and is indicated by a
notch or notches in the RF spectrum.  The depth and frequency of the notch vary continuously during
multipath fading.  The result is severe inter-symbol interference, which can lead to high bit errors and
even loss of synchronization in the receiver.

It has been shown that 2-ray and 3-ray multipath models provide an excellent match to the obtained
sounding flight data in the aeronautical telemetry channel [4].  Analysis showed that the magnitude of
the reflection is the dominant factor in determining bit error rates.  Strong multipaths are characterized
by short delays on the order of 50 nano seconds (ns) [4].  Multipath reflections with longer relative
delays on the order of 200 to 300 ns are much weaker [4].

For the FQPSK-B demodulator static multipath fade sensitivity requirement, the minimum phase critical
notch depth shall be a minimum of 22 decibels (dB) when tested at 5 Mbps and a simulated delay of 24
ns [2]. At each frequency, the notch depth is increased until the BER is degraded to the threshold value
of 10E-5 [1].  This value of notch depth becomes the “critical notch depth”.

Figure 6 is the test setup for performing multipath fading.  The reference transmitter generates the
FQPSK-B baseband analog I and Q symbols at programmable data rates [1].  The data content is an 11-
bit PRBS.  A RF mixer combines the symbols and the composite spectrum is sent to the digital receiver
via the HP11759C, which is in the “phase spectrum mode”.  In this mode, the delay, phase, and
attenuation are set to generate a 2-ray multipath model.  Note there is no automatic gain control in front
of the receiver, which would affect this test.  The FQPSK-B constellation diagram is monitored on an
oscilloscope with symbol outputs from the digital receiver.  The delays and notch depths were varied for
these tests operating at 2.5 Mbps.  Short delays and long delays were tested at the critical notch depth of
the demodulator at a threshold BER=10E-5.  Figure 7 displays these results plotted as nine-point static
“M-curves”.

Table 2. Bit error performance test results.



Figure 7.  Multipath fade test results.
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ADJACENT CHANNEL INTERFERENCE

This impairment relates to the generation of interference by multiple transmitters and the effects of
interference at the receiver.  ACI can cause eye closure in the demodulator and result in a BER penalty
or loss in receiver sensitivity.  ACI provides a measure of spectral power of the modulated RF signal
spectrum spilling over into adjacent channels.  Typically, a spectral mask is utilized to specify spectral
efficiency and transmitter ACI indirectly.  ACI interpretation and impact depends on the application, and
for this reason many definitions exist [5].

For the FQPSK-B demodulator performance requirement, an Eb/N0 = 13.5 dB maximum at a BER =
10E-5 shall not increase by more than 1 dB when the desired signal is subjected to ACI from one
interfering signal [2].  The FQPSK-B interference source will be at the same bit rate as the desired
signal, offset from the desired carrier frequency by an amount equal to 1.2 times the bit rate and at a
power level 20 dB higher than the desired signal [2].  The requirement applies to ACI tests at both the
high and low frequency side of the desired signal [2].

Figure 8 is the test setup for adjacent channel interference.  The reference transmitter generates the
FQPSK-B baseband analog I and Q symbols at programmable data rates [1].  The data content is an 11-
bit PRBS.  A RF mixer combines the symbols and the composite spectrum is sent to the digital receiver
via the HP3708A, which is in the “carrier-to-noise plus interferer mode”.  The carrier-to-noise (C/N)
ratio of the desired signal is set for a BER = 10E-5.  RF power levels of the desired signal and the
interfering signal were adjusted to obtain various carrier-to-interferer (C/I) ratios.  The FQPSK-B
constellation diagram is monitored on an oscilloscope with symbol outputs from the digital receiver.

Figure 8.  Adjacent channel interference test.
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The data rate is 1.0 Mbps and the BER is monitored as the interfering signal power level is varied.  The
frequency separation of the interfering signal is offset from the desired carrier frequency first by 1.0
times the bit rate and then 1.2 times the bit rate at the high and low frequency sides.  The results are
tabulated in Tables 3 and 4.

1 Mbps, Carrier = 70 MHz, Interferer = 69/71 MHz
C/I (dB) BER Eb/N0 Loss (dB)

-11 1.0 10E-5 0
-17 5.0 10E-5 1.0
-20 1.5 10E-4 1.8

1 Mbps, Carrier = 70 MHz, Interferer = 68.8/71.2 MHz
C/I (dB) BER Eb/N0 Loss (dB)

-14 1.0 10E-5 0
-17 2.5 10E-5 0.5
-20 5.5 10E-5 1.0

ACQUISITION TIME & FADE RECOVERY TIME

The amount of time required for a receiver to resynchronize and produce error free data when the input
signal is abruptly switched between AWGN and the desired signal is an important measurement.

For the FQPSK-B demodulator specification, the initial acquisition time is 25 milli seconds (ms)
maximum for the demodulator to synchronize and produce a BER of 10E-3 or better with Eb/N0 = 10dB
[2].  Fade recovery time is 5 ms maximum for the demodulator to recover from short duration flat fades
and frequency selective fades when the fading event causes loss of synchronization [2].

Figure 9 is the test setup for performing acquisition time and fade recovery time.  The reference
transmitter generates the FQPSK-B baseband analog I and Q symbols at programmable data rates [1].
The data content is a continuous run of 1’s randomized with a 15-bit randomizer.  A RF mixer combines
the symbols and the composite spectrum is sent to the digital receiver via the RF switch, which is
alternating between the FQPSK-B signal and AWGN at a 1 Hz rate.  The RF power levels of the signal
and noise are set equal to each other.  The digital receiver’s derandomizer is enabled.  The FQPSK-B
constellation diagram is monitored on an oscilloscope with symbol outputs from the digital receiver.
Data recovered at 2.5 Mbps from the digital receiver is monitored on another oscilloscope.
Resynchronization is declared when the bit sequence stabilizes at a logic 1.  One-hundred contiguous
cycles are monitored and a count of the number of times each cycle exceeds the acquisition time or the
fade recovery time is noted in Table 5.  The test is repeated at low, middle, and high power levels in the

Table 3.  ACI test results (Interferer frequency offset at 1.0 times bit rate).

Table 4.  ACI test results (Interferer frequency offset at 1.2 times bit rate).



operating range of the receiver.  The carrier loop and symbol loop bandwidths are tested at narrow (N),
medium (M), and wide (W).  Also during this test, the carrier frequency was swept 100 KHz at a slow
rate to verify frequency offset tracking.  Carrier sweep: 69.95 MHz to 70.05 MHz, 1000 steps, and 200
ms/step.

RF Power: Low (-46dBm, Eb/No=10dB)
Carrier Loop BW: N M W
Symbol Loop BW: N M W N M W N M W

% > 25 ms: 86 87 88 45 41 40 21 16 12
RF Power: Medium (-15dBm, Eb/No=20dB)

Carrier Loop BW: N M W
Symbol Loop BW: N M W N M W N M W

% > 5 ms: 95 95 92 74 77 72 53 60 53
RF Power: High (+10dBm, Eb/No=20dB)

Carrier Loop BW: N M W
Symbol Loop BW: N M W N M W N M W

% > 5 ms: 91 93 95 72 73 74 49 53 57
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Figure 9.  Acquisition and fade recovery time test.

Table 5.  Initial acquisition time and fade recovery time results.
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SUMMARY

A digital receiver consisting of two Intersil evaluation boards and one custom interface board has been
integrated and tested.  Performance measurements for various receiver parameter settings have been
made and compared to the ARTM performance specification for FQPSK-B demodulation.  Bit error
performance, multipath fading, adjacent channel interference, acquisition time, and fade recovery time
measurements were made.

Bit error performance tests showed the digital receiver operated close to 1 dB better than the allowed
specification Eb/N0 curve.  The matched filtering symbol detection is the key element for this test.  The
implemented filter was a simple RRC.  Filters that take advantage of the FQPSK-B waveform properties
would yield even lower Eb/N0 curves.  A 1 dB change in Eb/N0 is significant in that it can result in an
order of magnitude change in BER at the steeper end of the curve.

The multipath fade test implemented a 2-ray model.  The results exceeded the performance requirement.
The static M-curve plots show how the receiver copes with multipath as the notch moves through the
passband.  The smaller the M-curve, the better multipath rejection.  The receiver showed 35 dB critical
notch depth at the center of the passband with 25 ns delay of the reflected ray.  The receiver showed 20
dB critical notch depth at the center of the passband with 300 ns delay of the reflected ray.  This lines up
with the flight data on the aeronautical telemetry channel showing strong multipath on short delays rays
and weak multipath on long delay rays.  Higher rejection is required on the short delay reflections.
Inherent properties of the digital filtering, like low passband ripple and excellent linear phase, contribute
to this performance operation.

Adjacent channel interference performance measurements met the required specification limit.  An
interfering signal at the specification requirement caused 1.0 dB of loss in Eb/N0.  When the same
interfering signal was moved closer in frequency to the desired signal, a higher loss of 1.8 dB in Eb/N0

was indicated as expected.  Reducing the interfering signal power by 3 dB also reduced the Eb/N0 loss by
about half.  The high stopband attenuation and sharp shape factor of the FIR low pass filtering in the
channel down-conversion section provides this good isolation.

Acquisition time and fade recovery times were somewhat excessive in this receiver for the aeronautical
telemetry channel application.  The carrier and symbol tracking loops require integration periods and
decision transitions to acquire or reacquire lock, which take a finite amount of time.  The design
architecture and operational parameter settings of the tracking loops affect the performance for a
particular application.

The configuration settings of the parameters in the digital receiver had to be operationally verified
across all the performance tests.  This can be considered an iterative cross optimization approach.  For
example, parameter settings that yielded good receiver bit error performance may have resulted in



diminished acquisition time performance.  Any receiver should be thoroughly tested via controlled
performance measurements before fielded.
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APPENDIX

DQT and DCL Register Values

DQT_Register_# 0 40000000
DQT_Register_# 1 10000000
DQT_Register_# 2 0000001B
DQT_Register_# 3 0100FF20
DQT_Register_# 4 00000186
DQT_Register_# 5 00200019
DQT_Register_# 6 00003F28
DQT_Register_# 7 00000000
DQT_Register_# 8 00000000
DCL_Register_# 0 001BC1B1
DCL_Register_# 1 00000034
DCL_Register_# 2 0F68FF00
DCL_Register_# 3 0000000A
DCL_Register_# 4 00000000
DCL_Register_# 5 00000000
DCL_Register_# 6 00000000
DCL_Register_# 7 0000000A
DCL_Register_# 8 0051EB85
DCL_Register_# 9 FFAE147B
DCL_Register_# 10 00026A00
DCL_Register_# 11 0001A66C
DCL_Register_# 12 053544A2
DCL_Register_# 13 00000000
DCL_Register_# 14 00000000
DCL_Register_# 15 0001A36E
DCL_Register_# 16 FFFE5C92
DCL_Register_# 17 00032EEE
DCL_Register_# 18 0000EDCC
DCL_Register_# 19 00000000
DCL_Register_# 20 0000181C
DCL_Register_# 21 FF8EFE2B
DCL_Register_# 22 00000000
DCL_Register_# 23 00002890
DCL_Register_# 24 00000000
DCL_Register_# 25 00000000
DCL_Register_# 26 00000020
DCL_Register_# 27 00000222
DCL_Register_# 28 00000007
DCL_Register_# 29 00000000
DCL_Register_# 30 00000000
DCL_Register_# 31 00000000



A HORSE POWER MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FOR NEXT
GENERATION AIRCRAFT

Fred Mangino
L-3 Communications Telemetry-East

ABSTRACT

Understanding the horsepower demands that electrical and hydraulic systems place on an aircraft engine
is critical since this directly effects engine performance.  The current methods of measuring horsepower
have been mainly limited to lower rpm engines and are not suitable for higher rpm jet engines.  L-3
Telemetry East has developed instrumentation for the F-22 instrumentation group that is capable of
measuring horsepower loads on engine shafts that are rotating at up to 18000RPM.  This paper describes
the operation of this system.
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INTRODUCTION

Engineers have long desired to know the amount of power that auxiliary equipment on aircraft requires
during operation.  This information is critical because the power to drive these auxiliary devices is taken
from the aircraft engines and directly effects the engine performance.  As aircraft have become more
complicated, the electrical and hydraulic demands have continued to increase.  For example, the F-22
Raptor has much larger electrical and hydraulic demands than previous fighter jets such as the F-15 or
F-16.  Direct measurement of this power is very difficult due to the high rotational speed of the jet
engine.  Until now, measurement of this diverted power was only possible on low rotational speed
systems.

Under contract by Lockheed Martin Aeronautical Systems, L-3 Communications Telemetry-East
Division has developed a method of directly measuring the amount of diverted horsepower on high
rotational speed systems.  This was specifically accomplished on the F-22 Raptor using L-3
Communications HPMS-700 Horsepower Measurement System.

Direct measurement of the horsepower required to run the auxiliary equipment was made by
instrumenting the power take off shaft (PTO shaft) of the F-22 Raptor engine.  The PTO shaft is the



coupling mechanism between the aircraft turbine engine and the auxiliary devices on the aircraft.  The
HPMS-700 system consists of the instrumented PTO shaft and the stationary unit.  Horsepower
measurement is made with no direct connection or contact between the PTO shaft and the stationary
unit.  The system operates from 28V aircraft power and has been fully qualified for engine bay
environments.  The HPMS-700 system has successfully measured the diverted horsepower of the F-22
Raptor engines during numerous ground and flight tests at Edwards AFB, CA.

REQUIREMENTS

Because failure of the PTO shaft could result in loss of life, the qualification and design requirements for
the HPMS system were extensive.  The instrumented PTO shaft was required to be acceptance tested
and qualified to the original levels.  The original PTO shaft manufacturer, Lucas Aerospace, was
subcontracted to perform some of the acceptance and qualification testing of the instrumented shaft.
The qualification tests were completed with no out of specification conditions found.

The design requirements were:

1) Operation from –45°C to 100°C.

2) Operation from 28V aircraft power.

3) No direct contact between the shaft and other equipment.

4) A maximum height of shaft mounted components of xx inches.

5) Full operation with a 0.5” gap between the shaft and the stationary unit.

6) Torque measurement from –400 Ft-Lbs. to +213 Ft-Lbs.

7) Temperature measurement of the shaft and stationary unit.

The qualification testing required:

1) End to end spin balancing to within 0.025 in-ounces.

2) Static torque test of 11,500 in-Lb.

3) Fatigue cycle test of 7500 ± 2500 RPM for a minimum of 10 million cycles.

4) Maximum over speed testing of > 18,000 RPM for 5 minutes.

5) Dynamic temperature test of > 15,500 RPM from –40°C to 100°C.

6) High altitude operation test at 60,000 ft.

7) Explosive atmosphere test – per MIL-STD-810E, method 511.3, procedure 1.

8) Sinusoidal Vibration tests – sinusoidal cycling at 20 G’s for 39 hours per axis.

9) Random Vibration tests – random cycling from 15 Hz to 2000 Hz at 23.4 G’s for 22 hours

per axis.



10) Shock test – 20 G – 11mS sawtooth pulses applied 3 times to each of 6 directions.

11) EMI test – CE102, RE102 and RF level tests per MIL-STD-462D

12) Axial load test – 200lbs axial load applied to the PTO shaft

13) Critical Speed Cycling test – This consisted of varying speeds from 0 to 15,360 RPM and

changing speeds from 10,000 RPM to 15,360 RPM for a total of

14 times per cycle.  5333 cycles were performed while changing

speeds.

OPERATION

The basic principal behind the HPMS-700 is that the amount of horsepower a rotating shaft delivers is a
function of the applied Torque and the shaft RPM.  The HPMS-700 system operates by measuring the
torque being applied to the PTO shaft.  Strain gauges mounted on the shaft are used to measure the
torsional strain on the shaft.  The torsional strain is directly proportional to the torque, which is used to
determine the horsepower.  A detailed derivation of the physics is given in the appendix.   Figure 1
shows the block diagram for the HPMS-700 system.  Power is coupled to the PTO shaft via a
transformer located inside of the stationary unit.  Shaft mounted electronics regulate the coupled power
and provide the necessary excitation and signal conditioning for the strain gauges.  The strain gauge
output is amplified, converted to a frequency modulated signal and antenna coupled back to the
stationary unit.  In addition to the applied torque the shaft temperature is also measured.  This signal is
also converted to a frequency modulated signal and antenna coupled to the stationary unit.  The
stationary unit receives the frequency modulated signals, converts them back to voltages, provides
additional signal conditioning and outputs voltages that are proportional to the measured torque and
shaft temperature.  The stationary unit also includes a temperature sensor that monitors the internal
temperature of the stationary unit.  This is also converted to a voltage and available as an output.  The
system is capable of measuring the applied torque for either stationary or rotating shafts. Complete
operation of the HPMS-700 system is accomplished by applying 28V aircraft power to the stationary
unit.

SHAFT MOUNTED ELECTRONICS

Due to the high rotational speed of the shaft, the mounted electronics had to be low mass and able to
withstand the high centrifugal force of the high speed rotation.  Additionally, after the electronics were
mounted the shaft needed to be rebalanced to the original stringent specifications.  This required that the
final product be small, rugged and not throw the shaft out of balance so badly that it could not be
rebalanced to the initial specification.  This was accomplished in two parts.  First a flexible circuit board
was mounted to the shaft with the components then mounted to the circuit board.  All components used
are surface mount parts with low height and weight.  The circuit was then tested and its operation
verified.  After verification the shaft was wrapped in a high strength, epoxy fiberglass wrap.  The shaft
was then placed into an oven where the epoxy wrap was cured.  The wrap material is fully qualified for



use in avionics and is ideally suited to withstand the high centrifugal force of the spinning shaft.  The
final wrapped shaft was able to be fully qualified to the rigorous tests described above with no out of
spec conditions.  The completed shaft has no direct contact with other parts, is completely self-
contained, requires no batteries or slip rings for power, has a maximum height of 0.25” above the shaft
surface and requires no adjustments or maintenance.

STATIONARY UNIT

The stationary unit is used to couple power to the shaft, receive the transmitted signals, perform
frequency to voltage conversion and provide additional signal conditioning for the converted signals.
As shown in the block diagram the antenna receives both the temperature and torque signals from the
shaft using the same antenna.  Bandpass filters are used to separate the two signals.  The signals are then
converted back to a voltage using frequency to voltage converters and gain and offset is applied.  The
signals are then buffered and available as an output.  The unit operates completely on 28V DC power.

CALIBRATION

In order to obtain the highest accuracy, the stationary unit and PTO shaft is fully calibrated from –400 to
+213 Ft-Lbs. over the –40°C to +85°C temperature range.  To calibrate the system a test station is setup
inside an environmental chamber.  A precision torque is applied to the PTO shaft at various
temperatures and both the shaft and stationary unit outputs are measured.  Complete sets of calibration
curves are then produced for both the PTO shaft and the stationary outputs.  From the calibration curves
and the outputs of both the shaft and stationary unit, precision torque measurement is possible.

CONCLUSION

The F22 Raptor Horsepower Measurement Project demonstrated the ability to accurately measure the
power load that the auxiliary equipment of the F22 Raptor places on the engines.  The measurement was
successfully performed on numerous ground and flight tests.  This paper defined some of the physical
requirements and operating conditions required for the system.  Since the qualification and operating
requirements for the unit were severe, the approach taken demonstrates a sound solution for any type of
torque measurement on a rotating shaft.  As aircraft continue to increase in complexity this type of
measurement will become increasingly more important.
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FIGURE 2

HPX STATIONARY UNIT
BLOCK DIAGRAM
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APPENDIX A

This appendix shows how the output of a strain gauge is directly proportional to the torque being applied
to a shaft.  We begin by showing that the output of a full element strain gauge is proportional to the
applied strain.

Where : Eo = Output voltage from the strain Gauge (Volts)
Ei = Excitation Voltage (Volts)
F = Gauge Factor (Dimensionless)
ε = Strain (In/In = Dimensionless)

Next we use Hooke’s Law which states that the torsional stress is proportional to the torsional strain.

Where: σ = Torsional Stress (Lbs/In2)
G = Torsional Modulus of Elasticity (Lbs/In2)
ε = Torsional Strain (In/In = Dimensionless)

Using the following formula we see that the torsional stress is also proportional to the torque.

Where: σ = Torsional Stress (Lbs/In2)
T = Torque (In–Lb)
C = Radius of shaft (In)
J = Moment of Inertia (In4)

Substituting 2 into 3 and solving for strain we see that the torque and strain are proportional.

Taking this one step further we substitute equation 1 into equation 4 and solve for torque.  We end up
with the final equation that relates the strain gauge output voltage to applied torque.
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APPENDIX B

In this appendix we show how Horsepower and Torque relate.  First we start with some basic
definitions.  Equations 1B and 2B show some useful definitions for work and horsepower.  Equation 3B
shows the relationship between torque and horsepower.

Using the above equations we need to change rpm to radians per second.  This is easy given the

relationship between radians and revolutions as shown in 4B.

Next we convert revolutions per minute to revolutions per second as shown in 5B.

Putting all this together we get the relationship between torque, horsepower and rpm as shown in
equation 6B.

Or
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A COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE IN
HYDRAULIC LINES

Susan Sprague and Andrew Chorney
Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division

ABSTRACT

This presentation summarizes a study characterizing strain gages and pressure transducers used to
measure the fluid pressure within aircraft hydraulic lines. A series of laboratory calibrations and finite
element analyses was performed to demonstrate the quality of data from both pressure transducers and
strain gages under variations in both temperature and external strains on the hydraulic lines. Strain gages
showed a marked susceptibility to external strains on hydraulic lines, and wide variations in
susceptibility to temperature changes. Pressure transducers were found to be relatively immune to both
conditions. It is recommended that strain gages be used for trend data only.

KEY WORDS

Strain gages, pressure transducers, hydraulic lines, measurement uncertainty, and aircraft.

INTRODUCTION

Measurement of a parameter can often be achieved using a variety of methods. The choice of
methodology is made according to the requirements of the application. Considerations include the type
of measurement; transducer specificity; electrical, physical, and mechanical characteristics; data
requirements; and program constraints. In most cases the choice of transducer involves a trade-off. For
example, the most accurate transducer may be too large, too heavy, or too expensive to be suitable for
the application.

In 1996 an aircraft at NAWCAD was instrumented for measurement of fluid pressure within several
hydraulic lines. Two methodologies were used to measure the pressure: externally placed strain gages to
measure the hoop stress on the lines exerted by the hydraulic fluid within the lines (indirect pressure
measurement), and pressure transducers inserted within the lines to measure the pressure of the
hydraulic fluid (direct pressure measurement)

The choice of methodology was based on trade-off.  The highest priority in the considerations above
was given to safety of flight, with data accuracy the second priority. The strain gages were determined to



be the method of choice with respect to safety of flight and were therefore used for flight testing
whenever possible. The accuracy of the gages was in question, and therefore a series of ground tests was
conducted using both transducer types simultaneously for comparison of results. In all cases the
transducer data was considered to be “truth data” and the strain gage data was evaluated against the truth
data. The ground test results were included in the final decision process concerning which transducer
type to use during flight-testing. The final configuration was a combination of transducers and strain
gages that best met the requirements of the program. During the ensuing series of test flights anomalies
were noted in the strain gage data including an unusual drifting characteristic. In some cases this drifting
characteristic was severe enough to preclude reliable interpretation of the results.

In order to better characterize the drift characteristics and overall accuracy of the strain gages a series of
post-flight-test calibrations was undertaken under varying conditions of temperature and strain on the
lines.

METHODOLOGY

Since the cost and time available to perform the post calibrations was not infinite, the project engineer
was consulted for determination of which lines to test. One each of the “best” and “worst” lines was
chosen for characterization. The characterizations were performed on LEF2LSO (best) and LEF5LHDU
(worst). Each line was subjected to calibration under a variety of combinations of temperature and
strain, with the output from a transducer and the existing strain gages being measured simultaneously.
Additionally, the lines were modeled using finite element analysis (FEA). The results of the calibrations
were analyzed for measurement uncertainty, and used for verification of the FEA models. Once the FEA
models were validated further strains were applied to the models in order to obtain additional
characterization data.

Experimental setup: The experimental set-up was designed to test the response of both transducer types
to temperature changes, and to test the response of the strain gages to strains on the hydraulic lines that
were not due to internal pressure. Strains on the hydraulic lines were not expected to affect the
conventional pressure transducers, so less emphasis was placed on subjecting these to external strains.
However, when it was feasible to do so, the conventional pressure transducers were subjected to the
same strains as were the strain gages.

Analysis of Measurement Uncertainty: The Abernethy Measurement Uncertainty Method was used
for the uncertainty analysis. Systematic (bias) error and random (scatter) error were determined
separately, then combined for an overall estimate of the 95% uncertainty ranges.   The equation used to
obtain the 95% uncertainty range may be found after figure 4.

Conditions: Calibrations were run at various temperatures and strain conditions. Transducer outputs
were measured at pressures of 0, 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 psig (pounds per square inch, gage).
Calibration runs were performed at temperatures of 32°F, 70°F, 100°F, 150°F, and 200°F, and under
strain conditions of no strain (Un), compression (C), tension (T), and bending in two directions: up (Up)
and down (D).



Data Manipulation: The error sources for each post-calibration run were temperature and strain. The
results of the calibrations performed on unstrained lines at 70°F (nominal room temperature) at each
pressure level were used as the “truth” values for those pressure levels. All results were converted to %
of full scale so that the two methodologies (pressure transducer and strain gage) could be directly
compared.

Finite Element Analysis: The decision to use FEA was not made until after the first series of
calibrations had been run, including the compression runs on the “good” line. As a consequence of this
late decision, the compression runs on this line were performed at an unknown level of compression.
Unfortunately, that series of runs presented an anomaly that could not be explained: the experimental
results could not be duplicated using the FEA model.

RESULTS

The results of this study indicated that the measurement of hydraulic pressure using external strain gages
is considerably less accurate than when pressure transducers are used. The strain gages are highly
subject to cross-reactions due to movement and stresses on the hydraulic lines. Temperature
compensation on the strain gages was very good in one case (LEF2LSO), and very poor in the other
(LEF5LHDU).

Overall parameter measurement uncertainty: The overall values are shown in Table 1 below.  The
abbreviation “XDCR” is used to indicate a pressure transducer.

Table 1: Overall measurement uncertainty
Parameter Transducer B S U95
LEF2LSO Strain Gage 0.53% 9.18% 18.37%
LEF2LSO XDCR 0.27% 1.28% 2.57%
LEF5LHDU Strain Gage -4.05% 11.00% 22.37%
LEF5LHDU XDCR 0.04% 1.06% 2.11%

Most of the strain gage error was displayed as offset of the y-intercept, with very little error due to slope
changes. Each individual run showed relatively little scatter. The width of the peaks in the %Error
graphs is therefore directly related to error input from the opposing error source (Force or Temperature).
The primary error source for the LEF2LSO strain gage was found to be external strain. The LEF5LHDU
strain gage responded to changes in both external strain and temperature. It is reasonable to expect that
bias error would be introduced when the lines were installed in the aircraft. Bias error due to external
strain induced at installation of the line can be zeroed out through signal conditioning. Under flight
conditions drifting anomalies as the lines undergo strains caused by structural shifts, heating, vibration,
and g-forces along three axes can be expected. This error can not be zeroed out through signal
conditioning.



Most of the pressure transducer error was produced at high temperature (150°F and 200°F). The
specifications on these transducers stated that they were compensated to 180°F, so these results were not
surprising. However, the overall uncertainty was less than 2.6% – far superior to the 18% to 22%
uncertainties seen with the strain gages.

Figure 1: LEF2LSO Data by Force Type
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Figure 2: LEF5LHDU Data by Force Type



The data is illustrated below as % Error graphs. The % Error graphs were generated as follows: the
normal distribution for each grouping was calculated in MS Excel from the bias, B (average) and scatter,
S (standard deviation) values, and the resulting bell curves were added together point-wise along the x-
axis. This method could be used because the experimental slopes did not change significantly, only the

y-intercepts.  The normal distribution curve for the overall (ungrouped) data was multiplied by 5 and
superimposed for comparison. The overall (ungrouped) U95 values are indicated as vertical lines.  The
Abernethy equation is used to obtain U95:
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Figure 3: LEF2LSO Data by Temperature
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where t is the Student’s t, which approaches 2 as the number of samples approaches 30. The positions of
the peaks in the % Error graphs correspond from left to right to y-intercept changes of corresponding
point-pair least-squares-best-fit (LSBF) lines from bottom to top. The width of each peak corresponds to
the point scatter that would be seen in each LSBF line.

Force Effects: Force effects are analyzed over all temperatures together. It should be noted that
LEF2LSO is fully characterized, while LEF5LHDU is only partially characterized due to time and
budget constraints. Calibrations were performed on LEF2LSO at all combinations of temperature and
force type. Calibrations were performed on LEF5LHDU at all temperatures only in the unstrained state.
Force runs were conducted only at 70° and 200°.

LEF2LSO: The effect of external forces on the strain gage data is dramatic and obvious. It can be seen
that the scatter data (seen as the bell-curve spread) is considerably lower under any one force type than
when all data points (ungrouped) are considered together.

The pressure transducer, as expected, was relatively immune to external forces on the hydraulic line.

LEF5LHDU: The effect of external forces on the strain gage data is again dramatic and obvious. This
time, though, there was less separation of the peaks. The probable reason will be seen in the temperature
analysis.

The pressure transducer, as expected, was relatively immune to external forces on the hydraulic line.

Temperature Effects: Temperature effects are analyzed over all forces together. As was noted above,
LEF2LSO is fully characterized, while LEF5LHDU is only partially characterized due to time and
budget constraints. Calibrations were performed on LEF2LSO at all combinations of temperature and
force type. Calibrations were performed on LEF5LHDU at all temperatures only in the unstrained state.
Force runs were conducted only at 70° and 200°.
LEF2LSO: Upon examination of the temperature effects it can be seen that for the LEF2LSO strain
gage the data at all temperatures is nearly identical to the overall data. The interpretation is that the
temperature compensation for this strain gage is nearly perfect, and the relatively high scatter is due
solely to force effects.

The pressure transducer showed error responses to higher temperatures. This was not surprising, since
this transducer was temperature compensated only to 180°.  The overall error for this transducer even at
200° was less than 3%.

LEF5LHDU: The LEF5LHDU strain gage shows poor temperature compensation. It is possible,
though, that the results would be different had all forces been run at all temperatures. The interpretation
of the LEF5LHDU temperature data remains ambiguous.

The pressure transducers displayed two distinct peaks, but neither peak was centered at more than 1%
error, and both peaks showed very low scatter.



FINITE ELEMENT CORRELATION

FEA models were built for the LEF2LSO (Figure 12) and LEF5LHDU (Figure 11) hydraulic lines.  One
of the purposes of FEA was to provide a separate benchmark from which to evaluate the experimental
results of the strain gage calibrations.  However, it was also hoped that once results from FEA were
validated with respect to the experimental results and theoretical calculations, new test conditions that
were not undertaken with the actual lines could be “virtually” tested through FEA.

FEA information: Pro/E Version 20 was used to construct the CAD models of the hydraulic lines.
These models were then exported to ANSYS 5.5 via IGES files in order to conduct the FEA.  Shell
elements (SHELL93 and SHELL63) were used to model the geometry, although solid elements
(SOLID45) and pipe elements (PIPE16 and PIPE18) were also evaluated. The slight gain in accuracy
achieved with solid elements was coupled with a large increase in analysis run time.  Pipe elements
allowed hoop stress to be more directly measured and had quick run times, but they did not allow any
static loads to be applied.  Shell elements provided the most flexibility along with reasonable run times,
so they were utilized.  As noted in figures 11 and 12, fixed constraints were imposed at the ends of both
lines.  Elements at the strain gage locations were isolated in order to read hoop stresses at that location.

Loading conditions: Internal pressure loads identical to those carried out in the experimental
calibrations were imposed on the FEA model, yielding load cases of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 psi.
Runs with temperature differences were conducted on the LEF2LSO model, yielding four more load

Figure 5 – LEF2LSO FEA model
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cases at 0, 32, 150, and 200 degrees Fahrenheit.  However, the difference in hoop stress due to
temperature was negligible, so FEA temperature runs were not conducted for LEF5LHDU.  This is as
expected, as the lines should primarily respond to temperature in the axial, not radial direction. Hoop
stress is measured tangent to the outside diameter of the line due to radial expansion or contraction, so
there should only be minute changes in hoop stress due to temperature.  In addition, since the strain
gages were to be temperature-compensated, in theory there should be no change in hoop stress (although
as mentioned the temperature compensation on the LEF5LHDU line is questionable).  As in the
experimental calibrations, four different static loads were applied to each line, although as noted the
compressive load on LEF2LSO is unknown as load cells were not part of the experimental setup until
after that calibration was completed.  Combinations of pressure and static load cases were combined to
yield FEA data that could be compared to the experimental data.  In addition, torque loads in the
clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) directions were applied to the LEF2LSO model to
evaluate their effect.  The resulting hoop stress change was negligible in the CW direction but a
significant increase in stress was observed in the CCW application of torque.  Data from the FEA runs
can be found in Appendix B.

Theoretical error: In order to validate FEA results, stresses were compared to theoretical calculations
as well as experimental values (see Appendix B for theoretical calculations).  Unfortunately, theoretical
calculations were only feasible for hoop stress calculations under internal pressure, so theoretical error
calculations for the static loading cases were unavailable.  Using theoretical calculations as “truth”
values, errors encountered when comparing FEA results to theoretical results were relatively low -
4.53% for LEF2LSO and .83% for LEF5LHDU.  These error values do not take into account the results
at the lowest pressure level, 500 psi, as it seems that the FEA model overpredicts the stiffness of the

Figure 6 – LEF5LHDU FEA model
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Titanium material of the line at such a low pressure, causing high error due to a negative offset.
However, above that pressure level, theoretical error levels were consistently low as just mentioned.

Experimental error: Comparing FEA results to experimental results yielded higher error. Using
experimental results as “truth” values, average experimental error in the LEF2LSO line was 10.89%,
again discounting errors due to the tendency of the FEA model to overpredict line stiffness.  Average
experimental error for the LEF5LHDU model was high, 79.16%, also discounting the 500 psi anomaly
in the FEA model.  Stresses in the LEF5LHDU FEA model were consistently much higher than in the
calibrations, again with the exception of the 500 psi.  One source of error for the LEF5LHDU model is
the technique in which force was applied to the experimental calibration.  The model was loaded at a
point very close to the physical location of the strain gage.  The resulting stresses in the FEA model had
very high gradients in the vicinity of the load application, causing precise readings of stress in the area
where the strain gage was located to be somewhat difficult.  Another possible explanation for this large
error is a discrepancy in the installation procedure of the strain gage.  The gages were to be wired in
such a manner as to nullify any stresses due to bending in the line; both lines were wired in this manner.
In addition, they were to be oriented at an angle (dependant on the material of the line) relative to the
hydraulic line axis in order to compensate for the Poisson effect (the tendency of the line to deform in
both the radial and axial directions - pressure should only be measured due to radial, not axial,
expansion).  The strain gages on the LEF2LSO line were installed at this prescribed angle, but the gages
on the LEF5LHDU line were instead aligned with the axis of the hydraulic line.  It is possible that the
small radius of the LEF5LHDU line precluded installing the gages at an angle to the axis.  However, the
line will still exhibit Poisson effects.  Although this definitely affects the measuring of hoop stress on the
line, it is believed that this oversight alone is not enough to explain the high errors encountered.
Another contributing factor is the poor temperature compensation exhibited by the LEF5LHDU line.
This could be a possible indication of other strain gage installation-related errors, since the lack of

temperature compensation is most likely a wiring issue.  There are numerous factors involved in the
installation of strain gages that can contribute to error; even the most meticulous application typically
results in at best approximately 5% error (Measurement Systems), so the observed discrepancies in
installation issues can easily explain some of the errors observed in both lines.

CONCLUSIONS

The data clearly shows that strain gages respond not only to hoop stress but also to other external forces
on hydraulic lines. The uncertainty levels for the two gages tested was approximately 20%, compared to
approximately 2.5% for pressure transducers – the strain gages displayed nearly a full order of
magnitude more measurement uncertainty. It is recommended that strain gages be used only when
“approximate” data is required, or for trend data. They should not be used for precise measurement of
hydraulic line pressures during flight. Safety of flight may be more at risk if precise knowledge of
hydraulic line pressure is required for go/no-go decisions. The FEA model conformed closely to the
theoretical calculations of hoop stress due to internal pressure only, but in both lines higher errors were
encountered when comparing to experimental results. The high disparity between FEA results and
LEF5LHDU results is especially obvious, but the multiple procedural errors in gage installation at least
partially explain these results. Other dynamic, thermal, and static loading conditions could potentially
impose loads on the lines, and may warrant further exploration to determine their impact.
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ABSTRACT

In performing its mission, the Air Force SEEK EAGLE Office (AFSEO) conducts a wide variety of tests
with heavy emphasis on open-air flight tests. As budget pressures drive a reduction in the number of test
sorties, maximizing the amount of quality data from each flight test is of paramount importance. This
paper describes an AFSEO effort to develop a low cost, intelligent, subminiature telemetry and sensor
system based on modern commercial wireless technologies. The instrumentation system is completely
self-contained and can be externally mounted, thus eliminating the requirement for extensive aircraft
modifications and minimizing the need for specially instrumented test aircraft. The system will make
maximum use of Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) components to reduce cost and insure availability.
MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) technology will be incorporated as the technology matures.

KEY WORDS

Telemetry, Wireless Sensors, Data Acquisition, Airborne Testing, Spread Spectrum

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force SEEK EAGLE Office (AFSEO) was chartered by the Secretary of the Air Force in
December 1987. The mission of the AFSEO is to provide the Air Force increased warfighting capability
through central management of the aircraft-store certification process. Certification is the formal process
by which aircraft-store loadout configurations are tested, analyzed, and authorized for use. Typical
stores requiring certification include conventional and nuclear munitions, suspension equipment, tanks,
and pods carried externally or inside internal bays on military aircraft. The USAF aircraft-store



certification program encompasses aircraft-store loading, carriage, and release. Within these categories,
eight primary technical areas are considered by AFSEO in evaluating safety of flight and functional
performance.  These technical areas include fit and function, electromagnetic compatibility/interference,
flutter, loads, flying qualities, store separation, ballistics, and safe escape. Each of these disciplines
requires sensor measurements and telemetry to evaluate safety of flight and functional capability.
Typical measurement requirements include flutter (requires distributed accelerometers on aircraft wings,
tails, and fuselage), loads (requires distributed strain gauges on aircraft, stores, and suspension
equipment), store separation trajectories (requires gyros, accelerometers, and pressure transducers on
stores), and acoustics (requires distributed pressure sensors within aircraft internal bays).

The AFSEO uses a variety of test and analysis techniques in performing its mission.  These include
various modeling and simulation techniques, ground tests and flight tests. For a number of years, a
mainstay in the certification process has been specially instrumented aircraft and stores.  This approach
is very expensive and inefficient since major aircraft modifications are required and all certification-
related testing must be scheduled around availability of a limited number of instrumented test aircraft.

There are a number of external pressures that impact the way AFSEO will conduct certification-related
testing in the future.

Reduced Budgets and Manpower – With the rising cost of flight testing and instrumentation, and the
continuing reductions in DoD budgets and manpower, new methods and approaches must be found.

Acquisition Reform – This process resulted in major reductions in the number of aircraft and stores
available for testing. Because of the reduced number of flight tests, more will have to be
accomplished during each test to adequately evaluate performance in the same operational
environment.  This will significantly increase the number of parameters that need to be measured on
each flight.

Increased Complexity of Aircraft and Stores – With today’s complex aircraft and stores, there is no
reasonable way to test every aircraft-store configuration throughout the operational envelope. There
will have to be increased reliance on digital modeling and simulation in order to focus the few open-
air tests that will be possible.

Validation of Digital Modeling and Simulation Tools – With increased reliance on digital modeling
and simulation, more and better test data is needed to validate these codes and increase confidence in
the simulation results.

Frequency Spectrum Availability – The ongoing auctioning off of the frequency spectrum will
continue to decrease the available spectrum for test and evaluation.  There is a continuing need for
more efficient use of the available spectrum.

The Air Force SEEK EAGLE Office is aggressively investigating ways of maintaining and improving
the efficiency of the aircraft-store certification process in this changing environment. To ensure the
future viability of the aircraft-stores certification process, insertion of evolving technologies is essential.
This paper will describe how the AFSEO is investigating the development of a low-cost, intelligent,



miniature telemetry and sensor system through coordinated Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR)
projects.

PROJECT GOALS

The primary goal for the Advanced Subminiature Telemetry (ASMT) project is to maximize the amount
and variety of data that can be collected on each flight test mission, while significantly reducing the test
and instrumentation cost. The principal focus of the ASMT project is development of a new generation
integrated instrumentation system consisting of sensors, data acquisition components, and telemetry
devices for providing cost-effective flight test data.  A major objective is development of a portable
system that could be used on inventory aircraft and stores without requiring permanent modifications,
thus reducing the need for specially instrumented aircraft and stores. The instrumentation system
components can be externally mounted and will be small enough to minimize interference with flow
fields around the aircraft, suspension system, and store. The ASMT concept is illustrated in Figure 1.
The heart of the system is an intelligent software controlled transceiver. The transceiver will be able to
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Figure 1. ASMT Concept

accept inputs from a variety of distributed sensor types including both analog and digital devices.
Specific sensor types will include rate sensors, accelerometers, inertial measurement units, pressure
transducers, strain gauges, and temperature sensors. The transceiver and sensors will be attached to the
aircraft or weapon using an electro-cleavable adhesive providing ease of attachment and removal. The
residual epoxy can be easily removed from the aircraft and components without the use of
environmentally hazardous chemicals. Therefore, any inventory aircraft or weapon system could be used

Transmitter



to support AFSEO test requirements and returned to operational status immediately after testing is
completed.  The transceiver and sensors will make maximum use of COTS components to reduce cost
and ensure availability of critical system components. MEMS technology will be incorporated as the
technology matures. Desired characteristics of the Advanced Subminiature Telemetry System (ASMT)
are summarized in Table 1.

Characteristic Goal
System Approach Integrated telemetry unit with flexible sensor interface

Software controlled using laptop or desktop PC
Installation “Apply and remove” adhesives-No permanent modifications to

aircraft or store
Cost Less than $1000 for integrated telemetry unit (ITU) transceiver

(not including sensors)
Operating Range 20(minimum) up to 50 miles
Number of Channels Up to 18 channels
Sensor Interface Hard-wired and wireless, software configurable
Frequency Dual band - Upper S Band: 2360-2390 MHz

                  Commercial ISM Band: 2400-2483.5 MHz
Modulation GMSK and spread spectrum (frequency hopping)
Data Formats Compatible with existing range receivers based on IRIG-106

format
Size/weight Minimum effect on weight, balance and flowfield, credit card

size transceiver
Power Internal battery or external power source, Up to 7 hour

transmit time at 200 mw average transmitter power
Interfaces GPS and existing range infrastructure
Raw Data Rate Up to 200 kilobits per second per ITU
Sample Rate Up to 1000 samples/second per channel
Accuracy Up to 24 bit resolution
Encryption Capability Level III initial, Level I and II desired

Table 1. ASMT Desired Characteristics

PROJECT STATUS

Development of the ASMT system concept is being accomplished using a combination of SBIR funding
and Air Force funding. Three coordinated SBIR projects are currently underway.

• ASMT Phase II SBIR
• Electro-cleavable Adhesive PHASE II SBIR
• Wireless Sensor Phase I SBIR



A Phase I ASMT SBIR effort was completed by two contractors in March 1999. At the end of Phase I,
feasibility of the ASMT concept was successfully demonstrated using a prototype transmitter operating
in the 902-928 MHz band. The transceiver unit successfully acquired inputs from an accelerometer,
strain gauge, pressure transducer, and thermistor and transmitted the information via a wireless link to a
prototype base station receiver. A two-year Phase II ASMT SBIR project was initiated in June 1999
with Cleveland Medical Devices, Inc. to develop a system specification, finalize the ASMT system
design, and deliver prototype hardware and software. Specific activities during Phase II include design
of the dual-mode transmitter, ground receiver base station, remote activation and control system, sensor
interface, data acquisition system, power system, and antenna. At the end of Phase II, the contractor will
deliver eight integrated telemetry units and a base station with control and display software. A flight test
demonstration is planned for the fourth quarter of FY01 to demonstrate proof-of-concept.

An interim test of a preliminary prototype ASMT system has recently been completed. A Mark 84 2000
pound bomb was instrumented with four externally mounted three-axis accelerometers and two
prototype ASMT transceivers (Figure 2). Acceleration data were collected for eight static ejections from

Figure 2. Static ejection test setup
an MAU-12 ejector rack using standard ejector charges and orifice settings. Preliminary analysis
indicates that the transceivers and receivers performed as planned. Detailed analysis of the test data is
underway.

One of the major problems with an externally mounted instrumentation system utilizing large numbers
of widely distributed sensors is the maze of wires required to connect the sensors to the transmitter unit.
High speed aircraft testing can damage sensor wires and gluing them down and removing them is a time
consuming process. These wires also provide a source for electromagnetic interference. The
incorporation of inexpensive easily applied and removed wireless sensors would provide a major benefit



to the ASMT concept.  Using wireless sensors, the ASMT transceiver would operate as a repeater,
receiving low power signals from the sensors, and relaying the information to a ground receiver. Two
Phase I SBIRs were initiated in April 2000 to investigate the feasibility of utilizing miniature wireless
sensors with the ASMT system.

In a related effort, an electro-cleavable adhesive is being developed by EIC Laboratories under a Phase
II SBIR contract. The adhesive will be used for attaching the ASMT system components to the surfaces
of aircraft, stores, or suspension equipment. In addition to its function as an adhesive, the cured epoxy is
also capable of being electrochemically disbonded on demand in a relatively short time by application of
a nominal dc voltage across the bond. The objective is to be able to attach and remove the telemetry and
sensor system components with minimum or no modifications to the aircraft.

The first phase of testing to evaluate the performance of the adhesive has been completed.  The primary
goals of this phase of testing were to determine baseline strength of the adhesive, evaluate degradation
of the adhesive bond strengths due to environmental extremes, and to investigate the capability to
electrochemically disbond simulated telemetry system components from typical aircraft materials after
exposure to environmental extremes. The tests made extensive use of MIL-STD-810E procedures and
parameter limits and were designed to expose the test items to conditions believed to be most likely to
impact the strength of the adhesive bonds. The tests included exposure to high humidity, temperature
shock, vibration, mechanical shock, salt fog, rain, high temperature, low temperature, acceleration and
combinations of these environments. Analysis of the test results indicates that the electro-cleavable
adhesive is relatively insensitive to environmental extremes and can potentially be used for attachment
of telemetry system components to aircraft surfaces.  The tensile and shear forces required to break the
adhesive bond on the test items were significantly higher than the maximum forces predicted to occur in
the worst-case flight environment.  Future tests of the adhesive will include acoustic effects, airframe
dynamic effects, and ultimately flight tests with simulated and actual telemetry system components
adhesively bonded to an F-15 or F-16 aircraft.

CONCLUSIONS

The ASMT concept can provide an attractive cost-effective alternative for instrumentation of aircraft
and stores. Principal advantages of the ASMT system include the following:
      * Modern wireless system design for maximum spectral efficiency and reliability
      * Potential to instrument any inventory aircraft or inventory munition to support test missions
      * Flexibility for a wide range of testing configurations with a variety of sensors
      * Compatible with existing range systems
      * Small, externally mounted system – minimal to no aircraft or store modifications required
      * Maximum use of COTS components
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ABSTRACT

The Advanced SubMiniature Telemetry System (ASMT) with Wireless Sensor extension is an ambitious
program aimed at incorporating modern wireless system and electronic design methods into a two way,
miniature, low cost, modular, and completely software controlled wireless data acquisition system. The
program was conceived and is sponsored by the U.S. Air Force SEEK EAGLE Office as a means of
both lowering test cost and increasing test effectiveness. This article shall present the fundamental
system design challenges of the program and how modern design methods can provide a new standard
of cost effectiveness, mission capability, and high spectral efficiency.
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INTRODUCTION

The Air Force SEEK EAGLE Office (AFSEO) identified the need in the early 1990's for a highly
compact, low cost, sensor, data acquisition, and radio telemetry system that could be easily used on
general line aircraft. It was envisioned to use a "Peel and Stick" method of hardware mounting that
allowed easy removal for use on other aircraft or stores and quick return of line aircraft to standard
duties. An "electro-cleavable" adhesive has been successfully developed by EIC Laboratories
(www.eiclabs.com) for this function. Hardware cost was desired to be sufficiently low as to allow
sacrifice in destructive testing when necessary. This methodology avoids the need to always use
expensive, low availability, pre-configured test aircraft for all testing. Not only could this concept lower



test expenses, it could also result in better test programs by eliminating aircraft availability delays and
allowing more testing per mission. In this same period of time, Cleveland Medical Devices
(www.clevemed.com) has been pursuing development of wireless patient monitoring systems based on
shrinking cellular methods in physical size and power consumption down to the point that they become
"wearable". We refer to these highly compact but still intelligent radio systems as "MicroRadio". The
size, performance, physical character, complete software control via generic PC platforms, and
commercial electronics base of this technology provided an ideal "tool kit" from which to begin
development of the desired Air Force system.

The technical philosophy of the program may be stated as one based on rigorous system design making
maximum use of commercial wireless system design methods, modified and extended as needed to suit
the Air Force mission. Modern wireless systems have enjoyed outstanding technical success generated
by literally thousands of staff years of research and development funded by the explosive financial
growth of commercial wireless. The results are not only widely available, low cost, high performance
electronic components and integrated subsystems, but a general set of highly effective system design
methods that may be cost effectively extended to the special requirements of telemetry. Since a great
many of the technical challenges of telemetry system design are very similar to commercial wireless, it
makes sound engineering and business sense to use the well proven foundation of commercial wireless
system design to the greatest degree possible. As a specific example of the similarity of the problem set,
note that one of the strongest technical requirements of commercial wireless is spectral efficiency.
Network operators are given a limited bandwidth to work with, and the technology that cost effectively
provides the most conversations per MHz per square kilometer is generally the one that stays open for
business. With the loss of spectrum to telemetry users imposed in recent years by legislative action and
spectrum auction, the same basic requirement to get the most use out of each MHz has been imposed on
telemetry. The issue is important enough that loss of spectrum and how to deal with it was the theme of
last year's International Telemetry Conference Blue Ribbon Panel.

The software controlled operational concept for the ASMT system is shown in Figure 1.  The
operator(s) may monitor and control the test, including reprogramming data acquisition parameters,
from the keypad. The system shall consist of the major components shown in block diagram form in
Figure 2. The ground station shall utilize PC controlled Base Stations that communicate in upper S band
(2310 to 2390 MHz) and in the 2400-2483.5 MHz Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band with
the airborne station. The airborne station consists of an Integrated Telemetry Unit (ITU) with an
intelligent 2300-2500 MHz transceiver, data processing board for encryption and storage, and one or
two 18 channel data acquisition boards. There are built in generic sensors for acceleration, air pressure,
and temperature, and the data acquisition boards interface over cables to off board sensors mounted
where needed by a particular test. There are also optional highly compact Wireless Sensors that may be
mounted up to 100-200 feet from the ITU in order to eliminate the need to run long wires, or that can be
used on released stores for separation studies. The Wireless Sensors consist of a size reduced 902-928
MHz ISM band transceiver and a six channel data acquisition board. A wireless sensor capable ITU
trades off one of its two data acquisition boards for a 900 MHz transceiver to serve the wireless sensor
to ITU link. By using 900 MHz for the wireless sensor to ITU link and 2.3-2.5 GHz for the air to ground
link, both links may be simultaneously operational and throughput is maximized.

The air interface chosen is one based on Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) using Gaussian
Minimum Shift Keyed (GMSK) binary frequency modulation. The GMSK modulation achieves 1.3 bits



per second per Hz with BT=0.3. The system covers the full upper S band from 2310 to 2390 MHz in
narrowband form with 150 kHz channels, and covers the 2400-2483.5 MHz ISM band in frequency
hopping spread spectrum mode. The maximum airborne (mobile) transmit power is 1 watt, and the
maximum planned ground (Base Station) power is 3-4 watts. The relatively low transmit powers used in
combination with continuous transmit power level control minimizes interference to other users. The
modest data rate per ITU of 195 KBPS, narrow receive bandwidth of approximately 150 kHz, and high
gain ground antennas allow ranges up to 50 miles at these power levels. Automatic retransmission of
any data packet errors ensures high data integrity without having to go to excess in transmit power,
antenna gain, Forward Error Correction, or other link parameters.

Typical measurement requirements include acceleration, strain, air pressure, and temperature. Because
established sensors are expensive within the context of this program, an important element of the
program is exploring the use of low cost commercial sensors. An example is the use of ultra low cost
automobile air bag accelerometers, individually calibrated in production with calibration data stored in
EEPROM. Such accelerometers cost less than $20 per axis, as compared to approximately $1500 for a
typical aerospace quality 3 axis accelerometer. New generation mil-spec MEM's and integrated sensors
are also becoming available for prices that are much less than established mil-spec components, and are
being studied under this program. Data acquisition bandwidths that read the sensors are typically from
tens of Hz to a few kHz. Since any telemetry system is a data pipe with a fixed upper limit on
throughput, a data acquisition system that allows flexible trading of sample rate and resolution is the
ideal solution to getting the most operational use out of the link. The sigma delta analog to digital
conversion technique provides this trade between sample rate and resolution in a convenient "system on
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a chip" form. These intelligent chips have serial interfaces that allow reprogramming of sample rate and
resolution at any time, including over the air reprogramming during the mission.

The equipment design emphasizes compact size and low cost to an extreme degree. Current plans are for
Wireless Sensors with data acquisition, radio, controller, and battery to be 1.3 X 2.5 X 0.7 inches.
Integrated Telemetry Units independent of aerodynamic tapering are approximately 3.0 X 3.5 X 0.75
inches (1 inch thick for Wireless Sensor capable ITU's), including rechargeable battery. The Base
Stations are PC based units and are approximately the size of a compact desktop PC. Costs are in line
with commercial electronic products of similar complexity.

System software is based on commercial C (for firmware) and C++ Windows compatible (for PC's)
compilers. The airborne end of the link (mobile terminals) uses generic 16 bit one time programmable
microcontrollers. The ground end (Base Station) uses similar microcontrollers on each of the four
transceivers in each Base Station as well as a Pentium controller board that serves as the Base Station
master controller. The Base Stations are networked to operator interface and data storage PC's over a
generic local area network such as Ethernet. Commercial database software such as Microsoft SQL-
Server provides efficient, cost effective relational database management. Custom software converts the
databased information to IRIG-106 format when desired by the user for compatibility with existing
analysis methods and software.

WIRELESS SYSTEM DESIGN

The search for greater spectral efficiency in recent telemetry research has focused on more advanced
modulation formats such as GMSK, QPSK, and FQPSK. It is of course true that these forms simply use
less spectrum, taking standard FSK from its basically 1 bit per second per Hz occupancy to about 1.3
bits per second per Hz for BT=0.3 GMSK to about 2 bits per second per Hz for the various forms of
QPSK. However, we submit that the advances cannot stop there, and that from a wireless system design
perspective the first and most important change needed from standard telemetry practice is to provide
transceive capability at both ends of the link to allow intelligent link management. It is basically agile
control of the link to provide transmit power level control (transmit only the power needed on a second
by second basis to minimize interference) and frequency agility (dodging interference) that allows
commercial wireless systems to attain their high density of users. We also propose the use of multiple
lower power and data rate and thus lower channel bandwidth links instead of a single faster link to fit
these links into smaller gaps of available spectrum. However, we plan one major departure from
standard wireless practice, which is the use of packet radio style retransmission (Automatic Repeat
reQuest, ARQ) of bad data blocks in conjunction with Forward Error Correction (FEC). Though such
bad blocks are unavoidable in a fading environment, retransmission is not used in digital voice cellular
because of the latency. Wireless data acquisition can typically afford a small fraction of a second
latency. We have adopted Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) because in practice it attains the
highest spectral efficiencies attainable in cost effective year 2000 technology, it provides a convenient
frame structure supporting the use of ARQ, and it is highly scaleable in support of a large range of data
acquisition sample rates. An argument can be made in favor of Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
based on direct sequence spread spectrum, but it is more expensive, difficult, and power consumptive to
implement.



TDMA Frame Structure. The planned frame structure is shown in Figure 3, with packets shown as
they would be spaced in time, with simultaneous packets aligned vertically. After each packet of any
kind, the receiving end acknowledges correct receipt, or not, with an "ack/nack/command". Incorrectly
received packets are stored for retransmit during the assigned retransmit interval, here shown as one
retransmit packet per two standard packets per subframe. Each ITU has 18-36 wired sensor channels (1-
2 data acquisition boards), or 18 wired sensors in the case of a Wireless Sensor capable ITU that can
also access multiple Wireless Sensors. Packets are approximately 11.6 ms long and each 3 packet
"subframe" with overhead is approximately 44 ms long. The subframe is adopted because a mobile
(Wireless Sensor or ITU) does not have to use a slot on each subframe, and thus larger numbers of
mobiles can be multiplexed in if their data rates allow. A "superframe" is formed by the period of
slowest repeat of any mobile terminal in the system, such as taking one packet per ten subframes. The
packets contain 283 bytes of data, of which 220 bytes are actual payload. In data flow terms each packet
provides slightly over 40 KBPS after Forward Error Correction, retransmit, and other overhead, so each
ITU and Base Station transceiver can process about 80 KBPS, and each toaster sized Base Station can
process about 320 KBPS while maintaining full ARQ and high data integrity. Multiple Base Stations are
used when a test requires more total data flow. The TDMA frame structure and complete software
control allows the data rate to broken up and assigned to individual ITU's and sensors in an extremely
flexible manner using narrow (150 kHz) channels that make highly efficient use of available spectrum.
For example, each Base Station might normally interface to four ITU's, but if the sensed data were
sampled at a lower sample rate or resolution, then each Base Station might take eight or 16 ITU's. The
system software will guide the operator in making these assignments depending on the sample rates and
resolutions requested by the test engineers.

Sensor 1 Data Sensor 2 Data Sensor 1 or 2
Repeat Sensor 3

ITU Data ITU Data ITU Data ITU Repeat
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Figure 3: TDMA frame structure showing built in acknowledgement and retransmit from both Wireless
Sensor to Integrated Telemetry Unit (900 MHz) and Integrated Telemetry Unit to ground (2.3-2.5 GHz).



Statistical Retransmit Analysis.  The use of ARQ to maintain high data integrity for file transmissions
has been standard art for decades. When transmitting files the goal is generally perfect transfer, taking
whatever time is required. For data acquisition via telemetry, with a constant input rate of acquired data,
it will not prove possible to achieve perfect transfer due to the fact that there must be some limit on the
number of retransmit tries allowed. Let us define the packet error rate before retransmission as the "raw
packet error rate" and the residual error rate after retransmission as the "corrected error rate". Statistical
link analysis can predict and allow minimization of the raw packet error rate, depending on such factors
as statistical fade model, antenna gain and angle above ground (aircraft altitude and distance), transmit
power, data rate, and other RF parameters. Analysis is ongoing to develop extensions of standard
wireless link analysis methods to accurately predict raw packet error rate for the air to ground telemetry
environment. Once the raw packet error rate is optimized, it will still generally prove to be undesirably
high, particularly for lower power links such as proposed here for battery powered "Peel and Stick"
usage and interference avoidance. However, it is possible to attain huge reductions in error rate via a
"part time" retransmit capability whereby a fraction of frame time is set aside for retransmission. For
example, a relatively high and almost unusable raw packet error rate of 10% due to a hostile link can be
reduced to a highly usable 1E-6 corrected packet error rate in our planned TDMA system. If raw packet
error rate can be held to a few percent, corrected error rate can asymptotically approach zero.

Having failed to find an analysis of these effects in the public literature, we outline below the form of
our own analysis. We find two major contributions to corrected packet error rate, which we define as the
"Burst Lost Packet Rate" Lprb and the "Timed Out Lost Packet Rate" Lprt. The burst lost packet rate is the
more obvious one, and refers to the situation where memory storage is limited and old bad packets that
have failed to successfully retransmitted are eventually discarded to make room for newer errors. We
begin by assuming a TDMA frame with some number of slots assigned for "standard" (first time)
transmissions and others for retransmit transmissions, such as two standard and one retransmit slot per
frame. The statistics of successful reception of a particular packet constitutes a Bernoulli trial (see ref. 4
or any senior or graduate statistics text) by definition, with the experiment being successful reception
one time out of multiple trials. A set of frames thus shows statistics that follow a Binomial distribution,
just as a set of "F "dice throws constitutes a series of Bernoulli trials that shows a similar distribution.
So, if there are F transmissions (standard or retransmit), and each has probability Pf of failing and Ps = 1
- Pf probability of succeeding, then the odds of "i" successes out of "F" trials is given by:
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Now, to get buffer overflow we must get a burst of errors over a period of time of interest.  If we assign
a finite number "M" as the maximum packets a mobile can buffer for retransmit purposes, then the
fraction of the total error rate that is due to single overflows (the buffer only went over its limit by one
packet) over F frames is:



BurstLostPacketRate1= (Prob(k=M+1 of F transmits)*Prob(zero successful retrans of FX/Z attempts) +
Prob(k=M+2)*Prob(one successful retransmit) +...+Prob(k=M+X of F transmits) + Prob(X-1 successful
retransmits))*1/F  (3)

A similar result may be written for the contribution from two overflows, three overflows, etc, up to a
maximum possible of F-M overflows.  Then, each of these equations may be written in terms of the
product of two Bernoulli trials, where one is for standard failures and the other is for retransmit
successes.  For the general case of "N" overflows we will get (after a few pages of algebra):
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where Binom(A,B) = A!/(A-B)!B!.

We may then note that the total BurstLostPacketRate is given by eq. (5) below which may be coded in
software for numerical evaluation.

BurstLpr = (1/F)(BurstLPR1 +2*BurstLPR2+...+NBurstLPRN+...+
                                            (F-M)BurstLpr(F-M)) (5)

The other error source following retransmission, the Timed Out Lost Packet Rate Lprt, will usually
dominate in systems with plenty of memory (can store more than 6-10 bad packets in the mobile for
retransmission) and is more easily derived. Intuitively, it is the error rate that results from packets that
are stored in memory, but which the system never gets to retransmit because of limited retransmit
opportunity, additional incoming errors, and some time limit on storage based on the practical limit of
distinct numbering of packets. The derivation is as follows. Let there be Bp bad packets (standard packet
failures) from a mobile terminal of interest over an interval of time containing F frames, noting that if
the raw packet failure rate is Pf, then the expected number of bad packets is Bp = F*Pf. The number of
retransmit opportunities per mobile terminal sharing the frame over the period of time where the F
frames occur is fairly enforced by rule to be FX/Z, where X is the number of retransmits and Z the
number of standard packets (and mobiles) per frame. Then over a large number of frames F the number
of retransmit opportunities Nrt per failed standard transmit is at least (other mobile retransmit slots may
be "borrowed" if not needed) the number of total retransmit opportunities per mobile divided by the
failed standard packets Bp per mobile, or:
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Given this number of retransmits, the probability of a packet still being failed after all these retransmits
is Pf^Nrt.  Thus the minimum probability of a successful retransmit Psrt of a given error is:
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Now, over a period of time so large that any errored packets that have not made it through the link yet
are considered to be errors, the Lost Packets are given by Lp = Bp -Cp (eq. 8) where Cp are the corrected
packets over that interval.  But Cp = BpPsrt (eq. 9) and the Timed Out Lost Packet Rate in lost packets per
transmitted packet (not lost packets per second) is given by Lprt = (Lp/F) (eq.10). Now substituting (6),
(7), (8) and (9) into (10) yields:
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fprt PL (11)  Lprt is a fractional lost packet rate, so to get the lost packet rate per second Lprt

is multiplied by the subframe rate.

In reviewing numerous ARQ academic papers the result of eq. (11) has not been encountered. However,
none of the existing ARQ systems reviewed have a continuous throughput requirement (they take as
long necessary to send a perfect file), nor do they use the shared retransmit concept. So, being able to
take very long times, having low raw error rates, and having a large effective "X/Z" ratio takes these
systems to the point where this error rate is essentially negligible.  For example, even in our frame
structure of limited retransmit of 1 retransmit packet per two standard packets, a raw packet error rate of
2% would yield Lprt = 6.7E-45, a completely negligible number. But let raw error rate increase to 20%
and Lprt = 3.58E-3, a big improvement over 20% but probably an unacceptable corrected error rate for
most applications. Thus attaining a reasonably low raw packet error rate is still highly desirable. This is
investigated in the next section, with a graph of corrected error rate shown in Figure 4.

Statistical Link Analysis and Packet Error Rates.  The radio channel in a mobile communications
system presents quite a hostile environment to telemetered data, primarily due to signal blocking and the
multipath fade problem caused by destructive cancellation of reflected signal components (see ref. 1
chap. 4 and ref. 2 pages 12-18 for good discussions). This problem has been studied intensely for mobile
communications in general, and effective methods for minimizing and predicting errors has been
developed for the most common applications (unfortunately, this does not include air to ground
telemetry). Due to the non-deterministic time varying nature of the received signal under multipath
conditions, the received signal strength must be described using probabilistic methods. The most
commonly used probability density function employed is the Rayleigh (ref. 1, p.172), which results
when there is no direct wave component and communications is actually carried out with nothing but
reflected waves. Of course, in mobile communications there is often a direct wave component, but since
most systems must remain operational in the worst case of reflected wave communications only (a
cellular handset cannot always be controlled to have a direct line of sight to the Base Station), the
Rayleigh is commonly used for system design. However, this worst case assumption is often too
conservative for telemetry systems, particularly the air to ground case with highly directional antennas at
the ground end of the link. With both a line of sight path and directional attenuation of reflected
components this link is friendlier than typical mobile links such as cellular, except for the faster fade
process due to higher velocity. But "friendly" is a relative term, there are still many fades in a typical air
to ground link, and definite steps must be taken in system design to deal with them. In the 1999
Proceedings of the International Telemetry Conference there were three excellent papers dealing with
the modeling of the air to ground telemetry link, listed here as references 7, 8, and 9. However, as good
a start as these papers are in starting the process of bringing analytic modeling to the air to ground



telemetry link, considerably more work is needed to complete the process and provide the tools needed
by the system designer to optimize system performance. In particular, we note that the situation of a
dominant ray and several interfering multipath terms has an envelope fade described by the "Ricean"
probability distribution. The parameters needed to complete a Ricean model of the air to ground link are
not known by the authors to be available, and this appears to be a fertile area for future research.

There are numerous statistical quantities needed to model the radio link failure statistics (ref. 1 chap 4),
but here there is only space to review a few of the most important. Some of the more critical are the
probability density function (PDF) of the received envelope, the average duration of a fade (ADF) and
the level crossing rate (LCR). The PDF describes the time varying nature of the received envelope in
statistical terms, and its integral gives another commonly used type of statistical function, the cumulative
probability distribution (CPD) (ref. 4, p.36), as shown in (12) below where p(r) is the PDF of random
variable "r". The CPD evaluated at a particular value "R" gives the probability that the envelope
amplitude "r" at any point in time is less than R.

∫
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=≤=
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The ADF is the average period of time that the received signal envelope is below a level R. The LCR is
the expected rate at which at which the envelope of the received signal crosses a specified level R, in a
positive going direction. Knowing the ADF and LCR give an intuitive idea of the odds of any given data
packet suffering a fade that would overcome Forward Error Correction (FEC) and destroy the packet,
necessitating a retransmit. For example, for the case where LCR is much slower than the packet time, it
would be rare for more than a single fade to occur during a packet, and if the FEC can correct
significantly more than the bits lost during an average fade then the number of lost packets would be
greatly reduced. For higher velocities and longer packets times where LCR exceeds the packet rate, then
it is intuitively clear that the fraction of the time the signal is below threshold is (ADF)(LCR), and
setting the condition where the fraction of bits that FEC can correct is FFEC>(ADF)(LCR) would again
result in the majority of packets surviving the fade process. Furthermore it may be shown (ref. 2 p. 35)
that (ADF)(LCR) = CPD, thus neatly capturing many of the statistics of the fade process.

Having a full statistical description of duration of fade and level crossing would allow a detailed
understanding of packet failure statistics, and a resulting optimization of system design. We are
attempting to develop such modeling internally (it may be available elsewhere, but to our knowledge is
not developed into applicable design technique form), and can show some preliminary results. Assuming
each received signal component of the set that added to make the envelope are normally distributed and
the power spectrum of received multipath waves is symmetrical around the carrier frequency, the
received envelope can be determined following the steps in references 12-15, leading to the PDF shown
below that is commonly referred to as "Ricean" or "Rician".
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Now letting fm be the Doppler shift and Eo the amplitude of the direct wave component,
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Eb =  (15) is the variance of the envelope strength. Due to the limited amount of space, refer to

Jakes (ref. 5) and Rice reference 12, section 2.9, for more detailed explanations of these terms.

Eq. 13 states as long as the received envelope is primarily determined by a single component, a direct
wave, the received signal strength has this Ricean PDF. In this scenario, the received envelope rarely
experiences very deep fades. As the amplitude of the direct wave decrease, the Ricean PDF degrades
into the Rayleigh PDF, defined as:
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(16) In this situation, the received envelope is determined by the vector

summation of the received signals. This results in deep fades in the envelope due to constructive and
destructive interference of the received signals.

To determine the LCR and the ADF, similar mathematical procedures to those used by Rice (ref. 14) to
develop these parameters for the Rayleigh fading case are used to pursue the Ricean fading case. We
begin with the LCR expressed mathematically as

∫
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where the dot indicates the time derivative and ),( rRp & is the joint probability density function. Carrying
this operation out for the Ricean density function in (13) results in (18) below.
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The ADF is expressed mathematically as (ref. 2 p.35):
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Note in (19) that a complete grasp of ADF and LCR implies a complete grasp of CPD and thus PDF
also, thus granting a high degree of understanding of the full statistics of the fade process. Substituting
equations (13) and (18) into (19) results in:
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More work is needed to validate and extend these models into usable design methods, and to determine
the full parameters experimental data must be collected. We hope to be back next year with more
extensive Ricean modeling results, including design methods that allow for precise use of the fade
statistics to optimize system design. Recall from the retransmit analysis that there is a huge drop in
corrected error rate as raw error rate drops below about 20%, so control of raw error rate and by
implication understanding of the fade statistics really pays off.

In the meantime we conclude with a numerical example of raw and corrected packet error results based
on the worst case Rayleigh model. It can be shown (ref. 6) that the probability of link failure for a set of
bits (message block or packet) is quite binary, such that over a fade window of a few decibels the link
goes from basically "good" (error correction capability of a few percent can handle the errors) to "bad"
(error correction is overwhelmed).  Then the raw probability of packet failure for a packet of time length
"L" with transmitter velocity V, carrier wavelength lamda, and threshold to average received power "r",
can be shown to be (ref. 6):
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Table 1:  Raw packet error
rate vs. velocity , Rayleigh
faded 50 dB fade margin.

Vel (MPH) Pe
200 0.0635
400 0.123
600 0.179
800 0.230

1000 0.280

1 10
3.
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Figure 4:  Example ARQ corrected packet error rate as function of
memory buffer size.



To estimate the impact on raw packet error rates for Rayleigh fading while attempting to not be too
drastically worse than Ricean, let us make the illustrative assumption that air to ground Ricean fading at
a given threshold level is 20 dB improved over Rayleigh as far as packet failures are concerned. For
Ricean to be this much better than Rayleigh is not optimistic, as reference to ref. 2, p. 35, Fig. 1-13 will
show that for a dominant direct path it is usually highly pessimistic. It is also overly conservative at
higher speeds (predicted error rate is higher than actual) because some high speed fades will be so fast
that the FEC will not be overcome and the packet survives. Link analysis shows that with expected
receiver performance at 200 KBPS, 1 watt ITU power, and with 38 dB gain ground antennas, that a
range of 47 miles may be obtained with 30 dB fade margin. When 50 dB fade margin is used in eq. (21)
above (approximated 20 dB estimated difference), the raw (before ARQ) packet error rates given in
Table 1 result for our TDMA packet parameters.  This error rate includes failures due to both the packet
and its acknowledgement. Figure 4 depicts the Burst Lost Packet rate (BurstLpr), the Timed Out Lost
Packet Rate, and the sum of the two (TotLpr), versus the number of bad packets "M" for which memory
is available to store, for the  case described above at 400 MPH with raw packet error rate of 12.3%.  At
this fairly high Rayleigh packet error rate we find the time out error rate tends to dominate (the flat line
at 2.5E-5).  But even so the improvement in error rate is over a factor of 4000, and for mild reductions in
raw error rates the corrected error rate will decrease extremely rapidly.

RF CIRCUIT DESIGN

The physical design requirements of the program include not only unusually compact size and low
power consumption, but also the need to operate across an extended temperature range using
commercial components. A number of innovations have been developed to enable this implementation,
details of which we hope to present in a dedicated article on RF circuit design advances in the ASMT
system at the 2001 ITC. For now we note that among the special features of this system are GMSK
modulation implemented very efficiently within the synthesizer phase locked loop, new methods of
highly efficient power amplifier design, and specialized techniques to extend commercial components to
the required temperature range. The receiver design methods are generally classical, being double
conversion superheterodyne with non-coherent demodulation.

DATA ACQUISITION

The always limited bandwidth and transmit power of a wireless communication system constrains the
maximum data throughput, and this constraint often proves to be a limiting factor on raw technical
performance of a system. This bandwidth constraint often dictates compromises in system performance,
requiring tradeoffs among the three data acquisition parameters which directly drive the data throughput
rate: resolution, sample rate, and channel count. For a given bandwidth, as resolution increases, sample
rate and/or channel count must decrease to sustain the same (limiting) data rate. A system can be
designed to yield specific performance with respect to these three performance parameters. However,
when a system is designed with a fixed selection of data acquisition parameters it becomes dedicated to
a specific application and often not readily adaptable to other applications. The ability to alter the
balance between the three data acquisition parameters would improve flexibility of a given system, and
even better would be the ability to alter these parameters "on the fly", to adapt the system to specific
conditions encountered during a test.



A high-resolution ADC can be implemented by several different practical methods. Integrating ADCs
have traditionally been used where very high resolution is needed and can be gained at the expense of
speed. Such ADCs typically offer speeds of only a few dozen samples per second, but offer resolutions
to as much as 26 bits. For faster conversions, the successive approximation ADC has been king, offering
speeds well into the megasample-per-second range, but requiring expensive tight-tolerance processes to
achieve accuracy, and high power consumption to achieve the higher sampling rates. Any given ADC of
either of these types typically offers a fixed limit on both resolution and sampling rate.  However, the
sigma-delta conversion method has been used in the past few years to implement a number of new
ADCs which offer much higher speeds than integrating converters, combined with equivalent or higher
resolution compared to successive approximation converters, all for lower cost and power consumption
than either of the earlier types. The sigma-delta conversion process is performed by a modulator
combined with a digital filter. The modulator produces a high-speed stream of digital values of ones and
zeroes, attempting to match the pulse density (average voltage of the output pulses) to the incoming
analog signal. The analog portion of this process requires little more than an analog comparator, which
is readily implemented with sufficient precision in economical CMOS processes. Knowing that the
digital pulse train has a density (proportion of one-bits to total bits) which is precisely proportional to
the input voltage, the converter trades the very high speed of this digital bit stream for a much higher
resolution by applying a digital decimation filter to the pulse train. That is, the digital pulse train might
have a sampling rate of 300 KSPS (thousand samples per second) with the relatively poor resolution of
one bit. The digital filter converts this pulse train to a much slower (1 KSPS) but much higher resolution
(16 bits) data stream, or perhaps even a 200 SPS 24 bit data stream, which corresponds then to the input
waveform. Combined with a preamplifier, noise floors below 1 uVrms can be attained.

These new sigma delta converters offer an unprecedented degree of flexibility in their modern "system
on a chip" form that takes maximum advantage of their chip DSP, allowing a software controlled
tradeoff between sampling rate and resolution. But this flexibility carries much further into the overall
system than this simple tradeoff would indicate. The sigma-delta method provides an inherent antialias
filter which can often replace specialized antialias filters in a real data acquisition system. In
conventional data acquisition systems, the analog signal is normally filtered by one means or another to
enforce an analog signal bandwidth between 1/10 and 1/4 Hz per SPS. If the sampling rate is changed,
the antialias filter cutoff frequency must be changed in proportion; such programmability can be
provided by a number of means such as switched-capacitor filters, analog filters with component
switching, etc. With a sigma-delta converter, however, the input signal is actually sampled at a very high
rate; and the external antialias filter need only exclude analog signal components above about 1/4 of the
modulator sampling rate, or about 75 kHz for a 300 KSPS modulator. The digital filter action provides
the antialias filter with respect to the output sample rate. As a bonus, the digital filter's cutoff frequency
can be made to automatically change with the output sample rate, typically maintaining a ratio of
approximately 4 SPS per Hz. Since the sigma-delta ADC sampling rate is typically set electronically, by
programming from a microcontroller, the sample rate / resolution tradeoff can be made remotely.

Since the sigma-delta ADC can be readily implemented in a CMOS process due to its relatively tolerant
accuracy requirements, power consumption can be made mainly dependent on the processing speed.
Thus a given ADC or ADC section can effectively be turned off to save power simply by disabling its
clock. Most currently available sigma-delta ADCs include such provisions, either by pin-programming
or via serial programming of the device. Thus control of the number of channels becomes practical,
since unused channels can be readily turned off to save power, always a precious commodity in a mobile



unit. In addition, simple changes to parameters of the digital filters can provide a programmable gain
capability. Reprogrammability also allows for automated adjustments, since more computing power is
typically available at a fixed location, and the data stream can then be analyzed in real time and requests
relayed via the telemetry control channel to change the data acquisition configuration. For example,
where a test sequence includes a particular event involving significant mechanical activity, the sampling
rate for accelerations and strains could be temporarily increased for just that portion of the test, indeed
increased even beyond the capacity of the telemetry link, and then returned to a low speed at the
conclusion of the dynamic segment, allowing the telemetry link to catch up with buffered data.

In summary, the programmable capability allows precision control of the trade between resolution and
sample rate, and fits extremely nicely with efficient use (sharing between units) of the TDMA radio
channel, providing optimum use of the fixed bandwidth available in a telemetry link. The compact size,
low power consumption, and low noise floor (<1uVrms) of sigma delta are also extremely well suited to
wireless data acquisition. The sigma-delta method of ADC is thus a very natural fit to the application,
and has been adopted for the ASMT system.

DATA PROCESSING

A Data Processing board is included in the ITU stack to provide significant memory storage for bad
packets and a data processing engine for compression and encryption of data. Though the retransmit
analysis showed that the ability to typically buffer only 6-10 packets is needed to get error rates that are
extremely low, long term blocking (such as aircraft shading of the link) and extremely high data rate
acquired data can benefit strongly from extra storage. For example, during separation events high
sample rates are typical, and a "data bucket" to store large amounts of data until the radio link can "catch
up" is extremely useful. The military application also calls for encryption, though the future exact
specifications for this are not clear, and it is a thorny problem for many military programs using wireless
and other portable equipment. Regarding compression, historically most digital communications systems
with significant processing power do benefit from compression, and we expect that to be the case here.
Reference 11 shows that compression ratios from 10% to 60% are practical with typical telemetry data.

CONCLUSION

The SBIR funded Advanced SubMiniature Telemetry program has provided not only an opportunity to
provide the "Peel and Stick" portable telemetry equipment needs of the U.S. Air Force, but also a
vehicle to bring state of the wireless system and electronic circuit design to the telemetry field. Among
the major features of the system are:
• Two way radio links with intelligent link management based on modern wireless system design
methods to both cause minimum interference and avoid other interference
• TDMA ARQ (packet radio) architecture for scaleable data acquisition, high spectral efficiency, and
high reliability data. The key factor to recognize here is that rather than attempting the impossible goal
of near zero errors with more transmit power, more powerful FEC, higher gain antennas, etc, it's simply
smarter design (and better performance) to achieve the goal of low residual errors by sacrificing a
fraction of the throughput for retransmit.



• Wired and Wireless Sensors based on COTS technology that are typically order of magnitude less
expensive than established sensors
• Sigma Delta data acquisition for high raw performance and convenient trade off of sample rate,
resolution, and channel count
• Complete software control, with capability to alter test parameters and reprogram data acquisition and
sensor parameters at any time, and to convert database files to IRIG standard formats
• Covers both upper S band and the 2400-2483.5 MHz ISM band to allow the system to fly when upper
S is full and to allow commercial resale for purely ISM band use, with resulting lower cost through
higher volume for all users

For the 2001 ITC, we shall plan to offer a set of articles for publication that are devoted to specific
issues, including Ricean modeling of the air to ground telemetry link, expanded wireless system design,
detailed RF, data acquisition, and low cost sensor design, system software design, data compression,
encryption, and operational use results.
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TRADEOFFS TO CONSIDER WHEN SELECTING AN AIRBORNE
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Bill Troth
L3 Communications/Telemetry East

ABSTRACT

Selecting an airborne data acquisition system involves compromises. No single data acquisition system
can be at the same time, lowest cost, smallest, easiest to use and most accurate. The only way to come to
a reasonable decision is to carefully plan the project, taking into account what measurements will be
required, what are the physical environments involved, what personnel and resources will be needed and
of course, how much money is available in the budget? Getting the right mix of equipment, resources
and people to do the job within the schedule and the budget is going to involve a number of tradeoffs. A
good plan and a thorough knowledge of available resources and equipment will allow you make the
necessary decisions. Hopefully, this paper will offer some suggestions that will aid in preparing your
plan and give some insight into available system alternatives.

KEY WORDS

Data acquisition, signal conditioning, digital data bus, data acquisition system software, calibration,
common bus, flight test.

INTRODUCTION

Airborne data acquisition systems come in many flavors and sizes. How do you select the system that
meets your particular needs and fits into your instrumentation budget? The first objective to address is
probably the most complex, what data must the new system acquire in order to provide all of the
information needed by the many disciplines involved in a modern flight test program? The next factor to
be considered is size and weight. Unless the system can be integrated into the test vehicle without
adversely affecting its performance, it can’t gather the required data. Finally, what will the system cost,
keeping in mind any additional costs involved in installing and servicing the system?

Obviously, many additional issues must be discussed before we are through, but the first three, 1)
Capacity, 2) Size and 3) Cost are the most critical. Factors such as ease of use, support,
programmability, accuracy, and other considerations must be addressed after the first three are satisfied.
Unless you have an unlimited budget and limitless space there will be compromises involved in your



selection. One thing to keep in mind throughout this selection process, the data must be made
available when requested and it must be an accurate representation of the physical parameter
being measured.

CAPACITY

The first step in this process is the generation of a measurement list. This can only be done after
consulting with all of the users of the acquired data. This list should contain a complete listing of all
measurement parameters including the details of how they are to be acquired and what the range of
measurement must be. Typical measurement types would be temperature, pressure, displacement, shock,
vibration, flow, computer data, TSPI data, etc. These data parameters can be acquired as Analog inputs,
Strain gauge inputs, Discrete inputs, Avionics bus inputs, Accelerometer inputs, Thermocouple inputs,
Pressure inputs, Serial data inputs, RTD inputs, Frequency inputs, Synchro resolvers, Time code inputs,
LVDT inputs and many more specialized inputs.

Table 1.1 is an example of a measurement list including enough information to at least start the process.
The measurement list will provide the basis for determining the capacity of the data acquisition
system needed for your project.

Figure 1-1 is an example of a large system capable of measuring thousands of parameters and using
several different types of data acquisition units. Figure 1-2 is an example of a much smaller system that
could be used when the data requirements are not so extensive.

SIZE

The next issue to address is the physical size constraints that will be placed on your system components.
As a general rule the larger the physical size of the system components the less they will cost,
especially on a per channel basis. Before you can even consider the cost however, you will need to
determine where the components will need to be physically located. In many cases there will different
size areas that need to be instrumented within the same vehicle. If it can be determined that all areas can
accommodate large system components you are in luck because you will then have the largest selection
of low cost components to chose from. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. To guarantee that the
collected data will not be contaminated with noise the data acquisition system components must be
placed as near as possible to the sensors.

It is possible to use a variety of data acquisition units of varying sizes and capacities within the
same system as long as they can share a common bus. This feature allows the selection of large high
capacity units where the physical room exists, and smaller (and usually higher cost) units where
necessary. Specialized units for groups of temperature or pressure sensors are available that can be
located in hostile environments such as engine compartments and external pods. Figures 1-3 and 1-4
show such system configurations.



COST

Costs for data acquisition systems are driven by several factors. Size is a major factor, and as a general
rule, the smaller the unit the higher the per channel cost.

Another important factor is environmental ruggedness. Perhaps overlooked sometimes, another critical
cost driver is accuracy. Unless the measurements accurately reflect the true conditions occurring during
the test, false or contradictory conclusions will result. If a test must be repeated because of inaccurate
measurements the cost savings resulting from selecting inferior equipment is lost very quickly. The
selection of components used and the amount of testing required affect the cost of accuracy and
ruggedness.

The ability to select off the shelf equipment is another primary factor when considering costs.
Obviously, new developments raise costs and add risks to both schedule and performance. Sometimes
this added cost is justified because of specific program requirements, or, in some cases, the actual total
cost can be reduced because a new development can allow the use of less equipment or less manpower
to accomplish the program goals. In most cases however, proven off the shelf equipment will
substantially lower costs. The cost of a failed attempt to gather data can easily outstrip the original cost
of the equipment. As with any product, the lifetime cost of ownership must be considered not just the
original purchase price.

Once the main issues of size, capacity and cost have been addressed, other considerations such as ease
of use, accuracy, programmability and support should be taken into account.

EASE OF USE

Ease of use means different things to different users, however the primary areas of concern are:

Equipment Installation
Mission creation
System checkout
Calibration

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

Long lead lengths between the sensors and the signal conditioning is the major cause of noisy,
unreliable measurements. Ideally, all long wire runs should be done using a digital data bus. Low level
analog signals such as those output from most common sensors are particularly susceptible to noise
contamination and their lead lengths should be kept as short as possible. To accomplish this ideal,
remote data acquisition units are placed as near as possible to the sensors. The remote units are then
connected to the master data acquisition unit via a digital data bus. This digital bus can be normal copper
wire for runs of up to 10 or 20 meters. For longer runs fiber optical cabling can be used with the added
advantage of much better EMI characteristics.



MISSION CREATION

After the measurement list has been completed, the task of creating a viable means of collecting the
required data is the next hurdle that must be overcome. All of the necessary information to do it is
contained in the measurement list. A critical step after selecting the transducers and other data sources,
is to verify that the signal conditioning can easily interface to these sources.  A list of the necessary
signal conditioning modules must be compiled and the modules distributed among the various data
acquisition units (generally referred to as remotes) according to the location of the sensors. The software
package used for this task should be easy to use and intuitive. Each measurement must be assigned to a
specific channel of one of the signal conditioning modules. Each channel must then be programmed for
the appropriate gains, offsets, filtering, etc. required to condition the measurement signal assigned to it.

Once the hardware parameters have been programmed, a format must be created that assigns each
measurement to a specific slot or slots within the format. Again, all the information needed is contained
in the measurement list. A single format will be generated that gathers data from all components of the
data acquisition system. The critical part of this task is assigning a synchronous sampling rate that meets
or exceeds the minimum rate defined for each parameter in the measurement list, while keeping the
overall bandwidth as small as practical considerations allow. Many attempts have been made to define
and/or automate this task but in the end their success is debatable. Automated software to accomplish
format generation generally uses some sort of expert or artificial intelligence programming techniques
and will usually completely redo the entire format each time a change is made no matter how small the
change. This results in a different frame map each time the format is compiled. Each user will complete
this task in whatever way he is most comfortable.

The format that ultimately results must be compiled into a set of instructions that can be used by the data
acquisition system and then downloaded into the actual system. Downloading should be easily
accomplished via some sort of standard interface such as a serial RS-232 link between the data
acquisition system and a standard PC. This link should also allow the data to be read back for
verification. Only one unit of the entire system should be used to provide the download link, this unit is
generally referred to as the Master while any other system components are Slaves.

SYSTEM CHECKOUT

After the new format has been downloaded into the data acquisition system, it must be tested to verify
that all the hardware is operational and that the data being collected is valid and meets the users
requirements. A portable ground checkout system is usually used for this task. The same PC used to
generate and download the format to the data acquisition system can be used for this function if it can be
supplied with the necessary hardware such as a decommutator and a bit synchronizer. The same format
downloaded into the airborne data acquisition must be programmed into the ground checkout system. A
file generated by the data acquisition system software should be used to program the ground
checkout system. The use of the same file assures that the formats are compatible and makes the
checkout task much faster and easier to accomplish.



CALIBRATION

Before each mission, the data acquisition system should be calibrated to ensure that all measurements
collected during the mission are within established parameters. Also, whenever a measurement falls
outside of its expected boundaries it must be determined whether the problem lies with the test
equipment or the unit under test. In either case, the initial calibration is done by substituting a known
input to the signal conditioning module or, in some cases, to the sensor so that the correct gains, offsets,
etc. can be applied to normalize the data. Subsequently, the system can be checked for range and
accuracy by substituting the same inputs used in the initial calibration and comparing the results with the
initial results. As conditions change and equipment ages, the system must be re-calibrated to
maintain consistent and accurate measurements. The data acquisition system must have some
convenient way of substituting a known input to the signal conditioning modules. This can take the
form of a voltage substitution, a shunt resistor substitution or simply grounding the input. Often the
system installation doesn’t permit easy access to the measurement inputs and thus the calibration inputs
must be built in or system calibration would not be possible, or at least very practical.

Measurement sensors are not necessarily linear and so a calibration algorithm must be used to do a
conversion to engineering units. Ideally, calibrations should include multiple points to establish slope
and intercept.  A set of calibration coefficients is used to do a best-fit function to linearize the data. The
calibration coefficients are generally obtained by testing the sensor itself and are provided to either the
data acquisition system or the ground checkout system for engineering unit conversion capability.

ACCURACY

The accuracy of a data acquisition system is affected by many factors. One of the most important is the
selection of the D/A converters used to digitize the analog data. The more digital bits used to represent
the data the better the system resolution. The more resolution available the more accurate the data can be
represented. Keep in mind that more bits also means higher bit rates and more bandwidth.  Resolution
alone however, does not guarantee accuracy. Resolving a measurement down to extremely fine
increments means nothing if the data being resolved is incorrect. This is the old garbage in, garbage
out syndrome.

To take advantage of the resolution gained in going from a 10 bit system to a 12 bit system the analog
data must accurately reflect the physical parameter being measured. This means that the sensor must be
capable of converting the physical phenomenon (Movement, pressure, temperature, position, etc.) into
an accurate electrical change (voltage, current, resistance) with enough resolution to be measured. The
resulting analog signal from the sensor must then be conditioned before it can be converted to a digital
representation. If this low level analog signal is contaminated with noise before it can be conditioned
any effort to get an accurate result is futile. There are many ways to mitigate the effects caused by long
lead lengths but the best remedy is to avoid them.

The signal conditioning circuitry in the data acquisition system is critical in attempting to get
accurate measurements. Proper impedance matching, low noise instrumentation amplifiers and good



filtering are required to get accurate results. Any attempt to cut costs at this level will probably result in
less accurate data.

PROGRAMMABILITY

Programmability allows a data acquisition system to be much more flexible without requiring any
physical changes. Without programmability a system will need to be removed from the vehicle or
weapon being tested and altered by changing components, wiring, jumpers or modules. A programmable
system can be modified by downloading new software. Gains, offsets, filters, data selection criteria,
sampling rates, etc. can be changed by downloading a new format or simply changing a single module’s
setup parameters via a link to an external controller. It is possible to switch between previously loaded
formats by activating discrete control inputs.  Systems vary widely in programmable features.

Programmability is another tradeoff between system cost and the cost of labor to make physical changes
if required. Often the price of programmability is a reduction in channel density but this is not always
the case.

SUPPORT

System support is something of an intangible. One factor is the actual size of the vender of the system.
Obviously, the ability of a vender to support a customer is contingent on the availability of
personnel to provide the support. The availability of parts, modules, test equipment and test personnel
is critical when an emergency repair is needed. Worldwide support is not possible if any of these
requirements cannot be made available. This is another initial cost versus long term cost tradeoff that
must be considered. An inoperable test system can be extremely costly if not quickly returned to
operation.

Training is another necessary activity that is often overlooked. Qualified instructors and useful training
materials are required if a training program is to be successful. If problems can be resolved by a user’s
own people, a significant amount of time and money can be saved. This can only happen if the
customer’s on-site personnel are thoroughly familiar with the systems.



Range Transducer
Measurement No Category Measurement Description Meas Type Minimum Maximum Eng Units Ctr Freq

(HZ)
Accuracy

(%FS)
Sampling

Rate
Excit. Output Mfg. Model Location Remarks

PR001 PROP FUEL PUMP INLET PRESSURE PRESS 0 300 PSIA 30 3 250 5V 0-55mv KULITE BM-20P-1000-300A ENGINE LODM 10/10/96
AC001 FLUTTER TAIL BOOM ACCEL -10 10 G 100 500 KISTLER 8304A20 COCKPIT
CP001 CPU CPU EVENT #1 DISCRETE 0 1 DISCRETE
FR001 PROP ROTOR RPM FREQ 0 12000 RPM 200 0.04 1000 ENGINE
SG001 STRUCTURE ENGINE SUPPORT STRAIN 50 400 LBS 60 4 250 10V 0-20mv PYLON
TP001 HYDRO HYDRAULIC TANK TEMPERATURE T/C 0 300 DEG F 15 60 OMEGA TJ36-CAIN-18(U)-4-CC TYPE K CrAl

TABLE 1-1
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ABSTRACT

Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation (JAMI), a 1997 new-start multi-year Central Test and Evaluation
Investment Program (CTEIP), is developing advanced telemetry system components that can be used in
an integrated instrumentation package for tri-service small missile test and training applications. JAMI
will provide telemetry, Time-Space-Position Information (TSPI), flight termination and end-game vector
scoring in a low cost, modular package that will allow world-wide test and training− eliminating, in most
cases, the need for range-specific (or multi-system) facilities. JAMI will incorporate Global Positioning
System (GPS)-based technology as the TSPI and vector scoring engine, and is completing the
development of a solid state programmable safe and arm device for flight safety applications. The JAMI
program has progressed into Phase 2 and full-scale development of advanced GPS technologies. This
paper discusses the progress of the program during the past year and the efforts planned for fiscal year
2000. Testing of GPS receivers and problems encountered in programming GPS simulator for missile
flight profiles are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The JAMI program was initiated four years ago to address enhancements in missile instrumentation
primarily through the introduction of GPS as an improved and worldwide tracking source. The concept
of a programmable Flight Termination Safe and Arm (FTSA) device was included as another telemetry
system component which could have significant cost savings to emerging and future weapon
developments. The need for JAMI components was identified for the following reasons:

• GPS technology was identified as one of the most significant enhancements to the test and
evaluation of weapon systems

• Existing GPS hardware was large and could not be used in high dynamic applications at costs
similar to existing radar transponders

• Weapon scoring quality accuracies had been demonstrated using C-A Code
GPS in low dynamic application

• FTSA hardware was weapon-specific and expensive.

JAMI will have applicability to tri-service small missile programs, e.g., the JAMI concept has support
from several Program Offices, as well as the missile target development programs. For these reasons, the
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) chose to initiate in fiscal year 1997 a CTEIP program.

BACKGROUND

There are a host of participant types in a typical test or training scenario, though many scenarios involve a
shooter aircraft, a missile, and a target drone. OSD-sponsored programs are providing GPS-based TSPI
for each of these platforms.

GPS technology is a rapidly changing field. Three years ago, the prevailing thought was that GPS
receivers, especially low cost commercial receivers, could not track through high dynamic missile flight
environments. It was assumed that GPS translators would be required in high G environments.  The
Translated GPS Ranging System (TGRS) program was funded by OSD to provide a digital translator for
such applications.

At about the same time, OSD also funded the Hardened Subminiature Telemetry Sensor Systems
(HSTSS) program to develop miniature, hardened telemetry components. The HSTSS program
investigated the utility of not only very small GPS receivers for projectile applications, but also
investigated the effects of adding a low cost set of inertial sensors to the design in a tightly coupled
configuration. The results of the co-variance analysis showed that the GPS receiver accuracy could be
very high in a high dynamic missile flight environment, but hardware to support missile dynamics of over
50 Gs did not exist.

The Air Force eastern and western test ranges have been directed to phase out radar as a range safety-
tracking source over the next three to four years and replace it with GPS. Heavy lift vehicles are relative,
low dynamic vehicles and have maximum acceleration of only a few Gs. Existing receiver hardware has
been flown on several vehicles with excellent results and reliability. The Range Commanders Council,



Range Safety Group chartered a subcommittee two years ago to develop guidelines for implementing
GPS into vehicles on national ranges. This group has now published design and testing standards for GPS
systems that will be used for range safety tracking on national ranges.

JAMI Phase 2 – Full Scale Development

JAMI was approved as a Phase 2 program in February 2000.  Several important actions were initiated in
support of the final JAMI goal of high dynamic GPS tracking and post mission end game scoring during
the past year.  In addition, several new problems were discovered in the areas of GPS testing and
simulation and GPS antenna design.

High Dynamic GPS Technology Development-In 1997, JAMI had been identified as a five-year
development program with funding equally allocated over five years beginning in 1999. The FTSA
development was considered the lowest risk because similar devices had already been proposed or were
under investigation by industry as in-house research and development efforts. For this reason it was
placed as the first priority for development.

The GPS TSPI engine was considered the next lowest risk development. This concept was further
defined to split the GPS TSPI concept into a low dynamic (accelerations up to 25 Gs) and a high dynamic
version with accelerations up to the JAMI-specified limit of 50 Gs. Analysis of the sled track tests and the
Vandal flight demonstrated that existing commercially available hardware could meet the lower dynamic
flight scenarios.

The end game scoring concept was considered the most risky in 1997 and scheduled for development in
2002. Recent analysis now indicates that end game scoring can probably be done using a high dynamic
GPS receiver or translator with inertial sensors added to improve the GPS solution and to provide
attitude information at the point of intercept as a ground station software process.

Flight Termination Systems- Several programs have expressed an interest in a programmable Flight
Termination Safe and Arm (FTSA).  In 1998 a decision was made to begin a proof of concept design by
the Fuze Development Branch at the Naval Air Warfare Center. This effort was expected to reduce the
full-scale development time by nine to twelve months.  A Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA) was entered into with Raymond Engineering division of Kaman Engineering
Operations (REO) to “productionize” the FTSA design and the design was transitioned to REO in the
Spring of 2000.

Significant testing and analysis has been completed on the preliminary design of the FTSA.  The
engineering development model occupies 8 cubic inches which is 44% smaller that the JAMI original
technical requirement.  Programmable functions include failsafe conditions, safe separation time, umbilical
disconnect, and two axis acceleration to +50 G.  Qualification units are scheduled from REO in August
00 with qualification testing planned for FY-01.

TSPI- The next lowest risk area undertaken by JAMI was the development of a GPS receiver solution,
which could be used for range safety TSPI tracking for moderate and high dynamic missiles and targets.



The JAMI Test Capabilities Requirements Document (TCRD) requires a GPS system that can support
missile maneuvers of up to 50 Gs. Based on the TTD&D testing, it became apparent that existing
hardware could support accelerations of up to 25 Gs and jerk of 400 Gs/sec. Since JAMI has always
taken the position that it was a component-oriented program, it was decided to divide the GPS TSPI
program into low dynamic and high dynamic variants. This would allow for the quick development of a
low dynamic receiver and introduction into a missile platform much sooner than originally expected. At
the same time, various techniques to improve receiver dynamics were investigated to meet the higher
dynamic application.

Missile dynamics in excess of 25 G’s are typical of air intercept weapons. The JAMI team queried
industry as to whether a device somewhere between a full receiver and a translator was feasible.
Discussions with Symmetricom Division of Navstar Systems Ltd in early 1999 led to a novel GPS
concept and in December 1999 the JAMI and HSTSS programs jointly funded a contract with the
Symmetricom to design and build a high dynamic GPS sensor.  The sensor technology can be thought of
as a split receiver with part of it in the air vehicle and the other part on the ground.  A block diagram of
one of 72 correlators in the airborne unit is shown in figure 1.

The airborne unit despreads the C-A code and loosely tracks the frequency of each satellite in view.
Measurements are taken and sent to the ground where ephemeris data is combined from a reference
receiver and the frequency and phase loops are closed.  Modeling of this approach indicates that fast
satellite acquisition is possible with acquisition of the first satellite in about 120 ms with 72 parallel
correctors.  The airborne unit requires about two cubic inches of volume and consumes less than 2 watts
at 3.3 VDC.

Figure 1.  GPS Sensor Airborne Unit
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In addition to the GPS Sensor, JAMI investigated improvements to other existing GPS receivers.  An
Request for Information was published in the Commerce Business Daily soliciting GPS vendors of high
dynamic GPS equipment for equipment that OSD could test to determine the present state-of-the-art of
GPS hardware.  No responses to the RFI were received.

End Game Scoring- The most difficult technical challenge facing the JAMI team is using GPS to
determine the precise distance and attitude between a missile and target. These measurements are
required along with precise timing of a fuzing event to determine lethality. This process involves not only
highly accurate GPS measurements but also sophisticated ground station processing. Three different
software approaches are still under investigation.  These include:

Waypoint of Calgary, Canada has a commercially available product called GRAFNAV that uses
double difference carrier phase ambiguity measurements to determine the best position solution. It
works very well as long as good GPS tracking can be maintained. It also has cycle slip repair
capability in the event of a GPS dropout.  GRAFNAV is an excellent kinematic processing tool
but will not support determination of missile attitude.

The Multi-sensor Optimal Smoother Estimation Software (MOSES) is a post-processing product
developed by the Air Force in support of the B-1 flight test program. MOSES is used on a daily
basis at Edwards AFB and Hollaman AFB for precision flight analysis.  It is highly structured and
uses all available “sensors” to calculate the best solution. The core of the MOSES system is a
sophisticated Kalman filter-smoother developed by Dr. Neil Carlson which applies GPS
corrections to an IMU position solution.  The Air Force is currently modifying the MOSES GPS
processing from standard differential corrections to kinematic processing.  An input module was
written and tested to create a differentially corrected GPS solution in real time from the MACM
input message.

Wide Area Differential GPS is a Navy-developed design which uses refined positional
“correctors” derived from a set of precisely known and widely spaced reference stations to
provide a greatly improved differential GPS solution.

IMU sensors were identified and tested by both JAMI and the HSTSS program.  Low cost rate sensors
developed for the automotive industry are now available and under evaluation. Low cost air bag
accelerometers are available and have excellent characteristics in the + 50 G range.  The original plan to
take raw sensor measurements at a high sample rate and transmit the data as part of normal telemetry has
been modified to add integrators in the JAMI TSPI unit.  These measurements will be synchronized to
GPS time.  By integrating acceleration in the missile to generate relative velocity, the system is much
more robust to telemetry data dropouts.  The final interface will be defined by the end of 2000 and will
require a lower downlink bot rate than originally expected.

GPS Testing-  JAMI investigated several verifiable methods of testing high dynamic GPS hardware
during the past year.  Although GPS has been used on high dynamic missiles for several years, the
primary application was TSPI and absolute accuracy was not required.  The application of GPS to End
Game Scoring requires positioning resolution to sub-meter accuracy and accurate testing is critical.



Testing of GPS hardware is underway on three fronts; verified simulation using GPS simulators and
missile typical flight profiles, high-speed sled track tests, and centrifuge testing.

GPS simulators are available from a variety of sources and have various programming features.  Some
simulators have been linked with inertial measurement unit (IMU) simulators for coupled GPS/IMU
testing.  GPS simulators have limitations in simulating vehicle vibration effects and other environmental
effects.

Sled track testing has been used to a large extent to characterize GPS system performance since the sled
is instrumented very well and the position, acceleration, jerk, and velocity are easily measured.  The
biggest problem encountered with sled testing is vibration caused by the shoe-track interface and the fact
that supersonic sled tracks are very straight i.e. they don’t turn corners.

Two years ago centrifuge testing was proposed because acceleration levels up to 50 G were attainable
and high jerk levels are experienced in the line of sight to satellites near the horizon.  Several outdoor
centrifuge facilities were investigated and one at
Rye Canyon in California was chosen based on
cost, the unobstructed view of the sky, and the
reasonable cost.  Several tests were conducted at
a variety of G levels between 15 and 60 G on a
variety of GPS hardware.

The CTEIP office also funded additional GPS
testing and characterization during the past year.
This effort was coordinated with JAMI and
HSTSS and primarily focused on defining typical
missile flight scenarios and programming and
verifying the GWEF simulation capability at Eglin
AFB.

JAMI Component Integration

One of the major elements of the JAMI program is the integration of JAMI components into weapons
instrumentation systems to demonstrate the effectiveness of GPS and programmable flight termination
system hardware on the range. In an effort to form integration partnerships, many program offices were
contacted and given the JAMI presentation and status. As a result of such contacts, JAMI received an
endorsement letter from a missile program for the FTSA development effort.

Based on test results on commercially available GPS receivers, it became apparent that existing hardware
could support TSPI tracking of low dynamic missile platforms with minimal additional development. In
September 1998, representatives from a missile program contacted us and inquired whether JAMI would
be interested in providing GPS hardware for the missile development testing flights. A draft
Memorandum of Agreement was drafted and a Statement of Work was prepared. After several iterations
an agreement was reached in which JAMI would provide a packaged GPS receiver design that would be

Figure 2.  Rye Canyon 30 ft Centrifuge



interfaced with the telemetry system identified for the missile. The plan is to keep the radar transponder in
the design until such time that the GPS can be demonstrated to be as reliable as the C-band transponder
and a more precise tracking aid. Issues still being worked include initial acquisition time and ground
station software tailoring, if required.

JAMI and a high dynamic missile program signed an Memorandum of Agreement in January to integrate
a JAMI designed high dynamic GPS system into a new telemeter under development by the prime
contractor.  The JAMI GPS system will include a GPS sensor as well at inertial sensors, power supply,
and RF input filtering and preamplification and will be qualified to JAMI composite environmental levels.

SUMMARY

The JAMI program has made significant progress in identifying existing GPS capability and applying it to
weapons platforms as a TSPI tracking source. The GPS integration into a missile system will result in
actual range demonstration of JAMI hardware in the next two years. A GPS receiver concept has been
identified that can provide quick initial acquisition and high dynamic tracking.  The FTSA has been
transitioned to production and miniature flight termination hardware is in production.



Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) Systems Integration at Edwards
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the integration effort of ARTM systems into the existing telemetry infrastructure at
the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) at Edwards AFB, California.  This paper will also discuss the
framework of the ARTM integration effort, which includes defining user requirements, integration
approach, management approach, procurement, test and evaluation, and coordination with the ARTM
Joint Program Office (JPO).  Interoperability with existing equipment and with other ranges will also be
discussed.  ARTM is a Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) under the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, Undersecretary for Acquisition and Technology whose purpose is to improve the
efficiency of spectrum usage.  As the ARTM program approaches completion, integration efforts are
underway to take advantage of the capabilities developed by the ARTM program.  This integration effort
brings the Test and Evaluation (T&E) community at Edwards AFB a step closer to realizing solutions to
a variety of telemetering challenges including the shrinking frequency spectrum, demand for higher data
rates, and the need to maintain the current level of commonality and interoperability between Major
Range and Test Facility Bases (MRTFB).

KEY WORDS: ARTM JPO, ARTM I&S, COTS

INTRODUCTION

From the ARTM JPO brochure published on 7 September 1999, the description of ARTM is as follows:
“Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) is a program to improve the efficiency, reliability, and utility of
aeronautical Telemetry (TM) systems for DoD test and training ranges.  The ARTM program addresses
the following problems within the TM infrastructure; limited data rates per link, limited simultaneous
users with existing aeronautical TM spectrum allocation, unacceptable reliability at higher data rates,
inability to effectively support weapon system development programs if spectrum encroachment
continues, inefficient aeronautical TM frequency management processes and operating policies, and the
lack of pre-transmission technologies to reduce data transmission rate requirements.  ARTM will
address these problems by developing bandwidth efficient modulation schemes, multipath mitigation
methods, channel management tools, data compression methods, and improved TM antennas.”

ARTM Integration and Support (ARTM I&S) is a local program at the AFFTC that will integrate
ARTM and viable commercial solutions into AFFTC Range systems. ARTM I&S will focus on systems



that are affected by the encroachment of telecommunication companies onto Range frequencies used for
T&E.  ARTM-developed products will be used to benefit from the latest bandwidth efficient modulation
schemes.  However, ARTM I&S will not be limited to just TM upgrades.  Other parts of the Range
telemetry infrastructure, such as microwave, Global Positioning System (GPS), communications, and
radar will also be evaluated to determine if there are any frequency spectrum encroachment issues.

One area of interest is the evaluation of microwave links to determine if the data can be moved via fiber.
This would then free up frequencies utilized by the microwave links.  Options would have to be
carefully studied to determine a cost-effective solution.  The solutions for these Range systems will
based mostly on commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products.

ARTM I&S INTEGRATION APPROACH

Figure 1 shows that ARTM I&S will closely track products developed by the ARTM program and
integrate them as they are made available.  Range systems will be evaluated and upgrades will be
performed based on the Range’s needs.  The TM infrastructure will have first priority due to the
immediate need for improvements in bandwidth efficiency.  In some cases, ARTM I&S will perform
evaluations and make recommendations on the required infrastructure upgrades for local programs.  The
main activities of this program will be collecting and analyzing user requirements, coordinating with
other groups, market research, testing, procuring COTS, systems integration, and support.

Figure 1. ARTM I&S Integration Approach Diagram
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REQUIREMENTS

The primary users are the 412th Test Wing, Technical Support, Range Division and the 412th Test Wing
Logistics Group, Instrumentation Division.  Both groups support the local Combined Test Forces
including the F-22, F-16, F-15, C-17, B-1, B-2, Joint Strike Fighter and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles.
Requirements will be obtained from the Range Division and the Instrumentation Division and
capabilities will be identified and prioritized by both groups.  Two Integrated Product Teams will be
formed. The first team will be composed of both Range and Instrumentation personnel and will address
the airborne and ground segments of the TM infrastructure.  The second team will be composed of
mainly Range personnel and will evaluate the other areas of concern including microwave, GPS,
communications, and radar.

COORDINATION

Numerous organizations are required in the coordination loop.  The local Frequency Management Office
is a source of information on policies and guidance as new developments arise on the struggle to keep
the remaining spectrum.  Close coordination with the ARTM JPO allows ARTM I&S to keep track of
newly developed ARTM products.  The local contracting office provides a wealth of knowledge and
expertise in the analysis of COTS products.  Neighbor Ranges such as the Naval Air Warfare Center
Weapons Division at China Lake, California and Point Mugu, California will be kept abreast of ARTM
I&S developments to ensure commonality and interoperability of Range Systems.  Range reports will be
provided to the Range Commanders Council (RCC) groups to make other MRTFBs aware of the
developments at the AFFTC.  It is anticipated that similar coordinated efforts will provide a cost saving
through joint procurements and lessons learned.

MARKET RESEARCH

Market research will be conducted in order to identify suitable COTS items.  A baseline of the existing
equipment will first be performed then an evaluation will be made as to what equipment is required.
The ARTM I&S program will primarily purchase ARTM-developed and COTS equipment that can
easily be supported by the existing infrastructure.  This information will be shared with the RCC to
allow the other MRTFBs to benefit.

Currently, the existing TM receivers are being evaluated to determine the quantity and capability. It is
known that some of the existing receivers will no longer be supported in the near future and some can
only support data rates up to 5 Mb/s.  This is an area of concern since some local programs have data
requirements that exceed the capabilities of existing receivers.  Other equipment within the TM
infrastructure will be evaluated similarly.

TESTING

Preprocurement tests will be performed prior to making any large-scale integration.  Test plans will be
written to test the identified equipment in the operational environment. These tests will be conducted
using resources from the existing infrastructure.  The intent is to integrate new equipment into the



operating environment with minimal changes to the existing infrastructure.  Again, test material will be
shared with the RCC to enable other groups to benefit.  Joint tests with other Ranges will definitely be
considered as the opportunity arises.

PROCUREMENTS

Large-scale procurements will be made upon successful testing of the required equipment.
Commonality and interoperability will be considered and joint procurements will be pursued where
possible.  If a large user base is identified for certain items then specific contracts will be established.  It
is expected that critical events during the program will affect the procurement process.

There is a risk that users might want to accelerate the procurement process in order to enable them to
continue to test.  If the procurement process does not meet their schedule requirements, then they might
buy their own equipment.  If this is done without any coordination then there is a risk that the equipment
purchased may not be common or interoperable with the other Ranges.

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION AND SUPPORT

Systems Integration will be conducted on the TM infrastructure first due to the immediate need to
continue to support T&E activities.  Other systems will be prioritized based on the user’s schedule
requirements.  Support elements include providing equipment, technical documentation, training, site
preparation, and configuration management.

CRITICAL EVENTS

Migration from S to L-Band

On May 15, 2000, the Chief of Spectrum Management at Edwards Air Force Base, Mr. Jim Rizzo, sent
out an email to AFFTC organizations stating the AFFTC management’s response to the loss of more
spectrum in S-Band.  The email stated:

“As you all know at the World Radio Conference in 1992 a portion of upper S-Band (2310-2360 MHz)
was re-allocated in the US for Digital Audio Broadcast.  After 8 years of preparation; in June this year a
satellite will be launched by Sirius Satellite Radio that will operate in this band.  It will radiate between
2320.5 - 2332.5 MHz and in effect block our use of these frequencies plus some guard bands that have
not been defined.  This is the first in a series of 3 satellite launches that will take place by December
2000.  Loss of this spectrum will cause increased congestion in S-Band and Upper S-Band and will
increase the risk of mission loss due to availability of spectrum. In the next two years we will see Upper
S-Band reduced to 2360 - 2385 MHz (25 MHz) from the current 2310 - 2390 MHz (80 MHz) a
reduction of 67%.

At the Center Technology Council on 26 April a decision was made by AFFTC upper management to
voluntarily begin migrating telemetry out of S-Band and Upper S-Band, down into L-band.  This will be
done to alleviate congestion and interference that will result from these satellites as they are brought on



line.  Base I&M funds will be sought to purchase equipment and aid in the transition back into L-Band.
In addition the Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) program is willing to sponsor some investigation
into L-Band vs. GPS interference.  There are currently several potential solutions to this issue, and
ARTM is willing to help in implementing these ideas.

As of 26 April 2000, all new telemetry requirements will be in L-Band (1435 - 1525 MHz) and no new
requirements will be supported in S-Band (2200-2290 MHz) or Upper S-Band (2310-2390 MHz).
Missiles, ordinance, UAV’s, and other unmanned vehicles will be allowed in S-band on a case by case
basis.  As these satellites are launched we will be deleting our authorizations to radiate on the downlink
frequencies associated with that satellite from the national databases.  This means that the AFFTC will
not be able to utilize these frequencies once a satellite is up and operating.   Additionally, the Western
Area Frequency Coordinators office will not allow scheduling of these frequencies once a satellite is up
and operating.”

GPS/L-Band interference

The migration to L-Band brings up the issue of interference between GPS and L-Band.  The ARTM JPO
is continuing to investigate the L-Band vs. GPS interference issue.  In 1999, the ARTM JPO sponsored a
study by Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab to determine the effects of L-Band TM on GPS
receivers and propose methods for mitigating potential interference issues.  However, it seems that
different configurations of the solution will be required for each type of aircraft. Efforts are underway to
collect information on the different types of aircraft configurations.

ARTM I&S SCHEDULE

ARTM I&S is driven by the availability of ARTM-developed products and critical events such as the
further loss of frequency spectrum.  Figure 2 is the preliminary schedule estimate for the ARTM I&S
program and will change as other critical events are identified and program planning continues.

ID Task Name

1 CRITICAL EVENTS

2 Loss of 2385-2390 MHz

3 DAB (2310-2360) 

4

5 ARTM Technology

6 Technology Avail. Date

7 Advanced Modulation

8 Tier 1 (FQPSK)

9 Tier 2 (CPM)

10 Channel Management

11 IFDS

12 TM C2 Capability

13 Multi-Path Mitigation

14 Equalization

15 Error Cod & Corr

16 Data Compression

17 Improved Antennas

18 On-Board Data Management

19

20 ARTM I&S PROGRAM

21 PHASE 0 Concept Exploration

51

52 PHASE 1 Prog. Def. Risk Red.

136

137 PHASE 2 Eng. & Man. Dev.

183

184 PHASE 3 Prod./Depoy.

6/5

6/1

9/6

9/1

10/2

6/1

7/1

7/1

7/1

9/13

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Figure 2. ARTM I&S Schedule



CONCLUSION

As encroachment continues on the remaining frequency spectrum used for T&E, other solutions will
need to be explored.  ARTM and ARTM I&S will provide capabilities enabling the Range to continue
supporting T&E activities.  However, multiple solution approaches will be investigated, promising
approaches studied, and proven enhancements implemented.
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FIBEROPTIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM FOR
IMPROVING RAMP TM RECEPTION
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ABSTRACT

The requirement for improved ramp telemetry data and video coverage has prompted the Telemetry
Branch at the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division (NAWCAD) to install an L and S-Band
Fiberoptic Transmission System linking multiple hangar locations to the Telemetry Data Center.  This
system uses Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) equipment and is capable of transmitting analog telemetry
data and video from multiple sites to one location for processing and display.  The system at NAWCAD
has been in use since 1996 and is continually growing to accommodate additional requirements.

KEY WORDS

Fiberoptic Transmission System, L and S-Band Telemetry Transmission, Telemetry on Fiber

INTRODUCTION

Reception of aircraft and missile telemetry data is a very commonplace event for the Telemetry Data
Center (TDC) at NAWCAD.  However, telemetry data quality has encountered problems in the ramp
areas around the hangars when the aircraft are doing static testing or taxiing to/from the runway areas.
A multipath condition occurs due to the reflection of the telemetry signal off buildings, airplanes and
other obstacles located nearby the test aircraft on the apron of the hangar.  Multipath is the result of
destructive interference between the direct ray and one or more reflected or refracted rays of the
telemetry signal. This interference is particularly apparent when the tracking antenna is located a distance
away from the telemetry source and is pointing toward a hangar or an area with a lot of ground clutter,
which is often the case.



One solution for reducing the multipath problem is to position a small directional receiving antenna close
to the telemetry source, with attention paid to minimizing the elevation pointing angle.  This will reduce
interference from reflected/refracted rays received.  However, using a remote receiving antenna
complicates the matter of transporting the received telemetry signal from the antenna to the receivers in
the ground station.  A reliable solution for this is a fiberoptic transmission system with sufficient
bandwidth to pass L and S-Band telemetry signals from the receiving antenna to the ground station.

HISTORY

The first application of telemetry on fiber used by the Telemetry Data Center was an RF link from an
antenna atop a microwave tower approximately 1000 feet away from the ground station.  This system
was installed in November 1995 and then used for a period of two years in support of the F-18 E/F
program.  The main purpose of the system was to provide telemetry data and video from aircraft doing
testing and flight pre-checks on the apron of the hangar and entering and exiting the runway areas.  Trees
and man-made structures blocking the line-of-sight to the test aircraft on the hangar apron obstructed the
tracking antennae normally used during flight operations.  This system had an L-Band and an S-Band
antenna mounted on a pan-and-tilt unit and included a video camera bore-sighted with the antennae.  The
RF and video signals were transported to the TDC on fiber and the pan-and-tilt unit control was
accomplished with copper wire.  The system performed adequately but a multipath problem still existed
due to buildings, aircraft maintenance equipment and other ground clutter surrounding the aircraft.

In December 1997 the relay system on the microwave tower was removed and installed two miles away
at a more desirable location closer to the aircraft under test.  The system was installed on the roof of
Hangar 115 and pointed to the area on the apron where the aircraft performed most of the pre-flight
checks.  This change of location substantially reduced the multipath interference problem; however, it
created the need to move the received telemetry signal to the receivers in the TDC 2.25 miles away.
Since the singlemode fiberoptic transmitter is capable of driving the signal approximately eleven miles, the
system performed very well with no degradation resulting from the separation of the telemetry source and
the receivers.  In fact, this system is still being used today.

At approximately the same time, a requirement arose to transport telemetry data and video from the
NAWCAD Force Warfare Hangar, building 306, to the Telemetry Data Center in support of P-3 aircraft
tests. Telemetry coverage of both P-3 flight lines was inadequate due to building obstruction and
masking, which created severe "drop-outs" (losses of signal lock) and impaired data reception in those
areas of the hangar apron.  A very similar system to the one installed on Hangar 115 was proposed, and
in December of 1998, another addition to the analog fiberoptic link was installed.  The same model of
analog fiberoptic transmitter was used, but the video fiber transmitter was upgraded to one which also
handled point to point audio communications.  This simplified checkout and testing of the system prior to
aircraft testing.  This system was mounted on a building adjacent to the Force Warfare Hangar and
commanded a clear view of the apron and front flight line.  It has performed well and is currently being
used for E-2C and P-3C flight line checks.

Yet another expansion to the system is currently in progress to add support for the Joint Strike Fighter
program.  An antenna system with a video and analog telemetry data transmitter is being added to a third



hangar, Hangar 201, at NAWCAD to support pre-flight tests and static testing on the apron.  The system
is installed on a pan-and-tilt pedestal with tracking control residing in a telemetry trailer located within
the hangar.  The data and video signals are being supplied to both the trailer in the hangar and the
Telemetry Data Center 2.5 miles away.

With the completion of a buried fiberoptic backbone structure at NAWCAD, the addition of more remote
antennae to the Telemetry Data Center's fiberoptic relay system has become greatly simplified.  The only
requirement needed to add an additional link to the system is the hardware at both ends and a point-to-
point fiber connection provided by the base fiberoptic backbone.  The analog fiber receiver for a
telemetry data link is easily accommodated by the addition of another module to a nineteen-inch rack
mount chassis.  Transmitting analog telemetry data over fiber has become commonplace to the Telemetry
Data Center at NAWCAD.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The basic fiberoptic transmission system consists of three main subsystems: the antenna subsystem, the
fiberoptic components, and the receiving system hardware.  Figure 1, the System Block Diagram,
illustrates the basic architecture of the fiberoptic transmission system configured from commercially
available hardware.

Figure 1.  System Block Diagram

ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM

The antenna system consists of both L-Band and S-Band directional helical antennae.  Both are
manufactured by Tecom Industries (Models 401020 and 401022 respectively) and are approximately a
foot long and very lightweight.  These antennae are circularly polarized and have a 35 degree beamwidth
and a gain of 12 dB.  The outputs of both antennae are then connected to a 2:1 combiner.  The combined
signal is then fed into a bandpass filter, which provides protection for the pre-amp that follows.  The
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bandpass filter is a Reactel Inc. Model 12C11-1917.5-1000S11, which limits reception to the 1435 to
2400 MHz band.  The pre-amp is relatively low noise and is made by JCA Technology.  This unit
provides 25 dB gain with a 1.3 dB noise figure across both L and S Bands.  The final component is a
Panasonic Model WV-CP410 color video camera which is bore-sighted to the antennae for viewing the
aircraft under test.  If a pointing system is needed, the antenna subsystem can be mounted on a pan-and-
tilt pedestal assembly with remote control via fiber or copper cable.

FIBEROPTIC COMPONENTS

The fiberoptic components consist of both the transmitter and receiver for the RF data and the transmitter
and receiver for the video signal.  The fiberoptic RF data transmitter is an Ortel Corporation Model
3540A.  This unit is in a flange-mount package and is capable of passing frequencies from 0.01 to 5 GHz.
Module and rack mount configurations are also available with frequencies ranging up to 18 GHz
depending on the model used.  The 3540A drives singlemode 1310 nm fiber and is capable of long
distance transmission due to its high dynamic range.  This allows for the fiberoptic receiver to be miles
away with no degradation of the signal.  The counterpart to the 3540A is the Ortel Corporation Model
10450A fiberoptic receiver.  This unit is a plug-in module, which inserts into a 19-inch rack-mount
chassis.  The 10450A features wideband analog signal reception (0.1 to 3 GHz) with a high optical return
loss (>45dB) which enables high quality noise performance for more sensitive optical links. Other models
are available in flange, module and rack-mount units with frequency ranges up to 20 GHz.

The fiberoptic video transmitter is a Math Associates Model FX-1500A-7 analog transmitter.  The
corresponding video receiver is a Math Associates Model FR-1500A-7 analog receiver. The FX-1500A-
7/FR-1500A-7 has a system bandwidth of 15 MHz and an optical loss budget of 10 dB over singlemode
fiber.  Both units are available in stand-alone and rack-mountable versions and accept/output 1.0 Volt
peak-to-peak analog video signals.  The FR-1500A-7 has an output level adjustment to compensate for
varying optical fiber cable attenuation.  Other video transmitter/receiver models are available which also
allow the addition of two-way audio communications.  This feature aids the users at either end to
test/checkout the video and data system prior to operational requirements.

RECEIVING SYSTEM HARDWARE

The output of the fiberoptic data receiver is connected to a Satellink, Inc. Model SMC1424-00NA1
Telemetry RF Multicoupler.  This unit receives a single input signal and supplies four separate outputs to
the telemetry receivers.  The SMC1424-00NA1 covers a frequency range from 1435 to 2400 MHz.  The
last component in the system is the telemetry receivers.  The telemetry front end uses a combination of
two types of receivers, Scientific Atlanta Model 930B and Microdyne Model 700-MR.  Both of these
telemetry receivers perform adequately with the system and either model is used depending on project
data bandwidth requirements.

The output of the video fiber optic receiver is connected to a video switching matrix to be routed to the
appropriate location within the Telemetry Data Center.  The video signal is then displayed on a standard
video monitor.



CURRENT CONFIGURATION

The current fiberoptics transmission system configuration at the NAWCAD consists of two systems
providing data and video coverage from Hangar 115 and Hangar 306 back to the Telemetry Data Center
for processing and display.  Hangar 115 is approximately 2.25 miles from the Telemetry Data Center line-
of-sight using more than 3 miles of fiberoptic cable.  Hangar 306 is approximately 3.64 miles from the
Telemetry Data Center line-of-sight with the fiberoptic cable length being over 6 miles in length.   Figure
2, the Analog Telemetry Fiberoptic Transmission System Map, shows the relative positions of both
Hangar 115 and Hangar 306 to the Telemetry Data Center.

Figure 2.  Analog Telemetry Fiberoptic Transmission System Map

The system installed at Hangar 115 is as described in the System Architecture section above.  The Hangar
306 system is similar with the exception of a few minor differences in the components.  However, both
systems use the Ortel Corporation transmitters and receivers.  The Hangar 306 video link is the major
difference between the two systems.  It uses a video one-way fiberoptic link that also contains two-way
audio communications over a single fiber.  The hardware used are Model 2044B/SB transceivers made by
Fiber Options Inc.  Optical multiplexing is used to provide two-way transmission over a single fiber.  This



system allows for audio communications between both ends of the fiber link and facilitates ease of
maintenance/repair of system components.

A third system is being added to the current configuration.  This system is being installed on Hangar 201
with its relative location to the Telemetry Data Center shown in figure 2.  A TSM Model HS110PE pan-
and-tilt pedestal assembly, with control routed to a telemetry trailer located within Hangar 201 enables
elevation and azimuth adjustments of the entire antenna mount and provides zoom control of the camera
lens.  The pan/tilt is controlled via RS-422 protocol, which allows operation over a fiberoptic link to a
distance of many miles.  In this application, 20 gauge copper wire was used allowing control up to 5
miles away.  The analog telemetry data and video signals are being sent via fiberoptic cables both to the
trailer located within Hangar 201 and also to the Telemetry Data Center for processing and display.  The
entire system configuration is shown in figure 3, Total System Configuration, with the new system
indicated by dashed lines.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

Another application arose for the system installed on Hangar 115 in February of 1999. A requirement was
established to acquire telemetry data from a remote location on NAWCAD and transport it to the
Telemetry Data Center miles away.   Because of the nature of the tests being performed, drop-outs of the
telemetry signal could not be tolerated.  The remote location where the aircraft was doing testing could
not be accessed by existing telemetry tracking antennae.  The analog fiberoptic system on Hangar 115
had a partial line-of-sight to the testing area but ground clutter and buildings obscured the area enough to
cause data reception problems.  The solution was to install a flexible fiberoptic telemetry connection to
the aircraft, which allowed dynamic repositioning of the aircraft while its engines were turning, and "re-
rad" (re-radiation of a received telemetry signal to a local fixed antenna) the signal to the Telemetry Data
Center. A temporary telemetry trailer was parked within 300 feet of the aircraft and a fiber optic
transmitter was installed on the aircraft.  A multimode fiberoptic cable was run from the aircraft to the
trailer and into a fiberoptic receiver.  The output of this receiver was then connected to a telemetry
transmitter attached to a small antenna similar to the one used by the Hangar 115 system.  This antenna
was mounted on an elevated pole on top of the trailer and pointed in the direction of the system on
Hangar 115.  The system on Hangar 115 was then used to re-rad the telemetry data from the aircraft to
the Telemetry Data Center for processing.  This implementation supported day and night testing of the
aircraft over a seven-week period, providing the high quality telemetry required by the project.  The
whole link worked remarkably well and the re-rad portion was completed within a matter of 2 to 3 days
using existing assets.

CONCLUSION

The use of fiberoptic components to improve the transmission of analog telemetry data is a very practical
and viable solution to multipath interference and line-of-sight problems encountered on the ramps around
aircraft hangars.  The technology used is very mature, and has become a routine method of relaying
telemetry data from otherwise inaccessible locations to the TDC.  Fiberoptic devices available easily
allow for the addition of a video camera to the antenna platform to provide video coverage of the aircraft



under test.  A remotely controlled pan-and-tilt pedestal can be added to provide pointing capability to the
antenna platform to compensate for aircraft movement around the hangar ramps.  Furthermore, with the
advancements of technology in the field of fiberoptics, transmitting analog telemetry data and video over
fiber should be considered as an invaluable tool in aircraft flight testing for many years to come.
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TRANSPORTATION OF THE RF SPECTRA OVER FIBER: A
WORKING SYSTEM

Jeanne Moore
NAWCWD, Code 522450E, Point Mugu, CA

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of installing a distributed feedback (DFB) laser transmitter and the
appropriate optical receiver in an operational site.  Frequencies from 1435 to 2400 megahertz are
transported intact from a remote site to a local site.  From the theoretical calculations, 10 dB of dynamic
range may need to be recovered by the use of an automatic gain circuit.   The actual device is a delight,
needing no additional circuitry to meet specifications.  Predictions of performance were made from
calculations.  The installed system was measured for 1 dB compression point and for figure of merit.

KEY WORDS

distributed feedback (DFB) laser,  Figure of merit, 1 dB compression point

INTRODUCTION

The problem is to transport 1435 to 2400 megahertz (MHz) from a remote site to an area where the
signal can be processed. This paper discusses one solution that uses a fiber optic transmitter/receiver set
surrounded by amplifiers.  The local site contains the people and the telemetry receivers.  The remote
site contains the antenna.  Between these two sites are single mode fiber optic cables.  This solution uses
a fiber optic receiver-transmitter set to transport all antenna frequencies.  The transmitter contains a
distributed feedback (DFB) laser operating at a wavelength of 1310 nanometers with an advertised RF
input noise of  -160 dBW/Hz over the 1435 to 2400 MHz range.  This is a desired solution as it removes
all data equipment from the remote site.  The remote portion of the tracking system and two fiber optic
transmitter-receiver sets with their amplifiers would be all that is left at the remote site.  The prototype
has been operating for approximately a year.  This paper presents some of the data gathered during this
year and compares this against predicted results.

This project is the result of work started by Tony Matsuo and Gene Law of NAWCWPNS at Point
Mugu about 1990.  Another source of information is a handbook distributed by Ortel Corporation.



DEFINING THE SYSTEM

The original antenna system is as shown in Figure 1.  This system was designed and tested to the
following specifications:

Table 1.  Original GKR-13 Ground Station Specifications

Frequency
(MHz)

Figure of Merit
G/T (Max,
dB/K)

Noise Temperature
(Max, OK)

Antenna Gain
(Min, dB)

Overall Dynamic
range* (dB)

1435-1535 10 320 35 noise to -10 dBm
1750-1850 11.5 320 36.5 noise to -10 dBm
2200-2300 13.5 320 38.5 noise to -10 dBm
* Note:  This is the range presented to the receiver inputs at the remote site.  Specified tracking
dynamic range is -120 dBm (100 kHz bandwidth) to -40 dBm at the LNA inputs.

Table 2 shows the results from the original acceptance tests:

Table 2.  Contractor Acceptance Test Data

Frequency
(MHz)

Polarity Figure of Merit
G/T (Max,
dB/K)

Noise Temperature
(Max, OK)

Antenna Gain
(Min, dB)

Dynamic range
(dB)

1485 RHCP 11.6 199.5 34.6 noise to -10dBm
1485 LHCP 11.9 199.5 34.9 noise to -10dBm
1800 RHCP 13 223.9 36.5 noise to -10dBm
1800 LHCP 12.5 281.8 37 noise to -10dBm
2250 RHCP 13.6 316.2 38.6 noise to -10dBm
2250 LHCP 14.4 281.8 38.9 noise to -10dBm

VERIFYING THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM

The system was checked and verified. The original system has not degraded significantly.  Some
degradation was found in the Hi-L band.  The system was not originally specified to operate in Hi-S
band.  The original contractor put Hi-S band capability onto the feed.  The original system was
physically verified to be operational as specified.  Taking comparison data was postponed until the fiber
optic system is in place.  The noise floor was measured as -88 dBm to -90 dBm in a 1 MHz bandwidth.
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ADDING THE FIBER OPTIC TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER

Practical experience with RF noise levels shows that if a signal is passed from one stage with a noise
floor at -85 dBm (1 MHz bandwidth) into the next stage with an input noise at -70 dBm (1 MHz
bandwidth), an amplifier is needed before the noise source.   Considering both noise and transfer loss, an
amplifier will be required after the fiber optic pair.

The original system as shown in Figure 1 is replaced with the system as shown in Figure 2.  Inserting
anything with a significant loss is going to have impact on the system effective temperature and the
related noise figure.  This starting point was very simple.  The original starting equations were simple
and approximated:

Original approximated path to the downconverter:
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Where F is the system noise figure.  For all other values, refer to Figures 1 and 2.

With the original RF path as shown in Figure 1, the noise figure determined by equation 1 was 1.81.
The current noise figure and gain values are as shown in Figure 2.  The first chosen gain of LNA1 was
36 dB.  Using equation 2, the resulting noise figure of 1.84 would predict a signal to noise ratio at
virtually the same place.  There is another consideration, the third intercept point (3IP) and the resulting
intermodulation distortion.  The antenna could have signals as high as -8 dBm after the LNA.  These
signals would be subject to intermodulation distortion.  By the specification, the maximum level before
the LNA is -40 dBm, which results in an after LNA level of -10 to -14 dBm.  A gain of 36 dB would
send the signal into hard saturation.  Therefore, the gain of LNA1 became 30 dB.

The antenna must feed both data and tracking systems.  Since the impact of the added system should be
minimal to the tracking system, a power divider was added to the system.  This adds 3.5 dB of
attenuation between the feed LNA and LNA1.  Adding a 3 dB attenuator adds 6.5 dB of attenuation,
effectively decreasing the 3IP distortion.  There will be -11.5 dBm after LNA1 of Figure 2 if there is
-40 dBm prior to the LNA in the feed.  The power divider would also add 3.5 dB of loss to the tracking
system.
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Note that the feed losses were not taken into account.  The feed losses were determined from the original
contractor equivalent system temperature data.  A system equivalent temperature of 199.5 translates into
a feed loss of about .9 dB. A system equivalent temperature of 316.2 translates into a feed loss of about
1.8 dB.

Another issue with the feed was the inequality of signal levels from S band to L band signals.  From
observing input from operations, the L band had much more gain than the other bands.   After
investigating this phenomena using the boresight, the L band path had about 7 dB more gain than the
S band signal path through the feed. After examining the initial contractor data, the feed did have more
L band LNA gain but the feed losses in L band are .9 dB while the feed losses in S band are 1.8 dB on
the right hand side.  Currently, not all the S band losses are known.  After examining all data, 4 dB
attenuation was inserted into the L band path after the LNA on both polarities.

The fiber optic devices were better on the bench than specified. The RF loss through the fiber optic
device is 45 dB on the bench. The fiber optic devices also have a noise figure derived from the specified
-160 dBW/Hz noise level.  This translates to a noise figure of 44 dB. Since the loss and noise level of
the fiber device depends on optical reflections and optical loss, the resulting noise level and loss of the
fiber optic transmitter-receiver set is an unknown.

All of this now adds to the estimated system noise and decreases the G/T value.  The estimated G/T
values are shown in Table 3.

Table 3.  Figure of Merit (G/T) Calculated Predicted Values

G/T (dB/K)
from Contractor
original data

G/T (dB/K) at local site with added L3
attenuation - calculated values
(Note 2)

Freq
(MHz)

Spec Meas

G/T (dB/K)
at remote site -
calculated values
(Note 1) 3.5 dB

attenuation
6.5 dB
attenuation

9.5 dB attenuation

1485 10 11.6 11 9.8 8.4 6.5
2250 13.5 13.6 13.2 10.5 8.6 6.2
Note 1: Added 4 dB attenuation after LNA at 1485 MHz, all bands have 3.5 dB of added
attenuation due to RF power divider.  RF path is similar to the path shown in Figure 1.
Note 2: At 1485 MHz, 4 dB is added to the value.  RF path is as shown in Figure 2.

The other requirement was that -40 dBm into the LNA in the feed would not cause any part to go over
the 1 dB compression point.  Table 4 shows the RF path signal level when attenuator L3 is changed.
The RF multicoupler was not included in this calculation because any input over -10 dBm may cause
saturation.  The multicouplers are old and untested, hence eliminated when determining 1 dB
compression point of the system.



Table 4.  Input Near 1 dB Compression and the Resulting Signal Level

L3 = 3.5 dB L3 = 6.5 dB L3 = 9.5 dBInput
LNA1
(dBm)

At the
Receiver
Inputs,

Figure 1

After
LNA1

At Local After
LNA1

At Local After
LNA1

At Local

-40 -12 dBm 14.5  dBm* -5.5
dBm

11.5  dBm -8.5 dBm 8.5 dBm -11.5
dBm

-38 -10 dBm 16.5 dBm * -3.5
dBm

13.5 dBm * -6.5 dBm 10.5 dBm -9.5 dBm

-41 -13 13.5 dBm * -6.5
dBm

10.5 dBm -9.5 dBm 7.5 dBm -10.5
dBm

* NOTE:  In compression
"At Local" measurements are taken at downconverter output.

With regards to the 1 dB compression point, LNA1 of Figure 2 appears to be the controlling agent.  The
amplifier was chosen to give maximum range to the signal without overloading the input to the fiber
optic transmitter.  The fiber optic transmitter has a maximum range of +20 dBm.  Therefore, the fiber
optic transmitter is the device that controls the dynamic range, since an amplifier is always required in
this application.

At this point in the development, there was a possibility that an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit
would be installed to make this work, where gain is increased for low level signals, hence lowering the
noise figure where needed. The prototype was designed without the AGC circuit.

THE DATA

The data is much better than the predictions.  One significant change is the performance of the fiber
optic device.  This will be shown as the data is revealed.  With only the power divider in the path
(L3 = 3.5 dB), there were no significant bit errors between the local site and the remote site.  The test
was performed by radiating a 2250.5 MHz carrier, frequency modulated with a 735 Megabits per second
(Mbps) NRZ-L signal.  The signal was generated by a link analyzer.  The level was reduced until small
errors resulted in the link analyzer.  There was no significant difference between the local and the
remote sites.

Table 4 already revealed a problem when L3 is only 3.5 dB.  The system was tested with L3 equal to 6.5
dB and 9.5 in the RF data path.  The antenna tracking path, which is similar to Figure 1, has only 3.5 dB
attenuation inserted after the LNA.  The L band has an added 4 dB attenuation after the feed LNA.  To
determine the height of the third intermodulation product, signals from two signal generators were
mixed through a power combiner and sent up the antenna test line.   The input levels were adjusted to
-10 dBm at the power combiner inputs.  This is close to -40 dBm before the LNA in the feed.  Table 5 is
the result of the test of the right hand polarization of the feed.  As one can see, the L band signals are
still higher than the S band levels.  The other polarization had similar results.



Table 5.  Signals Near 1 dB Compression Point and the Third Intermodulation Products

L3 = 9.5 dB L3 = 6.5 dBFreq
(MHz)

Level after
feed LNA After LNA1 At Local After LNA1 At Local

f1 1490 -16.8 dBm 9.9 dBm -7.2 dBm 12.7 dBm -4.1 dBm
f2 1500 -17.6 dBm 8.8 dBm -8.3 dBm 11.7 dBm -5.1 dBm
2f1-f2 1480 -56 dBm -11.7 dBm -28.3 dBm -2.5 dBm -19.0 dBm
2f2-f1 1510 -58 dBm -13 dBm -29.4 dBm -3.9 dBm -20.0 dBm

f1 2250 -17.5 dBm 5.8 dBm -14.8 dBm 8.7 dBm -11.6 dBm
f2 2260 -15 dBm 6.9 dBm -13.0 dBm 9.8 dBm -10 dBm
2f1-f2 2240 -57.8 dBm -21.5 dBm -42 dBm -12.7 dBm -32.9 dBm
2f2-f1 2270 -53.8 dBm -19.1 dBm -40 dBm -10.1 dBm -30.8 dBm
Note:  After LNA1 is measured at the remote site.

There was a signal to noise test performed using the boresight and with L3 = 9.5 dBm.  Table 6 displays
the results.

Table 6.  Signal to Noise with L3 = 9.5 dB

Receiver IFReceiver IF
measured
at site

Freq
(MHz)

Polarity
Signal level
at NOTE
(dBm)

Signal
(dBm)

Noise
(dBm, 100
kHz BW)

S/N
(1 MHz)

1490.5 LHCP -56.7 -8.8 -48.4 29.6remote
1490.5 RHCP -56.7 -9.1 -49.5 30.4
1490.5 LHCP -64 -8.9 -48.1 29.2local
1490.5 RHCP -67.6 -9.1 -47.6 28.5
2250.5 LHCP -58.9 -9.5 -48.3 28.8remote
2250.5 RHCP -67.0 -8.3 -46.8 28.5
2250.5 LHCP -60.2 -9.2 -46.5 27.3local
2250.5 RHCP -71.4 -9.4 -44 24.6

NOTE: Signal is measured at the remote site after the feed LNA.  Signal is measured at the local
site after LNA2 at the local site.

It is readily apparent that there are variations in the signal to noise ratio from the remote site to the local
site.  A figure of merit test, known as a gain divided by temperature (G/T) test, was performed at 2250
MHz.  There was about 1.5 dB variation between the measurement taken at the local site versus the
remote site.  Even this variation was lower than predicted by Table 3.  L3 was permanently changed to
be 6.5 dB.  The G/T results as shown in Table 7 are amazing and not true to the predictions.  The G/T
tests were performed on subsequent days when the sky was clear.  The day's temperature was between
65 OF to 70OF.  Each test consisted of three runs.  The tests were run at the remote site first, reading the
power difference from the IF of a receiver.  The G/T test was performed at the local site on the same
day.



Table 7.  Figure of Merit

G/T, receiver at remote
(dB/K)

G/T, receiver at local
(dB/K)

Frequency
/Polarity

Specified G/T
(dB/K)

Record
#

day 1 Day2 day 1 day 2
1 12.38 12.48 12.48 11.88
2 12.08 12.48 11.98 12.08

1469.5
left

3 12.28 12.48 12.28 12.08
1 10.98 11.18 11.38 12.78
2 10.48 11.28 12.48 11.98

1469.5
right

10

3 10.88 11.18 11.98 11.88
1 12.81 12.81 --- 13.4
2 11.92 12.92 --- 13.9

1784.5
left

3 12.42 12.92 --- 13.8
1 12.61 13.01 13.1 14.6
2 12.02 13.02 13.2 13.8

1784.5
right

11.5

3 12.53 13.03 14.4 13.7
1 13.55 14.05 14.45 14.65
2 12.95 13.95 13.95 14.25

2234.5
left

3 13.35 13.95 13.85 14.35
1 13.75 14.15 14.25 13.95
2 13.35 14.15 13.75 13.75

2234.5
right

13.5

3 13.85 14.15 14.65 14.35
1 15.57 15.27 14.37 12.47
2 13.87 14.97 14.07 14.07

2334.5
left

3 14.97 15.07 14.17 11.57
1 14.97 15.47 12.47 11.37
2 13.97 14.97 12.87 10.77

2334.5
right

Not specified

3 14.87 13.77 9.57 9.67
---  denotes no data possible.  Loose cable found.

It is recognized that G/T tests have about half a decibel of error.  The G/T results clearly show that the
fiber optic devices are performing much better than specified.  Where signal flow has been measured,
the fiber optic receiver-transmitter set does have 45 dB of loss.  The improvement must be in the noise
figure of the fiber optic receiver-transmitter set.  However, the Hi-S band at 2334.5 has generally lower
figures of merit as measured in the local site than as measured in the remote site.  The figures of merit
for day 2 seem a bit higher than day1.  The day 1 solar flux values were used for day 2, as day 2 values
were not available on the Internet for a few days.  Although knowing the G/T value is good, consistency
is more desired for comparison purposes.



CONCLUSION

The prototype system works.  The figure of merit results were very pleasing, however, the discrepancy
between the calculated G/T predictions and the actual working system will require further investigation.
With this design, the amplifiers before the fiber optic transmitter-receiver set determine the 1 dB
compression point.  However, the fiber optic transmitters control how many RF signals can be applied to
them, hence controlling the selection of the amplifier.
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FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS IN A TELEMETRY SYSTEM

William T. Hicks, PE
L3 Communications, Telemetry East

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the conversion of an existing telemetry system to the use of fiber optic
communications.  The change was implemented to provide expanded capabilities of existing capital
assets with a minimum of investment.  The paper reviews the design constraints and options considered
for a specific flight test program.  The different options, such as fiber type, connector type, wavelength,
bit rate, and encoding method, are compared and discussed as to their applicability, reliability, and cost
effectiveness in a telemetry environment. The paper discusses the solution selected and the capabilities
of the final design, as compared to the initial system.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is a case study of the improvement of an existing telemetry system.  The airborne telemetry
system that is used by L3 was designed about 10 years ago.  Although it has been upgraded over the
years to increase its capabilities, the basic communication between the master unit and the remote units
had a speed/distance limit.  A requirement was received from a customer to increase the distance to
remote units to over 1500 feet, or a round trip from command to response of 3000 feet.  The existing
twisted pair wire structure could not support this distance at the desired data rates.  L3 therefore
embarked on a project to upgrade the capability of the system to work over such long distances.

PROBLEM

There were two basic problems.  The first problem had to do with the capability of the existing
differential line drivers to operate over that distance at the desired speed.  The second problem was that
the time for a signal to go out to a distant remote and back at the speed of light differs so much from the
time needed for a signal to go out and back from a close remote.  This results in the signal from the
distant remote arriving back at the same time over the same wires as the signal from the close remote,



even though they were requested at different times.  A third problem of ground differences between
remotes running off of separate power sources had already been addressed by using a floating power
supply for the differential line drivers and receivers and using optical isolators between the line circuits
and internal logic circuits.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

The first solution looked at was to use newer drivers that are specifically designed to drive longer
distances.  These work by using pre-emphasis on the signals being sent, so that at the receiver, the
distortion of the line has made them look similar to a signal that has not gone as far.  In association with
this, the remotes could be connected to separate output and input lines, so that they would not interfere
with each other, and the source, cabling and termination could be better matched for less signal
distortion.  Another solution looked at was to use the current availability of fiber optic transmitters,
receivers, and fibers.  The current state of the art in this technology allows fairly fast signals over long
distances with modest priced components available from multiple sources.

SOLUTION

The first consideration was to minimize the non-recurring engineering of the design, and use as much of
the existing system design as possible.  This put a restriction on space available to add or replace
connectors.  Space was limited to the existing box controller card slot.  This would allow the mechanical
design of the system to remain unchanged.  Next was the requirement to be compatible with all existing
cards used as signal conditioning and data input cards.  This meant that the new overhead function must
still be compatible with the system internal bus within a box, and be compatible whether the box was a
master controller or a remote data gathering unit.  Finally, whatever method was used must be easily
implemented by the customer.  This means that the preferred method would be wire, but fiber optic or
other transmission media was acceptable as long as it was not overly complicated to install.  Some of the
single mode, wide bandwidth fibers are not very easy to splice and make connections.

First the wire option was evaluated.  To work over such long distances would have required the use of a
set of five differential signals to each of seven remote boxes.  This is 70 wires, of which 60 would be
new connections.  The existing card slot was already near 100% capacity in pin usage, and it would not
have been practical to add so many more connections, certainly not using the removable pin type
connectors that were liked by our customers so much better then the micro-connectors used on some of
our very small products.  The distance requirement would have been marginally met with the new line
drivers, and there would not have been much design margin.  This could have resulted in the final
system having to be hand tweaked to meet its performance requirement.

The next consideration was to replace the five signals with fiber optic connections.  The five signals
were address, clock and word sync out and data and data clock return.  The space available on the
overhead card limited the number of fiber connections to four, nominally two receivers and two
transmitters.  This meant that the five signals had to be combined somehow into the four fibers,
eliminating a simple direct change from wire to fiber.  Considerable time was put into various
alternative ways of combining the five signals into four, and it was finally proposed to use one



transmitter for data and one for clock, with the data being at a much higher rate then before.  This would
allow the output address and word sync to be on the outgoing fiber, with the return data on the incoming
fiber.  The next consideration was the problem of the data coming back form various boxes at the same
time, even though it had been addressed at different times.  This was fixed by having the data appended
to the output address as it goes through a remote unit.  This required that the line out come back,
resulting in a ring type of configuration.  This then used up the two drivers and two receivers available,
with the two drivers providing address and clock out, while the two receivers are used to receive return
data and clock.  See Figure # 1 for the system block diagram.

After making the decision to use optic fibers, various fiber types and connector types were evaluated to
see what would best suit the specific requirement.  An 820 nm LED transmitter was chosen, with a metal
ST type of connector.  This provided a sturdy industry standard connection.  This is designed to be used
with 62.5/125 multi-mode fiber.  The receiver is a differentiating type, which does not have the balanced
on/off requirement of the more sophisticated balanced receivers.  While this limited the speed of the
communication link, it was more then adequate.

During actual testing, the clock frequency used was so high that the fiber data and clock lines could not
reliably be synchronized.  To take care of this, the clock line was removed, and a clock recovery circuit
was added to each unit to recover the clock signal from the address going out to the remote units.  This
then allowed the second pair of fiber optic transmitter and receiver to provide another fiber loop for
additional remotes or additional redundancy.

With the faster fiber clock speeds, the amount of address bits being transmitted was increased, and more
features could be added.  It was decided to change from a two times bit rate for the link to an eight times
bit rate.  This increased the number of bits (at 8 Bits/Word) from 16 to 64.  Because of the faster clock
needed for Manchester coding, it was decided to use NRZ-L coding.  With NRZ-L coding and no
separate word clock line, some of the 64 bits were needed to make a unique sync pattern.  The sync
pattern uniqueness is guaranteed by inserting fixed level bits at various positions within the 64 bit word.
This also provides a maximum distance between guaranteed bit changes, to help in clock recovery.

The first feature to be added was to allow more then seven remotes on a fiber.  Because each remote was
regenerating the fiber optic signal and re-transmitting it, the number of remotes on a loop was only
limited by the available address bits.  The number of remotes on a loop was increased to 127, which is
well beyond any anticipated usage.  With two fibers (and a capability to add two more with an
expansion card) this brought the number of possible remotes to 254 (508 with an expansion card).  Next
a counter word was added to the address field to allow the self synchronizing of words arriving at
different times back at the master unit.  This allows the data from a distant remote to arrive after a later
word from a close remote, and still be integrated into the system output data stream in the correct order.
This is needed for multiple fiber loops coming back to the master.

The final component of the new address field was to incorporate the addition of data at the end of the
address stream.  In this way the data would use the same hardware and fiber as the address.  The data
overwrites a dummy data field as the address is retransmitted by a remote box.  By having the fiber loop
in a ring type configuration, the address with data now appended eventually gets back to the master unit,
where it is removed and placed into the output PCM data stream.  See Figure # 2 for the timing of the



address verses the data response.  Note that with the counter word, the range of allowable response time
to get back to the master box is vary large.

Now that the system had increased capabilities in its communications, additional features were
implemented in the overhead function of the master unit.  Programming of customer formats was
changed to greatly decrease the time needed to load these formats using the capabilities of current
computer technology.  For systems with format information required to be loaded into remote units, the
change was significant.  The size of formats that customers could load was greatly increased to reflect
current trends in the industry.  Multiple outputs running different formats was added.  While the two
control boards were being updated, the analog section was changed to use more current parts, and
provide more programmable gains for use in fine tuning analog signal conditioning.  A new tracking
pre-modulation filter was added to allow the customer to change the bit rate without physically changing
filter component values.  An IRIG time code receiver/generator was incorporated into the overhead,
saving adding an IRIG time code card to the system.  Options that had been done with physical
strapping are now done with programming of the formats.  Finally, a version of the overhead was
designed that still used the older wire interface with all the other new features, so that customers with
existing boxes and wiring could upgrade their systems by changing the overhead of the master unit, and
have both fiber and wire interfaces available.  See Figures # 3 and 4 for detailed block diagrams of the
card functions.

CONCLUSION

By using the latest in off the shelf technology, a ten year old system was updated to expand its
capabilities at a minimum cost.  This was done with almost no impact on the existing system design, and
involved an update of only one card set in the existing system.  By using newer technology in the
existing system, many new system features were added.  The system coverage area was greatly
expanded using fiber optic communications, and the size of the system was expanded with the added
bandwidth available using the fiber optic communications.
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HIGH BANDWIDTH PORTABLE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
USE OF xDSL TECHNOLOGY IN MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL

TELEMETRIC APPLICATIONS

Alec Umansky
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces new telemetry equipment based on Digital Subscriber Loop DSL technology
(high speed transmission over copper cables) for military and industrial applications.

A brief xDSL technology overview is followed with introduction of the new ‘P3’ product.

A number of new applications for remote data transmission are presented and further highlighted in the
Australian Army report detailing their recent equipment operational deployments.
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Rate Adaptive Digital Subscriber Line - RADSL
Carrierless Amplitude/Phase Modulation - CAP
Discrete Multi Tone Modulation - DMT
Steel Reinforced Copper Cable - DON10
Very High Rate DSL - VDSL



I. INTRODUCTION

A modern military force depends on reliable communications to ensure field success. That’s why it is
vital for a communications system to be fully capable of handling high data rates, be simple to install
and offer flexibility of wide range of applications. That is where the new patented Portable xDSL
System offers a way forward for secure telemetry transmission equipment.

xDSL technology offers fast transmission rates over standard copper cables. A new design of a
portable xDSL-based transmission system, specifically tailored for defence and industrial applications,
offers advantage for tactical deployed LAN extensions in terms of speed and distance and a wide range
of additional features. These features, such as, meteorological monitoring stations, remote air and
moisture sensors, data encryption, HP-IB and other industrial control interfaces and numerous other
telemetric applications are provided by a standard PCM/CIA cards. To date, there is no equivalent
product on the market in one self-contained portable package.

The strength of xDSL in defence and industrial applications is that the technology effectively provides
viable high-speed communications links over a sturdy physical infrastructure (copper cable; plain or
reinforced).  In fact, copper remains the preferred infrastructure in many military and industrial
applications. While fiber-optics clearly offer more bandwidth, the cable often breaks under strain and
repair is often unpractical in the field environment. Wireless technology offers easy solutions but only
where the radio waves can propagate. Copper, on the other hand can be installed rapidly and
inexpensively and, used with xDSL transmission technology, offers fast transmission speeds
(8Mbit/sec).

In a collaboration with the Australian Army, Defence Communications Industry, a small Australian
R&D company designed a portable Rate Adaptive DSL (RADSL, an xDSL variant) transmission
device, poised to be deployed widely in defence, mining, utilities and other industrial applications.

Although 60 to 80% of world’s DSL market remains a domain of incumbent operators, based on the
ownership of copper in the ground, there is a widely unexplored market of specialised applications for
DSL.  The new concept of a portable DSL-based system has been designed to occupy this niche.

In the next chapter of this paper we briefly review the ADSL technology, compare it to other similar
broadband technologies and identify several potential non-telco applications. In chapter IV we resume
our main focus on the new Portable RADSL system.

II. XDSL – TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

xDSL is simply a new transmission or modulation technique that takes advantage of the unused
bandwidth or frequencies spectrum existing in telephone copper cables.
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Data rates achievable are in the order of 8Mbit/sec for one direction and 1.5Mbit/sec in the other.
This modulation technology is asymmetric due to the signal interference arising at such high data rates
– hence ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Loop).

These transmission speeds are well above the speed of conventional dial-up modems; in fact more
then 50 times faster and require no new cabling and since xDSL modulation frequencies are above
voice telephony spectrum; it leaves the phone services unaffected. The same telephone (or copper) line
is used for both; high-speed data applications and standard telephony. Thisis in fact, xDSL’s main
attraction to service providers – no need to install new data infrastructure.

Telcos’ main xDSL applications are fast Internet and LAN extension applications. There is a
distance limitation (2..4Kms subject to line conditions). Importantly, both of these limitations are
overcome with Portable RADSL Systems – described in the later chapters.

A. XDSL Standards

Two main standards bodies in association with the industry are deriving xDSL standards; ANSI and
ETSI. In addition, the ADSL Forum, established in December 1996 actively promotes the ADSL
concept, facilitating development of system architectures and protocols. The ‘ADSL Forum’ web site
[www.adsl.com] offers wide ranging information including links to numerous ADSL manufacturers.

xDSL has been characterised into two principle  modulation techniques:
     -  CAP (Carrier-less Amplitude/Phase
        Modulation and
     -  DMT (Discrete Multi-tone).

CAP is a version of QAM in which incoming data modulates a single carrier that is then transmitted
down a telephone line. The carrier itself is suppressed before transmission (it contains no information,
and can be reconstructed at the receiver), hence the adjective “carrier-less”

Figure 1. CAP Frequency Transmission Spectrum

Figure 1 illustrates CAP frequency spectrum. It can be seen that voice channel occupies the smallest
part of the spectrum (0..4.3KHz) and can be separated (filtered) from the data frequency spectrum.
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DMT (see below) is a version of multi-carrier modulation in which incoming data is collected and
then distributed over a number of small individual carriers, each of which uses a form of QAM
modulation. DMT is the basis of ANSI Standard T1.413 and is becoming the prevailing standard,
considered to be more resilient to electrical noise (DMT is the preferred standard in Defence forces).

Figure 2. DMT Frequency Transmission Spectrum

Technology Variants and Acronyms
ADSL   - Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
RADSL - Rate Adaptive DSL (automatically

          adjusts the optimal transmission rate
        on any given copper cable link)

HDSL  - High Data Rate DSL (symmetric)
SDSL   - Symmetric DSL (typically 640Kbit/s

        available in both directions)
VDSL  - Very High Speed DSL (up to

         52.8Mbit/s over short distances of up
         to 300m; longer distances are
        achieved as the data rate is reduced)

Comparable Transmission Technologies
Voice Modems  - offering maximum speed of 56 kbit/sec and typically are 33.6 kbit/sec. These days

voice modems are considered obsolete technology especially when graphic intensive files are involved.

ISDN – digital telephone lines with standard speed of 56 kbits and variants of up to 128 kbit/s.
Requires special Terminal Adapters and availability of a digital switching network.  ISDN is a better
alternative to a 33.6 kbit/s modem but in the long term this technology is poised to be considered in the
same league as voice modems.



Satellite – offering down-link speed of up to 400 kbit/s and requiring up-link transmission via a
voice modem (ie. only up to 56 kbit/s). Satellite reception will require a mini-dish antenna. Its main
advantage is wide availability in rural areas.

Cable – Offering Internet transfer speeds of up to 30 Mbit/s. Typical speeds achievable are 1.5
Mbit/s for downstream and 300 kbit/s for upstream.  Importantly however, this service can only be
available where existing Cable-TV (coax cable) passes. The other important consideration is that the
bandwidth on the Cable is shared with other users. Meaning that at peak times transfer speeds would
decrease. Cable is comparable with xDSL in functionality and the two technologies are likely to
coexist.

III. EXAMINING ALTERNATIVES FOR XDSL DEPLOYMENT

In this chapter we consider the merits of offering customers specifically tailored xDSL equipment as
basis for a successful technology deployment strategy.

“Who owns the customer?”
The customer ownership domain is changing rapidly. Telcos, whilst maintaining a majority market

share (based on the copper ownership) are gradually regulated to share or lease this infrastructure with
competitors (“copper loop unbundling”). Meanwhile, many established businesses (such as business
parks, large office buildings, shopping complexes, universities, large hotels, medical hospitals and
similar) already own copper infrastructure and are ideally positioned to become broadband service
providers at least to their own customers.

Consequently, an important aspect for a successful xDSL business strategy should be the assessment
of copper ownership.  Hence the question; Who owns the customer?

ISPs and business specific/competitive operators are in the ideal position to lead the xDSL market,
even ahead of telcos. Being responsible for services provisioning and management these operators are
better positioned to competitively price their services, based on cost of the product, (unlike telcos that
would have more complicated variables in their price definition equation).

One example of a “profitable” xDSL application that has proven ideal for both telcos and utilities is
the “pair-gain” application (deriving additional telephone channels form a single telephone line). An
xDSL product for this application could be a stand-alone device offering reasonable weather
protection. The xDSL based “pair-gain” system would also offer a significant enhancement to the
existing pair-gain products in terms of the bandwidth throughput (full 64kbit/s; “pair-gain” products
of today reduce this bandwidth by a factor of 2 or 4).

To telcos the xDSL based pair gain product will offer the much required additional bandwidth in the
inner city or other congested areas.  To utilities (electricity, gas and oil and similar), apart from the
additional bandwidth derived from underutilised copper, this would mean an increase in services that
these companies could offer to its internal and external customers.



First Working “P4” Prototype

A very effective example of a dedicated xDSL system is the “P4” System, designed specifically for
the Australian Department of Defence. “P4” used primarily to make LAN extension over steel-
reinforced copper cables. This application requires a portable multi-channel system that can operate in
a “stand-alone” mode.

Recent Australian Army trials of such a system suggested a market that could not be accommodated
by standard xDSL products. Chapter (IV) describes this system in more detail.

In summary, although 60 to 80% of world’s xDSL market remains the teclo’s domain, there is a
widely unexplored market of profitable applications for xDSL. These applications require specific
equipment adaptation and design to better reflect individual customer requirements but prove to be
invaluable communications tools.

IV. PORTABLE (RADSL) SYSTEMS FOR MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

A. The Concept

Modern data applications demand rapidly established communications links of high bandwidth. This
is particularly prominent in areas of defence and industrial applications (such as mining, telemetry,
etc).

xDSL is one of the best technologies to cope with this demand. A niche market has been identified
by the Australian Department of Defence in field deployed LAN link extensions. The concept of
portable RADSL (Rate Adaptive DSL) systems has been designed with cooperation of the Australian
Army and since proven in several strategic operations.

Portable RADSL Systems provide LAN (10BT Ethernet)
extensions over copper wires. Their main advantages over standard
telco xDSL systems are:

a)  flexibility in bandwidth configuration
b)  distance limitation (3..4KM) overcome
      configuring device as a “repeater”
c)  stand alone operation; no external
      computers are needed to operate or
      configure devices
d)   battery operation

Additional and specific advantage for military applications is that
copper offers a significantly cheaper and simpler medium, compared
to fibre-optic based infrastructure. Fibre-optic cable damages easily



in an operational environment and that is exactly where the old humble copper cable shines – as a
viable broadband communications medium.

The main appeal of xDSL in defence and industrial applications is that the technology effectively
provides viable high-speed communications links over a sturdy physical infrastructure (copper cable;
plain or reinforced). In fact copper remains the preferred infrastructure in many military and industrial
applications. Whereas fiber-optics clearly offer more bandwidth, the cable often breaks under strain
and its repair is often unpractical in the filed environment.  Wireless technology offer easy solutions
but only where the radio waves can propagate. Copper, on the other hand can be installed rapidly and
inexpensively and in together with xDSL offer cheap and high speed communications links.

The new portable xDSL system, designed by the paper’s author was called “P4” (P for portable and
4 is for four channels). These systems can be used in a number of industrial applications; are easily
configured via the on-board micro-controller (no external computers are required) and operate on
internal battery. A variety of power sources (DC or AC generators or solar panels could be used) to
operate the device.

The “P4” concept extend possibilities over the typical xDSL system. They can operate; from a
simple point to point transparent LAN (Ethernet) link to a complex web of “P4”s and importantly, as a
data repeater configuration (effectively extending the reach of P4 from 5 to 10Kms and beyond). The
same device can operate as a line qualification, testing and measurement instrument.

Data throughput, achieved over 1 to 3Km lengths of copper cable is typically in the order of 8Mbit/sec
in one direction and 1Mbit/sec in the other direction.  As the distance of the link increases the effective
throughput stars to decrease (e.g. 4Km of steel reinforced copper cable, operating in adverse
conditions, produces data rates of 4.6Mbit/sec and 1Mbit/sec in respective directions).

Other applications for Portable ADSL systems include general LAN network extensions and fiber-
optic based LANs back-ups in any of the following general areas;

Telemetry applications
Defence
Fire Brigades
Police
Mining
etc.

P4’s unique design, incorporating both “master” and “slave” transceiver modules, provides for an
effective range extender (repeater) configuration. This effectively extends the physical reach of ADSL
in hops of 3..5 Km. This is an important feature as it allows very effective LAN extensions over long
distances (E.g. Rail Lines, Oil Pipelines, Airport Security perimeters and similar).



B. The Proof Of Concept

In April 1999 the first functional prototype of the new portable RADSL system was manufactured.
The product came with batteries making it possible for operation in isolated locations without power,
as well as, operation from a variety of AC and DC power sources.

Another important feature of P4 is to offer voice communications over the same copper cable,
independent of the data transmission (the so called “engineering wire” that can be interfaced into any
telecommunications network).

The bandwidth, maximum possible transmission between any two P4s, is automatically set
depending on the line condition (the so-called Rate Adaptive DSL – RADSL protocol, similar to the
way a common telephone modem negotiates. The best speed possible is selected; typically 8Mbit/sec in
one and 1Mbit/sec in the other direction). P4 displays actual line operating parameters on its status
display during its operation.

In total 10 x P4 were made, of which 9 were delivered to Australian army for trials.

C. Australian Army P4 Field Trials

Australian Army tested P4s in several operations, most prominently, during its East Timor mission.
Below is a report extract by WO2 Peter Thornton and Major Ian Thomas of the Australian DoD
(Signals and Army HQ); who effectively instigated and promoted xDSL technology within the
Australian Department of Defence;

“New Technology - WDD A/TT (Don-10) Network”
Army uses fibre-optic cable to provide a communications infrastructure for logistic support. The fibre
optic cable, kevlar-armoured especially for Defence, is an expensive medium and suffers breakages
from being caught up in the track link of tanks or broken by forklifts.  These accidents, actual events
during Exercise Phoenix, normally occur during night under blackout conditions.  Although the fibre
can be repaired, such repair requires return to base and expensive facilities.

Army traditionally uses Don-10 copper wire strands reinforced with strands of stainless steel wire to
carry voice in the field.  This cable, capable of withstanding heavy stress, still gets broken but is easily
repaired by users.  Wire cable deployment is also considerably easier to achieve than laying fibre
optic cable.  P4 xDSL was employed during Operation Phoenix and Crocodile West to prove an ability
to replace fibre optic cable segments with Don-10 on selected long runs.

The following are some first hand impressions and feedback from Army users of the Don-10
technology on Operation Phoenix; “Soldiers understand this and they can fix it” (meaning wire and
breaks that occur as opposed to fibre optic cable); “Can I get some more; “This is great”; and  “Hey,
it works”.



P3 Prototype –  preview of the new system

Portable xDSL systems provide data rates over copper or steel cables that are acceptable with
significantly reduced capital costs.  P4 primary application during Operation Phoenix was to enable a
transparent LAN extension within a large logistic area, located in the bush near Tindall.

A number of specific future requirements have been discussed.  One such special development is a
simple back to back xDSL modem, providing the Army with rapid deployment multimedia
infrastructure over copper cable.  It greatly reduces the cost-per-line factor due to the elimination of
the more cumbersome subrack assembly of a standard system.  This technology successfully provided
the logistic LAN backbone on Operation Crocodile West, 150 km SW of Tennant Creek, when fibre
optic breakages and distance limitations proved difficult to overcome.

The WDD A/TT (Don-10) LAN extensions are robust, cost-effective and well-accepted by soldiers.
Tempest-rated within the restricted environment, the solution is now a Defence Infrastructure standard
within the strategic environment however it is not yet formally accepted in the tactical arena.

end of report

This field exercise clearly indicated viability of portable xDSL systems. There have been several other
successful strategic deployments of the technology by the Australian DoD over the last two years
including; HMAS Cerberus, Holsworthy Barracks, Fort Queenscliff and other bases.

Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) Airborne Telecommunications Unit (ATTU) has deployed a
number of RADSL systems for its remote communications requirements.

In summary, the Australian DoD views the deployment of xDSL as “copper cable resurrection” and
the recent operational deployments have clearly proven it.

In the most recent “real” event, the Australian Army deployed the 8 P4 systems in East Timor for
INTERFET peace-keeping operations.

D. Future Of Portable (RADSL) Systems

Following the product’s initial deployments,
we plan to release the redesigned version of the
portable RADSL system, suitable for Defence,
Mining and Utilities Markets and a wide range of
industrial telemetric applications.

P3 (Portable 3 channels) is a portable stand-
alone device, requiring no external devices to
configure or operate it. This is an important
feature in rugged industrial applications. All
unit’s management is established via the internal
microprocessor. P3’s internal batteries provide



stand-by operation for up to 8 hours. Internal encryption chip provide optional security over copper
lines.

The product is particularly suitable for telemetry applications where a rapid deployment of data
networks is essential, including;

- Defence
- Emergency Services (Fire Brigades, Police)
- Mining
- Remote Meteorological Weather Stations
- Gas/Oil Utilities
- Remote Sensors Control/Management

etc

P3 will also function as an effective line qualification and testing tool, offering automatic loop-
back facility and measuring line/s performance.  One of the configuration options of the device
could be a new generation (high bandwidth) data logger. Its design, incorporating both “master”
and “slave” programmable transceiver modules, provides for effective flexible configurations for
its many applications. P3’s unique feature is to be configured as a range extender (repeater),
effectively overcoming the physical reach of RADSL (of about 4Km). Any number of P3s can
be cascaded together.

An important new feature is introduction of PCM/CIA plug-in cards significantly extending its
applications (e.g. instrumentation and sensors reading, video surveillance, tele-medicine and many
others).

Integrated handset provided telephone function between any P3s and can be interfaced into the
telephone network.

The phone operates even if the data link fails.
Other new features considered for future product releases are VDSL transmission (up to

52Mbit/sec), as well as, radio and fibre-optic modules.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The pivotal factor in successful xDSL technology introduction is the product’s suitability for any
given application. Considering, essentially industrial applications for portable RADSL systems, it
transpires that, in a similar way that any business or domestic customer can benefit from the additional
bandwidth derived by the technology, an industrial customer can too, substantially benefit from the
extra bandwidth. This is specifically relevant in the area of industrial telemetry.

A standard telecomms xDSL system requires telephone exchange infrastructure to operate it.
Portable, stand-alone systems does not. Further, it offers advantages of stand alone operation,



configuration flexibility and numerous PCM/CIA cards to considerably extending the systems’
functionality.

Portable, stand-alone RADSL systems are likely to find substantial popularity in industrial and
defence applications, wherever usage of copper cable is considered to be the preferred infrastructure
for communications.
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ABSTRACT

The presence of multipath fading has been shown to degrade the performance of a wireless channel.
This paper quantifies the effects of multipath interference on signal performance based on the estimated
parameters of the multipath signal.  Theoretical results are compared with actual results obtained
through the Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) program.
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INTRODUCTION

Multipath interference occurs when reflected replicas of a transmitted signal arrive within the main lobe
of the receive antenna gain pattern.  In general, the multipath reflections arrive asynchronously and with
random relative phase to the line of sight, and therefore cause random periods of constructive and
destructive interference.  During periods of destructive interference the effective signal to noise ratio
decreases, resulting in an increase in the probability of bit error.  Likewise when the signals interfere
constructively, the effective signal to noise ratio is improved and the resulting bit decisions are more
accurate.

The characteristics of multipath fading are dependent upon the geometry of the channel and are beyond
the scope of this paper.  However for a given “multipath pattern,” the effects of the multipath on signal
performance can be determined.  Based on this information an appropriate mitigation technique can be
selected to increase the positive effects of multipath interference and minimize the negative results of
interference.

In this paper the probability of bit error for a BPSK modulated signal is derived based on the
characteristics of a 2-Ray multipath channel.  The theoretical results are compared to channel sounding
data collected from measurements provided by the ARTM program.



CHANNEL MODEL

An aeronautical telemetry channel is by nature a dynamic system.  The characteristics of the channel
change rapidly as the aircraft position changes relative to the receiving station. Multipath fading is
dependent upon the geometrical relationship between the aircraft’s antenna, the receiving station’s
antenna, and the physical terrain below.  To simplify the system model, the communications channel can
be approximated over a short time interval as a linear time-invariant system.

h(t)s(t) y(t)

Y(f) = H(f)S (f)

Figure 1: Linear time-invariant aeronautical telemetry channel.

We can model the aeronautical telemetry channel with an impulse response h(t) and a transfer function
H(f) as shown in Figure 1.  When a signal s(t) is input to this system, the channel output y(t) is given by
the convolution of s(t) with h(t).  In the frequency domain, the channel output Y(f) = H(f)S(f).

Rice et al [1], showed that an aeronautical telemetry channel may be accurately modeled as one line-of-
sight signal plus one or two strong specular reflections that arrive with some small delay relative to
arrival of the line-of-sight signal.  The relative delay was shown to generally be less than 500
nanoseconds.  The relative amplitude of the multipath reflections was strongest for reflections arriving
with a short delay of less than 100 ns.  Such a channel can be modeled mathematically as

)()()( )2( 0 τδδ θτπ −Γ+= + tetth fj                                                      (1)

where 0 ≤ Γ ≤ 1 is the strength of the multipath signal relative to the line-of-sight signal, θ is the phase
shift caused by the signal’s reflection, τ is the delay of the specular reflection and τπ 02 f  is the phase

shift caused by the delay ( 0f  is the carrier frequency).  For our analysis we will combine the phase shifts

due to the reflection and the delay into a single parameter θτπγ += of2 .



PERFORMANCE UNDER MULTIPATH FADING

Multipath reflections are often undesirable because they can corrupt the transmitted signal and decrease
the signal performance as measured by the probability of bit error.  The characteristics of the multipath
signal, such as the relative amplitude (Γ ) , phase (γ ) and delay (τ ), determine the overall effect that the
multipath will have on the bit error rate.  When a single multipath reflection is present at the receiving
antenna, the received signal can be modeled including the effects of additive noise as

( ) )()(cos)()( tntststr +−Γ+= τγ                                                        (2)

Incorrect bit decisions can be caused by multipath interference and by noise in the channel and receiver.
In general, a high signal to noise ratio will decrease the likelihood of a bit error caused by noise in the
channel.  However, the presence of multipath interference can degrade a high signal to noise ratio,
resulting in decreased signal performance.  The effects of multipath interference can be seen in a
comparison of eye patterns.

The eye diagram shows that the noise margin of the system has decreased by a factor proportional to the
relative amplitude of the multipath signal [2].  Consequently the sensitivity of the receiver to timing
errors has also increased.  As the relative amplitude of the multipath signal increases, the “eye” will
close even further, indicating an even higher probability of bit errors.

A standard BPSK demodulator makes its bit decisions based on the output of a matched filter sampled at
the bit time.  For a signal s(t) that is corrupted by a single multipath reflection, the output of a matched
filter receiver with impulse response ( )tth −= *)( φ  sampled at the bit time is given by

x(Tb ) = s(t)φ t( )dt
0

Tb

∫ + Γ cos γ( )s(t − τ )φ t( )dt + n(t)
0

Tb

∫
0

Tb

∫ φ t( )dt                         (3)

Depending on the characteristics of the multipath interference, the multipath will add either
constructively or destructively to the line of sight signal.  Constructive interference will increase the

Figure 2: Normal Eye Pattern for BPSK signal in Gaussian noise (left) and Eye Pattern of multipath
corrupted signal where Γ = 0.25 and τ = 2.5*Tb (right).
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signal to noise ratio and improve the quality of the bit decisions, while destructive interference will
decrease the signal to noise ratio and increase the likelihood of bit errors.

Case 1: τ τ < Tb

If the relative delay τ is constrained to be less than the bit time, Tb, then it is assured that the multipath
interference will be constructive for at least a portion of the bit time as long as 22 πγπ ≤≤− .
Assuming equally likely symbols, the previously transmitted bit and the current bit will be identical 50%
of the time.  When this occurs, the multipath interference will be constructive for the entire symbol time.
In this case, the matched filter response due to the multipath interference would be

Γ cos γ( )s(t − τ )φ t( )dt
0

T b

∫ = ± Eb Γ cos γ( )( )2
                              (4)

When the current bit and the previous bit are opposite, the multipath component of the matched filter
output is

Γ cos γ( ) s( t − τ )φ t( )dt
0

T b

∫ = ± E b Γ cos γ( ) 1−2τ Tb( )( )2
                  (5)

If the response of the matched filter due to the noise term )(tn  is represented by the zero mean Gaussian

random variable ),0(~ 2σNW , the sampled output of the matched filter is

x Tb( )=
± Eb 1 + Γ cos γ( )( )2 + W, Identical Bits

± Eb 1 + Γcos γ( ) 1−2τ Tb( )( )2
+ W , Opposite Bits

 
 
 

  

 
 
 

                        (6)

When the noise power is high enough to perturb the output, ( )bTx , beyond the decision boundary, a bit
error occurs.  For example, the probability of bit error when two binary “0’s” are transmitted
sequentially can be expressed as

( )( ){ }0cos1Pr)( 2 >+Γ+−= WEEP b γ

( )( ){ }2cos1Pr γΓ+−>= bEW                                                       (7)

The probability of bit error is obtained by integrating the upper tail of the probability density function of
the noise distribution.

P E | 0,0( )=
1

2πσ 2
0

∞

∫ exp
− x − µ( )2

2σ 2

 
 
 

  

 
 
 

  dx                                     (8)

where ( )( )2cos1 γµ Γ+−= bE  and 22
oN=σ .

This integral can also be expressed in terms of the Q function



P E | 0,0( )= P(E |1,1) = Q
2Eb ⋅ 1 + Γ cos γ( )( )2
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The result of equation 9 also holds for the case when 2 binary “1’s” are transmitted sequentially.  When
the current bit and the previous bit happen to be opposite, the probability of error can be shown to be

P E | 0,1( )= P E |1,0( )= Q
2Eb ⋅ 1 + Γ cos γ( ) ⋅ 1 − 2τ Tb( )( )2

No

 

 

 
  

 

 

 
  

 (10)

Under the assumption that all bits are equally likely, application of the law of total probability yields the
probability of error for BPSK when τ < Tb:

P E( )=
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               (11)

Case 2: ττ > Tb

If the relative delay is greater than the bit time there is the additional possibility that multipath
interference will be completely destructive during an entire symbol time.  When this occurs, the receiver
will experience the largest possible drop in the effective signal to noise ratio.  This makes the bit
decisions most sensitive to noise.  It can be shown that these errors will account for a majority of the
total number of bit errors.  The probability of error in this situation is given by

P E( )= Q
2Eb ⋅ 1 − Γ cos γ( )( )2

No
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When the multipath interference is completely constructive, the probability of error can be shown to be

P E( )= Q
2Eb ⋅ 1 + Γ cos γ( )( )2

No

 

 

 
  

 

 

 
  

                                                   (13)

This is identical to the case above where two identical symbols are received in sequence.



When a multipath ray interferes constructively more than it interferes destructively during a single bit
time, the probability of bit error is

P E( )= Q
2Eb ⋅ 1+ Γ cos γ( ) Tb ⋅ 2 τ( )( )Tb

− Tb( )( )
2
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                                (14)

Similarly, when the amount of constructive interference is less than the amount of destructive
interference during a single bit time, the probability of bit error is

P E( )= Q
2Eb ⋅ 1− Γ cos γ( ) Tb ⋅ 2 τ( )( )Tb

− Tb( )( )2
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If we assume that the conditions represented by equations 12, 13, 14, and 15 are equally likely to occur
in a random binary signal, the total probability of error when τ > Tb is
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SIMULATION OF THEORETICAL RESULTS

Computer simulations were used to verify the derivation of the probability of bit error under multipath
fading conditions.  A NRZ BPSK signal was corrupted by simulated multipath interference with known
relative amplitude, Γ, phase, γ, and delay, τ.  This composite signal was subsequently demodulated using
a standard matched filter receiver. The probability of error was calculated as the number of bit errors
divided by the total number of transmitted bits.  In all simulations a set of 100,000 random bits was
transmitted and received.

In the first simulation, the characteristics of the simulated multipath interference, (Γ, τ, γ ) were held
constant while the signal to noise ratio was allowed to vary from 3 to 10 dB.  The probability of bit error
for this configuration was plotted along with that of an uncorrupted BPSK signal.  As shown in Figure 3,
when the signal is corrupted by a single multipath reflection with parameters (Γ = 0.85, τ / Tb = 0.80,
γ = π/8) the performance was decreased by approximately 3 dB.  To compensate for the decreased



performance of the telemetry channel due to this specific multipath interference, an additional 3 dB of
link margin must be added.  As the relative amplitude of the multipath signal increases, the signal
performance will deteriorate even further.

The second simulation measured the effect of the relative amplitude, Γ, and the relative phase, γ, on the
signal performance as the relative delay of the multipath signal varied from 0 to 2 times the bit time.
For this test, the signal to noise ratio was constant at a value of 5 dB.  Figure 4 shows the results for two
signals.  The amplitude and phase of the two multipath signals are held constant at Γ1  = 0.75, γ1  = π/8
and Γ2  = 0.95, γ2  = 0.  Because the amount of constructive interference was greater than the amount of
destructive interference for τ / Tb < 0.5, the overall signal performance improved dramatically due to the
increased signal energy provided by the multipath reflection.  However for τ / Tb > 0.5 the performance
rapidly decreased as the destructive interference lowered the effective SNR.

Figure 3: Performance comparison of BPSK and a multipath corrupted BPSK signal.
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The third simulation explored the effect of a variation in the relative phase shift on the overall signal
performance.  As seen in Figure 5, when the multipath signal arrives in phase with the line of sight
signal, there is an increase in the total signal power for τ / Tb < 0.5 which correspondingly increases the
signal performance.  However, if the multipath signal arrives out of phase with the line of sight signal,
there will be an attenuation of the total signal power for τ / Tb < 0.5 resulting in a dramatic drop in
performance.

Figure 4: Probability of bit error as a function of the relative delay of the multipath signal.

Figure 5: Probability of bit error as a function of the relative delay and phase of the multipath signal.



ARTM CHANNEL SOUNDING RESULTS

The ARTM test flights maintained an extremely high signal to noise ratio so that all bit errors would be
independent of the additive noise and a direct result of multipath interference.  Rice et al. [1] conducted
channel sounding experiments at Edwards Air Force Base and estimated the characteristic parameters of
the multipath fading that occurred.  The actual probability of bit error was correlated with the multipath
characteristics at specific times.  The results indicate that while large amplitude reflections cause the
most severe increases in bit error rates, even relatively small multipath reflections can cause significant
increases in the bit error rate.  This conclusion is supported by the dependence of the bit error rate on the
relative phase and delay of the multipath reflection.

Two characteristic examples of the ARTM channel sounding data are shown below.  These examples
illustrate the effect of multipath fading on the spectrum of the received signal.  Figure 6 displays the
results of a “long-delay” multipath reflection with a relatively small amplitude.  Figure 7 is typical of a
“short-delay” multipath signal with significant relative amplitude.

Based on the estimated multipath characteristics of the channel sounding data in figures 6 and 7,
equations (11) and (16) were used to estimate of the probability of bit error for these two channels.  The
signal to noise ratio, ob NE , was estimated based on the range of the aircraft during the fade events.
The calculation of the theoretical bit rate does not account for the effects of symbol timing offset and
carrier phase recovery.  For these reasons the calculated bit error rate will be an approximation to the

Figure 6: “Long-delay” multipath fading. Figure 7: “Short-delay” multipath fading



actual bit error rate that one could expect in a real communications system.  Table 1 shows the
agreement between the estimated bit error rate and the observed bit error rate.

Table 1: Comparison of measured bit error rate and calculated bit error rate for multipath fading
characterized by figures 6 and 7.

Γ γ τ Measured
Bit Error Rate

Estimated
Bit Error Rate

Figure 6 0.15 -2.3 rad 352.1 ns 5.50 x 10-6 6.31 x 10-6

Figure 7 0.72 -0.9 rad 43.3 ns 5.00 x 10-3 5.70 x 10-3

CONCLUSIONS

A closed form solution has been derived to estimate the probability of error for a BPSK signal corrupted
by a single multipath reflection. The probability of bit error can be calculated as a function of the
characteristics of the multipath fading: relative amplitude, phase and time delay.  Computer simulations
verified the theoretical results.  The probability of bit error is highly sensitive to the relative phase and
time delay of the multipath arrival for a given relative amplitude.   Empirical channel sounding results
obtained from the ARTM channel sounding project showed excellent agreement of a real world BPSK
telemetry system with the derived bit error model.
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                   OFF-RANGE CORRIDOR SUPPORT

                                    Moises Pedroza and Filiberto Macias
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                                                        ABSTRACT

White Sands Missile Range is supporting Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO)
target firings from Ft. Wingate, NM. This two Off-Range Corridor allows BMDO to
conduct long range testing within the continental U.S. The Transportable Range
Augmentation and Control System (TRACS), consisting of a control van and one of two
Mobile Telemetry Systems (MTS), provide the necessary on-site telemetry support. The
Dual Remote Interferometer System (DRDAS) that tracks the telemetry RF carrier in
support of Missile Flight Safety (MFS) is also included in this paper. This paper describes
the telemetry support scenario in terms of preliminary simulations followed by real-time
support. Real-time support consists of data distribution from the MTS to the Telemetry
Distribution Center, TRACS Control van, Missile Flight Safety display van, Project
Support vans, on-site data processing, as well as relaying raw data to the main WSMR
Telemetry Data Center (TDC) for real-time analysis.  As soon as telemetry data arrives at
the TDC, it is converted into information. This information is used by MFS during real-
time monitoring of vehicle performance.  This paper includes the methods used for the
conversion of data into information on-site and at TDC. Real-time data processing
involves multiple independent systems performing their respective tasks on a particular
segment of data.

                                                          KEY WORDS
Off-Range Corridor (ORC), Transportable Range Augmentation Control System
(TRACS), Mobile Telemetry System (MTS), Data Processing, Dual Remote
Interferometer System (DRDAS), Data Conversion.



Introduction

White Sands Missile Range, Off-Range Corridor (OFC) consists of a fully instrumented
real-time range support at Ft. Wingate, NM, and real-time relay to the main Range
Control Center at WSMR. The OFC supports Ballistic Missile Defense Organization
(BMDO) target firings from Ft. Wingate, NM. The Off-Range Corridor allows BMDO to
conduct long range testing within the continental U.S. The Transportable Range
Augmentation and Control System (TRACS), consisting of a Control van and one of two
Mobile Telemetry Systems (MTS) provide the necessary on-site telemetry support.
Telemetry support consists of two phases. The first phase consists of simulating expected
Signal Level, Antenna Tracking Dynamics, Third Order Intermodulation Product Analysis,
and the expected time On-Range telemetry systems will acquire the signal. Phase two is
the real-time support. Real-time support consists of receiving the data via auto-track and
distributing data from the MTS to the TRACS Control Van, Missile Flight Safety Display
Van, Project Support Vans, On-Site Data Processing, as well as relaying raw data to the
main WSMR Telemetry Data Center. Raw telemetry data is sent via T1 fiber optics links.
In addition to the real-time telemetry data support, the Telemetry Branch uses an
Interferometer System known as the Dual Remote Data Acquisition System (DRDAS), to
track the telemetry RF carrier signal in support of Missile Flight Safety (MFS) early
launch.  The DRDAS consists of two systems (DRDAS-X and DRDAS-Y). These
systems track the missile from lift-off to T+50 seconds and reports if the missile is on
course during this critical time.

Discussion

Simulations: Telemetry
Telemetry engineers use the method described in the ITC/USA 96 paper titled “Antenna
Pattern Evaluation For Link Analysis“1, to do a one-per-second trajectory link analysis of
the target for the expected trajectory. A post flight analysis is made after the firing to
compare the simulation values and the actual flight values for any unexpected events. The
computer program also does an analysis of the missile dynamics for the proposed
trajectory with respect to the telemetry tracking system location and servo parameters.  If
the missile expects to radiate more than two frequencies, a Third Order Intermodulation
Product Analysis and a Sum and Difference Products Analysis is made. An expected-time-
of-acquisition for on-range telemetry systems is also calculated based on the proposed
trajectory, terrain, and earth curvature.

Simulations: DRDAS
A simulation of the expected azimuth and elevation angles from the center of the DRDAS
antenna fields to the missile along the trajectory is plotted. A 100 azimuth and elevation
angles cone of the nominal trajectory is also plotted. The simulations become real-time
plots to assist the Missile Flight Safety Officer determine if the missile is on course.  For
multiple frequencies the Third Order Intermodulation Product Analysis is very helpful for



the DRDAS-X and DRDAS-Y systems because of their proximity to the launcher.
DRDAS-X is located one mile behind the launcher and DRDAS-Y one mile west of the
launcher. Due to their proximity to the Launcher, the antennas receive a very strong signal
with harmonics that can interfere with tracking.  Once the signal level is known, the
received signals at the antennas can be attenuated to prevent interference.

Real-time Support
The MTS is located 3.5 miles northeast of the launcher at Ft. Wingate, NM. Each data
link is fed to two Data Receivers, one Diversity Combiner, a Bit Synchronizer, and finally
to a Distribution Amplifier. The video data is distributed to analog and digital recorders
plus an output to the Data Distribution Center. Signal strength recording for each data
receiver is done on a strip chart recorder. One output of the Data Distribution Amplifier is
sent to the Data Distribution Center approximately 400 feet away via four (4) RG/59
cables (See Figure 1.0).  The current setup uses four sets of cables to include redundancy.
Cable tests of the RG/59 cable determined that equipment may be separated up to 1000
feet without increasing the BER.  At the Data Distribution Center, the data is fed to a Bit
Synchronizer and a Multiplexer then distributed to the required destinations. Two sets of
cables are fed to the Communications Van where they are mated to two T1 fiber optics
links. (Only one is needed but two are sent for redundancy).

Results
This data is received at the main Telemetry Data Center at WSMR where it is
decommutated and displayed in real-time. On site, the data is decommutated and relayed
via RG/59 cables to the Display Van where MFS monitors the Health and Status link plus
the IMU data. MFS also monitors the DRDAS angular data for any indications of the
missile deviating from the nominal trajectory during the first 50 seconds of flight.  The
data monitored on-site is also monitored at WSMR in real-time. The MTS on-site has
tracked the target to the intercept point or up to within one second of impacting on range.
At a T+x seconds, additional range telemetry stations acquire the missile carrier. For T+x,
x is a function of the spatial xyz position and time. The on-range systems track the target,
and relay the signal to TDC via fiber optics and or microwave systems. This gives TDC a
“best source selection” and displays the best data for MFS. Some missions require a more
complicated setup. The setup depends on the number of data links, bit rates, TV links, and
data formats.

Mobile Telemetry Data Processing Operations
Once telemetry data is acquired by the MTS, the data must be processed and presented to
the telemetry customer. At White Sands, the internal customer of the system is the Missile
Flight Safety Officer (MFSO) and the external customer is the missile system developer.
The Telemetry Data Center (TDC) developed a Mobile Telemetry Data Processing
System (MTDPS) to interface to the MTS. Thus satisfying both the external and internal
customer mission support requirements. This new capability provides real-time telemetry
data processing, archival and display services for WSMR customers at remote testing
sites. In an effort to achieve such a goal, an operations strategy was incorporated into the



planning of a new mobile support system.  This strategy is based on the following three
factors:

a) Customer analysis

b) Process-focused Strategy

c) Implementation

Customer Analysis
An analysis to identify the customer, their needs and categorize them was the initial step
during the development of the MTDPS. The functionality of the mobile system is based on
a customer-driven operations strategy. The design of the MTDPS began with an analysis
and assessment of our customer requirements.  A process chart (see figure 2.) was
developed illustrating all known processes the system is to satisfy. This includes customer
interaction through all phases of mission support  (e.g. pre-mission checkouts, dress
rehearsals etc.). Subsequently, this analysis proved to be the critical first step in the
creation of the MTDPS.  Therefore, the process chart allowed us to determine the utility
of the system, what type of systems would be needed and even how the system is used.
Without such an assessment, then the possibility of scarce funds being wasted on
capability no one will use becomes a definite reality. The basic MTDPS configuration
would have to satisfy the following customer requirements:

• Mission support displays
• Data archival capability
• Communications (data, voice and status)
• Improved customer support environments
• Improved system responsiveness
• Reduced operational and maintenance cost

Process-focused Strategy

The goal of the MTDPS is to provide a self-contained transportable system to support
mission preparation, execution, real-time data collection and processing, mission
control/flight safety, and quick-look post mission data analysis.  This system is used in two
configurations:

• Augmentation Configuration: to augment existing range capabilities
• Standalone Configuration: provide complete autonomous support at remote locations

The development of the MTDPS is based on a process-focused strategy.  This strategy is
incorporated into the planning of not only the mobile system but also all of the TDC’s
systems.



The ability to satisfy operational requirements in a mobile environment is dependent on
two factors, desired capability and availability. In a mobile environment, simple concerns
such as space availability have a direct impact on desired capability. System compatibility
was also an important factor to consider. If the mobile processor were designed such that
it was totally compatible in both software and hardware then it could be used at the main
facility when not at a remote testing environment. Furthermore, all of TDC’s processors
are identical, and are referred to as Telemetry Data Handling Systems or TDHS. Other
considerations implemented in the design are as follows:

§ Equipment and work force organized around processes- the system must be able
to process, display, archive and relay data back to a central ground station.

§ Equipment is general purpose- System should incorporate Commercial-Off-The
Shelf (COTS) products to facilitate the operation and maintenance of the system.

§ Engineering Staff must have multiple skills- In a mobile configuration, a large staff
cannot be easily accommodated, and therefore, the staff must be able to satisfy
multiple tasks.

All TDHS are stand-alone systems capable of performing distribution, decommutation,
tagging, merging, processing, archiving and finally displaying of the data.  The TDHS can
support operations in any of four possible modes such as preflight, real-time, post-flight
and mission simulation exercises.  The MTDPS processor is designated as system-D.
Whenever the system is not in a mobile configuration, it is resident in the TDC supporting
real-time operations; augmenting the other systems. All of the processors are both
functionally and physically the same, therefore all software and hardware configurations
are the same. Software databases from one system are easily transferred to another.

Implementation

The actual implementation of the MTDPS took into consideration the framework of the
goals identified earlier.  As part of TDC’s modernization plans, new technological trends
were analyzed and selected as having a high probability of successful implementation into
the real-time environment, both in a mobile or fixed configuration.  New support
capabilities were accomplished by removing older technologies, and replacing them with
newer ones wherever possible.

Modern communications standards and Open Systems (OS) technology were selected for
implementation. Commercial off–the–shelf (COTS) products (software and hardware)
were identified for integration into the system or modified for use in the MTDPS. The
intent was to be able to use new technology to improve the process and arrive at the
desired capability as shown by the following:

A.  Telemetry Processors

• Front-end equipment for bit and frame synchronization, simulation, time stamping, and
high-speed processing.



• A host processor and data storage peripherals.
• Ethernet- 10/100 based network of workstations, terminals, PCs, and other peripheral

devices integrated to meet specific application requirements.
• Multiprocessing and multitasking.

B.  Improved data storage and access

• All processing systems are capable of digitizing telemetry data in real-time. The direct
benefit to MTDPS customers is greater recording capacity at lower cost.

C.  Improved display capability

• Real-time telemetry data presentation capability includes interactive displays and
improved display environments, which provide accurate dynamic data visualization
tool to aid real-time decision making.

The Implementation Schedule for the mobile system is shown as follows:

Implementation Schedule Milestones and Deliverables

EVENT DESCRIPTION OBJECTIVE
1 Introduction of Open System Processors Multi-processing, parallel processing,

interoperability, and cost effective.
2 Display Hardware and Software Upgrades Current systems are non-portable; most

software is platform dependent.  New
displays will install an efficient suite of
Windows NT/UNIX displays.  Hardware
independent.  Eventual project will
explore the possibility of moving to
JAVA based applications.

3 Data Archival Improve data archival methodologies to
provide TDC customers with a greater
variety of data products.

4 Networks Improve TDC LAN 10-Base to 100-
Base, with 1GB backbone.  This will
allow TDC
to transfer greater volumes of data in
real-time

5 Simulations (Virtual Tools) Augment real-time displays with
simulated data and virtual tools.



CONCLUSION    

The White Sands Telemetry Branch has consistently shown it is capable of supporting off-
range missions in real-time analysis or for post-flight analysis using only one MTS and the
MTDPS. The DRDAS has proven to be an inexpensive and reliable tool for MFS during
the first 50 seconds of flight.
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                                     Figure 1. Telemetry Data Process Flow
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UAV INTEGRATED VISUAL CONTROL AND SIMULATION
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND CAPABILITIES IN ACTION
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ABSTRACT

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are becoming a significant asset to the military.  This has given rise
to the development of the Vehicle Control and Simulation System (VCSS), a low-cost ground support
and control system deployable to any UAV testing site, with the capability to support ground crew and
pilot training, real-time telemetry simulation, distribution, transmission and reception, mission planning,
and Global Positioning System (GPS) reception.  This paper describes the development of the VCSS
detailing its capabilities, demonstrating its use in the field, and showing its novel use of internet
technology for vehicle control telemetry distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

During the testing and mission planning of a UAV, significant resources are required for supporting the
vehicle.  Large support teams are on hand to assist the test launch of a UAV shown in Figure 1.  The
Advanced Technology Test Team (ATTT) at NAWC recognized the need for a low-cost, portable and
rapidly deployable ground control system for the UAV.  The solution for these requirements was the
VCSS, which has been jointly developed by ATTT, Octant Technologies, Inc., Greystone, and Boeing.
The ATTT supported the antenna development, equipment miniaturization and project management
roles during system development.  Octant Technologies provided the system integration and
configuration software, command routing, telemetry architecture, and overall system architecture
implementation.  Greystone provided the visualization package for the heads-up display (HUD) of the
vehicle.  Boeing provided the flight simulation algorithms running on the VCSS system.



Figure 1 UAV BQM-74.

The VCSS has just completed its third phase of development.  In Phase I of the development, Universal
Replacement Auto-Pilot1 (URAP) simulation code developed by Boeing’s Phantom Works in St. Louis
was converted into a real-time simulation that could be run on Octant Technologies’ Real-Time VME-
based target called Orion2.  URAP pertains to the software package developed by Boeing under NAWC
Advanced Technology Test Team supervision to support the UAV vehicle.  In Phase II of the VCSS,
additional telemetry distribution and recording functions were added to the vehicle which include
telemetry simulation and decommutation of an alternate telemetry format, called GRIPS, as well as the
URAP’s own telemetry frame.  The ability to view data through web-browser screens was also
enhanced.  These capabilities provide local area access on a small network to VCSS telemetry data
being simulated.  In the third phase of development, the VCSS was given the capability to assist mission
planners by producing high fidelity mission simulations on the real-time target.  Planners are able to
verify whether their pre-planned missions can be successfully flown or not.  Additionally, UAV pilots-
in-training are given the option to use actual hardware panels or to use software virtual panels through
the web-browser interface, enhancing the flexibility of interaction with the VCSS system.  Two major
modes of use were created for the VCSS.  In the flight mode, the VCSS is used to receive and distribute
telemetry, send uplink commands, and give the pilot the option of controlling the vehicle through
software panels or hardware panels.  In the simulation mode, mission planners are allowed to initialize
the vehicle with pre-planned mission files and simulate the outcome of a mission.  The pilot can also
control the simulated UAV through either hardware or software panels as in the flight mode.

Ultimately, the goal of the VCSS is to provide a low-cost, rapidly deployable ground support and control
system capable of pilot and ground crew training as well as control of the actual UAV vehicle.  With a
host of visualization tools to aid the mission planners and pilots, the VCSS also aims to support safe test
sites without formal ranging control of the vehicle.  This will greatly enhance the flexibility of the
system in the field.

CORE CAPABILITIES AND MODES OF OPERATION

The VCSS has three core capabilities:3

Flight Simulation and Mission Planning:
Real-Time simulation of the mission using a six degree of freedom (6DOF) model of the UAV and
embedded flight software with the ability to initialize the simulation with any ground launched
mission.



Vehicle Communication:
UAV telemetry decommutation, UAV joystick commanding, ground cockpit I/O interface to UAV
RF system, and UAV telemetry simulation with support for URAP and GRIPS telemetry formats.

Data Distribution:
Display telemetry and concurrent mission simulation data, Heads-Up Display (HUD), 3D flight
visualization, and telemetry broadcast to other clients.

UAV

Flight Simulation

C M , cg   =   M cg   /  ( q ∞∞  S c )

Re x  =  ( ρ ∞ V ∞∞  x ) /  µ ∞∞

Data Distribution

UAV  Communication

Figure 2 VCSS Core Capabilities.

Through use of the modular software technology, called Multi-Model System (MMS), built into Orion,
tying all the core components of the VCSS together, connectivity between components can be
customized to the requested mode of operation at hand.  MMS is Octant Technologies' solution to rapid
prototyping and rapid development of large scale software systems.  It allows flexible system
configuration at boot-time through use of a text-based “scenario” file defining the configuration using a
mix of the core capabilities shown in Figure 2.  One such basic configuration is that of decommutation
and display of telemetry shown in Figure 3.

UAVData Display Telem Decom

Figure 3 Telemetry Display Configuration.

With a requirement to train pilots as well, the VCSS system allows for different modes of training with
the pilot in the loop.  These modes are all configurable through use of the MMS architecture and the



appropriate scenario file used to describe all connectivity between models in the system.  Figure 4 shows
one configuration below:

 D a t a  V i s u a l i z a t i o n  

 D a t a  D i s p l a y  

Virtual
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Joy Stick & Console
Cmds.

CMD Uplink

Telem
Decom

UAV

Figure 4 Pilot-In-The-Loop Flight Configuration

In the Flight configuration, the pilot may take control of the actual vehicle during flight.  Capable of
switching between the use of hardware panels or virtual software panels, the pilot can hone his flying
skills on either panel since the software panels have been modeled to match the hardware panels.
Commanding carried out through the virtual panels allows the VCSS system to be independent of the
hardware controls, as well as allowing other people on the local area network to actually control the
vehicle.  During pre-planned missions, the pilot may break into the mission sequencing flight software
that controls the UAV through a series of way-points and action-points, and manually take control of the
vehicle.  As shown in Figure 4, this mode also allows telemetry command uplink and decommutation to
the vehicle while broadcasting telemetry over a local area network.  From the decommutated telemetry
frames, data is also streamed to the 3D HUD to display the glass cockpit view of the vehicle.

The other configuration of use for the VCSS is the Pilot-in-the-Loop Simulation configuration.  In this
configuration, a simulation model of the UAV vehicle, including environmental models and flight
algorithms, is run real time on the VME target. Simulation data is used to create PCM telemetry frames
that are looped back into telemetry bit and frame-sync boards.  This configuration tests and verifies the
telemetry simulation, reception, distribution, and 3D visualization of the VCSS system while assisting in
pilot training and mission planning.  Hardware panels can also be connected to the simulation.  As in the
Flight mode, the pilot can choose between virtual or hardware control panels.
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Figure 5 Pilot-in-the-Loop Simulation Configuration.

A key component of the Pilot-in-the-Loop mode is the ability to simulate planned missions created from
the UAV mission editor tool.  Missions created under this tool are then loaded into the real-time
simulation on initialization of the VCSS system.  With this functionality, mission planners may validate
a planned mission prior to a UAV test flight.  Figure 5 details the configuration involved to run the
VCSS in Pilot-in-the-Loop Simulation mode.

TELEMETRY ARCHITECTURE

Generation and decommutation of telemetry frames is accomplished through the database driven
telemetry software module called TelemBase, produced by Octant Technologies, Inc. It is a middleware
component between the hardware telemetry devices and actual engineering values extracted from the RF
signals.  To fully test and verify telemetry reception, three different telemetry boards were needed to
help generate and receive PCM telemetry.  The implemented telemetry boards and their functional
description are given in the table below:

VME Telemetry
Board

Functional Description Bit Transfer Bandwidth

SBS Berg 4400-VF-10 PCM Bit Synchronizer 250 bps to 10 Mbps
SBS Berg 4411-VX PCM Decommutator 100 bps to 6.0 Mbps
SBS Berg 4416-VF PCM Simulator 1.0 bps to 10 Mbps

Table 1 Implemented Telemetry Hardware.

By being able to generate the URAP’s own telemetry frame format or GRIPS telemetry format, the
VCSS is able to test and verify its telemetry reception and decommutation capability by merely looping
back the simulated signal to the telemetry reception boards.



TELEMETRY DATA DISTRIBUTION

Distribution of the data in the local area network is accomplished through the Multicast Client (MCC)
which registers for specific data points from the target through the Octant Stream Server (OSS), another
component of the MMS suite of integration software of the VCSS system. The target-embedded OSS
server is dynamically configurable, allowing specific data points to be streamed out at any specified data
rate.  MCC configures the Octant Stream Server at run-time to stream specific points from any models
defined in the MMS system. There are three main functions of the Multicast client in the VCSS system.
Figure 7 details the important key points of the Multicast client.

As shown in Figure 6, the MCC client is
responsible for sending data to the Greystone HUD
system and sending GPS signals in National
Marines Electronic Association (NMEA) format
0183 to the COM1 port of the host computer.  This
is then used by the Street Atlas and Falcon View
programs to display the location of the vehicle.
The OSS target real-time embedded server and the
Multicast Clients are significant VCSS components
for distributing data to the pertinent data display
systems requiring data for visualization and control
purposes.  The DataScope client is the only data
display client that does not use the MCC client to
obtain data.  It uses a web browser plug-in adapter
to query data from the target rather than through
MCC.

          Figure 6 VCSS Data Distribution.

COST-EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT AND PORTABILITY

The VCSS system was built under a very modest budget.  All hardware components of the VCSS consist
of Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products except the NAWC interface board.  Table 2 lists the
components in addition to the telemetry cards in Table 1, involved in the assembly of the VCSS system:

COTS Product Function
VMIVME - 2510 64 Channel Digital I/O
VMIVME - 2210 64-Channel Relay
VMIVME - 3114 A/D, D/A board
VMIVME - PowerPC CPU, MHz
NAWC Interface Providing Vehicle State Data

Table 2 Additional VCSS Hardware Components

Ocant Stream
Server (OSS)

VME
Target

DataScope Client

MCC

Street Atlas GPS Client

MCC

GLG Plug-in

Greystone HUD



The use of COTS products reduced the cost of the VCSS significantly.  Advantages of using COTS
products include established customer support, industry wide acceptance, and typically, a wide variety
of supported interfaces.  Use of COTS products also eases the task of integration requiring less time and
resources than creating customized VME boards.  There was only one customized board used in the
VCSS system.  This board was used as an interface between hardware specifically used by NAWC and
for URAP state information streamed to display panels (e.g.,revolutions per minute (RPM), barometric
altitude, encoded discretes, etc.).

The HUD display software was also a COTS product, from Greystone Digital Technology.  With the
software running on an SGI computer, the pilot–in-training receives a virtual view of the aircraft
environment in real time.  This component of the VCSS system  increases pilot situational awareness.
GreyStone’s Real-Time Application Graphics Environment (RAGE) was designed specifically for
providing real-time 3D graphics visualization and was incorporated into the VCSS system.

In addition to using COTS products, Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools were used to
implement the real-time software modules run on the target.  MatrixX was the primary tool used to
develop real-time software models needed to integrate all the components of the VCSS system.  This
tool was also the tool of choice for Boeing’s Phantom Works development of the URAP software
package.  Using the MatrixX suite of software tools, Boeing’s dynamics models of the UAV in the time-
domain were transformed to the discrete domain, allowing the system to be run real-time as discretized
software models.

Orion and MMS software, COTS products from Octant Technologies, provided the integration tools
needed to quickly and seamlessly interconnect all the VCSS software components. MMS provided the
structure needed to run all the models in real-time, with VxWorks as the Real-Time Operating System
(RTOS), scheduling all the software components running at different rates. Using a text “scenario” file
created by the user, the MMS software configures all software components accordingly at run-time.
MMS also provides the functionality for streaming real-time data with the use of its multicast
technology.

The VCSS system has been designed with portability in mind as well.  The VME chassis, with all the
necessary VME cards and cables, is conveniently enclosed in a ruggedized case as shown in Figure 7.
In addition, an SGI computer and monitor required for the HUD display, and a WindowsNT host
computer briefcase laptop were used.  This packaging customization was performed by ATTT.

Model 6159
Radar Set
Control
(Unit 2)

Model 6160-1
Antenna Group

(Unit 1) Model 6161
Target Position Display

(Unit 3)

Model 7193-3
Data Display Unit

(Unit 4)

Model 7192-3
Command Unit

(Unit 5)

Figure 7 – Ruggedized VME Chassis and Luggable Equipment.



The hardware components depicted in Figure 7 are as follows:

• Antenna Group: Houses the high gain antenna system.
• Radar Set Control: Antenna controller and electronics for command and telemetry RF

interface.
• Target Position Display: High-resolution flat panel display and pilot control input hardware.
• Data Display Unit: Host computer used to control Orion hardware and software while

providing simulation performance and telemetry data display. This system provides pilot
inputs through a DataScope virtual Pilot Control screen allowing full UAV control.

• Command Unit: Contains the Orion system with RF interfaces, telemetry simulation and
processing boards and hardware I/O boards.

Currently there is a significant amount of UAV test-site support equipment, requiring truck grounded
hardware for fully supporting URAP ground launches.  With successive phases of VCSS development,
the ATTT’s approach to miniaturizing equipment has brought about a significant reduction in the VCSS
hardware involved with supporting a test launch.  This approach has allowed the VCSS system to
become a portable, luggable system.

SYSTEM HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

Figure 8 details the configuration of hardware within the VCSS system.  Connections to and from the
VME Chassis and Real-Time Simulation Environment were handled by the MMS integration software.
All other hardware connectivity is attained physically through appropriate cables.  There is no need to
have different hardware configurations to run the two different modes of Pilot-in-the-Loop Simulation
and Flight.  The two modes are configured solely through the scenario configuration files used by the
MMS software.
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DEPLOYMENT HISTORY AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Phases I and II of VCSS development  have produced systems suitable for high fidelity simulations and
telemetry simulation. These previous phases have been used as technology demonstrators and telemetry
processing and distribution units. Actual vehicle control in flight has not yet been  performed with these
systems. With the most recent Phase III delivery in April 2000, the system has gained arbitrary ground-
launched mission simulation capability and full pilot control integration with flight models and vehicle
control inputs.  Manual pilot control functionality through the VCSS and RF link has been verified with
the vehicle on the ground but not in flight.  These tests shall be performed in the coming months. All
versions of the VCSS have been tested in the mission simulation and telemetry management role.
Testing has been done in support of live flight tests at the following locations:

• White Sands Missile Range, NM
• Point Mugu Sea Range, CA
• Edwards Air Force Base, CA

Full flight control using the VCSS shall be phased in over the next year.  The procedure will be to allow
manual pilot inputs at altitude for brief periods. Progressive extension of the control envelope shall
continue over time with the goal of full URAP vehicle control during a spring 2001 deployment and test
in Australia.  There, the VCSS system shall be used for mission planning, pilot training, flight control,
and telemetry processing and distribution.

There are several approaches being investigated for the next phase of development for the VCSS system.
The ultimate short-term goal, is to develop a system which can operate during remote deployments
without the services of a formal range control facility.  With the current capabilities of the system, this
goal is on the brink of achievement.  For the future of the VCSS, the following are enhancements being
considered:

• Over the Horizon Control - Supports conventional direct RF link command, control, and
telemetry methods.

• Satellite Data Link Technologies - ATTT is examining satellite data link technologies to greatly
extend system functionality and flexibility. The VCSS architecture is suitable for communication
paths with restricted bandwidth via satellite communication. Currently, the system has a
throughput of 112 kbps.  Present satellite technology allows for up to 9600 bps with a single RF
terminal.  Telemetry-driven, real-time, three-dimensional visualization overcomes the reduced
bandwidth problem with respect to providing pilot and ground control situational awareness.

• Multiple Vehicle Mission Simulation and Flight Control - The MMS architecture allows
support for the simulated flight of multiple independent vehicles.  CPU utilization performance
on current hardware indicates that as many as eight URAP (or similar) vehicles can be simulated
in real time while still maintaining about 20% CPU throughput reserve. Additional capability can
be achieved through careful software manual optimization. No special optimization activities
have been done to date.  Orion also supports the control of multiple vehicles in either formation
or independent flight. However, the existing hardware support is not in place for this



functionality. More RF data link equipment, command, and telemetry processing boards are
required to expand this capability.

• Dynamic Alarm and Warning Limits - One feature that the MMS architecture enables is the
operation of the mission simulation, simultaneously with a URAP flight. This capability suggests
the possibility of performing real-time comparisons of simulation and telemetry data to aid pilots
and ground crews with mission following tasks. Dynamic alarms and warnings become a
possibility. Should the vehicle deviate from or be commanded from the pre-planned track such
that mission goals are in jeopardy, the pilot and ground crew would be alerted. For example, in a
low fuel situation, if a pilot were to take control and perform a slow 360° turn that jeopardizes
mission objectives, an alarm or warning would be presented allowing the pilot to take corrective
action.

CONCLUSION

The VCSS is a fully functional, multi-faceted ground support system, with a spectrum of tools laying
down its foundation as a future generation ground support system for UAV vehicles.  Through such
technologies as multicast, Multi-Model System, TelemBase, and RAGE 3D visualization, the VCSS
system is fully capable of supporting a UAV test launch with a small ground crew in a test site without
range control.  Composed mainly of tightly integrated COTS components, the VCSS  system reduces the
cost of supporting UAV ground launches while maximizing its capabilities and functionality to support
such launches.  Equally important, the VCSS system is both a planning and simulation tool for testing
and validating defined UAV missions, and a training tool for ground crew and pilots.   With multicast
internet technology implemented in the VCSS, it also achieves robust and ubiquitous telemetry
transmission across the internet, potentially allowing teams of people across continents to
simultaneously view data or control one or more vehicles in flight.  The VCSS system’s array of tightly
integrated technologies takes the concept of command, control, and telemetry to a higher level.
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AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO ROBUST FLIGHT
TERMINATION FOR SMALL MISSILE TEST AND TRAINING

RANGE USE
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ABSTRACT

This paper will investigate the areas that must be addressed to implement a truly integrated Range
instrumentation system on a GPS-based Range, using a patented L-Band commanding scheme.
Hardware issues will be highlighted as well the issues to be addressed in changing from an audio tone-
frequency modulated command system to a digital system incorporating encryption and spread
spectrum. Some thoughts addressing costs and schedule to incorporate this approach into the
architecture of Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation (JAMI) program are also presented, as well as a
discussion of the benefits to be accrued over the existing system.
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INTRODUCTION

The Juarez Incident of 29 May 1947, when the thrust termination command was insufficient to prevent
an errant V2 from impacting and exploding in Mexico, led to the development of the flight termination
system used by range safety offices at every test and training range in the United States. Since that time,
all ranges have used a system based on high powered UHF transmitters using frequency modulated
audio tones to convey flight termination commands to unmanned airborne vehicles. Last year, Global
Hawk air vehicle #2, was lost on 29 Mar because it received a flight termination command sent by
another range not involved in its operation and test. This loss has stimulated a hard look at the
vulnerabilities inherent in this example of early 1950s cutting edge technology.



FLIGHT TERMINATION TODAY

The flight termination system used at today’s test and training ranges is described in a series of Range
Commanders Council (RCC) documents and basically consists of a UHF transmitter of relatively high
power (to insure receiver capture) operating in the frequency range of 420 MHz to 450 MHz. This FM
transmitter sends out a series of audio tones to effect a limited range of commands. These commands are
ARM, DESTRUCT, OPTIONAL, TEST and RESET and there are two alternate sets of audio tones for
each command. These tones, usually called “IRIG” tones, because of the Inter Range Instrumentation
Group (now the RCC) which adopted them in the early ‘50s. Receivers not only receive the UHF-FM
signal but also decode these tone sets and output the appropriate command signal to the vehicle. The
transmitters and receivers were originally pretuned to both the transmit frequency and the audio tone set
frequencies “on the bench” and thus could not be easily or quickly be changed. Today this is somewhat
different but nonetheless to change frequencies and tone sets is a carefully controlled procedure and it
impacts mission planning and scheduling. Note that only by changing transmit frequency (of which
there are typically only two or three options) or audio tone sets (of which there are only two) can a range
differentiate among test vehicles. It was this lack of flexibility that doomed Global Hawk.

The advent of manned space travel caused a revisit of this system in the ‘60s. Since the IRIG tone sets
were common knowledge and, in fact, had been since they were first transmitted open loop, much less
published in IRIG documents, it was thought that there was insufficient protection against an
unauthorized flight termination command being received by a manned space launch vehicle.
Accordingly the Apollo/Saturn program used audio tones in pairs to form a string of “characters” in
what was termed the “high alphabet” Secure Transmission System. These “character” strings were
changed for each flight and could not be checked “open loop” before flight, for fear of compromise.
This system is still in use today for Space Shuttle and certain DOD Titan and Atlas launches.   The
National Security Agency (NSA) was (and is) responsible for the generation and maintenance of these
strings and they are considered cryptologic codes. Of course, being considered as a cryptologic system
means that both the hardware and the software (the codes) must be guarded as cryptologic resources, an
expensive and cumbersome process. In its defense, the Secure Transmission System does allow for
differentiation among test vehicles, as only a receiver with a matching code will respond to transmitted
commands.

CHANGES IN TEST AND TRAINING RANGES

The advent of the Global Positioning System (GPS) has triggered the greatest change in test and training
range instrumentation since the post-WWII era. GPS is the first and only successful challenger to radar
for Time Space Positioning Information (TSPI), one of the three necessary elements of a range, along
with telemetry and control. In fact, a program, the Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation (JAMI)
program was initiated in 1997 to address enhancements in missile instrumentation through the
introduction of GPS as an improved and worldwide tracking source. GPS will allow worldwide test and
training, eliminating the need for range-specific TSPI and vector scoring instrumentation.

This multiyear Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) was inaugurated because of
the significant cost savings inherent in eliminating radars and their operating and maintenance costs and



substituting the GPS satellite constellation for which no fiscal contribution is required from the test and
training ranges. The Air Force Eastern and Western Ranges have been directed to phase out radar as a
range safety tracking source over the next few years and replace it with GPS. JAMI has proved pretty
conclusively that GPS can be used as a TSPI and a scoring source. The question is, is that all that can be
derived from GPS technology?

L-BAND FLIGHT TERMINATION

I believe that the answer is no. As noted above, not only has radar come under review as the TSPI source
on test and training ranges but UHF flight termination is also under review. GPS technology can also be
applied to flight termination as well as to TSPI. GPS uses satellites that broadcast their ephemeris and a
time tag for navigational solutions to be worked out by triangulation. It is this transmission capability
using low power, spread spectrum techniques that may be used for command. And, because of the
nature of spread spectrum, these command messages can be in the GPS operating band and coexist on a
non-interference basis with the GPS satellite transmissions.

Consider a “phantom” 25th GPS satellite in addition to the 24 satellite GPS constellation used for
navigation. A receiver on a test vehicle could be easily modified to not only receive whichever of the
24-satellite constellation are in view for a TSPI solution but also to receive transmissions from this
“phantom” satellite. These transmissions would be routed to a different part of the airborne receiver and
result in a command output rather than a TSPI solution. The required modifications are minimal, in size,
weight, complexity and cost.

FTS-GPS INTEGRATION

It must also be pointed out that this “phantom” satellite need not be an orbital vehicle but can be a
ground-based pseudosatellite. In the case of small missile test and training ranges, the distances are such
that a global command capability isn’t required. It IS possible to create such a range by simple additions
to the GPS satellite constellations to receive uploaded commands from the ground and relay them to a
test vehicle, either directly or through satellite relay in real time. Preliminary studies indicate the
distances traveled by such a signal to not generate significant latency issues. A ground-based
pseudosatellite also allows for the capability of incorporating a true GPS pseudosatellite into this L-
Band command transmitter. In so doing, the quality of the TSPI solution achieved by the on-board
receiver will be improved by the improved Position Dilution Of Precision (PDOP) made possible by
having one of the satellites used for the solution located beneath the test vehicle.  Additionally, this
“pseudosatellite” command transmitter can be the base station for any DGPS corrections. As a matter of
fact, the command link could also serve as the DGPS uplink, thus conserving bandwidth to the
maximum.

Earlier it was stated that the on board TSPI receiver could also be the command destruct or flight
termination receiver. This is inherent in this approach and is a direct result of using a “GPS-like” signal.
Not so obvious is the further integration of the airborne instrumentation. Since the TSPI receiver is
physically the same as the FTS receiver, there is need for only one power source, one mounting structure
and one antenna set. With a small airborne test vehicle, the ability to share antennas can be of great



importance, given the limited “real estate” available for the mounting of antenna systems. If one posits a
test vehicle using GPS for TSPI, this approach for flight termination and using an S-band telemetry
down link, the vehicle would have only two sets of antennas, an L-band for the reception of GPS TSPI
and L-band commands and an S-band set for transmitting telemetry.

RESISTANCE TO COUNTERMEASURES AND INTERFERENCE

When command destruct is mentioned jamming and interference problems are mentioned as well. By
the very nature of this approach, L-band command destruct is at least as resistant to jamming and
interference as is GPS itself. GPS is known as a reasonably robust system due to the fact that it is a
spread spectrum system. Having the signal energy spread over such a wide bandwidth makes the signal
very difficult to jam. Obviously, it can be jammed, of course but there has been a lot of work done on
this at Wright Patterson AFB OH and at Ohio University, under AF sponsorship.

Additionally there has been much work done for the FAA on the near-far problem or the possibility of a
nearby pseudolite transmission blanking out transmissions from on-orbit satellites. This is a crucial issue
in using GPS for Category III aircraft landings. Power management and slight center frequency offsets
and changes in the message format are main thrusts of this research.

There is no disagreement with the requirement for a command signal to get through regardless. This is
the signal strength portion of the reliability issue, the one that drives UHF power to such high levels.
However, it is necessary for such a signal to get through after the position of the test vehicle becomes
unknown, or at least ambiguous. Most Range Safety rules state that in these circumstances, flight will be
terminated. Therefore, any flight termination command signal must be “stronger” than either the TSPI
input signal, which gives the test vehicle its position and velocity vector, or the telemetry downlink,
which informs the range safety officer of the vehicle’s position and velocity vector. Since the
information carried by the command link (a command) is very much less than the information extracted
from a GPS satellite transmission (a 50 bps ephemeris almanac, timing and phasing data) a command
would be decoded under signal strength conditions too low to allow a TSPI solution to be calculated.
Since there is at present some discussion about possible civilian GPS frequencies being proposed at
+3dB above L1, the possibility exists to transmit a command signal at +3dB above the GPS C/A signal
level, further insuring that the command gets through. GPS itself presently operates at two different
signal levels, the L2 P(Y) signal is –3dB down from the L1 C/A signal.

AUTHENTICATION

Notice that ALL other GPS receivers would ignore L-band command transmissions, as they now ignore
all other signals present in the area of L-Band used by GPS. If there were other test vehicles in the air at
the same time and visible to the L-band command transmitter, a difference in either the spreading code
or the command message transmitted would guarantee that ONLY the receiver and vehicle intended for
the command would receive and act upon it. As is the case with unmodified GPS navigation or TSPI
receivers, ALL combination TSPI/Flight Termination receivers EXCEPT the one with the matching
spreading code OR command (or both, for that matter) would ignore the transmitted command message.



Contrary to conventional wisdom, it is authentication that drives the present STS system to encrypted
codes. The issue is really NOT that the test vehicle’s command receiver can only decrypt and act on an
encrypted command that was transmitted by the “proper” transmitter, but that the test vehicle’s
command receiver is able to identify not only the command but which transmitters are sending
commands and respond to only those commands sent by the “proper” transmitter. Authentication is well
understood today. The US Congress recently approved the use of “digital signatures” as binding on legal
documents.

With an L-band commanding system, authentication can be achieved by using a reverse public key-
private key system, whereby the command transmitter uses the private key and the on board receiver
uses the public key. With such an arrangement, the receiver will be able to authenticate any command
received as having been sent by the range command transmitter using the private key. Only the
transmitter need be protected as a cryptologic resource. The receiver, with the public key need not be
protected in this manner, unlike today’s STS receiver. Additionally, open loop testing of such a system
is also possible without compromising the authentication. This is in stark contrast to the existing STS
system where any broadcast of commands using “flight codes” is a breach of security and a reason to
recode transmitter and receiver with new codes. Also, of course, after a mission is flown with a set of
“flight codes” these codes are permanently retired – but the hardware still needs to be protected as
cryptologic resources.

RELIABILITY

Reliability of such hardware is not really an issue. EWR 127-1 has stated that a GPS unit used for TSPI
must be built to a reliability of .9999, equal to the reliability demanded of the flight termination system
and higher than the reliability required of a C-Band beacon. These reliability requirements are being met
for units designed for use in space launch vehicles. Test and training range requirements are usually not
as stringent. This component reliability only addresses part of the problem, of course. The discussion
above pertaining to resistance to countermeasures and jamming also relates directly to the reliability of
the system to respond with a termination action to a validly sent termination command.

SELECTABILITY

One thing that ANY new flight termination system should be able to do is to differentiate among test
vehicles such that a command could be sent to a specific test vehicle and be ignored by all other test
vehicles. This capability exists in the present FTS, but means either changing frequencies, among those
assigned to each range, changing to the alternate IRIG command set or going to the STS high alphabet
system and accepting the requirements of protecting cryptologic resources. As pointed out above this is
not a particularly flexible system.

L-band flight termination is by its nature a very flexible system. Selectivity can be achieved by “coding”
each airborne receiver to respond to a different spreading code “address” or to a different “message.” In
GPS terms, this would be analogous to configuring each receiver to recognize a different “satellite”
signal or to respond to a different “ephemeris.” It would be simple to adopt a spreading code unique to
each test and training range and use a library of command messages to differentiate among test vehicles.



Such an approach would positively prohibit an incident such as the one that terminated Global Hawk. A
flight termination receiver could be reconfigured on the pad, in real time, as could the command
transmitter, and tested open loop to insure compatibility immediately prior to commencing flight or
launch. All of this is made possible because an L-band system can make use of all that has been learned
over the past 40-plus years about signal propagation and reception and has been applied to GPS.

One other advantage is available to the operational test and evaluation community. For those vehicles
that use GPS as a part of its guidance system, a dormant L-band flight termination capability can be built
into every production vehicle built. Not, obviously, complete with destruct charges but the RF link
would be inherent in every guidance receiver, just as the TSPI source is, by definition, included. All that
would be necessary for configuration for operational test of a missile from the stockpile would be to
remove the warhead, add a telemetry system, add whatever flight termination mechanism is needed, load
the appropriate FTS spreading code into the guidance receiver’s memory and connect whatever circuit
needs to be connected from the guidance receiver to the flight termination mechanism. This means a
maximum in operational realism and minimum deviation from operational configuration and is not
possible with any other FTS system.

SIZE AND WEIGHT

This approach to command offers a large reduction in size, weight and infrastructure necessary to
instrument a test and training range. The moving of command destruct into L-band will drastically
reduce the size and weight devoted to this function, especially on the airborne side, where even with a
miniature UHF receiver, there still is the size and weight associated with the antenna system. It has
proven rather difficult to get an antenna to function at both L-band and UHF – as the Peacekeeper
program found out some years ago. Having the airborne command receiver function embedded into a
TSPI GPS receiver/translator, and using the TSPI system’s antenna and power supply would seem to
represent the absolute minimum size and weight for a command destruct system. Even with a radar-
instrumented range, the size of an L-band FTS would not be any larger or heavier than a UHF FTS and
probably be lighter and, given the large GPS industrial base, cheaper.

Instrumenting the test and training range would require the acquisition and installation of a whole new
command transmission infrastructure. This is considerably less daunting than it appears to be. The
existing high-power, UHF system on today’s ranges, in many cases equipped with steerable antenna
mounts, is replaced by a relatively low power L-band transmitter system using an omnidirectional
antenna. Not only is there less equipment with less complexity, if only in the antenna system, the L-band
equipment draws on the present GPS equipment production base. Pseudosatellites, which the L-band
command transmitter greatly resembles, can be ordered from many GPS suppliers and are in the four to
five figure price range. Today’s UHF command transmitters are either unique or limited production
devices. L-band flight termination replaces them with slightly modified production hardware.

One other issue to be addressed in converting a test and training range to a new system based upon a
different frequency range than used previously is the amount of study and experimentation effort in
assuring compatibility between the test vehicle and the range instrumentation suite. It is here that a GPS-
like L-band flight termination system has a distinct advantage over any other candidate system being
integrated into a GPS-based range. Any and all efforts performed to assure compatibility between test



vehicle and the range instrumentation suite for GPS-based TSPI are directly applicable to command
system compatibility. There would be little or no extra compatibility effort necessary to integrate L-band
flight termination into such a range – and the JAMI program is charged with developing GPS-based
range instrumentation.

FREQUENCY BAND

In moving command destruct to L-band means adding a new and different usage to this portion of the
radio frequency spectrum and approval from the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in
Geneva, must be sought for this purpose. Since this band is presently approved for navigation as well as
TSPI purposes (for GPS), it should pose no problem to get this band approved for command destruct.
This usage is for the same purpose as TSPI, that is, for test and training range applications, and the
signals actually transmitted would not interfere with any approved signals, as they would resemble
approved GPS signals in being spread spectrum signals in the same transmitted power range as GPS
signals.

Actually, it appears that the UHF frequencies presently approved for this use could be in jeopardy. Both
the Eastern and the Western Ranges are moving off of their “protected” frequencies after using them for
over 30 years. These frequencies were basically sold out from under them. There is absolutely no
guarantee that the present range of 420 to 450 MHz (down from 406 to 450MHz) will be available in the
future. There is MUCH more likelihood that a set of spread-spectrum codes and/or a center frequency
within the GPS range will be protected and available far into the future.

CONCLUSION

There is a definition of the word, elegant, which is used in scientific and engineering circles. That
definition is, “ Characterized by scientific precision, neatness and simplicity.” Integrating L-band flight
termination into a GPS-based test and training range is a truly elegant solution to the problem of
providing the capability to track and control a test vehicle with a minimum of additional range-required
onboard instrumentation. There can be no closer integration than combining TSPI and flight termination
in the same “box,” sharing circuitry, power and antennas. The transmitter portion of such a system is no
less elegant, possibly serving as a true GPS pseudosatellite for improved tracking accuracy as well as
being significantly less complex and costly (especially in reference to the transmitter antenna system).
For operational test, there can be no more elegant solution to the instrumentation problem than to use the
operational vehicles own guidance GPS receiver as not only the TSPI source but a the flight termination
receiver, as well.
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IMPLEMENTING SOFTWARE PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS
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ABSTRACT

The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) developed by the Software Engineering Institute is widely
promoted as a method to help decrease the volume of error riddled and late software projects. Because
of the projected benefits, the 96th Communications Group/SC (SC) at Eglin Air Force Base began an
intensive software process improvement effort in late 1997. This effort was rewarded in September 1999
when the group achieved a CMM Level 2 software rating on its first attempt. As of December 1999,
68% of assessed organizations remained at Level 1 on their first or second assessment. The SC success
was not only obtained on its first attempt, but also 11 months ahead of the industry standard.

The Level 2 rating was accomplished in the volatile environment needed to support the test and
evaluation mission. This environment includes frequent requirement changes, short notice
modifications, and externally driven schedules. One reason this milestone was possible is close and
direct involvement by management. This paper will present additional factors to implementing a
successful software process improvement effort.
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Capability Maturity Model (CMM), software process improvement, test and evaluation, data reduction,
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INTRODUCTION

Quality software developed on schedule and within budget is critical to the nation’s defense systems. In
the mid 1980s, the Department of Defense (DOD) sought ways to eliminate what it perceived as the
failure of software developers to consistently produce quality software on schedule and within budget.
In December 1984, a contract was awarded to Carnegie Mellon University to establish a federally
funded research and development center. The center—the Software Engineering Institute (SEI)—has as
its stated mission “to provide leadership in advancing the state of the practice of software engineering to
improve the quality of systems that depend on software” (SEI web page: http://www.sei.cmu.edu/).



The Capability Maturity Model for Software was developed by the SEI to help organizations and
software engineers predict and control functional and non-functional properties of software systems.
One of the objectives of the SEI model is to provide a tool for use in assessing an organization’s
software process maturity. The CMM defines an evolutionary path from an ad-hoc development process
to a defined and optimized process. The model has five maturity levels as shown in Table 1. All levels
except Level 1 have associated key process areas (KPAs) that identify issues that must be addressed to
achieve that maturity level. Each KPA is assessed based on identified goals, commitments, and abilities.

1) Initial The software ‘process’ is characterized as ad hoc and reactionary. Few processes
are defined, and success depends on individual ability and heroics.

2) Repeatable Basic software project management processes are established. Success can be
achieved on similar projects though processes differ between projects. The
process is characterized as disciplined and repeatable.

3) Defined A standard software process for the entire organization is documented for both
management and engineering activities. Individual projects tailor the standard
process using approved methods to meet unique requirements. The process is
characterized as defined and consistent organization-wide.

4) Managed Detailed quality measures of the software process and products are collected.
Both the software process and products are quantitatively evaluated, understood
and controlled.

5) Optimizing Continuous process improvement is the organization’s focus. Improvement is
possible through measurement feedback and innovative ideas and technologies.

Table 1.  CMM Maturity Levels

A more detailed overview of the CMM v1.1 can be found in the article “Capability Maturity Model,
Version 1.1” (Paulk, et al). CMM v1.1 is also available as a book: The Capability Maturity Model:
Guidelines for Improving the Software Process (Carnegie Mellon University).

BACKGROUND

In an environment of a pending A76 (out-sourcing) study and increasing numbers of customers seeking
to do for themselves what they had once asked of us, upper level management sought ways to improve
the organization. One focus area was software development.

In August 1997, SC established a Software Process Improvement Team (later renamed the Software
Engineering Process Group, or SEPG) with two primary objectives. The first objective was to focus on
software process improvement; the second to prepare SC to participate in a CMM Assessment in 1999.

 In September 1999, SC achieved a Level 2 CMM Software Rating on its first attempt. SC was assessed
by the Software Technology Support Center (STSC), Hill AFB, Utah. Hill, a Level 5 organization,
stated at the out-brief that SC’s Level 2 rating was achieved 11 months ahead of the industry standard.

According to the SEI 1999 Process Maturity Profile Mid-Year Update, 68% of assessed organizations
remained at Level 1 on their first assessment and 16% remained at Level 1 on their second or greater
assessment. The Profile also states that the median time to move from Level 1 to Level 2 is 25½ months.



In one study (Hayes and Zubrow), the average time to move from Level 1 to Level 2 was approximately
30 months. These averages address the time between the organization’s first assessment at Level 1 and
the subsequent assessment at Level 2. These statistics highlight the significance of achieving a Level 2
rating on the first external assessment and of doing so in just 24 months after the effort was initiated.
(Note: An external assessment provides an independent evaluation of an organization's software
maturity level.  The SC assessment was conducted using a method licensed by the SEI that also provides
strengths and weaknesses of the organization by KPA.) SC conducted its first internal assessment in
October 1998, so its time between being assessed at Level 1 and Level 2 was only 12 months! An
internal assessment is conducted by personnel within the organization. Like an external assessment, it
also determines strengths and weaknesses of the organization's CMM practices.

In another survey (Goldenson and Herbsleb), 86% of the process improvement champions surveyed
agreed with the statement “process improvement is taking longer than we expected.” Why was SC able
to achieve its goal of Level 2 in record time? This paper reviews SC’s journey to achieving Level 2 and
enumerates what are believed to be significant contributing factors to its success.

ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW

The 96 Communications Group/SC supports the DOD and Eglin’s core mission of munitions and C2
testing. SC provides support to external customers in three primary areas. 1) The Test and Analysis
Division performs telemetry and test data reduction to support the test and evaluation of weapon
systems. This Division provides frequency, mathematical, and software engineering services for both
real-time and post-mission test data. The Central Control Facility managed by this Division provides a
real-time mission control and analysis capability for all Eglin flight tests. 2) The Systems Technology
Division provides computer and networking support to the research, development, test and evaluation
communities. This Division provides software support in the areas of target control as well as in
modeling and simulation. 3) The 96th Communications Squadron provides fixed base-level
communications support and worldwide deployable initial communications support. A fourth Division,
Plans and Programs, is responsible for the group’s financial program. Figure 1 displays an organization
chart.
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Figure 1.  96CG Organization Chart

SC has three sections whose focus is software development as represented by the shaded blocks in
Figure 1. One of these sections is further divided into three focus areas yielding a total of five software
areas—Gulf Range Drone Control System (GRDCS), Modeling and Simulation (M&S), and Software
Engineering (Post Mission, Real Time, and Special Projects). All five areas were targeted for process
improvement and participated in the assessment.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PROCESS GROUP

The SEPG reports to an Executive Steering Committee (ESC) whose original membership consisted of
the SC Deputy and the Test and Analysis and Systems Technology Division Chiefs. The Development
Flight and Software Application Support Flight Chiefs are now also members of the ESC. The SEPG
met bi-weekly with the ESC to present progress, schedule, and recommendations. The original SEPG
had membership from each of the five software areas, a member of senior management, and a software
analyst. All SEPG members have technical degrees, with one having attended the 10-week CMM course



at the Air Force Institute of Technology, and another having a bachelor’s degree in software
engineering. All but one member of the original team had hands-on experience in software development.

A critical contribution to the success of the software process improvement initiative occurred in April
1998. At the recommendation of the SEPG and the approval of the ESC, a full-time Software Quality
Assurance (SQA) manager was hired to support the SEPG. All other SEPG members were part-time
(10-50%). The SC SQA manager had previously been a team leader with SC’s support contractor during
the contractor’s advancement from Level 1 to Level 3.

Another contributing factor to the organization’s success is the SEPG’s philosophy in developing
artifacts. (An artifact is any document, form, checklist, policy or other tool used in the software process
improvement initiative.) The SEPG leverages existing resources while developing products specific to
the needs of the organization. The SEPG reviewed existing processes and documents from the target
software areas, the organization’s support contractor, and other available resources.

One of the SEPG’s first tasks was the development of an SC standard software process (SC SSP).
Although a common process is not required for Level 2, the SEPG made the decision to start with a
common process to minimize rework downstream, when we began pursuing Level 3. The diversity of
the software groups posed significant challenges in developing and implementing a common process.
The diversity included the following: differences in type of software being developed, externally versus
internally imposed deadlines, one and only one area with defined and disciplined software development
processes, 98% of projects in one area are maintenance efforts shorter than one month, and projects in
three areas are developed primarily by single person ‘teams’. See Table 2 for a six-month snapshot of
the number and size of projects by target area. Small (S) projects are less than 3 months, medium (M)
are 3-10 months, and large (L) projects are greater than 10 months as defined in the SC SSP.

Area Name # Software
Engineers

# Active
Projects by
Size S/M/L

# Completed

GRDCS 9 23/ 1/0 27
M&S* 7  1/ 0/ 0 1
Post Mission 7 11/ 1/ 0 41
Real Time 7 13/ 2/ 2 43
Special Projects 6 12/ 1/ 2 8

* M&S analysis efforts are not included
Table 2.  Project Size and Number by Area

The formation of an SEPG is not required by the CMM until Level 3. The creation of an SEPG at the
initiation of the software process improvement effort was another key to its success. The SEPG
developed tools for use by software engineers, first level supervisors (FLSs) and senior management to
aid in implementing the CMM. The SEPG developed the SC SSP and policy letters, defined required
documentation, developed the SC SQA Plan, and developed and provided training to educate all
involved parties. To aid in implementation, the SEPG developed Software Configuration Management
(SCM), SQA, and other templates, forms, checklists and plans. To help keep the effort on track, an
implementation schedule was established, regularly updated, and presented to the ESC and the software



engineers. Most members of the Test and Analysis and Systems Technology Divisions were required to
take the overview CMM training, not just the members of the software sections.

FIRST INTERNAL ASSESSMENT AND RESULTING ACTIONS

SC conducted its first internal assessment in October 1998. The assessment goals were to:
• Obtain an independent assessment of each target group to provide insight into CMM process

improvement initiatives
• Identify weak areas of the ESC, SEPG, first level supervisors (FLSs), senior management, and

each target group to ensure proper focus is applied to attain Level 2 certification.

The assessment team identified strengths, weaknesses, and action items. The team used a strict pass
(green) or fail (red) method to evaluate key process areas (KPAs). Using this method, the team rated no
target area as currently performing at Level 2. M&S, GRDCS, and Special Projects had “good structure
in place to achieve SEI Level 2 certification” by the projected external assessment date. Post Mission
and Real Time did not reveal sufficient evidence that they were following the SC SSP or their SCM and
SQA plans.

Assessment team action items were presented to the ESC, SEPG, Senior Management, and each target
group. Of 790 key process area goals, commitments, and activities (158 per area), 367 were scored as
red. Four hundred and ninety-five, 495, of the assessed items were under the direct control of the target
groups. The other items related to the ESC, SEPG and Senior Management. First level supervisors
(FLSs) were instructed to review their section’s action items and provide a get-well approach with
projected completion dates. It became clear from the assessment that increased attention needed to be
placed on implementing CMM in the Software Engineering Section. Note that the two areas that scored
the lowest were also the areas with the most volatile deadlines and greatest volume.

The first internal assessment team identified another success factor. In the summer of 1998, a member of
M&S transferred to the GRDCS section and later became the supervisor of that section. In their report,
the assessment team noted that the addition of that supervisor “and the importation of the M&S
processes improved the group [GRDCS] significantly.”

At the time of the first assessment, the SEPG membership included the first level supervisor of M&S
and GRDCS and the team leaders of Post Mission, Real Time, and Special Projects. The senior manager
for the Software Engineering Section, also a member of the SEPG, believed the Software Engineering
FLS was not sufficiently aware of the CMM requirements. The senior manager made the decision to
include the supervisor on the SEPG—replacing the three team leaders. The inclusion of the Software
Engineering FLS on the SEPG also reinforced the importance of CMM. With the addition of this
supervisor, all FLSs of the software areas were now members of the SEPG. Though other members were
on the SEPG, including all software FLSs on the team strengthened the enforcement of the improvement
effort.

The supervisor and team leaders from the Software Engineering Section began an intense series of
activities to address the deficiencies identified in the assessment action plan. SEPG-developed processes
were incorporated into the Software Engineering Section’s practices. Detailed instructions were



developed to supplement the tools developed by the SEPG. These details, though potentially restrictive,
provided the engineers with definite guidelines. An additional consideration in replacing the team
leaders on the SEPG had been to free them to perform SQA duties. The assessment had clearly revealed
that SQA was insufficient for the two sections that scored lowest. Team leaders believed they were best
able to accomplish this function as they were the most familiar with the process, having served on the
SEPG. With the supervisor on the SEPG, and the SQA managers ensuring the process was followed,
real progress occurred!

SECOND INTERNAL ASSESSMENT AND RESULTING ACTIONS

The second internal assessment was conducted in April 1999. The results revealed considerable
improvement (see Figures 2 and 3 and Table 3). The count of target area assessed items was now 58 red
out of a total of 495 assessed key process area goals, commitments, and activities. This was down from
the original count of 173 red out of 495 total. Table 3 includes SEPG, ESC and senior management
related items. It should be observed that this assessment identified two target areas as completely green,
or passed.

AREA ASSESSMENT 1 ASSESSMENT 2
# Green # Red # Green # Red

M&S 101 57 115 0
GRDCS 94 64 115 0

PM 62 96 80 35
RT 65 93 78 37
SP 101 57 82 33
Total items assessed per group: assessment 1=158, assessment 2=115

Table 3.  Internal Assessment Results



Figure 2.  Assessment Results by Target Area

Figure 3.  Summary Assessment Results

The apparent lack of significant progress in the Special Projects area was actually a result of merging the
three Software Engineering processes into a single process. The primary area still outstanding was the
implementation of management reviews. This activity had not yet been addressed by the FLS and team
leaders and was a known deficiency. A deficiency that did surface during the assessment was the
inability of the Post Mission and Real Time engineers to effectively and confidently communicate the
process. This defect was attributed to the increased detail in the Software Engineering process. They
knew the steps but not the process, similar to seeing the trees but not the forest.
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The second internal assessment was modeled after an external assessment. This gave the engineers
insight into what was to come and helped the SEPG identify additional items needed to ensure a
successful external assessment. Each engineer participated in the equivalent of a project leader
interview. It was during these interviews that the communication issue surfaced. In the first assessment,
interviews were conducted in groups. In the second assessment, project leaders were interviewed
individually.

To address the engineers’ inability to relate their processes to the SC standard software process, the
Software Engineering FLS and team leaders taught courses focused on each Level 2 KPA. To verify that
information was being assimilated, the supervisor administered exams and required anyone scoring less
than 80% to retake the exam. To partially address the communication issue, the exam questions were
administered verbally. Written answers were scored and group results provided. Only two exams had to
be retaken.

RESULTS

The STSC from Hill AFB conducted an intense two-week assessment in September 1999. Thirty-six
software engineers, SEPG members, and managers were interviewed for compliance in ten key process
areas. In addition to the Level 2 KPAs, five of seven Level 3 KPAs were assessed. All five software
areas were evaluated. The assessment consisted of four project leader interviews, one each from M&S,
GRDCS, Real Time, and Special Projects. The back-up project leader was from the Post Mission area.
Of the software engineers interviewed, 12 were from M&S and GRDCS and the remaining 19 from the
Software Engineering Section.

The results were extremely rewarding. All Level 2 KPAs and four of the five Level 3 KPAs were
“satisfied.” There were only two weaknesses noted in all of the Level 2 KPAs and only three in the four
“satisfied” Level 3 KPAs. All SC software sections were assessed and engineers from every focus area
were involved in the assessment. No areas were hidden from the assessors.

One unexpected aspect of the assessment is worth noting. Engineers were identified for the various
functional area review (FAR) interviews based on their individual strengths. The SEPG believed the
interview questions would be specific to a particular functional area while project leaders would be
questioned from all aspects. This belief was based on input from the SC support contractor’s commercial
assessment. The STSC-led assessment team, however, asked questions from every KPA to every
functional area review group. Thus interviewees were hit with questions they had not anticipated. Their
success (as evidenced by the assessment results) indicates that the software process had indeed become
institutionalized throughout all software areas.

CONCLUSION

Process improvement in any environment is a difficult task. The CMM was created for large projects,
teams and organizations. The 96th Communications Group’s success in adapting it to smaller projects
and teams elevates the success of the software process improvement initiative.



This paper has briefly charted SC’s journey to CMM Level 2. Several factors contributed to the
organization successfully arriving at its destination. Most of the contributing factors could be duplicated
by other organizations. The factors presented in this paper are enumerated below:

1. Management and SEPG commitment to the goal
2. SEPG formed at the beginning of the software process improvement initiative
3. Knowledgeable full-time member on the SEPG
4. Leveraging of existing resources
5. Regular attention by senior management and the ESC
6. Specific training provided when needed
7. Supervisors serving on the SEPG
8. Self evaluation through Internal Assessments
9. Existing software process in M&S
10. M&S processes transferred to GRDCS

Process improvement is an ongoing organizational effort. Practitioners must implement defined
processes; management must back the effort. In the opinion of the author, SC’s success enforces the
need not only for management emphasis, but management involvement. I agree with Hayes and
Zubrow’s summary statement that “improving process maturity by an entire maturity level in less than
18 months is a fairly difficult task.” It is, however, not impossible and we expect to reap the rewards of
our continued process improvement for many years.
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JTDMS: AN OBJECT ORIENTED APPROACH TO TELEMETRY
ATTRIBUTES MANAGEMENT

Jon Morgan
Computer Science Corporation
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an overview of the telemetry attributes management system used to support the
Advanced Data Acquisition and Processing System (ADAPS) at the Air Force Flight Test Center
(AFFTC). The Joint Test Data Management System is an object-oriented system used to store telemetry
attributes. JTDMS accepts telemetry attributes in a variety of formats and provides setup files for the
ADAPS system.
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INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Data Acquisition and Processing System (ADAPS) program office manages the
development of flight test telemetry data processing tools at the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC).
ADAPS functions as the telemetry data processing system engineering activity for the Range Division’s
three mission control facilities.

Two ADAPS systems are used for telemetry data processing. The Real-Time / Post Flight Processing
System (RT/PFP) was developed for the AFFTC by Computer Science Corporation (CSC). RT/PFP also
provides Engineering Units (EU) data to the Interactive Analysis and Display System (IADS), developed
by Symvionics Inc. Supporting these two systems is the Joint Test Data Management System (JTDMS)
developed by the Computer Science Corporation. JTDMS functions as the telemetry attributes
management system for ADAPS.



BACKGROUND

JTDMS is the second generation of telemetry attributes management software developed by CSC for the
Range Division. During the early 1990’s, CSC developed a client server based telemetry attributes
management system for the Ridley Mission Control Center’s (RMCC) Post Flight Processor (PFP)
Upgrade project. This web-based intranet system was constructed to manage post flight product
information and processing. The telemetry attributes management system under development by the Air
Force was cancelled in 1996. A new telemetry attributes management system using technology from the
PFP Upgrade system was proposed by CSC as a replacement. The first version of the JTDMS was
completed only two months later to support RT/PFP development testing.

JTDMS OVERVIEW

JTDMS began as a C language based system running on SGI hardware. JTDMS could parse an Aircraft
Information Management System (AIMS) keystream and load it into an ORACLE database. This
database included parameters telemetered from the test aircraft and derived parameters (formulas, etc)
produced on the ground. A L-3 Communications O/S 90 flat-file would be created according to user
specifications from data contained in the ORACLE database. JTDMS has evolved into a C++ object
oriented system using the Linux operating system, running on low cost PC hardware. The JTDMS
Graphical User Interface (GUI) is constructed with the TCL/TK toolkit. JTDMS now consists of input
components, output components and a central data structure used to manipulate telemetry objects. Figure
1 contains the TCL/TK GUIs available for the JTDMS user.

Figure 1. LINUX JTDMS INTERFACE
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Figure 2. JTDMS ARCHITECTURE

In figure 2, each box represents a software module that is used to translate telemetry attributes
information to/from the given file format type.  Each software module is loaded at execution time by the
host system as needed.  This component-based architecture provides the ability to support new and or
different telemetry attributes file formats without significant modifications to JTDMS.

The central data structure of JTDMS stores the type of telemetry object, its name and its attributes. Each
telemetry object may have different attributes associated with it. The set of telemetry object types and
their associated attributes are stored in a data dictionary. The data dictionary is also used to map
attributes to database tables. The design of the data dictionary allows it to be enhanced with new
telemetry objects or new attributes without modifying a single line of JTDMS source code.

Since every telemetry object has been generalized into a telemetry object type and a list of attributes,
which may have one or more values, the core set of software does not need to be modified to support
new attributes or new object types. Example object types are: PARAMETER, which is any Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM) parameter; DERIVED_PARAMETER, which is a derived parameter such as a
formula; CHART, which is a strip-chart recorder definition; CHART_GROUP, which is a logical group
of strip-chart recorders.

Example telemetry attributes are: WORD, which is a list of the PCM word time slots used by a
PARAMETER; TITLE, which is a plot or listing title used for the PARAMETER; LEFT_LIMIT, which
is the left limit for a strip-chart recorder channel.

Input components are used to import telemetry attributes information from external file formats into the
central data structure. JTDMS provides the ability to import telemetry attributes information from a
variety of file formats. Input components supporting other telemetry attributes file formats can be rapidly
added to JTDMS. Table 1 below lists the telemetry attributes file formats that can currently be imported
into JTDMS.
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Telemetry File Format: Description: Import Export

IRIG 106-99 TMATS IRIG standard TM attributes file format. X

AFFTC Keystream AFFTC Range Division standard TM attributes file
format.

X X

JTDMS Keystream Internal JTDMS telemetry attributes interchange
format.

X X

ADAPS Flat-File ADAPS O/S90 flat file. X

Berg Systems Load File Flat-file used to load Berg Systems hardware X

Excel Tab Delimited File ASCII tab delimited file format. X X

IADS PRN File IADS telemetry attributes load file. X

Terametrix Load File Flat-file used to load Terametrix hardware X
Table 1. Telemetry input file formats supported by JTDMS

The output components of JTDMS export telemetry attributes information from the central data structure
to external file format such as the ADAPS Flat File. The ADAPS O/S90 flat-file is the setup file for the
ADAPS variant of the L3 Communications O/S90 telemetry processor. JTDMS can also generate
telemetry attributes information for other ADAPS system components as needed. The table below lists
the telemetry attributes file formats that can be exported by the JTDMS system.

Both input and output modules utilize modifiable text files to configure module operation. For example,
the TMATS input component module is configured with the following text file. Any type of non-standard
entry that defines telemetry attribute, such as the TMATS OTH or COM fields may be filtered by use of
this file.  In fact, all of the TMATS entries that are to be translated are in this text file.

# Match any entry starting with a C
^C
# "C" conversion section
# polynomial

^C-[0-9]+\\CO(-[0-9]+)?:(.*);$ addattribute COEFFICIENTS \2 FLOAT %TEST

^C-[0-9]+\\DCN:(.*);$setobject \1
^C-[0-9]+\\MN1:(.*);$newattribute DESCRIPTION \1 STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\MN3:(.*);$newattribute UNITS \1 STRING %TEST

#input data type
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:

^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:INT;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE 2S_COMP STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:UNS;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE UNSIGNED_BINARY STRING

%TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:SIG;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE SIGNED_MAG STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:ONE;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE 1S_COMP STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:TWO;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE 2S_COMP STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:OFF;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE OFFSET_BINARY STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:FP;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE IEEE STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:OTH;$ donothing
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:(.*);$bad Unknown Binary format

^C-[0-9]+\\OTH:I754 IEEE-754 Floating Pt createattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE IEEE STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\OTH:32-BIT IEEE FLOATING POINT createattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE IEEE STRING %TEST



^C-[0-9]+\\OTH:AP-801 FREQUENCY TO DIGITAL newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM INV_POLYNOMIAL STRING
%TEST

^C-[0-9]+\\OTH:.* bad unknown other conversion type
#conversion alg

^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:COE;$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM POLYNOMIAL STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:NON;$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM NONE STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:PRS;$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM TABLE_LOOKUP STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:DIS;$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM NONE STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:DER;$ bad Unsupported data conversion
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:OTH;$ donothing
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:(.*);$ bad Unknown data conversion

# table lookup
^C-[0-9]+\\PS3-[0-9]+:(.*);$ addattribute RAW_DATA_POINTS_X \1 FLOAT %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\PS4-[0-9]+:(.*);$ addattribute EU_DATA_POINTS_Y \1 FLOAT %TEST

# audio
^C-[0-9]+\\VOI\\E:(CVSD);$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM NONE STRING %TEST

newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE CVSD STRING %TEST
# discrete states

^C-[0-9]+\\DICC-[0-9]+:(.*);$ addattribute DISCRETE_STATES\1 INTEGER %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\DICP-[0-9]+:(.*);$ addattribute DISCRETE_STATE_TITLES \1 STRING %TEST

The configuration file for the TMATS translator consists of entries that match the input text, and then
cause an action(s) to be performed. The example file above is the section of the file that will convert the
TMATS “C” entries. Each line is a list of tab-separated entries.  If there is a “#” mark at the beginning, it
is a comment line.  If there is only one entry on the line, scanning continues at the next line.

When a match with more than one entry on the line is encountered, the actions on that line and any
subsequent lines without patterns are performed. For example, when the TMATS entry C-0\DCT:COE;
is encountered, the following lines are matched:

^C
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:COE;$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM POLYNOMIAL STRING %TEST

The ^C matches the first character of the entry.  The ^C-[0-9]+\\DCT: matches C-0\DCT:.  The ^C-[0-
9]+\\DCT:COE;$ matches the entire entry.  The action newattribute is performed, which adds an attribute
called CONVERSION_ALGORITHM with a string value of POLYNOMIAL to the current object.  An
attempt to match every entry in the TMATS file is performed until the entire file is parsed. The result is a
list of central data structures. These are passed on to follow up processing such as insertion into the
ORACLE database or printed in another text file format.

LINUX JTDMS

JTDMS was ported to Linux from IRIX recently. This migration was trivial. Once it was ported (approx.
10 code changes), it has been simple to keep the code in a state that it will compile on both IRIX & Linux
during the transitional period. This transition has provided a low cost high performance replacement for
the Ranges SGI servers used for telemetry attributes management. The Range previously used Origin 200
servers each with two R10000 processors for this task. Today the SGI servers are being replaced with
single processor Pentium III systems that yield a performance increase of over 4 times over the SGI.

See
example
below



THE FUTURE OF JTDMS

JTDMS continues to be enhanced to support new AFFTC requirements. Support for the asynchronous
data merge and asynchronous sub-frame PCM formats was recently added. In the future, the output
component modules will be upgraded to make them more configurable. Support is currently being added
to support conditional parameters. JTDMS could be ported to Windows 2000. The current ORACLE
database may be replaced with a free database management system to reduce deployment costs. As
organizations are consolidated at the AFFTC, JTDMS may soon be used to generate setup information
for data acquisition systems.

Notice:

Microsoft® and Windows® are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

L-3 Communications Telemetry & Instrumentation tm, Open System 90 tm and O/S90tm telemetry processor are either registered trademarks or trademarks of L-3
Communications Telemetry & Instrumentation.

Computer Science Corporation, Universal Memory Network tm, and UMN tm are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Computer Science Corporation.

Silicon Graphics tm, SGI tm, and Indigo2 tm are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Silicon Graphics, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries.

Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation.

Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds.

All other trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.
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AN XML VOCABULARY FOR TMATS

Bob Downing
SYMVIONICS, Inc.

ABSTRACT

XML is a simple, powerful way to agree on data transfers between organizations, applications and/or
computer systems.  XML was originally developed to separate data content definition from the display
of data on a web page. XML is based on a subset of the Standardized General Markup Language
(SGML), which means XML uses a tag-based syntax similar to Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML).
Whereas HTML uses fixed tags to display data, XML uses custom designed tags to describe data.  XML
provides a simple, standard, portable, and flexible way to transfer data between applications.  This could
provide a useful way to transfer telemetry attributes data between customers and systems.  Currently,
there is not a significant amount of support for the use of the Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard
(TMATS).  Telemetry vendors still use their own formats, customers maintain their own databases, and
support facilities/ranges promote the use of their own implementations.  TMATS was supposed to define
a common ground to transfer data definitions, but the tools to TMATS have not come about.  TMATS is
a well defined, structured specification that maps into XML extremely well.  Even though XML is a
fairly new technology, there are already many tools available to support XML parsing with more
becoming available.  This makes XML an excellent choice to supplement TMATS for the interchange of
telemetry attribute information.  This paper provides an initial attempt at defining the language and
structure for an XML vocabulary of TMATS.

KEY WORDS

Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard, TMATS, eXtensible Markup Language, XML.

INTRODUCTION

The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is rapidly becoming the lingua franca for communication of
data between organizations, industries, devices, systems and applications.  XML was made a
‘Recommendation’ of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in February 1998.  XML, in itself, is a
simple tagging language, but it has also emerged as a powerful technology for inter-system electronic
communication.  Even though XML is relatively young, there already is a rich set of tools to interface to
and process XML documents.  It is becoming clear that XML is going to be a widely deployed



technology.  The feature set that XML brings with it will make it the choice of the future for inter-
system communication.

TMATS is based on unique codes “that describe a common format for the transfer of information
between the user and a test range or between ranges.”  What TMATS lacks is the ability to extend
“station unique” activities within the same unique code format and an available set of tools for file
creation, parsing and data validation.  These types of problems are solvable with XML.  By its design,
extending the language is a matter of defining the tags and incorporating the tags in the schema
definition that accompanies the XML file.

WHAT IS XML

XML is really nothing more than a specification, with its main purpose is the interchange of hierarchical
data.  XML was created so those richly structured documents could be used over the web, but it has
evolved to much more than that.  Since XML is a subset to Standardized General Markup Language
(SGML), this means XML is a cousin to Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML).  Whereas HTML uses
fixed tags to display data, XML uses custom designed tags to describe data.  With everyone making up
their own tags, XML would quickly devolve into gibberish that's no good to anyone. However, the key
with XML is that it's aimed much more for private data exchange rather than for public consumption.
Because XML isn't necessarily meant to be displayed, the parties who are exchanging data determine
what tags are called and how they are structured.

Tags in XML syntax are used to describe elements.  An ‘element’ is a logical piece of markup, while
‘tag’ refers to a specific text string used to represent an element in an XML document.  An XML
document contains one or more elements.  Element boundaries are delimited by start and end tags
(<tag> . . .</tag>).  The text between the start and end tags is called the element’s content.  Elements
that lack content are known as empty elements.  A shorthand notation for an empty element can be
represented by “<tag/>”.

Elements can be nested but cannot overlap (e.g. <tag1> <tag2> </tag1> </tag2> would not be allowed.
The correct nesting would be: <tag1> <tag2> </tag2> </tag1>).  An XML start tag can contain zero or
more attributes.  An attribute is a name-value pair.  An attribute can appear exactly once per element.
Every XML document can only have one root element.  XML by design is case sensitive.  For an XML
structure, refer to Example 1.



Example 1 – XML Structure

XML Describes Data

<aWeatherReport>

<Date>28 March 2000</Date>

<Time>2330</Time>

<Location>
<City>Lancaster</City>

<State>CA</State>
</Location>

<Readings>
<Skies>Cloudy</Skies>

<Temp Scale=“Celsius”>20</Temp>

<Humidity>20</Humidity>

<\Ceiling>
</Reading>

</aWeatherReport>

Document Root (aWeatherReport”

Element (“Location”) is 
made up of two other element 

(“City” and “State”)

Attribute (“Scale”)
Value (“Celsius”)

Empty Element (“Ceiling”)

An XML document is essentially a structured medium (i.e. data model) for storing information.  XML
provides mechanisms to validate the data model.  A schema defines the data model of an XML
document.  Once a data model has been defined, a structured XML document can be created that
adheres to that model.  There are two fundamental approaches to defining XML schemas: Document
Type Definition (DTD) and XML Schemas.  Note: Once an XML document has been validated against a
schema, it doesn’t mean the document is error free.  The document can still contain semantic errors.

DTDs originated in SGML and serve as the standard mechanism for validating SGML documents.
When XML was being defined, it made sense to use the same schema approach.  A big benefit of using
DTDs as schemas was that existing SGML tools could be modified to support XML.  But DTDs are not
perfect, there are some serious limitations that warrant considering another approach.  DTDs rely on
specialized syntax for describing the structure of the XML vocabularies.  And this is one the XML
community’s big complaints about DTDs.  Refer to Example 2, this DTD requires the element
aWeatherReport contain Date, Time, Location, and Readings elements.  In the Readings element, only
the Temp element is required to be present.  The Skies, Humidity and Ceiling elements are optional.



Example 2 – Document Type Definition

Although this DTD doesn’t show all the features of DTD syntax, it does real the basic mechanics of how
a data model is defined using DTD syntax.

XML Schema is a new approach to defining schema for XML documents.  XML Schema uses an XML
vocabulary called XML-Data.  This is still in the working draft stage in the W3C, the latest draft is
February 2000.  An XML Schema is very similar in purpose to a DTD, they describe elements and their
content models so those documents can be validated.  But XML Schema go further than DTDs by
allowing data types to be associated with elements.  This allows XML processors to perform content
validation.  In a DTD, element content is basically limited to strings, whereas XML schema can set the
data type of elements to very specific types such as integer and dates.  Plus XML Schemas are expressed
in XML syntax.  An example is shown in Example 3.

Example 3 – XML Schema

Which schema is better?  The DTD is a closed data model, it will basically stay the same and there is
tool support for it.  The XML Schema is an open data model, which allows the vocabulary to be
extended, supports a variety of data types, and represents the future of XML data modeling.  Currently

<!ELEMENT aWeatherReport (Date, Time, Location, Readings)>

<!ELEMENT Location (City, State)>

<!ELEMENT Readings (Skies?, Temp, Humidity?, Ceiling?)>

<Schema name=”aWeatherReportSchema”>
<ElementType name=”Date” content=”textonly” dt:type=“date” minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”1” />

<ElementType name=”Time” content=”textonly” dt:type=“time” minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”1” />

<ElementType name=”City” content=”textonly” minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”1” />

<ElementType name=”State” content=”textonly” minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”1” />

<ElementType name=”Skies” content=”textonly” dt:type=“enumeration”
dt:values=”Clear Part Cloudy” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”1” />

<ElementType name=”Temp” content=”textonly” dt:type=“int” minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”1” />

<ElementType name=”Humidity” content=”textonly” dt:type=“int” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”1” />

<ElementType name=”Ceiling” content=”textonly” dt:type=“int” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”1” />
</Schema>



there is not a lot of tool support for XML Schema, but this will change.  Over the long term, the majority
support will be for XML Schema.

Once an XML document is created, what is done with it?  The first step in processing the document is
parsing it.  A parser will take an XML document and check whether it is well formed or not and if a
schema is referenced, the parser will check the content against the schema.  An XML document is
considered well formed if it obeys all the rules set forth by the XML language.  Once the document is
parsed, access can then be addressed for content processing. XML parsers are readily available to view
content, to provide programmatic access to the data and to transfer the data.  There is a variety of
programmatic parser support and most of the mainstream languages are supported.  Java is probably the
language that has the most support.  There are two primary application programmer interfaces (APIs) for
these parsers: Document Object Module (DOM) and Simple API to XML (SAX).

• The DOM API represents XML structure and content in memory. This is a data structure
representing the logical tree structure of XML text.  This API was developed by the W3C.
Traversing the tree is the responsibility of the application.  On very large XML files this can be very
cumbersome to navigate the tree structure of the data model.

• The SAX API is a low-overhead way to parse XML text.  This is an event driven parser API and
developed in an open process.  The SAX API is flexible and significantly faster than the DOM API.
Users of the SAX care about specific tags inside the document; not necessarily the document’s
hierarchy.

APIs are available from most of the major development tools vendors: SUN, IBM, Oracle, Microsoft.
Microsoft’s Internet Explorer (IE) 5.0 has a DOM parser that is available to any language that supports
Component Object Model (COM) interface.

A TMATS XML VOCABULARY

The goal in defining an XML vocabulary for TMATS is to leverage as much as possible to work that
was put into defining TMATS, so that the TMATS documentation can be used to some extent for the
XML vocabulary.  The hierarchical structure of TMATS provides a good starting point for defining an
XML structure.  The following general guidelines were used for defining this TMATS XML
Vocabulary:

• Maintain (as much as possible) the TMATS hierarchical structure
• The major nodes of the XML document will correspond to TMATS Groups.

TMATS Group XML Node Name
General Information <GeneralInformationGroup>

Transmission Attributes <TransmissionAttributesGroup>
Tape Source Attributes <TapeSourceAttributesGroup>

Multiplexing/Modulation Attributes <MultiplexingModulationAttributesGroup>
PCM Format Attributes <PcmFormatAttributesGroup>

PCM Measurement Description <PcmMeasurementDescriptionGroup>



1553 Bus Data Attributes <BusDataAttributes1553 Group>
PAM Attributes <PamAttributesGroup>

Data Conversion Attributes <DataConversionAttributesGroup>
Airborne Hardware Attributes <AirborneHardwareAttributesGroup>

• The XML Element Name is based on the TMATS Parameter Definition for the TMATS tag

• The TMATS Parameter Definition would be reduced to one word with spaces removed. Each
word within the Parameter Definition would have its first letter capitalized.

Example:
NUMBER OF POINTS OF CONTACT  => NumberOfPointsOfContact

• XML tags can contain only alphanumeric characters, so any non-alphanumeric characters would
be removed.

• XML tags cannot start with a numeric character, so any numbers starting the Parameter
Definition would be spelled out or moved to the end.

Examples:
0% SCALE CHANNEL NUMBER => ZeroPercentScaleChannelNumber
1553 TIME => Time1553

• Single or multiple entries are defined within the schema (DTD or XML Schema). Multiple entries
will have an attribute identifying the element.

Example:
<PointOfContacrt  Number=”1”>

Using these guidelines, Figure 1 displays the XML vocabulary and structure for the TMATS General
information Group.  Figure2 displays an example XML file including data for this vocabulary.

Figure 1 – XML Schema based on TMATS Structure

General Information Group

TMATS Structure XML Structure

<Tmats>

<GeneralInfomationGroup>

PROGRAM NAME <ProgramName/>

TEST ITEM <TestItem/>

*INFORMATION <Information>

IRIG 106 REVISION LEVEL <Irig106RevisionLevel/>



ORIGINATION DATE <OriginationDate/>

REVISION NUMBER <ReveisionNumber/>

REVISION DATE <RevisionDate/>

UPDATE NUMBER <UpdateNumber/>

UPDATE DATE <UpdateDate/>

TEST NUMBER <TestNumber/>

NUMBER OF POINTS OF
CONTACT

<NumberOfPointsOfContact/>

*POINT OF CONTACT <PointOfContacrt  Number=”n”>

NAME <Name/>

AGENCY <Agency/>

ADDRESS <Address/>

TELEPHONE <Telephone/>

</PointOfContacrt>

</Information>

*DATA  SOURCE  IDENTIFICATION <DataSourceIdentification>

NUMBER OF DATA SOURCES <NumberOfDataSources>

<DataSource Number=”n”>

DATA SOURCE ID <DataSourceId/>

DATA SOURCE TYPE <DataSourceType/>

</DataSource>

</DataSourceIdentification>

*TEST  INFORMATION <TestInformation>

TEST DURATION <TestDuration/>

PRE-TEST REQUIREMENT <PreTestRequiremenrt/>

POST-TEST REQUIREMENT <PostTestRequirement/>

</TestInformation

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION <SecurityClassification/>

* COMMENTS <Comments/>

COMMENTS

</GeneralInfomationGroup>

</Tmats>

*HEADING ONLY - NO DATA ENTRY



Figure 2 – XML Example with Data

<?xml version=”1.0”?>

<Tmats>

<GeneralInfomationGroup>

<ProgramName>ITC 2000 XML Paper</ProgramName>

<TestItem>X-2000-99, Sample XML Setup Description File Example</TestItem>

<Information>

<Irig106RevisionLevel>99</Irig106RevisionLevel>

<OriginationDate>05-15-1999</OriginationDate>

<ReveisionNumber>0099</ReveisionNumber>

<RevisionDate>05-15-2000</RevisionDate>

<UpdateNumber></UpdateNumber>

<UpdateDate></UpdateDate>

<TestNumber>Flutter0694</TestNumber>

<NumberOfPointsOfContact>2</NumberOfPointsOfContact>

<PointOfContacrt  Number=”1”>

<Name>Bob Downing</Name>

<Agency>SYMVIONICS</Agency>

<Address>190 Sierra Court,Palmdale,Ca,93550</Address>

<Telephone>661-273-7003</Telephone>

<Email>bdowning@symvionics.com</Email>

<\PointOfContacrt>

<PointOfContacrt  Number=”2”>

<Name>Somebody Else</Name>

<Agency>SYMVIONICS</Agency>

<Address>190 Sierra Court,Palmdale,Ca,93550</Address>

<Telephone>661-273-7003</Telephone>

<\PointOfContacrt>

<\Information>

<DataSourceIdentification>

<NumberOfDataSources>1</NumberOfDataSources>

<DataSource Number=”1”>



<DataSourceId>SD0063</DataSourceId>

<DataSourceType>RF</DataSourceType>

<\DataSource>

<\DataSourceIdentification>

<TestInformation>

<TestDuration>4</TestDuration>

<PreTestRequiremenrt>N</PreTestRequiremenrt>

<PostTestRequirement>N</PostTestRequirement>

<\TestInformation

<SecurityClassification>U</SecurityClassification>

<Comments>Here is an example of a comment</Comments>

<\GeneralInfomationGroup>

<\Tmats>

CONCLUSION

The XML language provides a rich environment express and exchange telemetry attributes.  This would
build on the foundation TMATS has established, while adding the ability to extend “station unique” and
other activities (e.g. derived parameter equations, display definitions) that are necessary to support any
test item using the same meta language.  To continue this process, the following activities are needed:

• Extending this XML vocabulary to a full Telemetry Attributes Markup Language.  This would entail
defining TMATS compatible XML schemas that can be agreed to and accepted by the range
community.

• Develop a set of utilities to exchange data with TMATS and other formats.
• Develop a set of tools to enter and view data in an environment representative of the end user.

The growth and rapid acceptance of XML is benefiting many industries in the electronic exchange of
data.  What started out as a way to separate data content definition from the display of data on a web
page, has grown to a tool to deal with the endless challenges associated with enterprise application
integration.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Organizations

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
http://www.w3c.org



Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS)
http://www.xml.org

BizTalk
http://www.biztalk.org

General XML Information

http://www.xml.com

http://xml-zone.com

http://msdn.microsoft.com/xml

http://www.xmlinfo.com

http://www.ibm.com/developer/xml/

http://java.sun.com/products/xml/index.html
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ABSTRACT

Microsoft’s Component Object Model (COM) allows us to rapidly develop display and analysis features
for the Advanced Data Acquisition and Processing System (ADAPS).
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Flight Test, Real-time, Display, Microsoft, COM, Analysis, Software Development, ADAPS, IADS,
Word, Excel

INTRODUCTION

The landscape of real-time display requirements changes so rapidly that traditional software
development practices cannot keep pace with the demands and as a consequence the flight test engineer
often has to either sacrifice requirements or compromise the test schedule. Many real-time systems
depend upon a custom-built or off-the-shelf display package that requires extensive work by an
experienced programmer to integrate new display objects and features into the existing system.
Oftentimes even if the display object’s code is taken from another package or application, a programmer
must entirely re-write the new object in order to integrate it into the existing system.



By using Microsoft’s Component Object Model  (COM) we hope to eliminate much of this work. COM
allows the developer to integrate new objects wholesale into existing applications without re-compiling
or re-linking the objects or the applications.  We hope to exploit this proven technology to establish a
standard COM interface that can be used to assimilate the objects from many off-the-shelf packages or
freeware objects that are available from the Internet or even display objects built at other ranges.
Through the use of COM, we have developed a method whereby inexperienced programmers or even
non-programmers can change the functionality of our Interactive Analysis and Display System (IADS)
via a standard scripting language, VBScript. As an added bonus, COM allows us to integrate our data
and displays into popular Microsoft products such as Word and Excel.

In the end we will have a robust system that can accommodate even intricate display objects on short
notice by a small staff; thus adding flexibility to a flight test program without compromising schedule.

HOW COM WORKS IN A NUTSHELL

The heart of COM is to build reusable objects that an application can access, regardless of what machine
the object resides on or what language the object was written in and without re-compiling or re-linking.
The application makes a request to an object server, possibly on a remote machine, and, providing the
operating system security requirements are met, the object server loads the object into memory.
Traditionally this type of dynamic binding was accomplished through shared libraries that were
essentially loaded and linked into the application at runtime. But these libraries were generally bound to
the language they were written and compiled in and had to reside either on the local machine or on the
mounted directory of another machine. Likewise, regardless of the location of the object, the actual
execution would be on the local machine.   If the object really needed to execute on the remote machine,
a custom piece of server software had to be written for each object.  COM allows you to incorporate the
strengths of different languages into your application and makes it easier to create distributed
applications by handling the traditional client/server portion for you.
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How COM Works

BUILDING THE FASTER MOUSETRAP: TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE WEB, COTS
PRODUCTS AND SCRIPTING TO DECREASE DEVELOPMENT TIME WITHOUT

SACRIFICING APPLICATION SPEED AND INTEGRITY

Since the COM server handles the data marshalling between your application and the COM object
you’re looking to incorporate, it is mostly irrelevant what language that object was written in and thus
objects can be truly encapsulated for re-use.  Microsoft’s ActiveX is a standard set of COM interfaces
that covers many of the GUI operations one would find in a display object without actually dictating
how that object is written or what graphics language it employs.  Many freeware and shareware objects
are written in Visual Basic and use ActiveX as the COM Interface.  Once you have implemented
ActiveX into your real-time application, you can download and use existing objects from the Internet
almost immediately.  Likewise, many COTS products such as DataViews and Virtual Prototypes
(VAPS) already support ActiveX in their products.  Legacy code would still need a COM wrapper but
once that was written other applications could take advantage of the code without re-compiling or re-
linking.  This freedom of language also allows the developer to identify which pieces of the application
are time-critical and therefore must be written in a “faster” language, such as C++.

Any software development effort is under some kind of schedule constraint.  If too many pieces of the
application depend on having a senior programmer available to write them, then the overall schedule
invariably starts to slip.  Not only can this hold up the delivery of the final product but it can also lead to
programmer burn-out and increased personnel turnover.  Ideally one would shift some of the workload



across the combined development and operational teams.  By providing an interface to “simple”
scripting languages like VBScript, JavaScript and HTML, COM allows the development work to be
spread across many more people.  Also, integrating scripting languages into your application gives on-
site support personnel or the flight test engineers the ability to customize the overall functionality
without requiring an entirely new release from the development team. For example, a structures flight
test engineer might decide that for a given test, one particular filter needs to be run when Event A is
triggered and another when Event B is triggered.  The development team has already built the
computational-intensive filters in C++ as a COM object but the flight-test engineer added the scripting
necessary to glue the filters to the events of that particular test, possibly right before the test.

DEVELOPING A DISPLAY DEFINTION STANDARD UNDER COM

Most proposals for display definition standards revolve around some kind of text file that contains
metadata about the display object.  The biggest downside to these suggestions is that the object being
“imported” doesn’t come with any executable code.  The system it’s being imported into must already
support the object and the job of the text file is just to define the specific attributes for a particular
instance.   But each COM object is both self-executing and self-describing. Each COM object contains
the runtime type information that describes the methods and member variables available to the calling
application.  Object-specific properties are stored in Property Bags that are also self-describing. All that
is required for a cross-application standard is an agreement about what will appear in the property bags,
an agreement on what the automation interface to the ActiveX controls will be and a COM interface
class to the file that stores all the information. Someday flight test engineers will take their entire real-
time setup – displays, derived parameters, special processing and all – from range to range as they test in
different places.

BETTER VERSIONING

Another challenge for any development group is maintaining backwards compatibility between versions
and regressively testing that compatibility.  Most system administrators can recount horror stories of
installing the latest version of one application and subsequently “breaking” older applications that
depended upon the same shared libraries.  Microsoft Windows® is particularly prone to this problem
with so many applications installing their own versions of common Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs).
COM requires the programmer to maintain the interface for the COM object once it has been registered.
That is, the programmer cannot change the footprint of any method and furthermore no overloading of
methods is allowed.  So any changes must be handled by interfaces that derive from the initial interface
and thus have new names. Likewise, versioning information is registered so that applications requesting
older versions of the object will receive the correct instance of that object.  All of this makes regression
testing quicker and easier because there is less likelihood of older code “breaking” and when it does
“break”, it is easier to trap and correct.



A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF IADS1

IADS is one of the real-time systems under the ADAPS program at Edwards Air Force Base.  It is a PC-
based display and analysis system that is used primarily for flutter-structures flight testing.  The flight
test data travels via Fast Ethernet from the L-3 Communications’ (L3COM) O/S90™ Telemetry Pre-
Processor (TPP) into a quad-450 MHz Pentium III server called the Compute Data Server (CDS). From
there, the CDS serves up to 14 client workstations that are dual-450 Pentium III PCs over an ATM
network.

IADS SYSTEM LAYOUT

IADS 
NETWORK

PCM DATA INPUT

RT/PFP 
TELEMETRY 
PROCESSOR

IADS 
COMPUTE 

DATA 
SERVER

CONTROL ROOM CONFIGURATION

WALK AWAY
DATA

EU 
DATA

IADS 
WORK

STATIONS

OFFICE CONFIGURATION

OFFICE

IADS 
NETWORKIADS 

COMPUTE 
DATA 

SERVER

IADS 
WORK

STATIONS

COMPUTE DATA SERVER:
4 PROCESSOR DELL SERVER
ALL DATA LOGGED HERE

WORKSTATION:
DUAL PENTIUM MAXVISION

NETWORK:
ETHERNET OR ATM.

In addition to serving the real-time data streaming in, the CDS persists all that data to disk and so allows
the users to scroll back data on their individual workstations. The CDS is responsible for any bulk
processing or monitoring such as nulling and threshold checking that might apply to all parameters
coming in.  The configuration file for the mission encompasses all the defined displays, the derived
parameters and many other settings and is managed by the CDS so that users can add to it during the
mission. Likewise, the results of different computational analyses performed on the client workstations
are also saved during the mission into the configuration file.  The client workstation is responsible not
just for displaying the data in various graphical objects but also for applying many computationally
intensive algorithms such as digital filters, user-defined transcendental functions for derived parameters
and various other analysis procedures.

                                                       
1 For more information about IADS, please see “INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY SYSTEM (IADS) TO
SUPPORT LOADS/FLUTTER TESTING”, presented in Proceedings of The International Telemetering
Conference, October 1999.



HOW WE USE COM IN IADS

Our implementation of COM in IADS focuses on the following interfaces:

Data Source Interface
This interface defines the interaction between the CDS and the front-end data source.  Although right
now we support only the L3COM OS/90 and the L3COM 550, the list of available front-ends will
expand in the future.

Standard Data Interface
This interface controls any client requesting and receiving data from the CDS or any data source that
derives from the data source interface.  Data Analysis Procedures (DAPs) adhere to this interface and so
do any Compute Data Servers that are resident on the network.

Display Interface
This interface implements ActiveX so that any ActiveX control can be dropped into the user’s display
object palette with minimal programmer effort. DataViews and VAPS controls have been integrated into
IADS this way.

Parameter Builder Interface
This interface governs user-defined derived parameters and analysis objects.

Scripting Interface
Our plan is to embrace VBScript as the “glue” for all the components on the user’s display.  This way
many last-minute flight test requirements can be handled in a very short time.

Bulk Parameter Interface
This interface controls any type of processing that must be applied to all or most of the parameters in the
incoming data stream.

Configuration Interface
This interface helps the CDS manage the previously described configuration file.

WHY WE CHOSE COM

Besides all the great features of COM described in this paper so far, there are some other compelling
reasons to implement COM in your real-time data monitoring system.

COM is the de facto object broker under Windows.  Based on the fact that our users are running
Windows NT on the PCs in their office, we as an organization have already decided to move the client
side of our real-time support to Windows NT, which means we don’t have to pay any additional costs
for object brokers.  Also, our display objects can be easily integrated into popular Microsoft Office
products like Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel, which is another huge benefit for our users.  If we
decide in the future to also deploy Linux on our client workstations or our CDS, COM support already
exists from third party vendors.



Unlike CORBA objects, COM objects can be written to run “inproc”; that is, the COM object can
operate within the same process as the calling client application, which is a tremendous performance
advantage.

CONCLUSION

By implementing COM, we will decrease the time and effort it takes to write software while
simultaneously increasing the robustness of our real-time system.

Notice:

Microsoft® and Windows® are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States
and/or other countries.

L-3 Communications Telemetry & Instrumentation ™, Open System 90 ™ and O/S90™ telemetry processor are either
registered trademarks or trademarks of L-3 Communications Telemetry & Instrumentation in the United States and/or other
countries.

All other trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper describes a method for evaluating error correction techniques for applicability to the flight 
testing of aircraft. No statistical or math assumptions about the channel or sources of error are used. An 
empirical method is shown which allows direct “with and without” comparative evaluation of correction 
techniques. A method was developed to extract error sequences from actual test data independent of the 
source of the dropouts. Hardware was built to allow a stored error sequence to be repetitively applied to 
test data. Results are shown for error sequences extracted from a variety of actual test data. The 
effectiveness of Reed-Solomon (R-S) encoding and interleaving is shown. Test bed hardware 
configuration is described. Criteria are suggested for worthwhile correction techniques and suggestions 
are made for future investigation.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Data quality problems are extremely expensive in testing of new airframes, envelope expansion, flutter 
testing, weapons release runs and other critical test maneuvers. Every flight test center has painful 
examples of flights aborted and test objectives not met due to data quality. A standard parameter used by 
customers over the years for test planning is “30% re-fly” or having to fly test points over again. 
Certainly not all, but a significant number of normal flight test re-flies are because of unsatisfactory data 
quality. It is therefore economically and programmatically very important to find ways to reduce errors 
and increase the number of  “test points made” per flight. This intensity and pressure is a fact of life for 
flight testing. Most prior work on error correction coding was predicated on statistics of the transmission 
channel and other assumptions. While much work has been done for space applications, neither Error 
Detection/Correction (ED/C) techniques nor commercial hardware were developed in the past that were 
optimized for the aircraft flight test environment. An existing feature of instrumentation on one recent 



 

 

test program involved CRC check bytes for PCM minor frames allowing the discarding of whole minor 
frames if they contained errors. The results were extremely graphic and “fixed” dropout problems in 
most cases because the data had generally been over-sampled. It was not used because of customer 
concern about throwing away data at critical times. Error correction techniques would bypass such 
concerns. The potential has been so severely overlooked that ED/C techniques are not currently being 
applied in real-time at any known major test facility. Since the sources of error are many, Ref. [5], and 
dropouts in aircraft testing are never all known (and frequently change during flight,) an empirical 
method was chosen to allow direct “with and without” qualitative evaluation of correction techniques. 
The empirical method avoids mathematical dilemmas that require assumptions and caveats about 
sources of error and often require narrowly defined, fixed, channel characteristics. The approach is “try 
it.” This empirical approach is intended to complement (and to fill in areas not accessible to) the more 
traditional statistical approaches. The test bed hardware, software and data gathering process used for 
this paper are described. Example plots with corrupted, corrected and “perfect original” data are 
presented.  Effectiveness for the readily available Reed-Solomon and interleaving ED/C techniques are 
presented and recommendations are made for future effort. 

 
 

ERROR CORRECTION EFFECTIVENESS TEST BED 
 

Figure 1 shows the basic configuration used for this project. Since it was not feasible to instrument an 
aircraft with error correction coding hardware, an error free digital on-board recorded tape was used as 
truth data. Error sequences were collected from many sources and stored as profiles of ones and zeros. 
Each bit in an incoming data stream is either left alone (a zero) or corrupted and changed in state (a one) 
by an “Error Injection Circuit” (EIC) Figure 2, built to apply a stored error sequence repetitively to a 
serial data stream.  

 
 

Figure 1: Correction Effectiveness Test Bed 
 



 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Error Insertion Circuit 
 
 The EIC modifies (corrupts) a correction encoded data stream in one of two ways. In the first, the 
circuitry complements the data, sync and check bytes of the PCM stream (in this case R-S encoded) 
according to error bits set in an eight-megabit error profile. The second corrupts a bit stream in the same 
manner except that the correction coding bits are complemented to make correction impossible. This 
design permits comparison of corrected and uncorrected streams that have been identically corrupted by 
the same error profile while keeping the two streams in sync, bit-for-bit. The specially designed EIC 
board, pictured in Figure 3, utilizes a field programmable gate array (FPGA), on-board microprocessor, 
EPROM and 1 MB of static RAM. Space prohibits more detailed description in this paper. 

 
Figure 3: Photo of Error Insertion Circuit Board 



 

 

In the test bed, clean data is encoded by an Avtec Monarch-E board in a PC prior to the insertion of error 
sequences by the EIC. Two other identical off-the-shelf Avtec boards are used for decoding for both 
corrected and corrupted paths in Figure 1. Application of the selected error correction technique is done 
by the Avtec board for serial data labeled “stream 1, source 2.” This configuration allows concurrent 
viewing or electronic use of clean/original “truth data,” data corrupted by a given error sequence and the 
same data corrected by a selected error correction technique. For added evaluation ease, minor frame 
lock indication was used in the form of an electronic time history (for both corrupted and corrected data) 
alongside “truth, corrupted and corrected” data on a time history chart. The truth data lock was “on” 
during all data runs and is not shown. The example runs in Figures 5.1 – 5.5 are from this configuration. 
The clean serial data stream prior to encoding can be “unknowns” or new time slices or an endless string 
of new test data applied in real-time. Delay through the EIC was insignificant for comparative visual 
evaluation on charts but is non-zero. Latency is not a focus of this paper but is certainly an issue 
precluding several kinds of correction measures (convolutional codes for example). In Ref. [2] a delay 
of 300 ms. is suggested as maximum allowable for real-time aircraft testing. As noted in Ref. [5], with 
current commercial hardware, we are forced to deal with interleaving and therefore some delay in order 
to do correction. 
 

 
Figure 5.1: Run 7 



 

 

 
Figure 5.2: Run 8 

 

 
Figure 5.3: Run 21 

 



 

 

 
Figure 5.4: Run 24 

 

 
Figure 5.5: Run 32 

 



 

 

The configuration of Figure 1 allows the use of real test data, machine-generated random data or specific 
waveforms. It also supports the use of actual recorded error sequences of unknown origin as well as 
specific selected error sequences that may have mathematical or project-based characteristics. It can be 
used in the future to try other candidate ED/C techniques instead of Reed-Solomon and interleaving by 
developing modifications to (or substitutes for) the 3 Avtec boards that implement other error correction 
schemes.  

 
 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPED 
 
Microsoft Visual C++ V6.0 and Windows NT 4.0 were used. Error Sequence Generation, Error 
Injection Interface and real-time error correction display programs were developed. Error Sequence 
Generation is a Windows dialog box-style program, used to compare on-board data with telemetered 
data. Bit-by-bit comparison is performed to yield an error sequence file broken into one-megabyte 
segments (memory limit of error injection hardware). Another dialog box permitted the user to enter on-
board and telemetry filenames, output error file name and PCM parameter fields such as frame length, 
frame sync value, etc. The Error Injection Interface, also a Windows-style program, provided 
configuration loads to the error insertion hardware. User selection of error sequence, on/off for error 
insertion, amount of interleave, coding overhead and upload of the error sequence are provided. User-
supplied values are transmitted from PC to error insertion hardware via a serial port. 
 
The error sequence profiler application was created to quickly and completely analyze the effectiveness 
of Reed-Solomon upon any error sequence. The program allowed the user to choose a particular error 
sequence file, an interleave value and an overhead amount. The program generates two reports. One 
report is a text file displaying various statistical results such as total bit errors, percent errors corrected, 
etc. The second report is a statistical text file presented in tabular form, which can be easily imported 
into a spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel. Figure 4 was generated using this type of report. 
 

 
Figure 4: Percent Bits Correctable vs. Interleave for One Error Sequence 



 

 

DATA GATHERING PROCESS 
 

The software above was used to collect error sequences from telemetered data in notorious test 
maneuvers where data was unsatisfactory as well as from other cases selected at random. Aircraft tests 
were selected where a “good” digital on-board tape existed and where noisy data had been reported by 
customers. Data was gathered from two aircraft types under test at Patuxent River. Error sequences were 
also collected using BitAlyzer model BA25 hardware with the Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) 
testbed aircraft at Edwards AFB. From these real aircraft test sources, 508 error sequence segments were 
collected. Initial editing of these 508 error sequence segments was done using PC-based correction runs 
and a special colored-pixel graphics matrix display. This software allowed quick visual editing of a large 
number of error sequence trials on a single screen page. Tentatively, interesting runs were then edited 
using bar charts of Errors per Segment vs. Segment Number for various amounts of interleaving 
(example, Figure 6). This process was not exhaustive nor guaranteed to statistically represent the 
characteristics of flight testing. The process was, however, done entirely using data collected in real 
flights where unsatisfactory data quality was or would be a problem for customers. Many simulations 
were done on error sequences and analyzed with plots showing Percent Bits (and in other cases Percent 
Symbols) correctable for each error sequence, each amount of interleave and for a family of percent 
coding overhead.  Figure 4 is an example of such a plot from the same error sequence used in runs 4, 5 
and 6 in Table 1. Note the grades on these runs went from A to F.   

 
Figure 6: Reed-Solomon Effectiveness 

 
Very early in the project a profound (but not necessarily widely known among telemetry people) fact of 
error detection and correction theory became obvious: the data does not matter, only the error sequence 
matters in terms of an ED/C technique’s ability to correct the errors. The project thus concentrated on 
selecting a variety of error sequences and looking at effectiveness in correcting those real error 



 

 

sequences. Since measurements (“the data”) did not matter, only two parameters were chosen for time 
history chart illustrations from typical test aircraft for each empirical data run. Each error sequence was 
then applied per Figure 1 to the serial PCM signal for a test aircraft and the two measurements were 
shown “clean, corrupted and corrected” along with lock indicators. This was narrowed to 33 runs. 
Interleave selections of 1-, 4- and 8-way were used for various amounts of overhead. Due to hardware 
limitations in the test bed, only 14, 23 and 28% overhead cases were used. A French study Ref. [2] 
limited consideration to overhead less than 23% for flight test circumstances. It was judged that 
overhead greater than 15% would result in a veto for using ED/C at most busy ranges because of the 
scarcity of spectrum resources. A 15% correction coding investment is hard to reject since manual 
detailed inspection of major test program formats regarding specific bit and word utilization revealed at 
more than 10% existing waste (bits not being used for anything other than filler, short words residing in 
long word locations, redundant copies of patterns, and the like). More than 10% of bandwidth could be 
dedicated to ED/C without adversely affecting anything else. This is reinforced by Ref. [12], which 
states that Data Cycle Map (format) “…designs tend to be inefficient in practice.”  The decision was 
made to run tests at the higher percent overhead (e.g. 23% and 28%) primarily because of the poor 
overall performance of R-S in the aircraft test environment.  
 
 

RESULTS 
 

Example time histories from the Reed-Solomon (R-S) and interleaving trials are shown as Figures 5.1 – 
5.5. A summary of 33 selected data runs is shown as Table 1, “Selected Data Runs Using Reed-Solomon 
and Interleaving.” The grading scheme (based only on lock loss and looking at selected measurements 
from a format) was A= fully corrected, B= OK for most users, C = improved but not great, D = little 
improvement, F = failed. Only six of this set of 33 runs (not statistically representative of anything) were 
graded “A”. However, a single case of this level of improvement could more than pay for the 
instrumentation involved in supersonic release sorties, flutter and other critical or expensive cases. A 
grade of B would “save the test point” for most programs. The whole qualitative experience with 508 
different error sequences showed that R-S correction, though with interleaving, was not very good, 
perhaps a “D average.” This resulted in the conclusions: (1) that the R-S technique is not ideal for flight 
test data; (2) that grades did not correlate with the percentage of overhead (at least as these tests were set 
up); and (3) that grades were generally much better with higher amounts of interleaving but not always. 
Runs 7, 8, 21, 24 and 32 were chosen for illustration in Figures 5.1 – 5.5 because of the range of results 
(good, bad, medium) and other interesting features. The traces are in the same order left to right in 
Figures 5.1 – 5.5 as they are top to bottom in the Figure 1 Strip Chart Setup box. Note the minor frame 
lock for corrected and lock for corrupted are the two center traces in each chart. The object is NOT to try 
to read these shrunken traces but to allow visualization of the error spikes and lock loss comparisons.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

RUN 
NO. 

ERROR FILE 
SOURCE 

INTER- 
LEAVE 

  PERCENT 
OVERHEAD 

 SUBJECTIVE 
GRADE 

1 EDWARDS T-39 1 14 F 
2 “ 4 14 F 
3 “ 8 14 D 
4 F-18 SPIN 1 14 F 
5 “ 4 14 B+ 
6 “ 8 14 A 
7 “ 1 14 F 
8 “ 4 14 C 
9 “ 8 14 B+ 
10 V-22  1 14 A 
11 F-18 SPIN 1 14 F 
12 “ 8 14 C 
13 “ 8 20 D 
14 “ 4 20 F 
15 “ 1 20 F 
16 EDWARDS T-39 1 28 F 
17 “ 4 23 F 
18 “ 8 23 D- 
19 F-18 SPIN 1 28 F 
20 “ 4 23 B+ 
21 “ 8 23 A 
22 “ 1 28 F 
23 “ 4 23 B 
24 “ 8 23 A & B 
25 F-18 SPIN 1 28 F 
26 “ 4 23 D+ 
27 “ 8 23 D 
28 V-22  1 28 A- 
29 “ 4 23 C 
30 “ 8 23 A 
31 V-22  1 28 F 
32 “ 4 23 C 
33 “ 8 23 C 
Table 1: Selected Data Runs Using Reed-Solomon and Interleaving 

 
 

ANALYSIS OF FIVE SELECTED RUNS 
 

Run 7 is a solid F with few, if any, errors corrected and lock loss just not improved by correction. Run 8 
was graded C. There is significant improvement in Run 8 with nearly all short (fractional second) 
dropouts corrected where the corrupted data had shown a large number of lock losses and very marginal 
data quality. Run 8 was instructive in that it shows significant data quality improvement for the short 



 

 

dropouts but NO improvement for dropouts exceeding about 400 ms. in duration. Many non-critical tests 
would be supported adequately by this level of improvement. The periodic nature of some of the 
dropouts in Run 8 suggests some other kind of problem that remains unknown. Periodic dropouts are 
seen in both runs 8 and 24 and may have been related to the fact that these were of aircraft spin test 
origin. If that is the reason, these runs may illustrate that an error correction technique can greatly 
improve portions of a test maneuver but may not be able to correct other portions (such as periodic 
blockage in spins). “Transfer functions” (between corrected and clean data) were done on both Runs 7 
and 8 with the expected “bad and good” indications. Run 21 was an example of a “terrible noise” case 
that was completely corrected using R-S with 8-way interleaving. Run 20 (not shown) was nearly as 
good with 4-way interleave using the same error sequence as Run 21. Run 24 has part of the run 
completely corrected and part of it “just improved well,” thus the A & B grade. It should be recognized 
that with statistics and link margins and sources of error all changing in real flight circumstances, these 
kinds of mixed results are likely no matter what technique is used. Since Run 24 was based on a spin test 
error sequence, it is not surprising that there are many variables. Run 32 errors came from a catapult or 
arrested landing type of environment but not at the moment of touch down or launch. The Run 32 error 
sequence is more representative of  “trees, brush, poles and changing multipath” very near the ground at 
low look angles. Run 32 was interesting because the data was very noticeably improved and yet the lock 
loss indicators were not as impressively improved. Further investigation revealed that these 
measurements used for illustration were from 128 deep PCM format subframes. Thus, the lock loss 
indicators were roughly 128 times as likely as the individual measurements to show dropout under burst 
error conditions. This kind of subtle factor often obscures the effectiveness of efforts to improve data 
quality, especially as seen by customers of telemetry data centers.    

 
 

OBSERVATIONS 
 

It is considered significant that the Test Bed of Figure 1 allows future investigation of better “tailored”  
ED/C techniques. “Troublesome error sequences” that repeatedly occur in individual test programs can 
be used as selection factors for ED/C techniques. For example, error sequences collected using an on-
board recording versus recorded telemetry can be used in the Figure 1 Test Bed. This would evaluate 
whether a given ED/C technique will “fix” the dropouts being experienced in a recent set of customer 
complaints or whether it should be used for an especially important upcoming test. This provides a 
potential solution for cases where a test program “never gets good data” from a certain sections of the 
map of the range or in a particular aircraft attitude or heading. The correction evaluation test bed used 
for problem solving would be even more attractive if ED/C encoders and decoders were programmable 
for a wide variety of techniques rather than fixed to a single correction algorithm.  
 
For improving flight testing, some overall characteristics (dropout duration, data rates, etc., taken from a 
larger database of actual test data error sequences) should be fed to error correction theoreticians with a 
request to select ED/C techniques that would be most effective at lowest overhead for such data. It is 
quite possible that an effective correction algorithm could be developed specifically for flight test 
comparable to what was done for NASA and deep space work. These “tailored correction techniques” 
should then be tried using the test bed of Figure 1. As Dr. George Cooper said in 1967, Ref. [4], “…a 
general procedure for constructing optimum codes is not known.” This is probably still true today, but 
the population of codes and techniques tried are immense, particularly with modems over phone lines, 
TV cable, cell phones and other mass-market bonanzas.  



 

 

 
It is significant that the approach of Figure 1 allows a candidate technique to be applied while feeding 
real data to the most sensitive, sophisticated or contrary real-time applications software. This is 
especially practical because sensitive, critical and hard-won applications software does not need to be 
changed in any way. This decouples extremely complex applications software and implied needs of that 
software (which often becomes untouchable) from the relatively academic sophistication of ED/C 
techniques. One can then quickly illustrate effectiveness or lack of it for a group of customers or 
specialists in a particular aircraft testing discipline without any change in their tools or methods of 
viewing data. This method with (essentially required) decoupling is practical because the serial PCM 
(both corrected and corrupted) retains the original instrumentation format already being handled and is 
usable electronically in real-time. Similar error sequence evaluation has been done in Europe by 
Aerospatiale, Ref. [2], but without the ability to apply a test bed in real time to unknown data. While 
Ref. [2] found that block codes and R-S with interleaving “held most promise” for flight testing, results 
here are not compelling. Note that experts, Ref. [3], suggest that spatial diversity reception may be better 
than ED/C when severe fading is encountered and delay of data must be minimized. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Empirical methods in this project show effectiveness (and lack of it) on real flight test error sequences. 
A profound aspect of ED/C technology is that correction using most techniques is completely 
independent of test data and depends only on the sequence of erroneous bits. Test Bed feasibility was 
proven for feeding corrected and uncorrected data electronically to telemetry systems and real-time 
applications software without any change in ground station, setup or software while using candidate 
techniques. This allows the most sensitive or problematic processing to be used as the “proof” of 
correction effectiveness. Based on empirical observation using real error sequences from a variety of 
sources, R-S with interleaving is not very effective for errors in aircraft test data, yet can provide 
excellent correction in some cases. R-S was not effective at all for long dropouts (e.g. half-second or 
more) as tested. Results were not always better with a higher percent overhead or with greater 
interleaving. It is probable that other optimized techniques, selected on the basis of flight test error 
sequence characteristics, can significantly improve quality of data to customers and save large amounts 
of resources and lost test points. Usable test points per flight are so important to economics and 
customer objectives that “fixing” (preventing) only a fraction of unsatisfactory test points could be very 
significant. Recommended future effort is to select the best of existing correction techniques for bursty 
errors that can perform well at 15 to 20 percent maximum overhead and to re-run this project using such 
selected techniques.   
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APPLICATION OF INTRUSION DETECTION SOFTWARE
TO PROTECT TELEMETRY DATA IN OPEN NETWORKED

COMPUTER ENVIRONMENTS.

Jeffrey R. Kalibjian
CounterSign Software, Inc.

ABSTRACT

Over the past few years models for Internet based sharing and selling of telemetry data have been
presented [1] [2] [3] at ITC conferences.  A key element of these sharing/selling architectures was
security.  This element was needed to insure that information was not compromised while in transit or to
insure particular parties had a legitimate right to access the telemetry data.  While the software managing
the telemetry data needs to be security conscious, the networked computer hosting the telemetry data to
be shared or sold also needs to be resistant to compromise.  Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) may be
used to help identify and protect computers from malicious attacks in which data can be compromised.

KEY WORDS

Intrusion Detection Systems, Computer Security

INTRODUCTION

Intrusion Detection Systems [4] [5] seek to identify misuse of computer resources by authorized or
unauthorized computer users.  After reviewing key elements of IDS technology, examples will be given
of IDS architectures which might be particularly suited to protect computers hosting large amounts of
telemetry data accessible to the Internet.

INTRUSION DETECTION

While firewalls attempt to prevent unwanted intruders from penetrating a computer system, Intrusion
Detection Systems attempt to identify anomalous behavior from users which have already gained access
or are attempting to gain access to a computer system.  Intrusion Detection Systems [6] [7] are important
because FBI  studies have shown that 80% of all computer attacks come within organizations.  An



intrusion is an action which seeks to compromise a computing resource.  The intrusion may not only
affect the availability of the computing resource, but the services the computer renders.  By definition, if a
computer is penetrated, the integrity of its system files are also at risk.

CATEGORIES OF INTRUSION

There are typically two categories of intrusion: intrusion which seeks to exploit known weaknesses of a
computer operating system, and intrusion which causes a computer system to exceed nominal operating
parameters.  The first type of intrusion can be detected by looking for “tell tale” actions associated with
exploiting the known weakness.  Thus, sensors can be constructed which attempt to “pattern match”
known events which are associated with exploiting such known weaknesses.  The second type of
intrusion is a little  more subtle.  The “steady state” operating environment of the computer system must
be profiled; then,  compared with a current profile.  When the current profile appears anomalous from the
“steady state,” an  intrusion attempt maybe occurring.  Examples of  attributes used to define a “profile”
might be CPU usage, number of users logged in, etc.  Advanced computational techniques such as neural
networks are a good fit for detecting such “out of profile” events.

IMPLEMENTATION

Generally Intrusion Detection Systems are said either to be “host based” or “networked based.”  In a host
based system, operating system audit information is processed by the intrusion detection sensors from a
single computer.  In multi-host based, audit data from multiple computer hosts is used to detect
intrusions.  In a network based system, network traffic data, along with information from several hosts
are processed by ID sensors.  In network based ID, a sensor will typically examine packets looking for i)
suspicious strings (e.g. “cat /etc./passwd”), 2) suspicious or frequently attacked ports (e.g. telnet port 23)
, or 3) incongruous header information.

Generally, sensors will report information back to a monitor (Figure 1).  Typical information sent to a
monitor might be alerts and “heartbeat” information (i.e. information indicating the sensor is still
functioning).  It is generally prudent to encrypt information exchange between the monitor and the
sensors to prevent  compromise of information.  In addition, messages should be authenticated to insure
that an attacker is not sending spurious or false messages to the monitor.
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Figure 1 Typical network based sensor/monitor configuration.

A SENSOR EXAMPLE

An example of a simple host based sensor would be a file integrity checker; that is, a simple program
which can determine if a file has been altered.  Simple checksum algorithms can be used for such
purposes; although more robust hashing algorithms (e.g.. MD5 or SHA-1) will eliminate false positives
the checksum approach will sometimes yield.  It is generally very difficult for someone to penetrate a
system without altering a system file.  Thus, one may set up a sensor that periodically “wakes up” and
hashes (or checksums) key system files and compares the results with secured expected data. The
expected data needs to be secured to prevent and intruder from changing the data to correspond to the
new checksums or hashes of the file(s) they modify!  Typically problems associated with these sensors are
that one needs to remember to modify the expected results whenever system files are legitimately updated
by system administrator personnel.

DECEIVE THE DECIEVER

Another type of intrusion detection sensor is known as a “honeypot.”  In one sense the honeypot is not a
sensor at all; but instead,. a program which simulates a popular network service that is likely to be
attacked.  To the intruder the honeypot looks like a legitimate service, but instead, what it is really doing
is recording all the attackers key strokes.  Thus,  the honeypot can be used to alert system administrative
staff that attacks are occurring, but at the same time record the attack so it can be further studied.

PROBLEMS WITH INTRUSION DETECTION

One of the key problems with network based intrusion detection is packet volume.  All algorithms
employed by sensors take time to execute.  If the number of packets becomes great, the sensors maybe
unable to inspect all packets.  Simple solutions to this problem involve skipping some packets when
volume gets high.  This may not be catastrophic.  If one has a layered intrusion detection architecture, the
skipped packet may end up getting processed by sensors on another network segment.  Also, if one is



running host based intrusion detection, the action the packet induces may be picked up by sensors
running on a host.  There is really no simple solution to the network speed/volume problem; but the
typical approaches to solving it involves deploying intrusion detection resources in a layered fashion and
insuring sensor algorithms are implemented optimally.

Another set of difficulties with intrusion detection involve false positives, and false negatives.  False
positives are when a sensor mistakenly analyzes data and believes a penetration is taking place when it is
really not.  Frequent false positives tend to make system administrators not trust the intrusion detection
software and may cause system administrator personal to act less diligently on certain types of alerts.
False negatives are when a sensor analyzes data and believes it shows no evidence of a penetration
attempt, when, infact, a penetration is or has occurred.  This is also a very dangerous situation because
the false negative can give system administrators a false sense of security (i.e. the system is not being
penetrated, when it really is)   Unfortunately, the system administration personnel may not find out about
the penetration until irreparable damage has been done.

The University of Purdue COAST Laboratory [8] has nicely summarized the characteristics of a good
intrusion detection system:

1) Must run continually without human supervision.
2) Fault tolerant (i.e. can survive system crashes).
3) Must resist being at risk itself for penetration.
4) Must not require much overhead on the systems it is run on.
5) Must observe deviations from normal behavior.
6) Must easily be adapted to new computer environments.
7) Must be able to accommodate changing system behavior over time, without generating false positives
8) Must be difficult to fool.

ID AND OPEN STANDARDS

Currently there are no “official standards” that have been established regarding intrusion detection.
However, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) does have a working group looking into a
common format for intrusion detection alerts .  The early architecture of their work involves abstracting
the alerts utilizing XML and transporting them via HTTP.  The ISO T4 committee has also been rumored
to be working on an intrusion detection framework architecture.

ID ARCHITECTURES ON SYSTEMS HOSTING TELEMTRY DATA

Intrusion Detection Systems are an important tool to use on systems maintaining telemetry data because
the data is a target for attack.  Since the data is the raw material from which analysis and conclusions are
drawn, the compromise of such data makes it potentially attractive for mischievous hackers inside and
outside an organization.



Generally the best defense against computer compromise is to establish a security plan around computer
resources to be protected.  While an in depth discussion of computer security plans are beyond the scope
of this paper; elements of that plan will typically call out for the establishment of firewall and or intrusion
detection  resources.  Organizations typically share telemetry data from particular computer platforms
that may have large associated disk arrays.  Thus, an appropriate intrusion detection strategy in such
situations might be to deploy host based  intrusion detection software.  Observe that while common host
based sensors may check system files for compromise, it would not be out of the question to develop
specific sensors that periodically check the integrity of the telemetry data itself, since the compromise of
such data would be catastrophic.  For companies which employ large arrays of file servers, network based
intrusion detection will also be appropriate (see Figure 2).  In both the network and host based
approaches, sensors will be selected based upon the type of operating system the computers being
protected are running and the typical threat scenarios likely to be run against those computers’ operating
systems when hosting large amounts of data.

Firewall

Internet

Internal Network
Network Based ID

Telem Data Telem Data

Telem Host Telem HostHost Based ID Host Based ID

ID Monitor

Figure 2. Simple architecture of an Intrusion Detection System deployed to protect telemetry data.

CONCLUSION

Telemetry data hosted in open network environments presents an attractive target  for computer hackers
both inside and outside the organization responsible for the data. A key element in protection of this data
is Intrusion Detection Systems.  Intrusion Detection Systems can be configured to run on specific hosts
or on a local computer network.  It is often deployed both on hosts and on networks to provide for a



layered defense against malicious attack.  With appropriately configured sensors, intrusion detection
technology can be a useful tool in protecting telemetry data  available in open networking environments
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ABSTRACT

Today, open technology has been widely used in computer and other field, including software and
hardware. The “Open Technology” about hardware and software can be called “Hardware-Independent
and Software-Independent”(For example, Open Operating System in Computer.). But, in telemetry
technology field, the system design based on “Hardware-Independent and Software-Independent” is
primary stage. In this paper, the following question will be discussed:

a. Why telemetry system design needs “open technology”

b. How to accomplish system design based on “Hardware-Independent and Software-Independent”

c. The application prospect of “hardware-Independent and Software-Independent” in system design.

OPEN TECHNOLOGY

Now, open technology has been widely used in many fields. The open technology can be called
“Hardware-Independent and Software-Independent”. The notable example is in computer field. It will be
taken as an example to discuss what is the open technology.

The hardware-independent designs are obviously incarnated unified interface and control protocol in
computer technology, including physical voltage and current and mechanical sizes. The hardware
standards for computer have been published and accepted by all computer companies and peripheral
equipment manufactory. So, we can buy a function card from any company and plug in our computer,
and it can work smoothly. To achieve the function successfully, the software design is pivotal. First of all,
software architecture must be standardized. Then the interface and control protocol and data format must
be unified. In computer technologies, the interface, including program language and operating API, have
been very well known for programmer. Other designs in computer software are as well as the interface.
Because it is familiarized for technical staff, in this paper, we will not detailedly describe the theories and
application.



“Hardware-Independent and Software-Independent” in telemetry system can be called “open technology”
in telemetry system. It can be divided into three aspects:

a. System design independent;

b. Development independent;

c. Using independent.

WHY TELEMETRY SYSTEM DESIGN NEEDS “OPEN TECHNOLOGY”

As we have known about the advantage for “open technology” in computer field. The fact that
“Hardware-Independent and Software-Independent in Telemetry System Design”, will bring us the
following advantages.

1. High System Reliability

By using standard hardware and software, the telemetry unit products can be designed better and
better, the quality of system could be more reliable. So, the system reliability could be increased
greatly.

2. Best System Maintainability

For a modular system, it is easy to detect the state of unit, and it will be easy to change certain
function unit.

3. Easy Network Management

For the unified control and transfer command protocol, it will be easy to be managed through
network link.

4. Low Cost of System Design
The cost of research would be greatly reduced for most subsystem as technology had been greatly
opened.

5. Short Design Periods

Because the certain function unit is standard and all-purposed, so we build a telemetry system can
be regarded as a “DIY” technology as in computer. So the design period of a new system will be
shorter than ever.



SYSTEM DESIGN BASED ON “HARDWARE-INDEPENDENT AND SOFTWARE-
INDEPENDENT”

In this paper, we will discuss the telemetry system design based on “Hardware-Independent and
Software-Independent”. As an example, a simple ground telemetry system will be analyzed shown in
fig.1.

The telemetry system (fig.1) is consisted of five units:

Antenna unit (Unit 1);

Receiver unit (Unit 2);

Recorder unit (Unit 3);

Video unit (Unit 4);

Signal simulator (Unit 5).

The working principle of the telemetry system is very familiar for expert at telemetry technology, and
need not to be discussed. Today, telemetry technology (hardware and software) have been greatly knitted
together with computer technology, most of (or all of) the parameter setting for signal channel and
function control have been managed by central computer, and interior control of each unit also be
accomplished by computer. So the constituent of each unit could be unitedly described as fig.2.



Fig.1 Ground Telemetry System Architecture
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In fig.2, unit n represents a unit described in fig.1. It looks like a “IPO” figure in software engineering for
fig.2. The different between each function subsystem is the “Process” mode. “Input interface” and
“Output Interface” are standard and unified.

The design conception described as above is based on software engineering. With the development of
hardware and software technology, many function units, ever completely consisted by hardware, have
been replaced (completely or partly) by software. A well-known example is “Software Radio
Technology”. The other example is “Virtual Equipment Technology”. Both of the two technology have
been widely used with many products in many country, the application fields include aviation and space
flight and test instrument, etc. And more than that, many design conception in hardware field have been
widely used with software design, on the other hand, many design conception in software field have been
widely used with hardware design. System Independent design is based on the fusion conception
described as above.

Unit n

Function Processing Unit

Interface Unit

Control Unit

Command Processing

Data Input

Command Input

Data Output

State Output

Fig.2 Independent Unit Design



In order to design the function unit as described in fig.2, the following work must be completed firstly:

Establishing uniform “interface” standard;

Make the most telemetry producer and user to accept the standard.

The function units based on “Hardware-Independent and Software-Independent” can be described with
several characters. Seeing table 1.

Table 1 Function Unit Character
Function Unit Price Main Performance Extra Performance Mounted Form
Unit 1 A 1 B 2 C 3 D 1
Unit 2 A 2 B 2 C 2 D 2
… … … … …
Unit n A n B n C n D n

As described in Table 1, A system designer will select the function unit according to the mission
requirement and bearable cost and mounted form. The hardware and software of function unit are
transparent to system designer, so the system performance and cost will be relatively clear at system
preliminary design stage.

APPLICATION PROSPECT

The paper’s length is too short to detailedly discuss the “Hardware-Independent and Software-
Independent” in telemetry system design. But it is very clear that open technology will be widely used in
the next generation telemetry products, so it must be the trend to design a telemetry system with
“Hardware-Independent and Software-Independent” technology. The application prospect includes the
following items:

a. System designer

System designer will design the mission’s test plan and test performance figure. In telemetry system, if
the design is based on “Hardware-Independent and Software-Independent”, the main design is to select
the corresponding function unit which possess the performance figure and has the appropriate price. This
will greatly reduce their work time and degree of difficulty.

b. Researching and producing organization

For the researcher and producer, most of the devotion is to increase the product performance. The cost
and period to exploit a new product will be greatly reduced.

c. Telemetry User

The telemetry system based on “Hardware-Independent and Software-Independent”, that will make their
maintenance work, upgrading work and repair work very easy. The adaptiability of using the telemetry
will be largely increased.
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ABSTRACT

With today’s rapidly shifting technology in the areas of networking, the Web, platform-independent
software, and component technology, a paradigm shift will allow us to treat our telemetry systems as
enterprise-wide solutions in the future.  These technologies will revolutionize how we support all phases
of telemetry data acquisition, processing, archiving, distribution, and display.  This paper will explain how
these changes affect systems designers, operators, and users.  Specific technical areas of discussion
include:

§ Technology adoption cycles
§ Object-oriented environments and component technologies
§ Database interconnectivity
§ Web-enabling concepts and implementations
§ Application servers
§ Database replication
§ Data warehousing
§ Embedded Web servers
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WHAT IS AN ENTERPRISE?

With e-business and e-commerce today’s watchwords, we in the test & evaluation, and specifically, the
telemetry community, need to look closely at how we can adopt new technologies to best serve our
unique needs and improve our efficiencies and bottom lines to remain cost competitive.  Innovative new
information-driven business processes like enterprise resource planning (ERP) and customer relationship
management (CRM) software are necessities in almost all commercial industries.  As fierce competition



pressures improvements in supply chain management and workflow automation, we will have to find a
way to integrate our telemetry niche into the overall corporate and government structures, or else face
the harsh reality of finding ourselves falling behind, or worse, out-sourced. We must efficiently integrate
our many different telemetry operations and processes under one enterprise umbrella to survive.

Phase Focus Name
Tabulation Faster, more accurate calculations

Automation Elimination of paper

Productivity Better tools, reduced elapsed times

Workflow Reduced handoffs & cycle times

Re-engineering Eliminated tasks, simplified &
streamlined processes, added value

E-Commerce Real-time delivery, work redistributed
to source, one-time fit

Product Development

Methods & Procedures

Operations Development

Table 1.  Technology Adoption Cycle

With the current technology adoption cycle about to take a new step, we must step back and try to
understand how this cycle has affected both our systems and practices and the inter-relationship with our
telemetry applications.  The history of business technology can be divided into six phases as seen in Table
1. 1  In the first era (Methods and Procedures), we used technology to do our jobs better, without really
trying to change the job itself. Benefits included improved accuracy and automated access to information.
In the second era (Operations Development), the focus shifted to using technology to change the way
that work was completed.  The movement was less towards improved number crunching and more
towards workflow.  The third era (Product Development) has ushered in an entirely new paradigm for the
integration of technology and is the subject of this paper. If we apply these phases to our telemetry field
as seen in Table 2, we see how the evolution of technology has affected our operations and can begin to
glimpse the future.

Phase Impact Benefit
Tabulation Improved accuracy Marginal
Automation Shared electronic records 0–5% cost reduction
Productivity Improved individual tools & processes 0–5% cost reduction

Workflow Fewer handoffs, shorter cycles 5–10% cost reduction
Re-engineering Simplified & streamlined processes 10–75% cost reduction
E-Commerce Real-time delivery, one-to-one fit 50% cost reduction + revenue

Table 2.  Telemetry Technology Adoption Cycle

Initially, computers were used to increase the accuracy of calculations for supporting such functions as
calibrations and real-time data display. Then, databases and spreadsheets allowed this improved data to
be correlated and stored.  Further software tools were developed that integrated these functions into
cohesive databases and gave rise to more sophisticated analysis tools, such as flutter processing and
SDOF (six-degree of freedom) models.  We’ve started to use these systems in a heterogeneous way and
attempted to integrate productivity software as early as the requirements stage to try to reduce both
redundant labor and processing steps.  Unfortunately, most of this effort has been geared towards fixing



specific inefficiencies and the difficulties of using multiple computer systems with different hardware and
software.  As we start to move towards the enterprise model, we will finally have made the transition
towards effective re-engineering (not to be confused with ‘downsizing’) because we will ‘engineer in’ the
technology as an adjunct to the value-added process.  This effort includes looking at telemetry with an
eye towards hard and soft business values and implementing technology to achieve maximum business
process change.

OBJECT-ORIENTED ENVIROMENTS AND COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES

The use of object-oriented and component technologies will allow for plug-and-play interconnectivity
within the telemetry applications environment.  Being able to introduce, manage, and scale components
across the entire corporate/government infrastructure while moving towards true platform independence
will create some of the greatest measurable business values for the future systems architect. Additionally,
component technology allows collaboration and cooperation amongst software development
organizations and cultures.2  When you have personnel writing software across multiple test sites, and,
possibly, even manufacturers, any technology that provides infrastructure for integrating software
components will eventually pay for itself, several orders of magnitude over.

The real question for the developer will be not whether to incorporate these technologies, but which to
use.  As they all act as glue for individual software components, the answer lies in determining the trade-
off between such issues as performance, platform independence (inter-operation), and integration with
legacy hardware and software.

Component technology is about interoperation.  One can view these degrees of interoperation according
to the layering model shown in Figure 1.

In-Memory Interoperation

Source Code Interoperation

Type Information Interoperation

Wire Interoperation

Figure 1.  Component Technology Layering Model

COM

With Microsoft dominating the PC market and the wide availability of Windows and Microsoft
applications available to the typical engineer, it is understandable why many designers have settled on the
COM model for component technology.  COM standardizes the in-memory representation of object
references based on C++ style tables.  Additionally, running COM services allows the designer to make
use of specific performance enhancements on all Microsoft platforms.  In general, using COM allows a
greater amount of processing for a specific task on an NT machine than using Java with a Java Virtual



Machine running ‘under’ NT.  The downside of this is that you are tied strictly to the Microsoft
platforms, in essence, placing all your future ‘eggs in one basket’.

A limited subset of services from the COM library is available for use on Linux and Solaris, but would
you be willing to bet that Microsoft will always support other operating systems (OSs) in the future?
Microsoft has included no Java Virtual Machine in its minimal install of Internet Explorer 5, requiring
users to download a virtual machine if they want to use one.3  Since many telemetry applications still run
on UNIX-based machines due to the sometimes severe requirement for deterministic data flow, the COM
component model might find only limited acceptance within the telemetry community.

JAVA

Java standardizes the representation of the component code and allows each virtual machine implementer
to innovate while still using common components.  This does restrict component use to the same virtual
machine, but as most future telemetry applications servers will be hosted on a variety of processors, this
true platform independence outweighs the small performance benefit generated by running COM on
Microsoft-specific platforms.  The ‘write-once, run anywhere’ concept has many positive aspects.  To be
effective, the underlying components need to be described to programmers in order to ensure proper
integration.  Unlike CORBA (Common Object Request Brokered Architecture), with its text-based
interface definition language, or COM with its type libraries, Java components adhere to a standard self-
describing class file format, so no additional type support is needed.  Java has a vast distribution of its
core code and runtime engine thanks to Web browsers and an excellent object-oriented architecture for
the needs of distributed computing.4  Also, with the advent of Linux, use of the Java model should be
better suited to the telemetry market.  Since Linux follows the basic UNIX architecture (microkernel,
shell, file system, signals, pipes, loadable modules, process management, memory management, and so
on), it has a tool base well suited to severe time-critical applications for specific portions of the enterprise
software and hardware.

XML

XML (Extensible Mark-up Language), while originally designed as an extension to HTML, can be
considered a viable technology for integrating component-based systems.  Since XML is fundamentally
about defining a minimal wire representation for data and message interchange, it is extremely simple.
XML only lays down the syntactic ground rules for forming valid XML messages.  It is also platform,
language, and vendor independent.  Adopting XML as a component integration technology does not
completely solve the interoperability problem, as it really only pushes the problem up one level of
abstraction.  It is also not a programming language, and, as such, will not allow for the highly technical,
math-intensive solutions we regularly require in the telemetry world.  However, as a method of allowing
software components to interoperate within a larger enterprise structure, consideration should be given
to some level of XML implementation.



DATABASE INTERCONNECTIVITY

One of the areas that will have a large influence on future telemetry architectures will be the use of much
larger integrated databases to store more than just information such as calibrations, formats, displays, and
processing algorithms.  Additional types of data could include raw telemetry data, such as images or bus
traffic, security codes, access logs, data format templates, time histories, and Web pages.  When we talk
about enterprises and enterprise data, we really mean a much higher level of interconnectivity between
users and their information.  With these larger databases come new requirements for more transparent
interconnectivity.  Cross-enterprise data exchange involves crossing boundaries, such as physical, logical,
and processing boundaries.  Current practice in the telemetry world deals with little more than adhering
to simple RDB database calls or using the Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) as an
exchange medium.  Today’s current Web-based delivery standard is HTML (HyperText Mark-up
Language), which allows you to describe the way the data looks.  This is being supplanted for many
applications by XML due to XML’s ability to say what the data means.  The data is ‘smart’ and contains
information about itself, so that it can be properly delivered and appropriately used by specific
applications and end-user tools.

All major relational database vendors now support the use of Java for stored procedures.  This allows the
use of robust business logic in the database server.  The trend towards using standard object
technologies, such as Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) or CORBA, allows the systems designer to replace
proprietary application programming interfaces (APIs).  For telemetry applications, the use of just a
database server and a Web browser will most likely be inadequate.  We will require application-specific
servers that are designed for enterprise solutions and component technologies to allow for the smaller,
specific developments that each new test program requires.  Since the databases will not just be targeted
at one specific purpose, the application logic will be better served elsewhere.

Tools such as On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) can only be available within this new enterprise
model.  Using OLAP servers will provide such functions as:

§ Calculations and modeling applied across dimensions, through hierarchies, and/or across members

§ Trend analysis over sequential time periods

OLAP implementation requires multi-user client/server architectures to offer the consistently rapid
response that real productivity improvements require.  When a user is consuming substantial amounts of
computing power – for example, as in an analytical reporting application – it makes sense to isolate to
required resources.  That way, you can apply more hardware or bandwidth to just the analysis problem at
hand.

Another database issue that we have to address is our existing ‘stovepipe’ or legacy database
architectures.  These systems were not designed for today’s business realities or technologies (like Java,
DCOM, or XML, for instance) and lack the built-in flexibility to accommodate as yet unimagined future
telemetry applications and requirements.



WEB ENABLING

Enterprise management tools have always been powerful, but they haven’t always been easy to access.
To address this concern, commercial developers are giving Web browser interfaces complete access to all
management features and are incorporating push technology into their products.5 Web enabling will play
a large role in fully exploiting the power of an enterprise telemetry management system (ETMS).  It will
allow a reduction in vendor-specific hardware/software and we will be able to see the real reduction on
the travel of personnel.  To accomplish this, several issues need to be covered.

Messaging Technologies – Synchronous and asynchronous messaging systems are a core technology used
in many high-reliability business systems, such as three-tier transaction systems for banking and e-
commerce. The importance of reliable functionality and timely performance will be critical to reduce
having to send personnel to each test facility to support missions and also to provide a structure for the
necessary security functionality of today’s cutting-edge test programs.

Security – Implementations for security will drive certain architectural decisions when designing an
enterprise system for use in the telemetry world.  In the same way that transactional integrity is a
requirement for conducting e-commerce, such as e-banking and order-placing, security schemes need to
be a forethought as opposed to an afterthought.  Using an open group or standard recommendations like
the Common Data Security Architecture (CDSA), which is a set of common cryptographic and public
key infrastructure (PKI) applications programming interfaces (APIs), will help ensure better security
interoperability during the implementation of the system.6  The real issue is making sure that common
standards that leverage commercial e-commerce technologies are designed in, allowing both robust
security features with strong industry support and a technology upgrade path.

APPLICATION SERVERS

Another area to be considered is the integration of a telemetry-specific application server to functionally
act as the enterprise platform for test planning, conduct, and analysis of all information necessary for an
efficient architectural solution.  There are a variety of reasons supporting the use of an applications
server.  These include managing database and user connections, controlling various transactions,
balancing network loads, and distributing the processing.  Application servers are designed to meet the
needs of the client/server/enterprise environment.  Typically, they sit between the database servers and
the client programs.  Among other things, they aggregate, store, control, and distribute data and
applications programming.  In essence, they offer tiered or partitioned applications, or applications
divided into segments running in different processes or locations.  Since an ETMS would seek to enhance
database connectivity, state management, and attempt to process Web transactions, it would, by
definition, have an applications server.  Something to note is that there are no standards for applications
servers.  There are too many ways to do the same thing.

Another major reason for having an application server is to manage connection pooling.  Since the most
common source of performance problems with database access between application tiers is poor
connection management, a reduction in the amount of applications that create and destroy connections
has a direct impact on performance.  With a single application server, components request access to an
already established connection through the server.



To attempt to describe the functionality of a telemetry applications server, please refer to the T-Server
portion of the Vista/Telecast™ ETMS shown in Figure 2.  As you can see, the T-Server™ provides a
variety of interfaces for both database access, data access, and program or application access.  Interfaces
include processing engines for engineering units conversion, derived parameter calculations, servicing
data requests, generating calibrations, generating PCM formats, and generating information for setting up
specific ground station processing equipment or TMATS files, as well as translation engines for working
with complex avionics interface control documents (ICDs).  These central functions are written in Java to
facilitate the ability of the T/Server™ to be platform independent.  They are surrounded by a variety of
environments and interfaces (also written in Java) to allow secure access from both users and
processes/threads to the various data and engines.

Access to the database is through a JDBC/EJB interface that provides support for component and object
model technologies.  Users are supplied with all information and functionality through Web-based control
and setup.  The common theme is that there is one set of archived data, one set of common applications,
and one set of database information — in essence, a single enterprise.

Figure 2.  Enterprise Telemetry Management System
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DATABASE REPLICATION

If we are to treat the database for our telemetry system as they do in the commercial e-commerce or
banking worlds, we need to make use of replication techniques.  One of the greatest savings for the T&E
community will come from the elimination of multiple databases for multiple functions stretched across
large geographical areas, with the entire associated overhead in personnel and equipment (see Figure 3).
The object would be to have one database with multiple copies that manages its own performance,
availability, and integrity through a managed conflict resolution and detection scheme.

Replication methodologies are generally broken down into two fundamental categories.  The first is
synchronous.  This method offers immediate updates throughout the copies, but does so at a cost in
availability and performance.  The second method is asynchronous and usually offers a slower update rate
(to the other copies), but allows local processing to continue after network failures and then guarantees
future data propagation after restoration of the network is complete.  This would be mandatory for any
flight test program that cannot afford to stop work just because the network is down between sites.
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Figure 3.  Multiple Site Enterprise Model



Another issue to consider is data ownership.  Two typical methods are used.  The first is a master-slave
method, such as data dissemination (data is updated in a central location and replicated to read-only
sites), data consolidation (data is updated remotely and sent to read-only master sites), and workload
partitioning (data is uploaded at the partition level).  The second, and preferred method for an ETMS-
type system would be a peer-to-peer methodology.  This method offers real-time updates to multiple sites
and takes care of all conflict detection and resolution.  When using a peer-to-peer method, the change
capture mechanism can be either trigger-based (process occurs simultaneously with user transaction and,
therefore, impacts transaction performance) or log-based (in which the data modification initiates changes
to transaction logs).  Looking at Figure 4, we can see the flow of the transaction through the logs.
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DATA WAREHOUSING

With the size of the worldwide business intelligence and data warehousing market approaching $25-30
billion a year7, the ability to leverage such a strong and growing market should be easy.  Again, what is
limiting this effort is the lack of an overall enterprise strategy at most telemetry processing centers.  With
random access storage costs continuing to decrease, using a data warehouse for all archival needs is
becoming much more cost competitive with the current method of storing data to tape.  Storage capacity
can be procured incrementally as requirements increase over time.  As long as current standards are
adhered to and enterprise techniques and methods dictate the interfaces, technology insertion and growth
should be easily scoped and managed.

EMBEDDED WEB SERVERS

As the future of consumer electronics continues to move towards a network-centric world, products
without the ability to access the World Wide Web will begin to find themselves without buyers.  The
movement is clear for cell phones, personal digital assistants, refrigerators, video cameras, and digital
video disk players.  Developers will slowly see the need to allow all of their products to contain an
embedded Web server so that access can be had by anybody with a Web browser.  Soon, all bit syncs,
decoms, and receivers will have the ability to be controlled by anyone with a browser.  Ensuring that
Web-enabled technologies are an integral part of your enterprise telemetry management system will allow
you to make full use of this new and exciting technology development.

CONCLUSION

The eventual management of all telemetry data, databases, processing resources, and network
management for conducting flight and laboratory testing will soon come under the umbrella of a telemetry
enterprise management system.  This evolutionary step in the technology adoption cycle will occur, and
how we respond to it will dictate our ability to remain competitive in an ever increasingly complex world
of judging value by measuring efficiency.  Use of object-oriented technologies, advanced database
interconnectivity, and Web-enabled concepts will dictate the basic architectural design of telemetry
systems over the next decade.
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ABSTRACT

The Royal Australian Navy (RAN) Sonar and Ranges Group (S&RG) office has a requirement to
provide a dual weapon capable Mobile Missile Telemetry Range (MMTR) and data analysis system to
upgrade their Jervis Bay Range telemetry ground station for supporting at-sea testing of air and surface
launched guided weapon, decoy, and target systems.  This paper describes the design and development
of the MMTR and data analysis system used to support the Jervis Bay Range and the acquisition
strategy used to procure the system.  Unique design features of the MMTR system include a dual use
packaging scheme which permits the system to be transported to any suitable land based location or
deployed as two independent shipboard telemetry receiving systems.  In addition, the paper describes
antenna, receiver, recording, matrix switching, processing, display, and communication subsystem
components used within the MMTR system.
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BACKGROUND

The Australian Defense Force (ADF) through the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) has an on-going
requirement to provide telemetry data collection and analysis of surface and air-launched missile firings
conducted on the Jervis Bay Range.  In 1969, RAN requested Naval Warfare Assessment Station
(NWAS) build and install a Very High Frequency (VHF) telemetry ground station at Jervis Bay.  RAN
requested the Jervis Bay telemetry ground station design be based on the architecture used at the United
States Navy Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training Facility tactical training range.  In 1979, NWAS upgraded
the Jervis Bay telemetry ground station to include Ultra High Frequency (UHF) and Pulse Amplitude
Modulation (PAM) capabilities.  RAN has also received Flight analysis training and support from
NWAS since 1969.

During RIMPAC 96, RAN representatives observed telemetry system equipment operation while at the
Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF) Makaha Range telemetry ground station.  The telemetry system
they observed was designed by NWAS to support data processing, display, and analysis during United
States Navy (USN) Fleet exercises conducted on the PMRF range.  RAN inquired how these capabilities
could be provided for their Jervis Bay range, which led to investigative discussions with NWAS on how
they could be implemented.

REQUIREMENTS

In addition to supporting exercises involving telemetered missiles, decoys, and targets on the East and
Western Australian exercise areas, the ADF has an emerging requirement to support exercises at various
land based and open ocean locations.  RAN developed technical specifications for a MMTR system to
support these requirements.  The MMTR system would be designed to support both land and portable
shipboard requirements using the same integral hardware and software.  MMTR subsystem requirements
are defined in Table 1.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The MMTR system is designed to receive, record, and analyze multiple streams of telemetry data from
existing and planned missiles in the Australian Defense Force (ADF) arsenal.  The MMTR contains two
identical sections, called Mobile Telemetry Reception and Analysis Systems (MTRAS), which are
designed to operate together or independently.  When operating together, the MTRAS systems compose
the MMTR.  Figure 1 is a system block diagram of one MTRAS.   In the MMTR configuration, the two
MTRAS systems operate under control of a single Supervisory and Control Computer System and a
patch panel allows signal routing between the two systems.



Table 1 Subsystem Name and Definition

Subsystem Name and Number of Units Definition

Antenna and Controller (2) Automatically tracks the telemetry radio signal from
a transmitter in a missile or other object.

Receiver (4) Receives both right hand circularly polarized and left
hand circularly polarized telemetry signals and
combines them for improved signal to noise ratio
(SNR).

Recorder (2) Simultaneously records in digital format all voice,
telemetry and control data.

Decommutation (2) Processes and digitizes missile and target telemetry
data formats.

Timing (2) Generates, translates, and distributes the required
timing signals to other subsystems.

Communication (A second unit is kept packed
in transit cases for use with an MTRAS
configuration)

Provides voice communications on military channels
between telemetry station operators and other
exercise participants.

Display (2) Interacts with the Decommutation Subsystem to
provide hard copy display on missile functions.

Output Does not exist as a physical subsystem. Manages the
distribution of time tagged digital telemetry data
from the Decommutation Subsystem to external
systems and functions as part of the Communication
Subsystem.

Supervisory and Control (1) Allows remote set up of selected equipment and
configuration parameters.

Telemetry Operations and Transportation
Containers (2)

Containers that are specifically designed to be
transportable: (1) an operations container and (2) a
storage container.

To meet requirements for deploying the system at various land and shipboard locations, two
transportable containers are used, one for the MMTR system, a second for ancillary communication and
support equipment including a flight termination system.  The MMTR equipment is installed in a
Telemetry Operations & Transportation Container (TOTC), shown in Figure 2.  The ancillary
communication and support equipment is installed in a Storage Container (STORC).  The TOTC and
STORC are mounted in a truck and trailer configuration, which is shown in Figure 3, which enables
easy transportation to operational sites.  The complete MMTR system is designed to operate as a self
sufficient, standalone entity, and includes the capability to generate its own electrical power, provide an
air-conditioned operating environment, and to assemble and disassemble antenna and other large
subsystem hardware via a hydraulic crane.
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Figure 1 MTRAS Block Diagram

Within the TOTC, a special rack-mounting scheme was designed to allow the sharing of MMTR
equipment based on its deployment at either land or shipboard locations.  After reviewing various
industry approaches, the rack mounting approach available from Hardigg, Inc. was selected for the
MMTR system.  Hardigg frames are freestanding and allow multiple 19-inch rack mountable equipment
to be installed within them.  Equipment racks are configured with rails specifically designed to
accommodate Hardigg frames.  Multiple Hardigg frames can be installed within the equipment racks,
depending on their vertical size.  The use of Hardigg frames allows MMTR telemetry subsystem
equipment to be grouped by functionality, weight, power consumption, or other criteria.  The frames are
removed from the racks and installed in portable cases without the necessity to disassemble the
contained equipment.  A second set of cable harnesses designed for portable use allows rapid
changeover from the rack configuration to the portable configuration.  The MMTR rack layouts within
the TOTC and in separate portable shipboard system configurations are shown figures 4 and 5,
respectively.

HARDWARE DESIGN

Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware was used exclusively throughout the MMTR system.
Wherever possible, subsystem vendors were selected based on proven performance within existing Navy
tactical training range telemetry ground and portable systems.  Key subsystem hardware within the
MMTR system are identified as follows:



Figure 2 Telemetry Operations & Transportation Container

• Two parabolic reflectors are provided with each tracking antenna.  Four and ten foot reflectors
are used for ground and shipboard based applications, respectively.  Eight low noise amplifiers
and four dual band down converters are used to provide redundancy and improve isolation
between the lower/upper L/S bands.

• Wide band telemetry receivers and combiners configured to support PCM/FM modulation
• Dual 32x32 matrix switches allow rapid reconfiguration to receive, record, and playback

telemetry signals.  Patch panels allow manual operation in the event matrix switches fail during
an exercise.

• Remote control of all subsystem hardware is provided using a Windows based software package
provided by Sparta Technical Services Company, which was augmented by Acroamatics
Corporation to provide support for all MMTR subsystems.  Specific setup commands for all
hardware may be created, edited, saved, and retrieved based on specific user and exercise
requirements.

• The communication subsystem supports high-speed INMARSAT, HF/VHF/UHF radio
communications, landline phone, cellular phone, ISDN, and LAN connections for workstation,
decommutatation, and other network based MMTR hardware.  A master console provides
operation of all communication system hardware from a single location.

• The decommutation system (an Acroamatics Model 2220V Telemetry Data Processor) supports
the digitizing, digital recording, and playback of PAM, PCM, and video Doppler telemetry data.



The system supports the processing of asynchronous subframes, variable word lengths,
packetized telemetry, and other unique formatting requirements.

Figure 3 Communication Subsystem and Storage Container

ACQUISITION STRATEGY

In response to a request for tender from the Australian Defense Acquisition Organization,  Acroamatics
Corporation and NWAS teamed to design, procure, integrate, test, and install the MMTR system.  This
Government and industry team was made possible based on Under Secretary of Defense guidance
regarding the use of Government facilities to promote research, development, and transfer of technology
from the military to the commercial sector.   Acroamatics Corporation served as the prime contractor,
acquisition agent, and provided the decommutation subsystem hardware.  NWAS provided
system/subsystem design, system integration, installation, integrated logistics support, and system
documentation.



PROJECT STATUS

A Preliminary Design Review of the MMTR system was conducted in September 1998.  In February
1999, a Critical Design Review was completed.  Factory acceptance testing of available system
components was conducted in December 1999.  The system was packaged for shipment to Australia in
January 2000.  Subsystem hardware was installed within the TOTC at the RAN Range Assessment Unit
(RANRAU) at Jervis Bay during the months of April and May 2000.  Full trials for the system are
scheduled to occur across July and August in line with existing RAN operational activities.

Figure 4 MMTR TOTC Rack Layout



CONCLUSION

The MMTR system was designed to support telemetry data collection, processing, and display during
ground and shipboard deployments within a self contained transportable configuration.  The system
incorporates proven telemetry hardware subsystems which will support current and future ADF missile
exercises conducted on-range, at sea, or at various land based locations.  The system was developed in
concert with recent United States Department of Defense policy changes, which encourage increased
partnership with industry.   Prime contractor responsibilities, which traditionally were performed by a
Government agency, were capably performed by industry for the MMTR system.  The Government and
contractor team, which consisted of NWAS, Acroamatics Corporation, and other commercial
subcontractors worked extremely well together to design, build, and successfully install the MMTR
system.

Figure 5 MMTR Portable Shipboard System Rack Layout
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ABSTRACT

This student paper was produced as part of the team design competition in the University of Arizona
course ECE 485, Radiowaves and Telemetry.  It describes the design of a telemetry system for the
University of Arizona's Daedalus solar car.  This is a distributed, low-power, telemetry-on-demand
system that solves many of the problems typically encountered in this specialized telemetry application.
The topology of the distributed microcontroller system is shown, as are optimal command and data
packet structures.  Also featured is a high-gain, low profile antenna system designed specifically for the
solar car.  Additionally, a customized chase car operator interface is illustrated.
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INTRODUCTION

The ultimate goal of any competitor in a solar car race is to cross the finish line at the same time the last
electron is drained from the batteries. Having done this means you've run the most efficient race possible.
To accomplish this task, the race team must monitor battery usage in all components of the solar car
system and project remaining power at race-end. Of course, all of this must be done in a weight, space
and power-efficient manner. To this end, the University of Arizona Daedalus solar car project requires a
fairly unique telemetry system.

Data is requested from the sensors on the solar car through a distributed network of microcontrollers and
passed back to a laptop computer on the chase car.  The computer then uses a formula based upon
battery drain, weight, and aerodynamic drag of the solar car to predict remaining power at race-end.



Based upon these calculations, an operator in the chase car can communicate to the solar car driver the
most efficient driving parameters.

COMMAND SYSTEM

In contrast to the ‘normal’ telemetry system, the Daedalus telemetry system does not have a command
processor on the payload.  Instead, the payload command system is completely distributed, with each
sensor ‘box’ having its own microcontroller.  A distributed command system is not a radically new idea;
in fact it is identical to the computer networks that most everyone is familiar with.  The distributed
command system has several advantages over the conventional command processor:

The microcontrollers draw less than 1 µA typical standby current
The microcontrollers require no cache or off-chip RAM memory
The microcontrollers are programmed with only 33 instructions (no large assembly code)
The redundancy allows the system to operate if any of the microcontrollers fail
The microcontrollers are efficient and require little overhead processing

The distributed organization of the telemetry system allows each box to survive and operate
independently regardless of the status of the other boxes.  This has a distinct advantage over the
dedicated command processor, which controls all data gathering.  

Figure 1 illustrates the sensor boxes and their relationship to the Phillips I2C data bus. The vertical stripes
on the bus represent data.  The request for data is received via the Radio Modem and put on the bus (a
request) the appropriate microcontroller then polls the data and bursts it out onto the bus for transmission
via the radio modem (a send).

As mentioned above, the Daedalus telemetry system does not stream all of the data at all times.  Rather,
the system provides  “telemetry-on-demand.”  The 13 microcontrollers are initially set to SLEEP and stay
that way until the chase car requests data or the WATCHDOG timer times out.  The WATCHDOG timer
is a built-in function of the microcontroller used in the system (see the next section), that activates the
microcontroller by pulling an exception after a period of unexpected delay.  The telemetry-on-demand
functionality allows the chase car to slow or stop data gathering at any time for any consideration, or to
increase the data gathering on any transducer for any reason.

SYSTEM BUS AND PACKET CONSTRUCTION

Each of the aforementioned sensor boxes is equipped with a Microchip 8-bit CMOS Microcontroller.
The data packet is constructed upon request at the specified location and then a data transfer is initiated
on the system bus.   The system bus has been chosen for maximum flexibility.  This versatility allows the
user to monitor the status of a particular sensor at any one of the 13 locations without having to transmit
data from all 13 locations.



Figure 1: Sensor Boxes and the I2C Bus.

The I2C bus is a 2-line, bi-directional communication system between different devices.  The design
requires equal access to any of thirteen microcontrollers.  The I2C bus and the microcontrollers provide
an efficient on-board data transmission system between the modulating device and the sensors.

There are several features of the I2C bus that make it suitable for the solar car application.  The bus
consists of two lines; the serial data line (SDA) and the serial clock line (SCL).  Stable data on the SDA
line is valid during the HIGH period of the clock.  Therefore, the data and the clock must be
synchronized.  The I2C bus is a multi-master bus including collision detection and arbitration to prevent
data corruption if more than one device initiates data transfer.  The master, the microcontroller in control
of the bus, generates the data and clock.  Each master generates its own clock signal when transferring
data on the bus.

An uplink connection is established when one of the sensor microcontrollers is the master and the
modulating device is the slave.  A downlink connection is established when the modulating device is the
master and one of the sensor microcontrollers is the slave. The bus is capable of transferring 8-bit data at
up to 100 kbits/sec in standard mode.  This is appropriate for the 8-bit microcontrollers in the system.
The packet structure has been designed so that the operator can monitor each sensor in the system.  A
Request Packet is generated at the operator interface and submitted via the RF link to the I2C bus.  The
specified microcontroller then generates a Send Packet with the specified sensor data.

The Request Packet is used to request data from all sensors of a particular type at a specific box (see
Figure 2). This packet is 4 bytes long.  The first byte is the size of the packet.  The ID byte contains the
8-bit bus address of the particular microprocessor desired.
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Figure 2: Request packet structure.

The Send Packet (Figure 3) is the response to the Request Packet.  It is generated by the microcontroller
once all of the data is collected.  The data for each channel is a single byte containing the sensors current
value.  The total overhead is 4 bytes.  A request to any location, excluding Box 1, would have a minimum
Send Packet size of 6 bytes and a maximum size of 10 bytes. A request to Box 1 would have a minimum
Send Packet size of 7 bytes and a maximum size of 19 bytes.

Figure 3: Send packet structure.

SENSORS

Exactly 62 sensors are distributed about the car.   As can be seen from Table 1, temperature, voltage,
strain, acceleration, and peak power are measured at various places on the car.  Although one could
easily choose to monitor many other system parameters, the designer must take care.  Since the main
approach is to let the chase car’s computer model determine driving style, few parameters actually need
to be sampled. Even more important is the fact that since power drain is at a premium, only the minimum
number of components should actually implemented.  The designer must weigh the benefits of added
information against the additional drain on the solar car's system

Number of
Sensors

Bits
per

Sensor

Type

Temp Box 1 4 8 Array Temp
Temp Box 2 4 8 Array Temp
Battery Box 1 6 8 Battery Temp, Voltage
Battery Box 2 6 8 Battery Temp, Voltage
Battery Box 3 6 8 Battery Temp, Voltage
Box 1 12 10 DC-DC Converters: Voltage, Current, Temperature;

Pack Battery: Voltage, Current; Motor Current
Box 2 4 8 Driver Temperature
Box 3 3 8 Strain gauges
Box 4 3 8 Modem:  Battery Voltage and Current, Temperature
PPT 1 3 8 PPT 1 Voltage, Current, Temp
PPT 2 3 8 PPT 2 Voltage, Current, Temp

Size ID Checksum 1 Checksum 2

32 Bits

Size ID Checksum 1 Checksum 2Data….

60 - 100 Bits



Number of
Sensors

Bits
per

Sensor

Type

PPT 3 3 8 PPT 3 Voltage, Current, Temp
PPT 4 3 8 PPT 4 Voltage, Current, Temp
Main Strut 2 8 Accelerometer

Table 1: Sensor descriptions and locations.

RF LINK

The radio frequency link has historically imposed many difficulties upon solar car race teams.  Daedalus'
original telemetry system has been plagued with signal-loss due to the high electromagnetic interference
levels from the motor and poor gain of the monopole antenna being employed.  A new lightweight and
aerodynamic antenna has been designed which has four times the gain of the existing monopole.
Additionally, a wireless modem with higher transmit power, lower standby power draw, and a special
sleep mode further increases the link margin.

Because of the special relationship between the solar car and the chase car, it is safe to assume that the
chase car is always in the rear hemisphere behind the solar car.  This assumption is further safeguarded by
the telemetry-on-demand organization of the telemetry system.  If, by some strange arrangement, the
chase car does temporarily end up in the forward hemisphere of the solar car, the request for data can be
repeated upon return to the rear hemisphere.  A more directive antenna design has the advantage of
increasing antenna (and thus RF link) efficiency since the antenna is no longer wasting half of its power
by radiating away from the receive antenna on the chase car.

A microstrip patch array antenna was designed for this application (see Figure 4).  The microstrip patch
architecture makes the antenna low profile and lightweight.  This allows placement of the antenna upon
the surface of the solar car with negligible effect on aerodynamics.  The array geometry allows steering of
the beam towards the chase car by implementing a progressive phase difference of the signal fed into
adjacent patches. As can be seen in Figure 5, the gain is directed largely towards the rear of the solar car
with its peak at approximately θ = -50°.  Very little of the antenna's energy is directed in the front
hemisphere (θ > 0°).  The resulting gain is 8.4 dB, approximately 4.3 times more gain than the standard
monopole.

An additional improvement in the RF link design was the addition of a more powerful and efficient radio
modem.  This modem has nearly 3 times the output power and a special sleep mode, which draws only 14
mA.  Link budget calculations made with the new antenna/modem specifications showed that if the new
antenna design is placed upon the solar car only, the resulting margin is nearly 6 dB better than the
original design.  If the new antenna is also added to the chase car, a 15 dB increase over the present
configuration is realized.



Figure 4: Microstrip Patch Antenna
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Figure 5: E-Theta plane normalized gain cut of antenna.
OPERATOR INTERFACE



A telemetry processor is used to process the real time data that is coming from the solar car.  This
processor is also used as the ground station command processor. Since the processor is located in the
chase car a portable laptop was also chosen.  The laptop system is composed of a Pentium® II –300MHz
with 64Mb of RAM and 4.3 Gig Hard Drive.  The system would also run the Microsoft® Windows NT
4.0 operating system.  The system can be run from AC power, battery, or a cigarette lighter.

LabView® 5.1, by National Instruments, is a software package written specifically for viewing and
interpreting data in real time or not.  The user interface can be customized to provide screens specific to
your data needs.  Data can be viewed in the form of tables, graphs, gauges and more.  LabView also has
the ability to send commands to the solar car.

The operator interface, in LabView®, was setup into four areas; the main control panel, array, battery
and miscellaneous displays.  Each display is customized to display information about its category.  The
Main Control Panel is the primary display (Figure 6).  The control panel displays information that is
crucial to the success of the solar car’s operation.  The display contains a histogram of the batteries
average temperature and voltage, as well as the maximum and minimum temperatures and voltage of the
individual batteries.  A speedometer is displayed to correlate with possible changes in voltage or current.
Array voltages of the four PPTs are displayed as well as voltage, current and temperature of the DC-DC
converters. Each line of data coming in from a sensor has a maximum and minimum value associated with
it that is defined in LabView and a audible alarm is programmed to be triggered if the values extend past
these limits, thereby eliminating clutter on the main display. If more info is desired on the batteries or
arrays then the user can be taken to that display at the touch of a button.  Another key feature that is
found on the main control panel is the ability to request an update in data from any box of sensors.  At
the touch of a button, a command is sent to a particular box of sensors requesting a reading. Also,
throughout the interface, all histograms have a data button that will display past data values.

The Array display contains more detailed information about the array’s condition.  This detailed
information includes sensor readings from each individual sensor relating to arrays.  Through the
histograms, one can view current conditions and past history of array temperature, voltage, current, and
PPT temperature.  This information can be used to verify that all arrays are functioning similarly or notice
if one (or more) may be malfunctioning.

The Battery display provides a more detailed representation of data collected on the batteries.  Similar to
the array display, one can view the battery temperature or voltage for each of the individual batteries.
This, as with the array display, can be used to observe if the batteries are functioning similarly or if one
(or more) are malfunctioning.  One can also view the battery pack current and voltage data.
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Figure 6: Main control panel.

The miscellaneous display contains information about all other areas.  Displayed are gauges showing
strain amounts from the three sensors, a table showing modem’s temperature, current and voltage, driver
temperature and a histogram of motor current.  As mentioned before, if one of the sensor values falls out
of predefined limits on any of these sub-displays, an audible alarm will sound to alert the operator.  Also,
every display has button located near the bottom of the display that allow the operator to easily switch
between displays.

CONCLUSION

The telemetry system for the University of Arizona's Daedalus solar car has several features which could
prove beneficial in many other telemetry applications.  The telemetry-on-demand nature of this system is
much more power-efficient than a traditional continuous stream system.  The distributed topology of the
microprocessors enables system redundancy and flexibility.  A more directive microstrip patch array
antenna system increases link robustness while being more aerodynamic.  A customized operator interface
enables easy analysis of system status and quick response to degrading conditions.
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ABSTRACT

This student paper was produced as part of the team design competition in the University of Arizona
course ECE 485, Radiowaves and Telemetry. It presents a telemetering system proposed for UASat, a
small satellite being designed for launch in the year 2004.  The overall system architecture is described,
including the transducers used by each subsystem, the command and telemetry packet formats, the
antennas and modulation schemes, the link budget, and some hardware recommendations.  A discussion
of the data analysis is also included.
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INTRODUCTION

The Student Satellite Project at the University of Arizona is a cooperative effort to design and build
UASat, a small scientific satellite that will be proposed for launch from the Space Shuttle's Hitchhiker
Ejection System in the year 2004. The science experiments include observations of lightning and sprites
as well as stellar photometry.  A laser communications experiment is also planned.

UASat is now in the preliminary design phase, and a formal preliminary design review will be conducted
in spring 2001.  There are seven student teams responsible for each of the major subsystems: Data and
Command Handling; Guidance, Navigation and Control; Laser Communication Experiment; Mechanical
Structure and Analysis; Power Generation and Distribution; Science; and Tracking, Telemetry and
Command.  There is also a Systems Integration team.  Each team has a student leader and one or more
faculty mentors. This paper describes a telemetering system proposed for UASat.



The sensors are described, with some design suggestions for each UASat team’s systems. Some
recommendations regarding alternative transducers that might be used to monitor the instruments and
ensure that they are operating within their calibrated ranges are included.
There are two different kinds of telemetry data: the results of the science experiments and the data that
describe the state of the spacecraft. Some recommendations for the command and telemetry packets are
given, but the details of the packet formats must wait until the design of the science experiments is
complete.

The radio communication system including the link budget and the antennas and modulation schemes
used to achieve link closure are presented next. General issues involving the mission plan and other issues
particular to Tucson’s weather patterns are discussed.

The paper concludes with a discussion of the data analysis.  The developments of the data acquisition
plan, data transfer plan, and execution issues as well as recommendations for post-processing are
explained.

SENSORS

In accordance with the science objectives, the UASat Science team requires transducers in order to detect
lightning and sprites and to monitor intensities of the Johnson UBVRI photometric standard stars. Other
transducers are needed to monitor the satellite operation and to conduct the laser communications
experiment.

To detect lightning, we recommend the ST-6 CCD imaging camera from the Santa Barbara Instrument
Group [2]. It meets the frequency, sensitivity, and temperature stability criteria. Incoming radiation
covers 230 x 230 km. To obtain a 5-km resolution a 2.5-km pixel spacing is needed, corresponding to a
92 x 92 pixel array. This CCD can detect the typical threshold of 3x10-7 J within 10%.

Sprites are flashes of red light excited in the upper atmosphere above thunderstorms. For sprite detection,
a silicon photodiode array is used for stability in the desired wavelength range. In order to meet the
resolution required an array with minimum of 46 pixels is needed.

The stellar photometry detector will be used for UBVRI photometry. A 0.1 mm photodiode will be used
with a filter wheel located before the transducer to pick out incoming wavelength to detect signals above
the threshold stellar intensity (4.4x10-11 W), and the platform position will provide information about
which star caused the event. The refresh rate is several seconds for this transducer. An alternative to the
photodiode is the ST-6 CCD camera.

The power system is divided into two major categories: the power source, consisting of an array of GaAs
photovoltaic cells; and the Direct Energy Transfer (DET) power subsystem. A minimum of four
transducers, corresponding to the solar arrays, digital control, battery and charger sub-system and the
load will be necessary to monitor the power. The comparator and shunt regulator are considered self-
sufficient with respect to monitoring. Since the bus will be in 5, 15 and 28V increments, a separate



transducer for each of these busses is needed, thus bringing the minimum to seven transducers for the
power system. The Pt-100 from Soclair Electronic of Switzerland was chosen to monitor voltage and
current on the satellite.

A sun sensor is a device used to determine the location of the sun. Using photovoltaic cells arranged in a
known geometry and comparing outputs, the location of the sun can be determined. In solar powered
satellite applications, this information is necessary in order to determine which axis the satellite must
rotate in order to generate a maximum amount of power from its solar arrays. To generate a maximum
amount of energy, a solar array is oriented perpendicular to the incident sunlight. The UASat project will
use analog sensors, which will be designed and built by the GNC team.

Each sensor in the GNC design consists of a Texas Instruments TSL230B programmable light intensity to
frequency converter [3]. The output is digital and the frequency is linearly proportional to the intensity of
the light. The output frequencies of the TSL230Bs will be scaled down by a factor of one hundred to
improve measurement resolution and will then be input into a microcontroller. One configuration uses
cells on the faces of a pyramid [4]; each have their own conical field of view overlapping to create a
common field-of-view centered on the pyramid normal. Since the three pyramid faces are orthogonal to
each other, the sensor readings describe the Sun vector in a Cartesian frame.

The Global Positioning system (GPS) is necessary for positioning the satellite. The Micro DAQ 500kBPS
PCM telemetry system from the Aerotelemetry Corporation [5] is recommended. It is lightweight (510.3
g. nominal) and small (5.08 cm x 7.62 cm x 11.43 cm) and will withstand harsh conditions.
Micromechanical gyros can be used in conjunction with the GPS to obtain more precise information as to
the location of the satellite. Draper Laboratory in Massachusetts has developed micromechanical gyros
fabricated from single-crystal silicon. The micromechanical gyros sense the acceleration of the satellite.
The gyros’ values drift up to 1 degree/hr on average and 0.01 degrees/hr for a high performance device.
The gyros are used to determine reference points for the satellite and the GPS system helps zero in on the
location of the satellite. The information obtained from the GPS system and the micromechanical gyros
are given to a Kalman filter that compensates for the attitude error from the GPS system and the drift rate
bias of the gyro [6].

The magnetometer is another attitude sensor used widely in satellite applications. The magnetometer is a
vector magnetic field sensor. The GNC team uses TAM-2 from MEDA. A Kalman filter will be used to
make an optimal estimate of the attitude using the GPS and magnetometer data as input. The estimated
accuracy is one degree.

Horizon sensors directly determine the orientation of the satellite with respect to the Earth. The GNC
design uses a CCD to detect the variation in infrared radiation intensity occurring at the Earth’s horizon.

The temperatures of the instruments placed within the hull must be monitored to ensure proper
functioning within their specified ranges. The AD590, an Analog Device silicon transistor, is a two-
terminal integrated circuit temperature transducer that produces an output current proportional to the
absolute temperature. The ambient temperature inside the satellite is the primary quantity to monitor, so
we can compare it with the instruments’ allowable temperature ranges. The motor will also be monitored
for overheating. It is unnecessary to monitor the microprocessor’s temperature, as its microprocessors’



thermal characteristics are well known. The laser could also be monitored for overheating while it is
transmitting data to the ground station.

COMMAND AND TELEMETRY FORMAT

The computer provided by the Data and Command Handling team formats all data that are to be
transmitted between the satellite and ground station, so that the recipient can separate the data and
determine what data are from which source.

Packet telemetry is more advantageous than frame telemetry for a number of reasons and has become
standard for most computer and space applications. It is particularly appropriate for this application due
to the short transit time over the ground station.  Generally speaking, packets are preferred for their
versatility. A versatile packet system that can be used for all types of data has been developed by the
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems [1], and is recommended for this application.

All data are processed into source packets, which contain data from only one source or application
process. The data are neither limited to a fixed period of transmission nor a fixed length. So the packets
are optimized completely for whichever application process they come from.

The source packets are then multiplexed and placed into transfer frames. Transfer frames are the data
structures used for transmitting source packets, idle data, and privately defined data. Privately defined
data is any kind of data not suitable for CCSDS source packet structuring.  CCSDS specifies that the
transfer frame must be of constant length throughout a mission phase. They note that changing the frame
length may result in a loss of synchronization at the data capture element.

The details of the packet format design cannot be undertaken until the design of the science experiments
is complete.

RADIO TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

It is planned to use amateur radio frequencies for UASat.  The primary communications link will use
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation. A secondary communications link, the Pacsat
system, will use Frequency Shift Keying (FSK).  Provision of this service is required in order to use the
amateur frequencies, and it also serves as backup in case the primary system fails.  Table 1 summarizes
the modulation schemes, data rates and transmission frequencies of the two systems.



Modulation Data Rate Frequency
Primary Downlink
Primary Uplink

QPSK
QPSK

Up to 2 Mbps
9600 bps

2.4 GHz
1.2 GHz

Pacsat Downlink
Pacsat Uplink

FSK
FSK

9600 bps
9600 bps

428.5 MHz
145.85 MHz

Table 1: UASat Communications System

A QPSK modulated signal at 2 Mbps is required in order to download all science and telemetry data.
There will be 4 passes of 7 minutes each day when the ground station is in view, so this high data rate is
required.  If failure forces use of the Pacsat system, only the health data and a very limited amount of
science data can be transmitted.

The maximum satellite altitude will be 2500 km. With this, the loss factor Ls can be calculated. The
respective loss factors are given in Table 2 and the EIRP data are shown in Table 3.

f (GHz) l Ls [Ls]
Primary uplink 1.20 0.250 1.5791E+16 161.98

Primary downlink 2.40 0.125 6.3165E+16 168.00

PACSAT uplink 0.145 2.000 2.4674E+14 143.92

PACSAT downlink 0.428 0.700 2.0142E+15 153.04

Table 2: Space loss factors.

G [ηη] Pt (mW) Pt (dBm) EIRP (dBm)
Satellite transmitter

(PACSAT)
5 -3.468 900 29.54

Satellite transmitter
(Telemetry)

5 -3.468 400 26.02

Satellite Receiver
(Telemetry)

2 -3.468 38.53

Satellite receiver
(PACSAT)

2 -3.468 38.53

Ground 70 cm. 16.8 -3.468 10000 40.00 42.87
Ground 2m. 16 -3.468 10000 40.00 38.55

Table 3: EIRP for the respective antennas



The most important calculation made in a link budget is the system noise temperature, Tsys. The system
noise depends on both intrinsic phenomena and meteorological variations. Since the ground station is
located in Tucson, Arizona where summers temperatures soar up to 43 oC, this is the assumed ground
temperature. Since cumulo-nimbus “thunderheads” can reach up to 13 km heights, delivering as much as
90 mm/hr of rain, this is also taken to be the case when calculating the link budget.   These effects are
shown in Table 4.

Antenna
a1 Tsky a2 Tgnd Ta

2m. Yagi 0.800 40 0.200 316.5 95.3
70 cm. Turnstile 0.072 40 0.928 316.5 296.5

Table 4: Ground antenna temperature estimates.

The temperature of the satellite antenna is assumed to be 290 K. Since details are unknown about the
system components of either the satellite or the ground receiver stations, the assumed values will be used
to find the Teffective of the respective receivers. Teffective is calculated below:

Teffective = 10
log NF
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 (1)

Since the gains of both the antennas and the amplifiers are given, an estimate of the [G/T] for the various
systems is possible and given in Table 5.

System Ta Te [Ta ] [Te ] [Ga ] [Gamp ] [Tsys ] [G ] [G/Tsys ]
Satellite Receiver 290 1.78 24.62 2.5 2 14 27.12 16 -11.12

2m. Yagi 95.3 5.01 19.79 7 16 18 26.79 34 7.21
70 cm. turnstile 296.5 5.01 24.72 7 16.8 18 31.72 34.8 3.08

Table 5: [G/T] estimates.

To calculate rain attenuation:

( ) ( ) ( ) -1kmdB  ⋅⋅= fbRfafα (2)

The coefficients a(f) and b(f) are obtained from empirically derived tables. The rainfall rate will be greater
than 50mm/hr and that the altitude of the storm clouds is 13km. Given the short transit time of the
satellite over Tucson, it will also be assumed that the rain is worst near the mountain horizon at an
elevation angle of 10o. Since Tucson is 762m above sea level, this will be deducted from the rainstorm’s
altitude, making it 12km. The distance through rain that the signal has to travel then is

( ) km 1.69
10sin
km 12

=
°

=D (3)



The resultant attenuation due to rain for various frequencies used by the TTC and GNC systems is shown
in Table 6. The only significant rain loss occurs at 2.4 GHz, near the frequency where water is
heated by microwaves.

System f (GHz) R
(mm/hr.)

a(f) b(f) a(f) D [Lrain]

Satellite Data 2.40 50 2.96E-04 1.054 0.01828 69.1 1.263
Telemetry Uplink 1.20 50 1.14E-04 0.976 0.005189 69.1 0.35857
PACSAT uplink 0.435 50 5.26E-05 0.947 0.002137 69.1 0.1477

PACSAT downlink 0.146 50 5.26E-05 0.947 0.002137 69.1 0.1477

Table 6: Rain losses.

Finally, the link budget is computed according to equation 4 and is displayed in Table 7.
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  = EIRP[ ]− Ls[ ]+ G
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  − k[ ]− Br[ ]− Lrain[ ] (4)

System Satellite Data Telemetry
Uplink

PACSAT
uplink

PACSAT
downlink

[EIRP] (dBm) 38.55 38.53 38.53 42.87
[G/Tsys ] 7.21 -11.12 -11.12 3.08

[Ls] 168.00 161.98 143.92 153.04
-[k] 228.6 228.6 228.6 228.6
[Br ] 41.76 41.76 41.76 34.77

[Lrain] 1.2632 0.3586 0.1477 0.1477
[C/N] 63.33 51.91 70.18 86.60
[Rb] 63.01 39.82 39.82 39.82

[E/N] 42.08 53.85 72.12 81.55
[E/N]minimum 13.98 10.63 13.62 16.99
[E/N]margin 28.10 43.22 58.50 64.56

Table 7: Link Budget

The link margins look encouraging but are based on incomplete data. The most suspect of the data is that
of system temperature. Even though pessimistic assumptions regarding the antennas temperatures were
included in the calculations, until more definite information regarding system components becomes
available, the link margins in Table 7 should not be considered accurate.



HARDWARE

Antennas are chosen to meet various design requirements. Among the most important are the frequency
range of operation, the gain required by the link budget, and the spatial constraints imposed by the hitch
hiker ejection system.

Chosen for the uplink is an array of six half-wave monopoles. The uplink frequency is 1.2 GHz, which
corresponds to 125-mm monopoles. [7] A gain of 2 dB can be achieved without problem. This array
structure was chosen to provide access from this antenna for multiple orientations while still achieving the
necessary gain. Four of the six monopoles will be mounted around the cylindrical surface of the satellite
while the remaining two are mounted one at either flat end of the cylinder offset from the telescope.

Chosen for the downlink is a deep parabolic dish to operate at 2.4 GHz. The nominal desired gain is at
least 5 dB. The decision to mount a parabolic dish was due primarily to the size constraints. The end of
the satellite with the telescope will have the off-centered dish mounted on it. Assuming a nominal antenna
efficiency of 55% the minimum size of the antenna is 7.2 mm to achieve link budget. For a slightly larger
gain of 10 the minimum dish size is 2.2 cm. This will mount easily and will be relatively unobtrusive, but
it may need to be recessed into the satellite to stay clear of the telescope.

Chosen for the PACSAT uplink is a quarter-wave monopole for 145.8 MHz. The gain of this antenna is
about 1.8 dB perpendicular to the axis of the antenna. [8] The size of the monopole is 0.5 m. Among the
requirements for this antenna are a rigid mount on the opposite end of the telescope, a deployment
mechanism, and a match with the signal feed to the amplifier circuitry.

For the PACSAT downlink a 70-cm turnstile was chosen. [9] The simulation for this antenna is not
complete, although for the sake of the link budget a value of 5 dB gain was assumed and should be simple
to achieve.

The Data and Command Handling team has several general hardware specifications. The system must be
able to process fast enough to maintain all data storage; have sufficient storage space for the OS, data,
and software; be radiation tolerant up to 15 Krads; be able to recover from single event upset errors and
hard bit errors; have a maximum power consumption of 12 watts (transient) and 7 watts (steady state),
and have a maximum volume of 7500 cm3 [1].

The current processor recommendation is Intel’s 386EX processor. This processor has been used
extensively in similar applications. The 386EX is a 32 bit, static, modular CPU, operating at frequencies
up to 33 MHz. It has 64 Mbytes of memory address space, 64 Kbytes of I/O address space, a watchdog
timer, a 16-bit data bus and 26-bit address bus. It includes a clock generation and power management
unit with two power management modes, and it has been radiation tested. [10]
To integrate the CPU and subsystems, AIM104-386EX single computer board is used. The AIM104
board, manufactured by Arcom, is a stand alone computer requiring 5 VDC for operation. The AIM104
board comes with the ROM-DOS operating system and Arcom Flash Filing System (AFFS) pre-installed
in the onboard FLASH memory. Additional features of the AIM104 computer board include: 1 Mb



SRAM and 1 Mb FLASH memory; 16-bit PC/104 bus; three RS232 ports; one RS485 port; a 50-way
ribbon cable header for serial I/O; and a 10-way TTL I/O header. [11]

Since each CCD image will require 256 kB of disk space, additional memory needs to be added to the
AIM104’s onboard memory. In a harsh environment, optical and magnetic storage are not reliable, so
FLASH memory is used. Tri-Engineering manufactures PC/104 compliant FLASH memory disks. Their
MD104 disks provide up to 248 Mbytes of disk storage using M-Systems DiskOnChip (DOC) devices.

Several other pieces of hardware are required in addition to the computer. These pieces primarily include
a FSK modem and a QPSK modem. The Remote intelligent Modem (RiMo) modem from Willtech has
transmission and receiving frequency ranges of 1750 MHz - 1780 MHz and 1840 MHz - 1870 MHz; it
has a 1.25 MHz bandwidth and can sustain a 14400 bps transmission rate. The modem plugs into an
RS232 port and is directly compatible with the monopole antenna on the satellite. The Mille Applied
Research Company's MARC Model 166-101 FSK Leased Line Modem is a RS232 compatible, rugged,
low-power device. Although it is small enough for the satellite, its weight of more than 850 grams may be
problematic.

DATA ANALYSIS

The SSP science team is developing a science data acquisition plan, using software to determine when the
satellite will be over areas of interest, such as the Amazon basin or the Central USA. Start and stop times
for data acquisition over those sites will then be determined; relevant scientific parameters such as
sampling rate are also specified. The plan is designed with given constraints such as the available number
of downlink passes that day, whether the laser system is working, available onboard data storage, etc.
The Science team has a procedure in place to determine priority events when scheduling conflicts arise.
Once the science data acquisition plan has been approved, it will be uploaded to the satellite’s onboard
computer. Ideally, the plan is uploaded once a day and contains the plan for the next few days, over-
writing the previous plan. Careful error checking of the uploaded plan is required (perhaps the plan file
will be downlinked as a check).

The event queue onboard the satellite negotiates between standard events (such as heat monitoring and
time correction) and special events (such as science data acquisitions or downlink passes). It has a
priority structure to choose between conflicting events, and the science events have low priority
compared to satellite health or communications considerations. A science queue event executes a
program on the science computer, passing any relevant (uploaded) input parameters.

Because the science data processing is intense, it is done on a separate computer keeping the primary
computer free for nominal activities. Two major programs need to be developed to support the science
data acquisitions – one for sprite and lightning detection and another for stellar photometry. Before the
lightning or stellar photometry data acquisitions begin, the satellite is first accurately positioned, and the
satellite has to be repositioned several times during the photometry experiment. The SSP attitude
determination and control group is developing software to perform the repositioning. Those routines may
be called from programs on the science computer. The repositioning commands could also be inserted



into the main event queue if necessary. The time required for accurate repositioning must be known so
that the routines can be coordinated.

The lightning and sprite detection routine samples data from the sprite array and the lightning CCD every
2 to 10ms. Each sample is analyzed for sprite events and lightning strikes. Images containing sprite events
(estimated to occur once per 200-300 lightning flashes) are stored. Each image containing a lightning
strike will be analyzed for lightning count and average signal intensity; this data is time-tagged and saved
at an interval specified by the science data acquisition plan. The routine is sensitive to various possible
problems, including data storage errors, system heat, power usage, and sensors exceeding expected limits
and terminates if any of these problems arise.

The stellar photometry routine uses the attitude control systems to point the spacecraft at each of the 20
target stars. For each star, the filter wheel is stepped through the specified frequencies, and the measured
radiation of the star at the given wavelength are recorded. During this process, the beam splitter is
inserted to divert incoming radiation from the lightning equipment to the stellar photometry equipment.
When the routine is complete, the system is returned to lightning mode.

The command-and-control team initiates the science data download as the schedule allows. Once the
onboard science computer receives verification from the main computer that the data files have been
successfully downloaded, it cleans up the disk space.

The SSP science team may require software to decode their data files. The data formats need to be well
specified so that research scientists can ingest the data into their own data analysis routines. We might
also want the ability to upload newer versions of the science data acquisition programs, for bug fixes or
new options.

CONCLUSION

A telemetering system design proposed for the University of Arizona Student Satellite Project has been
described.  Packet telemetry was chosen over frame telemetry primarily due to the short communication
link time available. The sensors were discussed along with some design suggestions for each UASat
team’s subsystems. Some recommendations regarding alternative transducers that may be used to
monitor the instruments and insure that they are operating within their calibrated ranges are included. The
radio communication system design illustrates that link closure can be obtained through difficult weather
conditions. Some hardware recommendations were presented.  The development of the data acquisition
plan, plan transfer and execution issues as well as post processing was explored.
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ABSTRACT

The interoperability of Feher-patented Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK) systems with future and
legacy data links is discussed in this paper.  In particular, the benefits of  “forward” interoperability with
3G (3rd Generation) wireless systems such as WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) up to
40 Mchips/sec are highlighted.  Other proposals of forward interoperability with future data links include
an enhanced, ultra-bandwidth efficient FQPSK and 16-state FQAM (Feher’s Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation) architectures.   In addition, since FQPSK based systems have been proven in “dual use”
systems and extensively tested and evaluated by the Department of Defense (DoD) and NASA, the
analysis of “backward” interoperability with legacy data links such as GSM is also included in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper details the interoperability of FQPSK [1-3] with WCDMA and other transceivers.   The first
part of this paper describes the benefits of FQSPK when incorporated into a WCDMA 3G wireless
system.  The benefits include a 40 Mchips/sec [3] capability, showing significant growth in research as
compared to the 5 Mchip/sec capability, which is currently in use in most commercial CDMA
applications.  In addition, the higher data rates (300 - 600 Mb/sec currently in development) [4]
demonstrated for FQPSK systems also provide more promise as an interface to the 3G systems.  The
second part of this paper illustrates the interoperability with other future FQPSK transceivers resulting in
better spectral efficiency and performance.  With a goal of both forward and backward interoperability,
the third part of the paper covers backward interoperability with legacy data links.  Utilizing Differential
Encoding (DE) and Differential Decoding (DD) techniques, interoperability with GSM based transceivers
is described [5].  This section will describe how FQPSK can be utilized as either transmitter or receiver in
GSM based systems.

INTEROPERABILITY OF FQPSK WITH WCDMA SYSTEMS

Since interoperability with CDMA systems may be essential for incorporation into the next generation of
wireless communications, this section illustrates the benefits of interfacing FQPSK with WCDMA
systems.

Experimental results show FQPSK operation at 16.984, 30.88, 35 and 40 Mchips/sec with various bit
rates.  Thus, bit rate agility is confirmed[4].   Figure 1 shows the specifications of an experimental circuit
set up which allows the user to use both.  Figure 2 shows the spectrum of the hybrid FQPSK/WCDMA
system.  These figures demonstrate that FQPSK has been measured and evaluated for WCDMA systems.
Since FQPSK has been experimentally proven to data rates up to 600 Mb/sec [5], and proven to operate
with WCDMA up to 40 Mchips/sec, a convincing argument for the integration of these systems can be
proposed.  Using the following equation as an approximation for the relationship between the chip rate
ƒchip of the CDMA access method and the bit rate ƒb of the transceiver, the amount of growth for this
system integration can be illustrated as follows [1,5].

Gp = BWRF / BWMOD  =  ƒchip / ƒb

Where BWRF is the RF bandwidth of the signal and BWMOD is the modulated signal bandwidth.  Utilizing
actual numbers to emphasize our point, we propose 70MHz as the RF signal, and the approximate
bandwidth of the FQPSK signal of 1 MHz (at –60dB) which supplies about a 1Mb/sec data rate, we see
that these parameters would result in a chip rate of about 70 Mchip/sec (assuming the same processing



gain).  With potentially higher frequency RF signals resulting in significantly higher chip rates, the FQPSK
architecture is ideally suited for growth in capacity.  Figure 3 shows that there is no BER penalty for
employing FQPSK transceivers at 30 Mchips/sec in a CDMA system.

INTEROPERABILITY OF FQPSK WITH FUTURE DATA LINKS

Since future data links such as enhanced-FQPSK and FQAM transceivers show promise of significantly
better performance than the currently installed transceivers, interoperability of these architectures with the
standardized FQPSK systems (IRIG-106-00) is essential.  Both of these proposed systems employ the
current IRIG 106-00 standardized FQPSK architecture as a building block to the respective proposed
transceivers.

Figure 4 shows the proposed architecture of 16-state FQAM.  Note that the processor currently utilized
in the IRIG-106-00 standardized FQPSK is also present in this architecture.  This architecture provides
significantly increased spectral efficiency in a Non-Linearly Amplified (NLA) environment with minor
degradation of 0.8 dB in the Symbol Error Rate (SER) [6].

Figure 5 illustrates the performance of the enhanced-FQPSK transceiver.  The enhanced-FQPSK
architecture significantly improves BER performance of the currently IRIG-106-00 standardized FQPSK.
In addition, Figure 5 also illustrates that this proposed architecture improves Adjacent Channel
Interference (ACI) of the standardized FQPSK.  This improvement in BER performance and spectral
efficiency is accomplished by incorporating Forward Error Correction (FEC) into the standardized
FQPSK architecture [7].

INTEROPERABILITY OF FQPSK WITH LEGACY SYSTEMS

This section describes the interoperability FQPSK-B architecture when combined with the GMSK
architecture.  The key to interoperability between these two architectures is the addition of the
Differential Encoders (DE) in the FQPSK transmitter circuits and Differential Decoders (DD) in the
receiver circuits.  A DE is added to the FQPSK transmitter architecture for compatibility with a GMSK
receiver architecture.  Figure 6 shows the proposed configurations of the FQPSK transceiver links with
GMSK, MSK, and O-QPSK systems [9].

The algorithm for the DE is shown below [2,7,8]:

Q(2n+1) = b(2n+1) ⊕⊕ I2n for n > 0

where I2, I4, I6, …
and    Q3, Q5, Q7, …

I2n = b2n ⊕⊕ Q(2n-1)



The DE and DD algorithms simply convert the NRZ data sequences between amplitude and phase based
systems.

As Figure 6 illustrates, the FQPSK architecture can be integrated with the GMSK systems as either a
transmitter or receiver [7].  When FQPSK is inserted as a transmitter, the composite system outperforms
the GMSK system by about 1 dB at Pe = 1E-5.  The spectral efficiency is also improved, since the
benefits of the FQPSK transmitter characteristics are fully employed in this configuration.

CONCLUSION

This paper highlighted interoperability with 3G and 3G+ wireless systems by showing established
experimental results with WCDMA systems.  Growth in channel capacity was also demonstrated for an
FQPSK transceiver integrated with the 3G wireless systems.  This added capacity is due to FQPSK’s
proven high bit rate and increased spectral efficiency without any significant degradation in BER
performance.  Interoperability of FQPSK with future data links was also described in this paper.
Particularly, the proposed enhanced-FQPSK and the 16-state FQAM transceivers will provide better
BER performance, increased spectral efficiency, and QAM operation (from FQAM transceiver) with an
NLA in the transmitter without significant spectral spreading.  It was also demonstrated in this paper that
FQPSK-B systems can be made compatible with legacy data links such as GMSK systems by employing
differential encoding and decoding.  In particular, it was noted that improved BER performance and
increased spectral efficiency are added benefits of constructing a composite FQPSK/GMSK transceiver.



System 1. DDSS mode:  BPSK, OQPSK, FQPSK
2. clear mode:  BPSK, OQPSK, FQPSK

Data rate (Kbit/s) 256, 560, 660, 772, 1544, 2110
Chip rate (Mc/s) 16.984, 30.88, 30, 35
PN code 2**16 length
Carrier Recovery Decision-directed, phase difference approximation, digital phase

shifter, (i.e. vector rotator)
Convolutional coding
and interleaver

Viterbi decoder

IF signal (MHz) 70

Figure 1: Specifications of an experimental setup circuit for testing FQPSK transceivers up to 35
Mchips/sec with Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) CDMA.  This system was
developed by Lockheed Martin under license of Feher et. al, patented technologies [5].

Figure 2: Spectrum for FQPSK (lower trace) as compared to filtered QPSK (upper trace) with
WCDMA.  In this setup, FQPSK is operating with a bit rate of 1.544 Mb/sec with a chip
rate of 16.84 Mchips/sec.  Both transceivers are operating in a Non-Linearly Amplified
(NLA) RF system [5].



Figure 3: Effect of WCDMA 3G+ systems integration with FQPSK on the Bit Error Rate (BER)
performance of transceiver systems.  As can be noted, there is no notable performance
penalty for incorporating spread spectrum into the transceiver architecture [4].

Figure 4: System architecture for a proposed parallel-type 16-state Feher’s Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (FQAM) data link.  This architecture is designed to support NLA
environments in the RF spectrum [6].
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Figure 5: a.) Adjacent channel interference performances of the enhanced FQPSK (variation L1 and
L2, from the left curve to the right, respectively), FQPSK-B, and GMSK NLA systems.
GMSK receiver used 4th order Gaussian bandpass filter with B Ti b  = 0.6 and transmitter
filter bandwidths BTb =0.3, while enhanced FQPSK uses much simpler receiver [9,10].

b.) BER for enhanced FQPSK (variation L2), and 1Mb/s FQPSK-B and PCM/FM. The
BER performance of FQPSK-B and PCM/FM was measured for a 1Mb/s signal and 1
MHz IF filter bandwidth. The demodulator of FQPSK-B was an non-optimized modified
QPSK demodulator; the PCM/FM was limiter detected [9,10].



Figure 6: Proposed architecture for interoperability of FQSPK with legacy data links.  Note that the
FQPSK hardware can be implemented for both transmitter and receiver applications as
well as for future spectrally efficient data links [9].
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STANDARDIZATION BY NASA JPL
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ABSTRACT

In 1992, international space agencies became concerned that increasing frequency band congestion, together
with attempts by the mobile telephone industry to obtain additional bandwidth, would result in substantially
more interference incidents. The CCSDS undertook a technical study to identify and recommend more
bandwidth efficient modulation schemes, which would permit more users to co-exist in a frequency band
while reducing interference incidents. This paper describes the contribution of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) to that effort.
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INTRODUCTION

At their Fall 1992 meeting, the Space Frequency Coordination Group (SFCG) reviewed results from the 1992
World Radio Conference (WRC). The SFCG comprises spectrum managers from more than 30 space
agencies engaged in scientific research around the world.

SFCG members were concerned because the mobile telephone community had sought reallocation of the
2 GHz frequency bands for Personal Communication System (PCS) use. The space science community had
relied on these bands since the 1960s for communications between spacecraft and Earth stations. Sharing
these bands with individual PCS users posed an impossible coordination burden and success by the mobile
industry at the 92 WRC would have meant the loss of billions of Dollars in infrastructure investment by space
agencies.

Additionally, congestion in the 2 GHz band had been increasing dramatically with a concomitant increase in
interference events. Realizing that it was only a matter of time until the space science community was forced
to operate with significantly less bandwidth, either as a result of increased congestion or loss of a portion to
the PCS industry, the SFCG asked the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) to
investigate means for improving their bandwidth utilization efficiency.



 Formed in the early 1980s, the CCSDS also comprises more than 30 member and observer space agencies
plus and additional 150 industrial partners. Their objective is to develop technically sophisticated standards
to facilitate the exchange of data among space agencies. One CCSDS Subpanel (Radio Frequency and
Modulation) accepted the SFCG challenge and agreed to undertake a study to identify the most bandwidth
efficient modulation methods, which would meet the criteria established by the SFCG.

CCSDS EFFICIENT MODULATION STUDY

Guidelines for the study were provided to the CCSDS by the SFCG. They stated that any modulation type
recommended for adoption as a standard should:

Increase RF spectrum utilization efficiency, permitting more users to operate in the band.
To the extent possible, be compatible with equipment used by the space agencies.
Not increase the end-to-end losses by more than about 1 dB relative to unfiltered BPSK.
Have flexibility so that users can change data rates without incurring expensive retesting.

Many organizations contributed to this international CCSDS study. In alphabetical order they included:

Aerospace Corporation (ASC)
Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES, study participation began in 1998)
 European Space Agency (ESA)
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
New Mexico State University (NMSU)

Some focused on one or two modulation methods (ASC, CNES, GSFC, NMSU) while others examined a
broad spectrum of modulation types (ESA, JPL). The CCSDS mandate is clear: to be accepted as a
recommended standard, a proposed guideline must be based on sound engineering principles and represent
the consensus of the member and observer agencies.

JPL’s PHASE 3 EFFICIENT MODULATION METHODS STUDY

This paper focuses on JPL’s investigation because of the Author’s familiarity with that work and the study’s
comprehensive nature. The study included some 13 different modulation types.

Work on the CCSDS-SFCG Efficient Modulation Methods Study at NASA/JPL progressed through several
stages:

Phase 1:  A Comparison of Modulation Schemes
Phase 2:  Spectrum Shaping
Phase 3:  End-to-End System Performance
Phase 4:  Interference Susceptibility



 JPL’s PHASE 3 MODULATION METHODS STUDY

In Phase 3, JPL concluded that baseband filtering was the only viable option for controlling spectral
emissions. A simple filter substitution can be made if the data rate is changed. Unlike intermediate frequency
(i.f.) and post power amplifier filtering, base band filtering eliminates the need for re-qualifying the Radio
Frequency Subsystem (RFS) when it is used on subsequent missions having different data rates.

Based principally on the ESA and JPL studies, the SFCG adopted spectrum emission masks (Figure 1).
Selection depends upon whether the data rate is above or below 2 Msps..

Figure 1:  SFCG RF SPECTRUM EMISSION MASKS

Having provided the technical studies leading to the masks in Figure 1, the CCSDS needed to identify one
or more modulation schemes that would meet their requirements. JPL’s Phase 3 Study report defined
Spectrum Improvement Factor as the ratio of the spectral bandwidth of unfiltered BPSK (reference) to the
spectral bandwidth of each modulation type studied, measured in 10 dB increments below the peak of the
envelope. Figure 2 shows the results.

From Figure 2 it is clear that FQPSK-B is some 150 times more bandwidth efficient than unfiltered BPSK,
when the measurement is made at 50 dB below the peak of the spectral envelope. Because of variations in
orbital distances and E.I.R.P.’s, a comparison at 50 dB below the spectral peak is appropriate for Earth
orbiting scientific spacecraft. Three candidates were evident from JPL’s and ESA’s Phase 3 studies (in order
of bandwidth efficiency):

FQPSK-B (Feher’s patented quadrature phase shift keying)
GMSK (Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying, " = 0.25)
Highly Filtered OQPSK (filter BTs # 1.2)



Figure 2:  Spectral Efficiencies

While moderately bandwidth efficient, 8-PSK modulation was not a viable candidate because its end-to-end
system losses substantially exceed the criteria established by the SFCG.

In 1997, little was known in space science community about the two most bandwidth efficient modulation
schemes, FQPSK-B and GMSK. For FQPSK-B, the problem was exacerbated by a lack of knowledge about
key parameters, which frustrated international efforts to study the modulation scheme. JPL (California
Institute of Technology) entered into a Technical Cooperation Agreement with Digcom Inc. making those
trade secrets available. Therefore, JPL was responsible for characterizing FQPSK-B’s end-to-end system’s
performance.

Likewise, little was known about GMSK except that it is widely used in cellular telephones. The Aerospace
Corporation undertook an in-depth study of this modulation type.

Some believed filtered OQPSK was the best choice because it could be captured using a standard OQPSK
receiver, which most space agencies already have in their networks. However, other space agencies were
unconvinced because its relative bandwidth inefficiency caused problems in meeting the SFCG’s spectrum
mask. Furthermore, it was difficult to generate without introducing discrete spectral components or spectral
re-growth. Little was done after 1997 to investigate filtered OQPSK. A few did not realize the FQPSK-B
also uses an OQPSK receiver.

JPL’s PHASE 4 EFFICIENT MODULATION METHODS STUDY

Several members of the CCSDS RF and Modulation Subpanel speculated that a modulation method having
a narrow spectral bandwidth would be more susceptible to interference than a modulation scheme producing
a wider spectrum. This generalization seemed to spring from a belief that spread spectrum is comparatively
immune to interference. Phase 4 quantified the interference susceptibility of the three modulation types listed
above.



Two types of -interference were investigated on a victim receiver capturing the modulation type under
investigation, which, employed a matched filter. Narrowband interference was taken to be a single line (as
with an unmodulated RF carrier) having a variable E.I.R.P. with respect to the victim. Conversely, a
Wideband interferer assumed to be an unfiltered BPSK signal with the same data rate, and a variable E.I.R.P.
Both interferers were placed far from the victim’s center frequency, fv, and then shifted towards fv, while
measuring the degradation to the victim. The resulting plots show degradation to the victim as a function of
the interferer’s frequency offset. Figure 3 is an example of FQPSK-B’s susceptibility to narrowband
interferer.

Figure 3:  FQPSK-B Susceptibility to Narrowband Interference

With an interferer whose spatial location and E.I.R.P. are identical to the victim’s, no degradation is found
until the center frequency separation between victim and interferer is less than 0.6 RB (where RB is the
victim’s data rate). 1 dB of degradation occurs at about 0.45 RB. Comparing with unfiltered BPSK under the
same conditions, it was found that the same degradation occurs at approximately three times the separation
between victim and interferer.

To compute the necessary frequency separation between user spacecraft operating in the same frequency
band, consider the case of two spacecraft orbiting the Earth in the equatorial plane as shown in Figure 4.
Spacecraft 1 is at a constant altitude above the Earth’s surface of 6.7 x 10 4 km. The other (spacecraft 2) is
in a highly elliptical orbit with an apogee of 1.8 x 10 6 km and a perigee equal to the altitude of spacecraft 1.
For simplicity, assume both spacecraft have equal data rates, modulation types, Bit-Error-Rate (BER)
requirements, and therefore, RF spectra.

Occasionally, both spacecraft will fall into the beamwidth of a single Earth station. If the frequency separation
is insufficient, interference will result. Since the BER required of both missions is the same, the telemetry
power spectral density (EB /N0) for the two spacecraft should be the same when each are at their maximum
distance. That will be the case when spacecraft 1 is at 6.7 x 10 4 km and spacecraft 2 is at its apogee of
1.8 x 10 6 km.



Figure 4:  Interfering Spacecraft

Very few space agencies change spacecraft transmitter power and when spacecraft 2 is at its perigee of
6.7 x 104 km, its power spectral density will increase by 29 dB. Moreover, some agencies do not specify
spacecraft transmitter power based upon each mission’s specific needs. Rather, they purchase power
amplifiers in the discrete power levels offered by the manufacturer. This can produce an excess EB/N0 of up
to 10 dB over that required for the desired BER.

To avoid excessive degradation from a spacecraft operating on an adjacent channel, Figure 3 indicates that
the RF spectra should not be permitted to intersect the main spectral lobe (approximately ± 0.5 RB for
FQPSK-B). This point is at about 20 dB below the spectral peak.

To avoid interference when the two spacecraft shown in Figure 4 are within the same beamwidth, the
minimum center frequency separation between the two transmitters is found by determining the level at which
the spectrum of the stronger signal (spacecraft 2) is permitted to intersect that of the weaker one
(spacecraft 1). Adding the numbers above gives that level.

Table 1:  Required Sideband Attenuation

Required dB Resulting From:

29 Change in Earth Station-S/C Distance

10 Transmitter Power Variation

20 Maximum Permitted Spectral Intersection

59 Total Required Sideband Attenuation

Table 1 shows that, if degradation to a spacecraft with a weaker signal (spacecraft 1), operating on an
adjacent channel, is to be 1 dB or below, the spectrum of the stronger signal (spacecraft 2) must not intersect



the spectrum of the weaker signal (spacecraft 1) until it is at least 59 dB below the peak of the stronger
signal. Thus, it is important to have a modulation method whose spectrum is both narrow and whose sides
are very steep.

FQPSK-B has the required spectrum. Figure 5 is a plot of an actual FQPSK-B transmitted spectrum,
measured at 8.4 GHz using real hardware, in JPL’s Telecommunications Development Laboratory.

Figure 5:  FQPSK-B Spectrum

Figure 5 shows the FQPSK-B spectrum to be 60 dB below its peak at ± 1 RB (± 1 x the data rate).
Therefore, it should be possible to locate adjacent channels at a frequency of approximately:

Such a system should only suffer a modest degradation from adjacent channel interference. Only FQPSK-B
and possibly GMSK (BT = 0.25) were found to permit this close channel spacing.

CONCLUSIONS OF JPL’s EFFICIENT MODULATION METHODS STUDIES

JPL concluded that FQPSK-B was that best choice for a CCSDS Recommended Standard because it was
determined to:

1. Embody the most bandwidth efficient spectrum of the modulation types evaluated.
2. Have acceptable end-to-end losses.



3. Be comparatively simple to generate.
4. Require only baseband filtering (no post power amplifier filtering required).
5. Need only a conventional OQPSK receiver for efficient capture.
6. Possesses good immunity to interference from other users in the frequency band.

Accordingly, JPL has recommended that the CCSDS consider adopting FQPSK-B as a recommended
modulation method for high data rate Earth orbitin missions.
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MODULATOR IMBALANCE EFFECTS ON THE FQPSK AIRBORNE
TELEMETRY LINK

Kip Temple
Air Force Flight Test Center

ABSTRACT

When designing transmitters for quadrature modulation schemes, the designer always tries to achieve
good balance and symmetry of the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) branches of the modulator in terms of
amplitude, phase, and offsets.  Perfect balance between modulators is ideal but rarely if ever achieved.
The Advance Range Telemetry (ARTM) program has placed indirect specifications on the remnant
carrier and sideband levels which are controlled by modulator imbalance.  These specifications will
govern the ARTM programs first generation of Feher’s patented quadrature phase shift keying, version B
(FQPSK-B) [9] airborne telemetry transmitters.  The ARTM Program has also adopted test procedures
for quantifying these modulation imbalances.  This paper looks at the effects of modulator imbalances
on spectral occupancy and bit error probability of the airborne telemetry link.  It also outlines how these
imbalances influence the levels in one of the ARTM specifications.  Recommendations are presented
based on the measured data for higher bit rate telemetry systems.

KEY WORDS

Transmitter, Quadrature modulator imbalance, Feher’s patented quadrature phase shift keying, Bit error
probability

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, the Government telemetry community has been losing precious radio
frequency (RF) spectrum to commercial interests.  This coupled with increasing data rates has forced the
Government to invest time and resources into finding more robust and bandwidth efficient means of
transmitting test data.  The Advanced Range Telemetry program was formed to examine and provide
solutions to these problems.  The first phase of the program was to find a more bandwidth efficient
modulation scheme than the current standard, pulse-code modulation/frequency modulation (PCM/FM).
The goal of the new scheme was to perform at least as well as PCM/FM in terms of bit error probability
(BEP) and resynchronization time and be compatible with nonlinear amplification.  Also, any new



ground-station equipment had to be compatible with existing-ground station configurations.  The chosen
modulation scheme was Feher’s patented quadrature phase shift keying, version B, revision A1 or
FQPSK-B, rev A1[9].

With this new modulation scheme came a new set of issues the telemetry community didn’t have to
worry about when using PCM/FM.  A new type of modulator was required to construct FQPSK from a
baseband Non-Return-to-Zero, Level (NRZ-L) signal.  This modulator, a quadrature modulator, has
inherent sources of errors such as phase noise and imbalances between the in-phase and quadrature
channels.

Imbalances in quadrature modulators can cause spurious tones and spectral spreading in the modulated
spectrum, distorted signal constellations, degraded demodulator performance, and slight degradations in
the BEP performance of the telemetry system.

I/Q IMBALANCE

In order to understand what is meant by quadrature modulator imbalances, a model of a perfect IQ
modulator is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – Basic Quadrature Modulator

The output signal, S(t) of the perfect modulator can be expressed as the sum of the I and Q-channels as
shown in Equation 1-1:

)2sin()()2cos()()( 00 tftStftStS QI ππ +=                                                 (1-1)
where SI(t) is the I-channel information signal, SQ(t) is the Q-channel information signal and fo is the
local oscillator (LO) frequency or in more familiar terms the carrier frequency.

Since perfectly balanced modulators are hard to come by, the sources of modulator imbalances must be
determined.  Dominant first order error sources come from the in-phase, I-channel and the quadrature,
Q-channel being out of balance in amplitude and in quadrature (90-degree separation of I and Q-
channels).  Direct current (DC) offsets can also occur on the I-channel, Q-channel or both.  The
following four terms will be used when discussing quadrature modulator imbalances:



1. Quadrature Error – Amount of phase error from perfect quadrature between the I and Q vectors.
2. I Offset – Amount of origin offset or DC offset on the I-channel.
3. Q Offset – Amount of origin offset or DC offset on the Q-channel.
4. I/Q Gain Imbalance – Amount of relative amplitude imbalance between the I and Q channel.

A model of a generic FQPSK modulator with imbalances is shown in Figure 2.  The diagram illustrates
how a FQPSK modulator might be realized and where imbalances will occur.

Figure 2 – Generic FQPSK Modulator

The output signal, S(t) of the realizable modulator can be expressed as Equation 1-2:

(1-2)
From the equation, four new terms have been added from the previous equation.  AI and AQ are DC bias
terms for the I and Q-channels which is the same as I offset and Q offset from above.  G is the I/Q gain
imbalance term and θ∆  is the quadrature error term.

To get an intuitive feel for the effects of modulator imbalances, think in terms of the vector diagram or a
sampled vector diagram otherwise known as a constellation diagram [7] (Figure 3).

Figure 3 – Vector and Constellation Diagrams
Given the proper data sequence, the resulting vector consisting of the I value and Q value rotates to the
four different phase states.  In a vector diagram with a constant envelope signal, a balanced modulator
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results in equal lengths of I and Q and the I and Q axes are 90-degrees apart. A quadrature error would
cause the unit circle to become an ellipse (I and Q axes not 90-degrees) and a phase rotation of the
detection points in a constellation diagram.  Amplitude imbalance would cause the I and Q values to be
of different length which also causes the circle to become an ellipse.  A DC offset (origin offset) would
cause the vector to start from some other location than the origin [3].  All of these imbalances cause the
detection points to move away from their optimum locations causing errors in bit detection at the
receiver.

ARTM TESTS

The ARTM program will test fully functional prototype airborne transmitters with no access to the
internal I/Q modulator circuitry.  Because of this, external test methods were adapted to verify proper
operation and interoperability of the transmitter.  Two tests play a key role in determining acceptable
levels of modulator signal quality, the power spectral density mask as defined by Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group (IRIG) document 106-00 [8] and the Single Sideband (SSB) test [5].
Transmitters with significant modulator imbalances will produce a spectrum that is a violation of the
spectral mask.  The SSB test also gives an indication of modulator imbalances.  A known bit pattern is
sent to the modulator that after the differential encoder produces 180-degree phase shift on a symbol to
symbol basis.  This bit pattern applied to the baseband input causes an ideal FQPSK-B transmitter to
produce a full power sideband tone offset from the carrier frequency by precisely Rb/4 where Rb is the bit
rate (hence the name single sideband).  A perfectly balanced transmitter will have only a component at
the carrier frequency offset by Rb/4.  As can be seen in the first plot in Figure 4, this is not the case for an
imperfect modulator.  Not only is the sideband present, but also the carrier and the opposite sibeband
(referred to as the image throughout the remainder of the paper).  Relative amplitudes of the carrier,
sideband and sideband image give an indication of the I/Q modulator balance.  An example output of an
FQPSK transmitter response to the SSB test and the modulated waveform with the spectral mask is
shown in Figure 4.  Bit rate for this example was 14.7Mbps.

Figure 4 – SSB Test and FQPSK Spectrum
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Figure 5 – Test Configuration Block Diagram

The test setup as shown in Figure 5 consists of a way to modulate and demodulate FQPSK either at an
intermediate frequency (IF) of 70MHz or RF of 1450MHz.  For this test, fo=1450MHz was selected.
The combination of the laptop, I/Q modulation generator, external filter, signal generator and low power
class C amplifier defines the ARTM reference transmitter. There are an unlimited amount of bit rates
that can be programmed into the reference transmitter but for this test, 14.7Mbps was selected.  The
laptop controls the I/Q modulation generator that allows the user to select the baseband signal file to be
modulated.  There are various choices, but two files were used throughout the testing.  First was the
sequence of all 1’s to generate the spectrum for the SSB Test.  Second was a 11-bit pseudo random bit



sequence (PRBS) per the IRIG standard [8] that was used for bit error rate testing.  After modulation and
amplification, the reference transmitter’s signal is translated to 70MHz and sent through the noise and
interference test set.  This allowed direct control of Eb/No values.  The RF Networks demodulator was
used as the reference demodulator and the bit error rate analyzer provided BER statistics.  Peak hold was
used on the spectrum analyzer with settings; RBW= 10kHz and VBW=1kHz.

The Hewlett-Packard E4432B Signal Generator allows the user to introduce and control four modulator
imbalance terms.  The four adjustable parameters are I/Q gain imbalance, I offset, Q offset and
quadrature error.  These adjustments were used to vary the carrier suppression and image level during
the SSB test.  When the levels were adjusted to achieve the desired carrier suppression and image levels,
the PRBS file was loaded to create a modulated spectrum.  This was then demodulated and using the
noise and interference test set, BEP curves were developed.

TEST RESULTS

Is the telemetry link affected by transmitter modulator imbalances?  How much imbalance can cause
degradations?  To answer these questions, imbalances must be introduced in a controlled manner. Using
these imbalances, BEP tests and spectral plots must be made to quantify the degradations.  These
imbalances were recorded, BEP tests were performed, and spectral plots were made to show the effects
on the modulated spectrum.

One method to test link performance is to transmit a known bit pattern, detect it and check for any errors.
This is commonly referred to as a Bit Error Probability test or BEP.  Figure 6 is a plot of four BEP
measurements taken with varying levels of carrier suppression and image level.  The curve labeled
‘Reference’ was derived by maximizing carrier suppression (CS) and minimizing image level (IL) using
the SSB test by optimizing the modulator imbalance parameters.  At these settings, carrier suppression
was 66dBc and image level was –69dBc.  Throughout all of the testing, this modulator setting was used
as the baseline for the SSB, spectrum and BEP tests.  The second curve was based on the allowable
minimum value of carrier suppression (25dBc) and maximum image level (-30dBc) currently in the
ARTM specifications.  The third curve was based upon an intermediate value of carrier suppression and
image level between the ‘Reference’ and current ARTM specifications.  The fourth curve is the four-
point BEP limit called out in the ARTM specification.

Notice how the second curve with the ARTM specified limits of carrier suppression and image level
falls on top of the fourth BEP curve.  This shows consistency and correlation between two of the ARTM
specifications defining transmitter quality.
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Figure 6 – Bit Error Probability Curve

Spectral plots were then done for these settings of modulator imbalances.  Figure 7 is a spectral plot of
the system utilizing the ‘Reference’ modulator settings.  Of particular interest is the spectral plot of the
modulated FQPSK waveform, Figure 8, with the carrier suppression and image level set to the current
ARTM specification.

Figure 7 – 14.7Mbps Reference Spectrum



Figure 8 – Spectrum with 25dBc carrier suppression, -30dBc image level

To arrive at these levels of carrier suppression and image level, I offset was –7.5 percent (–37.5mV), Q
offset was 7.5 percent (37.5mV), quadrature skew was –5-degrees, and I/Q gain was –1.2dB.  Notice the
spurious tones spaced at n integer multiples of the symbol rate.  The spectrum violated the spectral mask
as defined in IRIG 106-00 [8] at these points which for this case are offset from the carrier n=1
(+7.35Mhz) and n=2  (+14.7MHz).  The mask was also violated by the modulated spectrum in the range
of –60dBc to –70dBc.

For higher bit rate transmitters, the ARTM specification of 25dBc carrier suppression and –30dBc image
level may not be sufficient.  For this bit rate, a carrier suppression level of 40dBc was required so no
significant spurious tones were present in the modulated spectrum.  Granted, this is a very high level of
carrier suppression, but if negligible spurious tones are a requirement, 40dBc of carrier suppression was
required.  Levels higher than this created very noticeable spurious tones using the specified spectrum
analyzer settings.  An image level of –35dBc was required to keep the spectral spreading within the
spectral mask.  Image levels higher than this caused spectral spreading which exceeded the spectral
mask.  Refer to Figure 9 and 10 for the modulated spectrum and SSB test results for these levels of
carrier suppression and image level.  Figure 6 shows the BEP of the system with these levels.  As can be
seen, there is little difference in BEP performance between the ‘Reference’ curve and the curve using
these levels.



Fig. 9 – 14.7Mbps with Minimal Spurious Tones and Spectral Spreading

Fig. 10 – SSB Test Results

Tests were also conducted to explore interactions of the imbalance parameters and the ARTM defined
modulator quality specifications for carrier suppression and image level.  Tests were performed to
determine which imbalance parameters affected carrier suppression and image level.  Next was to verify
the level of interaction, and then finally to what level these interactions were decoupled from each other.
It was found that within certain ranges,  I and Q offset affected carrier suppression and I/Q gain and



quadrature skew affected image level.  Also, carrier suppression and image level were largely decoupled.
That is, if I and Q offset was varied to achieve a certain level of carrier suppression, then the image level
would not vary.  This was also true for I/Q gain and quadrature skew to adjust image level, carrier
suppression was not affected.  These imbalance numbers were plotted and presented to demonstrate
these interactions and how small imbalances have a large impact on the parameters of carrier
suppression and image level which affect the telemetry link in general.

Figure 11 is a plot of I and Q DC offset versus carrier suppression.  For the Hewlett-Packard signal
generator, full-scale offset was 500mV.  For a +1-percent change in offset, or in terms of voltage, +5mV,
carrier suppression went from a minimum of ~70dBc to ~45dBc. Control of 5mV of DC offset when
circuit designing is not a trivial task and in this case very important.
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Figure 12 shows a plot of quadrature skew versus image level.  Again, notice the narrow window of
optimum performance.  Within +1-degree adjustment of quadrature skew the image level can vary
between 20-25dB from a minimum of  -69dBc to -46dBc.
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I/Q gain imbalance is plotted as a function of image level in Figure 13.  A value of +1dB of gain
imbalance means the I-channel will have 1dB more amplitude than the Q-channel.  A value of –1dB
means the I-channel will have 1dB less amplitude than the Q-channel. Referring to the plot, small
fluctuations of I/Q gain cause large level changes in the image.  Just 0.1dB of gain imbalance caused 20-
25dB of image level change.
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Fig. 13 – I/Q Gain versus Image Level

Notice the very narrow window of optimum performance for all four imbalance parameters.  Building a
good I/Q modulator truly is a balancing act.  Within a certain range of values close to the optimum
modulator balance point, carrier suppression controlled the level of the spurious signals in the modulated
spectrum as seen in Figure 8.  Less carrier suppression caused greater level of spurious signals.  Carrier
suppression can be controlled to a great extent by varying I and Q offset.  Within this same range of
values, image level controlled the amount of spectral spreading.  A greater level of image signal caused
more spectral spreading.  Comparing Figures 7 and 8 at the –60dBc points demonstrate this spreading.
Image level can be controlled to a great extent by varying I/Q gain and quadrature skew.

As the levels of imbalance get farther and father away the optimum operating point, I and Q offset starts
to affect carrier suppression and quadrature skew and I/Q gain start to affect image level.  This in turn
causes interaction between carrier suppression and spectral spreading as well as interaction between
image level and spurious tone level.



CONCLUSION

Modulator imbalances do effect the performance of an FQPSK telemetry link.  The BEP performance
and the modulated spectrum are adversely affected with greater levels of I & Q offset, I/Q gain, and
quadrature skew.  As was shown, the spectrum suffers the most with greater modulator imbalances.

Serious quadrature modulator imbalances, outside of the limits presented here, do not greatly affect the
BEP performance of the demodulator, generally not more that 0.5dB.  This was demonstrated by
comparing what was deemed the reference system with a system generating FQPSK with a grossly
imbalanced modulator.

With real-world quadrature modulators, large modulator imbalances result in spurious signals at
frequency offsets equal to integer multiples of the symbol rate.  Greater imbalances caused less amount
of carrier suppression, larger image level (in the SSB Test) and larger levels of spurious tones.

Within the range of +20mV, I and Q offset directly controls the amount of carrier suppression which also
directly controls the level of the spurious tones in the modulated spectrum. Larger I and Q offsets caused
a smaller amount of carrier suppression and thus larger tones.  Within a certain range, I/Q gain (+0.4dB)
and quadrature skew (+3.5-degrees) directly controlled the image level.  Lower image levels caused less
spectral spreading of the modulated waveform usually in the range of –60dBc to –70dBc.  Higher image
levels caused more spectral spreading.  Above these limits, I and Q offset, I/Q gain, and quadrature skew
all contribute to spectral spreading.  Within these given ranges of imbalances, the affects of were largely
decoupled from each other.  I and Q offset did not affect the image level, quadrature skew and I/Q gain
did not affect carrier suppression.

The simple first order modulator model presented does not accurately represent all of the interactions
inside of a realizable IQ modulator.  Second, third, and fourth order interactions within each component
and between components were beyond the scope of this paper.

The ARTM specifications for carrier suppression of 25dBc and image level of –30dBc for the SSB Test
maybe adequate for 1-2Mbps transmitters.  But as the bit rate increases, higher carrier suppression and
lower image levels will be required in order to meet the spectral mask requirement.

Imbalance figures were presented to give some insight into how modulator imbalances affect the
quadrature modulator.  These numbers are not meant as hard and fast rules but to give a feel for design
constraints for an IQ modulator.  Different modulator designs and variations from modulator to
modulator will exist so these numbers may not directly apply to other designs.
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents ongoing efforts at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center and the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory to develop ultra high bit rate bandwidth efficient FQPSK modulators and demodulators.

The ability to transmit and receive ever-increasing amounts of extremely high rate data is an enduring
challenge in the arena of near-earth space borne science missions.  Reliable and efficient transmission of
information at these data rates requires the use of power and bandwidth efficient modulations that exhibit
low transmitter, receiver, and decoder complexity.  Conventional high rate approaches for achieving
spectral limiting typically employ sharp post amplifier filtering at the transmitter to limit the interference
to the adjacent bands.  However, using analog filtering alone can produce substantial intersymbol
interference and other distortions that substantially affect the detection performance of the signal.  In
contrast, various theoretical classes of modulation waveforms can be tailored to provide varying degrees
of bandwidth and power efficiency or robustness to non-linear transmitter distortions while incurring little
or no performance losses.  In order to realize many of these signal types, precise amplitude and phase
control over the synthesis of these signals is required, typically necessitating the use of digital signal
processing.

INTRODUCTION: THE FQPSK WAVEFORM STRUCTURE

Feher-patented QPSK, or FQPSK, is a spectrally efficient form of offset QPSK modulation patented by
Kamilo Feher in 1986 [1].  In 1998, a trellis-coded interpretation of FQPSK was discovered by Simon
and Yan [2] that allowed for a simpler transmitter structure and a receiver with improved bit error
performance when utilizing an optimal detector.  Using this interpretation for both in-phase and
quadrature channels, one of sixteen spectrally shaped waveforms (the eight unique waveforms shown in
Figure 1 and their inverses) is transmitted based on a trellis-coded combination of present and previous



data bits.  The generation of this waveform may also be viewed as a finite memory bit sequence mapping
to select the transmitted, full response pulse shape from the eight possibilities shown in Figure 1 with the
most recent bit determining the polarity of the signal.

Figure 1.  FQPSK waveforms

The FQPSK waveforms are designed to minimize spectral sidelobes and envelope fluctuation.  Cross-
correlation is introduced between the transmitted in-phase and quadrature waveforms to produce a quasi-
constant envelope with less than 0.2 dB envelope fluctuation.  Due to its quasi-constant envelope
property, FQPSK can pass through a nonlinear power amplifier in full saturation with minimal spectral
regrowth.  Overall, the spectrum of FQPSK is substantially bandlimited with a 99% power containment
bandwidth more than six times smaller than QPSK.   Figure 2 shows a computer-generated plot of the
FQPSK spectrum with the frequency axis normalized to the information data rate (twice the transmit
symbol rate).

A baseband-filtered version of FQPSK, known as FQPSK-B, has an even narrower spectrum with
sidelobe suppression of –70 dB at approximately 1.5 times the data rate away from the center frequency.
FQPSK-B has been recommended by CCSDS and IRIG standards for use in systems that require high
data rate, bandwidth efficient communications.

Figure 2.  FQPSK Spectrum



NASA/GSFC FQPSK MODULATOR

NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center has developed a prototype digital FQPSK modulator capable of
300 Mbps. The design is based on an architecture described in [1] and [2] and is currently operating in
the lab at full rate. A block diagram of the modulator and test configuration is illustrated in Figure 3. The
design is implemented on a board consisting primarily of discrete components, although an integrated
circuit (VLSI) implementation is possible with even higher performance possible. The following is a
summary of the key modulator parameters:

• Data rate of up to 300 Mbps with FQPSK modulation
• 4 Samples per symbol

The prototype demonstrates the feasibility of implementing the architecture in [2] at high rates and proves
numerous design methodologies. The design is to be tested with other NASA space telecommunications
equipment, including the TDRS system. The knowledge gained through this design effort and results of
these tests will be used extensively in future efforts to develop higher data rate modulators (exceeding
one Gbps), which are currently ongoing at JPL and NASA.  Figure 4 illustrates the eye diagram and
spectrum of the modulator generating 300 Mbps FQPSK. Note the modulator meets the Space Frequency
Coordination Group (SFCG) recommended spectral mask for high rate mission planned after 2001.

Figure 3.  NASA/GSFC FQPSK Modulator
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Figure 4.  Eye Diagram and Spectrum of the 300 Mbps FQPSK Modulator

JPL/NASA BANDWIDTH EFFICIENT MODULATOR

Here we present an effort at JPL to develop a very high rate bandwidth efficient modulator, including
FQPSK, based on parallel processing elements.  The design approach described here replaces expensive,
high power consumption analog or digital GaAs signal processing technology for very high rate
applications with low power, high density and relatively inexpensive CMOS technology based on parallel
processing methods.  This effort is structured to result in hardware algorithms, designs and prototypes to
generate different bandwidth efficient modulations for Gbps applications.  The combination of parallel
architectures and novel waveform generation is intended to provide a full measure of flexibility in
performance and bandwidth efficiency in a cost-effective fashion.

The first target waveform considered is FQPSK.  Here we discuss the design approach and its
implementation and expansion to high rates in field programmable gate array (FPGA) logic as well as
results of preliminary laboratory testing.

DIGITAL MODULATOR CIRCUIT ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Due to their reconfigurability, constantly increasing capacities and availability of radiation tolerant
components [3, 4], commercial FPGAs represent an ideal technology in which to validate the concept of
low cost, parallel, high rate communications signal processing for potential space-based applications.  In
this section, we discuss the FPGA circuit architecture used to synthesize the FQPSK complex baseband
waveform as synchronous digital samples.  The initial effort produced a design for a single processing
element whose core could be re-used in a parallel, time-multiplexed fashion to achieve high rate
throughput. A high level view of the functional signal flow for the FPGA is shown in Figure 5.  Serial
input data is initially de-multiplexed into alternating data streams from which pulse shape lookup
addresses are computed as depicted in Figure 6, according to the rules given in [2].  The state address
and the value of the most recent information bit then provide the selection of the complex FQPSK pulse
shape during that symbol interval.  The state and bit information are then routed to identical lookup tables
that store eight ten-bit samples for each pulse shape.  These samples are synchronously read out over a
symbol interval with a half symbol delay implemented between inphase and quadrature sample streams.

SFCG Spectral
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In terms of implementation details, the modulator’s digital design was realized in an Altera Flex 10K
family FPGA (EPF10K100ARC240-3).  This part is representative of a modest capacity device
(approximately 100,000 equivalent gates, 189 user I/Os).  A preliminary design for the Trellis-Offset
QPSK (T-OQPSK) waveform was written and simulated in VHDL and tested with the digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) evaluation board to verify basic system operation.  As more sophisticated tools were
made available, the subsequent design of FQPSK was done in Verilog for compatibility with related



projects and verified using a ModelTech simulation tool.  Test inputs consisted of known input bit
patterns and digital waveform outputs were compared to a discrete time MATLAB simulation.  These
inputs and outputs, in turn, respectively formed the test stimulus and response for verifying modulator
operation when fully integrated into the test configuration described in the following section.

The migration of the single processing element design to multiple parallel processors is depicted in Figure
7 for a dual element configuration.  Many aspects of the pulse shape lookup table and state generation

remain identical to those present in the initial design.  A high rate (80 MHz) 8x10 bit block register is
added to the table lookup equation generator and a sample multiplexer is added to the modulator in order
to select between the correct symbol output.  This approach is sufficient to add low numbers of additional
channels within the confines of the FPGA.  However, it can quickly become limited when the high-speed
portions of the design outstrip the maximum clock frequencies supported by a particular FPGA
technology (typically in the 80 – 150 MHz range).  At that point, the incorporation of additional parallel
channels can be accommodated by expanding the width of the output words so that many parallel samples
are simultaneously output from the FPGA at a lower frequency while retaining a high throughput sample
rate.

Such configurations then rely on external high speed multiplexing circuitry that is typically rendered in
GaAs for the serial sample stream generation.  Preliminary analyses have indicated that the number of
parallel elements supportable by the Altera FPGA is not circuit area limited but rather I/O pin limited.
Depending upon the number of bits in the output samples to the DAC, between seven and nine parallel
elements can be accommodated within this part.  For substantially larger parts, up to 30 parallel
processors can be implemented.
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LABARORATORY CONFIGURATION AND MODULATOR PERFORMANCE

The initial prototyping effort focused on validating the complex baseband waveform generation of the
FQPSK signal.  In order to rapidly demonstrate this capability while retaining sufficient flexibility to
implement simple parallel processing structures, stand-alone evaluation boards for the FPGA and the dual
DACs were integrated into a single chassis and interconnected with test equipment in the configuration
shown in Figure 7.  A complex upconverter suitable for modulation at UHF carrier frequencies was also
used to evaluate the spectral occupancy of the FQPSK signal.  An external synthesizer provides a local
oscillator input to the upconverter at a frequency of 437.1 MHz.  User programmable serial data input
into the FPGA was provided by a BitAlyzer 25 bit error rate tester (BERT).  The FPGA was
programmed to provide the input data clock to the BERT for purposes of maintaining coherent
throughput from input data to output waveform samples.  The data generator was used both in known
data pattern and random PN sequence generation modes to verify the complex baseband output
waveforms.
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Altera 10K100
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PC for FPGA
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Analog Devices
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DAC

Analog Filters
(AC Coupled)
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437 MHz L.O.

Modulated Carrier

Figure 8. Laboratory test configuration

The modulated signal spectra shown in Figure 9 respectively correspond to the upconverted FQPSK
waveform with and without analog filtering following the baseband DAC outputs.  The unmodulated
carrier due to the DAC DC offsets is clearly evident in the first spectral plot.  With AC coupling and
nominal lowpass filtering, the carrier component is removed in the second spectrum analyzer display.  In
both figures, the spectral containment of the signal agrees very well with the computer-simulated plot of
Figure 2 up through the first nulls (-45 dB down from the signal peak), which occur at +/- 10 MHz from
the carrier frequency.  The remainder of the out of band spectral roll-off is not as pronounced as that
observed in the simulated performance and is likely the result of reaching the dynamic range of the 10-bit
digital-to-analog converters to accurately reproduce an un-quantized waveform.  For very high rate
systems requiring substantial attenuation at frequency separations greater than one or two sidelobes
beyond the main lobe, this is most likely achieved with the aid of relaxed analog filtering.



Figure 9. Spectra of 10 Mbps FQPSK UHF Carrier, with and without baseband lowpass filtering

A prototyping effort to implement a 10 Mbps FQPSK modulator using basic commercial FPGA
technology was completed in a time period of approximately two months.  The designs resulting from this
effort help form the algorithmic foundation for the design and implementation of a parallel circuit, low
cost, very high rate, space-based modulator capable of generating a variety of power and bandwidth
efficient communications waveforms with data rates above one Gbps.

NASA/GSFC JPL VERY HIGH RATE ALL-DIGITAL PARALLEL RECEIVER

A very high rate all-digital receiver for satellite communications capable of demodulating a wide range of
data rates and data formats has been developed by NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center and JPL [6,7].
The core of this receiver is a demodulator application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) which performs
all the operations of a traditional receiver: downconverting to baseband, carrier recovery, detection
filtering, symbol-timing recovery, and limited equalization. All filter coefficients and a host of other
parameters are programmable. The all-digital receiver is capable of demodulating a host of bandwidth
efficient modulations including FQPSK. The receiver is currently being tested in the lab at GSFC and is
capable of data rates up to 600 Mbps.
The receiver will be tested together with the 300 Mbps FQPSK modulator in Q4 2000. Figure 10
illustrates the performance of the fixed-point software model of the receiver with FQPSK modulation. To
date, QPSK demodulation test results with the receiver in the lab have yielded results on the order of 0.1
to 0.2 dB worse than the fixed-point software model of the receiver used for simulated demodulation.
Similar results are expected for FQPSK modulation.



Figure 10. Demodulation Performance of the High Rate Parallel Receiver with FQPSK

The next generation parallel digital receiver is currently being developed by NASA/GSFC and JPL. Data
rates in excess of 1.2 Gbps QPSK and 2.4 Gbps 16-QAM will be possible with the next generation. The
demodulator will be implemented in a single CMOS ASIC solution with a core architecture identical to
that currently implemented and described in [6,7]. Higher chip clock rates, improved parallel signal
processing algorithms, and parallel equalization will also be incorporated in the next generation parallel
digital receiver.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented an overview of ongoing efforts at NASA/GSFC and JPL to implement FQPSK
modulators and demodulators at ultra high data rates. Currently hardware exists and is operating in the
lab at GSFC that modulate FQPSK at rates up to 300 Mbps and demodulate at rates up to 600 Mbps.
The next generation of these systems that are currently being developed at JPL and NASA/GSFC will
modulate and demodulate at data rates well in excess of one Gbps.
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ENHANCED PERFORMANCE OF FQPSK-B RECEIVER
BASED ON TRELLIS-CODED VITERBI DEMODULATION

Dennis Lee, Marvin Simon, and Tsun-Yee Yan
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Commercial FQPSK-B receivers traditionally use symbol-by-symbol detection and have a 2 dB Eb=No

loss relative to ideal QPSK at a bit error rate (BER) of 10�5. An enhanced FQPSK-B receiver using
a Viterbi algorithm (VA) to perform trellis decoding is simulated and shown to have a 1.2 dB Eb=No

improvement over symbol-by-symbol detection for 10�5 BER at the cost of increased complexity. A
simplified Viterbi receiver with a reduced trellis and significantly less complexity is introduced with
only a slight BER degradation compared to the full Viterbi receiver. In addition, a theoretical bit er-
ror probability expression for the symbol-by-symbol FQPSK-B receiver is derived and compared with
simulation results.

KEY WORDS

Feher’s quadrature phase shift keying, Trellis coding, Bit error probability

INTRODUCTION

Feher-patented QPSK (FQPSK) is a spectrally efficient form of offset QPSK modulation with pulse shap-
ing to reduce spectral sidelobes and cross-correlation between inphase and quadrature phase baseband
signals to maintain a nearly constant envelope. The suppressed sidelobes and quasi-constant envelope
makes FQPSK desirable for communications in nonlinear channels when bandwidth is a constraint. Of
particular interest is a baseband filtered version of FQPSK called FQPSK-B [1] [2] which has been rec-
ommended by the Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) and IRIG [3]. However,
the narrow bandwidth of FQPSK-B comes at the cost of BER degradation, approximately 1.4 dB at 10�3

BER using the traditional FQPSK-B receiver.

To improve BER performance, a trellis-coded interpretation of FQPSK was introduced in [4]. Using this
interpretation, FQPSK is generated by transmitting one of 16 shaped waveforms (8 unique waveforms
shown in Figure 1 and their negatives) based on a 16-state trellis described in [4]. It was shown that using
Viterbi demodulation resulted in a significant improvement in bit error performance for unfiltered FQPSK
over a conventional symbol-by-symbol receiver at the cost of increased complexity. This paper extends
the results of [4] by considering the bit error performance of FQPSK-B with Viterbi demodulation.
FQPSK-B is more spectrally efficient than unfiltered FQPSK but has inter-symbol interference (ISI) due
to the baseband filtering. A reduced complexity Viterbi receiver is then introduced which has fewer
correlators and fewer states in the VA, and its performance is simulated.



Figure 1: FQPSK waveforms; Ci(t) = �Ci�8(t); i = 8; :::; 15

TRADITIONAL FQPSK-B RECEIVER

The traditional commercial FQPSK-B receiver is a sample-and-hold (S&H) receiver with symbol-by-
symbol detection. The received signal is downconverted to baseband and then filtered using a detection
filter whose bandwidth-symbol period (BTs) is approximately 0.6 as given in [2] (the exact filter type
and optimal BTs are subject to a non-disclosure agreement). The output of the detection filter is sampled
at the maximum eye opening, and a decision is made on the symbol.

A theoretical expression for the bit error probability of the S&H FQPSK-B receiver in a linear chan-
nel is derived in the Appendix using superposition arguments. Due to ISI, there are a large number of
terms in the theoretical expression; however, an approximation with only 32 terms matches closely with
simulation results. The approximation is given in Equation 6 of the Appendix. Figure 2 shows a compar-
ison between the 32-term theoretical approximation of the bit error probability and computer simulated
results. The bit error probability of ideal QPSK is also included for comparison.

FQPSK-B VITERBI RECEIVER

The FQPSK-B Viterbi receiver correlates the baseband received signal with the FQPSK waveforms and
uses a Viterbi algorithm to perform the trellis decoding. The Viterbi algorithm searches through the
FQPSK trellis which has sixteen states and four transitions to each state. The VA branch metrics, Zj , are
given as follows:

Zj = Rj �
Ej

2
j = 0; :::; 15 (1)

where Rj is the correlation of the received signal and the j th waveform and Ej is the energy in the jth

waveform. The correlation values R8 through R15 are obtained by taking the negatives of R0 through R7

(i.e., R0 = �R8, R1 = �R9, R2 = �R10, etc.). A total of sixteen correlators are needed, eight each
for the inphase and quadrature phase channels. A block diagram of the full FQPSK-B Viterbi receiver is
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Figure 2: Comparison of theoretical BER and simulated BER for FQPSK-B S&H receiver

shown in Figure 3. Note that in the figure, the subtraction of Ej=2 is performed in the FQPSK-B Viterbi
algorithm block.

SIMPLIFIED FQPSK-B VITERBI RECEIVER

A simplified FQPSK-B Viterbi receiver can be formed by grouping sets of waveforms together and
creating a reduced trellis. In this case, the sixteen FQPSK waveforms are separated into 4 different
groups. The first group consists of waveforms C0 through C3 (see Figure 1); the second group consists
of waveforms C4 through C7; the third group consists of waveforms C8 through C11; and the fourth
group consists of waveforms C12 through C15. With this grouping, the trellis coded structure of FQPSK
splits into two independent inphase (I) and quadrature phase (Q) 2-state trellises. The trellis structure
of the simplified Viterbi receiver is identical to that of trellis-coded OQPSK in [5] but with different
waveforms.

A block diagram of the simplified FQPSK-B Viterbi receiver is shown in Figure 5. The received FQPSK-
B signal is demodulated and then correlated against the average of the waveforms in each group, qi(t),
given below and shown in Figure 4.

q0(t) =
1

4

3X
i=0

Ci(t) q2(t) = �q0(t)

q1(t) =
1

4

7X
i=4

Ci(t) q3(t) = �q1(t)

Since q2(t) and q3(t) are the negatives of q0(t) and q1(t), only two correlators each are needed for the
I and Q channels. The VA metrics are again formed as in Eq. (1) except Ej is now the energy of the
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group average waveform qj(t). Figure 6 shows the trellis of the grouped signals which has two states and
two transitions to each state. The two Viterbi algorithms for the I and Q channels can be combined into
a single 4-state VA. Compared to the full Viterbi receiver, the simplified Viterbi receiver has 12 fewer
correlators and an 8-fold reduction in the number of VA computations per decoded bit.

BIT ERROR RATE PERFORMANCE

Using Signal Processing WorkSystem (SPW) computer simulations, the bit error performance of the
simplified and full FQPSK-B Viterbi receivers is compared with the traditional FQPSK-B S&H receiver
and ideal QPSK. Ideal carrier and symbol synchronization is assumed. The simulated channel includes
a non-linear solid-state power amplifier (SSPA) operating in full saturation. For the full Viterbi receiver,
a truncation path length (decoding depth) of 50 bits is used in the VA. Due to the short constraint length
nature of the reduced trellis, a truncation path length of only 10 bits is needed for the simplified Viterbi
receiver.

BER curves are shown in Figure 7 and results are summarized in Table 1. The Viterbi receiver performs
0.8 dB better than the S&H receiver at 10�3 which is comparable to the results in [4] for unfiltered
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FQPSK. This indicates that the Viterbi receiver works for FQPSK-B almost as well as for unfiltered
FQPSK. The simplified FQPSK-B Viterbi receiver suffers a slight degradation with respect to the full
Viterbi receiver but is still 0.55 dB better than the S&H FQPSK-B receiver at 10�3 BER. At 10�5 BER,
the full and simplified Viterbi receivers are 1.2 and 0.9 dB better than the S&H receiver, respectively.

CONCLUSION

The performance of a Viterbi receiver for FQPSK-B is simulated and shown to have a 1.2 dB Eb=No

improvement in bit error rate performance over the traditional sample-and-hold receiver at 10�5 BER.
A simplified FQPSK-B Viterbi receiver is introduced by appropriately grouping the waveforms to create
a 2-state trellis instead of the 16-state trellis needed for the full Viterbi receiver. The reduction in the
number of states allows for a factor of eight reduction in computational complexity of the VA and a



Table 1: Comparison of BER performance
Eb=No for Loss compared Eb=No for Loss compared
10�3 BER to ideal QPSK 10�5 BER to ideal QPSK

(dB) at 10�3 BER (dB) (dB) at 10�5 BER (dB)
Viterbi receiver 7.4 0.6 10.4 0.8

Simplified Viterbi receiver 7.65 0.85 10.7 1.1
S&H receiver 8.2 1.4 11.6 2.0

factor of four reduction in the number of correlators required. This simplified Viterbi receiver has only a
0.3 dB degradation compared to the full Viterbi receiver and still provides 0.9 dB improvement over the
sample-and-hold FQPSK-B receiver at 10�5 BER.
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APPENDIX. THEORETICAL BIT ERROR PROBABILITY OF S&H FQPSK-B RECEIVER IN
A LINEAR CHANNEL

The theoretical expression for the bit error probability of FQPSK-B is complicated by ISI introduced
by the transmit and receive baseband filters and the correlation between symbols. To derive the proba-
bility of error of the sample-and-hold receiver, a method using superposition is applied which averages
the probability of error over all possible ISI combinations. The ISI combinations are constrained by
the FQPSK trellis. The computational complexity is reduced by considering each filtered waveform
separately at the sampling instances only and using superposition. The resulting probability of error
expression has a large number of terms, but is well approximated by only 32 terms.



The sixteen FQPSK waveforms can be rearranged as follows to reduce the number of ISI symbols that
need to be considered:
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si(t) = �si�8 i = 8; 9; :::; 15 (2)

Let h(t) = ht(t) � hr(t) denote the impulse response of the cascaded baseband FQPSK-B transmit filter
ht(t) and receive filter hr(t). The filtered waveforms after the receive filter, ri(t), are given by:

ri(t) = h(t) � si(t)

Denote to as the time of the maximum eye opening. Then the sampled values of the filtered waveforms,
ri;k, are given by:

ri;k = ri(to + kTs)

Assuming that only the �L1 � k � L2; k 6= 0 symbols have a significant ISI contribution to the
decision made on the k = 0 symbol, the decision variable zi;p;q for the k = 0 symbol given that si(t) was
transmitted is:

zi;p;q = ri;0 +
L2X
k=1

rg
k
(i;p);�k +

L1X
m=1

rhm(i;q);m + n (3)

where the gk’s are the possible waveforms k symbols later and the hm’s are the possible waveforms m
symbols before, and are defined recursively as follows:

gk(i; p) = F(gk�1(i; p) + 1; jk�1 + 1); g0(i; p) = i

hm(i; q) = B(hm�1(i; q) + 1; cm�1 + 1); h0(i; q) = i

where p = 0; :::; 4L2 � 1 represent the different forward paths through the trellis starting with the ith

waveform and q = 0; :::; 4L1 � 1 represent the different backwards paths through the trellis starting with



the ith waveform. The jk’s are defined by p = j0 + 4j1 + ::: + 4L2�1jL2�1 and the ck’s are defined by
q = c0+4c1+ :::+4L1�1cL1�1. F(x; y) is the element in the xth row and yth column in the forward trellis
matrix, F, and B(x; y) is the element in the xth row and yth column in the backwards trellis matrix, B,
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(4)

The F and B matrices are constructed so that the row number minus one defines the current waveform
(e.g., row one corresponds to s0(t)), and the elements of the row contain the possible waveforms im-
mediately preceding or following that waveform. The preceding waveforms are given in the backwards
trellis matrix B and the following waveforms are in forward trellis matrix F. There are only four pos-
sible waveform transitions for each waveform, all which are equiprobable. The random variable n in
Equation 3 is filtered Gaussian noise with variance

�2n =
No

2
jjhjj2

where jjhjj2 =
R
1

�1

jh2(t)jdt.

Only the probability of error for waveforms s0(t) through s7(t) need to be considered as the probability
of error for s8(t) through s15(t) will be the same. Thus the average probability of a bit error is given by:
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where z0i;p;q = zi;p;q=
p
Eb. Note that the energy per bit, Eb, is not simply the average of the individual

waveform energies because of the ISI. Rather, Eb is given by:
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Figure 8: Theoretical bit error probability of FQPSK-B S&H receiver at low BER

The number of terms in Eq. (5) can be quite large for L1; L2 > 2. However, the zi;p;q terms are sums
of different ri;k terms which are just samples of the 16 filtered FQPSK-B waveforms at Ts intervals and
only need to be computed once. In addition, for the case of FQPSK-B transmit and receive filters, a
good approximation to the bit error probability can be found by setting L1 = 1 and L2=0. Using this
approximation, the probability of error expression reduces to

Pe =
1

32

7X
i=0

3X
q=0

Q

0
@
vuut2Eb

No

(z0i;q)
2

jjhjj2

1
A (6)

where z0i;q = (ri;0 + rh1(i;q);1)=
p
Eb. In this case, only 32 terms need to be computed. Figure 2 shows a

comparison of Eq. (6) and the simulated BER of the FQPSK-B S&H receiver. As the figure shows, the
32-term approximation matches closely with the simulation results.

The advantage of theoretical expressions is that the bit error performance can be evaluated at extremely
low probabilities of error without prohibitively long computer simulations. For example, data contain-
ing compressed images may require a bit error rate on the order of 10�10 depending on the amount of
compression. Figure 8 shows the bit error performance of the FQPSK-B S&H receiver using the 32-term
theoretical approximation at low bit error rates. The FQPSK-B S&H receiver requires about 15.4 dB
Eb=No for a 10�10 BER. For very large Eb=No, the asymptotic loss of the S&H receiver with respect to
ideal QPSK is approximately 3 dB.
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ABSTRACT

Bit error rate (BER) and bandwidth efficiency of several variations of enhanced Feher patented
quadrature phase shift keying (FQPSK) [1] are described. An enhanced FQPSK increases the channel
packing density of that of the IRIG 106-00 standardized FQPSK-B by approximately 50% in adjacent
channel interference (ACI) environment. As the bandwidth efficiency of FQPSK-B DOUBLES (2×)
that of pulse code modulation/Frequency modulation (PCM/FM) [5], the enhanced FQPSK, with a
simpler transceiver than FQPSK-B, has a channel packing density of TRIPLE (3×) that of PCM/FM.
One of the other enhanced FQPSK prototypes has an end to end system loss of only 0.4 dB at
BER= 3101 −×  and 0.5 dB at BER=1 10 4× −  from ideal linearly amplified QPSK theory.  The enhanced
FQPSK has a simple architecture, thus is inexpensive and has small size, for ultra high bit rate
implementation.

With low redundancy forward error correction (FEC) coding which expands the spectrum by
approximately 10%, further improvement of about 3-4.5dB E Nb o  is attained with NLA FQPSK-B

and enhanced FQPSK at BER=1 10 5× − .
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INTRODUCTION

FQPSK-B [2]-[6] has been demonstrated by AIAA, DoD, NASA, and international CCSDS’s multi-
year studies to be the most spectral and power efficient systems when non-linearly amplified. In
January 2000, FQPSK-B was specified as the modulation method used by Telemetry IRIG standard
106-00 [8].

FQPSK-B provides high power efficiency. The 99.99% and -60 dBc bandwidths of filtered FQPSK-B
are approximately one half of the corresponding bandwidths of optimized PCM/FM when the signal is
non-linearly amplified; the E Nb o  requirement for a BER of 1 10 5× −  for non-optimized FQPSK-B is
approximately 12 dB, approximately the same as limiter detected PCM/FM [5]. Compared with
GMSK, FQPSK-B spectral efficiency advantage is 25% to 100% if non-linearly amplified and 100%
to 300% if linearly amplified; the BER robustness of FQPSK-B is 1-2 dB better than GMSK in BER
= 10 2−  to 10 4−  range; and FQPSK-B is much simpler to implement, has smaller size, lower DC power
requirement, and considerably lower cost [7].

The FQPSK technique introduced in [3] and [4] (or SQAM) used a double-interval raised-cosine
pulse superposed with an amplitude weighted single-interval raised cosine pulse as its baseband signal.
It has superb BER versus E Nb o  performance, only 0.5 dB worse than linear BPSK-QPSK theory
[5]. But compared to FQPSK-B, it is less bandwidth efficient. Enhanced FQPSK modifies its
transmitter and receiver to achieve better bandwidth efficiency while maintaining outstanding BER
performance.

PERFORMANCES OF ENHANCED FQPSK MODEM IN AN AWGN CHANNEL

The performances of enhanced FQPSK in an additive white Gaussian noise channel is evaluated by
computer simulation. In all cases, non-linear amplifier (NLA) is used.

Bit Error Rate of Enhanced FQPSK
The computer simulated bit error rate (BER) for enhanced FQPSK and the measured BER
performance of FQPSK-B and PCM/FM for a 1Mb/s signal and 1 MHz IF filter bandwidths [5] is
shown in Figure 1. Compared with measured BER of FQPSK-B and PCM/FM, a BER of 1 10 5× −  can
be achieved at an E Nb o  of 1 to 1.5 dB lower with enhanced FQPSK. In the measurement of BER,
the FQPSK-B signal was differentially encoded to solve the phase ambiguity of 0, 90, 180, or 270
degrees offset from the transmitter’s reference phase, and the demodulator of FQPSK-B was an non-
optimized modified QPSK demodulator; the PCM/FM was limiter detected. Figure 2 shows the BER
performance of enhanced FQPSK (variation L2), FQPSK-B with Viterbi receiver and simplified
FQPSK-B with Viterbi receiver (both by Marvin Simon and Ysun-Yee Yan of JPL) [9][12].

Power Spectral Density of Enhanced FQPSK
Figure 3 shows the power spectral density of enhanced FQPSK (variation L1 and L2), FQPSK-B, and
GMSK NLA systems. Enhanced FQPSK has similar PSD performance as that of FQPSK-B, which
has approximately twice the bandwidth efficiency than that of the optimized PCM/FM [5]. Enhanced
FQPSK uses a simple first order low pass filter and is suitable for ultra high bit rate implementation.



Adjacent Channel Interference of Enhanced FQPSK
The integrated adjacent channel interference (ACI) performance (with specific receiver filter) [10] of
enhanced FQPSK family, FQPSK-B, and standardized GMSK (with transmitter low pass filter
bandwidth BTb = 0.3) NLA systems is shown in Figure 4. Enhanced FQPSK has the simplest
transmitter filter (first order) among all. As for the receiver, the receiver bandpass filter of enhanced
FQPSK uses two cascaded 4th order filter; for GMSK, 4th order Gaussian bandpass filters with B Ti b

= 0.6 is used. Enhanced FQPSK shows about 50% better channel packing density, based on the ACI
criteria [10], than FQPSK-B, or triple (3×) that of PCM/FM.

Performances of Different Variations of Enhanced FQPSK
There is a trade off between good bandwidth efficiency and BER performance. An advantage of
enhanced FQPSK is that it can achieve among the best BER performance if the bandwidth
requirement is a second consideration, or achieve high bandwidth efficiency if higher BER is tolerable.
Therefore, enhanced FQPSK can suit various applications that have different bit error rate and
bandwidth efficiency requirements.

PERFORMANCES OF FEC CODED FQPSK

To achieve better BER performance, low redundancy FEC can be applied to FQPSK systems. The
computer simulated Reed-Solomon coded FQPSK-B with NASA standard RS(255,223) code and
RS(255,239) code show significant improvement of BER performances, as shown in Figure 5, 6, 7,
and 8, as well as Table 1. We can see that the rate of the increase of coding gain becomes smaller as
coding redundancy increases, and that at lower bit error rate, small amount of redundancy achieves
significant coding gain.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented a bandwidth efficient and BER robust enhanced FQPSK suitable for ultra high
bit rate, as well as FEC coded FQPSK and enhanced FQPSK. Enhanced FQPSK can achieve a BER
of 1 10 4× −  at an E Nb o  of 0.5 dB within the linear theory of QPSK and 1 dB lower than PCM/FM
and FQPSK-B.  It can achieve a channel packing density in adjacent channel interference environment
of approximately three times of that of PCM/FM and two times of that of GMSK. The enhanced
FQPSK has simple transmitter and receiver, so the implementation will be much easier and less
expensive than GMSK. Different variations of enhanced FQPSK provide a tradeoff between its
outstanding bandwidth efficiency and BER performance, therefor it suits various applications that has
different bandwidth efficiency and BER requirements. With low redundancy FEC coding, further
improvement of about 3-4.5 dB Eb/No is attained with NLA FQPSK-B and enhanced FQPSK at
BER= 5101 −× .
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Figure 2. BER performance of enhanced FQPSK (variation L2), FQPSK-B with Viterbi receiver, and
simplified FQPSK-B with Viterbi receiver [12] (both by Marvin Simon and Ysun-Yee Yan of JPL) in
NLA mode. Note enhanced FQPSK has simpler transmitter, and uses simple threshold detector.
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FQPSK-B, while the BER performance of FQPSK-L2 is better, as indicated in Figure 1. GMSK
transmitter filter bandwidths BTb = 0.3 and 0.5, while enhanced FQPSK uses simple first order filter
and thus is suitable for ultra-high bit rate implementation.
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Figure 6. Enhanced FQPSK (variation L2) with Reed-Solomon codes in NLA mode: 1) QPSK linear
theory, 2) enhanced FQPSK, 3) enhanced FQPSK with RS(255,239,8) code, 4) enhanced FQPSK
with RS(255,235,10) code, 5) enhanced FQPSK with RS(255,235,16) code.
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Figure 7. BER performance of FQPSK-B with 50% redundancy. 1) QPSK linear theory. 2) measured
FQPSK with 1/2 convolutional code L band BW 2.7 MHz [11]. 3) the solid line is simulated FQPSK-
B with RS(255, 128) code; the dashed line is anticipated BER performance.
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Coding gain (dB) at BER=1E-3 Coding gain (dB) at BER=1E-5
Reed-Solomon

code
FQPSK-B Enhanced

FQPSK
FQPSK-B Enhanced

FQPSK
RS (255, 239) 1.1 1.15 3.5 3.3
RS (255, 235) 1.3 1.25 3.9 3.7
RS (255, 223) 2 1.8 4.6 4.4
Table 1. Coding gain of Reed-Solomon coded FQPSK-B and Enhanced FQPSK.
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ABSTRACT

Range to an orbiting satellite from a ground reference point (ground station) can be determined by
measuring the round trip time for a waveform transmitted to the satellite and returned to the ground
station (Turnaround Ranging) and more recently by using the Global Positioning System (GPS). This
paper first summarizes and compares the two approaches. The paper then describes and analyzes a new
turn-around ranging system which uses a flexible ranging waveform that provides spectral compatibility
with existing Military, NASA, and Commercial satellite uplink/downlink signals.
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INTRODUCTION

The distance to an orbiting satellite from a fixed ground reference point is required to update satellite
orbital parameters. For turnaround ranging systems1, the range data and the measured satellite azimuth
and elevation angles provide the data necessary to determine the satellite’s location. Other systems,
which use Global Positioning System (GPS) signals, can compute the satellite’s coordinates directly by
observing the GPS signals received by the satellite.

COMPARISON OF GPS AND TURNAROUND RANGING APPROACHES

GPS Based Systems

Two approaches that utilize GPS to determine satellite position are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In
Figure 1, an onboard GPS antenna and a multiple-channel GPS receiver receive L-band GPS signals
from GPS satellites and calculate the coordinates of the satellite. The resulting coordinates are
transmitted to the Ground Stations via the Downlink Telemetry System. In Figure 2, the satellite
receives all observable GPS satellite L-band signals and transmits the receive spectrum to a ground
station. At the ground station, the relayed GPS spectrum is provided to a multiple-channel GPS receiver
which calculates the coordinates of the satellite. The characteristics of the two GPS approaches are
summarized below:

Table 1. GPS Based System Characteristics
Both approaches are dependent on GPS, which the user has no control over.

Accuracy may be limited by geometric dilution of precision due to non-favorable
position of observable GPS satellites relative to the satellite.

Significant onboard equipment is required and redundancy must be utilized since
repairs cannot be made.

For the system shown in Figure 2, significant downlink bandwidth is required to
transmit the GPS spectra received from the GPS satellites.

                                               

1 Ranging systems in which a ranging waveform is transmitted to and then from a satellite. Range is computed by
observing the round trip delay time of the waveform.
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Turnaround Ranging Systems.

Figure 3 illustrates the basic turnaround ranging system. In this approach, a ranging waveform S1 (t) is
transmitted to the satellite along with uplink command data. At the satellite, the signal is demodulated as
S2 (t). The demodulated signal is summed with the downlink telemetry signal and retransmitted to the
ground station where it is demodulated as S3 (t). The Range Measurement Section measures the time
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delay, �T, between S 1 (t) and S3 (t). The two-way range to the satellite is then computed by multiplying
�T by the speed of RF transmission (speed of light). The characteristics of the Turnaround Ranging
System approach are summarized below:

Table 2. Turnaround Ranging System Characteristics
Approach is not dependent on other systems.

Very little additional satellite circuitry is required; the satellite system must provide
demodulation of the uplink command signal and modulation of the downlink telemetry signal
anyway. Moreover the required circuitry is usually part of existing off-the-shelf hardware.

The ground station cost is very small and can utilize off-the-shelf equipment.

Uplink and downlink spectral power is required to transmit the ranging waveforms, but the
power is very minimal for efficient ranging waveforms and systems.

The remainder of the paper relates to the Turnaround Ranging approach.

The important performance parameters to consider for turnaround ranging systems are:

• Accuracy and precision of measured range values.

• Bias errors due to equipment delay and drift.

• Tracking errors due to satellite dynamics.

• Uplink/downlink ranging waveform spectra requirements and the availability of
uplink/downlink bandwidth to accommodate the spectra..



• Mutual interference with the uplink command signal and downlink telemetry signal.

• Maximum unambiguous measured range.

Turnaround Ranging Approaches.

The basic approaches are defined by the ranging waveform that is transmitted to and retransmitted by
the satellite. Some of the basic waveforms are:

1) A pseudorandom (PN) waveform, as currently utilized by the Air Force Satellite Control
Network (AFSCN).

2) Range tones (not necessarily harmonically related) as used in earlier ranging systems.

3) Harmonically related range tones.

4) Harmonically related range tones in which the tones are related by a factor 2.

5) A combination of waveforms 1) and 3), as used by the NASA Spacecraft Tracking and Data
Network (STDN).

6) Waveforms that can be converted, if required, to a portion of spectrum not utilized by the
uplink command signal or the downlink telemetry signal or other payload signals.

Each of the waveforms has advantages/disadvantages over other waveforms. This paper will describe a
Multi-Mode Waveform Turnaround Ranging System design, which can offer a choice of waveforms that
can provide the best approach for a user. In particular, the ranging system would have operating modes
which include any of the above six waveforms

MULTIMODE WAVEFORM TURNAROUND RANGING SYSTEM

The basic ground station circuitry of a Multi-Mode Waveform Turnaround Ranging System is shown in
Figure 4. The characteristics of the ranging system are:

• Antenna, Diplexer, Receiver Section, Transmit Section, Demodulator, Modulator is shared with
the uplink command and downlink telemetry functions.

• Multimode Ranging Processor (MMRP) is an added single board that can be packaged as either
an industry standard, PCI or VME board.

• A ranging waveform consisting of either a PN sequence, harmonically-related square wave
(powers of 2), or a combination of the two can be selected. The PN chip rate and the
highest/lowest square wave can be selected to provide the required accuracy, ranging precision
and measurement time.

• The ranging signal spectra can be translated to a frequency band not occupied by uplink
command or downlink telemetry signals or other payload signals.



The Ranging Processor printed circuit board can consist of all Digital Components and all processing is
Digital Signal Processing, which facilitates parameter selection/implementation with low drift over time.

MMRP Parameters.

The MMRP parameters can be selected to be compatible with either the AFSCN or STDN waveforms.
Clock frequency and frequency offsets can be selected to provide compatibility with AFSCN/STDN
satellite transponders or with available commercial satellite frequency bands. Clock, and code
parameters can also be selected to provide the desired unambiguous measured range value. The
flexibility of the MMRP is enhanced by digital signal processing (DSP) in which firmware and software
provides the algorithms required for multimode operation. Referring to Figure 4, all of the crosshatched
blocks correspond to DSP functions.

MMRP Performance

The critical MMRP performance characteristics include Ranging Accuracy, Ranging Precision,
Maximum Unambiguous Range, Tracking Error due to Doppler Rate, Bias Error, and Bandwidth
Occupancy and Mutual Interference.

Ranging Accuracy

The theoretical ranging accuracy in the presence of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) can be
shown to be:
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where:

CL = The highest tone clock frequency or PN chip rate used.

PLL BW = Phase lock bandwidth selection.

SRS/No = Ratio of the received S3 (t) ranging signal to noise density ratio.
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Figure 4. Basic Ground Station Multimode Turnaround Ranging Processor (MMRP)



The PLL BW value must be large enough to provide small tracking errors due to satellite Doppler rates.
A value of ½ Hz would be acceptable for most satellite Doppler rates. With a ½-Hz BW the enormous
performance advantage of the system is achieved by limiting the noise perturbation to only the noise
power in a ½ Hz around the signal.

CL is limited by the transmission bandwidth availability. The STDN and AFSCN maximum value is
500 kHz.

SRS/No can be very small such as 22 dB-Hz. The low requirement of SRS/No is attributed to the low PLL
BW of  ½ Hertz. For a telemetry bit rate of 10 kbps and a Pe �  10-5, the telemetry signal to noise ratio
(STLM/No) would be in excess of 51 dB-Hz, which is almost 1000 times greater than SRS/No. Hence, very
little downlink power needs to be allocated to the ranging signal. For the above parameters (SRS/No and
CL = 500 kHz), � KT would be 8.8 feet (theoretical) and less than 10 feet with implementation losses.

Ranging Precision

The quantization error (value determined by the least significant bit of the measured range values) is
given by:

12

LSBrms)(feetó q
= (1-2)

� q can be combined with � KT to form an rms value of the random error as follows

σσσ qKTT
22

+= (1-3)

When 32-bit processing is used, the LSB can be made very small such that � q << � kt.

Maximum Unambiguous Range.

For the AFSCN waveform, a PN code is utilized that has a maximum value of 1,014,942 statue meters
of two-way range. If sequential tone ranging would be utilized, the lowest tone frequently required for
synchronous orbits (<23,000 nautical miles) would be approximately 3.5 Hz. For either case, PN code
characteristics and tone frequencies can be selected for meeting accuracy and unambiguous range
requirements.



Tracking Error due to Doppler Rate

There would be a tracking error (EDR) due to Doppler rate of 
•

LC  and a given PLL BW (BL). The
relationship is:
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where:

EDR = Tracking error in feet.

•
LC  = Doppler rate.

BL = Tracking Loop Bandwidth

For a given 
•

LC , BL must be selected to yield an acceptable EDR.

Bias Error

Ground station bias error is defined by the residual error that would exist after calibration of the ground
station uplink and downlink paths. The bias error of the MMRP would be less than 0.5 feet over a wide
equipment and temperature range.

Bandwidth Occupancy and Mutual Interference

The versatility of the MMRP is extremely important in selecting a ranging system waveform that:

• Provides low acceptable mutual interference with uplink command waveforms and downlink
telemetry waveforms.

• Fits in an allocated uplink and downlink bandwidth.

As an example, the spectra of the AFSCN ranging, command, and telemetry signal is shown in Figure 5.

This signal has a value of 500 kHz for CL and a PN chip rate of 1 x 106. There is very little mutual
interference between the three signals primarily due to the fact that the ranging signal is spread (having
low energy density) and adds only a small amount of in-band noise to the command signal.

If range tones are utilized, they can be selected to provide minimal interference with other signal
waveforms.



In many cases, the available uplink or downlink bandwidth may not be compatible with the selected
waveform. In those cases, the MMRP can translate the ranging spectra to an available contiguous
frequency band.
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Figure 5. Spectra of AFSCN Ranging, Command, and Telemetry Signal

CONCLUSION

This Multimode Waveform Turnaround Ranging System provides selectable signal parameters, which
optimize the required performance for a user. Parameter selection can provide compatibility with the
AFSCN, STDN or commercial satellite systems. The ground equipment requirement is minimal,
requiring only a single printed circuit board. Moreover, the described system provides significant
advantages over GPS, which requires significant satellite equipment or downlink bandwidth. The
implementation of the Multimode Waveform Turnaround Ranging System can easily be accomplished
on either a PCI or VME form factor PCB card. The extensive use of digital signal processing provides
the flexibility for use with any satellite ranging waveform design.



NEW TELEMETRY HARDWARE FOR THE DEEP SPACE
NETWORK TELEMETRY PROCESSOR SYSTEM

Amit Puri, Siragan Ozkan, Peter Schaefer, Bob Anderson, Mike Williams
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the new Telemetry Processor Hardware (TPH) that Avtec Systems has developed
for the Deep Space Network (DSN) Telemetry Processor (TLP) system. Avtec is providing the
Telemetry Processor Hardware to RTLogic! for integration into the Telemetry Processor system.

The Deep Space Network (DSN) is an international network of antennas that supports interplanetary
spacecraft missions for exploration of the solar system and the universe. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory
manages the DSN for NASA.  The TLP system provides the capability to acquire, process, decode and
distribute deep space probe and Earth orbiter telemetry data.  The new TLP systems will be deployed at
each of the three deep-space communications facilities placed approximately 120 degrees apart around
the world: at Goldstone, California; near Madrid, Spain; and near Canberra, Australia.

The Telemetry Processor Hardware (TPH) supports both CCSDS and TDM telemetry data formats.  The
TPH performs the following processing steps: soft-symbol input selection and measurement;
convolutional decoding; routing to external decoders; time tagging; frame synchronization; de-
randomization; and Reed-Solomon decoding.  The TPH consists of a VME Viterbi Decoder/MCD III
Interface board (VM-7001) and a PCI-mezzanine Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder (PMC-
6130-J) board.

The new Telemetry Processor Hardware is implemented using the latest Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) technology to provide the density and speed to meet the current requirements as well as the
flexibility to accommodate processing enhancements in the future.

KEY WORDS

Telemetry Processor, Deep Space Network, JPL, CCSDS, Viterbi Decoder, Reed-Solomon, Frame
Synchronizer

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the new Telemetry Processor Hardware (TPH) that Avtec Systems, Inc. has
developed for the Deep Space Network (DSN) Telemetry Processor (TLP) system. The Deep Space



Network is an international network of antennas that supports interplanetary spacecraft missions for
exploration of the solar system and the universe. The TLP system provides the capability to acquire,
process, decode, and distribute deep space probes and Earth orbiter telemetry data.

The new TLP systems will be deployed at each of the three Deep-Space Communications Complexes
(DSCCs). These facilities are located at Goldstone, California; near Madrid, Spain; and near Canberra,
Australia. Each DSCC site consists of multiple deep space stations with large parabolic reflector
antennas and ultra-sensitive receiving systems. The locations of these communications facilities allow
the DSN to observe spacecraft on a continuous basis, thus making DSN the most sensitive scientific
telecommunications system in the world. The DSCCs are placed approximately 120 degrees apart
around the world to compensate for the Earth’s rotation. The 120 degrees separation in longitude
provides each DSCC with an 8 to 14 hour view of the spacecraft from their respective locations. This
provides sufficient overlap between locations to allow transferring contact with a particular spacecraft
from one complex to the next.

Combining the signals from multiple antennas is called “arraying”. This arraying technique allows more
of the spacecraft’s signal to be captured, thereby enabling higher data rates. Arraying, used in
conjunction with data encoding in the communications link, increases the amount of data that can be
received from a spacecraft. Very high-resolution time tagging (on the order of 100-nsec) is required to
ensure that the data from different antennas is correctly combined.

The TPH provided by Avtec Systems, Inc. supports both CCSDS and TDM telemetry data formats. The
TPH performs the following processing steps: soft-symbol input selection and measurement;
convolutional decoding; routing to external decoders; time tagging; frame synchronization; de-
randomization; and Reed-Solomon decoding. The TPH consists of a VME Viterbi Decoder/MCD III
Interface board (VM-7001) and a PCI-mezzanine Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder (PMC-
6130-J) board.

The VM-7001 Viterbi Decoder/MCD III Interface card is a single-slot 6U VME card that accepts 8-bit
differential soft symbol inputs, performs input selection, routes symbol data to internal or external
decoders, and outputs decoded bit data and clock to the PMC-6130-J Frame Synchronizer/Reed-
Solomon Decoder.

The PMC-6130-J is an enhanced version of Avtec’s commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) PMC-6130
RSDEC Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder PCI-mezzanine card. The PMC-6130-J accepts bit
data and clock inputs and performs time tagging, frame synchronization, de-randomization, and Reed-
Solomon decoding. Key features of the PMC-6130-J include:

• Time tagging with 100-nsec resolution with hardware correction for propagation delays, data rate
dependent decoder delays, and data rate variations due to Doppler shift.

• Frame synchronizer support for out-of-sync data forwarding, forward/reverse and inverted sync
pattern detection, and dual frame length detection.

• Acquisition of 8-bit soft-symbol data from the VM-7001 when internal decoding functions are
bypassed.



DSN TLP OVERVIEW

A simplified block diagram of the new JPL-DTT ground station configuration is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Downlink Tracking & Telemetry (DTT) Subsystem Configuration

The Receiving and Ranging Processor (RRP) receives a modulated Intermediate Frequency (IF) input
from the antenna and outputs soft symbols and clock to the Telemetry Processor (TLP). The TLP
performs input selection and measurement; convolutional decoding; routing to external decoders; time-
tagging; frame synchronization; Reed-Solomon decoding; and output formatting. The reconstituted
telemetry frames are then output to users according to various selection criteria including Virtual
Channel Identifier (VCID). The telemetry stream can also be transferred to a JPL data repository for
archive.

The TLP is separated into three main portions, as shown in Figure 2. These include the Telemetry
Processor Controller (TPC), the Telemetry Processor Hardware (TPH) and the JPL Formatter Board
(TPF). Avtec is providing the TPH portion of the TLP for integration into the TLP by RTLogic!.
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TELEMETRY PROCESSOR HARDWARE

The signal flow through the Telemetry Processor Hardware is shown in Figure 3.  The VM-7001 Viterbi
Decoder/MCD III Interface and the PMC-6130-J Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder use
industry standard PCI and VME busses for high-speed data transfer.  No proprietary backplane or busses
are used.
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VM-7001 VITERBI DECODER/MCD III INTERFACE OPERATION

The VM-7001 accepts 8-bit differential soft symbol data and clock from 3 external sources at rates from
4 Symbols/sec up to 26.5 Msymbols/sec.  These sources are input via a BVR Interface, AUX Interface,
or SIM Interface, all of which are Front-panel DB-25 connectors. The board also accepts 10 MHz and 1
PPS time reference signals via the VME P2 connector.

The VM-7001 routes the soft symbol data and clock from the selected input to the MCD III Interface, to
the onboard Viterbi Decoder (Qualcomm Q1900), or to hard bit decision logic (for unencoded data).
The VM-7001 outputs the 8-bit soft symbol data and clock to the MCD III at up to 26.5 Msymbols/sec
and receives back decoded bit, clock, and node sync change signals.  All of the signal interfaces with the
MCD III are differential. The VM-7001 will also provide a second MCD III style interface for use with
a Turbo Decoder in the future.  For onboard decoding, the VM-7001 maps the first five bits of 8-bit soft
symbols to 3-bit symbols for input to the onboard Viterbi decoder.  The VM-7001 outputs decoded bit
data to the VM-6130-J Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder.  The VM-7001 can also bypass the
Viterbi Decoder and MCD III and directly output soft symbol data to the PMC-6130-J. The outputs to
the PMC-6130-J operate at rates from 2 bps to 13.25 Mbps.
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Figure 4: VM-7001 Viterbi Decoder/MCD III Interface Block Diagram

A block diagram of the VM-7001 is shown in Figure 4. The major components are the Qualcomm
Q1900 Viterbi Decoder, the Xilinx FPGA, Soft-symbol Map EEPROM, the VME slave interface, the
simulation data FIFO, and the drivers/receivers for the external interfaces.  The Xilinx FPGA contains
logic to perform data routing, symbol rate measurement, symbol error accumulation for node sync
control, node sync change count, bit SNR estimation, symbol map EEPROM programming and access,
and simulation FIFO control.



The Qualcomm Q1900 internal Viterbi Decoder supports the Rate ½, constraint length K=7
convolutional code.  It determines the state of the 7-bit memory at the encoder using a maximum
likelihood technique.  The Q1900 provides 5.2 dB of decoding gain when operated with 3-bit soft
decision inputs.  The Q1900 provides the capability to initiate node synchronization (and phase
ambiguity resolution) changes via an external off-board controller and automatically, by the protocols
embedded into the decoder integrated circuit.  The on-chip option is based on the Metric Normalization
Rate.  The Q1900 provides a measure of the symbol error rate by comparing the re-encoded bit stream
with a delayed version of the received symbol stream. It also supports differential decoding (NRZ-M/S
to NRZ-L). The VM-7001 control logic also provides an automatic node sync change based on Symbol
Error Rate.   The VM-7001 control logic provides a count of node sync changes.  The VM-7001 control
logic also provides a decoder in-lock/out-of-lock status based on the frequency of node sync changes
relative to the telemetry frame rate.

The VM-7001 board also provides for built-in testing capabilities via two paths.  The first path consists
of a rate ½ convolutional encoder that generates coded symbols to test the Viterbi decoder.  The output
is compared with a delayed version of the pre-encoded stream to check for proper operation.  The
second test path consists of a 64K byte FIFO buffer located on the PMC-6130-J which is accessed via
the PCI bus.  The Telemetry Processor Controller (TPC) writes eight bit soft-symbol data to the FIFO.
The VM-7001 reads the soft symbol data from the PMC-6130-J onboard FIFO via the PCI bus and
propagates it through the processing chain in the same manner as for external soft-symbol data.  This
provides built-in test capability for the internal Viterbi decoder, the MCDIII Interface, and the VM-7001
to PMC-6130-J interface.

PMC-6130-J FRAME SYNC/REED-SOLOMON DECODER OPERATION

After processing by the VM-7001 internal Viterbi Decoder or the MCD Block III, the data is passed to
the PMC-6130-J Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon Decoder PCI-mezzanine Card (PMC).  The PMC-
6130-J is mounted on a RTLogic! provided TPC PowerPC board.  The PMC-6130-J accepts data at rates
up to 25 Mbps via a 50-pin SCSI style front-panel connector. The PMC-6130-J performs the frame
synchronization and decoding functions and then transfers data with annotation via the PCI bus to TPC
memory for processing. The TPC then controls the transfer of data blocks to the JPL provided Formatter
(TPF).

The PMC-6130-J operates in two modes: soft symbol acquisition mode and transfer frame acquisition
mode. In soft symbol acquisition mode, the PMC-6130-J receives the soft symbol data from the VM-
7001 (Viterbi Decoder and MCDIII bypassed).  The PMC-6130-J time tags the buffers of raw symbol
data and transfers them over the PCI bus to a TPC PowerPC board. In transfer frame acquisition mode,
the PMC-6130-J receives a decoded bit stream from the VM-7001.  Once the frames are received, the
PMC-6130-J performs Frame Synchronization, Time Tagging, Pseudo-derandomization, CRC
checksum, and Reed-Solomon decoding.  Frame data with quality annotation is then transferred over the
PCI bus to the TPC PowerPC board.

The PMC-6130-J is an enhanced version of Avtec’s standard PMC-6130 product.  A block diagram of
the PMC-6130-J is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: PMC-6130-JFrame Sync/Reed-Solomon Decoder Block Diagram

The major components on the PMC-6130-J are the Serial Input Logic FPGA, the Reed-Solomon Error
Correction (RSEC) chip, and the PCI Controller chip.  The Serial Input Logic FPGA contains the frame
synchronizer, time tag logic, derandomizer, CRC decoder, as well as the Reed-Solomon Decoder and
FIFO control logic.

The Reed-Solomon Error Correction (RSEC) chip is a LSI Logic ASIC that was designed by engineers
at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center.  This chip has been used in all of Avtec’s CCSDS VME and
PCI board-level products for several years.  The PCI interface is based on the PLX9080, which is the
same chip that is used in other Avtec board-level products.
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Figure 6: Frame Synchronizer Control Logic State Diagram

The frame synchronizer accepts frame lengths up to 8192 words/frame (at a fixed 8 bit word size) and
supports a frame sync pattern and frame sync mask pattern length up to 64-bits. The frame synchronizer
control logic on the PMC-6130-J uses an adaptive strategy for acquiring frame synchronization that
consists of four states: SEARCH, CHECK, LOCK, and FLYWHEEL (see Figure 6).

The SEARCH/CHECK sync pattern and LOCK/FLYWHEEL sync pattern bit error tolerances are
programmable up to 31 bit errors. CHECK frames and FLYWHEEL frames are programmable from 0 to
31 frames. The frame synchronizer also supports a frame sync bit slip window from 0 to ±3 bit periods
wide. If a bit slip occurs and a valid sync pattern is received within the programmed window, then the
serial input control logic will adjust the bit count to accommodate the bit slip.  The serial input logic
automatically performs polarity correction based on the detected sync pattern polarity.  The serial input
logic supports both forward and reverse sync patterns.

The frame synchronizer provides detailed status to the Telemetry Processor Controller, including:
Frames Sync State (Search, Check, Lock, Flywheel), Clock (Present or Absent), Detected Bit Rate,
Autopolarity (active or inactive), Frames Received, Dropouts, Sync Pattern Errors, and Bit Slips.

In the SEARCH and CHECK states, the frame synchronizer has been modified to pass in-line out-of-
sync telemetry bits to the PCI data FIFO (in most frame synchronizers, bits are thrown away in these
states). The status FIFO is used to collect the count of valid telemetry bits in each in-line out-of-sync



block. The in-line out-of-sync data capture allows for software recovery of frames received before the
LOCK state is achieved.  The frame synchronizer may also be disabled to acquire telemetry bits or soft-
symbol data.   In the LOCK and FLYWHEEL states, the frame synchronizer passes Transfer Frames on
for further processing.

The Serial Input logic provides for selectable Pseudo-randomization decoding with a programmable start
position using the polynomial h(x) = x8 + x7 + x5 + x3 + 1.   The Serial Input Logic also provides
selectable CRC error detection with a programmable start and end of included data (CRC polynomial is
g(x) = x16 + x12 + x5 + 1).  The Serial Input logic then passes Transfer Frames to the Reed-Solomon
decoder, which may also be bypassed.

The Reed-Solomon decoder accepts transfer frames, in parallel, from the Serial Input logic.  It performs
RS (255,223) Reed-Solomon error correction for both conventional and dual-basis codes with interleave
depth from 1 to 8, user-programmable offset for start of coded data, VCDU header error correction
(CCSDS RS (10,6)), and real-time quality annotation generation.  Shortened code blocks are also
supported using “Virtual Fill”.  The Reed-Solomon decoder provides two modes of operation: Correct or
Check.  In the Correct mode, the RS decoder detects errors in the input transfer frame and attempts to
correct them.  In the Check mode, the RS decoder detects errors in the input transfer frame, but does not
attempt to correct them. The Serial Input Logic passes the corrected (and uncorrected) transfer frames to
the PCI data FIFO.

The Reed-Solomon decoder provides per frame quality annotation including: number of corrected
codewords, number of uncorrectable codewords, number of bit errors, and number of errors per
codeword.  The Reed-Solomon decoder also provides cumulative statistics including: count of
correctable frames, count of uncorrectable frames, count of correctable codewords, count of
uncorrectable codewords, count of corrected symbols, and count of corrected bits.  The RTLogic!
provided TPC PowerPC board computes the symbol error rate using these cumulative RS statistics.

The PMC-6130-J performs time tagging with 100-nsec resolution with hardware correction for
propagation delays, data rate dependent decoder delays, and data rate variations due to Doppler shift.
The time tag counter is a settable, 51-bit counter clocked by an external 10 MHz signal provided via the
front panel connector. A 1 PPS signal can be used to synchronize the loading of the time tag counter to
other components. If enabled, the new time value is loaded into the time tag counter on the first rising
edge of the 1 PPS signal.  The time tag counter value is latched on each symbol input clock edge and
written into the Time Tag Delay Buffer. This buffer is a programmable length ring buffer, consisting of
dual port RAM devices.  Upon frame sync detection, the time tag is retrieved from the Time Tag Delay
Buffer at some point behind the current write address to compensate for delays through the VM-7001 or
external decoder processing pipelines.

Status information is appended to the end of each out-of-sync block or frame of data. The status field is
a 12-byte packet containing 37-bit data quality information and a 51-bit time tag.  The data quality
information includes; sync pattern matches, lock and unlock flags, slip flag, slip distance, CRC error
flag, data polarity, polarity change, synchronizer mode, frame forward/reverse, Viterbi Lock Status and
the 16-bit Node sync change count. This time tag method provides 100-nsec resolution with +/- 100 nsec
accuracy.



The RTLogic! provided TPC PowerPC board performs the final processing of the telemetry data.  It
controls the transfer of transfer frames or out-of-sync data from the PMC-6130-J to TPC memory via the
PCI bus. It also gathers the Frame Sync status, count of valid bits, time stamp, and RS quality annotation
for each frame or buffer of out-of-sync data.  The TPC PowerPC builds the Telemetry Block Header
using the per-frame status and the current configuration settings for the TPH.  The Telemetry Blocks
(header and frame or out-of-sync data) are transferred to the Telemetry Processor Formatter under the
control of the Telemetry Processor Controller.

SUMMARY

The VM-7001 Viterbi Decoder/MCD III Interface and PMC-6130-J Frame Synchronizer/Reed-Solomon
Decoder PCI-mezzanine are based on existing Avtec products.  By utilizing existing design blocks,
Avtec was able to meet the demanding requirements for the DSN Telemetry Processor at a fraction of
the cost of a completely custom solution.

Advancements in the PMC-6130-J include the ability to support dual frame lengths, to provide
synchronized and out-of-sync data (to ensure every bit is captured), as well as  high-resolution (100-
nsec) time tagging with hardware correction for propagation delays, data rate dependent decoder delays,
and data rate variations due to Doppler shift.

These new boards are designed and implemented using the latest Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) technology and off-the-shelf (OTS) components. This is to provide the density and speed to
meet the current requirements, as well as provide the flexibility to accommodate processing
enhancements and future requirements.
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ABSTRACT

After a slow start, the CCSDS Telecommand Recommendation is finally being embraced by a large
number of NASA, ESA and NASDA space missions. Even some commercial satellites are exploring the
possibility of using this advanced protocol. The CCSDS Telecommand is a closed-loop space
communication protocol that offers its users a guaranteed data delivery service, which is essential for the
satellite control operations. This paper describes a commercial product that supports the CCSDS
Telecommand protocol. This product provides Telecommand uplink segmentation, transfer, coding and
physical layer services and Command Operations Procedures (COP). Optionally, it provides
corresponding functions at the receiving end for command link verification.
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INTRODUCTION

The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) is an international committee dedicated
to the development and implementation of space systems communication protocols. Through a set of
common protocols, the same ground  data processing equipment is able to support not only multiple
satellites of different types, but also satellites by different space agencies such as National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), Department of Defense, European Space Agency and National Space
Development Agency of Japan, plus more commercial satellites. An important part of the CCSDS
protocol recommendations is Telecommand ([1]-[5]), a space communication protocol for sending
control commands to satellites reliably and efficiently.

Since its first debut in 1987, CCSDS Telecommand (TC) recommendation was slowly embraced by the
space community. However its popularity gained momentum in recent years, with the estimated number
of space missions using the TC jumping from three in 1994 to thirteen in 1998 and sixteen in 1999. A part
of this surge is due to the availability of commercial support in products and services for this complex
communication protocol.



CCSDS TC protocol provides a guaranteed data delivery service between ground data systems and
satellites. In order to guarantee the data integrity, the Telecommand protocol employs a retransmission
scheme to ensure that the data is delivered 1) without errors; 2) without loss; 3) in sequence; and  4)
without duplicates.

TSI TelSys, Inc. of Columbia, Maryland has developed a commercial-off-the-shelf product supporting
CCSDS TC service. This CCSDS Telecommand Processor (CTP) receives user command directives for
setting up service sessions, formats user command packets into TC frames and Command Link
Transmission Units (CLTUs), and outputs the CLTUs through its serial port for modulation and uplink.
The CTP also receives the Command Link Control Word (CLCW) extracted from return link data, and
performs error checking. If an error is found, a retransmission of affected data will be automatically
initiated. Optionally the CTP can perform the receiving end of the TC protocol, receiving the CLTUs,
extracting packets and checking errors. This option is useful for system self-testing and satellite
integration and test applications.

This paper begins with a quick overview of CCSDS TC protocol and its services.  It then describes the
CTP architecture and its functional features, followed by implementation issues and practical
considerations. Some potential CTP applications are discussed before the conclusion.

CCSDS TELECOMMAND OVERVIEW

The CCSDS TC protocol is designed for a wide range of missions. Its architecture defines a
comprehensive set of layered and standardized command delivery services (Figure 1). Each layer relies
upon a well defined set of services provided by the underlying layer, and provides similarly well defined
services to the layer above. These layers are functionally grouped into a “Data Management Service”
(DMS), a “Data Routing Service” (DRS), and a “Channel Service” (CS). The DMS layer intends to
define the process from TC users entering command requests to an end-to-end transport data unit called a
TC Packet carrying the command. The definition of this layer is vague and left for future specification.
The rest of this paper is focused on the two well specified layers, the DRS and CS.

The DRS consists of two layers: Segmentation and Transfer. The Segmentation Layer receives TC
packets and formats them into TC segments. The segmentation is a flow control technique that allows
large data units to be transported across the space link without blocking off data units from other users.
The Transfer layer wraps TC segments into TC frames, which are the data units designed for reliable
space link transportation. It supports data multiplexing and prioritization through Virtual Channels (VC).
More importantly, the Transfer layer contains retransmission procedures required for guaranteed data
delivery.

The CS also consists of two layers: Coding and Physical. The Coding layer encodes TC frames from the
Transfer layer into TC codeblocks. Multiple TC codeblocks representing a TC frame are encapsulated
into a CLTU. Errors induced during physical transmission of these codeblocks will be detected and
optionally corrected at the receiving end of the Coding Layer.  The Physical layer serializes and
modulates the CLTUs on to the RF carrier for space link transmission.



Figure 1. CCSDS Telecommand Service Model

The Channel Service also consists of two layers: Coding and Physical. The Coding layer encodes TC
frames from the Transfer layer into TC codeblocks. Multiple TC codeblocks representing a TC frame are
encapsulated into a CLTU. Errors induced during physical transmission of these codeblocks will be
detected and optionally corrected at the receiving end of the Coding Layer.  The Physical layer serializes
and modulates the CLTUs on to the RF carrier for space link transmission.

The Command Operations Procedure-1, commonly known as COP-1, is the protocol responsible for
error-free data deliveries. As a closed-loop communication protocol, COP-1 uses a sequential “go-back-
n” retransmission technique to correct TC frames rejected by the satellite because of errors. The errors
can be either corrupted bit information, as indicated by BCH decoding, or out of sequence TC frames, as
indicated by frame sequence count verification. The acknowledgement returned from the satellite is
carried through downlink telemetry in CLCWs that are appended to telemetry transfer frames.
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For better transmission efficiency, COP-1 allows continued transmission of TC frames within a preset
window before acknowledgements for their successful receipt are received. The actual window size varies
from mission to mission depending on uplink rate, frame size, and channel noise level. COP-1 also
supports a flow control mechanism that prevents the on-board data system from overflow.

In addition to this sequence-controlled service, COP-1 also provides an expedited data service that
transfers data without sequence checking and retransmission. While the data will be delivered
immediately after their receipt on-board, there is no guarantee for data integrity. Therefore this service
should be used only in exceptional operational circumstances with great caution, or where upper layer
software is responsible for sequence checking and retransmission.

CCSDS TELECOMMAND PROCESSOR

In response to growing demands for CCSDS TC support, TSI TelSys, Inc. has developed a CCSDS
Telecommand Processor (CTP) to provide CCSDS Telecommand formatting, protocol processing, and
serial transmission for satellite command uplink. In addition, an Echo option to the CTP can acquire
transmitted CCSDS telecommands, perform the TC protocol processing on the space receiving side, and
extract the commands and verify them against the original commands.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the CTP. It consists of three components: TC Software, a PCI
Forward Link (FL) Card, and optional TC Echo software. The TC Software is responsible for the ground
sending side of CCSDS TC Data Routing Service, including the Segmentation and Transfer Layers, as
well as the Coding Layer of Channel Service. The PCI FL Card provides functions for both the ground
sending side and space receiving side of the Physical Layer in the Channel Service. The TC Echo
Software supports the space receiving side of CCSDS TC Data Routing Service, including the
Segmentation and Transfer Layer, and the Coding Layer of Channel Service. Similarly, the TC Software
supports the ground sending side of the COP-1, while the TC Echo software supports the space receiving
side of COP.

The CTP software is written in Java and C, and can be run on a Sun Solaris and SGI Irix environment.
The PCI FL Card can be integrated in Sun UltraSparc workstations with PCI bus and SGI O-200
workstations.

Command Transmission

Once initialized and enabled, the TC software receives commands in TC packets from users via an
Ethernet connection using the TCP/IP protocol. The received commands are validated against a set of
user-defined parameters. If any errors are found, such as invalid spacecraft ID or wrong data length, the
command will be rejected and users informed. Optionally the received commands can be echoed back
directly for link verification. The validated commands are logged and then processed. Each input TC
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Figure 2. CCSDS Telecommand Processor Block Diagram

packet provides a specific Multiplexing Access Point (MAP) ID and VC ID for routing. Based on the
MAP ID, the TC packet is segmented and tagged with the MAP ID for multiplexing with TC segments of
other MAPs on the same VC. Next the TC segments are formatted into TC frames with the assigned VC
ID. CRC parity is calculated for and appended to the end of each frame. The TC frames of one VC will
be multiplexed with TC frames of other VCs in a queue for transmission. Up to 64 MAPs and 64 VCs
can be supported.



To meet a wide range of mission requirements, the Segmentation Layer processing can be optionally
bypassed. In this case, each TC packet will be formatted into one TC frame without a segmentation
header. It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that the TC packet size is not larger than the maximum TC
frame size specified. Another option is packet aggregation. When the aggregation is turned on, multiple
small TC packets may be aggregated into one TC segment and then one TC frame, provided their total
length is within the limit of maximum frame length. There are several parameters that users can specify to
affect packet aggregation. The maximum number of aggregation packets tells the TC software to wrap up
the TC segment in process when the number of TC packets aggregated has reached this limit.  In order to
avoid undesired delay in the aggregation process, the TC software uses the aggregation timeout value to
determine when to close out a TC segment for transmission even though its length is still smaller than the
maximum frame length and the number of TC packets in the segment is still less than the maximum
specified.

Once a TC frame is released for transmission, it is encoded with Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH)
code. Each of 56 information bits are accompanied by 7 parity check bits and a filler bit to form a 64 bit
code block. A TC frame is encoded into multiple BCH code blocks with possible filler bits at the last
block. If a sufficient bit transition density is not guaranteed for the physical channel, then the encoded
data can be randomized (with randomization option ON). Finally the TC software encapsulates the
encoded and randomized data with a start sequence and a tail sequence to form a Command Link
Transmission Unit (CLTU), which is the data structure that carries the TC data as a contiguous series of
encoded TC codeblocks across the TC Channel Service. Before passing this CLTU to the PCI FL Card
for actual transmission through the space link, the TC software can log it into a file for later verification.

The Forward Link (FL) Card is a full-length PCI card integrated in a Sun or SGI workstation with a PCI
bus. It receives the CLTU from the TC Software, serializes it, and transmits it through an RS-422 serial
port. Both Physical Layer Operations Procedures, PLOP-1 and PLOP-2, are supported. The FL Card
generates acquisition sequence, and the pattern of which is specified by users, prior to CLTU
transmission. All tail patterns specified in the past and current CCSDS recommendations are selectable by
the user. Idle sequence, the pattern of which is also specified by users, can be optionally inserted before
the first CLTU, after the last CLTU and between the CLTUs. The output clock may come from either an
internal or an external source.

The TC product implements CCSDS TC COP-1. The main purpose of COP-1 is to provide a sequence-
controlled transmission, known as the AD service, which ensures a high probability of success. The TC
software is responsible for the ground sending part of COP-1; called the Frame Operation Procedure
(FOP-1), and the TC Echo software for the spacecraft receiving end of COP-1, called the Frame
Acceptance and Reporting Mechanism, or FARM-1.

The service is based on an automatic request for retransmission procedure of the “go-back-n” type. The
procedure consists of sequence-control mechanism both on the ground and on the spacecraft. It also uses
a standard report returned in the telemetry downlink, the CLCW. The TC software receives CLCWs from
the return link baseband processor and uses it to verify the acceptance of previously transferred TC
frames. Retransmission is initiated if one or more frames are determined to be lost. The CLCWs can also
be logged and displayed. In addition to the AD service, the BD service that provides an expedited but not
guaranteed delivery is also supported.



Command Echo

Complementary to the telecommand formatting and uplink transmission functions, the command echo
function can be used for the verification of telecommand formatting and transmission. As shown in
(Figure 2), the command echo function is implemented through the PCI FL Card, the TC software and an
optional TC Echo software.

In addition to sending out the serialized CLTUs, the TC FL Card can also receive the serial bitstream
through a separate input port. Detection circuitry on the card looks for the acquisition; start and tail
sequences to delineate and capture echo CLTUs. The captured echo CLTUs are transferred back to the
TC Software for CLTU level echo verification. If enabled, the TC software can compare the captured
echo CLTU with its original copy logged before the transmission. Any errors will be flagged and
reported. All echo CLTUs will be time tagged and logged in files in the order they are received. The echo
CLTU can also be displayed on a local terminal.

The echo verification at TC packet level will require further TC processing. The optional TC Echo
Software receives the echo CLTUs from the TC software. It first performs BCH decoding on the echo
CLTUs. The CLTUs detected with BCH errors are deleted. TC frames are extracted only from the
CLTUs with good quality. Next validation check is performed for each TC frame, including the
verification of version number, spacecraft ID, frame length, CRC and other header patterns. TC frames
that fail any of these tests will be discarded. If in AD service, the TC frames are routed to the assigned
VCs for sequence check. Only the frames bearing absolute Frame Sequence numbers that are in the
proper up-counting sequential order are accepted. All other frames are discarded.  The segments in
accepted frames are routed to MAP for TC packet extraction and reassembly. The extracted TC packets
can be logged and displayed. At last the echo packets are verified by comparing them to the originals.
Any verification error will be reported. The echo packets themselves can be transferred to their
originating users. TC Echo software performs FARM-1 functions and generates CLCWs.

Operational Modes

In order to support a wide range of applications, three operational modes are provided: Real-time, Store
and Forward, and Test. Command processing functions are the same in all three modes. The only
difference is the source of command. The Real-Time mode is used to transmit real-time commands that
are initiated from the user. The Store and Forward mode is used to transmit pre-generated commands
from a pre-loaded command file. The Test mode is designed for system integration and test. In this mode,
the operator can select and transmit commands from a set of commands displayed on a control console in
real-time.

Control Interfaces

The CTP operation can be controlled and monitored through Gem™, a TSI TelSys telemetry system
management software. Under Gem™, the users can configure the CTP through a local Graphical User
Interface (GUI) with a specific set of operational parameters, including operational mode, uplink
spacecraft ID, TC processing options, command verification parameters, log file names, etc. TC



processing status at different layers is collected and displayed on a local control console.  As an example,
(Figure 3) shows the TC Echo software operations main window display.

Figure 3. CTP Echo Software Operations Main Window Display

In addition to the local GUI control, the CTP can be remotely controlled through an Application
Programming Interface (API). Through the API, all control functions can be exercised; and all status
information can be reported to the remote host. The API allows the CTP to be integrated easily into a
user’s own operations management.



IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Many design issues were encountered during the development of the CCSDS Telecommand Processor.
Several interesting ones are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs:

Isochronous Commanding

Support of isochronous commanding was considered in the CTP design. The isochronous commanding
requires the CTP to process and transmit user’s commands at a programmable fixed time interval.
Because the isochronous commanding scenario is not supported by the CCSDS telecommand
recommendations, many special considerations have to be given to its implementation.  First, the AD
service cannot be used since the automatic retransmission will defy all timing requirements of isochronous
operations. This means only the unreliable BD service can be used for isochronous commanding support,
hopefully on a rather reliable link. Second the timing is complex when a stream of isochronous commands
is multiplexed with other commands to be transmitted over the same physical link to the satellite.
Different queues need to be set up to buffer and process these commands separately so a large normal
command will not prevent an isochronous command from being transmitted on time.

The CTP software, written in Java, is designed to run on a Unix environment. Since the Unix
environment provides poor real-time response at best, it can not be relied on to guarantee the
isochronous timing. Therefore, the CTP design allocates this function to a dedicated hardware queuing
and timing control on the PCI Forward Link (FL) Card. Based on the programmed time interval, the PCI
FL Card will transmit each isochronous CLTU at equally spaced times. Sophisticated logic allows other
CLTUs to be transmitted if there is enough time for its transmission before the next isochronous CLTU
transmission begins.

Command Buffering and Priority Handling

The CTP provides multi-stage buffering for user commands before they are processed and transmitted.
The CTP also supports two-levels of priority. Because of the priority handling requirement, multiple
queues have to be implemented in order to process high-priority commands ahead of low-priority ones.
More priority levels will require more buffering queues, the management of which becomes a significant
burden on the CTP software.

Number of Command Paths to be Supported

The CCSDS TC recommendation allows a mission to use up to 64 Virtual Channels (VCs) and up to 64
MAPs for each VC. Each VC/MAP combination should be treated as a command path independent of
others. Theoretically there could be 64 x 64, or 4096 command paths to be supported. As within the
COP-1 engine, each path will require a dedicated queue in order to support the multiplexing of TC frames
from different paths. Again the management of all 4096 possible paths is non-trivial and potentially the
biggest drain on system resources and the drag on system real-time performance.



Buffer Clearing

As mentioned above, the CTP provides internal buffers at different stages for user commands to be
temporarily queued prior to their process and transmission. In real-life applications, there is a need to
discard all queued commands and start with new commands. One option is to maintain the current
processes and only clear all commands from the buffers. However, further analysis shows that there are
potentially too many queues in the telecommand process, especially in the core Transfer Layer. With a
potential 4096 command paths in operation, and each one may be in a different stage of processing, there
is too high a risk for an error to occur even with rigorous testing. The best option is to kill and restart the
core process so it can be assured that the process is in a known state with clean buffers.

Command User Interface Standard

Like its counterpart in the CCSDS return link, currently there is no standard for the contents and formats
through which command information is delivered to the uplink system. The CTP defines a 26-byte header
format for each command. The header includes the information relevant to the command such as version,
a unique command ID, data type, length, spacecraft ID, and station ID, etc. However, little has been done
to standardize this layer of interface. As such, more often than not, a customer would want to have a
different format for his system even with just the same set of information. As result, the code has to be
customized and a different version has to be maintained. It would be much more efficient if CCSDS can
define this interface as part of its recommendation so the time and efforts for providing such systems can
be significantly reduced.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

The CTP is a very versatile product built for many types of applications. It can be used at ground stations
for supporting CCSDS satellite uplink. Its TC echo software can be used in the same configuration for
closed-loop testing at different levels at the station. Moreover, the CTP is an ideal tool for the satellite
integration and testing groups to use as an effective tool to test satellite on-board data systems. Its testing
mode can be used for step-by-step debugging and trouble shooting. Its command echo verification
automatically detects anomalies and reports errors. Its extensive logging and display capability enables
the user to examine data at every stage for format and content errors.

CONCLUSIONS

A commercial CCSDS Telecommand Processor (CTP) has been added to TSI TelSys Inc.s’ telemetry
processing product family, along with the Front-End Procecssor, Service Processor, Data Simulator and
other CCSDS processing modules. The CTP supports both the TC uplink processing for sending-end
functions as well as the echo processing for receiving-end functions. Because the CTP provides multiple
operational modes and extensive data logging and display functions, it is a good tool for ground station
mission support, and also a powerful tool for satellite integration and test.
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800 Mbps TELEMETRY PROCESSING SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

Satellites are becoming more capable and complex, as such their downlink requirements are increasing.
In addition, future satellite systems will be operating at Ka-band that provides ample bandwidth to
support the increase in downlink rates up to 800 Mbps. This paper describes a new generation
commercial solution that can support 800 Mbps telemetry processing for data reception, frame
synchronization, time tagging, Reed-Solomon forward error correction, data routing, data storage, data
playback for testing, networking, and Bit Error Rate (BER) Testing.
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INTRODUCTION

Ground stations and ground station developments are moving fast out of government installations that
have held them in the past. Satellite operators are turning to third parties for commercial equipment and
in many cases turn key services. This has increased the pressure on the telemetry industry to provide
more and more in the form of commercial-off-the-shelf equipment at a low cost. In addition to that, as
more and more remote sensing applications are launched, the data rates required for each platform are
increasing and now can be seen to be approaching 800 Mbps. Systems to support this level of
performance used to be one of a kind, highly specialized, and very expensive. Now a new generation
system solution is being developed by TSI TelSys, Inc. so that this level of performance can be offered
as a commercial product at affordable cost with all the flexibility and reconfigurability for multi-mission
support.

This paper will describe the system architecture, processing functions, key implementation issues, and
how it fits into the overall ground station architecture.



SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The Telemetry Processing System (TPS), shown in Figure 1, is based on a CompactPCI system chassis.
It consists of a CPU running management software (Gem), two High Speed Front End Processor
(HSFEP) cards, a Fibre Channel interface and a RAID, a high performance network option for data
output, and expansion capability. Each HSFEP card is capable of receiving and processing 800 Mbps, so
for a single channel input of 800 Mbps, only a single card is used. For dual channel input, the inputs are
de-rated to 400 Mbps to accommodate the performance of the system bus and RAID subsystem. More
details on the HSFEP card are provided in the Implementation Section of this paper. The design of
HSFEP also incorporates look back simulation functions and output channels to support pre-pass testing.

The RAID can be configured as a single unit with a single host adapter, or it can be configured into
multiple volumes with two hosts for maximum performance. The high performance network interface
can be Fibre Channel, Gigabit Ethernet, ATM, or HiPPI. The Fibre Channel could be used in
conjunction with a Storage Area Network (SAN), and the others can support a simpler architecture with
downstream post-processing, delivery and archive workstations (or some subset thereof). In addition,
Level Zero processing software can be added to support specialized data delivery capabilities.

Data Capture is performed by receiving the data, performing frame synchronization, decoding the data,
and storing it to the RAID. In addition, low rate data is simultaneously extracted (CLCW, Insert,
Housekeeping, or time critical image data) for direct forwarding to the user. Post-processing is then
performed using Gem to create frame and packet sets (as desired) from the data previously stored. This
creates the data files that then become the basis for delivering data and performing archiving. To support
archiving, the system can have a SCSI based tape library (or single drive) added to either the existing
SCSI interface on the CPU, or an add-in higher performance interface.

Figure 1. Telemetry Processing System – 800 Mpbs Baseband Processor



SYSTEM PROCESSING FUNCTIONS

Unlike some other products that only perform data reception and recording at high data rate, the TPS
provides a full set of processing functions at data rates up to 800 Mbps.  This includes data reception,
frame synchronization, time tagging, Reed-Solomon forward error correction, data routing, data storage,
data playback for testing, networking, and BER Testing.  A part of data can be extracted for CCSDS
service processing in real-time.

Front-End Processing

Each TPS platform can be configured with one or two HSFEP subsystems capable of sustained 800
Mbps telemetry data acquisition and processing. The HSFEP processes digital, bit-synchronized
telemetry data at rates from <100 bps to 800 Mbps. The TPS is also capable of an upgrade to support
multiple downlink channels simultaneously to provide the ability to merge two bit streams in a fashion
not supported by available demodulator and bit synchronizers. The HSFEP provides three data input
interfaces: differential ECL, RS-422, or TTL. An IRIG-B time code input is also available directly on
the card. The input is user-selectable from setup parameters, allowing for pass-by-pass selection of the
input source. The HSFEP is fully-compliant with the CCSDS telemetry processing and has the following
features:

• User-programmable frame synchronization parameters, including frame sync word size to 64
bits, sync word value, sync word length, and the ability to mask individual bits anywhere
in the sync word

• Programmable frame synchronization in a search, check, lock, flywheel strategy, with
programmable synchronization and state transition tolerances, positive and negative bit
slips to +/- 4 bits, and various error tolerances

• User-selectable CCSDS de-randomization (pseudo-random noise decoding)
• Virtual Channel Data Unit (VCDU) CRC decoding and error detection (for Grade 3 service

support)
• Reed-Solomon Virtual Channel Data Unit (VCDU) header decoding, error detection and

correction, or full Coded Virtual Channel Data Unit (CVCDU) decoding, error detection, and
error correction up to interleave level 8 (for Grade 2 and 3 support)

• Optional, user-selectable VCDU time stamping in the CCSDS Day-Segmented (CDS) time
format, with a resolution of 1 microsecond

• Frame data quality annotation, indicating the synchronization state of each frame received
and identification of detected and corrected frame synchronization and RS/CRC errors

Virtually every function of the HSFEP subsystem is programmable and can be enabled or disabled under
user control. This control is on a pass-by-pass basis. That is, a completely different set of control
parameters can be used for each spacecraft pass (or post-pass) activity. In addition, many of the
parameters can be modified in real-time, for example to adjust the frame sync pattern or lock strategy.
TSI TelSys Inc.’s FEP has built-in support for CCSDS Version 1 and Version 2 telemetry, as well as
support for Grades 2 and 3 of CCSDS AOS front end processing, and various TDM telemetry data
formats. In addition, the HSFEP can be programmed to receive and correlate PN codes for BER
measurements.



CCSDS Service Processing

The TPS uses its Service Processing software (SP) to extract and provide streamed output of the CCSDS
service data units. The SP extracts Service Data Units (SDU) from CCSDS frames over the internal high
rate data bus. The input can be either CCSDS Version 1 Transfer Frames or CCSDS Version 2 (AOS)
CADUs and the output is either a CCSDS Packet or an AOS SDU (Path, Insert, Multiplexing, VCA,
VCDU, Encapsulation, Bitstream, and CLCW). The SP performs error checking, quality annotation, and
generates statistics for the units processed.

The SP accepts frame data as input from the frame data source defined in the SP setup, which can be the
Front End Processor, the Frame Demultiplexer, or the File Input Subsystem, performs basic quality
assessment of each frame based on the FEP Subsystem trailers. (Reed Solomon and Frame Sync) and
sends the frames to the appropriate Source Processor, based on Spacecraft ID (SCID) and Virtual
Channel ID (VCID). The Source Processor’s performs the service data unit extraction. If no Virtual
Channel Processor exists for a particular SCID/VCID pair, the frame is dropped. In addition, frames are
sent to the Quicklook Processor, provided that the Quicklook service is turned on in the SP setup. The
Quicklook Processor allows a snapshot of the data to be stored based on a user command or a
configurable data event.

Frame Demultiplexing

The TPS provides a mechanism to split input frame structures based on programmable value select,
mask and match values. The user defines a one to four byte zone to evaluate that starts at a specified
offset from the start of the input frame structure. The user then specifies a mask to apply to that zone and
identifies values of interest to match to the resulting masked data zone. If a value is matched, it is
identified with a tag that the HRDR understands so the data unit can be routed to storage or to the
network. This function also allows unknown data types to be stored separately, and specified data to be
removed from the stream.

Telemetry Data Storage

The TPS manages data product output to a disk or network source through its High Rate Data Router
(HRDR) software. The HRDR maps input streams to output streams through the use of fully qualified
data tags. The data tag identifies the system and subsystem source of the data, and also specifies the data
product. For example, the FEP subsystem’s primary data product output is raw frame synchronized,
optionally error corrected frame data. The Service Processor, however can output any of thousands of
fully qualified data types as defined by the set of the spacecraft ID, Virtual Channel ID, and packet ID
(or other service data unit ID). As outputs, the HRDR can route data to the network through the TCP or
UDP protocol and any available underlying physical layer NIC, to a HiPPI interface as raw HiPPI, or to
the file system. Any standard file system device is supported by the HRDR. Selection of the specific file
system device is driven by performance and reliability.

A Fibre Channel RAID is used to satisfy the telemetry storage requirements for the TPS at 800 Mbps.
For the highest performance, dual controller options are used with the multiple RAID devices
configured in a striped configuration. After processing the data can be moved from the local RAID to a



location on the network associated with data delivery and archival. For lower performance users an Ultra
SCSI RAID is able to sustain only 33 Mbytes/second of data transfer in an ideal case (single linear
transfer with large bursts). A single Fibre Channel interface and a RAID approach 90 Mbytes/sec, and
the dual controller option provides the extra performance needed to meet the 100 MBytes/sec
requirement to support the 800 Mbps data capture (or playback).

Frame Playback

To support frame data post-processing, the TPS uses a File Input Subsystem (FIS) in place of the
HSFEP to feed the SP and HRDR. Assuming raw data has been stored to disk (with or without
annotation headers), the FIS can be programmed to read the data from the disk and send it to the data
processing subsystems for service data unit extraction and output through the HRDR to either the
network or a file.

Telemetry Simulation

To perform self-test, the TPS is equipped with a 800 Mbps Loop back Simulator (LSIM) to be used in
conjunction with TSI TelSys Inc.’s powerful and user-friendly SimGen™ test data generator software
product. SimGen™ Plus is used for the creation of high-fidelity CCSDS and TDM telemetry data sets.
This product provides a user-friendly GUI for:

• Definition of mission-specific CCSDS or TDM protocol data structures
• Specification of protocol field values within these data structures
• User-controlled specification and injection of deterministic and random bit and protocol

field errors
• Generation of telemetry data for simulations
• Generation of quality and accounting parameter counts that should be expected when the

generated telemetry data is processed

The Loop-back Simulator functions in one of two modes. In the first mode, the data to be output is
stored entirely within the memory of the HSFEP card (~64MB). The file can be output a selectable
number of times or continuously. This mode eliminates bus traffic and CPU loading for the data output
and is useful for testing. In the second mode, the data file is read directly from the RAID and output
through the HSFEP. In both cases, the output clock can be generated internally or provided from an
external source. The LSIM outputs data as differential ECL, RS-422, or TTL. The LSIM can also be
programmed to output a PN code for use in BER testing.

System Management

The Telemetry Processing System is managed through the TPS management software (Gem). This
product employs Java based graphical user interface (GUI)  to provide a user-friendly environment for
control and monitoring of system operations. It can be run locally or remotely to control the TPS, and
can simultaneously control multiple Telemetry Processing Systems. In addition, the TPS management
software provides a unique Pass Automation capability, allowing for complete automation of system
operations according to a spacecraft pass schedule.



Operation of the TPS is controlled using system setup files called Configuration Sets. These files contain
parameters that control individual Telemetry Processing System subsystems and they are typically
created a priori and stored for later use. A user-friendly GUI tool set is provided to create these
Configuration Sets.

The primary TPS GUI supports activating pre-defined configuration sets, issuing setup changes,
reporting subsystem status, managing the API, operating the scheduler, and preparing the Quality and
Accounting Reports of the system. The TPS GUI provides a number of displays of real-time system
status and telemetry quality and accounting parameters. These displays are updated in real-time at a user
specified (1 second default) rate, at the same time telemetry processing is being performed, to present
the current state of the telemetry processing.

The TPS management software also provides a C language API for remote control and monitoring of
system operations. This API provides capabilities for remote control of telemetry data acquisition
activities, and also makes all system status and telemetry data quality information available to local or
remote user programs. Any system status or telemetry data quality or accounting parameter that is
available via the user interface is also available via the API. In addition, the controlling application can
add events to and delete events from the schedule, thereby controlling the pass automation capabilities.
This means that system can be run in a completely remote mode, with a remote application program
controlling system operation via direct commands or scheduled passes, and monitoring system operation
in real-time, all via the API.

IMPLEMENTATION FEATURES

This section will highlight some of the key technical features that enable the system performance to
increase from 300 Mbps to 800 Mbps. These features include increased I/O, frame synchronization,
Reed Solomon decoding, hardware assisted service processing, and system bus design. Data capture will
be considered first, followed by data output. Although they will be considered separately, physically the
new HSFEP is supporting both input and output simultaneously on the same card.

Data Capture

A simple data flow for data capture is shown in Figure 2. Two HSFEP cards are shown receiving clock
and data as input streams. In this case consider one stream an I channel stream and the other a Q channel
stream, each operating independently at 400 Mbps. A single 800 Mbps stream is processed in the same
manner as the two independent streams. The input to the HSFEP is nominally differential ECL serial
clock and data. The form factor for the HSFEP is 6U CompactPCI and that provides the ability to
support both front panel I/O and rear panel I/O with optional transition modules. This enables the
HSFEP to simultaneously provide support for parallel input, RS-422 input, and TTL input.

After reception, the data is converted to parallel, buffered, and provided to the frame synchronizer. TSI
TelSys, Inc.’s existing FEP mezzanine uses the Parallel Integrated Frame Sync (PIFS) Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) that was developed by our engineers while still at NASA. The PIFS
however is limited to under 500 Mbps operation and would not support the 800 Mbps requirement. The



code from the PIFS has been ported to an Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) implementation that
has significantly higher performance to support 800 Mbps. The data frame is time tagged as it is
received. The IRIG-B time code is received and processed directly within the Frame Sync FPGA to
afford an extremely accurate and deterministic time tag. Reed Solomon decoding is then performed on
the frames. This function also uses the ASIC our engineers developed while still at NASA. As with the
PIFS, the Reed Solomon decoder operates to about 500 Mbps. To meet the 800 Mbps requirement, two
Reed Solomon ASICs are used in parallel.

Figure 2.   Data Flow for Data Capture

After the data has been corrected, it is provided to a buffer where it can be shuttled to either the software
for processing (or delivery to a user), or to the Fibre Channel interface card for logging to disk. One of
the key features of this process is the ability to perform some of the CCSDS Service Processing
functions directly on the HSFEP. This includes VCA and VCDU Services. Virtual Channels can be
removed from the stream so as not to be logged, and they can also be repeated to be buffered separately
for real-time processing. This allows low rate housekeeping data, or time critical image data to be
extracted from the stream for real-time processing while simultaneously being logged. In addition, the
HSFEP extracts the Insert and CLCW Service Data Units directly for output.

Data is moved from the buffer to the RAID for logging. The HSFEP system bus is 64 bit/66 MHz PCI
that provides ample margin for supporting 800 Mbps. The single Fibre Channel RAID is capable of
supporting 90MB/sec. However two Fibre Channel RAID units can be configured in a striped
configuration to meet the 800 Mbps requirement.



Data Output

A simple data flow for data output is shown in Figure 3. Two HSFEP cards are shown providing clock
and data as output streams. In this case consider one stream an I channel stream and the other a Q
channel stream, each operating independently at 400 Mbps. The HSFEP has the option of receiving an
external clock to drive the output data. The output from the HSFEP is nominally differential ECL serial
clock and data. The form factor for the HSFEP is 6U CompactPCI and that provides the ability to
support both front panel I/O and rear panel I/O with optional transition modules. This enables the
HSFEP to simultaneously provide support for parallel input, RS-422 input, and TTL input.

Figure 3.  Data Flow for Data Output

A key feature for the HSFEP is the ability to simultaneously support input and output on the same card
as it reduces system size and power. The data output functions have been defined in the Loop Back
Simulator description earlier. Fundamentally, DMA data transfers are requested based on buffer
availability, which is cleared by the output clock driving bits out the line. This ensures data is provided
in sufficient time so that data is continuously output.

A PROPOSED GROUND STATION ARCHITECTURE

Figure 4 shows the Telemetry Processing System as part of a high performance ground station’s
baseband processing flow (the antenna and RF equipment is not shown). The system consists of a
multiple Telemetry Processing Systems available for data capture feeding multiple downstream systems



for post-processing. The High Performance Network Hub/Switch could be a Gigabit Ethernet fabric or a
Fibre Channel fabric.

The Storage Cluster is shown for the case in which the Fibre Channel fabric is used in conjunction with
a storage area network.  In this example, the second Telemetry Processor is shown acting as a line
outage recorder. This is shown only recording data. If the primary string of equipment had a failure
during the pass, the LOR would then be configured to play back the data into the primary string after
repairs had been made. A network card could be added to the system to allow it to playback data directly
to the post-processing machines over the network. Data is passed between the various processing
systems using either simple utilities or commands from the Monitor and Control application. The
archive system can accept the data products produced by any of the systems and as such can produce
archive tapes of raw data, sorted frames, packets, or higher level data sets depending on user
requirements and system capabilities. In addition, the baseline methodology for moving data between
the tiers is ftp over a Gigabit Ethernet fabric or file copies over the SAN. It is, or course, possible at any
time to ftp any of the data products to a user via the management network.

Figure 4.   Telemetry Processing System Integrated into
             Ground Station Baseband Processing

SUMMARY

The 800 Mbps Telemetry Processing System is a new generation commercial product for data
acquisition and processing.  Built upon the state-of-the-art technology and many years of ground system
development experience, the TPS provides a commercial solution for high rate telemetry capture,
processing and distribution.  At 800 Mbps, it sets a new benchmark in its class on system performance
and capability.



A MODULAR APPROACH TO LANDSAT 7 GROUND PROCESSING
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ABSTRACT

Current Landsat 7 processing is based on a single-string, multifunction approach. A follow-on system
has been designed that repartitions functions across multiple hardware platforms to provide increased
flexibility and support for additional missions. Downlink bit stream acquisition has been moved to lower
cost systems functioning as “capture appliances” with high-speed network interconnections to Level 0
processing on generic compute servers. This decouples serial data stream acquisition from the
processing system to allow the addition or replacement of compute servers, without the reintegration of
specialized high-speed capture hardware. Moreover, it also allows the easy integration of new systems
and missions without extensive system redesign or additional software.
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LANDSAT 7 MISSION OVERVIEW

With the launch of Landsat 7 (L7) in April 1999, the world’s longest continuous remote sensing system
entered a new era. The Remote Sensing Act of 1994 brought Landsat responsibility back to the Federal
Government, and NASA and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) have jointly developed the L7 space
and ground system (figure 1). The primary payload is the Enhanced Thematic Mapper + (ETM+) sensor,
which provides a higher resolution extension to the data collected by the Thematic Mapper (TM) sensors
flown on the Landsat 4 and 5 satellites. Additional downlink flexibility is provided by a solid-state
recorder (SSR), two additional X-band downlink frequencies, and a trio of independently pointable X-
band antennas. X-band data rates have been increased to 150 MBPS (per downlink channel/frequency)
to support the larger volume of data collected by the ETM+ sensor. The modulation format has also been

Any use of trade, product, or company names is for descriptive purposes and does not imply
endorsement by the U.S. Government.



changed to Asynchronous Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (AQPSK), with 75 MBPS each in the inphase
and quadrature data streams. The spacecraft is capable of 450 MBPS with all three downlink channels
and antennas operating.

Figure 1: Landsat 7 Space and Ground Segment

The ETM+ acquires data both in realtime and in store-and-forward modes using the SSR. The USGS
acquires approximately 250 scenes every day, with both realtime and recorded data downlinked to the
NASA/USGS ground network. Additionally, realtime-only downlinks are provided to a series of
International Cooperator (IC) ground stations that receive and process data within their respective
acquisition footprints.

Table 1: Landsat 7 ETM+ and Landsats 4/5 TM Characteristics
Wavelength, µm Resolution, m

Band L7 ETM+ L4/5 TM L7 ETM+ L4/5 TM
1 .45-.52 .45-.52 30 30
2 .53-.61 .52-.60 30 30
3 .63-.69 .63-.69 30 30
4 .78-.90 .76-.90 30 30
5 1.55-1.75 1.55-1.75 30 30
6 10.40-12.50 10.40-12.50 60 120
7 2.09-2.35 2.08-2.35 30 30

8 Panchromatic .52-.90 N/A 15 N/A



THE LANDSAT 7 RECEIVING AND PROCESSING SYSTEM

The NASA/USGS L7 ground segment consists of high-latitude stations at the Poker Flat Range near
Fairbanks, Alaska (figure 2), and in Svalbard, Norway (figure 3), with a continental U.S. (CONUS)
station at the EROS Data Center (EDC) in Sioux Falls, South Dakota (figure 4). The high-latitude
stations are part of the NASA EOS Polar Ground Station Network (EPGN) with both S-band command
and telemetry links, and wideband X-band data reception. The EPGN stations record wideband data on
Ampex tape but do not process data. The recorded tapes are shipped to the EDC for processing. Both
EPGN stations are configured nearly identically.

Figure 2. Landsat 7 EPGN Station at Poker Flat Range, Alaska

The CONUS station at the EDC receives and processes wideband X-band data, in addition to providing
S-band command and telemetry links. The Landsat Ground Station (LGS) subsystem contains the
microwave and RF processing equipment, and the Landsat Processing System (LPS) contains the
wideband data processing computers. A block diagram of the LGS is shown in figure 5, and one of the
LPS appears in figure 6.



Figure 3. Landsat 7 EPGN Station at Svalbard, Norway

The LPS resides on four operational and one spare SGI Challenge XL computers, with specialized high-
speed serial interface VME cards. The LPS streams input serial data to Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive
Disks (RAID) during downlinks and when ingesting EPGN data from Ampex tape playback. The
processed data are stored on transfer RAIDs to buffer data for archiving. In addition to the primary LPS
subsystem, a secondary L0 processing system (LPS II) runs in parallel, being driven from copies of raw
data archived off the primary LPS capture RAIDs.

Processed data are sent to the primary archive in the EOS Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) at
the EDC and to a secondary backup archive called the Landsat Archive Management System (LAMS).
Data in the DAAC archive are stored on robotic mass-storage systems, while the LAMS uses D-3 tapes
stored singly on shelves in the computer room.



Figure 4. Landsat 7 CONUS Station at the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Figure 5. LGS Block Diagram
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Figure 6. LPS Block Diagram

MISSION REQUIREMENTS

The L7 ground segment is required to ingest, process, and archive 250 scenes per day. In general, data
must be processed within a 24-hour period (staffed 19 hours per day). Processed data are archived in the
DAAC at the EDC in L0Ra format as swaths (image data from orbital paths, or passes), and are subset
into scenes when a user order is processed. The interface between the LPS and the DAAC is predefined,
and any enhancements to the Landsat processing system need to maintain the current interface protocols.
A new requirement has been recently levied to save the raw data from the capture RAIDs in a deep
archive after successful L0 processing by LPS.

In addition to normal processing associated with NASA and USGS scientific requirements, an additional
capacity is being developed for data exchange with IC stations for data validation, for acquisition of data
for key Government programs, and to mitigate outages in the space or ground segment. A key provision
of the new requirement is the ability to generate and ingest raw data in serial downlink (i.e. – Ampex
tapes) or computer-compatible (i.e. - raw data capture files archived off LPS capture RAIDs) format as
an exchange format.

A NEW GROUND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A newly developed ground system architecture meets both current and anticipated requirements and has
led to increased flexibility and reliability. Conceptually, the new architecture repartitions system
functions into modular hardware and software elements connected by a high-speed network fabric. The
primary architectural changes are to the LPS and LAMS subsystems. The high-speed serial interface and
the capture subsystem are separated from the processing system. The LAMS archive and transfer RAID
are combined in a network storage system that both buffers and archives data. The LGS changes are
limited to accommodations for new capture hardware. A block diagram of the new architecture is shown
in figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows an implementation using the existing FDDI network as the
interconnection fabric, and figure 8 shows a switched-Ethernet interconnection fabric.
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Figure 7. New Architecture Using FDDI Interconnectivity

Figure 8. New Architecture Using Switched-Ethernet

Listed below are the main objectives of the new architecture:

• Decouple L0 processing hardware and software from high-speed capture hardware and software;
• Provide a flexible environment for upgrades and/or enhancements (both hardware and software);
• Provide a means to test hardware and software upgrades in an operational environment without

affecting operational processing;
• Provide a common interface to ECS that is independent of LPS hardware and configuration;
• Automate raw data archival and distribution functions;
• Support ingest of raw data from EPGN and other stations in either raw serial downlink,

computer-compatible tape, or network file transfer formats;
• Provide a framework for future multimission operations; and
• Implement network partitioning and firewall functions to ensure network security.
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One of the primary advantages of this architecture is the separation of the specialized high-speed serial
interface hardware from the processing system. This allows the use of relatively inexpensive “capture
appliances” that are decoupled from changes to the processing system software and operating system. A
major issue associated with specialized high-speed serial interface hardware is the drivers that link the
hardware with the operating system and applications software. Changes in the operating system and;
potentially in application software may necessitate modifications to the driver, which may be a major
factor in an upgrade. It is also possible to operate multiple capture and processing systems based on
different platforms as old equipment is gradually replaced.

Another major issue is platform changes in newer generations of computer hardware. The LPS resides
on an SGI Challenge XL, which uses VME cards for input and output expansion, whereas the
replacement, next-generation Origin series, uses a PCI backplane. Thus, upgrading the current host
platform requires either the use of VME to PCI bridge hardware or the integration of new, high-speed
serial interface hardware.

Use of the switched-Ethernet interconnection provides significant advantages in the ability to reroute
operations around a failed DCS or LPS. It will be possible to have an offline LPS or DCS remain
connected to the network for integration or testing without affecting operations, by deactivating the
routing to the offline equipment. Additional processing capability can be added easily to support a larger
data volume by adding new routes from a DCS to a new LPS string. The switched architecture also
provides a full bandwidth connection between a DCS and an LPS processor, as opposed to the shared
bandwidth available in a FDDI ring architecture.

THE NEW LANDSAT 7 RECEIVING AND PROCESSING SYSTEM

The reengineered L7 processing system is shown in figure 9. The current LPS has been broken into
separate subsystems, the Data Capture System (DCS) and the Landsat Processing System III (LPS III),
and a new archive server subsystem has been added that archives and distributes both raw and L0-
processed data and provides the interfaces to ECS for the L0-processed data.

Data enter the system through a DCS. A block diagram of the DCS is shown in figure 10. The baseline
platform is an SGI Origin200 configured with a Myriad SER-1680 high-speed serial interface card in
one PCI slot, one SCSI interface, and a FDDI card in the other two PCI slots. One SCSI interface is
connected to a capture RAID, and the other is connected to a digital linear tape (DLT) drive for backups.
The DCS connects to the switched-Ethernet fabric using the internal 100BaseT Ethernet port.



Figure 9. Re-Engineered LPS System

Figure 10. DCS Block Diagram

Operators control the DCS using a graphical user interface (GUI) running in an X-window on a console
in the operations room. Captures of a realtime downlink can be initiated manually or by using a stored
schedule. Operators can transfer the data to the archive server or an LPS III string for processing once
the capture has been completed. After the data have been transferred for archiving and processing, a disk
clean-up function is used to make space for subsequent captures.

Plans call for two complete DCS subsystems that have both high-speed capture and ingest capabilities,
with a third “virtual DCS” that has ingest capabilities only. The third DCS will be used to ingest
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computer-compatible tapes from the EPGNs or other international stations and to restore archived raw
data from the archive server for reprocessing.

The archive server is based on an STK robotic mass-storage system using D-3 tape technology. A block
diagram of the archive server and associated subsystems is shown in figure 11. The archive server acts
as an archive for both raw and L0 processed data. The archive server also has interfaces to the LAMS
for the distribution of L0 data, and it replaces the current LAMS archive system that is based on stand-
alone D-3 tape drives.

Figure 11. LAMS Block Diagram

Raw data from the DCS are received for archiving and acknowledged by the archive server. This
“handshaking” allows the DCS to begin its disk clean-up cycle. A GUI allows the operators to monitor
the archiving of raw data and to request the staging of raw data for processing. Another function of the
archive server is writing raw data interchange files to DLT or other media.

Processed L0 data are received from LPS III and placed in a disk buffer. Data transfers to ECS are
staged from this buffer, and the archive server can emulate the current interface between LPS (I) and
ECS. The data in the disk buffer are eventually migrated to the tape robot as new data are received. The
buffering function of the archive server insulates L7 L0 processing from problems associated with ECS,
which could cause backups in the current processing system. Operations are also controlled by a GUI,
allowing management of the archive and the ability to restage data for transfer to ECS if required.

The LPS III resides on an SGI Origin2000 compute server. The LPS III functions have been limited to
the back-end L0 processing functions currently performed by the original LPS system. The current LPS
operations environment and GUIs will be used to operate LPS III, as most of the L0 processing
functions are unchanged in the new architecture. Data are received from a DCS for processing, and
processed L0 data are transferred to the archive server.



EXTENSIONS TO FUTURE MISSIONS

Extensions to future missions are easily supported by the new architecture. Two examples of extensions
to future missions are shown in figures 12 and 13. In the example in figure 12, a new mission uses the
current LGS front-end with new bit synchronizers and the existing DCS. A new back-end processing
computer subsystem is developed and connected by means of a new set of ports into the switched-
Ethernet interconnection fabric. Operationally, when data from the satellite are being acquired, a new
routing is set up to connect the DCS to the new back-end processing subsystem. Raw data can be stored
on the common storage robot in the archive server, or a new archive subsystem can be used.

Figure 12. New Mission Support Using Current RF String and New Back-End Processor

In the other example, shown in figure 13, new downlink processing and high-speed capture subsystems
are added, but processing and archival functions are supported by the current L7 processing subsystems.
The generic nature of the L0 back-end processing subsystem hardware means that a new application can
be developed that uses that existing hardware.

Plans are under way for the development of a system to receive, process, and acquire MODerate-
resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) direct-broadcast data from the EOS Terra satellite (formerly
known as the EOS AM-1 platform). This system will use the approach in figure 13, with NASA-
developed (public domain) software for L0 processing.
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Figure 13. MODIS New Mission Support Using New RF String and Processor

CONCLUSIONS

The new architecture provides significant flexibility with a modular approach that decouples specialized
high-speed capture hardware from the standard computer-processing hardware. This allows flexibility in
upgrading processing systems without having to reintegrate specialized high-speed capture hardware
(and drivers) in a new hardware and operating system environment. In addition to addressing the
obsolescence of the current L0 processing hardware, the new architecture adds increased functionality to
archive and distribute raw data, and to support the ingest of EPGN and other station data in multiple
formats. The switched nature of the system also makes it easy to add new hardware either to enhance L7
processing capabilities or to support new requirements in a multimission environment.
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ABSTRACT

Combatingharshandunpredictablechannelenvironmentsis apartof thedesignof any in-situ communica-
tion system(i.e. rover to lander, rover to orbiter, etc.). Channelcharacteristicscanrangefrom simpleadditive
white Gaussiannoise(AWGN) channelsto more bursty fading channelsfound in rover to orbiter links (i.e.
canyon scenariosandtypical orbiterpassesaroundmountainranges).A combinationof forwarderrorcorrec-
tion andautomaticrepeatrequest(ARQ) schemesarecommonlyusedto provideamorerobustcommunications
link. ARQ enhancesthecommunicationlink particularlyfor burstyfadingchannels.

Go-Back-Nis a commonlyusedARQ schemeandis anoption in thenewly developedConsultative Com-
mittee for SpaceData Systems(CCSDS)Proximity-1 Link protocol [7], a datalink layer protocol targeted
specificallyfor in-situ applications. Optimizationof framesizesand retransmissionpersistenceof the ARQ
schemerequireagoodanalyticalmodelof how theschemeperformsovervariouschannelconditions.

In this paper, ananalyticalframework for modelingtheCOP-1protocolis presentedfor bothAWGN chan-
nelsalongwith bursty fadingchannels.A Gilbert-Elliot two-stateMarkov model is usedto modela bursty
fadingchannel.

KEY WORDS

in-situcommunication,ARQ, Markov channel,andCCSDSproximity link protocol.

1 INTRODUCTION

ARQ protocolshave not beenprevalent in deepspacemissions.This hasbeenthe casebecausetypical deep
spacemissionsonly involved point to point links betweenanEarth-basedDeepSpaceNetwork (DSN) station
andasinglespacecraft.Thelongpropagationdelaysinherentin deepspacelinks makeretransmissionprotocols
inefficient andimpractical.However, recentmissionshave involved thebuild up of in-situ communicationsca-
pabilities.TheMars’98 andMars’01 orbiterswill beresponsiblefor relayinginformationfrom landedelements
backto Earth.Thein-situ links areover relatively shortdistancesandconsequentlythecostof supportingARQ
is minimal.

TheMars’01 orbitermarksthebeginningof theuseof thenewly developedCCSDSdatalink layerprotocol,
theProximity-1Link [7] protocol. Thespecificationoffers theoptionof reliabledatastreamsupportusingthe
Go-Back-Nprotocol.In orderto fosterinteroperabilityandto enablevariousspaceagenciesto make useof the
limited in-situ Marscommunicationresources,a numberof otherspaceagencieshave alsobegunto signon to



theuseof theProximity Link-1 protocol. TheseincludetheEuropeanSpaceAgency’s Mars ExpressOrbiter,
U.K.’s Beagle2 Lander, and CNES’s Netlandermissions. More recently, NASA’s Mars Network effort has
alsocommittedto the useof the datalink layer protocolasit builds up a constellationof six communication
satellitesfor the purposeof supportingin-situ relay communications.Thesetypesof missionsrequirerobust
communicationdespitethe harshandunpredictablechannelenvironments.Channelcharacteristicscanrange
from simpleadditive white Gaussiannoise(AWGN) channelsto morebursty fadingchannelsfound in rover
to orbiter links (i.e., canyon scenariosandtypical orbiter passesaroundmountainranges).A combinationof
forwarderrorcorrection(FEC)andautomaticrepeatrequest(ARQ) schemesarecommonlyusedto provide a
morerobust or error free communicationlink. ARQ enhancesthe communicationlink particularlywell for a
burstyfadingchannel.

In thispaper, ananalyticalframework is presentedfor modelingtheARQ schemespecifiedin theProximity
Link-1 standard(COP-1)for AWGN channelsandburstyfadingchannels.To bemorespecific,boththeoptimal
framesizeandretransmissionpersistenceof theARQ schemeareexamined.In section2, a backgroundsurvey
of thesuiteof relevantCCSDSprotocolsis provided. Section3 containsa descriptionof thepropagationchar-
acteristicsaswell asMarkov modelof thosecharacteristics.Theanalysisof ARQ over AWGN andMarkovian
channelsis thenpresentedin section4 for specificscenarios(i.e., rover to lander, rover to orbiter). Lastly, con-
clusionsaregivenin section5.

2 CCSDS IN-SITU PROTOCOLS

2.1 Proximity Link-1

TheProximityLink-1 Spaceprotocolwasinitially developedto facilitateinteroperabilityacrossNASA projects
as well as amonginternationalspacemissions. The specification[7] covers the physicallayer, the medium
accesslayer andthe datalink layer [5] andis aimedat supportingefficient spacelinks betweenEarthremote
proximity orbiters,landedelements,probesandothertransmittingandreceiving instrumentsthatmaybeon the
surfaceor in orbit.

The Proximity Link-1 standardprovidessupportfor two differentgradesof service(SequenceControlled
andExpedited). In Expeditedmode,it is assumedthat the higher layer protocols(i.e. Transportlayer) will
provide any of the necessaryretransmissionschemes.Consequently, the Expeditedmodeprovides a single
transmissionof eachframeof data. The SequenceControlledserviceguaranteesa reliabledatastreamwith-
out gapsor errors. The serviceis basedon a Go-Back-NARQ protocol. This serviceis calledtheCommand
OperationsProcedure(COP).The COP-1[3] wasfirst definedfor the CCSDSTelecommand[4] standard.A
recentversionof theCOP, COP-P, hasbeendevelopedspecificallyfor usewith theProximity Link-1 protocol.
TheCOP-Pis simplerversionof theCOP-1andprovidesfeweroptions.However, thebasicprotocolremainsa
Go-Back-NARQ scheme.

2.2 Upper Layer Protocols

TheCCSDSProximity Link-1 protocolis a datalink layerprotocol. It hasbeendesignedfor usewith higher
layer protocolssuchastheCCSDSFile Delivery Protocol[1] andtheCCSDSSpaceCommunicationsProto-
col Specification[2]. Thesehigherlayer protocolswill provide othercapabilitiessuchasrouting, end-to-end
reliability, andapplicationsupport(i.e. file transfers).

TheCCSDSFile DeliveryProtocol(CFDP)is amonolithicstore-and-forwardtransferprotocoldesignedfor
deepspacerelay communications.The protocolenablesreliablefile transfers,acrossmultiple hopsif neces-
sary. CFDPhandleslost transmissionsandout-of-orderpackets. It hasbeendesignedto tolerateintermittent
connectivity acrossdeepspacedistances.
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Figure1: TheGilbert-Elliott channelmodel.

SpaceCommunicationProtocolStandards(SCPS)protocolstackspecifiesprotocollayers3-7(network layer
to applicationlayer). Thestackis basedon TCP/IPbut is robust againstvery long delays,high bit error rates,
andintermittentconnectivity. SCPSextendsthereachof TCPto approximatelylunardistances.

Theeffectsof datalink layerreliability on thehigherlayerprotocolsis importantto understandin orderto
properlymakeuseof thevariousprotocoloptions.TheinteractionbetweenARQ protocolsat thetransportlayer
andthedatalink layeris oneof themotivationsfor this currentstudyandis alsoa topicof considerableinterest
in thecommercialefforts to provide TCP/IPover wirelesslinks [12].

3 MARS PROPAGATION MODELS

3.1 Propagation Characteristics

Marspropagationmodelsarenow in developmentandarebelieved to besimilar to Earthmodels.Specifically,
large scalepathlossdueto reflection,diffraction, andscatteringmay be capturedusingclassicalpropagation
models(i.e. log-normaldistributions).

Smallscalepropagationmodelsdueto multi-path(specularreflection,scattering)andvelocityof thespace-
craftelementsmayalsobemodeledusingstandardpropagationmodels(i.e. Riceandistribution for line of sight
communicationsandRaleighdistribution for non-lineof sightcommunications).

Periodicfadingpatternsmayresultdependingon antennapatternsandtheexistenceof specularreflections.
For example,rover to orbiter communicationsmay resembleland mobile satellitesystemson Earthwhenthe
rover is traveling on slopesof smoothgroundwhile attemptingto transmitto anorbiterat low elevationangles.
A parallelscenariowasmeasuredasa partof an INMARSAT experimentin Oregonwherea mobile terminal
wastraveling in anareaof rolling hills while attemptingto communicateto asatellite.Largefades(up to 15dB)
wereexperiencedandwascausedby acombinationof theantennapatternandthespecularreflectionsdueto the
rolling hills. Theperiodicityof thefadesandthedurationof thefadeandnon-fadeperiodsaredependentupon
theoperatingfrequency andthevelocityof theelementsrelative to eachother.

3.2 Hidden Markov Model

It is known accordingto theMarspropagationmodelsthat thecommunicationchannelsbetweentherover, the
lander, andtheorbiteraresubjectto multi-pathfading.Thismulti-pathfadingprocess(bursterror)canbeslowly
varyingdependingon thespeedof therover, thespeedof thespacecraftelements,thecarrierfrequency, andthe
actualphysicalscenarioof themission.Thebursterrorpropagationpathcanbemodeledby usinga stochastic
processandcanbeexpressedin theform of finite stateMarkovian model.

The finite stateMarkov chainhasbeenusedto modelgeneraltime-varying channelswith memory. The
output from a finite stateMarkov channeldependson the presentinput and the channelstatewhile the next



channelstateonly dependson the presentchannelstateand is independentof the input. The Gilbert-Elliott
channelmodel[15] is a discrete-time,stationary, two stateMarkov chainasindicatedin figure1. Oneof the
statesis known asthegoodstate;theotheris known asthebadstate.They areappropriatelylabeledby G and
B. Theprobabilitiesthat thechannelstatechangesfrom G to B andfrom B to G aredenotedby p andq. The
statebit-errorratesfor G andB are ��� and ��� , respectively. Let S denotethestatespaceof Markov model.Let����� 
� if abit erroroccurred

otherwise.
(1)

Let X = � e� . It is observed that thesequenceof the2-tuples �����! � �#" , ���%$& � $%" , '('(' where �%)�*,+ and � )�*.-
formsaMarkov chainwhosetransitionprobabilitiesdependonly on thepreviousstate� )0/ � � " �2143 �5�%687 � �:9  � 687 � �;�=< �!6 �?> ��' (2)

Thematrix @A� � " which is constructedfrom � )B/ � � " is known astheobservation (error)matrix. Theprobability
transitionmatrixwhichgovernsthetwo stateMarkov modelcanbeobtainedasC �,D!E @F� � "G' (3)

If thebit errorrate(BER)dependsonly on thecurrentstateand(2) is of theform� )0/ � � " �2H )0/5IJ/ � � "G (4)

then @F� � " � CK� � � " (5)

whereB is the diagonalmatrix of the stateerror probabilities. This type of model is referredto as the hid-
den Markov model becausethe Markov statesarenot directly observable [16] [15]. Let L be a row vector
representingthesteadystateMarkov statesprobabilitydistribution. For Gilbert-Elliott modelwe haveC �NM 
�� � �	 
�� 	PO  (6)� � � " � M 
�� ��� �� 
�� ��� O  (7)

and � � 
 " �QM ��� �� �R� O ' (8)

Theobservationor theerrormatrixof Gilbert-Elliott modelcanbeexpressedas@F� � " �NM � 
�� � "S� 
�� ���5" � � 
�� �R�T"	 � 
� ���&" � 
�� 	 "S� 
�� �R�T" O  (9)

and @F� 
 " �NM � 
�� � "J��� � �R�	 ��� � 
�� 	 "J�R� O ' (10)

Thesteadystateprobabilitydistribution of Gilbert-Elliott modelis givenbyL �VU WX 7 W XX 7 WZY ' (11)



To modelerrorsourcesin full duplex channelwith ahiddenMarkov model,Turin [16] hasdefined[ �VU �]\ �_^ �]\ $T^ Y (12)

to characterizeerrorsin the forward and feedbackchannels. � \ )`^ � 

if a bit error occurredand � \ )`^ � �

otherwise,i = 1 andi = 2 correspondto theforwardandfeedbackchannels,respectively. It hasshown if error
sourcesin both channelsareindependentanddescribedby the hiddenMarkov parametersL ) , @ ) � �a\ )b^ " , i = 1,
2, thecompositemodelparametersfor both forwardandfeedbackchannelsaretheKronecker productsof the
componentmodelparametermatrices.

In apureARQ protocolthemessagesequenceis brokenupinto packetsof lengthk. Eachof thesepacketsis
encodedusingabinarylineardetectioncodeC with lengthn. Themostfrequentlyusederrordetectioncodesare
CRCcodes.Sincethebit-level channelerrormodelsdonotdependonthecommunicationsystemparameters,it
is importantto find therelationshipbetweentheblock-errorandbit-errormodels.For additive white Gaussian
noise(AWGN) bit-level modelwith afixedBER,theblock errorrate(BLER) isced �gf � 
�� � 
�� c �gfg"ihj 
�� �(kl� � �Rm c �gfg" for M BER n 
  (13)

whereM is thedatablocksize.For Gilbert-Elliot bit-level model,asindicatedin figure1, theblockerrorrateisced �gf � 
�� L M � 
�� � "S� 
�� ���5" � � 
� �R�o"	 � 
�� ���5" � 
�� 	 "S� 
�� �R�T" O hqp (14)

whereL is definedin equation(11)and
p

is avectorof ones.

4 ARQ PROTOCOLS

Error detectionandretransmissionareinvariablya userdefinedservice,forming partsof thenewly developed
CCSDSProximity-1Link Protocol[7]. Combinationsof theerrordetectionandretransmissionallow theuser
to sendandreceive datawith a greatlyreducedprobability of error. Cyclic Redundancy Code(CRC) canbe
usedfor variableframelengtherrordetection;Reed-Solomoncodeis usedfor fixedframelengtherrordetection
andcorrection. For in-situ communicationsystemsit is often not sufficient simply to detectan error; it must
be corrected.A populartechniquefor this correctionis the retransmissionapproach.Theusualtechniquefor
obtaininga retransmissionis for thereceiving node(datalink controllayer)to sendanacknowledgment(ACK)
signal to the transmittingnode(datalink control layer) whenit receivesan error-free dataframe. If an error
is detectedthena negative acknowledgment(NAK) signalis send,theNAK signaltriggersa retransmissionof
theerroneousdataframe. This typeof retransmissionschemesareknown asautomaticrepeatrequest(ARQ)
schemes.

4.1 Overview

For thosepacketsenteringdatalink control (DLC) layer from thenetwork layer, a headeris appendedto each
packet to form a frameandframesaresentto the physicallayer for transmission.The CCSDSProximity-1
Link Protocol[7] usesa version3 transferframewhich encompasses5 bytesof mandatorytransferheaderand
a transferframedatafield. The maximumlengthof the transferframeis 2048bytes. In addition,3 bytesof
attachedsynchronizationmarker and4 bytesof attachedCRCgeneratorpolynomialareusedto provide frame



synchronizationanderrordetection.Therearethreebasictypesof retransmissionprotocol.They arestop-and-
wait (SW) ARQ, go-back-N(GBN) ARQ, andselective repeat(SR)ARQ.

In theSWARQ, thetransmittersendsout a frameandwaitsfor anacknowledgment.Oncethereceiver has
received theframe,it would respondby sendinganACK if thedatapacket wasdeemederror-free,or it would
senda NAK if thedatapacket containsa detectableerror. Oncethe transmitterreceivestheacknowledgment
from thereceiver, it would retransmitthedatapacket if theacknowledgmentis a NAK, or it would transmita
new datapacket.

TheSW ARQ schemeis clearly inefficient sincethe transmitteris idle while waiting for theacknowledg-
ment. To alleviate this problemof inefficiency, the transmittermay senda seriesof sequentiallynumbered
frames.While noerrorsoccur, thereceiversendsanACK. Thereceiver sendsaNAK if thedatapacket contains
detectableerrors. The receiver would discardthat erroneousframeandall future incoming framesuntil the
framewith detectableerrorsis correctlyreceived. Thus,thetransmittermustretransmittheframein errorplus
all succeedingframesthatweretransmittedin theinterim. This approachis known asGBN ARQ.

With SRARQ, theonly retransmittingframesarethosewhichhavereceivedaNAK or thosewhosetimeout
hasoccurred.SRARQ is moreefficient thanSW ARQ andGBN ARQ becausetheamountof retransmissions
is minimized.However, in orderto implementSRARQ thereceivermustmaintainabuffer largeenoughto save
all post-NAK framesuntil theframein error is retransmitted.Furthermore,thereceiver mustcontainlogic and
processingpower to reinsertthat framein thepropersequence.Dueto thecomplexity of implementations,SR
ARQ is muchlesspopularthanGBN ARQ. GBN ARQ is anoption in theCCSDSProximity-1Link Protocol
[7]. In thefollowing sections,theperformanceof theGBN ARQ is examined.

4.2 Throughput Analysis over AWGN Channels

Thereare two basicmeasuresby which ARQ is evaluated: reliability and throughput. In ARQ systemsit
expressesreliability in termsof theacceptedpacket errorrate.Thatis thepercentageof thepacketsacceptedby
the receiver that containerrors. It is clearthat theacceptedpacket error rateis functionof theerror detection
code.A packet is erroneouslyacceptedif onany transmissionattempt,it containsanundetectableerrorpattern.
For theCCSDSProximity-1Link ProtocolCRCis usedfor variableframelengtherrordetection;Reed-Solomon
codeis usedfor fixedframelengtherrordetectionandcorrection.For bothcasestheprobabilityof undetectable
errorsis negligible. Thus,theprobabilityof detectableerror(or equivalently, theprobabilityof retransmission)
is approximatelyequalto the

crd �gf in (13)or (14).
For GBN ARQ the available dataframesare continuouslytransmittedwithout waiting for an ACK. On

receiptof aNAK or theexpirationof thetimeoutwithoutreceiving anACK or aNAK, theframein questionand
all following framesareretransmitted.Let usassumethechannelnoiseis independentandidenticaldistributed.
In addition,we assumethat the transmittingDLC is in a saturatedstate. It meansthat the transmitteralways
hasat leastoneframewaiting for transmission.Moreover, thetransmissionprocessof GBN ARQ is disjoint in
time. Thus,thetransmissionprocessis governedby a renew-process.This implies to find theaverageamount
of time it takes to successfullytransmita datapacket is equivalent to find the averagestoppingtime of the
renew-process.For AWGN channel,theaveragestoppingtime is merelysit � siuwv 
wx � H �.
 " ced �yf
�� ced �gf z (15)

where
s u

is theminimumtime betweentransmissions,H{� 6`|}5~ , andBLER is specifiedin (13). Themaximum
possiblethroughputof GBN ARQ is �����T� � 
s t ' (16)
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Figure2: Delivereddatarateefficiency of GBN ARQ vs. CCSDSProximity link datapacket size.

Thenormalizedthroughput,[13] and[14], with perfectacknowledgmentis��� � ���o� sJu � 
� ced �gf
�x � H �.
 " ced �gf ' (17)

Let l denotethelengthof thedatafield, andlet l’ denotesthelengthof thecontrolfield (i.e., thecontrolfield
includesAMS, theframeheaderinformation,and32bitsCRC).Fromequation(13)it is clearthattheblockerror
rate,

ced �yf , is a functionof the framesize(i.e.,
m ��� x ��� ) andthechannelconditionwhich is represented

by thebit error model,BER. Theactualdelivereddatavolumeis a functionof the retransmissionprobability,
namely, BLER. Theactualdelivereddatarateis definedto theamountof datawhich aresuccessfullydelivered
to the receiving nodeover theaveragestoppingtime,

s t
. Thentheactualdelivereddatarate � � �����o� � , andsiu ��� 7 ���� whereC is theforwardlink transmissionratecapacityin bitspersecond.Then� � ��� �� x � �_� � 
�� ced �gf
�x � H ��
 " ced �yf � ' (18)

The link transmissionratecapacity, C, is a fixed value in equation(18). The Proximity-1 link [7] andMars
Network [6] support11 forwardandreturndataratesasindicatedbelow� �;� ) kbps for i = 1, 2, ..., 11' (19)

Figure3 is plot of thenormalizeddatarate, � � , asa functionof thedatapacket sizein bits for
c �gf � 
(�=���

,c �gf � 
(�=���
, and

c �gf � 
(�=���
with C = 256kbps. It is apparentthat if thedatapacket length,l, is small,

the systemis operatinginefficiently. For example,the link is transmittingthe overheadratherthanreal data.
On otherhand,if the datapacket size, l, is too large, the retransmissionprobability, BLER, increases.This
effectively reducesthethroughputof thesystem.Thus,thereexistsanoptimaldatapacket sizein thesenseof
maximizingthedelivereddatarate,�� ��2H¡35¢ �%£¥¤&¦� � �� x � �_� � 
�� crd �gf
wx � H �.
 " ced �yf � ��' (20)



4.2.1 Rover to Lander

Denotetheforwardandthereturnlink transmissionratecapacitiesby
�§

and
��¨

, respectively. Assumethatthe
transmissiondelayis negligible in thecaseof the rover to the landercommunication.CRCis usedto provide
error detections.The optimal datafield lengthandnormalizedthroughputefficiency aretabulatedin tables1
to 5 for

c �gf � 
(�=���
,
c �gf � 
(�=���

, and
c �gf � 
(�=���

andvarious
�§

and
��¨

. From thesetablesit is
apparentthat the datafield lengthincreasesasthe

c �yf decreases.This is consistentwith intuitions. As thec �gf decreases,the
ced �gf alsodecreases.This impliesthattheprobabilityof retransmissiondecreases.Thus,

in order for the channelbecomesmoreefficient, the transmittingDLC must increasethe datafield lengthto
reducetheoverall overhead.

From figure 3 it is observed that the performancedegradationof normalizedthroughputis small for data
field lengthwhich is greaterthanthe optimal datafield lengthwhen

c �gf � 
(� ���
and

c �gf � 
(� ���
. For

example, ���© � � '�ª]«�¬5l® with �¯�±° «]² , ���© � � '�ª]«]«]®�¬ with �³� 
(� �  , and ���© � � '�ª]²]«]² � with �¯�±� � l® whenc �gf � 
(� ��� . Thereis only onepercentageof throughputdegradationwhen �´�;� � l® comparingwith �µ�;° «]² .
This impliesfor small

c �gf thesystemthroughputis dominatedby thedataoverheadin thetransferframesince
theretransmissionprobability is small. However, it is alsoobservedthattheperformancedegradationbecomes
significantfor

c �yf � 
(� ���
whenthetransferdatapacket sizevariesfrom theoptimalvalue,277bytes.For

example, � � � � ' ° «&l® � with �w�¶� ¬]¬ , � � � � '·¬aª]ª 
 � with �w� 
(� �  , and � � � � '�«]ª ° � ¬ with ����� � l® . There
is roughly 20 percentof throughputdegradationwhen �g�¸� � l® comparingwith �g�N� ¬]¬ . This implies for
relatively large

c �gf thesystemthroughputis dominantby theretransmissionprobability.
As we have mentionedabove therearetwo measuresby which ARQ is evaluated. One is the reliability,

andtheotheris thethroughput.Theperformanceof oneof themeasurescanbeincreasedat theexpenseof the
otherone. In the following example,we will comparethe free-transmission(no retransmission)schemewith
GBN ARQ. We assumethat if anerror in the transferframeis detectedthenthewhole frameis dropped(i.e.,
no retransmission).Tables6 and7 list thenormalizeddelivereddatarateat variousdatapacket sizesfor both
free-transmissionandGBN ARQ for

c �yf � 
(� ���
and

c �gf � 
(� ���
, respectively. With

c �gf � 
(� ���
, the

optimaldatafield lengthis 2733bytesfor GBN ARQ andthemaximumnormalizedefficiency is 0.9907.Withc �gf � 
(�=���
, theoptimaldatapacket sizeis 3861bytesfor free-transmissionandthemaximumnormalized

efficiency is 0.9938.Fromtheseresultsit is apparentthat thenormalizedthroughputfor the free-transmission
is moreefficient thantheGBN ARQ scheme.However, thefree-transmissiondeliversdatawith gaps(i.e.,erro-
neousframesaredropped)while theGBN ARQ schemedeliversdatawithoutgapsanderrors.

4.2.2 Rover to Orbiter

We assumethat the forwarddatarate,
�§

is 256kbpsandthe returningdaterate,
��¨

, is 8 kbps. CRCis used
to provide errordetections.Furthermore,we assume10 minutesof Orbiterpass,andthedistancebetweenthe
obiterandthe rover is 800km. Let q denotethemaximumnumberof retransmission(asspecifiedin COP-P).
For example,thereis noretransmissionwhen

	 � � ; GBN ARQ is implementedwhen

	 �º¹ . Assumetherover
is in asaturatedtransmissionstate.Thatis thattheroveralwayshasat leastoneframewaiting for transmission.
Let » t � theamountof time thataparticularframe,f, usesthechannel¼ � theeventthatf is successfullytransmitted,½ � theeventthattheframef is dropped,1¯¾ � ced �yf asspecifiedin equation(13),1 § � 1 W¾ where1 § is theframedropprobability.



Then, ¿ � » t < ¼ � � s u x � 
�� 1¯¾ " W � �D )`ÀÁ� >Â1 )¾ s }  (21)

where
s u

and
s } arespecifiedin equation(15). Furthermore,¿ � » t < ½ � � � 	 �.
 " s } ' (22)

Therefore, ¿ � » t � � � 	 �.
 " 1 § s } x � 
�� 1 § " s u x 1¯¾ s }� 
�x � 	 �.
 " 1 W¾ � 	 1 W � �¾ � 
�� 1 §
�� 1¯¾ ' (23)¿ � » t � is the averageamountof time that a distinct dataframe usesthe channel. This particular frame is
successfullydeliveredwith probability


Ã� 1 § . Therefore,the total delivereddatavolumesover 10 minutes
Obiterpassandtheframeerrorratescanbeeasilycomputed.Results(usingoptimaldatafield length)for

	 � � ,	 �Ä� , 	 �  , 	 �Ä° , and

	 �Å¹ are tabulatedin tables8 and9 for
c �gf � 
(�=���

and
c �gf � 
(�=���

,
respectively. Fromtheseresults,it canbeeasilyseenthereis a diminishedreturnin termof datavolumeas

	
increases.This is simplybecausetheframeerrorrate(or theretransmissionprobability)dramaticallydecreases
as

	
increases.
For agivenchannelcondition(i.e.,BER),ARQ with

	 �º¹ provideserrorfreedatadelivery at theexpense
of possiblylong delays.Thereforein practiceadataframemaybetransmittedat mostafinite numberof times,
q, dependingon theQuality of Service(QoS)asspecifiedin COP-P. Differentchoicesof q allow to tradeoff
betweentransmissionlatency andtheframedropprobability. Theresultingprotocolis sometimesreferredasq-
persistentGBN ARQ protocol.In thissectionweareinterestedin evaluatingtheeffectof limiting themaximum
numberof retransmissionsor q on thethroughputperformanceof thesystemover AWGN channel.Weassume
that theforwardchannelis identically independentdistributedAWGN channel.Thebackwardchannelis error
freesincethebackwardchanneloperatesat very low dataratescomparingwith forwardchannel.Let Æ denote
thenumberof timesthat thechannelhasbeenusedbetweentwo successfultransmissions.Thethroughput� is
thendefinedasthe inverseof theexpectedvalueof Æ . Æ is onetime unit if thedatapacket getsacknowledged
afterits first transmission.This eventhappenswith probability


�� 1 § . Further Æ is N+1 if thedatapacket gets
acknowledgedafterits secondtransmission.Thatlasteventhappenswith probability 1 § � 
�� 1 § " . Thefollowing
tablegivesthepossibletransmissiondurationswith thecorrespondingoccurrenceprobabilitiesfor q-persistent
GBN ARQ. ÇSÈ&É�Ê s Æ 1 ¨ �ËÆ�"� 
 
� 1 §
 ÌÍx2
 1 § � 
�� 1 § "'('(' '('(' '('('	 �.
 � 	 �.
 " ÌVx2
 1 W � �§ � 
�� 1 § "	 � 	 �.
 " ÌVx � 1 W§ � 
�� 1 § "	 x2
 	 ÌÍx � 1 W 7 �§ � 
�� 1 § "'('(' '('(' '('('
Hencetheexpectedvalueof Æ is�K�ËÆ�" �ºDGÎ Æ 1 ¨ �ËÆ�" �ÐÏDÑ ÀÓÒ ��Ô Ì�x2
 " 1 Ñ§ � 
�� 1 § "x ÏD� ÀÓÒ \

� 7 �_^ W � �DÑ À � WÖÕ � 
��×Ì " 1 Ñ§ � 
�� 1 § "G' (24)
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It canbeshown that �K�ËÆ�" � Ì 1 § x?
�� 1 §
� 1 § x 	 � 
��ØÌ " 1 $ W � �§
�� 1 W§ ' (25)

In figure3 thenormalizedthroughputasdefinedin section4.2 is plottedfor q-persistentGBN asa functionof
thedatalength.BERwaschosenhighenough(i.e.

c �yf � 
(� � $ ) to seebehaviors of thecurvesasq increases.
WhenBERis low, very few retransmissionsoccur. Thethroughputof infinite persistentGBN is closeto theone
of q-persistentGBN. As BER increasesthesecurvestendto detachfrom eachothermoreandmore. In figure
4 themaximumnormalizedthroughputis plottedasa functionof q for

c �yf � 
(�=� $ . It is observed that the
maximumnormalizedthroughputdecreasesasq increases.

4.3 Throughput Analysis over Markov Channels

ARQ protocolshavenotbeenprevalentin deepspacemissionsbecauseof thelongpropagationdelay. Tradition-
ally, forwarderrorcontrol(FEC)hasbeenusedto overcomechannelerrorsin deepspacemissions.However in



ahighly bursty(i.e., fastfading)in-situcommunicationenvironment,complex FECcanbewastefulproposition
in termsof systemcapacityperformanceandthereis considerableencodinganddecodingcomplexities aswell.
ARQ canbemoreefficient providedthatthedelayintroducedby retransmissionsis acceptable.In otherwords,
ARQ schemesallow usto tradeadecreasingframedroppedprobabilityfor a largermaximumtolerabledelayto
meetdifferenttraffic QoSrequirements.
Therehave beenenormousinterestin analyzingtheperformanceof varioustypesof ARQ in Guilbertchannel
model[9] [11] [8] [10]. Guilbertmodelis a two stateMarkov model.Thismodelcanbeusedto characterizethe
frameerror for fixedlengthdataframes.Recently, Turin [16] hasstudiedtheperformanceof ARQ in Gilbert-
Elliot model. Guilbert-Elliot modelcanbe usedto modelbit errorsequenceandthis modelis independentof
thecommunicationparameterssuchasdatatransferframesize. Resultspresentedin table10 arebasedon his
approach.We assumed�×� � ' � � and

	 � � '�ª�¬ with �R� � 
(�=��Ù
in theGuibert-Elliotmodelin figure1. With

theseparameters,it representsthat the channelis in Goodstate98 percentof the time andthe channelis in
BadState2 percentof the time. Maximumnormalizedthroughputsandoptimaldatablock (or field) sizesare
tabulatedin table10.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paperthe performanceof theCOP(GBN ARQ) protocolis presentedfor both AWGN channelsalong
with bursty fadingchannels.Therearetwo basicmeasuresby which ARQ is evaluated.Oneis the reliability
and the other is efficiency. ARQ schemesallow us to tradeonemeasurefor the otherone to meetdifferent
traffic QoSrequirements.Theoptimaldataframesizesareobtainedfor AWGN with various

c �gf alongwith
Gilbert-Elliott channelmodel.Themaximumdatareturnswith andwithoutARQ for 10minutesObiterpassare
presentedfor AWGN channels.

Furtherdirectionsof thisstudyincludeextensionsto moreelaborateARQ protocolssuchasselective repeat
ARQ, selective repeatGBN ARQ, andcodediversitycombiningschemes.In additionwewould like to examine
theperformanceof GBN ARQ with Marspropagationmodel.
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Table1. OptimalDataPacket SizeWith
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= 256kbpsand
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Table2. OptimalDataPacket SizeWith
� � �§ �º° Ô I � � .

OptimalData
BER Efficiency Packet Size(bytes)
(�=���

0.91396 272
(�=���
0.97244 863
(� ���
0.99125 2733

Table3. OptimalDataPacket SizeWith C = 32 kbpsand
�§

= 8 kbps.
OptimalData

BER Efficiency Packet Size(bytes)
(� ���
0.90891 272
(�=���
0.97188 863
(�=���
0.99119 2733

Table4. OptimalDataPacket SizeWith C = 64 kbpsand
�§

= 8 kbps.
OptimalData

BER Efficiency Packet Size(bytes)
(� ���
0.90226 272
(� ���
0.97115 864
(�=���
0.99112 2733

Table5. OptimalDataPacket SizeWith C = 128kbpsand
�§

= 8 kbps.
OptimalData

BER Efficiency Packet Size(bytes)
(�=���
0.89248 274
(�=���
0.96967 864
(� ���
0.99097 2733

Table6.ThroughputComparisonof ARQ With Free-Transmission(
c �gf � 
(�=��� ).� � of � � of DataPacket

GBN ARQ (N=2) Free-Trans. Sizein bytes
0.864323 0.9366 277(Optimalfor ARQ)
0.860756 0.9395 381(Optimalfor Free-Trans.)
0.790024 0.9098 1024
0.698073 0.8434 2043



Table7.ThroughputComparisonof ARQ With Free-Transmission(
c �gf � 
(�=��� ).� � of � � of DataPacket

GBN ARQ (N=2) Free-Trans. Sizein bytes
0.9674 0.9794 865(Optimalfor ARQ)
0.9664 0.9803 1024
0.9651 0.9805 1218(Optimalfor Free-Trans.)
0.9565 0.9780 2043

Table8.
c �gf � 
(�=���

, 10 min. OrbiterPass,thelengthof datafield is �  
Data

Transmission Volume Frame
Type (M bits) Error Rate

FreeTrans. 144.307 3.0951x

(� � $	 �;� 131.766 1.1938x

(�=���	 �  131.128 6.2346x

(�=���	 �;° 131.127 1.7013x

(�=� � �	 �º¹ 131.127 0

Table9.
c �gf � 
(� ���

, 10 min. OrbiterPass,thelengthof datafield is �  
Data

Transmission Volume Frame
Type (M bits) Error Rate

FreeTrans. 150.605 9.7917x

(�=��Ú	 �;� 148.336 6.6209x

(�=���	 �  148.293 5.0296x

(� � �Û�	 �;° 148.293 2.9024x

(�=� �ÂÜ	 �º¹ 148.293 0

Table10.
�§ � 
 �]° kbps,

��¨
= 8 kbps,�Ý� � ' � � , 	 � � '�ª�¬ and �R� � 
(�=��Ù

OptimalData
BER Efficiency Packet Size(bytes)
(� ���

0.8535 247
(�=���
0.9370 496
(�=���
0.9488 590



IMPROVING THE DETECTION EFFICIENCY OF
CONVENTIONAL PCM/FM TELEMETRY BY USING A

MULTI-SYMBOL DEMODULATOR

Mark Geoghegan
Nova Engineering Inc., Cincinnati, OH

ABSTRACT

Binary PCM/FM has been widely adopted as a standard by the telemetry community.  It offers a reasonable
balance between detection efficiency and spectral efficiency, with very simple implementation in both the
transmitter and receiver.  Current technology, however, allows practical implementations of more
sophisticated demodulators, which can substantially improve the detection efficiency of the waveform, with
no changes to the modulator.  This is accomplished by exploiting the memory inherent in the phase continuity
of the waveform.  This paper describes the implementation and performance of a noncoherent multi-symbol
demodulator for PCM/FM.  Sensitivity to offsets in carrier frequency, timing, and modulation index is also
examined.  Simulation results are presented which demonstrate improvements in detection efficiency of
approximately 2.5 dB over traditional noncoherent single symbol detectors.

KEY WORDS

Multiple Symbol Demodulation, Binary PCM/FM, and Noncoherent Detection.

INTRODUCTION

There currently exists a large installed base of PCM/FM telemetry transmitter and receiver equipment.  This
work investigates using a multiple symbol demodulator to significantly enhance the detection efficiency of
binary PCM/FM, and examines the robustness of the detector to offsets in carrier frequency, symbol timing,
and modulation index.

It is well established that the detection performance of a continuous phase waveform may be significantly
improved by increasing the observation interval of the detector. Several implementations of multiple symbol
demodulators have been published including trellis detectors that estimate the state of the phase process using
the Viterbi algorithm, and fixed length sliding correlators that make decisions on one or more bits. The
Viterbi algorithm is an efficient computational method that can match the performance of a detector with an
infinite observation interval when the signal can be described by a finite state process. However, imprecise
knowledge of the transmitter parameters, channel effects, and the fact that extending the observation interval
beyond a few symbols periods may yield little improvement, make the simpler fixed length correlator



architectures attractive. Therefore, this paper chooses to use the non-coherent multi-symbol correlator
architecture originally described by Osborne and Luntz [1] to detect the PCM/FM signal commonly used in
telemetry systems.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A block diagram of the communication system is shown in Figure 1. The current recommendation for
PCM/FM telemetry systems with NRZ-L data code are for a pre-modulation filter with a 3 dB cutoff
frequency at 0.7 bit rates and a peak deviation equal to 0.35 times the bit rate. The PCM/FM waveform is
generated by passing the NRZ-L source data through a fourth order Bessel pre-modulation filter and applying
it to the input of a FM modulator. The resulting output is a constant envelope continuous phase PCM/FM
waveform with a modulation index of h = 0.7. The transmitted signal is corrupted by Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and processed by the multi-symbol demodulator.

Figure 1. System Description

Following the notation from [2], the constant-envelope PCM/FM signal can be represented as

where the information bearing phase N(t,") is determined by the M-ary data sequence                            
where "i = ±1, the frequency function g(t), and the modulation index h. The Bessel filter smoothes and
extends NRZ rectangular frequency pulse as shown in Figure 2. Note that g(t) now extends over two symbols
instead of one, thereby creating a partial response signal. The resulting phase tree of the PCM/FM signal is
depicted in Figure 3.

DEMODULATOR DESCRIPTION

A conceptual diagram of the non-coherent multi-symbol demodulator is shown in Figure 4. The detector
correlates the received waveform with each of the possible transmitted signals over a fixed number of
symbols, chooses the correlator with the largest magnitude, and makes a decision on the middle bit. Although
this scheme is suboptimum, it is straightforward to implement and exhibits negligible loss compared to the
optimal detector at high SNR’s which is the case of interest for typical systems.



Figure 2. Frequency Pulse Shape Before
and After Pre-Modulation Filter Figure 3. PCM/FM Phase Tree

Figure 4. Conceptual Diagram of Multi-Symbol Detector

The filter outputs can be computed efficiently by recognizing that the correlations are simply the sum of a
finite set of branch metrics, given that the receiver signal set can be described as a phase trellis. Representing
the modulation index h as 2k/p , where k and p are relatively prime integers, yields a trellis structure with pML

branch metrics. Therefore, by computing a subset of these branch metrics (p’ML) and storing them in a delay
line, each correlator can form its output by adding the appropriate partial correlation. Figure 5 illustrates the
receiver implementation.

Figure 5. Implementation of Multi-Symbol Detector



DEMODULATOR PERFORMANCE

The demodulator performance depends upon the correlation length N and the duration and shape
(L andgr(t))of the frequency pulse that generates the receiver signal set.. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the transmit
and receive signal sets and the performance of a 3 and 5 symbol detector with gr(t) = gi(t) using a combination
of performance bounds as in [1] and data from Monte Carlo simulations. For comparison, the performance
of a traditional limiter-discriminator single symbol detector [3] is also shown. Note that there is roughly a
2.5 dB improvement using a 5 symbol detector as compared to the single symbol baseline.

Figure 6. Transmit and Receive Signal Sets Figure 7. Multi-Symbol Detection
(gR(t) = gT(t)) Performance

DEMODULATOR SENSITIVITY

The previous section has shown that a multi-symbol demodulator can indeed enhance the detection efficiency
of PCM/FM. This section investigates the sensitivity of the receiver to offsets in carrier frequency, symbol
timing, and modulation index. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the effect of offsets in frequency, timing, and
modulation index between the transmit and receive signal sets. Relative to the receiver, the transmitter phase
tree is tilted by a frequency offset, shifted by a timing offset, and either expanded or contracted due to an
offset in modulation index. Although the phase trees are aligned in the figures to better illustrate the effect
of synchronization error, the noncoherent envelope detector is insensitive to the initial phase alignment.

Simulation results are presented to illustrate the effect of synchronization errors. The effect of carrier
frequency offset is shown in Figure 11 and shows that the 5 symbol detector is much more sensitive to
frequency error as compared to the 3 symbol detector. The error performance actually becomes worse with
the longer observation interval at a frequency offset of 0.05 cycles/symbol. This is partially due to the fact
that as the detection length increases, the correlation filters becomes narrower making frequency alignment
more critical.



The effect of timing offset is shown in Figure 12. Since the detectors degrade similarly, the 5 symbol detector
always outperforms the 3 symbol version even with moderate timing offsets. Finally, Figure 13 illustrates the
performance degradation when the modulation index of the transmitter is offset over a range of +/- 10 percent
and shows that the detectors experience similar degradation with small offsets in modulation index. However,
the longer span detector appears to suffer much more loss with significantly under-deviated signals. The
general conclusion is that while lengthening the observation interval increases detection efficiency it also
increases the sensitivity to synchronization errors (particularly frequency offset).

Figure 8. Transmit and Receive Signal Sets with Frequency Offset

Figure 9. Transmit and Receive Signal Sets with Symbol Timing Offset



Figure 10. Transmit and Receive Signal Sets with a different Modulation Index

Figure 11. Degradation with Frequency Offset



Figure 12. Degradation with Timing Offset

Figure 13. Degradation with Offset in Modulation Index

CONCLUSIONS

The implementation and performance of a noncoherent multi-symbol detector for PCM/FM has been
presented and shows that by using a 5 symbol detector, an improvement of 2.5 dB can be realized over
traditional single symbol detectors. Sensitivity to errors in frequency, timing, and modulation index were
examined. In general, the longer the observation interval, the more sensitive the detector becomes to
synchronization errors. The longer span detector was particularly more sensitive to frequency offset than
either small offsets in timing or modulation index. Selection of observation length and receiver pulse shape
should be based upon the desired level of performance, implementation constraints, and channel
considerations. The presented architecture is also applicable to other full or partial response continuous phase
signals as well.
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UTTR BEST TELEMETRY SOURCE SELECTOR

Kenneth H. Rigley  •  David H. Wheelwright  •  Brandt H. Fowers
Computer Sciences Corporation, Hill Air Force Base, Utah

ABSTRACT

The UTTR (Utah Test & Training Range) offers the largest over land test and training airspace in the
continental United States. It provides excellent telemetry data processing capability through a number of
TM (telemetry) sites. Selecting the best source of telemetry data for optimum coverage from these many
sites can be very involved and challenging for ground station personnel. Computer-based best source
selection automates this process, thereby increasing accuracy and efficiency. This paper discusses the
capabilities of the BTSS (Best Telemetry Source Selector), its background, design and development,
applications, and future at the UTTR.

KEY WORDS

Best source selector, frame synchronization, data router, data analyzer, and UTTR

INTRODUCTION

In the days of analog microwave transmission on the UTTR, our TM coordinator accomplished best
source selection by viewing analog wave forms on small oscilloscopes. This task became increasingly
difficult in recent years as the UTTR began transmitting telemetry streams over a new digital microwave
system. Consequently, The Air Force tasked CSC (Computer Sciences Corporation) to develop an
automated BTSS.

RESEARCH

The initial plan was to purchase a number of PCM decommutators and then track the status of each one
for best source selection. However, insufficient funds and a high price tag made this a costly and
unpopular method. We then searched for a source of inexpensive cards that performed only frame
synchronization, this being the only function we needed from the decoms. The solution for switching
also presented a problem. The switch inputs needed to be digital and not degrade the signal at high data
rates. We were unable to find a COTS solution. Consequently, our hardware engineer developed four
types of cards for our system:



1. frame sync (allows for best source selection)
2. matrix or mux (used for data routing)
3. I/O (input/output)
4. BNC (adapts I/O lines to/from ribbon cable)

OBJECTIVE

Our goal for the system was that it must be:

      • a low-cost solution
      • able to switch one to many automatically
      • redundant
      • easy to operate
      • useful

The BTSS needed to not only select the best source, it had to be a useful tool in other areas as well. The
definition and scope of this goal were at our discretion. Our motto for the project was “No
Assumptions.” Our desire was to make the most of the system.

ARCHITECTURE

The BTSS consists of a 20 ISA-slot, rack mounted PC. A single board computer takes up 2 slots. The
rest of the slots are comprised of 13 frame sync boards, four mux boards, and one I/O board. For
redundancy, we built a second, identically configured PC (see Figure 1).

The 4 mux cards in the BTSS allow for 32 data/clock inputs and 32 data/clock outputs. The mux
configuration follows a one-to-many approach, meaning that any of the inputs can be connected to any
or all of the outputs. The first 13 inputs are routed to the frame sync cards (in addition to the mux cards)
to enable best source selection. The remaining 19 inputs can be used for simulator inputs, tape inputs, or
any other TM data source. The 32 outputs are mainly utilized by the TM processing systems. There are
four best source outputs that return to the ground station patch panel. These are used to record the best
source data to tape or simply for monitoring purposes.

Two workstations – each consisting of a monitor, a keyboard, and a mouse – control the two PCs. The
workstations and PCs are connected together by a matrix switch. The workstations can switch between
either of the PCs by a simple keyboard operation. Both workstations may be switched to the same PC
simultaneously.



Figure 1: System Architecture

FUNCTIONALITY

The system has three functions: (1) best source selection, (2) data routing, and (3) data analysis.

Best Source Selection

The BTSS allows two or more sources to be combined into teams. Because there are 13 frame sync
sources, the system allows for up to six teams. All 13 sources could be assigned to the same team. The
system selects a best source from each of the teams.

Data Routing

The BTSS allows outputs to be connected to team best sources or to individual sources during setup and
during real-time.  Any source or team can be connected to any output.  Connections remain in effect
until the software selects a new best source or the user makes a new connection.

Data Analysis

The system provides many analysis tools. A frame lock plot appears on the main display. This plot
displays the last 10 seconds of lock percentages. Different lock percentages are shown in different
colors. There are three different thresholds or ranges. The top range is displayed in green, the middle
range in yellow, and the bottom range in red. The user defines these ranges during setup. This plot is not
only useful during real-time to show trends, it is also very useful during pre-mission checkouts. The plot
is a great indicator of whether a source is supplying solid data or not.



Statistics are calculated and are also a very useful analysis tool. A running total of the historical frame
lock percentage provides meaningful insight on how different sources stack up against each other during
a mission and from mission to mission. A running percentage of the time each source was used as a best
source is also very useful. This statistic indicates which sources are the most important and how many
sources are really useful and needed.

Another means of analysis is available through archiving data read from the frame sync cards and
position information from a telemetry system. Here, the historical percentages and totals are also
provided. The data from this archive file provides the opportunity to map the data quality of a source
around the range. This allows our TM personnel to identify blind spots where mobile telemetry sources
may be positioned to allow for better coverage. Given the size of the UTTR, this is very helpful
information (see Figure 2).

Figure 2:  UTTR and TM Sources

BENEFITS

The BTSS provides the UTTR with many benefits. Besides the analysis opportunities and faster
switching (down to 3ms) for improved data coverage, the BTSS allows our TM coordinator to focus
more on other important aspects of her job. For example, she is now able to spend more time identifying
and solving communications and equipment problems.



OPERATION

The BTSS is setup by entering information in three dialog boxes: (1) a frame sync dialog box, (2) a
switch dialog box, and (3) a statistics dialog box.

Frame Sync Card Setup

The first dialog box contains information for the frame sync cards. The user enters the frame sync
pattern, the frame sync strategy, the number of bits between frame sync patterns, and the stream data
rate for each frame sync card. Here, the user also enters two best source selection parameters: (1) the
number of milliseconds between frame sync card polls and (2) the number of frame locks that a source
must have beyond the current best source in order to be selected as the best source. Each time the frame
sync cards are polled, the system checks to see if a new best source should be selected for each of up to
six teams.

Switch Setup

The second dialog box contains switch information. The user enters a label for each input and output
that will be used, selects a best source team for each of the frame sync sources, connects outputs to the
best source of a team or to an individual source, and enters a mission title.

Statistics Setup

The third dialog box contains information about statistics. The user enters the archive rate, options for
inclusion of position information and IRIG time, and the choice of statistics to display during real-time.
The following parameters are available for real-time display:

1. the historical frame lock percentage
2. the percentage that each source has been selected as the best source for its team
3. the number of bits detected in the latest frame sync card poll
4. the number of frame syncs detected since the last screen update
5. the number of frame locks detected since the last screen update
6. the number of compliment frame syncs detected since the last screen update.

The information entered in these dialog boxes can be saved in a configuration file that can then be
opened and loaded into the system at any time.

During real-time operation, users have various options available to them. They are able to make
connections between individual sources and outputs, and between the best source of a team and any
outputs. Users are able to delete individual sources or outputs, change the team assignment of a frame
sync source, and start or stop the archiving of statistics.

The real-time display includes a button for each defined source and output (see Figure 3). Each button
contains the label entered by the user on the switch setup dialog box. The current connections between
sources and outputs are displayed – the best sources being color-coded. Each team has a unique color.
Connections between an individual source and an output are drawn in black. Each defined frame sync



card source also has a frame lock box that shows the current quality of the source. The box is colored
green if the frame lock quality is good, yellow if the quality is average, and red if the quality is poor.
Each frame sync card source has a combo box that allows the user to change the team assignment.
Finally, each frame sync card source has a box that shows the stream polarity. If the box is red, the
stream has normal polarity; if the box is black, the stream in inverted.

Figure 3: BTSS Screen

CONCLUSION

The BTSS has proven itself to be a highly effective, low-cost solution for automatic best source
selection, data routing, and data analysis. We plan to upgrade the BTSS in the future, moving from an
ISA back plane to a PCI back plane. We also plan to design new PCI frame sync cards capable of
handling four streams each. This will enable us to increase the number of frame sync sources, and
therefore teams, that can be handled.
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ABSTRACT 
 

An algorithm for automatic modulation recognition of ASK, PSK and FSK was developed by Azzouz 
and Nandi.  The algorithm has some serious problems at SNR of 10 dB and below.  This paper describes 
a modification to the algorithm that significantly improves the performance for detection of ASK and 
FSK at moderate and low SNR. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Modulation recognition plays an important role in applications that require monitoring or signal 
identification.  Some of these applications are for military uses such as electronic warfare, surveillance 
and threat analysis, while other applications are for commercial uses such as spectrum management, 
signal confirmation and interference identification.   
 
In the past, when the modulation type of an unknown signal had to be identified a manual method was 
used.  This manual method required an experienced operator who would interpret measured parameters 
to determine the modulation type.  In today�s dense electromagnetic environment, for a rapid response 
automatic identification techniques are required. 
Several modulation recognizers have been developed for various digital modulation types [1-8].  The 
different approaches used in modulation recognition can generally be grouped into two categories, a 
decision-theoretic approach or a statistical pattern recognition approach.  In a decision-theoretic 
approach, probabilistic and hypothesis-testing arguments are used to formulate the classification 



 

 

problem.  In a statistical pattern recognition approach, the classification system is composed of two 
subsystems.  The first subsystem is the feature extraction subsystem that extracts predefined features 
from the raw data.  The second subsystem is the pattern recognition subsystem that determines the 
modulation type. 
 
This paper describes an algorithm that distinguishes between the following bandlimited digital 
modulation types:   
 
      Binary Amplitude-Shift Keying (ASK2) 
      4-ary ASK (ASK4) 
      Binary Phase-Shift Keying (PSK2) 
      4-ary Phase-Shift Keying (PSK4) 
      Binary Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK2) 
      4-ary Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK4) 
 
The method used is based on an algorithm suggested by Azzouz and Nandi [1] that was modified to 
improve the performance of the recognizer. 
 
 

METHOD INTRODUCED BY AZZOUZ AND NANDI 
 
The first step in the modulation recognition process proposed by Azzouz and Nandi [1] was to sample 
the received signal s(t), at a sampling rate fs, and calculate the analytic signal,  
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analytical signal was found, it was divided into M frames each of length N = 2048.  The next step was to 
find the instantaneous amplitude, a(t) , phase, (t)φ  and frequency, f (t)  as 
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Key features were then extracted from all M.  The five key features proposed by Azzouz and Nandi [1] 
are: 
 



 

 

Key feature 1, γmax , is the normalized maximum value of the power spectral density of )(iacn , 
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where N is the length of a frame and )(iacn  is the normalized-centered instantaneous amplitude, which 
is defined below. 
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Key feature 2, apσ  , is the standard deviation of the absolute value of )(icNLφ   
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where )(icNLφ  is the value of the centered non-linear component of the instantaneous phase, C is the 
number of samples in )(icNLφ  for which tn aia >)( and ta  is a manually set threshold for )(ian  below 
which the estimation of the instantaneous phase is sensitive to noise.  The centered non-linear 
component of the instantaneous phase, )(icNLφ  is defined as 
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The non-linear component of the instantaneous phase, )(iNLφ  is defined by 
s
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)(iuwφ  is the instantaneous phase which has been unwrapped and fc is the carrier frequency, which must 
be known a priori. 
 



 

 

Key feature 3, dpσ , is the standard deviation of )(icNLφ  
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Key feature 4, aaσ , is the standard deviation of the absolute value of )(iacn  
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Key feature 5, afσ , is the standard deviation of the absolute value of fcn(i) 
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where fcn(i) is the normalized-centered instantaneous frequency, which is defined as 
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and rs is the symbol rate, which must be known a priori. 
 
Once all five key features were extracted from each frame, the key features were compared to suitable 
thresholds to determine the modulation type of each frame.  The thresholds were determined by Azzouz 
and Nandi [1].  The modulation classification procedure used can best by shown by the flow chart in 
Figure 3.1.  Note that the notation for a threshold of γmax is t(γmax).  The global decision about the 
modulation type of the received signal was derived from the M frames of the received signal.  The 
modulation type that had a majority among the M frames was decided to be the modulation type of the 
received signal. 
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Figure 3.1.  Conventional Classification Procedure 
 
 

PERFORMANCE OF CONVENTIONAL METHOD 
 
The algorithm suggested by Azzouz and Nandi [1] was simulated for 400 trials, each of length N = 
2048.  The performance of the algorithm is measured by confusion matrices, such as the ones shown in 
Tables 1.1 and 1.2 
 

Table 1.1.  Confusion Matrix for Conventional Algorithm, SNR = 20dB 

Simulated Deduced Modulation Type 
Modulation Type ASK2 ASK4 PSK2 PSK4 FSK2 FSK4 

ASK2 91.25% 8.75% - - - - 
ASK4 90.25% 9.75% - - - - 
PSK2 - - 66.25% 1.75% 32% - 
PSK4 - - - 57.75% 42.25% - 
FSK2 - - - - 30.25% 69.75% 
FSK4 - - - - - 100% 

 
Table 1.2  Confusion Matrix for Conventional Algorithm, SNR = 10dB 



 

 

Simulated Deduced Modulation Type 
Modulation Type ASK2 ASK4 PSK2 PSK4 FSK2 FSK4 

ASK2 61.25% 38.75% - - - - 
ASK4 57.75% 42.25% - - - - 
PSK2 - - 32.25% 43% 24.75% - 
PSK4 - - - 66.25% 33.75% - 
FSK2 - - - 1.5% - 98.5% 
FSK4 - - - 1% - 99% 

 
The five problems found with Azzouz and Nandi�s method [1] were: 
 
      1)  Poor detection of ASK4.  This was because aaσ  did not give a clear distinction between ASK2  
           and ASK4.  Also, aaσ  increased too much with decreasing SNR for ASK2. 
      2) Poor detection of FSK2.  This was because afσ  did not give a clear distinction between FSK2  
           and FSK4.  Also,  afσ  increased too much with decreasing SNR for both FSK2 and FSK4. 
      3) Poor detection of PSK2 and PSK4.  This was because γmax < t(γmax) between 25% to 45% of the  
           time, so MPSK was confused with MFSK. 
      4) Poor detection of PSK2 at a SNR less than 15dB.  This was because apσ  increased too much  
           with decreasing SNR. 
      5) Poor detection of FSK2 and FSK4 at a SNR of 5dB.  This was because γmax increased too much  
           with decreasing SNR. 
 
In the following section, problems 1 and 2 from above will be addressed. 
 
 

MODIFIED METHOD 
 

In this section the detection of ASK4 and FSK2 will be improved by modifying the key features aaσ  and 

afσ  and the thresholds associated with each key feature.  The classification procedure was also slightly 
modified.  The major problem with aaσ  was that it did not give a clear distinction between ASK2 and 
ASK4.  The major problem with afσ  was that it did not give a clear distinction between FSK2 and 
FSK4.  The key features aaσ  and afσ  also tended to increase too much with decreasing SNR, which 
made it difficult to use the same threshold at different SNR. 
 
The modified key feature aaσ , which will be denoted as *

aaσ , is defined as 
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Note that *

aaσ  was found without centering )(ian , therefore *
aaσ  is simply the standard deviation of 

)(ian .  The modified key feature afσ , which will be denoted as *
afσ , is defined as 
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Note that *

afσ  was found without centering fn(i), therefore *
afσ  is simply the standard deviation of fn(i) 

evaluated only over the strong signal. 
 
It was found that *

aaσ  and *
afσ  gave a clearer division between their respective binary and the 4-ary 

modulations and that they did not vary as much with decreasing SNR.  The approach used to find 
thresholds for *

aaσ  and *
afσ  was to plot the percentage of correct detection for the binary and 4-ary 

modulations with respect to the variable threshold for each key feature.  This procedure was performed 
at a SNR of 20dB, 15dB and 10dB.  The thresholds were then chosen such that the binary and 4-ary 
modulation types had approximately equivalent percentages of correct detection at varying SNR.  The 
thresholds were chosen as ( )*

aat σ  = 0.5 and ( )*
aft σ  = 1.6.  The classification procedure also had to be 

slightly modified because *
aaσ  and *

afσ  were greater for their respective binary modulation than for their 
4-ary modulation.  The modified classification procedure is shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
The success rates for ASK2, ASK4, FSK2 and FSK4 were greater than 89% at a SNR of 20dB, and 
greater than 84% at 15 dB.  The success rates for PSK2 and PSK4 were not sufficiently changed. 
 

 

Table 2.1  Confusion Matrix for Modified Algorithm, SNR = 20dB 

Simulated Deduced Modulation Type 
Modulation Type ASK2 ASK4 PSK2 PSK4 FSK2 FSK4 

ASK2 91.25% 8.75% - - - - 
ASK4 90.25% 9.75% - - - - 
PSK2 - - 66.25% 1.75% 32% - 
PSK4 - - - 57.75% 42.25% - 
FSK2 - - - - 30.25% 69.75% 
FSK4 - - - - - 100% 

 
 



 

 

Table 2.2  Confusion Matrix for Modified Algorithm, SNR = 10dB 

Simulated Deduced Modulation Type 
Modulation Type ASK2 ASK4 PSK2 PSK4 FSK2 FSK4 

ASK2 89% 11% - - - - 
ASK4 15.5% 84.5% - - - - 
PSK2 - - 31.5% 40.75% - 27.75% 
PSK4 - - - 65.75% - 34.25% 
FSK2 - - - 1% 88% 11% 
FSK4 - - - 1% 0.75% 98.25% 

 
The key feature thresholds that were developed by Azzouz and Nandi [1] and those of the modified 
method are given in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, respectively. 
 

Table 3.3.  Thresholds Used in Conventional Method 
 

Key Feature 
Threshold 

Value used by 
Azzouz and Nandi 

t(γmax) 4 
t( apσ ) π/5.5 
t( dpσ ) π/5 
t( aaσ ) 0.25 
t( afσ ) 0.4 

 
 

Table 3.4.  Thresholds Used in Modified Method 
 

Key Feature 
Threshold 

Value used by 
Azzouz and Nandi 

t(γmax) 4 
t( apσ ) π/5.5 
t( dpσ ) π/5 
t( *

aaσ ) 0.5 
t( *

afσ ) 1.6 
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Figure 3.2.  Classification Procedure Using Modified Method 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
A modified version of the method used by Azzouz and Nandi [1] has been developed to recognize the 
following bandlimited digital modulation types:  ASK2, ASK4, PSK2, PSK4, FSK2 and FSK4.  When 
Azzouz and Nandi�s method [1] was tested, the results were that the minimum success rate for all six 
modulation types was 0% at a SNR of 10dB.  The results given by Azzouz and Nandi [1] show a success 
rate greater than 98% at an SNR of 10dB.  This discrepancy is most likely due to Azzouz and Nandi [1] 
not providing enough details of the development of their recognition algorithm.   

The modified method improved upon the detection of ASK2, ASK4, FSK2 and FSK4, but did 
not improve upon the detection of PSK2 and PSK4.  Using the modified method, the success rate of 
ASK2, ASK4, FSK2 and FSK4 was greater than 84% at a SNR of 10dB.  The success rate of PSK2 and 
PSK4 using Azzouz and Nandi�s method [1] and the modified method was not greater than 31% at a 
SNR of 10dB. 

This work could be extended by improving the success rate of PSK.  The main problem with 
detecting PSK was the poor performance of the key feature γmax, which was used to distinguish between 
FSK as a subset and ASK and PSK as the second subset.  The performance of γmax could be improved if 
it was used instead to distinguish between ASK as a subset and PSK and FSK as the second subset.  



 

 

Using this classification procedure would require the development of new key features that could 
distinguish between PSK and FSK, but the overall performance of the algorithm may be improved. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Software radio is a new concept emerging in military communication and commercial wireless 
communication systems. Its kernel idea is to give a support with rapid building the flexible, modular, 
multiband and multimode wireless systems. This paper aims at programmable detection module in 
software radio application. It uses adaptive software to realize the detection function, this will greatly 
enhance the wireless receivers’ flexibility and intelligent process. From the simulation results of 
MPSK adaptive detection software, it can be concluded that adaptive software makes the system 
easy to realize detection function for various applications. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Recently, software radio concept has emerged from military research to commercial wireless 
communication systems, especially in mobile communication systems. Therefore, it will become a 
cornerstone of third-generation (3G) strategies for global communication. Its kernel idea is to give a 
support with rapid building the flexible, modular, multiband and multimode wireless systems, and 
reprogramming for new standard. Software radio essentials include wideband analog to digital (A/D) 
convectors, digital to analog (D/A) convectors and high performance digital signal processing (DSP) 
chips, and moving the software defined radio waveforms from baseband to IF or RF. Among these, 
software programmability of modulation and detection functions is one of the basis functions which 
software radio can realize. Moreover, the software radio industry standard forum —
Software-Defined Radio (SWR) Forum —defines that SWR can use adaptive software and flexible 
hardware platform to solve those problems which caused by conventional improvement and 
technology reformation. So, we consider whether the adaptive software could be used in radio 
receiver’s detection. This is the principal purpose of this paper. 
 
Usually, receiver’s detection function using software radio technology is implemented by software 
modular. According to practical environment, the software module may easy to be updated. 
Consequently, it achieves the goal of detecting several kinds of modulated waveforms. However, 
such software has some restrictions that the modulated scheme must be known beforehand. On the 



 

 

basis of signal’s characteristics, if the receiver could extract the characteristic of the modulated 
scheme, this will greatly enhance the wireless receivers’ flexibility and intelligent process. The 
diagram of digital detection software module in universal wireless communication channel is shown 
as Figure 1. Here, adaptive detection module’s function is to detect the modulated waveforms 
corresponding with their modulation characteristics, equalizer can eliminate inter symbol 
interference (ISI), forward error correction (FEC) is used to reduce the bit error probability. 
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Figure 1  Software digital detection and decoding 

 
 

M-ary PSK DIGITAL MODULATION  
 
M-ary phase shift keying (MPSK) is very familiar in modern digital communication modulation. 
This paper is focus on how to realize the MPSK adaptive detection, other digital modulation schemes 
are similar to MPSK adaptive detection in principle, but their realization may be more complexity. 
The characteristics of MPSK modulation and detection are described as follows. 
 
MPSK carrier phase have M values, usually it chooses M=2n, n is a positive integer, the phase value 
often are at same intervals, i.e. 
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where ϕ  is the initial phase. For rectangle envelope MPSK, its modulated signal’s time-domain 
expression is 
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)(nθ  is the carrier phase at t=nTs, { } 1,...,1,0,)( −=∈ Min iθθ . Derived from the Formula (2) 
and suppose the initial phase ϕ =0, then 
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Moreover, it can be simplified as 
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From the MPSK expression (4), it can be concluded that MPSK signal may use two orthogonal 
carrier signals to realize the coherent detection. Figure2 is depicted the MPSK coherent demodulator 
block diagram. 
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Figure 2  MPSK coherent demodulator block diagram
 

 
Usually the MPSK carrier synchronization process has an M-fold ambiguity, except for using 
differential encoding/decoding technology to overcome the phase ambiguity problem, we can also 
use the unique code as fixed message head (such as 13 bit Barker code) to overcome this problem. 
Using software modulation/detection, fixed message head is easy to be implement. 
 
 

IMPLEMENT OF MPSK ADAPTIVE DETECTION 
 
To implement MPSK adaptive detection, we first need the software programming of MPSK 
modulation. Suppose the channel is ideal channel, only exists additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN). According to the received waveforms’ characteristics, it uses programming to realize the 
MPSK adaptive detection. Among these, the most important problem is the decision of M value. The 
method used in this paper is to get hold of the characteristic of the modulated waveforms’ phase 
route. With the characteristics, we can easily distinguish the modulation schemes. For examples, at 
the symbol transition moment (i.e. symbol transition point), BPSK may be has a 0 and π ambiguity, 
and that QPSK may be produce ±π/2 and π phase change ambiguity. According to the phase 
characteristic, we may transmit a segment of pure carrier at the transmitter. During the receiving 
period, first the local carrier will be synchronized with the carrier through phase lock loop (PLL), 
then the received waveform’s phase is compared with carrier phase, and the phase route change 
curve is obtained. Afterward, the phase route curve is compared with the modulated waveform’s 
phase route of those known modulation schemes, then the modulation method which is the 
transmitter accepted can be estimated accurately. The initial phase is depended on the demodulation 
of the fixed message head. Adaptive detection flow chart is shown in Figure3. 
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Figure 3  MPSK adaptive demodulation program flow chart 

 
Figure 4(a) shows the BPSK modulated data, Figure 4(b) demonstrates the BPSK modulated 
waveform, and Figure 4(c) demonstrates the demodulated waveform, the Figure 4(d) is the 
constellation diagram of BPSK signal set. When the data polarity is changed, the phase has an abrupt 
180° transform, so the vector change only has two states and gets across the origin point. During 
the application comparison, suppose carrier wave frequency fc=107Hz, sampling frequency is fs=4fc. 
Here, the two states of BPSK is list as follows: 
 
      0: 1 0 -1 0 1 0  -1 0 
      1: -1 0 1 0 -1 0 1 0 
 
Therefore, it is quite easy to identify the BPSK modulated signal. 
 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)  
Figure 4  BPSK modulation and detection waveform and constellation diagram 



 

 

 
Figure 5(a) shows the QPSK modulated data, Figure 5(b) demonstrates the QPSK modulated 
waveform, and Figure 5(c) demonstrates the QPSK demodulated waveform, the Figure 5(d) is the 
constellation diagram of QPSK signal set. Four vertexes in constellation diagram stand for QPSK 
signal’s four possible phases in one symbol interval Ts. For QPSK, data of I and Q two channel is 
`uniform on time edge. Thus, when the I and Q data polarity are changed at the same time, vector 
overpasses the origin instantaneously and the phase abruptly changes 180 degrees; whereas when 
only one channel data polarity is changed, vector of QPSK signal is transformed from one point to 
the adjacent point along the side of the square, that is to say, the phase has an abrupt 90 degrees 
change. The four states of QPSK is list as follows: 
 
      0 (00):  1  0  -1  0  1  0  -1  0 
      1 (01):  0  1  0  -1  0  1  0  -1 
      2 (10):  -1  0  1  0  -1  0  1  0 
      3 (11):  0 -1  0  1  0  -1  0  1 
 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
 

Figure 5  QPSK modulation detection waveform and constellation diagram 
 
Figure 6(a) shows the 8PSK modulated data, Figure 6(b) demonstrates the 8PSK modulated 
waveform, and Figure 6(c) demonstrates the 8PSK demodulated waveform, the Figure 6(d) is the 
constellation diagram of 8PSK signal set. There are 8 points equally distributed on the unit 
circumference, it stands for eight states of 8PSK, shown as follows: 
 
      0 (000):  1  0 -1  0  1  0 -1  0 
      1 (001):  α  α - α - α  α  α - α - α 
      2 (010):  0  1  0  -1  0  1  0  -1 
      3 (011): - α  α  α - α - α  α  α - α 
      4 (100):  -1  0  1  0  -1  0  1  0 
      5 (101): - α - α  α  α - α - α  α  α 
      6 (110):  0  -1  0  1  0  -1  0  1 
      7 (111):  α - α - α  α  α - α - α  α 
where α =0.7071. 
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Figure 6  8PSK modulation detection waveform and constellation diagram 
 
 

SIMULATION PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 
In this paper, it gives the software simulation of system decision probability with different 
modulation types in demand. According to the simulation data, we can get Figure7. Mmax=4 indicates 
that it only need distinguish BPSK and QPSK two modulation schemes; Mmax=8 indicates that it need 
distinguish BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK three modulation schemes; and Mmax=16 indicates that it need 
distinguish BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK and 16PSK four modulation schemes. 
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Figure 7  Mmax and decision probability relationship in MPSK adaptive detection 

 
From the performance curves, it can conclude that the value of Es/n0 is ratio to MPSK correct 
detection probability. Selecting the appropriate Es/n0 value may assure the stated correct detection 
probability. When Mmax=16, if Es/n0 is not lower than 30dB, then the correct detection probability 
may obtain about 93%; When Mmax=8, if Es/n0 is not lower than 15dB, then the correct detection 
probability may obtain about 93%; When Mmax=4, it only need assure Es/n0 is not lower than 10dB•



 

 

the correct detection may be around 97%. All above-mentioned data is based on the hypothesis of 
transmitting them through AWGN channel without equalizer. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Obviously, for discontinuous phase route modulation, we can identify them through each phase route 
properties (for example, whether the phase route is a line or a curve and the curve’s slope) These can 
all be implement by software. These are involved in many specific problems, such as differential 
encoding MPSK and filter before modulation. We need distinguish them according to their new 
property on phase. In brief, software adaptive detection can be realized in a certain range. It will 
satisfy the flexibility demands in military communication; on the other hand, it also can adapt to 
develop adaptive software using in various commercial application environments. 
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ABSTRACT

Parameterized data from ARTM channel sounding test flights are used to derive a parameter-based
estimate of the scattering function.  The Doppler bandwidth and Doppler spread, important measures of
channel dynamics, can be estimated from such a scattering function.  Data collected from ARTM Flight
11 suggest that the Doppler bandwidth is larger than 6.7 Hz.  Even for very small collections of
parameterized data, surprising agreement is shown to non-parametric scattering function estimates.
This confirms modeling assumptions and offers a way to achieve significant reductions of storage
requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

The scattering function offers an easy way to visualize the time-dependent behavior of a channel and
provides easy access to descriptive parameters such as the Doppler bandwidth and coherence time of the
channel. This affords a quick way to visualize large amounts of data and notice certain trends. The most
intuitive way to arrive at the scattering function is to take the Fourier transform of channel sounding data
taken at successive intervals.  But this is not the only way to arrive at the scattering function and it has
certain limitations.  A data based computation of the scattering function requires large amounts of data
storage and can be very cumbersome.  Certain issues are quickly lost in the detail, such as the
relationship between the channel behavior and the geometry of the channel.

By computing the scattering function from a three-ray parameterization of the channel sounding data,
one can achieve a great deal of insight and data compression over the data based computation.  Such a



parameterization provides a direct link between the channel behavior, including the time-motion of
frequency nulls, and the geometry of the channel.  Such a parameter based approach also reduces the
data of each snapshot of the channel to just two information triplets.  Because of the data compression,
some features of the scattering function are naturally lost, but the loss of information is surprisingly
small.  This paper examines a parameter based approach of quantifying the channel dynamics and
applies this technique to the ARTM channel sounding data.

ESTIMATING THE SCATTERING FUNCTION

The most direct way to estimate the scattering function is to move directly from a magnitude squared
representation of channel sounding data to sample correlation functions via the Fourier transform [1, 2]
as shown in Figure 1.

In this paper, however, we explore a second method of estimating the scattering function from a
parameterization of the data as shown in Figure 2.  Due to certain benefits offered by first
parameterizing the data, we work with parameter-based correlation functions rather than directly with
the data.  Parameterized data offers at least two advantages that full data sets cannot.  First,
parameterized data can take considerably less storage space than full data sets.  In the examples of
parameterized ARTM channel sounding data considered in this paper, 12,700 data points are well
described by 20 ordered triples [2, 3].  Second, parameterized data may directly offer physical
information about the channel that is hard to read from the data.  It has been shown that a three-ray
model representing a line-of-sight path and two reflections from physical features of the terrain near the

Figure 1  Direct estimation of the Doppler power spectrum.
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receiver and transmitter, agrees very well with ARTM channel sounding data.  Thus, such a
parameterization links the data with a physical understanding of the terrain.  This may help design
simulations and tests that do not require costly flights.

As an example of the advantages of working with parameterized data, consider the parameter values
given in Table 1 as estimated by least square fits described in [3] for the ARTM Flight 10.  As described
in [3], the Γi’s represent a (unitless) attenuation relative to the LOS path, the γi’s represent the phase
shift in radians relative to the LOS path, and the τi’s represent the delay in nanoseconds between the
arrival of signal power along the LOS path and the arrival of signal power along the ith path.  These 20
parameter triplets summarize some 12,700 data points of measured data and represent a compression
factor of more than 210—a considerable reduction in the need for data storage.

These parameterized data also offer a more intuitive understanding of the physical system than the raw
data does.  Where the ARTM channel sounding data for this flight consist of a long list of voltage levels,
these parameters summarize elements of the topology of the terrain traversed during Flight 10.  The first
three columns of data in Table 1 tell us something about the first non-LOS component of the signal and
the last three columns tell us about the second non-LOS component.   A first glance suggests that the
first non-LOS component is strongest relative to the LOS component at index points 1, 2 and 9, while
the second component is strongest at index points 9 and 10.  This indicates that for these samples of the
channel behavior, the angles and positions of reflective surfaces are aligned with the transmitter and
receiver.  It also indicates that the potential for constructive and destructive interference is greatest at
these times.  Because the data set is small and closely related to the physics of our channel, we gain

Figure 2  Estimation of the Doppler power spectrum from a parameterization of the data.
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insight into the channel directly from the parameters.  In fact, one might consider simulating other
channels by altering our parameter set—a possibility beyond the scope of this paper.

index Γ1 γ1 τ1 Γ2 γ2 τ2

1 0.93 0.3 46.2 0.04 -2.4 182.6
2 0.90 -1.9 35.4 0.06 2.7 176.3
3 0.82 0.3 48.5 0.07 -1.2 113.0
4 0.86 -2.0 36.6 0.06 -1.6 107.8
5 0.83 -2.7 33.9 0.08 0.6 148.5
6 0.77 2.0 58.4 0.09 -0.6 205.2
7 0.83 -2.0 70.4 0.14 -2.0 344.6
8 0.75 -1.6 72.9 0.14 -3.1 339.9
9 0.93 2.0 59.3 0.30 1.4 306.5
10 0.84 0.1 83.8 0.35 -0.6 296.2

Table 1 Parameter values estimated by lest square fits as described in [rice] for the ARTM Flight 10 channel at time
17:30:11 [2].

Despite considerable compression, the data of Table 1 is sufficient to generate the plots of the scattering
function and Doppler power spectrum [1] in Figure 3, through techniques outlined in the appendix to
this paper.  Both plots agree surprisingly well with the plots of Figure 4, which were computed directly
from the data as diagrammed in Figure 1 or as outlined in [1].  In this and subsequent figures, power
levels are plotted with respect to two variables, τ and νn.  The variable τ represents the time delay
between the arrival of various components of the signal and the variable νn represents the normalized
Doppler shift.  The Doppler shift indicates the apparent change in frequency of the signal arriving at the
receiver relative to the frequency it would have, had it arrived by the LOS path [2].  The normalized
form given in this paper is computed by dividing out the dependence of the Doppler shift on the velocity
of the source and the angle between the direction of travel and the line connecting the source and
receiver [2].

Consider first the scattering functions of Figures 3 and 4.  The two are visually quite similar.  Each has a
large peak at the center, and as one moves out from ν = 0, the level drops but then levels off.  Moving
out from τ = 0, the level drops even more rapidly.  It is reasonable that this basic shape should be
common to both plots, as the LOS component dominates the signal.  The dominance is reflected in the
central peak which is at the point of no delay and no Doppler shift from the LOS path.  The power level
is naturally lower for signals arriving with increasingly non-zero delays and Doppler shifts.  Looking a
little closer at the two plots, we notice that most of the power arrives at a delay, τ, of less than 100 ns.
But there is also a noticable ridge of power around 250-300 ns in each plot indicating that there is a non-
LOS path with that delay.  The resolution is simply not fine enough to resolve what the delay of the first
non-LOS path has.

The agreement is also rather striking in the Doppler power spectra of Figures 3 and 4 despite some
variations.  Each consists of a central peak that drops steadily to –30 dB by about νn = 0.03 m-1 and each
has significant power levels at Doppler shifts near νn = 0.06 m-1.  There are also noticeable differences
between the two plots.  The first important difference is that the data based plot of Figure 4b drops off



again near νn = 0.08 m-1.  Second, the jumps in the level as νn  increases are more rounded and gradual in
the parameter-based plot of Figure 3.  Further, the plot of Figure 3 has a somewhat narrower region
around νn = 0 over which the signal level is between –10 and –15 dB.  In general these differences can
be attributed to a loss of information due to parameterizing the data [2].  Our 20 triplets of data
constitute a sparse representation of the original 12,700 points and this leads to a certain rounding of
features and an inability to capture some of the smaller trends in the data.

Still, the agreement is impressive.  We can read from each that there is around –10 dB of power arriving
with a Doppler shift very near zero and this level drops off quickly.  We can also see that the Doppler

Figure 3  Parameter based estimates of (a) the scattering function, Sc(ττ,ννn) and (b) the Doppler power
spectrum, Sc(ννn) of ARTM Flight 10 at 17:30:11 as diagrammed in Figure 2.

Figure 4  Data based estimates of (a) the scattering function, Sc(ττ,ννn) and (b) the Doppler power spectrum,
Sc(ννn) of ARTM Flight 10 at 17:30:11 as diagrammed in Figure 1.



bandwidth exceeds our window of observation (6.7 Hz [1]) in each case, so the coherence time must
also be shorter than our snapshot spacing in time.  At least in this example, either estimate tells us
roughly the same details about the time-variant behavior of our channel.

A COMPARISON OF SCATTERING FUNCTION ESTIMATES FOR
VARIED CHANNEL BEHAVIORS

To better understand how well the parameter based technique of Figure 2 compares with the data based
approach of Figure 1, we consider two further examples.  First we examine the time invariant channel.
We create a data segment representing a time invariant channel by repeating ten times the first snapshot
of ARTM Flight 11 at time 18:53:38.  The parameter based approach results in the scattering function
and Doppler power spectrum of Figure 5 and the corresponding data based approach results in the plots
of Figure 6.

These estimates of Figure 5 are easily recognized as coming from a time-invariant channel [1, 2] and
they are extremely similar to the data based plots of Figure 6.  We consider Figure 5 first.  The
information is concentrated at a Doppler shift of zero and drops on either side directly to zero (-150 dB).
In the delay axis, it is particularly simple to read: except at delays of τ1 = 59.7 ns and τ2 = 200 ns, there
is no power in the signal.  This corresponds to the parameterized values of the first and second non-LOS
signal components.  Because the data consists of ten repetitions of one snapshot, these values were
repeatedly parameterized.  Thus, these are the only peaks in the plot in addition to the peak at a delay of
zero, corresponding to the LOS path.  This describes Figure 6 quite well, though the levels differ
somewhat.  In Figure 6, the levels are somewhat lower and more distributed over several delay values.
Though the signal level is 10 dB higher at delays of roughly ±60 ns and ±200 ns than at other levels, the

Figure 5 Parameter based estimates of (a) the scattering function, Sc(ττ,ννn) and (b) the Doppler power
spectrum, Sc(ννn) of a simulated time-invariant channel consturcted by repeating ten times the first
snapshot of ARTM Flight 11 at time 18:53:38 as diagrammed in Figure 2.



distinction is not as crisp as in Figure 5.  This points out a slight weakness in the 3-ray model.  Rather
than consisting of two crisp non-LOS paths, the signal appears to contain peaks at two delays and a very
small diffuse power arriving at nearby delay values.  That corresponds to the fact that the reflectors in
the terrain are not single points, but rather somewhat larger, uneven surfaces.  Still, the peaks are 10 dB
stronger than the diffuse parts, so the model describes the signal quite well.

The Doppler power spectra of Figures 5 and 6 are indistinguishable.  Each clearly suggests that the
Doppler bandwidth is zero and the coherence time is infinite [1, 2].  In this case then, the parameter
based model contains basically all the salient information of the bulkier data set.

As a final example, we consider a rapidly changing channel.  Figures 7 and 8 show striking similarities
and further confirm the power of parameter based estimates.  In each, the power levels drop unevenly to

Figure 6 Data based estimates of (a) the scattering function, Sc(ττ,ννn) and (b) the Doppler power spectrum,
Sc(ννn) of a simulated time-invariant channel consturcted by repeating ten times the first snapshot of
ARTM Flight 11 at time 18:53:38 as diagrammed in Figure 1.

Figure 7 Parameter based estimates of (a) the scattering function, Sc(ττ,ννn) and (b) the Doppler power
spectrum, Sc(ννn) of ARTM Flight 11 at 18:53:38  as diagrammed in Figure 2.



–25 dB as the Doppler shift moves from zero to ±0.07 m-1.  Then the level increases at ±0.08 m-1.  Over
the window of our observation, both Doppler power spectra agree to within 5 dB and both indicate that
there is a significant level of power over the whole range.  This means that the Doppler bandwidth
exceeds the range available to us to measure (6.7Hz) and the coherence time is shorter than the snapshot
separation of our data [1].

CONCLUSIONS

We have found that a parameter based estimate of the scattering function has many advantages and few
weaknesses relative to a purely data based estimate.  For cases in which the channel changes very
rapidly or is entirely constant, both the parameter based and data based estimates provide roughly the
same information about the channel.  Visually, they are very similar.  Further, derivative functions and
values taken from the scattering function such as the Doppler power spectrum, Doppler bandwidth and
coherence time are fairly similar for both approaches.

This agreement suggests that our model of the channel is a reliable one.  Because the scattering function
is a sophisticated reflection of the channel’s time-dependent behavior, our results indicate that our
modeling assumptions are good even as the channel changes over time.  Thus, the telemetry channel of
ARTM Flights 10 and 11 may be treated as a three-ray model which is wide-sense stationary, exhibits
uncorrelated scattering, and is characterized by a uniformly distributed phase independent of the delay
and magnitude distributions for each non-LOS path component.  (See the appendix to this paper for a
basic treatment of this model.)

The success of this model leads us toward a possible closed-form expression of the scattering function
for the ARTM channel.  We apparently have only sparse amounts of non-redundant information in the
channel sounding data.  A single LOS component and two non-LOS components constitute the bulk of

Figure 8 Parameter based estimates of (a) the scattering function, Sc(ττ,ννn) and (b) the Doppler power
spectrum, Sc(ννn) of ARTM Flight 11 at 18:53:38  as diagrammed in Figure 2.



our signal and are fairly adequate for describing the behavior of the channel at any instant.  A
description of the behavior of these sparse components very nearly describes the whole channel.  This in
principle is the final, unexplored branch in the diagram of Figures 1 and 2.  An understanding of the 4-
dimensional pdf of the magnitudes and delays, (Γ1,τ1,Γ2,τ2) along with our understanding that the phase
is independent and uniformly distributed would give us all we need to find a closed-form expression of
the scattering function.  This is a direction of current research but lies beyond the scope of this paper.  At
present, our parameter based estimate of the scattering function relies on measured data.  Perhaps it will
soon be possible to fully parameterize the problem and work independent of specific data sets in
simulating the ARTM channel behavior.

APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT AND MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

We now consider the methods used to generate our parameter based estimates of the scattering function.
By definition, the scattering function corresponds to a Fourier transform of the autocorrelation of a two-
dimensional channel impulse function [4, 5].  An appropriate model of the ARTM channel impulse
response function, h(τ,t), is the normalized three-ray model [2, 3]

)).(()())(()()(),( 2211 ttttth ττδττδτδτ −Γ+−Γ+= (1)

Here, τ represents the time delay between the arrival of various components of the signal, such as the
line-of-sight component and the first and second reflections of the signal.  The variable, t, represents
time, making clear that the behavior of our channel changes over time.  This is certainly to be expected
over the duration of a flight traversing uneven terrain.  The function, δ(t), is the unit impulse function,
which is equal to one at t = 0 and is zero elsewhere.  The function Γi(t) is the complex gain of the ith

component of the signal relative to the LOS path.

To derive the scattering function from this equation, we must first take a two dimensional correlation of
the channel impulse response function of Equation 1 in both t and τ [4, 5].  For our channel, the direct
computation is unnecessarily complex.  Instead, we are justified in making a number of simplifying
assumptions, due to the physics of our channel [2].  Accordingly, we may state the following:

Assumption 1:  the phase can be treated as being independent from both the delay and the magnitude.

Assumption 2:  the phase is distributed uniformly over (-π,π].

Assumption 3: Γ1(t) and Γ2(t) are uncorrelated, an assumption known as uncorrelated scattering in
communications literature [2, 4, 5].

Assumption 4:  the channel is wide sense stationary (WSS).



Taken together, these assumptions allow us to arrive at the following relationship to express Rhh(τ,∆t),
the time-delay correlation of the channel impulse response function [2]:
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Here, the operator E{x} means the expected value of x, and the asterisk means the complex conjugate of
the function.  In its present form, Equation 2 corresponds to the bubble denoted “Formula with
mathematical expectations” in Figure 2.  Because we are interested in generating Rhh(τ,∆t) and the
scattering function from a finite set of data, we estimate the function by a conditional form of a sample
correlation.  Naturally we can only estimate the scattering function for the discrete samples taken at
times t = kTs, where Ts is the sampling interval. Rhh(τ, kTs) may be approximated at these points as [2]:

Rhh (τ ,kTs ) ≈ δ (τ )δ(τ ) + N(τ ,1)
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In this equation, N(τ,n) is the number of points in the partition of the parameterized data such that
τn(t)∈[τ-∆τ,τ + ∆τ), and N is the total number of data points.  The set Jn is defined as follows [2]:
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One may select a value ∆τ  to trade off between higher resolution of the scattering function and greater
accuracy in representing the way that δ(τ-τn(t)) is highly τ-selective and zeros out terms when τ≠τn(t).
Equations 3 and 4 are enough to estimate the correlation function, Rhh(τ,kTs), from parameterized data.
The relationship of this function to the scattering function is given in Equation 5.
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As indicated above, the relationship between the correlation function Rhh(τ,kTs) and the scattering
function, Sc(τ,νn), is a Fourier transform with respect to the sampled time variable, kTs.  We use the DFT
to compute this transform for finite collections of parameterized data.  In Equation 6, the Doppler power
spectrum, Sc(νn), is derived from the scattering function as follows [4].  We compute this integral as a
sum over our finite data sets.

Sc(τ,νn ) = Sc(τ,νn )dτ
−∞

∞

∫ . (6)
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ABSTRACT

A novel approach combines GPS receiver technology with micro-electromechanical inertial sensors to
improve performance of single object tracking radar.  The approach enhances range safety by
integrating an airborne Global Positioning System/Inertial Movement Unit (GPS/IMU) with a C-band
transponder to downlink time-space-position information (TSPI) via FPS-16 instrumentation radar.
This improves current telemetry links and the Range Application Joint Program Office (RAJPO) data
link for downlinking TSPI because of the inherent long-range advantage of the radar.  The goal of the
project is to provide distance independent accuracy, and to demonstrate continuous 15-meter or better
position accuracy over the entire flight envelope out to slant ranges up to 1,000 Km with at least 50
updates per second.  This improves safety coverage for the wide area flight testing.  It provides risk
reduction for the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC), Edwards Air Force Base, California and other
ranges planning TSPI system upgrades.
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INTRODUCTION

While testing an aerospace vehicle, many different parameters including its TSPI, stresses,
deformations, temperature, and pressure at various locations are monitored.  The test data is stored on
board or telemetered down for analysis.  Future aerospace vehicles (X-33, X-34, X-38, and Future X-
Vehicles) and surface-to-air missiles for theater missile defense (PAC-3, THAAD, and Navy Lower and
Upper Tier) will not only be fast but also highly maneuverable.  Safe testing and proper evaluation of
these vehicles will require almost real-time knowledge of their TSPI at distances exceeding thousands of
kilometers. Occasional flight termination decisions of these test vehicles are made based on TSPI
obtained from multiple acquisition sources including optical systems, skin-tracking radar, transponder
reply, and audio radio links.  To meet these requirements, a TSPI encoded radar transponder concept,
illustrated in Figure 1, was developed.

Figure 1: TSPI Encoded Radar Transponder Concept

The primary TSPI source onboard the vehicle is a system called Modular Affordable GPS/INS (MAGI).
Currently, Waddan Systems is developing such a system by integrating GPS technology with micro-
electromechanical inertial sensors.  A modified transponder module attached to the MAGI downlinks
the TSPI via a modulated signal to the radar station.  At the radar station a radar datalink processor
attached to the receiver decodes the TSPI.  The system also has the capability to uplink digital
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information from the radar to the MAGI via the transponder receiver.  The datalink is designed to
transfer information in 32 byte long data packets. The structure of these packets is predefined for 256
types of messages that include TSPI and status information for downlinking, commands, and differential
GPS corrections for uplinking.

The TSPI encoded radar transponder provides a graceful TSPI degradation scenario.  In general, it is
the primary source of TSPI.  If the GPS receiver drops lock on one of the satellites, the TSPI degrades
slowly because the IMU still provides the TSPI. When GPS/INS degrade, the conventional transponder
replies will be sufficient to track the vehicle, and finally if the transponder itself dies, the radar can still
skin-track the vehicle.

The design of the transponder is modular to keep it flexible for mods to accommodate future
technologies.  Although the system is designed for C-Band, a radio frequency (RF) module change will
accommodate the future X-Band utilization.  Since the efficient use of frequency spectrum is becoming
increasingly more important [1], alternative signal modulation approaches or spread spectrum will be
employed to provide such spectral efficiency.

OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW

The MAGI normally carries three types of TSPI solutions in its solid-state flash memory.  It saves the
raw GPS data, the strap-down INS solution and the integrated GPS/INS solution - all referenced to GPS
time.  A most recent copy of each of the three TSPI solutions is placed in a memory buffer on the
transponder module.

The radar begins tracking the vehicle either by skin tracking or by the use of conventional transponder
replies to radar’s interrogation pulses.  Once the radar locks to the vehicle, the radar datalink computer
takes over and uplinks a message requesting the TSPI.  The datalink works concurrently with radar
tracking.  Since the approximate range of the vehicle is known, an algorithm determines where to place
the data packets so they are not interfered by the conventional radar pulses.  If a differential correction
of the GPS data is desired onboard the vehicle, then the correction information is also uplinked.  The
transponder downlinks the appropriate type of TSPI data after making any corrections.  The TSPI, thus
obtained, stays primary until at shorter vehicle ranges one switches to optical or skin tracking as they
become relatively more accurate.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The system has two segments.  The flight segment consists of MAGI and a tunable C-band transponder
designed to be capable of transmitting conventional pulse-code replies as well as TSPI data packets
upon interrogation by a ground radar.  The ground segment consists of upgraded radar.  Initially, FPS-
16 instrumentation radar is chosen because of its long-range capability.  The compact PCI based radar
datalink processor is designed so that it is capable of producing TSPI command-data packets, as well as
deciphering the transponder TSPI reply data packets.  The tracking positional accuracy of the system is
independent of the range of the vehicle, because the TSPI data packet is derived from the solutions



provided by GPS/INS modules of MAGI.  It is estimated that the time-tagged accuracy of the vehicle
position will be ±4m [2].

FLIGHT HARDWARE

The transponder is being developed as a module of MAGI—a flexible GPS/INS-based test platform.  As
a MAGI module, it meets all the 3U compact PCI specifications – dimensions 100mmX160mmX22mm,
plug-and-play compatibility, a peripheral identification, a manufacturer ID, calibration data etc.  The
MAGI architecture including the transponder is illustrated in Figure 2. The MAGI is being developed to
provide the GPS/INS solution at the rate of 50 updates per second.

The transponder has all the reply modes available in currently fielded C-Band transponders so that it can
respond to all existing interrogation modes.  In addition to these modes, a new pulse interrogation mode
T is introduced to trigger a general TSPI broadcast by the MAGI transponder.  This allows the
transponder to be triggered by less sophisticated radars or transponders.

Figure 2: Transponder as a module of MAGI



A modular design of the MAGI transponder is shown in Figure 3.  When the ground radar transmits the
interrogation pulses or the data packet, they arrive at the transponder antenna.  Here, the RF front-end
filter serves to remove out-of-band energy and rejects image band signals.  The LNA amplifies the entire
signal spectrum, including the unwanted levels in the image band.  The subsequent filter further
attenuates the unwanted image band signal.  The wide-gain block provides the gain required by the
filtered signal.  An RF oscillator tunes the desired band to a fixed IF channel.  Irrespective of the carrier
channel to which the transponder is tuned, at the output of the first down-converting mixer, the desired
received channel is always at the same IF frequency.  Again, a filter is used to attenuate the out of
channel energy and a wide-gain block is used to provide the necessary gain for the following steps.
Since the IF is fixed, an I/Q demodulator translates the signal to the baseband.  The demodulated analog
signal is digitized prior to processing by a DSP.

The DSP is connected to a PCI I/O controller chip. It acquires the three TSPI solutions via the PCI bus.
The most recent replica of these solutions is saved at the local memory. When the digitized signal
received by the transponder arrives, the DSP decodes the signal. The decoding algorithms identify the
incoming signals as conventional radar trigger modes (including Mode T) or as data packets to be
unpacked.  Other tasks such as side-lobe suppression and house keeping are also performed in time
slices.  If the interrogation pluses are coded with a request for transmitting the TSPI, the DSP formats
the appropriate TSPI info in data packets for transmission by the transponder.

Figure 3: Modular MAGI Transponder Design
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The coded digital data, first passes through D/A converters.  It is then translated to a fixed IF by the I/Q
modulator, after that it is summed together.  The wide-gain block adjusts the amplitude of the analog
signal.  The harmonics of the fixed IF and the distortion caused by the D/A converters may cause
problems in the power amp later on, these anomalies are filtered out.  The signal is then up converted to
the RF by a mixer and an RF channel select oscillator.  The following filter removes the distortion
caused by the up converter.  An automatic gain control (AGC) amplifier provides the drive signal for
following power amp.  Finally, a band-pass filter removes the energy outside the transmission band.
The resulting signal radiates power through the transponder antenna.

In Figure 3, a number of blocks are shown within two different dashed boundaries.  Each boundary
represents a commercially available chip in QSOP packages.  On the right side of these blocks, a DSP
and a PCI controller are shown.  A hardware kit to design a compact PCI board using these is also
available.  Alternatives to the TI DSP C6202 include IBM PWR PC 403GC or Motorola MCF5307. To
minimize development costs and design risks, only the silicon ICs currently available for wireless and
industrial applications were employed.  No ASICs were considered at this stage.  Thus, the five main
chips used on the transponder board are:

• Digital signal processor (DSP)
• PCI controller chip
• I/Q modulator and demodulator
• Up and down converter
• Power amplifier

GROUND RADAR HARDWARE UPGRADE

A block diagram representation of the current ground radar system and the upgrade required is shown
in Figure 4. In current FPS-16 radar, a synchronizer controls the operation of the modulator and the
receiver by generating precise clock pulses.  It is used to time the various events on both the transmitter
and the receiver sections of the radar.  Upon receiving a timed trigger, the modulator generates a high-
power DC pulse of operator selected duration (0.25 µs, 0.5 µs, 1 µs or up to 5 µs).  When the pulse
generated by the modulator is applied to the transmitter, it generates high power RF energy at a chosen
frequency between 5.4 and 5.9 GHz.  Currently, the peak power of the transmitter is one MW.  The
duplexer guides the high power RF energy to the antenna for radiation.

On the other hand, when the antenna receives a signal, the duplexer guides it to the receiver side where
it goes through a protection device (which removes any power coupling from the transmitter side).
After passing through an LNA and filter, it gets down converted to the fixed IF frequency (30 MHz).
The IF signal is amplified and filtered before being used by a video detector.  The video detector detects
all the echoes including the clutter.  An automatic range tracker (employing range gate, early and late
gates) centers the gate window on the pulse centerline.  Time difference between the centerlines of the
transmitted pulse and the echo is used to determine the range.  A video display of the range gate and the
pulse are provided to the operator.



Figure 4: Ground Radar System Upgrade

The system upgrade, also shown in Figure 4, uses a methodology, which keeps the current radar
hardware intact.  On the receiver side, the IF signal coming off the IF amplifier and filter is tapped, and
then I/Q demodulated. Then both I and Q components are digitized for decoding by the DSP.  The
decoded data packet information is sent to the radar data processor (RDP) via the PCI bus.  The RDP is
also a 3U compact PCI computer that hosts a radar data link (RDL).  The RDP itself becomes an
AFFTC measurement data node.

The data packet to be uplinked is provided by the RDP to RDL.  The coded digital data, first passes
through D/A converters.  It is then translated to the fixed IF by the I/Q modulator, and after that it is
summed together.  The amplitude of the analog signal is adjusted and any anomalies caused by the D/A
converters are filtered out.  The modulated signal is used on the transmitter side to radiate RF energy at
two minimum shifted orthogonal frequencies.

A switch controlled either by the RDP or RDL determines when the radar would work in its
conventional tracking mode, and when it would work in its datalink mode.
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DATA FORMAT

The data link between the radar and the transponder is designed to be a flexible one.  The data packet is
32 bytes long.  The basic message structure employed is the same for uplink, downlink or interlink
(between two transponders).  However, depending upon the message type, it could contain specific data
and/or command fields.

The data packet contents are presented in Table 1.

PACKET STRUCTURE
ORDER DATA FIELD DISCRIPTION NO OF BITS

1 Synchronization 16
2 Start 8
3 Transmitter (Originator) ID 8
4 Receiver (Destination) ID 8
5 Message ID 8
6 Message Packet Chain Count 4
7 Message Packet Chain Sequence 4
8 Header Checksum 16
9 Message (18 Bytes) 144

10 Message Checksum 16
11 Stop 8
12 Pause 16

Total Number of Bits in the Packet 256

Once the Synchronization marker is found, the receiver assumes that it has found a valid packet.  The
Start flag signals the beginning of the message. Generally a transponder or a radar site will have a pre-
assigned 8 Bit long ID.  The Transmitter ID uniquely identifies the transponder or the ground radar site
originating the message packet.  The Receiver ID announces the transponder or the ground radar site
for which the message is intended.  It is possible to originate the message for all those who could listen.
In the case the message is intended for a specific receiver, other listeners simply ignore the rest of the
packet contents.

The next field labeled Message ID identifies the type of the message.  The number of message types can
be as high as 256.  A few examples of the message types available are as follows:

Message Type ID DESCRIPTION
1 Command for Airborne System Status Report
2 Command for TSPI Report from Transponder Local Memory
3 Command for Continuous TSPI Broadcasts
4 Command for Raw GPS Data Report



5 Command for INS only Data Report
6 Command for DGPS based TSPI Data Report
7 Command for Encrypted Continuous TSPI Broadcasts
.. ……..
65 Reference Data Uplink for DGPS correction
.. ……..
.. ……..
.. ……..

129 Reply to Message Type 1
130 Reply to Message Type 2
131 Reply to Message Type 3
132 Reply to Message Type 4
133 Reply to Message Type 5
134 Reply to Message Type 6
135 Reply to Message Type 7
.. ……..

193 Analog and/or Digital Sensors Outputs
.. ……..

200 Contents of 16 Memory Bytes from Address beginning at $$$$$$0
201 Contents of 16 Memory Bytes from Address beginning at $$$$$$1

Etc.

The Message Packet Chain Count indicates the number of packets that are chained together.  This
allows transmission of general messages that are longer than 18 bytes.  Up to 16 packets can be chain-
linked together.  The next field in the packet shows the location of the current packet in the chained
sequence.  The Header Checksum transmits an error check code for the receiver to determine if the
routing and header transmission were accomplished correctly.

The next 18 bytes of the data field contain the packet information.  Following that is the Data
Checksum to determine if the information in the proceeding 18 bytes was transmitted correctly.  A Stop
flag indicates the end of the transmission.  A two byte long pause provides the separation between
consecutive packets transmitted.

MODULATION

The TSPI and other information available in MAGI are numeric in nature.  It is stored and transmitted
in binary form (1’s and 0’s).  These 1’s and 0’s have to be some how transmitted to another site
correctly.  An efficient way to accomplish this is to convert the 1’s and 0’s into a continuous time
waveform and embed it into a carrier.  This process is referred to as digital modulation.  The modulated
carrier is what is transmitted.

An exactly reverse operation takes place on the receiving end, where the embedded information is
extracted from the carrier to reconstruct the 1’s and 0’s. This process is referred to as digital
demodulation.  The three different types of modulations under consideration are briefly described here.



PULSE POSITION MODULATION

In pulse position modulation (PPM), the position of the pulse in the bit period identifies its binary value.
For example, if the bit period is 1 µs then a 0.5µs wide pulse in the first half of the bit period represents
a binary 1, and a 0.5µs wide pulse in the second half of the bit period represents a binary 0.  It is the
most common modulation scheme utilized in radar interrogation modes.

QUADRATURE PHASE SHIFT KEY

In quadrature phase shift key (QPSK) modulation, the phase of the carrier is modulated to impress the
digital information.  The carrier phase is quantized at four equally spaced angles (π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4, and
7π/4 radians).  A serial data stream is used to generate the four possible combinations of the 2 bit logic
pairs – 00, 01, 10, and 11.  From the original serial stream, another stream phase shifted by 90° is
derived.  By combining various sums and differences of these two streams, the signals related to binary
combinations are derived.  The binary data stream to be coded is split into two channels.  For example,
the bits occupied in the odd positions are sent to the I-side, and those occupied in the even positions are
sent to Q-side.  Corresponding carrier modulations are automatically generated by proper sums and
differences of the I and Q components.

MINIMUM SHIFT KEY

It is a special case of FSK.  It utilizes the minimum tone spacing that allows two frequency states to be
orthogonal.  The minimum tone separation for orthognality is 1/Tb (=bit frequency).  If bit frequency
were 1 MHz, then the minimum tone separation between the two frequencies would be 1 Hz.  It is
spectrally efficient, can be easily generated by stretching the odd and even bits over two-bit duration.
The phase transitions between the frequencies are smooth unlike the QPSK where 90° transitions are
involved.
A variant of MSK, where a pre-modulation Gaussian low pass filtering and MSK are involved, is
referred to as GMSK.  It has excellent power efficiency due to constant envelop.  This method is
preferred over the others as it provides Spectrum Efficient data transfers.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper the designs of a transponder and the radar ground equipment upgrade were presented. It
shows the feasibility of a high-speed data-link between the radar and vehicles operating at long ranges
employing current and proven technologies.  The technology platform chosen for these designs is plug-
and-play compatible to accommodate hardware based on future technologies.  To minimize the
development costs, no ASIC designs were included.  Only board level designs using proven ICs and
technology was utilized.  The transponder design is modularized to allow easy upgrade for frequency



spectrum changes (from C-Band to X-Band).  As new coding and decoding schemes are developed,
modifying I/Q MOD and DEMOD module could incorporate them.

The ground radar system mods are non-invasive for FPS-16 SOTR.  Although the current focus of the
effort is to improve the performance of such radars, the design is flexible enough to incorporate future
enhancements. The data packet structure is such that it also allows data-links between transponder-to-
transponder.  Even the data transported is quite general to accommodate data other than TSPI.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Map matching method plays an important role in vehicle location and navigation systems. It employs the 
information in a digital map to compensate the positioning error. This paper presents a fuzzy-logic-based 
probabilistic map-matching algorithm used in GPS/INS integrated navigation systems, in which the 
reliability degree of map matching resolution is given explicitly as the decision basis in selecting matching 
road segment by utilizing the fuzzy comprehensive judgement. The results of experimental simulations 
have shown that the system performance gained significant enhancement by introducing this algorithm. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Map matching method plays an important role in vehicle location and navigation systems. It employs the 
information in a digital map to compensate the positioning error. A good map-matching algorithm can 
significantly enhance the location accuracy of a vehicle on road networks. The purpose of this paper is to 
introduce the reader a fuzzy-logical-based probabilistic map-matching algorithm used in GPS/INS 
integrated navigation systems. The basic idea of this algorithm is to get a proper matching result by 
integrating the position information provided by GPS and dead-reckoning positioning module through a 
fussy-logic-based inference algorithm. Global Positioning System and Inertial Navigation technologies 
are the two most widely used positioning methods in land-vehicle navigation systems. The GPS is a 
satellite-based radio navigation system, which provides a practical and affordable means of determining 
position, velocity and time around the global. In order to compute its location in three-dimension space, a 
GPS receiver must be able to lock onto signals from at least four different satellites. For this reason, GPS 
position fix may be unavailable in urban areas near tall buildings or heavily foliated environments. Inertial 
Navigation, which can also be refereed to as Dead reckoning, is a typical stand-alone technology, whose 
reliability is free of the affection of environmental situation. When GPS position fix become unavailable, 
using dead-reckoning sensors alone can continuously position a vehicle for a short time period. But due to 



 

 

the affection of accumulated error, the error in the dead-reckoning position estimation grows without 
bound after long periods of time. Thus, Dead reckoning module can not be used alone without an 
occasional calibration provided by other position measurement such as GPS. It is clear that neither the 
GPS nor Dead reckoning module alone can provide completely vehicle position information. Therefore, 
multisensor integration is required in land-vehicle navigation systems. Basically, the errors that appear in 
GPS position fixes and in the outputs of dead-reckoning sensors are complementary in nature: 
dead-reckoning sensors can smooth out the short-term GPS errors, and GPS fixes can be used to calibrate 
the dead-reckoning sensor drift over long periods. Proper fusion of the GPS fixes with the dead-reckoning 
sensor data can take advantages of these complementary errors, and produce positioning performance 
which is better than that could be obtained with either type of data alone. To some extent, the 
map-matching algorithm presented in this paper can be described as a calibration of position result based 
on the fusion of GPS position fix and dead-reckoning sensor data. In the following section, the 
probabilistic method for defining positioning error region in GPS/INS integrated systems is introduced 
firstly. After this, the discussion will be focused on the fuzzy-logic-based road selection algorithm. At the 
end of this paper, we will present the realization scheme of the map-matching algorithm, and the 
simulation results that can examine the effectivity of this algorithm will be given. 

 
 

ERROR REGION DEFINING METHOD FOR GPS/INS INTEGRATED SYSTEMS 
 

The first step of map-matching process is to define an error region that may contains a vehicle�s actual 
position based on the position estimation provided by positioning module. This error region is then used to 
extract the candidate matching roads from digital map databases. From statistical estimation theory, we 
know that the variance and covariance information of the input and output signals can be used to define 
error eclipses in a stochastic system. Suppose that the variance-covariance matrix of a position system can 
be modeled as 
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where xσ  and yσ  are the north and east standard deviations of the positioning sensor measurement errors, 
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derived as 
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where a is the length of the semi-major axis of ellipse, b is the length of the semi-minor axis of the ellipse, 
Φ is the orientation of the semi-major axis of the ellipse relative to North, and 

∧

0σ  is the posteriori variance 
of unit weight, also known as the expansion factor. The center of the ellipse is the current vehicle location 
estimation (Figure 1.). The dimensions of the ellipse can be scaled to represent various confidence levels. 
Assuming that the distribution of measurement errors is a standard normal distribution, the standard 
ellipse (

∧

0σ =1) corresponds to a 39% confidence region, and an expansion factor 
∧

0σ  of 2.15 can be used 
to obtain the 95% confident level.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Error ellipse 
 
As an absolute positioning system, GPS is free from error accumulation. For this reason, GPS position fix 
is suitable to be used to define error regions whenever it is available. For a GPS receiver that uses 
pseudorange measurement principle, its 3D position can be determined by the following equations: 
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where ( x , y , z ) is the unknown coordinate of the receiver, ( ix , iy , iz ) is the known coordinate of a satellite, 

iρ  is the measured pseudorange, and tδ  is the clock offset between receiver time and GPS time. If the 
receiver can locking on the signals from four or more different satellites, it can achieving enough 
equations to compute the unknown 3D coordinate. After linearization, the above equations can be written 
in a vector-matrix form as 
 

AXY =     (6) 
 
where Y is the known vector of measurements and X is the unknown vector. Linear algebra can be used to 
solve for the unknown vector X. A by-product of the computation is the cofactor matrix 
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For a 3D GPS solution, the cofactor matrix is a 4×4 matrix where three components are contributed by the 
receiver position ( x , y , z ) and one component by the receiver clock. Thus when GPS fix is available, the 
variances and covariances that used to define the map-matching error ellipse can be obtained directly from 
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this cofactor matrix. Usually these parameters can be easily acquired from the outputs of many kinds of 
GPS receiver. In the case of GPS position failure, dead-reckoning sensor data must be used to 
continuously define the error ellipse based on the error model of INS module. Note that it is often 
appropriate to multiply the derived error region by an expansion factor in order to represent the affection 
of uncertain errors. 
 
 

FUZZY-LOGICAL-BASED MAP-MATCHING ROAD SELECTION METHOD 
 

Once the error region has been defined, candidate matching road segments can be extract from the digital 
map database. As discussed in preceding sections, the vehicle trajectory reported by a positioning module 
is often distorted or different from the actual route due to positioning errors. This often causes some 
difficulty in map-matching process. For an instance, when the vehicle is traveling in a city downtown area, 
there may be many road segments whose patterns matching the reported trajectory well in some aspects 
while different in other aspects. It is difficulty to distinguish precisely on which particular road the vehicle 
is traveling. Rather, the system may conclude that the vehicle is �more likely� to be on certain streets, and 
�less likely� to be on some certain other streets. In order to get an accurate matching position, this 
ambiguity needs to be solved. Fuzzy logical method has been demonstrated as an effective way to deal 
with such tasks. In this paper, fuzzy logic method is used to assign truth values for each of the candidate 
road segments based on positioning sensor signals, then road selection is made by applying 
comprehensive judgements. In order to assign truth values for each of the candidate road segments, the 
following rules are introduced firstly:  
 

Rule 1: If the difference between the current vehicle heading angel and the direction of the road 
segment (denoted by ∆heading) is small, then the road segment�s truth value is high. 
Rule 2: If the distance from current vehicle position estimation and the candidate road segment is 
small, then the road segment�s truth value is high.  
Rule 3: If the difference between the vehicle trajectory reported by positioning sensors and the 
road segment�s shape pattern is small, then the road segment�s truth value is high. 

 
The membership functions of �small� and �large� for ∆heading can be defined as 
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where x is the difference between the current vehicle heading angel and the direction of the candidate road 
segment, )(xhhµ is the truth value for �∆heading is small�, and )(xhcµ  is the truth value for �∆heading is 
large�. The membership functions of �small� and �large� for the distance from the vehicle position 
estimation and the road segment is defined as 
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where y is the Euclid distance between the current vehicle position estimation and its projection point in 



 

 

the road segment, )( ydhµ  and )(ydcµ  are the truth values for �distance is small� and �large�. To define the 
membership function for Rule 3, dead reckoning estimation is used to generate the current vehicle moving 
trajectory because of its continuity and high short-time accuracy, from which the current vehicle position 
and heading angel can be determined by following equations 
 

1,11 −−− += nnnnn cosdxx θ     (12) 

1,11 −−− += nnnnn sindyy θ     (13) 

nnnn ,11 −− += ωθθ     (14) 
 
where (xn,yn) and (xn•1,yn•1) are the coordinates of the vehicle positions at time tn and tn•1, θn and θn-1 are 
the vehicle heading angel at time tn and time tn•1, dn-1,n is the distance traveled between time tn•1 and time tn, 

nn ,1−ω is the angular velocity between time tn•1 and time tn. Assumed the projection of the current vehicle 
position estimation in the candidate road segment as the vehicle position at time tn in the above equations, 
and the direction of the road segment as the heading angel θn, we can work out a group of the assumed 
vehicle positions at previous time tn-1, tn•2, etc, given the data provided by dead-reckoning sensors. Then 
the resemblance between the short-time dead-reckoning trajectory and the shape pattern of the candidate 
road segment can be measured by the average Euclid distance (denoted by ∆d) defined as 
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where (xn-i, yn•i) and (x'n-I, y'n•i) is the assumed vehicle position at time tn•i and its projection in the 
candidate road segment, k is the number of assumed positions. It is clearly that the smaller the average 
Euclid distance is, the more likely it is that the vehicle trajectory and the shape pattern of the candidate 
road segment are similar. Therefore, the membership function of �small� and �large� for �the difference 
between the vehicle trajectory and the shape pattern of the road segment� can be defined as follows 
 

    Figure 2. Membership function for Rule 1    Figure 3. Membership functions for Rule2/Rule 3 
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where z is the average Euclid distance defined above, )(zdh∆µ  and )(zdc∆µ  are the truth values of �small� 
and �large� for the resemblance between the vehicle trajectory and the shape pattern of the candidate road 
segment. The membership functions defined above are showed in Figure 2 and figure3. Base on these 
membership functions, we can assign a truth value from 0 to 1 for each of the candidate road segments by 
using following equations 
 

TTTT RRRpppRPQ ][][ 321321 oo ==     (18) 
 
where [ ])(),(1 xxR hchh µµ= , [ ])(),(2 yyR dcdh µµ= , and [ ])(),(3 zzR dcdh ∆∆= µµ , which are the fuzzy factor 
matrixes based on Rule 1, Rule 2, and Rule 3, P is the weight assigned matrix, and the sum of the three 
weight factors 1p , 2p  and 3p  is 1, and Q is the fuzzy truth value vector, the two factors of which are the 
truth value of �high� and �low� for �the degree of the resemblance between current vehicle trajectory and 
the candidate road segment is�. Besides the degree of resemblance between the road pattern and the 
vehicle trajectory, the connectivity between the candidate road and the previously determined matching 
road must be considered. Therefore, a combined evaluation matrix ],[ QQ ′  and weight assigned vector 

[ ]4321 ppppP ′′′′=′  are used to determine the fuzzy truth value finally given to a candidate road 
segment. Here Q is the fuzzy truth value vector assigned to the candidate road segment, Q′ is the 
connectivity vector, which is the truth value vector of the previously matching road segment when it is 
connected with the candidate road segment, otherwise it is zero. The sum of the four factors in P′ is 1. 
After that, we can calculate the truth value of the candidate road segment as 
 

[ ]TQQP ′′= oµ     (19) 
 
where µ is the truth value of the candidate road�s reliability degree, which gives a explicit decision basis in 
selecting matching road segment. 
 
 



 

 

THE REALIZATION OF THE MAP-MATCHING ALGORITHM 
 AND SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
The flowchart of the fuzzy-logic-based map-matching algorithm is showed in Figure 4.  

Figure 4. flowchart of the fuzzy-logic-based map-matching algorithm 
 

Since ellipses are inconvenient for extracting candidate road segments, rectangle error regions are used in 
here. Then Rule 1 is introduced firstly to delete unreliable candidate road segments. After that, each of the 
remaining segments is evaluated and given a fuzzy truth value, and the road segment with the highest true 
value is chosen as the matching segment. A reliability threshold is kept in the algorithm, and the position 
matching process is made only when the highest truth value passes this threshold. In addition, if the 
highest truth value reaches a high level, such as 0.9 for a example, then not only the coordinates of the road 
segment are used to calibrate the vehicle position, but also the direction of which is used to calibrate the 
vehicle heading angel reported from dead-reckoning sensors.  

 
   Figure 5. Vehicle trajectory measured by GPS   Figure 6. Vehicle trajectory measured by GPS/INS 
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Figure 7 Vehicle trajectory calibrated by fuzzy-logic-based map-matching 
 

To examine the effectivity of this fuzzy-logic-based map-matching method, we have used it to process 
some real-world positioning data. Figure 5 shows the GPS measured trajectory of a vehicle that moved in 
Shanghai�s central metropolis areas. The trajectory contains many drift errors and has some broken 
segments due to the blocking of satellite signals caused by high buildings and other environmental factors. 
Figure 6 shows the estimated trajectory of the same vehicle reported by GPS/INS integrated system, from 
which we can see that all the broken segments has been complemented by dead-reckoning trajectory. But 
it is obviously that the bad dead-reckoning original vehicle position and heading angel provided by GPS 
have caused severely deterioration in the system performance. Figure 7 shows the trajectory that has been 
calibrated by introducing the fuzzy-logic-based map-matching algorithm. Here the weight assigned vector 
P is defined as [1/3, 1/3, 1/3], P′ is defined as [0.6, 0, 0.4, 0], the reliability threshold is 0.5. The position 
calibration is made by replacing the location estimation provided by positioning sensors with its nearest 
projection point in the matching road segment. The dead-reckoning heading angel calibration is made by 
using the direction of matching road segment when its fuzzy truth value is higher than 0.8. From this 
calibrated trajectory we can see that, almost all of the vehicle locations have been matched to the proper 
road segments, and the positioning performance has gained great enhancement.  
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

From the above discussions we can get the following conclusions: 
 

1. Map-matching method is an effective way to improve the positioning performance of vehicle 
location and navigation systems. 

2. By introducing fuzzy logic method, the ambiguity in the matching road selection can be 
solved. 

3. Simulation results have shown that, the utilization of the fuzzy-logic-based map-matching 
algorithm presented in this paper can bring significant accuracy amelioration for GPS/INS 
integrated positioning module. 

 



 

 

The other important thing is that, fuzzy-logic-based map-matching method is relatively simple to realize, 
and it only burdens a small task on the on-vehicle navigation computer. Now this method has already been 
utilized in a certain type of autonomous vehicle location and navigation system. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper introduces the frequency spectrum characteristic of FM radio broadcast and the message 
format of RBDS (Radio Broadcast Data System). DGPS correction message in RBDS is described in 
detail. A design method of RBDS/DGPS system is proposed and the RBDS/DGPS system developed by 
us is introduced. Finally, some special advantages of RBDS/DGPS system are given. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
A reference station is necessary in DGPS system and the data communication between the reference 
station and the user stations must be provided. Generally, this kind of data transmission is wireless and 



 

 

directional. In DGPS system, the reference station calculates the correction message of all visible satellites 
and encodes it into definite format (For example RTCM SC-104). Then the encoded message including 
pseudo-range correction and pseudo-range rate correction is transmitted real-time and continuously to the 
around GPS user.  
At present, most of commercial data link is realized by vehicle transmitter-receiver which holds VHF 
(146~147MHz) or UHF (450~470HMz). Restricted by the antenna height and the transmission power, this 
kind of DGPS system only takes effect in the limited area. If we want to apply DGPS technology in wide 
area, many DGPS systems must be built and each DGPS reference station need a fixed frequency. But the 
frequency resource of VHF and UHF is scarce. Furthermore, it will spend a great deal of money. So this 
method is not worth adopting.  
Above problem will not exist in the project that proposed in this paper, which uses FM sub-carrier to 
transmit DGPS correction message. And simultaneously, we researched and developed the RBDS/DGPS 
system. At the same time, if we want to apply it widely, related department’s assistance is necessary. 
 
 

FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF FM RADIO BROADCAST 
 
According to international standard, frequency spectrum of FM broadcast including stereo signal, RBDS 
and ACS is shown as figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. The frequency spectrum of the base-band of the broadcast FM 

 
The frequency range of FM radio broadcast is from 87.5MHz to 108.0MHz and the bandwidth is 150kHz. 
The stereo broadcast is composed of two basic sound track signal that is L and R. They can construct L+R 
and L-R signal. From figure 1 we can find that FM broadcast including stereo signal only hold 53kHz 
bandwidth and don’t hold total bandwidth distributed. The frequency band above 53kHz can be used to 
provide voice or data communication. At present, Radio Broadcast Data System (RBDS) which carrier is 
57kHz and Assistant Communication Service (ACS) which carrier is 67kHz, 76kHz, 92kHz have been 
used to provide various services, for example, stock information, wireless call and traffic information in a 
few district. But in most districts, the frequency resources still haven’t been applied. 
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MESSAGE FORMAT OF RBDS 
 
In RBDS, the data signal is modulated on sub-carrier 57kHz and transmitted together with common stereo 
signal by broadcast transceiver. 
RBDS signal is transmitted with data rate 1187.5bps and is encoded with dual phase shift keying. Its 
bandwidth is 4.8kHz. RBDS signal possibly concludes 16 data groups and the format of each group can be 
adjusted to adapt the requirement on different moment. As most serial data transmission system, RBDS 
divides each data group into several blocks. The longest group (104 bits) is divided into 4 blocks and each 
block includes 16 bits of data word and 10 bits of checkout word (Figure 2). The total serial data 
transmission is entirely synchronized and no inter-space is preserved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. RBDS message format 

 
The content of message word is shown as figure 3, which includes 16 bits of Program Identification Code, 
4 bits of Group Type Code, 1 bit of Version Code, 1 bit of Traffic Program Code, 5 bits of Program Type 
Code and 37 bits of valid data. So data validation is 37 percent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. RBDS message word 
 

The system adopts (26,16) abridged cyclic redundancy checks which can check 2 bits of random errors or 
10 bits of abrupt errors and can correct 5 bits of abrupt errors.10 bits of checkout word is also used to 
provide group and block synchronization. 
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DGPS CORRECTION MESSAGE IN RBDS 
 
4 bits of Group Type Code in RBDS message word defines thirteen kinds of group types and the third 
group can be used for navigation and location. It provides two kings of message. One is message of state 
(state name and coordinate) where the reference station is lied in and the other is DGPS correction 
message applied for location and navigation. This group of data provides an Address Code (2 bits) to 
indicate whether the message is of state or of DGPS. If the Address Code is 00 or 01, the message is of 
state. If the Address Code is 10 or 11, the message is of DGPS. 
Because of special RBDS message format and signal bandwidth, RBDS can’t directly adopt the RTCM 
SC-104 standard. The international RBDS work group recommended two kinds of basic formats that are 
correction data and assistant data about the third group of data. Figure 4 gives correction data format. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. DGPS message in RBDS 
 

DGPS correction message in RBDS includes following content. 
User Differential Range Error (UDRE), Correction Time (T), Satellite ID (SATID), Pseudo-range 
Correction (PRC), Scale Factor (SF), Pseudo-range Rate Correction (RRC), Issue Of Data Ephemeris 
(IODE), etc. 
 

CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE OF RBDS/DGPS SYSTEM 
 
RBDS/DGPS system applies the spare frequency resource of ready-made FM broadcast. According to 
RBDS standard, the DGPS correction message is modulated on RBDS channel and transmitted to round 
GPS user.  
The whole system consists of a base station and many user stations. The base station includes DGPS 
reference station, RBDS encoder, FM modulation and transmitter (Figure 5). The reference station 
composed of GPS antenna, GPS receiver and computer products DGPS correction message whose format 
is RTCM SC-104. Then it is encoded by RBDS encoder and transmitted by FM radio broadcast together 
with modulated stereo signal. 
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Figure 5. The base station of RBDS / DGPS system 

 
The user station consists of RBDS/DGPS receiver, RBDS decoder and GPS receiver (Figure 6). 

RBDS/DGPS receiver receives FM signal from FM broadcast radio. DGPS correction message is filtered, 
demodulated and decoded and is restored to RTCM SC-104 base-band signal. GPS receiver can adopt the 
message to correct positioning result. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. The user station of FM / DGPS system 
 
The RBDS/DGPS system has following performance 
(1) Main carrier frequency is 87.5~108MHz 
(2) Sub carrier frequency is 57kHz 
(3) Frequency bias is 4.8kHz 
(4) Modulation method is dual phase shift keying 
(5) Data transmission rate is 1187.5bps 
(6) Code method is abridged cyclic redundancy 
(7) DGPS message format is RBDS group type 3 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
In China, many big or moderate cities have FM radio broadcast and can be reconstructed to broadcast 
DGPS correction message. Many vehicles (for example police wagon and taxi) have FM receiver and can 
be reconstructed to receive DGPS message from FM radio broadcast. In addition relevant interface (TTL 
or RS-232) must be configured which is collected with GPS receiver. The RBDS/DGPS system costs little 
and doesn’t hold extra frequency resource. It is very important in application of AVLN (Automation 
Vehicle Location and Navigation) system in city. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
There is an increasing demand for practical and powerful navigation system to lead people from one place 
to another quickly and rightly. The introduction of a new embedded operating system, Windows CE, 
allows us to design a compact, low-cost, efficient autonomous vehicle location and navigation system. 
This paper discusses the advantages of Windows CE, demonstrates the possibility of building an AVLNS 
based on it. Then a realization scheme of hardware platform and navigation software is presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
We have been doing the research of AVLNS since 1994 and worked out several generations of sample 
machines. With the perfection of functions, we managed to provide a practical product that could be put in 
market. It must be high reliable, manipulable, and inexpensive. Among the existing embedded operating 
system, we choose Windows CE on which we develop our new AVLNS. With the core of 32 bit RISC 
CPU, GPS/INS Integrated Positioning Module, LCD display and IR remote control panel, a practical 
hardware platform is already established to support the application software. 
 



 

 

NTRODUCTION OF MICROSOFT WINDOWS CE 
 
Microsoft Windows CE is a compact; efficient, 32-bit operating system built from the ground up to 
support the resource-restrained devices. It is a ROM-based operating system that cannot be injured by 
viruses. The immediate access to data with instant on/off makes the Windows CE-based devices 
particularly suited to the mobile environment. Its feature of customization also allows it to be minimized 
to save memory footprint. Figure 1 shows the structure of Windows CE. 
 
Small as it is, Windows CE can implement all functions of a navigation system excellently, especially in 
its graphics interface and real time data processing. That is essential in an AVLNS with a color map 
display and dynamic route planning. The Windows CE programming interface is based on a subset of the 
familiar Win32 API making it easy for existing Windows developers to create applications for this new 
system. 
 
The reasons why we choose Windows CE are as follows: 
1.A 32-bit, multithreaded, multitasking, full preemptive operating system. 
2.Powerful graphic device interface support.  
3.Components are provided to support the development of custom shells.  
4.Ease to port existing Win32 applications from the PC platform to Windows CE. 
5. Small footprint. Execute in place (XIP) out of ROM. 
6. A whole set of development tools provided by Microsoft. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1 the structure of Windows CE 
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THE REALIAZATION OF HARDWARE PLATFORM 
 
The scheme of hardware platform is described in figure 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 the scheme of hardware platform 
 

An embedded computer, the core of the whole system, controls all of the other parts. The positioning 
module computes the positioning data, and sends them to the embedded computer. The computer output 
the trajectory to the LCD display according to the result of data processing and digital map matching. The 
system is manipulated by the user through the control panel. During the navigation procedure, a voice 
from the speaker will tell the user where to go when necessary. 
 
The most important part is the embedded computer, which not only harmonizes the behaviors of all 
components in the system, but also provides a powerful and reliable platform to run sophisticated software. 
So the successful implement of the embedded computer is fundamental for the system. The structure of 
embedded computer is greatly different from the conventional computer, as presented in figure 3. 
A 32-bit RISC CPU, instead of the x86-based CPU, is used for its low power consumption and high 
performance. The operating system and applications can be stored in ROM or FLASH, rather than a hard 
disk, which is unsuitable for vibration environment. Compact Flash Card is used to store digital map 
database, which can be replaced or updated by the user conveniently. 
 
The positioning data is inputted from serial port, and processed in CPU. The IrDA port and USB port are 
designed for function expanding. For example, data can be exchanged between two AVLNS through the 
IrDA port, and an USB mouse or printer can be connected to the computer through USB port.  
Another feature of the embedded computer is power management. As a mobile product, it must often 
operate from a battery-based power supply when the user is on the road. A good power management 
scheme will help us avoid the unnecessary power consumption. 
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Figure 3 the structure of the embedded computer 
 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NAVIGATION SOFTWARE 
 
 As Windows CE is also a member of Windows family, it is not difficult to port the windows-based 
applications to Windows CE. The navigation software may be divided into four modules, as shown in 
figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4 the structure of navigation software 
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The kernel and fundamental part of navigation software is digital map database and geographical 
information system. A good organization of map data may improve the performance of the whole system, 
and a functional GIS ensure the proper work of the other modules. 
 
The data processing and map matching module correct the errors of positioning system, and matching the 
position (or trajectory) measured by a positioning module to a position associated with a location (or route) 
on a map provided by the digital map. The best route is generated based on a best route selecting algorithm 
by route planning module, and the user will be guided along the route with the positioning data.  
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
By this time, we have completed the prototype design of AVLNS based on the above scheme, and the final 
product will be put into market this year. A navigation system established on Windows CE is proved to be 
powerful, efficient, reliable and inexpensive. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Owing to rapid development of PC industry, personal computer has been surprisingly improved on 

reliability and speed and it has been applied to many fields, such as aerospace, satellite and telemetry 

applications. As we all known, two aspects decide how fast the PC-based data acquisition can be reached. 

One aspect is CPU processing and the other is I/O bandwidth. Indeed, the first aspect has changed 

increasingly insignificant because the frequency of CPU has exceeded 700MHz which can satisfy fully 

the need of high rate data processing. So I/O bandwidth is the only key factor of the high rate PC-based 

data acquisition and we must adopt efficient data buffer techniques to satisfy the demand of telemetry data 

entry. This paper presents a buffered data channel which use memory mapping, EPLD and Dual-Port 

SRAM techniques. The operation platform of this design is WINDOWS95/98 and the software includes 

device driver and real-time processing routines.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
In telemetry system, the encoder/transmitter/receiver/synchronizer chain brings a constant stream of 

information to the computer, and it must be able to accept that information as it appears at the input port. 



 

 

Loss of even one word would cause the entire data-handling processing to go out of control. Thus, the 

computer in a telemetry application must have a suitable architecture for “real time” (as it happens) data 

input, as well as input ports to support such data. Quite obviously, the controlling software must be 

compatible with the entire operation as well.  

 

This paper discusses ways to make high-speed data available to the telemetry computer. These ways 

include hardware architectures and software architectures. The design presented here is an ISA card. It 

realizes the buffer of telemetry data and adopts the memory address mapping technique which maps the 

buffer address to upper memory area (D0000H∼ D7FFFH) of IBM PC. This card operates under the 
Microsoft Windows operating system. Specifically, Windows95 and Windows98. So the software 

includes the device driver and the real time processing program. 

 
 

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 
 

In computer systems, along with a slower bus, is always a fast central processor. So the I/O bus is the chief 

factor in designing real-time data processing of computer telemetry. It is necessary to use some other 

technique to entry telemetry data so as not to exceed the capability of the bus.  

 

As computer systems have evolved, there has been a pattern of increasing complexity and sophistication 

of individual components. Nowhere is this more evident than in the I/O function. We have already seen 

part of that evolution. The evolutionary steps can be summarized as follows: 

 

1. The CPU directly controls a peripheral device. This is seen in simple microprocessor-controlled 

devices. 

2. A controller or I/O module is added. The CPU uses programmed I/O without interrupts. With this step, 

the CPU becomes somewhat divorced from the specific details of external device interfaces.  

3. The same configuration as in step 2 is used, but now interrupts are employed. The CPU need not spend 

time waiting for an I/O operation to be performed, being more efficient. 

4. The I/O module is given direct access to memory via DMA. It can now move a block of data to or from 

memory without involving the CPU, except at the beginning and end of the transfer. 

5. The I/O module is enhanced to become a processor in its own right, with a specialized instruction set 

tailored for I/O. The CPU directs the I/O processor to execute an I/O program in memory. The I/O 

processor fetches and executes these instructions without CPU intervention. This allows the CPU to 

specify a sequence of I/O activities and to be interrupted only when the entire sequence has been 

performed. 
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6. The I/O module has a local memory of its own and is, in fact, a computer in its own right. With this 

architecture, a large set of I/O devices can be controlled, with minimal CPU involvement. A common 

use for such architecture has been to control communication with interactive terminals. The I/O 

processor takes care of most of the tasks involved in controlling the terminals.  

 

As one proceeds along this evolutionary path, more and more of the I/O function are performed without 

CPU involvement. The CPU is increasingly relieved of I/O related tasks, improving performance. With 

the last two steps (5-6), a major change occurs with the introduction of the concept of an I/O module 

capable of executing a program.  

 

Following the above, I employed a buffered data channel (Figure 1) to relieve the I/O-related tasks of CPU. 

This buffered data channel is an ISA card of IBM PC and it comprises three parts.  

 

1. Entry interfaces of telemetry data and Time status data.  

This part control entry data to emerge on the data bus of interface controls module at different time.  

2. Command registers.  

3. Interface controls.  

This module is the primary part of this buffered data channel, function as illustrated in Fig. 2. It adopts 

memory-mapping technology to finish the entry of telemetry data and includes an IDT7008 dual-port 

RAM and a controller which is implemented by EPM7160E EPLD.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

The IBM-compatible machines contain a 384K upper memory area (UMA) and this area is always located 

in the same address space: from 640K to 1024K (A0000 to FFFF hexadecimal). This area does not contain 

physical memory. Mapped into the 384K UMA are the system BIOS (basic input/output system) ROM 

chips and the display adapter memory. When we install other accessory cards, such as buffered data 

channel card, they may also occupy space within the 384K UMA. In our design, the buffered data channel 

occupies 32K space from D000 to D7FFF hexadecimal. This 32K buffer space is realized via an IDT 

dual-port static RAM (IDT7008) and is controlled by an ALTERA EPLD.  
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The IDT7008 dual-port RAM uses an interface that is similar to any standard single-port byte wide static 

RAM. Each of the two ports (Left and Right) uses a separate set of control, address, and I/O pins. Address 

input are not multiplexed with data I/O. The control interface consists of three pins on either side: read 

write ( WR / ), output enable (OE ), and chip enable/power down ( CE ). The WR /  and OE  pins also 

operate in conjunction with the semaphore select pin ( SEM ), which imitates the functionality of the chip 
enable pin, but rather than allowing reads and writes of the memory array, this pin routs the read and write 

control to the eight on-chip semaphore flags.  

 

Eight extra address locations in the IDT7008 64K×8 dual-port RAM are dedicated to binary semaphore 
flags. These flags allow either the processor or controller of both side of dual-port RAM to claim a 

privilege over the other processor or controller for functions defined by the designer's software or 



 

 

hardware. The dual-port RAM features a fast access time, and both ports are completely independent of 

each other. This means that the activity on the left port in no way slows the access time of the right port. 

Both ports are identical in function to standard static RAMs and can be read from, or written to, at the 

same time with the only possible conflict arising from the simultaneous writing of, or simultaneous 

READ/WRITE of, a non-semaphore location. Semaphores are protected against such ambiguous 

situations and may be used by the system program to avoid any conflicts in the non-semaphore portion of 

the dual-port RAM. Multiple processor or controller systems like the buffered data channel can benefit 

from a performance increase by using these semaphores, which provide a lockout mechanism without 

requiring complex hardware and software. 

 

In this design, the IDT7008's left port is controlled by PC bus. The PC bus' control signals are routed 

nearly directly from the backplane to the IDT7008's WR /  and OE  pins. The signal functions and timing 
of the backplane is an ideal match with those of the dual-port RAM. However, a decision was made to map 

the memory array into a 32K space in the PC's memory space, while the semaphores were to be controlled 

by controller, which force the controller’s Write and MEMW  signals to be ORed before driving them into 

the IDT7008's WR /  input. Likewise the controller’s Read and MEMR  signals are ORed before driving 

them into the IDT7008's OE  input. The dual-port's chip enable ( CE ) pin is driven indirectly by an 
address decoder consisting of a five-bit comparator which compares 1A hexadecimal with A15-A19. This 

address decoder allows the dual-port RAM to be mapped into D000 to D7FFF hexadecimal region in the 

PC's main memory space.  

 

The semaphore enable pin ( SEM ) is driven by controller which uses a sequential controlling logic to 
finish this function. By control, the IDT7008 was to be divided into two 32K×8 blocks, which were to be 
dedicated at any one time to servicing either the PC or the entry for telemetry data. After power-up or reset, 

the controller writes then reads a zero into semaphore 0 of IDT7008's left port. If this task were 

successfully completed (a zero was read back, rather than a one), the PC would assume control of the 

lower 32K. Meanwhile, the controller attempt to write then read a one into semaphore 1of IDT7008's right 

port. If this task were successfully completed, the controller would assume control of the higher 32K.  

 

The controller is fabricated in EPM7160E EPLD; it not only controls the IDT7008's semaphore enable pin 

but also generates the addresses signals of IDT7008's right port and other correlative signals. 

 

The buffered data channel's operation courses as follows: 

 

The first action is initial setup. The central processor writes commands and parameters to the buffered data 

channel through the I/O port. The IDT7008's higher 32K area is mapped into D000 to D7FFF hexadecimal 



 

 

region in the PC's main memory space and the lower 32K area is used to receive telemetry data. After 

initial setup, the buffered data channel comes into starting state and prepares to receive telemetry data. A 

second action is the entry of telemetry data. Telemetry data entry begins with a hardware-generated "start" 

pulse from the frame synchronizer, coincident with the start of a minor frame. Each word of data enters the 

system via Port A, and is assigned automatically to a specific location in IDT7008's lower 32K area. When 

an interval occurs at the end of each frame, the buffered data channel switches automatically to Port B and 

the time of day is entered at that point. The switch flips back before word 1 of the next frame comes along. 

After a predefined number of frames, the buffered data channel automatically declares 32K buffer area in 

dual-port RAM to be full, and the controller begins sending semaphore control signals which make the 

lower 32K area and the higher 32K area switch each other. After switch, IDT7008's higher 32K area is 

ready to receive telemetry data and the lower 32K area which includes fresh telemetry data is mapped into 

the PC's main memory space. Meanwhile the controller sets one indication bit and sends an interrupt 

signal to inform the central processor. After the central processor acquired the switch message, it can 

process or storage these fresh telemetry data.  

 

After initial setup, all action of the buffered data channel is automatic. 
 

 
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

 
The buffered data channel operates under the Microsoft Windows operating system. Specifically, 

Windows95 and Windows98. So the software includes the device driver and the real-time processing 

program. 

 

The subject OS's require device drivers to manage optional hardware products. It is this area that differs 

the most between the OS's. Win95 uses the Virtual Device driver model (VxD) and Win98 is backward 

compatible with the VxD. Consequently I chosen the VxD to design the buffered data channel's driver. 

 

The VxD's functions include interrupt processing and I/O control. It includes message sending procedures 

and interrupt processing procedures. The message sending procedures are used to process messages that 

sent by windows and these procedures are called by operating system. When Windows loads the buffered 

data channel's VxD, it sends a Device_Init message that is an internal message of operating system. The 

processing procedure of the Device_Init message directs the VxD to initialize itself. The VxD typically 

allocates memory for a device-specific section in the control block, allocates other memory areas, hooks 

interrupts and I/O ports, and specifies instance data. When Windows uninstalls the VxD, it sends a 

Device_Exit message. The processing procedure of the Device_Exit message releases the corresponding 



 

 

system resource. The interrupt processing procedure disposals the interrupt event that sent by the buffered 

data channel. The flow chart illustrated in Fig. 3. 

 

The real-time processing programs call the VxD's API to realize the I/O operation, including inspecting 

the status of the buffered data channel and setup the parameters of the buffered data channel. If the 

real-time processing program received the buffer switch message, it should process and save those fresh 

data in memory in message processing procedure.  
 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

The buffered data channel architecture presented in this paper demonstrates techniques that simplify the 

development of telemetry data entry interface. The telemetry data can be sent directly to memory, and the 

disk can get data directly from memory, without the data going through the central processor. The CPU is 

increasingly relieved of I/O related tasks, improving performance. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a PC-based Advanced Telemetry Processing and Display System (ATPDS)- a high-
end, real-time telemetry processing and display system implemented on a COTS PC platform. for A
network-centric architecture was chosen from candidate architectures as the most viable for the ATPDS.
The network-centric architecture is Windows NT-based, client/server based, supporting clients and
servers on both local or remote PC workstations. The architecture supports distributing processing loads
across multiple workstations, optimizing mission processing requirements. The advantage of this system
is its flexibility and expandability with low acquisition and life-cycle support costs. The ATPDS allows
the user to configure one or more small systems into a larger high-end system based on varying mission
requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

Historically, telemetry data acquisition, processing and display systems have been implemented using
custom-developed hardware and software architectures. Many of these systems have been installed in
flight test facilities and telemetry stations worldwide and are providing high performance acquisition
processing and display of multiple streams of telemetry data. These customized telemetry systems tend
to be expensive because they use proprietary, high-speed hardware busses and system software.



Another significant issue is their inherent inflexibility. Telemetry processing requirements can change
from mission to mission, or may even change during the life of a single program. The ability to modify
and reconfigure a customized telemetry system is nearly non-existent, or at best is achievable only at the
penalty of high costs.

With the introduction of the personal computer, alternative approaches to the processing of telemetry
data began to evolve. The early PC-based systems were burdened by low-speed processors and data rate
restrictions imposed by the hardware platform (e.g., ISA bus). These limitations made the processing of
multiple high-rate data streams virtually impossible. As the processing power of the PC increased, these
systems also increased in capability but were still limited by a single processor, single task operating
system with little or no networking capability. Today this is no longer the case and industry has finally
made it possible to build a truly open, PC-based, next-generation system with all the power of the
traditional systems for a fraction of the cost.

The ATPDS is a PC-based system and is the result of work done by GDP Space Systems for Eglin Air
Force Base.

CANDIDATE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES

GDP Space Systems evaluated three different candidate system architectures for possible use in the
ATPDS. The three architectures differ primarily in how telemetry data is controlled and distributed. All
three assume the use of IBM compatible PCs, Microsoft’s Windows NT Operating System, Intranet and
Internet accessibility to the telemetry data, and adherence to relevant Federal and ad-hoc standards (e.g.,
IRIG-STD-106, IRIG-STD-107, TMATS).

The three candidate architectures are listed below.

1. Reflective Memory
2. Software Centric
3. Network Centric

The first architecture is an implementation using reflective memory in each core PC within the system
for distributing telemetry data. With the reflective memory architecture, each core PC contains a bank of
reflective memory. The data within the reflective memory is common to all the PCs. Thus, when a PC
changes, data within the reflective memory that change is mirrored in all the other PCs almost
instantaneously. As a result, data flows through the system quickly and transparently.

The second architecture uses remote procedure calls for distributing telemetry data. Remote procedure
calls enable software to call functions regardless of where those functions reside. The called functions
can be on the same PC as the calling software or on different PCs. Where the function actually resides is
transparent to the calling software. In this “software centric” approach telemetry data consumers use the
remote procedure calls to obtain their telemetry data.

The last architecture is an implementation of network addressing for distributing telemetry data. In this
“network centric” approach, telemetry data servers either multicast or direct address (unicast) the



telemetry data to the telemetry data consumers. Which addressing scheme is used depends upon the
commonality of the data being distributed to specific telemetry data consumers. Where there is a large
degree of commonality, multicast addressing is used; where there is little or no commonality unicast
addressing is used. The network centric approach allows the use of multiple addressing schemes
simultaneously. As a result, some telemetry data consumers may be receiving their data via multicast
addressing; others may be receiving their data via unicast addressing.

REFLECTIVE MEMORY APPROACH

In this approach, each PC has a portion of memory that is shared with other PCs in the system. (See
Figure 1). The data within this shared memory is accessible by all participating PCs. Thus, when a PC
changes data within the shared memory, those changes are immediately available to the other
participating PCs. Because data is being distributed via shared memory delays associated with importing
and exporting data through traditional routes are eliminated.

Traditionally, reflective memory uses specialized memory cards connected together by a high-speed
network. A memory card goes into each participating PC and changes to the memory on any one card
are distributed via the network to the remaining cards. The PCs are unaware of the connecting network’s
presence.

The advantages of reflective memory include quick, efficient, and transparent transport of telemetry data
throughout the system. The system is scalable. Additional PCs containing reflective memory are easily
added to the system. Since the PCs are networked together, they needn’t be co-located; the PCs may be
as distant as the supporting network and memory cards permit.

Figure 1   Example of Reflective Memory Architecture
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The disadvantage of reflective memory is the market is fractured with little commonality between
different vendors’ products. Should a chosen vendor’s product be unavailable in the future, switching to
or adding another vendor’s product necessitates rewriting the system software, an expensive and time-
consuming process. Adding new capabilities or incorporating information from other systems is likely to
require adding more reflective memory PCs and rewriting the system software. The cost of the system is
high, primarily because of the cost of specialized memory cards. Developing the system is expensive.
Specialized software is necessary to fully exploit reflective memory’s capabilities.

SOFTWARE CENTRIC APPROACH

The software centric architecture uses remote procedure calls to distribute telemetry data. (See Figure 2).
Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is a technique for building distributed systems. In essence, RPC allows a
program on one machine to call a function on another machine without knowing that it is remote. RPC
makes the use of existing network communications transparent to the user. That is, the RPC user is
unaware the PC-to-PC communications is occurring. This transparency is one of the great strengths of
RPC. Because the application software does not contain any communication code, it is independent of
the particular communications hardware and protocols used, the operating system used and the calling
sequence needed to use the underlying communications software.

This means the design and writing of application software can occur before these choices have even
been made. RPC handles any required data reformatting and provides transparency to byte ordering and
differences in data representation (real number formats, etc). RPC has been in existence since before
1976 and has been in use in academic and commercial areas for many years.  Several defacto and
international standards exist regarding RPC and even permit their user over the internet (e.g., SUN-RPC,
RFC 1057, RFC 1833, and RFC 1831).

In this “software centric” approach telemetry data consumers use the remote procedure calls to obtain
their telemetry data. Plus, the total processing load is easily distributed across multiple PCs, reducing or
eliminating excessive loading on any one PC.

The advantages of the software centric architecture include scalability and load balancing across
multiple PCs. When the processing load becomes too great, additional processing power can be added
simply by adding a PC. RPC is standardized in several forms so it is possible to have different PCs with
different operating systems all working together. Microsoft also offers RPC which rends RPC with
ubiquity.

A disadvantage of the software centric architecture is reduced performance resulting from requesting
and waiting for data from another PC. The cycle time, as estimated by Microsoft, is on the order of only
several hundred requests/waits per second. The high cost of overhead associated with each transfer
significantly throttles this architecture.



NETWORK CENTRIC APPROACH

The network centric architecture uses network addressing for distributing telemetry data. In this
“network centric” approach, telemetry data servers either multicast, or direct address (unicast) the
telemetry data to the telemetry data consumers. (See Figure 3.)

In this approach “streams” of telemetry data flow from server to consumer. Once a stream is established,
the server automatically and continually feeds that stream until told to stop. It is up to the consumers
(e.g., displays, archives, and strip charts) to extract from these streams the information they need in a
timely fashion. Within this approach, a PC that injects processed data into the network for consumption
by some other PC can also process raw telemetry data.

Secondly, by using a standardized stream format, new stream types may be easily introduced and
automatically handled by the ATPDS without any software changes to the existing system components.

The ATPDS is easily expanded to carry large bandwidth, raw telemetry data while also supporting a
large client base. When this is true, multiple networks, high-speed and low-speed, may be used to
support, respectively, the bandwidth-hungry raw telemetry data consumers and the less demanding
display-type consumers.

The network centric architecture scales easily from a single PC to multiple PCs. It is eminently flexible
and extensible. The user may tailor the system to a particular application using resources already owned.

Figure 2   Software Centric Architecture Example
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The network centric architecture provides an easy to use mechanism for moving data within the system.
This mechanism enables the system to be scalable, flexible, and open to new technology. Since this
approach is a software solution using standard software and network mechanisms, it is independent of
the underlying hardware infrastructure. As a result, newer, faster, and better hardware platforms and
networks can be readily incorporated without rewriting software.

The ATPDS when scaled beyond a single PC is largely limited by the supporting network. Greater
performance is achievable by either using a higher bandwidth network, or using multiple networks in
parallel.

Figure 3   Generalized Network Centric Architecture
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COMPARISON

Of the three network architectures examined, the network centric architecture has the greatest
scalability, best flexibility, lowest cost, and highest extensibility.

Reflective
Memory

Software
Centric

Network
Centric

PC-Based Yes Yes Yes
Scalable Yes Yes Yes
Flexibility Low Medium High
Open Architecture (new technology) No Yes Yes
Commercial Availability / Ubiquity of Components Low High High
Software Ubiquity Low High High
Implementation Difficulty High Medium Low
Throughput High Low High
Fault Recovery Low Low High
Cost High Low Low

Table 1   Architectures Comparison Chart
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a Multi-Function Telemetry Input Module (TIM). The TIM module includes a 30
Mbps PCM frame synchronizer, a time code translator/generator, a PCM simulator and a tunable bit
synchronizer all on a single PCI card. The module uses a generic architecture including: high density
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), look-up table memory, dual port A/B data buffer memory
and a full function PCI interface. The FPGA and the logic function of the card are downloadable via the
PCI interface. This allows a single module to support many hardware functions in a telemetry front-end.
The TIM is an integral part of a PC-based Advanced Telemetry Processing and Display System. This
concept for hardware design ushers in a new generation of flexible downloadable telemetry products.
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INTRODUCTION

For years it had been generally accepted in the flight test telemetry community that the Personal
Computer (PC) platform lacked the performance capabilities to sustain real-time operation in a telemetry
processing system. Telemetry systems are among the most intensive real-time data processing
applications. A telemetry system may be required to process multiple streams of data at bit rates in
approaching, or even exceeding, 20 Mbps. It is not unusual in a complicated application for aggregate
input rates to exceed many millions of bytes per second for extended time periods.  Further complicating
the issue is the fact that many different processes must be simultaneously performed on the data to
satisfy the requirements of the program.



Early PC based systems suffered from limited performance due to low speed PC processors and rate
restrictions of the ISA bus. Processing high rate multi-stream applications was virtually impossible. To
combat this deficiency, manufacturers developed special proprietary buses to move data in real time.
Although these systems were much better than their predecessors, they were inflexible and expensive.

Fortunately, the PC environment continued to evolve over the past decade to the point where a real-time
telemetry processor architecture is now possible. Readily available Pentium class processors of today
have crossed the 800 MHz line with dual processor configurations and will soon be at 1 GHz. These
faster processors, along with the growing popularity of multitasking operating systems like Windows
NT, and the introduction of the Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus, have at last made it
possible to implement a true real time data acquisition, processing and display system on a standard
commercial off-the-shelf networked (COTS) platform. 

The PCI bus architecture, introduced by Intel in 1991, brings the peripheral functions closer to the host
processor. The first generation 32 bit PCI at 33 MHz supports peak transfer rates up to 132 M
bytes/second. PCI also has other options defined that support a wider 64 bit bus, and/or a faster 66 MHz
bus clock rate that can double (264 Mbytes/second) or quadruple (528 Mbytes/ second) the original rate.
The PC industry has embraced the PCI bus, and PCI bus hardware is now readily available. Industry has
also embraced Windows NT. NT based software packages are being developed worldwide. Both PCI
and Windows NT are quickly becoming the development platform of choice making proprietary buses
that move high rate data no longer required.

Contributing to the high recurring system cost is the cost of hardware associated with the specific
functional elements (i.e. Frame Synchronizers, Bit Synchronizers, Time Code Units, Simulators, etc).
With the extraordinary innovations in the integrated circuit industry over the past few years and with the
availability of high density field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) it is now possible to place all of
these functional elements on a single PCI module without the high up front cost and inflexibility of
ASIC chip developments. Since the chip configurations are downloaded, these parts are extremely
flexible. To change the internal logic circuitry of the part, and therefore its function, the circuit
download file simply needs to be modified. In addition, a wide variety of VLSI chips are available that
provide the entire PCI bus interface. All of these contributing factors bring down the cost of the system
due to the reduced number of cards and card space required to populate a higher end system.

This paper focuses on the hardware architecture for a generic Telemetry Input module (TIM). GDP
Space Systems was placed under contract in 1999 to provide a Telemetry Input Module along with an
Advanced PC Based Telemetry system to Eglin Air Force Base. This next generation architecture will
lead telemetry into the new century.

GENERIC TELEMETRY INPUT MODULE

The Telemetry Input Module (TIM), illustrated in Figure 1, is based on a generic architecture including
a high density Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), 128 K Bytes of look-up table memory, 256 K
bytes of data buffer memory, and a full function PCI interface. The plug-and-play module supports both
PCI Target mode and PCI Bus Master mode. In the Target mode the module supports both Memory



Mapped and burst mode transfers. In the Bus Master mode the module supports DMA style burst
transfers at full PCI bus bandwidth.

 Expansion daughter cards are supported through a connector on the TI Module.  This allows special
functions to be added without having to perform costly re-layout of the baseboard.  The FPGA core is
downloadable with the module logic personality either from an on-board PROM or directly over the PCI
bus.  This allows module configuration at runtime, maximizing flexibility while minimizing recurring
costs.  With this hardware configurable approach, along with the generic architecture, the TI Module can
perform many system functions using a library of downloadable "hardware logics".

Figure 1   Generic Telemetry Input Module

In addition to the primary PCM telemetry input required by the ATPDS system, other module types can
also be supported through the download of logic personalities.  Capabilities such as: CCSDS packet
telemetry handling, parallel input/output, multiple frame synchronizers, and data quality monitor logic
personalities can also be downloaded.  Along with the PCM logic personality, the CCSDS and parallel
I/O personalities will be discussed in this paper.
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PCM TELEMETRY INPUT APPLICATION

Figure 2 is a representative block diagram of a Telemetry Input Module in a PCM Telemetry Input
application (TIM001).  The module functional logic blocks include a PCM Frame Synchronizer /
Decommutator (30 Mbps), Time Code Translator (IRIG A, B, & G), PCM Simulator (30 Mbps), and a
Bit Synchronizer (20 Mbps) daughter card.
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Figure 2   PCM Telemetry Input Module (TIM001)

Frame Synchronization/Decommutation:  The frame synchronizer functional logic block detects,
synchronizes, and buffers frames of data from the serial telemetry.  The buffered frames of data are then
passed on to the host processor over the high speed PCI bus interface for further processing. This
functional block operates over a range of 1 bps to 30 Mbps and supports both IRIG 106 class 1 and the
more complex class 2 formats.  A class 1 format contains fixed minor frames of data within a fixed
major frame.  A class 2 format may contain any one (or more) of the several allowable class 2 features.
Each frame synchronizer can handle a minor frame and a recycle or ID subframe. The architecture of the
TIM001 also supports chaining together multiple modules to support multiple independent subframes
and asynchronously embedded formats.  This architecture allows for the most cost effective approach
that will allow synchronization to the simplest frame format and still maintains the ability to process the
more complex formats with minimal card level impact.



Telemetry data is unique in that it is a continuous
stream of data with no handshaking and no possibility
of "retransmit on error".  A telemetry input module
must process the data as it is received, correcting, or at
a minimum accommodating, errors which have
occurred due to link anomalies.  The frame
synchronizer functional logic block possesses a
flexible synchronization strategy that optimizes the
process of synchronizing to a real-time data stream in
the presence of burst and/or continuous noise.
A state diagram of the synchronization strategy shown
in Figure 3 illustrates the process by which
synchronization is achieved. The user provides
programmable parameters that define each state of
operation: permissible bit slips, number of frames to
go to lock, and number of bad frames before dropping
lock.  Programmable strategy allows the
synchronization process to be optimized for best data
recovery in the presence of noise. Upon successful
synchronization to the input telemetry stream, the frame synchronizer decommutates the data samples.
This involves demultiplexing the original encoded digital values that were used to create the data stream.

The decommutator section of the frame synchronizer accommodates programmable definitions of word
select/reject, bits per word (for varying length samples), word orientation (MSB or LSB first), and
parity.  Further processing continues with organizing the retrieved data into current value buffers for the
data displays, and time history buffers for recording received data.

Data buffering is accomplished with up to 256 k bytes of dual port RAM.  The RAM is logically
partitioned into two buffers that provide a “ping-pong” buffer architecture maximizing RAM
throughput.  Each buffer used to store multiple frames of PCM data, with each frame of data containing
both the raw PCM data and a  “frame status block.”  The frame status block provides data quality and
time code information for the associated frame of PCM data.  By appending data quality and time code
information to the PCM data, the system software is no longer required to collect quality and time
information from hardware registers in ‘real time’ for each frame.

Time Code Translator: Time stamping telemetry data is an integral part of telemetry data processing,
data display, recording and playback.  The Time Code functional logic block (TCT) operates as a
translator or a generator. In the translate mode the TCT accepts and synchronizes to IRIG A, B, or G
time.  In the event that the time source is lost the unit automatically switches to the flywheel mode to
maintain a time reference.  In the event that an IRIG time source is not available, the TCT can be set to
the generate mode.  In the generate mode the TCT is preset to the correct time.  The unit then maintains
the time based on an internal clock source.  The time word output of the TCT is inserted into the data
buffers every minor frame.  The time is also available to the PCI bus and can be read by the host
processor.

Figure 3   Sync Strategy State Diagram
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Simulator: The simulator functional logic block operates as a PCM simulator that provides the system
user the ability to produce a serial data stream at bit rates from 1 bps to 30 Mbps programmable in 1 bps
steps. The simulator function operates by outputting data stored in memory by the ATPDS application.
A flexible buffer architecture and interrupt scheme allows seamless operation of the logic function.  The
system software supports the generation of both simple and complex formats.  The simulator logic
function supports the output of a variety of PRN patterns as well as waveforms.  An output code
converter generates NRZ-L/M/S, Bi�-L/M/S, DM-M/S, RZ, RNRZ-9/11/15 fwd/rev. bit codes.

In addition to using this function as a full function PCM simulator, it can also be used to provide a
known data stream for the health check of the module during the start-up/diagnostic mode.  In this mode
a simulated data stream is output from the module and looped back through the bit synchronizer.  The
test data stream is then decommutated on the card and verified by the system.  The ATPDS application
reports to the user health status of the card and the system.

Bit Synchronizer: For the PCM input application a high performance bit synchronizer is provided as a
daughter card (See Figure 4.) This function accepts PCM input and recovers the coherent zero degree
clock. Data and clock are then passed to the Frame Synchronizer functional block where the data is
decommutated. The proposed bit synchronizer is primarily a digital implementation (80%).  The
remaining 20% of this functional block are the analog front end-filters and the AGC. Our unique digital
PLL approach allows quick lock to the incoming stream and is ideal for a noisy environment.  Although
the frame synchronizer and the simulator portions of the TIM module are designed to operate at rates in
excess of 30 Mbps, the bit synchronizer functional block is designed to operate to 20 Mbps, to within 1
dB of the theoretical curves.

Figure 4   Bit Synchronizer Block Diagram
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The bit synchronizer functional block also supports the decoding and encoding of all the standard IRIG
PCM codes (NRZ-L/M/S, Bi�-L/M/S, DM-M/S, RZ, RNRZ-9/11/15 fwd/rev).  Three selectable inputs
are provided: one TTL, one RS-422, and an internal loop-back from the on-board simulator.  The loop-
back input is used as a simulator input during validation operations, and as a test input for the power-up
module health check.  During power-up, a test data stream is looped back through this port and verified
at the output of the frame synchronizer to determine if the module is operational.   Three outputs are
provided.  They include an internal TTL data and clock output to the frame synchronizer function, an
external data and clock output provided for any decryption requirements, and a tape output.

Real-time DAC Output:  Parallel data is output over the Auxiliary I/O port along with word and frame
number to external digital-to-analog converter cards (DAC002).  Decommutated words are selectable on
a word-by-word basis to be output directly to the DAC002 modules providing true real-time analog
output capability to the system.

FPGA CORE FOR CCSDS APPLICATION

A downloadable FPGA Logic Function core, shown in function form in Figure 5, is available to support
the processing of CCSDS packetized telemetry data.  This core can be configured and downloaded into
the TIM high density FPGA at run-time.  The front-end of this logic block includes a frame synchronizer
that locks to the CCSDS transfer frame.  Derandomization and Reed-Solomon decoder logic blocks
could be provided (if required) to perform forward error correction of the data.  A CRC checker is
provided to perform the required CRC check on the CCSDS frame.  The TIM module strips the data into
its virtual channels and presents them to the ATPDS as independent data streams.

Figure 5   CCSDS FPGA Logic Core
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FPGA CORE FOR PARALLEL INPUT/OUTPUT APPLICATION

A Parallel Input/Output downloadable block is shown in Figure 6.  This block supports the input and
output of parallel data in the system.  Access to the look-up table on the TI Module is used to
correlate/tag the data.

Figure 6   Parallel Input/Output FPGA Logic Core

CONCLUSION

The PC Based Advanced Processing and Display System (ATPDS) along with its flexible downloadable
hardware implementation is the next logical evolutionary step in telemetry systems.  It uses to its
advantage recent advances in hardware and software while simultaneously realizing lower acquisition
and life cycle costs.  The described system is flexible, scalable, and maximizes use of commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) PCs and third party hardware, software, and middleware.

At the heart of the system is the generic Telemetry Input Module (TIM) that provides the platform for
downloadable logic-cores.  The generic architecture of the TIM allows it to be configured to provide a
wide variety of hardware functions to the system.  Although only the primary telemetry logic functions
were discussed in this paper (i.e. PCM Frame Synchronizer/Decommutator, Time Code Translator,
Simulator, Bit Synchronizer, CCSDS Synchronizer, and Parallel I/O), it is readily apparent that the
possibilities for module and system architecture like this are endless.  The ATPDS along with its
reconfigurable Telemetry Input Module will lead telemetry into the new century.
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A COMMERCIAL OFF THE SHELF CONTINUOUSLY TUNABLE
HIGH DATA RATE SATELLITE RECEIVER

Julio Varela, Robert Conrad
TSI TelSys, Inc.

ABSTRACT

TSI TelSys, Inc. is in the process of developing a production level, continuously tunable satellite
receiver designed to support multiple high data rate, low earth and geostationary orbit missions in the 20
Mbps to 800 Mbps composite QPSK data rate range. This paper will evaluate market demands on
satellite receivers and outline receiver design technique as a solution to high rate, multi-mission support.

KEYWORDS

High Data Rate Satellite Receiver, Continuously Tunable, Multi-Mission Support, User Configurable,
Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS)

INTRODUCTION

There exists a need, in the satellite communications and imaging community, for a low cost COTS wide
bandwidth, continuously tunable multi-mission receiver. Today’s ground stations are required to track a
variety of satellites with multiple data rates and modulation formats. Current high data rate COTS
receiver configurations typically provide a wideband demodulator with multiple, fixed high rate bit
synchronizers to support multiple mission sets. As requirements grow to support new missions,
additional bit synchronizers must be added to the receiver with an associated integration and hardware
cost. Other high data rate COTS receivers, classified as “tunable multi-mission”, provide a fixed number
of user selectable data rates with in a range, but are not user configurable to support new missions if the
data rate requirements change. Most COTS receiver configurations do not address a continuously
tunable solution. TSI TelSys defines continuously tunable as the ability of a single user configured bit
synchronizer to recover data and clock over a large data rate range with fine resolution. This definition
generally applies to many COTS lower rate (10 kbps – 20 Mbps) tunable bit synchronizers.

TSI TelSys, Inc. is currently in the process of developing a production level, low cost satellite receiver,
which addresses the growing needs of the high data rate satellite communications and imaging



community. The new satellite receiver is designed around a cost effective, reconfigurable architecture,
which increases ground station commonality, increases mission support flexibility, and reduces costly
equipment upgrades. This paper will outline the demands on satellite receivers, receiver specifications,
and receiver design methodology.

DEMANDS ON SATELLITE RECEIVERS

As technology advances in the areas of satellite communications and imaging, the requirement to
support higher data rates increases. Gigabit communications from satellite to ground will eventually
become a common requirement for the scientific and commercial communities. Great advances in multi-
gigabit communications are currently a reality in the area of fiber optic communications. A goal of
future satellite communications and imaging missions will be to mimic the data rate and error
performance of a fiber optic link between the satellite and ground station.

There are many obstacles that limit broadband communications between the satellite and satellite ground
station. High data rate communications absorb a significant amount of power and spectral bandwidth
with respect to lower data rate communications. Spectral crowding is currently a major concern in the
X-Band range. Spectral crowding will force missions to investigate and develop more spectral efficient
modulation schemes or move to a higher frequency band. The frequency allocation and spectrum
management community is recommending that future high data rate missions move up in carrier
frequency to the Ka-Band range. Ka-Band frequencies pose other significant challenges. Water vapor
and rain attenuation becomes more significant at Ka-Band frequencies creating deep signal fading.
Another challenge at Ka-Band frequencies is that the Doppler effect becomes greater with increase in
frequency. The Doppler effect becomes even more dramatic for a low earth orbiting (LEO) mission. The
demands on the satellite receiver become increasingly more complex as data rate and carrier frequency
requirements grow.

RECEIVER SPECIFICATIONS

To better understand market demands, we have investigated a number of current and proposed high data
rate scientific missions. The goal was to develop a receiver specification that accommodated a major
subset of the scientific missions. As a result, the following specifications were drafted as a design
guideline for the new Satellite Receiver.

Supported Modulation Formats: SQPSK, UQPSK, QPSK, BPSK
IF Center Frequency: 1200 MHz   (typical, depending on required  BW)
Maximum Receiver Input Bandwidth:  1000 MHz
Receiver Dynamic Range: -50 dBm to 0 dBm
Carrier Loop Tracking Range: +/- 800 kHz max
Loop Bandwidth: Selectable
Acquisition Technique: Automatic Sweep
Supported Data Rates: 20 Mbps – 800 Mbps (QPSK)
Receiver Performance: 2.0 – 3.0 dB from Theoretical BPSK/QPSK BER Curve

over the entire Data Rate Range



Data Rate Tuning Resolution: 1 kbps
Data Format: Selectable NRZ L, M, or S
Data / Clock Output Levels: Differential ECL
Signal Connectors: SMA Female
Signal Monitor Points: IF, VCO
Local Control: Front Panel
Remote Control: Ethernet, RS-232
Chassis: Standard 19” Rack Mountable
Chassis Height: 6U (10.5”)
Electrical: 90 – 240 VAC, 50 – 60 Hz

RECEIVER DESIGN

Figure 1 illustrates a high level block diagram of the major subsystems that make up the TSI TelSys
Satellite Receiver.

Figure 1.  Satellite Receiver Functional Block Diagram



Demodulator

The demodulator design is based on the modified Costas loop topology illustrated in (Figure 2). The
function of the demodulator is to regenerate a phase coherent reference with respect to the suppressed
carrier input. Once the reference is phase locked to the input signal, the input signal is coherently
demodulated, and the baseband data is recovered for bit synchronization. Phase tracking of the input
signal, with respect to the reference, is as achieved via the phase locked loop (PLL). The PLL is
designed to accommodate configurable loop bandwidths for optimal signal to noise ratio (S/N)
performance; in addition, the selectable loop bandwidth allows to tailor the loop tracking range to
accommodate Doppler tracking. The phase detector resulting from the modified Costas loop topology
generates an error voltage, which is proportional to the instantaneous phase error between the reference
oscillator and input carrier signal. High order frequency components are filtered by the loop
integrator/filter, represented by the transfer function F(s), and the resulting error voltage steers the
voltage controlled oscillator to track the phase of the incoming carrier. A zero phase error voltage
represents a coherent lock.

Figure 2.  Demodulator Functional Block Diagram
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Lock Detector / Sweep Circuit

Lock detection and automatic sweep acquisition are incorporated into the demodulator. The I and Q
channels of the carrier recovery loop are monitored to determine the lock status of the demodulator. As
the carrier recovery loop approaches the lock condition, the sweep function is switched out and the PLL
tracks the input modulated signal. Should the carrier recovery loop drop lock, the lock detector switches
the loop to the sweep mode to allow for the automatic signal acquisition.

Bit Synchronizer

The key to a continuously tunable receiver lies in the implementation of the bit synchronizer. Refer to
(Figure 3) for the bit synchronizer functional block diagram. The input baseband data, from the I or Q
channel of the carrier recovery loop, is filtered to reduce the noise imposed on the data. The filter is
matched to the input signal bandwidth and implemented by a tunable linear response low pass filter.
Tunable matched filtering is essential for near theoretical bit error rate (BER) performance.

The Data Recovery / Decision Circuit performs a statistical decision, on filtered baseband data, to yield
a value for the n-th data bit during the bit data period T. A precision Data Clock Synthesizer provides a
multiple of the data clock frequency to allow over sampling of the filtered data stream. The synthesized
data clock is also divided to provide the 2X clock for Staggered QPSK re-combining.

Figure 3. Continuously Tunable Single Channel Bit Synchronizer (10 Mbps – 400 Mbps)



The Clock Recovery Circuit, which is basically a PLL, uses the synthesized clock transitions and the
input data stream transitions to reconstruct a stable replica of the data clock. Input phase noise power or
jitter affecting the data is reduced considerably by the ratio of the loop bandwidth to the data bandwidth.
The recovered clock synchronously latches the recovered data to the output of the receiver.

Microprocessor Controller / Operation

A flexible Pentium Processor computer board is chosen to control and monitor all receiver functions.
Remote monitor and control of the Satellite Receiver is provided via Ethernet 10 Base-T / 100 Base-T or
serially via RS232/422/485. Operating system options include Windows NT/98, QNX, or LINUX. Front
panel control is also provided via a interactive 6.5” color liquid crystal display (LCD) with integrated
touch screen.

From an operations standpoint, mission configurations can be stored in memory or configured manually
pre-pass. Configurations stored in memory are called by mission name when prompted by a ground
station master scheduler, front panel input, or other serial control. The configuration file contains the
modulation format, mission data rate, and NRZ data format. Internally, the Satellite Receiver configures
the demodulator and bit synchronizers automatically with no user intervention. New configurations or
configuration updates can be entered directly to the Satellite Receiver via keyboard or via the Ethernet
or serial interfaces.  Inherent in the operation of the Satellite Receiver, when combined with a master
scheduling system, is autonomous capability.

CONCLUSION

There is a multitude of satellites with different data rates and modulation formats. As technology grows,
new missions will require higher data rate support, and the demand on satellite ground stations becomes
increasingly more complex. As a result, satellite ground stations will continually add receivers that are
mission specific. The addition of mission specific receivers dramatically increases the program cost thus
limiting ground station multi-mission support due to budget constraints. Thus a new COTS receiver
product is being developed that is capable of providing high data rate support to a large number of the
current and future missions. This new Satellite Receiver will bring a flexible and economical solution to
the growing needs of satellite ground stations.



ANTENNA CONTROL FOR TT&C ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Julius A. Kaiser
Fredrick W. Herold

Fredrick Herold and Associates, Inc.

ABSTRACT

A thinned array sensor system develops error voltages for steering dish antennas from signals arriving
over a broad range of angles, thereby eliminating need for a priori knowledge of signal location.

KEY WORDS

Mills Cross, Thinned array, Wide viewing angle, no a priori knowledge.

INTRODUCTION

TT&C dish antennas typically require a priori knowledge of signal location for gross pointing of a
system to a desired signal. The system’s autotrack system can then take over steering the dish when the
system is pointing to within a beamwidth of the dish. In this proposed system, a thinned sensor array of
low gain antenna elements deployed over the dish surface acquires a signal from over a broad angle in
space and generates error voltages that point the dish to the signal source. The need for a priori
knowledge of signal location and need for an alternate autotrack system is thereby eliminated. Multiple
local oscillators are employed in conjunction with measurement of quantities related to phase
differences generated by a signal incident on interferometer pairs. This measurement leads to a DC
voltage that is positive for all positive spatial angles as measured from system zenith, negative for
negative angles and zero at zero angle, thereby generating a stand alone error voltage for direct
application to a positioner axis.A thinned array sensor system as employed in retrodirective arrays 1,2,3 is
made to form nulls in the signal direction4. As in the retrodirective systems, no phase shifters, switches,
moving parts, computers or a priori knowledge of signal location is required. Spatial acquisition angle of
the system is equal to the viewing angle of the low gain elements employed in the system which may
typically be ± 50° as measured from the element zenith. Only a few sensor elements mounted in two
orthogonal planes on the dish are required. For example, a sensor array of 5 x 5 elements (a total of ten
elements in a Mills Cross) is sufficient to acquire a signal and point a 45 wavelength aperture: A 9 x 9
array is adequate for steering an aperture greater than 100 λ. Although the system gain is low, the
sensitivity can be very high because the system bandwidth can be virtually zero.



THEORY

An expression containing the phase difference between interferometer elements is obtained my
multiplying, i.e. cross-correlating, signals from the elements rather than linearly adding them as in
conventional arrays. By utilizing multiple local oscillators (LOs) as developed in the References, the
spatial phase information appears within an expression for spatial frequency (SF) at an intermediate
frequency (IF):

SF = Acos ωIF1t ± nπ D0

λ
sin θ 

  
 
   (1)

where:
SF = Number of 360° phase cycles occurring within 90° ≤ θ ≤ 90°, i.e., cycles

per π radians
n = Number of half-wavelength spacings between elements 0, ±1, ±2, …

D0 =  basic element spacing (nominally 0.5λ)
λ =  wavelength

D/λ =  SF argument
θ =  spatial angle measured from a normal to the array

2 θ
λ

π sin
0Dn  =  Phase difference between elements

Any change in D/λ or θ results in a change in phase-in (1).  By measuring the SFs for several pairs,
where each pair has different spacings, a set of sampled SFs is obtained.  An approximation for other
SFs can be derived by cross-correlating the set of sampled SFs.  The derived SFs represent, with careful
selection of sampling elements, a fully filled array of elements.  For example, an array of three elements
with spacings of 2 λ/2 and 3 λ/2 will produce sampled SFs representing spacings of 2 λ/2. 3 λ/2 and 5
λ/2.  Signal processing with examples of measured SFs is detailed in Reference 2.  Since these sampled
SFs are at IF1, they can be cross-correlated again, producing a series of derived SFs at IF2=2IF1. These
derived SFs represent, in most cases, non-existing interferometer pairs (Table 1).

Table 1.  Element Spacings For Measured And Derived SFs

BASELINES FOR SAMPLED
SFs @ IF1

BASELINES FOR DERIVED SFs
@ IF2

0
 λ /2

2 λ/2 2 λ /2
3 λ /2 3 λ /2

4 λ /2
5 λ /2 5 λ /2

6 λ /2
7 λ /2
8 λ /2

10 λ /2



A contiguous set of SFs from zero through the eighth and intermittent SFs through the tenth can be
derived at IF2.  Both positive and negative values of the phase are available.  The eight contiguous SFs
represent a fully filled linear array of 17 elements with element spacings of λ/2.

Synchronously detecting these derived SFs with a signal, which is in quadrature with the SFs produces a
series of imaginary SFs at baseband:

        SFBB = Acos ω IF2t ± nπ
D0

λ
sin θ 

 
  

 
 sin ωIF2t = ±
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 + ...  (2)

(2) differs from (1) in that changes in D/λ or θ produce changes in amplitude, there being a different
value for each SF for any given |θ| > 0.

Summing the positive set of imaginary SFs at baseband plus an additional first harmonic:
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N

∑                          (3)

This summation produces a function that has a positive voltage output for all θ greater than zero, a
negative voltage for all negative θ and is zero at θ=0.

Figure 1 is a plot of (3), a stand-alone error pattern that differs from conventional mono-pulse in two
respects: First, acquisition occurs over a nearly full hemisphere rather than just one beamwidth (of the
high-gain antenna) and second, there is no comparison to a sum signal required for its operation.

The output of (3) is suitable for application directly to a platform axis on which a high gain antenna is
mounted.  Two axis operation is achieved by employing two orthogonal arrays similar to the one
described above. Larger sensor arrays generate larger numbers of spatial frequencies to accommodate
larger dishes.

The thinned array antennas can be mounted directly on a steerable dish surface with little loss of
acquisition “look angle” and without adversely affecting dish gain.
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A POLARIZATION-AGILE RADIATION TECHNIQUE FOR
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ABSTRACT

Telemetry receiving sites at missile test ranges almost always use polarization diversity to maximize the
quality of the telemetry signals collected from missiles during developmental tests. If the sites are
operating optimally, their sensitivity should be independent of received polarization. In this paper a
technique to test the sensitivity of each receiving site is presented that involves radiating from a central
location with selectable polarization and precise power level. Results of testing five telemetry sites are
presented and compared with performance predicted through link analysis using site G/T and location
information.

KEYWORDS

range testing, bit error rate, polarization diversity

INTRODUCTION

In support of upcoming missile firings at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), a series of “threshold”
measurements was performed on several telemetry receiving sites. The purpose of these tests was to
verify that each receiving site was operating optimally--the chief evaluation criterion being the required
effective radiated power needed from a reference transmitting system to achieve a Bit Error Rate (BER)
of 1 in 106 at the receiving site. This threshold was measured at four different polarizations so that the
polarization combining property of the receiving sites could also be tested. This paper describes the test
theory, test setup, and test procedures, and then presents the test results and conclusions.



TEST THEORY

The five receiving sites are shown in Figure 1. (The Navy’s Desert Ship at LC35W was used as the
transmitting site.)  Also shown in Figure 1 is each site’s system G/T, which is a measure of the site’s
figure-of-merit and is defined as the ratio of the gain existing at the antenna to the noise temperature
existing at the antenna. These G/T values were supplied by WSMR, and were obtained using the sun as
a reference source.

Figure 1. Receiving Site Locations and G/T’s

Each receiving site is configured as shown on the right side of Figure 2. Two polarizations are received
by the antenna, Left-Hand Circularly Polarized (LHCP) and Right-Hand Circularly Polarized (RHCP).
Each polarization is received separately and the resulting video signals are then combined. The
combined signal is fed into a bit synchronizer that generates a clean bit stream and its corresponding
clock. During normal telemetry receiving operations, the bit stream from the bit sync is recorded locally



and also relayed to the Telemetry Data Center (TDC) via fiber optic cable or digital radio link. For the
purpose of threshold testing, the signal from the bit sync is fed into a Bit Error Rate Tester (BERT).

Figure 2. Test Set-up

The purpose of the threshold tests is to ensure that each receiving site is performing satisfactorily.
Specifically, each site should have a Bit Error Rate (BER) of 1 in 106 when the received SNR is 13.8 dB
[1]. Given a receiving site’s system G/T, the Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) required from a
remote transmitting site to reach the receiving site’s threshold can be calculated using the following
equation:
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where:  R = Range from transmitting site to receiving site (m).
             k = Boltzmann’s Constant  (1.38x10-23 W⋅s/degree)
           Bn = Receiver Bandwidth (Hz)
             λ = wavelength (m)
        G/T = Receiving site system G/T (dB/K)

The transmitted frequency was 2224.5 MHz, which corresponds to a wavelength of 0.134 meters. The
receiver bandwidth was 20 MHz at all receiving sites. The EIRP equation can thus be reduced to:

EIRP (dBW) = 20log R – G/T –102.4        (2)
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The transmitting site selected for the tests was Desert Ship, which is located as shown in Figure 1. Given
this transmitting site location, the EIRP required to reach threshold at each site is shown in Table 1.

Rec. Site G/T
(dB/K)

Range
(km)

Calculated
Threshold

EIRP
(dBW)

J167 5.0 93.3 -8.0
J67 12.0 93.3 -15.0
J56 7 2.38 -41.9
J100 6.3 31.9 -18.6
J147 3.75 20.0 -20.1

Table 1. Threshold Requirements of Receiving Sites

By varying the EIRP from the transmitting site, the value of EIRP which produces a BER of 1 in 106 can
be determined. If the receiving site is operating optimally, this measured threshold EIRP should be close
to the value listed in Table 1. Since the receiving sites implement polarization combining, the measured
threshold EIRP should not change significantly when the transmitted polarization is changed. Therefore,
by performing the threshold test at Vertical, Horizontal, LHCP, and RHCP polarizations, the operation
of the combiners can be verified.

SET-UP

Receiving Site

The receiving site setup is displayed on the right side of Figure 2 and was described previously. For the
tests, each site is manned by an operator who is in communication with the transmitting site through the
range communication network. The operator turns on all equipment and awaits instructions from the
transmitting site.

Transmitting Site

The transmitting site setup is displayed on the left side of Figure 2 and is explained as follows:  A Mk
111 Telemetry Simulator generates a telemetry signal similar to that of the missile. This is an S-Band
PCM/FM signal modulated by a 12.5 Mbps bit stream. The PCM format is either BER2047 (a standard
2047-bit bit error rate pattern) or BER2047E (the same pattern with one bit error). The signal from the
Mk 111 is sent to a Telemetry Amplifier Combiner (TAC) where it is amplified by ~10 dB to enable
testing of the most distant stations, and attenuated, as necessary, using 1 dB step attenuation control.
(The combining function of the TAC was not used during these tests since only one frequency was
tested.)  The signal from the TAC is then fed via a heliax cable to a horn antenna mounted on the roof of
the Desert Ship. The horn antenna transmits the telemetry signal at Vertical, Horizontal, LHCP, or



RHCP polarization. The polarization is controlled from the transmit room by a Polarization Control Unit
(PCU). The horn antenna is pointed to the designated receiving site using a remotely controlled pan &
tilt unit and a video camera. A photo of the horn antenna mounted on the roof of Desert Ship is shown in
Figure 3. A photo of the Mk 111, TAC, and PCU in the transmit room is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Horn Antenna on Desert Ship

Figure 4. Test Equipment

TAC

Mk  111

PCU
PWR METER



The EIRP is the signal power at the TAC output minus the cable loss from the TAC to the Horn Antenna
plus the power gain of the horn antenna:

EIRP (dBW)  =  TAC Output Power (dBW) – Antenna Cable Loss (dB) + Antenna Gain (dBi)

The antenna cable loss was measured to be 12.8 dB and the horn antenna gain was measured to be +9
dBi. Since the TAC is limited to –6 dBW output power, the maximum EIRP is –9.8 dBW. However, the
TAC continuous attenuator was adjusted until the TAC output power was –6.2 dBW with the step
attenuator at 0 dB. This made the EIRP equal –10 dBW with the step attenuator at 0 dB. All other
attenuation adjustments during the tests were made with the step attenuator.

Only one operator is needed at the transmitting site during the tests. Antenna pointing, antenna
polarization, and EIRP can all be adjusted from the “loft” area of the Desert Ship. The transmitting site
operator is in contact with the receiving site operator via the base communication network.

TEST PROCEDURES

For each site tested, the following procedure was used: Before recording data, the horn antenna at the
transmitting site was pointed at the designated receiving site and vertical polarization at maximum EIRP
(-10 dBW) was radiated. The receiving site then autotracked the incoming signal until the direction of
maximum signal strength was found. Once the direction of maximum signal strength was found,
receiving site personnel recorded the bit error rate on the BER Tester and the AGC levels on the LHCP
and RHCP receivers. The EIRP was then reduced by increasing the attenuation on the TAC. The amount
of reduction depended upon how far the receiving site was from threshold, but was always in multiples
of  1 dB. Receiving site personnel recorded the BER and AGC levels at the new EIRP level. The EIRP
continued to be reduced, and BER and AGC levels recorded, until a BER of 1 in 106 was reached.  The
EIRP at this point was recorded as the site’s Threshold EIRP.  The above process was then repeated for
horizontal, LHCP, and RHCP polarizations.

TEST RESULTS

The measured and calculated Threshold EIRP’s are shown in Table 2.



Rec.
Site

Polarization Meas.
EIRP

(dBW)

Calc.
EIRP

(dBW)

Vertical     >-10
Horizontal     >-10

LHCP       -10
J167

RHCP -10

-8.0

Vertical -18
Horizontal -18

LHCP    < -18
J67

RHCP  >> - 18

-15.0

Vertical -41
Horizontal -41

LHCP -41
J56

RHCP -42

-41.9

Vertical -21
Horizontal -21

LHCP -21
J100

RHCP -20

-18.6

Vertical -21
Horizontal -22

LHCP -22
J147

RHCP -22

-20.1

Table 2. Measured vs. Calculated Threshold EIRP

The maximum EIRP of –10 dBW was just less than that needed to fully test J167. However, the BER
was no more than 150 in 106 at –10 dBW--at any polarization, meaning the actual threshold EIRP was
probably not more than –8 dBW.

At RHCP Polarization, the BER for site J67 was very high (20,000 in 106) near the expected threshold
EIRP. This pointed to a problem with the RHCP channel, probably with the combiner.

The rest of the measured EIRP values are less than 3 dB different than the calculated values.

CONCLUSIONS

Threshold tests were performed on receiving sites at WSMR to ensure that each site was operating
optimally. In particular, the EIRP required to reach a BER of 1 in 106 at each site was measured and
compared to the calculated value in order to verify the site’s sensitivity. This was done at vertical,
horizontal, LHCP, and RHCP polarizations so that the polarization combining of each site could also be
verified. All sites, save one, had measured Threshold EIRP’s within 3 dB of predicted values. The one
faulty site had an excessively high BER at its calculated Threshold--at one polarization. This is believed



to be due to a faulty combiner and is being investigated. The threshold tests proved to be a useful tool in
verifying receiving site sensitivity and polarization combining performance, and in identifying specific
problems.
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper analyzes the multi-path effects on telemetry equipment when it tracks the low-elevation 
flying target. Based on bias-axis mono-pulse technique, real time attenuation memory recursive 
Least-Squares Estimate as well as synthetic application of multiple source data, a comprehensive 
tracking method is proposed to eliminate the antenna shaking and reduce angle error caused by the 
multi-path effects. The method has been verified by field test. And the goal of smooth tracking of the 
low elevation target is eventually reached. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
When telemetry equipment tracks a low elevation flying target, the elevation of its antenna is very low, 
even negative. The reflected signal by the ground can enter into the receiver and consequently cause the 
multi-path effects. As a result, the measuring accuracy can be decreased, the antenna can be shaking 
strongly and the target can even be lost. The serious problem must be resolved so that the telemetry 
equipment can well fulfill its task. 
 
The following paragraphs will firstly analyze the multi-path effects, then introduce the approach to 
smooth tracking at low elevation, and finally describe the process of field test. 

 
 

ANALYSIS OF MULTI-PATH EFFECTS FOR LOW ELEVATION TRACKING 
 

The reflected signal includes the mirror reflected signal and the diffuse reflected signal. The mirror 
reflected signal is the coherent part of the reflected signal and its phase changes regularly with the 
target�s movement. The diffuse reflected signal is the non-coherent part and its phase changes randomly. 
If the ground is flat , the mirror reflected signal is the major part. Otherwise, the diffuse reflected signal 
dominates. Here we have: 



 

 

Mirror reflected signal amplitude Mirror Reflection Coefficient ρ = Direct reflected signal amplitude 
 
and 
 

Diffuse reflected signal power Diffuse Reflection Coefficient ρ = Direct reflected signal power 
 
1. Angle errors caused by multi-path effects 
 
Distortion of the amplitude and the phase of tracking difference signal caused by multi-path effects can 
increase the measuring angle errors, especially in elevation channel when the elevation is low to one 
beam width. The servo system�s error control signal comes from the in-phase component of the 
correlation-detected difference signal, which has been normalized by sum-channel signal in the receiver. 
The concerned elevation error signal is: 
 
      Ue(ε)=  Re[∆(ε)/ ∑(ε)]                                            (1) 

Where  ε = bias-angle between the target and the antenna aiming axis 
θ = antenna elevation 
θr = complementary angle of the reflection angle 
ϕ = phase difference between direct wave and reflected wave at the receiving point 
ρ = module of the ground reflection coefficient  
F∑ = voltage gain of sum-lobe 
F∆ = voltage gain of difference-lobe 

 
With no considering of the diffuse reflection component, antenna noise and receiver noise, the formula 
above still expresses the elements of the error control signal and their contribution undoubtedly, though 
it may be inaccurate in some cases. 
 
According to formula 1, even provided that the antenna principal axis aims at the target, i.e., ε= 0, the 
angle error signal output from the receiver can not be equal to zero because of the multi-path reflection. 
In order to make the angle error signal be equal to zero, the antenna must be leaned a certain angle to 
eliminate multi-path reflected signal. That�s the angle error attributed to multi-path effects. 
 
2. Antenna shaking caused by multi-path effects 
 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the geometrical relation among antenna A, target B and the ground in 
the case of low or negative elevation. The antenna A receives the direct wave from the target B, the 
mirror reflected wave from the ground C and the diffuse reflected waves from any other kinds of paths. 
 

      F∆(ω)F∑ (ε)+ρ2 F∆(θr+θ-ε) F∑ (θr+θ-ε)+ρ cosϕ[ F∆(θr+θ-ε)/ F∑(ε)+ F∆(ε)/ F∑(θr+θ-ε)] 

                  F∑
2(ε)+ρ2 F∑ (θr+θ-ε) +2ρ F∑ (ε)F∑ (θr+θ-ε) cosϕ 

 



 

 

We have the phase difference ϕ between direct wave and reflected wave at the receiving point of 
antenna: 

       ϕ = �2π × 2h1h2�/(λ×r�+ ϕ0 (2) 
 
where  ϕ0 = phase angle of the reflection coefficient 

 r = the projection distance on the ground between antenna A and target B 
 h1•h2 = the altitudes of antenna A and target B respectively 

 
From the third item of the formula 1, ρ cosϕ[ F•(θr+θ-ε)/ F∑(ε)+ F•(ε)/ F∑(θr+θ-ε)], we know that angle 
error control signal is closely related with ϕ.  ϕ changes continually and rapidly along with h2 and r 
while the target is moving, thus makes elevation error signal jitter strongly at a high frequency. 
 
The derivative of ϕ indicates the shaking frequency of antenna on elevation direction: 
         � = (1/2π)(dϕ/dt) = (2h1h2Vt)/( λ r2)   (3) 
 
If shaking frequency is in the band of servo system, the tracking axis of antenna will shake strongly and 
the target may be lost as a result of serious shaking. 
 
3. Signal fading caused by multi-path effects 
 
Because of multi-path effects, there are phase difference between direct wave and reflected wave at the 
receiving point of antenna, sum-signal and difference-signal are affected. The larger the phase 
difference is, the deeper the fading of sum-signal and difference-signal is. When antenna elevation is 
negative, the energy of direct signal and that of mirror reflected signal are at the same order of 
magnitude. The strong mirror reflected signal can almost inhibit the direct signal. In other words, the 
useful signal fades seriously. 



 

 

 
 

4. The three characteristic subrange 
 
The range of multi-path-effected elevation can be divided into three characteristic subranges according 
to the fading range of the signal and the error range of tracking angle. 
 
1)  Scarcely influenced elevation subrange  
 
In this range of antenna elevation θt>1.5θb, where θb is the beam width of antenna, the main-lobe do not 
radiate onto the ground, and the reflected signal from the ground mainly enter into the side-lobe of the 
antenna. The reflected signal is too weak to influence on tracking.  

Figure 1:  Low-elevation Tracking Geometrical Relation

Figure 2:  Negative-elevation Tracking Geometrical Relation



2)  Weakly influenced elevation subrange

In this range of 0.3θb<θt<1.5θb, the multi-path reflected signals enter into the main-lobe of antenna.
Both the difference-direction pattern and the sum-direction pattern are influenced. It is not enough to
evaluate the influence of multi-path effects by using 7/G curve’s linear segment, however we should
take account of the influence of the reflected signal on sum-lobe as well as difference-lobe, as shown in
formula 1. The reflected signals are strong to a certain extent and the tracking is weakly influenced.

3) Strongly influenced elevation subrange

In this range of θt<0.3θb, the target and its mirror image, which are regarded as dualistic targets, make a
very narrow included angle relative to the view point. The mirror reflected signal is the same order of
magnitude as the direct signal from the target, so the useful signal fades seriously. If the ground
reflection coefficient is small, for example ρ<0.5, the apparent angle of the dualistic targets will wave
around the real target.  If ρ>0.5, for the most comparative phases, the apparent target will still stay
nearby the center of the dualistic targets. But if the comparative phase approaches 180°, the serious
fading of signal will lead to jump of the apparent angle up to (1+ ρ)θ/(1-ρ) and down to –(1+ ρ)θ/(1-ρ).
The reflected signals in this case are so strong that the equipment may fail in tracking the target or even
lose it.

 APPROACHES TO SMOOTH TRACKING AT LOW ELEVATION

1. Improvement of servo system through data processing

1) Decreasing dynamic lag error

The servo system is designed as a wide fixed-band system in order to decrease dynamic lag error and
the random error will be eliminated through data processing.

2) Smoothing multi-path reflected signal errors

Before sent to the servo system, the multi-path reflected signal errors is eliminated through data
smoothing, which enhances a smooth tracking of the target.

3) Using pointing data instead of angle error control data to drive the antenna

In order to avoid the antenna control data from being influenced by the performance of servo system
itself, the antenna control data will use pointing data instead of angle error control data. The pointing
data include azimuth and elevation data as are already processed.

4) Adopting corresponding target detectors

With using corresponding data process models, several different flying target detectors have been
designed in order to identify the high-speed target in the initial phrase or the low speeding target at low
elevation.



 

 

2. Real time righted attenuation memory recursive Least Square Estimate 
 
1) Real time attenuation memory recursive Least Square Estimate 
 
When telemetry equipment tracks low elevation target, the multi-path error math model is difficult to be 
set up because of the complexity of the ground environment. In another words, we nearly know nothing 
about the apriori statistic characteristic of the measured data of elevation error voltage. So we use the 
method of real time attenuation memory recursive Least Square Estimate for data processing. 
 
2) Synthetic utilization of multi source data  
 
The using of multi source data is another method, which can also help improve tracking of low 
elevation target. The multi source data include, but not limited, the error voltages from two FM 
receivers, the error voltages from two PM receivers, theoretical trajectory, effective GPS data, digital 
guiding data. 
 
Besides using real time attenuation memory recursive Least Square Estimate, we use data of multi 
source and put corresponding weights for different data mentioned above, then the errors caused by 
multi-path effects can be further decreased.  We call it Real time righted attenuation memory recursive 
Least Square Estimate. 
 
3. Bias-axis tracking technology 
 
In the scarcely influenced elevation subrange, just the data smoothing will take effect because the weak 
reflected signal has a little influence on tracking. 
 
In the weakly influenced elevation subrange, however, the multi-path error is obvious and the elevation 
tracking system shakes periodically. By using real time righted attenuation memory recursive LSE with 
the appropriate smooth period, the high frequency shaking of antenna can be lessened. At the same time, 
the influence of the diffuse reflected signal could be lessened too. 
 
In the strongly influenced elevation subrange, the strong mirror reflected signal may completely inhibit 
the direct signal and the elevation tracking system may be in an unstable state. Only using real time 
righted attenuation memory recursive LSE may be invalid because of the distortion of the sum signal 
and the difference signal. 
 
Therefore we use the bias-axis tracking technology, that is keeping the antenna at the elevation of about 
0.3θb and leaving the tacking loop opened when the elevation of the target is at θt<0.3θb.  In this way, 
the influence of the multi-path reflected signal is reduced to as in the weakly influenced elevation 
subrange. During the bias-axis tracking period, the main axis of the antenna don�t point to the target, so 
it becomes a problem how to obtain the elevation data of the target. Measuring the open-loop error 
voltage of elevation system and conducting a certain data processing make it possible to determine the 
target�s elevation. The elevation system will perform at closed-loop automatically as soon as the target 
flies out of this subrange.  

 
 



 

 

 DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TEST 
 

In order to verify the validity of the low-elevation tracking technology, we carried out a field test. A 
jeep equipped with a telemetry transmitter and an antenna kept running along the appointed route 
around the telemetry equipment, which was settled on the ground. The transmitter sent telemetry signals 
containing GPS data, etc. The telemetry equipment could acquire the GPS data from the transmitter. 
During the test period, the elevation of target kept below zero degree all the time.  
 
The principal items of test are as follows: 
 

! Using one FM tracking receiver and adopting none of the low elevation technology; 
! Using two FM tracking receivers and adopting none of the low elevation technology; 
! Using one BPSK tracking receiver and adopting none of the low elevation technology; 
! Using two BPSK tracking receivers and adopting none of the low elevation technology; 
! Using two FM tracking receivers and adopting the low elevation technology; 
! Using two BPSK tracking receivers and adopting the low elevation technology; 
! Using the received GPS position data as an aid of tracking; 
! Choosing different environment (flat, uneven, blocked) and different distance; 
! Using four tracking receivers altogether and adopting all the low elevation technology 
discussed in the paper. 

 
The test results shows that the antenna shall track smoothly and the accuracy of output angle data is 
more precise when adopting the low elevation technology. 
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ABSTRACT

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) Multiple Access (MA) Return Service
provides a communication path that originates at a customer platform (either a spacecraft or
other type of emitter) and is routed through a geosynchronous Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
(TDRS) back to a customer control center or data acquisition location.  Conventional operations
provide Space Network (SN) customers with MA Service based on a schedule generated from
user requests.  The MA Service currently provides return link telemetry services to customer
platforms with real-time, playback, and science data rates up to 100 kbps.

This paper describes an integrated approach, using state-of-the-art technology and fault-tolerant
architecture, to develop the next generation of TDRSS MA beamforming equipment.  New
designs will result in significant reduction in beamformer size and cost by at least an order of
magnitude relative to the current MA equipment.  This new equipment will provide the potential
for increased usage of TDRSS MA services.

The paper describes the in-development Demand Access (DA) Return Service that provides a
new class of service using next generation technology.

KEYWORDS

Demand Access System (DAS), Element Multiplexer/Correlator (EMC), Independent
Beamformer Unit (IBU), IBU Group (IBUG), Multiple Access (MA), Space Network (SN),
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).



REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

The Next Generation TDRSS MA Beamforming Subsystem has been developed to augment
current TDRSS MA system capabilities.  The subsystem is designed for ease of expansion and
low maintenance requirements.  The subsystem consists of two main chassis and interconnects to
support data flow and command and control.  The first chassis, called the Element Multiplexer/
Correlator (EMC), interfaces to current MA Beamforming Equipment (MABE) and provides an
efficient means of TDRS element data distribution.  The EMC also performs certain signal
processing functions in support of beamforming operations performed in a second chassis called
the Independent Beamformer Unit Group (IBUG).  The IBUG contains six compact Independent
Beamformer Units (IBUs), which can form six independent beams as the name implies. Figure 1
depicts the reference architecture.  The integration of five EMCs and one pre-production IBUG
was completed during the summer of 2000.

All TDRS MA element signals are passed to the IBUGs via fiber optic interconnects from the
EMC, while common signal processing data and status data are passed to the IBUGs via an
Ethernet broadcast mechanism. All element data flow is simplex from the EMC to the IBUGs.
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Figure 1.  Reference Architecture



EMC THEORY OF OPERATION

The EMC equipment interfaces with existing equipment at the White Sands Ground Terminal
(WSGT), Second TDRSS Ground Terminal (STGT), and Guam Remote Ground Terminal
(GRGT) sites and provides status and data output.  Signals from each of the thirty TDRS
elements are frequency downconverted by the Element Separators in the MABE and passed to
the Analog-to-Digital Converter/Quadrature Splitter (ADQS).  The ADQS delivers digitized
copies of each of the thirty element signals in complex form to the EMC.  The digitized
information consists of 16 bits (8 bits each) of I and Q data at a sample rate of 8.5 Msps.  The
information is provided to the EMC via 30 individual 40-pin ribbon cables.  The thirty element
signals are accepted by the EMC from a digital bus driven by the ADQS.  Clock and
synchronization signals are provided to the EMC through an interface with a pair of Clock
Distribution Modules (prime and redundant) in the MABE ADQS, and a calibration signal is
accepted through an interface with the MABE Controllers (prime and redundant).

The EMC chassis contains a Control Processor card, an External Interface card, five Node cards,
five Element Bus Interface (EBI) cards, a Clock Distribution and Synchronization (C&S) card,
two Network Transparent Switches (NTS), and three hot-swappable power supplies.  The chassis
also contains a blower assembly, as well as a user keypad and display.  All circuit cards are in
the 6U Eurocard form factor and share a CompactPCI (cPCI) backplane in the chassis. The EMC
Control Processor (ECP) is a Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) single board computer and
coordinates all activity within the chassis.  The ECP is responsible for configuring all hardware,
collecting status, and performing signal processing common to all IBUGs.  The ECP provides an
Ethernet interface for an external controller, four serial port interfaces which are passed to the
C&S card, a parallel port interface for controlling the C&S card, and a cPCI backplane interface
for the External Interface card and Node cards.  The ECP also hosts a Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) in the form of a PCI Mezzanine Card (PMC).  The PMC acts as a co-processor for time-
critical signal processing functions, and is referred to as the Covariance Matrix Processor (CMP).
The CMP is the primary signal-processing component in performing an adaptive beamforming
algorithm used to null interfering signals present at the array.

The External Interface card is a COTS PMC Carrier card hosting two PMCs: a serial port
controller card and an Ethernet card.  The serial port controller provides two interfaces to the
redundant MABE Controllers in order to receive TDRS MA array calibration vector broadcasts.
These messages are passed to the Control Processor upon receipt.  The Ethernet card is used to
broadcast common beamforming information obtained from the Control Processor to the IBUGs.
This broadcast is known as the Common Data Broadcast (CDB) and provides the data required
to adapt to the dynamic interference environment of the array.  The card connects to a 12-port
Ethernet hub which in turn routes the data to the IBUGs.

The thirty digital element signals, each carried on a 40-pin ribbon cable from the ADQS, connect
to the five EBI cards in groups of six.  The EBI is a passive circuit card that resides on the
backside of the cPCI backplane and routes the element signals straight through the backplane to
a companion Node card that occupies the same slot on the frontside of the backplane.  Each
Node card's primary responsibility is to receive the six element signals and Time-Division
Multiplex (TDM) them into a single parallel (16-bit wide) data path. The TDM data is then



serialized in accordance with Fibre Channel FC-2 standards (although the frame structure is
proprietary) and transmitted over a copper cable to an NTS. The NTS's accept five of these Fibre
Channel signals, one from each of the Node cards, convert each to an optical signal and
broadcasts up to 11 copies of each for use by downstream IBUGs.

In order to ensure the synchronization of events in the EMC, the C&S card accepts redundant
timing from dual Clock Distribution Modules in the MABE.  From these signals, the card derives
and distributes a system clock to each Node card, TDM, and Fiber Channel.  In addition, on
command from the Control Processor, the C&S card will issue synchronization pulses to the
Node cards to coordinate the TDM process, and collect a snapshot of TDRS element data to be
used by the CMP.

IBUG THEORY OF OPERATION

The IBUG chassis contains a Control Processor, and up to two Fiber Channel Receiver Cards
(FCRX), six IBUs, and two hot-swappable power supplies.  The Control Processor, FCRX cards,
and IBUs are all in 6U Eurocard form factor and share a cPCI backplane in the chassis.  Similar
in function to the ECP, the IBUG Control Processor (ICP) coordinates all activity within the
chassis.  It is responsible for configuring all hardware, collecting status, and generating beam
weights for the IBUs.  It provides an Ethernet interface for an external controller, a cPCI
backplane interface for the IBUs, and a parallel port interface for FCRX control.  The ICP also
carriers a second Ethernet port capability in the form of a PMC.  The PMC is used to accept the
CDB from the EMC. Additionally, a single serial port (via a DB-9 connector on the ICP front
panel) is utilized in the IBUG to interface between the ICP and the keypad/display assembly.
Each FCRX accepts a set of five Fiber Channels (originally produced in the EMC) that represent
all thirty TDRS array element signals. The FCRX Card then performs a serial to parallel
conversion, and recovers the 53.125 MHz Fibre Channel clock generated in the EMC from the
ADQS reference. Only one FCRX is selected to pass the data to the IBUs. The five parallel data
paths are bussed across a custom high-speed backplane to all six IBUs, where Fibre Channel
decoding and frame synchronization takes place. The recovered 53.125 MHz clocks are copied
on the FCRX and uniquely distributed over the backplane interface to each IBU. Once the
original TDM data has been extracted, each element signal is phase shifted on the IBU in a
manner required to electronically steer the array toward a desired MA return signal source. The
resulting phase-shifted signals are summed, filtered, and upconverted to form a beam. The signal
is subsequently converted to analog form and provided as an output, in both digital and analog
form, for a demodulator.

EMC & IBUG CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

The EMC Controller (ECON) and IBUG Controller (ICON) are used to control and monitor the
EMC and IBUGs, respectively.  The ECON and ICON each consist of a rack mounted PC, a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) application, and a continuously running background task.  Using
workstations, users may operate the equipment remotely. These devices are connected to one
another via Ethernet Local Area Networks (LAN), as shown in Figure 2. The architecture of this
system allows examination of any EMC or IBUG from any remote workstation, if desired.
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Figure 2. Control Architecture

The EMC chassis receives configuration commands from and report status to the ECON.  The
ECON software resides and executes on a Pentium III processor-based; 19” rack mounted PC.  It
runs under Windows NT 4.0 (Terminal Server Edition), and supports remote execution.  The
ECON is a multi-threaded application using Microsoft Access as a database engine to control the
updating and archiving of status information received from the EMC.  Communication to the
EMC is via a 10BaseT Ethernet interface using Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP).  The ECON also interfaces with the MABE Subsystem Controller (SSC) by way of an
RS-449 serial interface.  The SSC periodically polls the ECON for basic status information.  In
addition, an Interrange Instrument Group-B (IRIG-B) interface card provides an interface to an
accurate time standard for use in time-tagging event occurrences and received EMC status
information.

The basic function of the ECON software is to provide operators with the ability to configure the
EMC and monitor the health and status of each Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) and the EMC
chassis as a whole.  Operators are provided with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) with various
screens to send command and control information to the EMC, and display status information
both at a chassis and LRU level.

The ECON application provides the real-time interface with the EMC.  It is responsible for
collecting status from the EMC and storing the received information in the database for use and
display by the ECON GUI application.  It is also responsible for formatting and sending
configuration commands to the EMC, initiated by operator action at the ECON GUI.



The IBUG chassis receives configuration commands from and report status to the ICON.
Similar to ECON, the ICON runs under Windows NT 4.0 (Terminal Server Edition), and
supports remote execution. The ICON is a multi-threaded application using Microsoft Access as
a database engine to control the updating and archiving of status information received from the
IBUG.  Communication to the IBUG is via a 10BaseT Ethernet interface using TCP/IP. The
ICON also interfaces with the MABE Subsystem Controller by way of an RS-449 serial
interface. The SSC periodically polls ICON for basic status information.  The basic function of
the software is to provide operators with the ability to configure the IBUG, and monitor the
health and status of each LRU and the IBUG chassis as a whole.

The remote workstation used to interface with the ECON or ICON server is a standard desktop
PC running Windows95.  The interface with ECON and ICON server is accomplished over an
Ethernet link through the Control/Status LAN hub using TCP/IP and Windows Remote Data
Protocol (RDP).  In addition to Windows95, the PCAnywhere application is used to interact with
each server (which does not have a keyboard or monitor connected) in order to support regular
preventive maintenance, software upgrades and to assist in monitoring and troubleshooting the
server and the backend applications.

DEMAND ACCESS SYSTEM SERVICE CONCEPT

The Demand Access System (DAS) will provide services by adding global system control,
coordination functions, and data distribution capabilities to the EMC & IBUG subsystems.

A DAS Return Service Functional Architecture is shown in Figure 3.  The architecture shows
pools of IBUGs shared between Space-to-Ground Link Terminals (SGLT).  Specifics of the
architecture will probably vary somewhat as detailed system design progresses.  For the new
services enabled by DAS, the DAS will:

a. Provide the capability for continuous, conflict-free, DAS MA return link services 24 hours
per day, 7 days per week upon demand from customers.

b. Provide an automated capability to transition DAS customer services between
TDRSs/SGLTs.

c. Provide the capability to support multiple, independent MA return links per TDRS/SGLT/
ground station.

d. Meet or exceed the current communications performance and capabilities of the existing MA
return link with the exceptions of the functions not possible due to the lack of tie-ins with the
MA forward link (such as coherent support, cross-support, return channel time delay, range
zero set, etc.)

e. Provide demodulation and data distribution capabilities for each DAS MAR data service.
f. Automate the operation of all DAS return link services.
g. Provide COTS data and control interfaces for DAS customers with the flexibility of

accommodating non-standard/customer-unique telemetry interfaces (e.g., using dedicated
T1's and/or fiber).



h. Provide simple, low cost, modular expansion capabilities to facilitate the addition of DAS
return link channels, as needs change.
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Figure 3.  DAS Return Service Functional Architecture

CONCLUSION

With a new demand access capability, many customers will have low cost access to the SN.  The
new demand access capability is ideal for spacecraft flying in formation, which have relatively
low data rate requirements or single spacecraft that need a continuous communications link.
Customers will realize many technical and logistical benefits from the implementation of DAS.
Examples of benefits could include:

a. Having immediate access to services in support of science and spacecraft safety.
b. Having extended duration services without service interruption.



c. Enjoying simplified scheduling and operation (i.e., schedule services that are months and/or
years in duration with a single schedule request).

d. A significant reduction in acquisition cost and a high probability of reducing life cycle costs
through advancement of beamformer technology and demodulator technology.

e. Simplified expansion when service loading increases through the modular nature of DAS.

DAS will also open an avenue for pursuing the introduction of new service concepts and
capabilities with relatively straightforward modifications to the basic DAS.  Some examples of
these new capabilities are:

a. Immediate science alert transmissions from space-based platforms followed by
acknowledgement that required resources for support are available.

b. A DAS return link could be configured to poll several different spacecraft automatically.  A
polled spacecraft could indicate the occurrence of an astronomical event and transmit a
notification to ground-based systems which could then configure another DAS return link
immediately for sustained science data transmission.

c. Requests for Single Access (SA) service initiated by autonomous customer spacecraft,
aircraft, or balloons.  A DAS polling link could listen for service requests and configure
additional SN services.
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SATELLITE CLUSTER CONTROL IN THE
DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE SIMULATION LABORATORY
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ABSTRACT

The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), Space Vehicles Directorate (VS), is developing an
advanced, space-based, sparse-array aperture system, called TechSat 21.  TechSat 21 will be a cluster of
micro-satellites that operate cooperatively to perform the function of a larger, single satellite at lower
cost.  AFRL is assembling a computer laboratory in which to support TechSat 21 development.  The
Distributed Architecture Simulation Laboratory provides high-fidelity simulations, visual displays,
analysis tools, and Satellite Cluster Control.  Satellite Cluster Control is flight software and hardware,
communication links, telemetry analysis, and command and control.

INTRODUCTION

A new way to perform missions from space is to use clusters of micro-satellites.  The micro-satellites
orbit in formation, and function cooperatively to perform the mission of a larger single satellite.  The
Space Vehicles Directorate of the Air Force Research Laboratory is exploring the cluster-of-satellites
concept in an effort called the Technology Satellite of the 21st Century (TechSat 21).  TechSat 21 will
demonstrate a space-based sensing mission such as moving target indication or geolocation [TS21].

Space Vehicles is also developing the Distributed Architecture Simulation Laboratory (DASL).  DASL
is a computer environment in which to develop and test new concepts in space systems starting with
TechSat 21.  Within the DASL are environmental, payload, and spacecraft simulations, payload analysis
and visualization tools, and ground and flight systems.  These systems work together to allow the
experimenter to test advanced concepts in a realistic environment.

This paper focuses on the ground and flight systems within the DASL that are collectively called
“Satellite Cluster Control”.  The Satellite Cluster Control segment of DASL includes flight software and
hardware, up/down/cross link communications, ground control, and a supporting database.  The First
Step in developing the Satellite Cluster Control segment within DASL is completed.  The Next Step is to
transform Satellite Cluster Control into a more realistic tool for testing the TechSat 21 concept.
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FIRST STEP IN DASL’S SATELLITE CLUSTER CONTROL

The first step in the Satellite Cluster Control configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.  The pictures of
monitors are separate computers.  The Simulation Controller is Linux.  The other three are Window NT.
The lines represent Ethernet connections.  Data that is transferred through each connection is noted next
to each line.

Figure 1. Current Satellite Cluster Control Configuration in the DASL

Using this configuration, we demonstrated a flight software simulation interacting with a ground station.
Positions derived by the flight software were used to drive a visual display of satellites in orbit over the
earth.  The major components were the Flight Software Simulation, an Intelligent Ground Station, and
the DASL Simulation Controller.  A third computer was required to provide connections between these
components using TCP/IP Sockets and Telnet.

4-Satellite Flight Software Simulation.  A simulation of four formation-flying satellites was developed
in a MatLab environment using a commercial tool developed by Princeton Satellite Systems (PSS)
called “ObjectAgent”.  PSS is under contract to the Space Vehicles Directorate to enhance ObjectAgent
in support of the DASL and TechSat 21.  ObjectAgent builds satellite flight-software simulations using
independent software agents.  Agents are excellent candidates for satellite flight software.  Agents are
modular (allowing replacement and upgrades), collaborative (cooperating satellite clusters), goal-
oriented (mission planning), and adaptive (respond to changes).  Using the ObjectAgent tool, traditional
flight software subsystems, such as attitude control, propulsion, and thermal, become software agents.



Since the satellites must perform as one “virtual” satellite, the concept of the Cluster Manager was
developed.  The Cluster Manager is an agent that resides on one of the spacecraft.  In this simulation, the
Cluster manager handles communications with the ground and controls the cluster.

Functions available to an agent are called skills.  The Cluster Manager’s skills included: (1) collecting
telemetry from all four satellites and transmitting it to the Intelligent Ground Station; (2) accepting and
acting upon commands sent from the Intelligent Ground Control, and (3) monitoring the state of the
cluster.  If a satellite failed, then the Cluster Manager sent that satellite away from the rest and
repositioned the remaining healthy satellites in a new formation.

Intelligent Ground Control.  Intelligent Ground Control was developed using Interface and Control
System's "Spacecraft Command Language" (SCL) and LabVIEW.  SCL is a command and control
system developed for space applications.  SCL is both procedural through the use of scripts and event
driven through the use of rules.  SCL is the command and control system, both on the ground and in
space, for the recently launched Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) mission [FUSE].

The Intelligent Ground Control accepts telemetry from the Cluster Manager via Sockets, performs limit-
checking, computes derived values, and determines the state of each satellite and the cluster.  A user
interface was built using LabVIEW (Figure 2) connecting the user with SCL.  The LabVIEW interface
displayed telemetry and allowed the user to select and transmit commands to the Cluster Manager (also
via Sockets).  Procedural scripts were written to set up SCL prior to a simulation and are executed when
a rule fires to compute derived values such altitudes, velocities, and vehicle states.  Rules fire when a
data point changes.  Finally, SCL collects position and velocity vectors for each satellite, verifies
correctness, and transmits these vectors to the Simulation Controller’s PostGRES database.



Figure 2. SCL User Interface Using LabVIEW

Simulation Controller. The Simulation Controller is the traffic policeman at the middle of the DASL.
Most important to Satellite Cluster Control, the Simulation Controller provides access to a variety of
analysis and display tools.  The Intelligent Ground Station loaded the Simulation Controller’s PostGRES
database with position and velocity vectors that were used in turn to control the Orbit Visualizer Display
(Figure 3).  Thus, there is a direct connection between Flight Software Simulation and the view of
satellites moving in orbit.

Figure 3. Two Views of Four Satellites in Orbit



NEXT STEP IN DASL’S SATELLITE CLUSTER CONTROL

The next step is to increase the fidelity of Satellite Cluster Control (Figure 4).  The most noticeable
change in the next step configuration is that a VME chassis has replaced the 4-Satellite Flight Software
Simulation.  Flight software functionality is ported to single-board-computers and real-time operating
systems.  In addition, there is now a separate Database.  As before, the lines represent Ethernet
connections.  Data that is transferred through each connection is noted next to each line.

Figure 4. Next Step in DASL’s Satellite Cluster Control

Using this, we will configuration demonstrate a more realistic satellite cluster interacting with a ground
station.  Positions derived by the flight software will continue to drive a visual display of satellites in
orbit over the earth.  The capabilities of the Intelligent Ground Station (SCL) will be improved, and the
Database is an important addition.  The major components of the next step configuration are the
VMEbus based satellite cluster, the Intelligent Ground Station, the DASL Simulation Controller, the
Database, and Communications.

VME.  VME was selected as the spacecraft bus because VME is potentially one of the buses that will be
used in TechSat 21.  In addition, a VME 6U form factor is used by MightySat II.1.  (MightySat’s
requirements for voltage bus isolation force usually eliminates commercial-off-the-shelf products and
requires custom boards.)  The DASL has two large VME chassis (Figure 5).  The back-planes of each
are split into four five-slot back-planes.  In each chassis, the five-slot back-planes are electrically
connected but logically separated.  Thus each five-slot back-plane represents one satellite back-plane.



Figure 5. VME Chassis

Flight Processor: Single-board computers represent flight processors.  Eight Force Computer
PowerCore-6750 were purchased, and are installed into the eight five-slot VME back-planes.  The 6750
is a VME 6U board with a PowerPC 750 processor.  It is desirable that DASL’s flight processors have a
path to being used in space.  Lockheed Martin Space and Electronic Communications’ RAD750TM
radiation hardened PowerPC microprocessor is functionally identical to the commercial PowerPC 750
[LM].

Real-Time-Operating System and Flight Software: The ObjectAgent flight software will be translated
into C++ and it capabilities extended.  The real-time-operating-system is Enea Systems/OSE.  An
essential element of the PSS approach is agent message passing that provides a reliable method for
agent-to-agent communication both on a single processor and across networks [PSS].  Enea Systems’
OSE operating system was selected because its design optimizes message passing.

At this writing, the onboard command and data handling subsystem will be Spacecraft Command
Language.  The command and data handling subsystem onboard a satellite collects and packages
telemetry for transmission to the ground, and accepts and distributes commands received from the
ground.  This subsystem may also be tasked to detect on-board fault conditions and take appropriate
actions.

Cross-Links:  The PowerCore-6750 is delivered with a front panel Ethernet connection.  Ethernet
becomes the cross-link.  This approach may need to be adapted to add realism as the DASL is
developed.  Ethernet is much faster that the expected 128 Kbps expected cross-link.  It may be desirable
to simulates cross-link errors, link degradations, or link disconnects.



Up-Link and Down-link: The space-to-ground and ground-to-space links will be modeled using
Ethernet.  Again it may be important to model degradations in the future.

The Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Support Complex (RSC) at Kirtland AFB is the likely
TechSat-21 spacecraft ground operations center [TTC].  The RSC is operated by Space and Missile
Systems Center’s Test and Evaluation directorate (SMC/TE) out of Kirtland AFB.  The RSC provides
access to the global Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) facilities [RTC].  Per RSC
recommendations and our research, S-band state-of-health down-link in DASL will be frame formatted
telemetry.  Frame formatted telemetry is well understood, easy to implement, and commercial hardware
that implements such frames is easy to find.

Command formatting in DASL will be compatible with the AFSCN.  In the RSC, commanding is
performed by the ARTS Interface Module and AIM Control Module software, which are products of L3
Communications [RSC].  Command packets will follow Consultative Committee for Space Data
Systems (CCSDS) Telecommand recommendations.

Intelligent Ground Control. The Intelligent Ground Station development will continue using SCL.  The
ground station will monitor telemetry using LabVIEW displays, and will provide commanding
capability.  The Intelligent Ground Station will send position and velocity vectors to the Simulation
Controller for visual display and radar performance analysis.

Simulation Controller. The Simulation Controller is still the traffic policeman at the middle of DASL.
The Sim Controller provides access to star sensors, radar simulations, and other simulations the flight
software will require.

Database.  All data produced by Satellite Cluster Control will be collected and stored in the Database.
The database will also be used for configuration control.  Examples of what the configuration database
will save are: production codes, telemetry frame formats, and telemetry measurand descriptions.  (This
is not the same as the PostGRES database resident on the Simulation Controller.  The Simulation
Controller will retain its PostGRES (or similar) local database.)

CONCLUSION

A demonstration planned for the near future will use three PowerCore 6750 boards to represent three
satellite flight processors.  The ObjectAgent Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) and Guidance,
Navigation, and Control (GNC) agents will be migrated to the boards and the Enea Systems / OSE real-
time-operating-system.  A sensor simulation will be loaded on the Simulation Controller to support the
ACS and GNC agents.  For example, the sensor simulation might provide star sensor or reaction wheel
read-outs to the ACS agent.  SCL will also be migrated to the 6750 boards and OSE operating system
and perform as the Command and Data Handling Subsystem [TELECON].

The DASL environment allows TechSat 21 engineers to devise and test new concepts in Satellite
Operations.  In the last few months, satellite simulations, intelligent ground systems, and visualizations



have been built and pulled together into an end-to-end system.  The continuing effort is to create a more
precise laboratory in which to investigate the TechSat 21 concept.
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ABSTRACT

With wireless communications becoming the rule rather than the exception, satellite operators need tools
to effectively monitor increasingly large and complex satellite constellations. Visual data monitoring
increases the monitoring capacity of satellite operators by several orders of magnitude, enabling them to
track hundreds of thousands of parameters in real-time on a single screen. With this powerful new tool,
operators can proactively address potential problems before they become customer complaints.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last three decades, the satellite operations industry has grown at rate that far exceeds
expectations. To keep up with this growth and demand, satellite operators have had to make significant
changes in the way that they design and use available ground monitoring and communications systems.
In a time when the demand for satellite and wireless services is increasing while price points continue to
fall, companies have no choice but to find even more efficient and cost-effective ways to monitor and
control their satellite constellations in order to survive and maintain profitability.

THE VOLUME OF DATA TO BE MONITORED CAN BE OVERWHELMING

Satellite companies are managing increasingly large constellations, ranging in size from 20 to over 80
spacecraft. Furthermore, many companies are not only charged with ensuring the overall health and
safety of the payload, they are also responsible for fielding customer calls and responding to customer



complaints. The sheer volume of data to be monitored is staggering. Take, for example, a satellite
operations company with a team of six operators responsible for monitoring a constellation of 20
spacecraft. In this scenario, each satellite contains hundreds of transponders, and each transponder
contains thousands of leased carriers. Taking into account both measured and reference data, the number
of discrete elements to be monitored easily surpasses 300,000 parameters. Assuming that this company
has a wide variety of customers – ranging from countries with data service needs, to remote live
television broadcasts, to satellite telephone networks – the operations staff will potentially have
difficulty keeping up with their customers’ needs. And if they are relying on traditional monitoring
systems designed for handling smaller and less complex data sets, they may be forced to take a reactive
rather than proactive approach to solving problems and handling customer complaints.

TRADITIONAL OPERATIONS SYSTEMS CAN’T PRESENT THE BIG PICTURE

With large satellite constellations come large data sets. If operators are not able to keep up with the flow
of data, they will be unable to adequately monitor the health of an individual satellite, let alone an entire
constellation. This does not imply that measurements are not being made on the spacecraft. Quite the
opposite, it is precisely because so many measurements are being taken on a such a large number of
satellites and their payloads that no one is able to look at the numbers as they change over time.
Unfortunately, information overload of this magnitude usually forces the operations staff to wait until a
customer calls with a complaint before diagnosing a problem and taking corrective action.

As it stands, most operations facilities use some combination of spectrum analysis software and custom-
built software tools to bring up views containing current data values. These views, based on graphs,
plots, strip charts, and plain text, worked well when they were conceived in the 1960s because the
amount of data being collected at the time was relatively small. Using text-based displays, the average
person can effectively monitor 30-50 data parameters. As the amount of data increases beyond this,
however, users become overwhelmed and lose the overall big picture as they become buried in very
narrow and specific views.

Another problem with traditional monitoring systems is that they require the individual operator to select
which specific satellite, transponder, and carrier he needs to investigate. If he selects incorrectly, he
needs to repeat the same process until he uncovers the problem. This intuition-based approach is both
inefficient and time consuming. More seriously, it makes it impossible to monitor an entire constellation
or even an individual satellite in a single display. Without the ability to see all of the important and
unusual data in one meaningful view, satellite operations companies will never be able to anticipate
problems before they degrade customer service.

Visual data monitoring, a radically different approach to monitoring and analysis, employs a unique 3-D
graphical interface that allows the operator to monitor far more data than is possible using traditional
monitoring systems. With visual data monitoring, an operator can efficiently monitor the health and
status of an entire constellation or of any individual satellite in the constellation within a single display.



WHAT IS VISUAL DATA MONITORING?

Visual data monitoring allows operators to increase their monitoring capacity by several orders of
magnitude. In fact, a single operator can monitor over 300,000 parameters on a single screen and keep
apprised of the current status of an entire satellite fleet. This is possible because data values are not
presented using plain text and numbers, but rather with shape, color, position, and motion. Operators do
not have to scan textual displays and decide whether the values they see are acceptable; rather, they can
infer acceptability from the color and position of shapes on the screen. By enabling operators to monitor
larger quantities of data, visual data monitoring makes it possible to proactively address problems
caused by both equipment failures as well as those caused by external forces such as adverse weather
conditions, and adjust payloads and alarms accordingly.

With visual data monitoring, each data parameter is represented as a graphical object in a 3-D grid. The
shape of the object indicates the type of parameter. For example, squares represent analog or numeric
data, triangles represent status or digital data, and diamonds represent ASCII data or derived parameters
(see the “Derived Parameters Permit Instant Analysis of Data” section later in this paper). Color is used
to indicate parameter status – white or green represents nominal data, gray represents old or stale data,
and alarm conditions are indicated with the colors blue, yellow, and red (for advisory, warning, and
critical alarms, respectively). The movement and position of a data object also helps the user to
determine the system or subsystem to which the parameter belongs, as well as the relative severity of the
alarm condition.

When a parameter enters a state of alarm, its data object changes color to blue, yellow, or red and rises
above the base plane of the grid on a tower whose height is proportional to how far the parameter’s
value has deviated from nominal range within the current alarm priority level – the more severe the
alarm, the higher the tower. These heights are normalized to fit between the lower and upper planes of
the grid so that operators can see at a glance which alarm is the most severe and focus their resources
accordingly.

VISUAL DATA MONITORING APPLICATIONS IN SATELLITE OPERATIONS

Visual data monitoring can take as its data source a real-time telemetry stream, a database, or any
combination of the two. In addition, it provides alarm notification via pager and email, and it allows
operators to view displays from home or other remote locations. With this degree of flexibility,
operators are able to monitor data from any number of telemetry sources at the same time – on one
screen, with one operator, with one off-the-shelf software package.

The following is an example of how visual data monitoring can be applied to satellite operations. In this
scenario, multiple displays are used to monitor the entire satellite constellation as well as individual
satellites. Alarm limits can be configured separately for operators and analysts so that two sets of unique
users can use the same application for different tasks. From an operations and optimization perspective,
this eliminates the need to train engineering staff on two separate tools because the same monitoring
system can handle both operational and analysis conditions.



The all-satellite grid contains a grid cell for each satellite in the constellation (see Figure 1). Within each
grid cell is a set of data objects that represent the transponders on that spacecraft. These objects are
derived parameters – parameters that are based on any number of measured and reference values and
represent the overall health and status of that transponder.

Figure 1

If there is a problem with any element of a transponder, the data object representing that transponder
(the transponder object) will go into alarm. The operator can then click on that transponder object to get
more detailed information and determine the cause of the problem (see Figure 2).



Figure 2

In addition to the all-satellite grid, satellite operations companies can use separate single-satellite grids
to represent each satellite in their constellation. Each of these single-satellite grids has one grid cell for
each configured transponder on that satellite (see Figure 3). Within each of these grid cells are any
number of data objects representing the carriers, or customers, within the transponder. These objects are
derived parameters that represent the overall health and status of each carrier.



Figure 3

If there is a problem with any element of a carrier, the data object representing the carrier (the carrier
object) will go into alarm. The operator can then click on that carrier object to view more detailed data
(see Figure 4).



Figure 4

With this application of visual data monitoring, all of the operators view the all-satellite grid on a single,
large wall display. When an alarm appears on the all-satellite grid, the operator responsible for
monitoring the satellite in question can bring up the single-satellite grid for that individual satellite on
his own terminal to further investigate the problem. The operator may choose to review the detailed data
for an individual transponder, or he may investigate how the data for one transponder relates to data for
other transponders on the same spacecraft in order to correlate problems and their causes.

DERIVED PARAMETERS PERMIT INSTANT ANALYSIS OF DATA

Derived parameters allow users to define custom mathematical, boolean, and statistical functions based
on any number of discrete measured or reference data values. Furthermore, users can define alarm limits
for these derived parameters and visually display the results in grids. As mentioned earlier, derived
parameters are used in the all-satellite and single-satellite grids to represent the health and status of
individual transponders and carriers.

In the single-satellite grids, derived parameters perform limit checking on a number of measurements for
individual carriers, including downlink EIRP, frequency error, and center frequency. In addition, they
track the number of times that a carrier is being measured in a given period of time. If any of these
values is out of the defined tolerances, the user is alerted visually with an alarm whose height indicates
the degree of deviation from nominal range. Additionally, the color of the alarm tower indicates which



aspect of the carrier is out of limits. (This use of color is different than the default configuration for
visual data monitoring, in which color represents the priority level of the alarm.)

In the all-satellite grid, derived parameters are used to monitor the health of entire transponders and all
of the carriers within them. Derived parameters can be defined to monitor actual values related to a
transponder itself as well as to check the health of all of the carriers within a transponder. By using
statistical derived functions, users can define alarms to trigger if more than a certain percentage of
carriers within a transponder are out of limits. By using derived parameters in this way, operators can
abstract data several levels, to the point that the health of an entire satellite can be represented with a
single data object. Even with this degree of abstraction, however, the detailed data for a satellite remains
only one click away.

Derived parameters make visual data monitoring extremely scalable; the displays can easily
accommodate new data as operators’ satellite constellations grow in size and complexity.

CONCLUSION

Visual data monitoring has proven itself in the satellite industry as a tool that increases monitoring
efficiency and improves customer service by giving operators easy access to all of the data and alarms
they need to monitor on a single screen. With the ability to track massive quantities of data on a single
display, operators can better monitor trends as they develop and detect potential problems before they
become serious. As constellations continue to grow in size and satellite companies strive to reduce
operational costs, visual data monitoring will become a vital tool in every satellite operator’s arsenal.
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ABSTRACT

TechSat21 is sponsored by the Air Force Research Laboratory Space Vehicles Directorate and the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research1. Its mission is to control a cluster of satellites that, when combined,
create a “virtual satellite” with which to conduct various experiments in sparse aperture sensing and
formation flying. Customers of the TechSat21 database include mission planners and system engineers.
Mission Planners need information that allows them to make high level planning and scheduling
decisions. System Engineers need information to predict satellite sub-system problems and conduct
satellite design and performance trade studies. This paper describes those users and the project database.

KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) is funding significant research into such related
areas as satellite formation flying, distributed computing across satellites, and sparse aperture signal
processing. The Space Vehicles Directorate is leveraging academic institutions, private companies, and
other government research institutions as key research and development contributors to the TechSat21
project. Among these are Texas A&M, Stanford, MIT, University of Washington, Princeton Satellite
Systems, Photon Research Associates, and several others. Each provides elements, high fidelity orbit
propagation or intelligent software agents for example, which are being integrated with the AFOSR
R&D areas to create the TechSat21 “virtual satellite.”

The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) is building a testbed to model, simulate, test, evaluate, and
integrate certain flight components of TechSat21. Specifically, the attitude control system, guidance &
navigation control system, inter-satellite communication, and other sub-systems will be thoroughly
tested on the testbed before those components evolve into flight software. In addition, the testbed must



provide the project with modeling and simulation (M&S) results from payload components,
environmental effects (such as gravity), and satellite cluster control and configuration. The results of all
these activities will be stored into a database that will provide TechSat21 with a stable, robust, reliable,
and repeatable foundation with which to conduct research, design, test, and evaluation of the payloads
and operational stability of the satellite cluster.

TechSat21 DATABASE INTRODUCTION

Data base management systems (DBMS) come in three varieties: relational, object-oriented, and object-
relational. Relational DBMS were dominant in the 80’s when most databases consisted of information
which fit nicely into flat tables, e.g. bank account, point-of-sale, inventory, etc. Relational databases are
excellent for managing and retrieving large amounts of data. With the increasing popularity of the
internet in the late 80’s and early 90’s complex data types, such as images and voice, emerged that also
needed to be stored in databases. Object-Oriented databases are good at managing these large objects
(LOB), however LOB objects did not map well to flat file relational DBMS. In the recent past (late 90’s)
a hybrid object-relational model has been gaining popularity and is increasingly being supported by the
industry. Hybrid object-relational databases blend support for multimedia with relational technology
mapping data into relational tables but are able to index and search on objects.

TechSat21 will need to store, retrieve, display, manipulate, and process binary large objects as well as
traditional flat file relational data. Both the mission software, which consists of the ground station and
flight software, and M&S software packages will need multi-capable databases. The mission software
will be storing satellite state of health and sensor telemetry data. This data set is best suited to the
relational DBMS. Much of the M&S data will also be represented as relational (flat files), however, the
payload data brought down from the satellite via X band, is better represented as an object. That data set
of large objects will be used (processed, displayed, stored) extensively by the simulation software. Due
to this mix of data types a strong case exists for obtaining a hybrid object-relational data base
management system.

The following section outlines DBMS requirements, listing features the DBMS engine should have as
well as specific testbed needs.

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

To meet project requirements the DBMS should have the following qualities and capabilities (note many
of the DBMS requirements were derived from [2] and [3]).
• Scalability

• No limits on concurrent connections or simultaneous queries
• No limits on number and size of tables

• Extensibility
• DBMS not specialized for a particular system configuration (i.e., # of processors)

• Transparency
• DBMS should not be aware of system platform and support multiple operating systems



• Support multi-threading
• Non-preemptive threads (execute until thread gives up CPU control or times out)
• Preemptive threads (interrupted by a scheduler)

• Triggers & rules support (Triggers actions based on a data related event. Rules used to implement
user defined domain constraints)

• Support software
• DBMS administrative software package
• Backup / recovery software support packages
• Development tools

• Both for application and internet
• Local and global record locking levels
• Deadlock detection & resolution (example: program A locks a record that program B needs.

Program B locks a record that program A needs. Results in both processes “hang”)
• Transaction log mirroring (keeps a log of database transactions to reconstruct database in case of

failure)
• Strong object-relational support

• Large OBject (LOB) storage and retrieval
• Heterogeneous data access

• JDBC & ODBC support (to account for a mixed bag of computer systems)
• Business intelligence software support

Figure 1: Information Flow



The databases’ primary mission will be to support the users of the TechSat21 testbed. Because of the
mix of users and data sets, the testbed will be designed for technical support as well as business decision
making support. As depicted in Figure 1, the wide variety of data sets that must be supported include
processed telemetry, results from various simulation runs, resources expended and remaining,
commands and command results, mission plan and schedules, and various other information. Each data
set sink is a potential source for another user.

An expected use of the database, for example, will be data comparison. Data sets, taken at different
times will be compared with other data sets. Payload engineers will access the database to retrieve data
sets to pull into their application specific programs. Another anticipated use will be as a decision support
system for both technical and business users. Built in knowledge bases with rules and facts will serve as
the basis for decision making.

DATABASE SYSTEM USERS

Who are the system users and what do they need from the database to accomplish their job? There are,
in all, several users that have been identified: visitor, mission software, spacecraft systems, military
analysts, researchers, engineers, testbed developers, and testbed operators. Each user plays a different
role within the testbed, and each user has different needs from the database. Some users, visitors for
example, need information from the system in high level formats. As a group they take information from
the system and do not contribute added value information to the database. Other users do contribute
added knowledge. A user who takes processed telemetry data, constructs a simulation, and converts that
simulation into satellite commands adds value to the system by storing commands and simulation results
in a command database. Information added to the database becomes available to all customers to use for
reference, comparison testing, and model improvement.

We have identified two testbed users who have a direct need for information contained within the
database and add valuable information to the database. The first of these users is the mission planner and
the second is the system engineer.

MISSION PLANNER

We define the mission planner as one who plans what, when, if, and finally how something is to be done
concerning the mission. The mission planner is someone (or a group) that has overall responsibility for
the success of the mission and the state of health of the satellite.

As shown in Figure 2, the mission planner concerns himself/herself with managing resources (fuel,
power, etc.), managing the satellite payload and cluster (optimal configuration, cost of re-configuration),
establishing success/failure criteria, target identification and priority, and generating commands to be
up-linked to the satellite. To accomplish these responsibilities the mission planner needs information
such as amount of resources expended, satellites available, individual satellite state of health, cluster
state of health, M&S results, and mission plans, schedules, and goals. Also depicted in Figure 2 are the
outputs expected from the mission planner such as satellite commands, plans and schedules, and mission
success/failure metrics.



Figure 2: Mission Planner Roles & Responsibilities

SYSTEM ENGINEER

The second user identified is the system engineer (Figure 3). The system engineer is defined as one who
operates the testbed system that includes: M&S controller, 3D satellite visualizer, orbit determination
software, payload control, flight software, and the telemetry system. He/she performs data analysis,
anomaly resolution, command generation, and satellite health and status checks.

The system engineer is concerned with maintaining the satellite systems that support the mission. He/she
has overall responsibility for M&S (payload, satellite), determining and maintaining orbits, maintaining
the flight software, and processing and displaying telemetry data (ground station). To accomplish these
responsibilities the system engineer needs information concerning orbit propagation, M&S data
(payload, satellite, cluster), and historical data (telemetry, M&S) to base decisions on. Added value
information includes such data as satellite commands and cluster simulation results.



Figure 3: System Engineer Roles & Responsibilities

As evidenced by the preceding figures, a common thread which both power users of the testbed will
need is a central data warehouse in which will be stored both current and historical data. Actual
telemetry data (down-linked) as well as theoretical data (M&S) will be used by both users to base
decisions on and generate commands to control the satellite cluster.

TELEMETRY USERS

One of the tasks of the system engineer is to process and display telemetry data. This task will fall
within the domain of the telemetry engineer who will hold those specific responsibilities. As seen in
Figure 4, however, the telemetry engineer will do more than process and display data. He/she is also
responsible for generating commands sent to the satellite and for replaying data for various users.

From a database point of view, how the telemetry engineer processes, displays, replays, and generates
satellite commands is not the primary concern. From a database point of view, what data is stored in the
database, the format, the size, etc. are primary. The database is responsible for insuring that the data is
available for use, and in the proper format, for all customers.



Figure 4: Telemetry Data Model

Figure 4 is a corporate data model that shows processed data and commands being stored in the
database. Using these elements the database will be able to re-construct prior operations to play back
through the system for users. This may become a valuable tool for various users to use. Time stepping
through the data, injecting commands where applicable, the user will be able to see how the satellite
reacted to various commands. Building on this feature, it’s possible the user may be able to send
recorded data through the M&S tool to simulate other commands to test satellite reaction. Figure 5,
below, shows specifics on the data expected, and needed, to be collected by the telemetry engineer.

The top portion of the Figure 5 shows specific telemetry parameters the database needs from the
telemetry engineer. Included are the operation number (candidate to be the primary key), ID, satellite
number, minimum and maximum values, and value, among others.

The middle view identifies specific parameters which the replay or re-construction needs to meet its
objective. Included in this view are the operation number, operation date, and number of seconds to
replay.



Figure 5: User Views

The bottom portion of Figure 5 is the command view. Its parameters consist of the operation number,
command ID, the command itself (text), facts and rules, limits, and other parameters. It’s expected that
this view will be implemented using some form of artificial intelligence, possibly an expert system
combined with software agents or fuzzy logic, to produce the commands sent to the satellite. These
commands will be used to correct a problem or perform a “safe mode” type of operation on the satellite
in case of unexpected problems with the satellite and/or cluster.

When combined, each of the three views depicted in Figure 5, Telemetry Data, Replay, and Command,
can be used to meet user expectations consisting of display, playback, and modeling and simulation of
satellite commands.



CONCLUSION

The two primary “power customers” of the TechSat21 database have a need to extract disparate
information from raw telemetry data and use this to create models and simulations to conduct research,
design, test, and evaluation of a “virtual satellite” cluster. Placing the database in the information
crossroads eases the creation of a repository to meet this goal. Adding COTS decision making products
from the database manufacturer, as well as other established techniques, allows the testbed users to
exploit the data turning it into usable information. This derived information will enhance their ability to
make well informed, factual decisions.
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PROPULSIVE SMALL EXPENDABLE DEPLOYER SYSTEM
(PROSEDS) MISSION AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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ABSTRACT

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in
Huntsville, Alabama will launch the Propulsive Small Expendable Deployer System (ProSEDS) space
experiment in late 2000.  ProSEDS will demonstrate the use of an electrodynamic tether propulsion
system and will utilize a conducting wire tether to generate limited spacecraft power.
This paper will provide an overview of the ProSEDS mission and will discuss the design, and test of the
spacecraft telemetry system.   The ProSEDS telemetry subsystem employs a combination of
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware and launch vehicle telemetry system components to
minimize costs as well as power consumption.  Several measures were used to aid the conservation of
spacecraft power resources. First, the transmitter was modified to limit input power consumption to less
that 20 watts while providing approximately two watts Radio Frequency (RF) output power.  Secondly,
the ProSEDS on board Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver is being used to control input power to
the transmitter in order to limit the telemetry operations to occasions when the spacecraft is in proximity
to preprogrammed ground station locations.

KEY WORDS

Propulsive Small Expendable Deployer System, electrodynamic tether propulsion, ProSEDS telemetry
subsystem, GPS aided transmitter control

INTRODUCTION

Experiments with low earth orbiting masses connected by tethering mechanisms have been conducted
since the 1960’s.  From the early 1990’s, NASA’s MSFC has led the development of propulsion systems
aimed at reducing the cost of space transportation from $10,000 per pound to a few hundred dollars per
pound.  One innovative technology that is currently being pursued by MSFC’s Advanced Space
Transportation program is Tether propulsion.  The ProSEDS experiment will demonstrate potential
launch system cost savings by flight testing a spacecraft propulsion system that does not require on-
board propellants to be carried and stored in order to accomplish orbit changes.  ProSEDS, currently
slated to be launched later this year, will utilize an electrodynamic tether to lower the rocket stage that



delivers it to orbit.   Figure 1
illustrates the concept of using a
conducting tether to accomplish
electrodynamic propulsion.
Essentially, a tether propulsion
system functions by extracting the
energy available in the surrounding
environment and converting it to a
propulsive force.  The technique
makes use of the age old magnetic
“like poles repel, opposite poles
attract” principle.  When ProSEDS is
in orbit, it will unwind a 15-km
tether.  The last 5-km of the tether
will primarily be bare conducting
wire.    As the conducting wire slices
through the Earth’s magnetic field in
the presence of the low density
plasma present in the ProSEDS orbit
environment, it will collect electrons
and begin to generate an electric
current.  As current begins to flow, a
local magnetic field around the
tether will be generated and will
begin to “push” against the stronger
magnetic field of the Earth.  When
the tether is oriented in the proper
direction, this pushing action will
force the spent rocket stage, because
of its mechanical linkage to the
ProSEDS tether, to a lower orbit.

Studies accomplished to date predict that the rocket stage, to which ProSEDS is attached, will continue
to decay at a rate of over 300 meters per orbit thereby reducing reentry time from months to days.

Critical to the success of the ProSEDS mission is, of course, telemetry.  Current project requirements do
not dictate the need for spacecraft science, health, and status data to be analyzed real-time.  Instead, a
store and forward method will be used to deliver data to the end user.  Data post processing activities
will focus on correlating plasma environment measurements with GPS position data and tether
propulsion force and orbital decay rate predictions.   In the remainder of this paper, a more detailed
overview of the ProSEDS mission will be given along with a more detailed description of the ProSEDS
telemetry subsystem.  Included in the discussion will be a summary of telemetry system testing that has
been accomplished at both MSFC and the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in support of the
ProSEDS project.

Figure 1.  ProSEDS demonstrates Electrodynamic Propulsion



MISSION OVERVIEW

In December of this year, ProSEDS will be launched from the eastern test range of Cape Canaveral on a
Boeing Delta II rocket as a secondary payload to a United States Air force (USAF) GPS constellation
replenishment mission.   The ProSEDS experiment hardware, which will be mounted to the Delta II
second stage guidance section, is comprised of 7 main elements.  These are the deployer assembly,
tether assembly, electrical control and data management subsystem, GPS receiving subsystem, telemetry
transmitter, endmass, and science support instrumentation.

T=0
Delta-II Launch

T=+ 74 to +106 min.
400 km orbit achieved
ProSEDS energized &
Deployer transmitter
turned on

T=+114 min.
Endmass kicked
off, endmass GPS
and transmitter
turned on

T=+114 to +187 min.
Tether deploys, both
transmitters return
status data

T=+187 min.
Experiment
operations
begin

T=+1 day to T+21 days or until reentry
ProSEDS continues to collect and transmit data

Endmass

Endmass

Delta-II
2nd stage

Figure 2.  ProSEDS on-orbit operations description.

Illustrated in Figure 2, is the fundamental ProSEDS mission sequence of events.  After primary payload
separation, the Delta II second stage will perform a series of propellant depletion burns which will place
ProSEDS into a 400 km circular orbit inclined at 36 degrees.  At approximately two hours, Mission
Elapsed Time (MET), the Delta II sequencer will send the appropriate signals to release spring loaded
clamps holding the endmass.   Once ejected, the 20-kg endmass will travel upwards and oriented away
from the earth.  As the endmass departs the Delta second stage, its initial separation velocity of
approximately 2.5 meters per second along with the aid of gravity gradient forces will cause the 15-km
tether to be pulled from the tether storage container.  A 10-km non-conductive segment of tether
composed of flat-braided Spectra 2000 fiber will unwind first from the tether spool followed by 5 km
of conducting tether.  The conductive tether segment consists of seven strands of #28 American Wire
Gauge (AWG) aluminum twisted around a Kevlar core.



 ProSEDS experiment operations essentially begin with the separation of the endmass.  When this occurs,
independent telemetry and GPS systems on both the ProSEDS deployer and endmass will be active.
Transmitted telemetry data from the tether deployer, attached to the Delta II second stage, and the
departing endmass will include health and status telemetry as well as position updates.

 Upon completion of tether deployment, additional science instruments will come on line and begin to
take measurements of the plasma environment and facilitate the start of current generation in the
conducting tether.   Referring to Figure 3, current flow in the conducting tether, and finally, system
electrodynamic propulsion is accomplished as follows.
 
As the tether cuts across the earth’s magnetic field, a
voltage is induced across the conducting wire in
proportion to the length of the wire, Delta II velocity and
geomagnetic field strength (~35 to 160 V/km).
Electrons, attracted to the positively biased far end of the
wire, begin to flow down the aluminum conducting
strands in relation to the induced voltage and tether wire
resistance.  Current flow down the tether during the
mission is expected to average ~1.4 amps.  The circuit
path is completed when the Hollow Cathode Plasma
Contactor (HCPC) begins to eject electrons.  The HCPC
closes the tether current collection circuit through the
Earth’s ionosphere by producing and ejecting xenon ions
into a region near the Delta II second stage.  Finally, as
the geomagnetic field interacts with the magnetic field
set up around the wire, drag forces will be exerted along
the length of the conducting tether in proportion to the
tether current and geomagnetic field strength extant
along the length of the wire.  The drag force experienced
by the conducting tether will be mechanically transferred
to the Delta II stage.  ProSEDS project scientists predict
that the propulsive force induced by the conducting
tether will result in a 5 km per day decrease in the Delta
II second stage altitude and anticipate that stage reentry
will occur in less than 21 days MET.

Along with demonstrating significant, measurable, electrodynamic tether thrust in space, other ProSEDS
experiment objectives include evaluating the current collection performance of the bare electrodynamic
tether under varied ionospheric conditions in order to determine its scalability to future applications.
Also, the regulation, storage, and use of tether generated electrical power by using a secondary battery
for experiment power and maintaining battery charge via tether current will be demonstrated.

Figure 3.  Tether electrodynamics simplified
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TELEMETRY SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The ProSEDS mission telemetry system is comprised of two completely independent telemetry
subsystems.  Each subsystem is controlled by and fed data from independent on-board computers.  One
of the telemetry subsystems is an element of the tether deployer system while the other subsystem is an
element of the endmass data system. The two telemetry systems are similar to the extent that each
operates at S-Band (on different frequencies), utilizes a Pulse Code Modulation Frequency Modulation
(PCMFM) transmission scheme, and employ COTS transmitters built by Southern California
Microwave (SCM).  Each telemetry subsystem, however, was designed and built by different
engineering teams.  Staff engineers at MSFC designed the deployer telemetry subsystem, while the
endmass system was designed and built by a team from the University of Michigan.  Due to the space
limitations of this paper, the endmass telemetry subsystem will not be discussed further in detail except
to say that the primary purpose of the endmass telemetry subsystem is to facilitate the return of endmass
GPS position and magnetometer data to aid the study of tether dynamics.

The MSFC design team for the ProSEDS deployer telemetry subsystem was required to meet five basic
requirements.  The subsystem requirements were:

1) To support a low data rate transmission of 19.2 Kbps during tether deployment;
2) To deliver a higher 115.2 Kbps transfer rate during primary mission operations;
3) To have less than a one in 105 Bit Error Rate (BER);
4) To achieve a 3 dB margin for all ground station links;
5) To not consume more than 20 watts of DC input power.

A block diagram of the resultant deployer telemetry subsystem is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4.  ProSEDS deployer telemetry subsystem design.
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Four other implicit requirements, constant to most satellite missions of course, were that the system
needed to be completely reliable, cost zero dollars, weigh nothing, and occupy no volume in space.

The requirements for zero cost, weight, and volume are, of course, facetious; however MSFC engineers
did attempt to minimize as much as possible most of the negative factors.  The approach taken to
achieve all of the objectives, especially cost, was to use commercially available components with
reasonable flight heritage in conjunction with existing flight system hardware.

With link analysis studies indicating that most of the primary requirements could be met with a simple
PCMFM transmitter supplying two watts or more of RF output power, a COTS transmitter from SCM
was selected and purchased for the program.  Cost and reliability concerns were again addressed in
selecting the simpler AC coupled transmitter version.  An AC coupled transmitter was also an attractive
choice because ProSEDS experiment and data system engineers had selected a data formatting scheme
which precluded the occurrence of one or zero strings that could contribute significantly to a DC offset
bias.  Later testing also showed conclusively that the AC coupled transmitter using simulated worst case
data did not create a notable difference in Eb/No performance relative to an identical SCM DC coupled
transmitter.  Two modifications, however, were required of the standard SCM COTS transmitter.  Input
power circuitry was modified in order to meet the twenty watt input power consumption limit while
supplying nearly two watts of RF output power; and also, internal cadmium standoffs needed to be
replaced in order to meet safety and environmental out-gassing restrictions.  The transmitter was also
selected to have a RS422 interface for ease of integration with the deployer data system.  Both the
deployer transmitter and endmass transmitter were optimized in terms of the recommended pre-
modulation filter cutoff bandwidth and peak deviation settings for digital PCMFM transmitters.  Each
was set to a three-dB premodulation filter bandwidth of 80.6 kHz and peak deviation of 40.3 kHz.

One other significant way in which MSFC engineers were able to reduce program costs as well as to
reduce the weight, space, and parts count liabilities was to investigate and implement a simple method
for making use of telemetry system components already on board the Delta II second stage.  Since the
Delta II telemetry system would no longer be needed after the delivery to orbit and separation of the
primary payload, MSFC engineers requested that a four port hybrid coupler be substituted for the three
port coupler normally in place for Delta II launch vehicle telemetry systems.   Substituting couplers
allowed the deployer telemetry system to make use of the Delta II antenna system upon completion of
the Delta II primary mission objectives.  The Delta II telemetry antenna system is comprised of a pair of
flush mounted, diametrically opposed S-Band, linear, cavity backed slotted resonators.  Each antenna
provides hemispherical coverage for the Delta second stage.

Referring again to Figures 2 and 4, the ProSEDS deployer telemetry system operates as follows.  Shortly
after Delta stage three separation, the Delta II sequencer will enable deployer system electronics to be
powered up by sending the appropriately timed commands to close the two indicated relay switches.
Approximately ten minutes later (83 minutes MET) the deployer On Board Computer (OBC) will enable
the telemetry transmitter to begin sending health, status, and GPS position updates.  The endmass
telemetry system will become activated and begin transmitting after endmass separation (114 minutes
MET).

During the tether deployment phase of the ProSEDS mission, the deployer telemetry system will
transmit data continuously at the 19.2 Kbps rate.  At the end of tether deployment the OBC will



reinitialize the data system to an operational mode format and begin sending data to the transmitter at
the 115.2 Kbps rate.  From the beginning of tether deployment through the first seven orbits following
deployment, the transmitter will remain on and will send return link telemetry.  However, at around
fourteen hours MET, the OBC will transition to a secondary battery for instrument power.  After the
transition to secondary battery power, the OBC will begin using GPS position updates to control the
operation of the transmitter in an effort to conserve battery power.   The endmass data system will use a
similar method for transmitter control, but will begin transmitter cycling after about the fourth orbit
following endmass separation.  The deployer OBC controls transmitter operation through the use of a
control transistor on the input power feed to the transmitter as depicted in Figure 4.

The decision to turn on or off the transmitter is based on the GPS position data delivered to the OBC
from the deployer GPS receiving system.  The OBC compares the current position information with a
lookup table of latitude and longitude values that describe an “acquisition” box around each of the
ground stations contracted for ProSEDS mission support.  When the OBC determines that ProSEDS is
within line of sight to a ground station at about five degrees off the ground station view horizon, the
transmitter will be turned on.  Likewise, when the OBC determines that the spacecraft has passed out of
ground station visibility, the transmitter will be turned off.  This transmitter cycling mode of operation
will continue until either ProSEDS reenters the atmosphere and is destroyed or until the OBC has
determined that the MET has exceeded twenty-one days.  After twenty-one days of operation, the OBC
mission software in both the deployer and endmass is programmed to shut down the telemetry
transmitter to comply with NTIA licensing requirements.

DEPLOYER TRANSMITTER TEST SUMMARY

Performance tests of the deployer transmitter were conducted at both MSFC and GSFC in Greenbelt,
Maryland.  Testing at MSFC was done mainly to ensure compliance with the as ordered specifications.
Output RF power, input power consumption, signal spectrum quality, peak deviation, etc., were
examined and found to be well within specification.  However, a more important set of tests was
conducted at GSFC in order to ensure compatibility of the deployer transmitting equipment and signal
with the various supporting ground station receiving equipment.

The ground stations contracted to support the ProSEDS mission include the Wallops Island tracking
facility in Virginia, Santiago tracking station in Chile, Madrid tracking station in Spain, Goldstone
tracking station in California, Canberra tracking station in Australia, the Air Force Satellite Control
Network (AFSCN) Remote Tracking Station (RTS) in Guam, and the AFSCN RTS in Hawaii.  The
listed ground stations were selected primarily on the basis of their location relative to ProSEDS orbit
ground track and the ProSEDS program requirement to have at least a once per day telemetry downlink
opportunity.

During testing at GSFC, The deployer transmitter was evaluated for compatibility with each of the
ground station receiving equipment configurations that will be setup to support the ProSEDS mission.
Table 1 attempts to show some of the essential configuration setups that were tested and the results
obtained in terms of Eb/No performance at a 10-5 Bit Error Probability (BEP).  It is important to note that
the test result data reflected in the table are values calculated by GSFC test engineers based on estimated
or calculated test setup gains, losses, and receiving equipment bandwidth parameters.  In other words,



the tabulated Eb/No values were not calculated directly from C/No measurements taken at the receiver
intermediate frequency (IF) port during testing.

Tracking Station Configurations [Eb/No]dB for 10-5 BEP

Ground Stations
Receiver
(IF BW)

Bit Sync
model

19.2 Kbps
PRN data

115.2 Kbps
PRN / WCD

Wallops Island, VA

Santiago, Chile

SA930
(350 kHz)

MFR
(300 kHz)

7715

7715

19.8

19.8

16.2 / 16.6

17.0 / *

Madrid, Spain
Goldstone, California
Canberra, Australia

MFR
(300 kHz)

TCP
335

20.2
20.6

17.2 / **
17.2 / *

Guam
Hawaii

1200
MRC

(1 MHz)
7715 20.1 18.4 / 18.8

*    bit sync locked to data stream but BER measurement not taken.
**  bit sync would not lock to data stream

Table 1.  ProSEDS deployer compatibility test result summary.

All configurations reflected in Table 1 used a common receive system front end.  In other words, the
deployer transmitter was connected to laboratory measurement equipment and to a unique ground
station receiver/demodulator and bit sync configuration through a common setup of cables, connectors,
attenuators, Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), down-converter, couplers, and power splitters.

In the listed configurations, the SA930 is a Scientific Atlanta model 930 receiver and the 7715 is the
Data Systems Incorporated (DSI) model 7715 bit synchronizer.  The MFR is the standard NASA
Ground Network (GN) Multi-Function Receiver and the TCP is a Telemetry Command Processor unit
built by Avtec Systems.  The TCP is replacing some of the older demodulation and bit synchronizer
equipment like the Aydin Monitor model 335 at Deep Space Network (DSN) tracking stations.  The
TCP will allow DSN sites to become more fully automated.

Several notable results can be obtained from Table 1.  First, not a great deal of performance variance
was observed between any of the ground station setups for either data rate tested. However, at the 19.2
Kbps rate, overall Eb/No performance degraded by approximately three dB.  Secondly, no significant
performance degradation was observed when Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) test data was used as the
modulation source compared to a modulation sources comprised of simulated worst case data (WCD).



The deployer WCD is a data stream that may be composed of 90% zeros and 10% ones or 90% ones and
10% zeros in a maximum length of 10 bits.  Finally, only one compatibility problem was observed.
When the WCD was used, only the TCP bit synchronizer was unable to lock to the data.  This is an issue
that will need to be examined further and resolved prior to flight.

CONCLUSIONS

ProSEDS is well poised to become the first space flight experiment to demonstrate significant,
measurable, electrodynamic tether thrust in space.  Tether propulsion technology has numerous future
mission applications.  For example, tether propulsion may be used to provide satellite deorbit capability
to mitigate orbital debris issues.  Also, it estimated that the International Space Station could potentially
save over one billion dollars a year by using a tether system to provide propellantless reboost capability.
Orbit transfer vehicles could make similar use of a tether propulsion system.  Finally, long duration
space flights, a Jovian mission for example, could use tethers for both propulsion and power generation.

By combining low cost COTS hardware with the existing Delta II telemetry system, MSFC engineers
were able to meet power, weight, and mission requirements while achieving a reliable, inexpensive,
telemetry system design.
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ABSTRACT

Flexible data multiplexing that supports both low-speed (4 Mbps) to very high-speed output devices
(networks and recording systems up to 480 Mbps), along with data network formatting, can greatly
enhance the results of range upgrading.
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INTRODUCTION

The FMV, or the Swedish Defense Materiel Administration, is an authority directly subordinate to the
Swedish Ministry of Defense. The FMV, predominately in support of the Swedish Armed Forces,
defines, develops, procures, and delivers the materiel systems of the Swedish Armed Forces. It is also
responsible for in-service support and phase-out. FMV tests the systems—from preliminary studies to
delivery and thereafter. They have installations in Stockholm, Arboga, Karlsborg, Linköping, and
Vidsel.

The Vidsel Test Range is Western Europe's largest land testing ground for firing practice and for testing
airborne and land-based missile systems. The test range is located in Lapland on a well monitored
restricted site with hilly terrain that measures 70x35 km, which translates into 1650 square kilometers or



637 square miles. Its infrastructure is good, and its airfield has a 2300-metres runway that can accept
aircraft corresponding in size to the C130 Hercules.

The test range includes a number of different target systems for testing airborne weapon systems against
ground targets, as well as antitank missile systems against ground targets. Target missile systems and
towed targets are provided for testing air-to-air and air-to-ground missile systems and automatic cannon
firing systems.  The infrastructure supports a wide array of testing.  This infrastructure includes
telemetry, tracking radar, Doppler radar, high-speed cameras, theodolites, photographic laboratories, and
a robust communications network. The test range, as can be imagined, is excellent for low-temperature
testing during winter months.

The remote and central test centers of Sweden’s Vidsel Test Range have an increasing data storage
requirement. The need existed to replace the aging analog solution and to provide increased bandwidth,
increased recording time, improved speed for formatting data, and the ability to link data to the
customer's unique processing environment.

The level of testing required today at the Vidsel Test Range has expanded from the simpler requirements
of the last decade to the demands of newer generations of hardware.  Both monitoring and recording
requirements have progressed from the expensive 2 Mbps recording systems to systems that can handle
200+ Mbps operations. The new solution must also: a) fit the requirement of the “newer, faster, cheaper”
call of Research, Development, Testing, and Engineering (RDT&E) markets, b) maximize the use of
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products for the best “bang per buck,” c) be scalable so as to support
both very low-speed and very high-speed recording systems, and d) support a data product that is easily
readable by computer subsystems.

Veridian System's IMUX was chosen to meet FMV's requirements.  As a fairly new product
(approximately 200 systems have been shipped to date), it easily supports the “newer, faster, cheaper”
requirement; furthermore, the system has in excess of 99% of the COTS components required to meet
the COTS benchmark.  For scalability at the data recorder, both high-speed, proprietary, emitter-
coupled-logic (ECL) interfaces are supported as well as standard Ultra-SCSI interfaces. For scalability at
the computer, network connections from 10 Mbps Ethernet to 1 Gbps Fibre Channel are supported with
documented data structures.

At the highest level, the optimized data flow would look something like the diagram shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: System Block Diagram



The role of near-term storage is to act as the first-line storage system for high data rate input.  For
Vidsel, that would be 200 Mbps.  Once data is stored there, it is transferred to either the computer data
center or to long-term storage.  All of these functions will be discussed later in the paper.

MISSION SCENARIO

At Vidsel, the typical mission scenario involving the greatest number of input streams is depicted in Figure 2.
Here, multiple antenna systems pickup the signal from a projectile and route the data back to the data
center.  The logical reasons for using multiple antenna systems are: 1) cost savings on the hardware and
personnel requirements needed to man remote sites and 2) the overlapping coverage of several areas,
which means that the 100% acquisition level of all signals has a higher probability of occurring.

As the data is picked up from the multiple zones, it is input into the data multiplexer and processed.

DATA MULTIPLEXER

The data multiplexer’s real-time role is to:

• input an array of signal types (PCM, analog, and discretes)
• time-tag data to resolutions of 1 millisecond to 1 microsecond
• store data using low-cost COTS small computer system interface (SCSI) devices
• format data so that it can be fed to a computer for additional processing

In the playback role, the multiplexer supports the ability: a) to move data from the near-term storage
equipment to the long-term/archiving storage and to the computer and b) to reproduce data in its original
native format.

Figure 2: Sample Mission Scenario



STORAGE

Storage requirements pose a difficult trade-off.  For support in any locale, computer peripherals provide
the most easily supportable media for the lowest cost.  However, higher-cost proprietary interfaces often
provide the highest bandwidth.  The trade-off was to use two approaches, both were low-cost computer
industry approaches and both were controlled by the data multiplexer.

Near-Term Storage

To provide the highest bandwidth for the initial capture of incoming data, a redundant array of
inexpensive disks (RAID) was chosen.  The 90 GB RAID (small by today’s capabilities) uses an array
of 18 GB disks, in a rack-mountable enclosure supporting RAID levels 0, 1, and 5.  An operating
system-independent (OS-independent) RAID was chosen so that the data multiplexer's central
processing unit (CPU) would not be impacted and also to minimize integration risk.  As an OS-
independent solution, the RAID looks to the system as a large SCSI disk but, obviously, with a much
higher bandwidth due to the “stripping” action of distributing data across multiple disk drives.  For the
interface, the choices were copper or fiber.  Since the disk drives offering direct Fibre Channel interfaces
are expensive and because most RAIDs today offer fiber interfaces with “fiber to SCSI adapters,” direct
fiber was seen as not necessary and not cost effective. (Note: If EMI/EMC issues were important, fiber
to the RAID would have been a higher priority.)

In the mission scenario, data is stored to the near-term location first.  From here it can be transferred to a
workstation for analysis, and for long-term support, it can be transferred to the long-term storage media
for archiving.  Transfer actions to the archive are “bulk” in nature while the data transfer to the
workstation can be done by session, stream, and/or time slice components.

Long-term Storage

The Quantum DLT-7000 was chosen for long-term storage for several reasons.  First, it is a relatively
high-speed tape device.  Second, it is widely supported in the global market.  Third, Quantum has a long
history of support and improvements in DLT technology (DLT-4000, 7000, and now 8000).  Finally, it
is a very robust system used by many data acquisition systems in real-time modes of operation.

The DLT-7000 provides 35 GB native capacity and 70 GB compressed capacity.  The compact media
(roughly 4” x 4” x 1”) is inexpensive (relatively speaking), stores well (in excess of 20-year storage
life), and is supported by many vendors and just about all operating systems. (See Figure 3.)



COMPUTER DATA CONNECTIONS

To get the data from the RAID and/or DLT-7000 to the workstation at 160 Mbps, three approaches were
considered: SCSI, Ethernet, and Fibre Channel.

SCSI was rejected due to the duel-master implications (part of the SCSI specification but not supported
by any of the major manufacturers).  Ethernet was considered to be the best solution, but since 100
Mbps Ethernet lacks the bandwidth to get close to the incoming rates, it was rejected.  Standard 1 Gbps

Figure 3: System Components: IMUX and Near- and Long-term Archiving

Ethernet is not widely available yet, and ATM protocols were not necessary, as the connections were
“point-to-point." For this reason, it was decided to use a generic 1 Gbps Fibre Channel interface.

To support Fibre Channel in the IMUX and the personal computer (PC), minor system integration was
used to support the PCI card in the PC. Additional integration was required for the PMC module that
connects to the IMUX SBC. See Figure 4 below. (The IMUX runs pSOS, a real-time kernel that
required the addition of COTS Fibre Channel support.)



Figure 4: System Components with Fibre Channel

The vendor's requirement for Fibre Channel was to find a vendor with both a PCI-based interface (for
use in the workstation) as well as a PMC-based interface, which would reside in the IMUX system (see
the IMUX section for details).  For this, the vendor Fibre Gear was chosen since both vendors: a) met
the baseline requirements of PCI and PMC modules, b) have the NT drivers and embedded applications
development software necessary for easy development and integration, and c) have successfully been
integrated with the SBC in use within the IMUX.

IMUX OVERVIEW

At the center of the data collecting and multiplexing requirement is a standard Veridian Systems IMUX
with an enhanced CPU.  The IMUX is a dual-bus system with a wide array of input and output signal
types, all based on a 6U VME hardware “footprint.”  For this customer's project, only analog, PCM, and
discrete signals support was immediately needed; however, to anticipate for future needs, the standard
product was required to support other signals such as MIL-STD-1553 and ARINC-429 (see Figure 5).

For Sweden's data acquisition project, the PCM/analog/discrete data flow would come in through the
Quadraplex modules, go through the GME bus, and be routed through the Bridge/CPU combination to
the SCSI bus.  The requirement was for 200 Mbps support of incoming data, so the standard 50-60 Mbps
capable CPU (a Motorola 68K series) used in IMUX was upgraded. The single-board computer (SBC)
chosen was the Synergy VGMd unit, a 466 MHz PowerPC chip unit.  Features of the SBC include two
PMC sites, a PCI expansion connector, up to 128 MB of RAM, up to 9 MB flash-memory, auto-sensing
10/100Base-TX Ethernet, two serial ports, and SCSI.

A feature unique to the IMUX is data mapping (see Figure 5). The IMUX system has the ability to
reproduce raw data in its native format; therefore, the system does not need one reproduce module per
record module.  Instead, the IMUX firmware allows a mapping of a large quantity of input channels to a
lesser quantity of output (or reproduce) channels.



Figure 5: IMUX Block Diagram

FIBRE CHANNEL

One of the PMC sites had installed a 1 Gbps Fibre Channel card. Fibre Channel is a 1 gigabit per second
data transfer interface technology that maps several common transport protocols including Internet
Protocols IP and SCSI allowing it to merge high-speed I/O and networking functionality into a single
connectivity technology. Fibre Channel is an open technology as defined by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) and Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) standards and operates over copper
and fiber optic cabling at distances of up to 10 kilometers. It is unique in its support of multiple inter-
operable topologies including point-to-point, arbitrated-loop, and switching. It offers several qualities of
service for network optimization. With its large packet sizes, Fibre Channel is ideal for storage, video,
graphic, and mass data transfer applications. While Fibre Channel supports three classes, in this
application, it is installed as a Class 1 dedicated point-to-point connection.



Mission Operation

Figure 6 shows the high level data flow with all of it’s possible simultaneous data paths.  In the Videl
Test Range application, the data flow is a three-step process. In the first step, data is acquired and stored
onto the near-term RAID system as the Unit Under Test (UUT) moves through the coverage zones.
Once it is stored, data is transferred to the DLT-7000 tape system for long-term archiving.  The third
step transfers either pieces of data or the entire session of data to the PC..

Figure 6: All Possible Data Paths

Let’s review each of the steps more closely.

In the first step, data is accepted through the Data Multiplexing system and is stored in the near-term
storage unit, which is the RAID system (note that the data arrows shown in Figure 7 are bi-directional).

Figure 7: Step 1 – High Rate Data Storage



While the data could have been directly input into the long-term storage, the input data rates of 200
Mbps are above what the DLT-7000 can ingest.

In the second step as shown in Figure 8, the data is transferred to long-term storage for protection.

Figure 8: Step 2 – Data Transfer to Storage

Note that while the data does not go through the Data Multiplexer (it is a SCSI to SCSI transfer), the
IMUX monitors, directs, and controls the data and has the ability to select the data set to be transferred
by session number, by channel stream number, and by time slice (or any combination thereof).

In step 3 as depicted in Figure 9, after data is archived, it is transferred to the PC for user application
processing and analysis.

Figure 9: Step 3 – Data Transfer to Workstation



This data path takes advantage of the ultra-wide SCSI and the 1 Gbps Fibre Channel – the customer
requirement is for 160 Mbps transfer.  As in the long-term storage shown in the Figure 9, the IMUX has
the ability to select the data set to be transferred, which is selectable by session number, by channel
number, and by time slice (or any combination thereof).

It is important to note that in the previous scenarios, operating simultaneously, it is possible to put data
to near- and long-term storage and to the workstations.  However, a trade-off in throughput via the SBC
and VME bus impacts systemic operations.

While the above steps present a simplistic view of the data flow, it is of note that it provides a wide
bandwidth of access and a baseline system, which can be accommodated to fit future needs.

PC AND THE FIBRE CHANNEL

Transferring data at 160 Mbps from the IMUX to the PC was easily accomplished by locating a vendor
of Fibre Channel gear with hardware and software for both the PC (via its PCI bus) and the IMUX (via
its PCI Mezzanine Card or PMC).  By choosing a vendor with cards for each of these interfaces, the risk
was minimized.  Standard drivers for NT were supplied with the hardware, while a development
software kit was supplied for system integration of the PMC card.

NT SOFTWARE

The IMUX Control Panel software is tasked with being able to act as a remote control device while also
being able to transfer data from the IMUX Storage System to the workstation. Also, part of the delivery
is the documentation on the construction of the data messages/blocks. This is provided as a standard part
of the IMUX system.  These computer-readable formats easily support the Vidsel requirements.  For
quick-look and other analysis requirements and for processing Fibre Channel data, MATLAB is used.
From there, data is then put on a CD or DVD for their customers in an Internet browser-accessible
format.  Also, standardized software from Veridian Systems is already available to support database
management, parameter calibrations, alarm processing, and display environments to meet most user
demands.

SUMMARY

In the past, high bandwidth recording was limited to high-cost proprietary devices.  System integration
with high-speed RAID devices, fiber optic data paths, and ultra-wide SCSI provide a low-cost approach
to providing similar bandwidths at less cost.  The IMUX, as the heart of the system, is configurable with
up to sixty (60) channels of input and output, complete with multiple levels of throughput processing.  In
addition to the recording functionality of the IMUX, decommutation, network data distribution, and
multiple redundant record processes provide a broad base of configurable system.
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ABSTRACT

One of the beauties of mathematics is its ability to demonstrate the relationship between apparently
unrelated subjects.  And this is not only an aesthetic attribute.  The insight obtained by seeing relations
where they are not obvious often leads to elegant solutions to difficult problems. This paper will
demonstrate a mathematical relation between telemetry and juggling.  Any given pulse code modulation
(PCM) format can be mapped onto a juggling pattern.  The Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)
106 Class I PCM formats are a subset of all juggling patterns while the Class II PCM formats are
equivalent to the set of all juggling patterns (within some mathematically precise definitions).  There are
actually quite a few mathematical results regarding juggling patterns.  This paper will also discuss how
these topics relate to tessellations, bin packing, PCM format design, and dynamic spectrum allocation.
One of the shortcomings of human nature is the tendency to get caught up in a particular topic or
viewpoint.  This is true of the telemetry community as well.  It is hoped that this paper will increase the
awareness that there are a variety of areas of theory outside of telemetry that may be applicable to the
field.

KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION

This is the tale of two seemingly unrelated activities: the periodic sampling of data and the continuous
tossing of objects into the air.  As we shall see, these two activities, which we refer to as telemetry and
juggling, actually have a common point of intersection.  This will be demonstrated through a
mathematical description of both.  More specifically, it will be shown that the patterns through time
described by sampling and by tossing are equivalent.



Figure 3
Three-Ball Shower

Figure 2
Three-Ball Cascade

Once this has been done, a brief but broad foray will be taken into related topics.  A common thread will
be sewn through areas as diverse as data cycle map design and tessellations, spectrum assignment and
dynamic bin packing, as well as scheduling and memory mapping.  When all is done, it is hoped that the
reader will have been exposed to the beauty of mathematical associations and that the reader will have
found the nugget of a solution to a problem of their own.

TELEMETRY

A common objective during a test is to collect periodic samples of many measurands (e.g., temperature,
pressure, etc.).  In order to monitor these measurands in real time, they are commonly telemetered using
a data cycle map (DCM).  [DCMs are often specified using a pulse code modulated (PCM) matrix.]
Before designing a DCM, the measurands and their required sampling rates are specified.  For the
purposes of this paper, we are only interested in the set of sample rates used in a DCM.  Thus, we will
consider a set of sample rates, S = {si}, to be the input to a DCM design. For example, the set S =

{4,12,2,2,1,1,1,1} indicates one measurand at a rate of 4 samples per
second (sps), one measurand at 12 sps, two measurands at 2 sps, and
four measurands at 1 sps.  These might be arranged in a DCM as
shown in Figure 1, where the number in each cell corresponds to the
subscript i in the set {si}.  In the example, the number 2 shows up 12
times in the DCM because it represents s2.  For simplicity we assume
one frame of a DCM is sent in one second.  Each cell in this matrix

represents a word consisting of a set of bits.  Thus, the DCM represents the cyclical definition of a bit
stream where the bits are sent row by row.

JUGGLING

A common objective during juggling is to throw many objects into the air in various patterns (without
dropping them).  The standard three-ball cascade is illustrated in Figure 2.  Each ball is thrown in a

figure eight pattern alternating from hand to hand.
The standard three-ball shower, shown in Figure 3,
throws one ball high from one hand to the other,
then throws the same ball short across to the
original hand.

There is a notation for describing juggling patterns
referred to as site swap [1].  This notation models

juggling by considering every throw of a ball as
a discrete point in time.  Each throw is
described by an integer that indicates how many

points in time after throwing a ball, the ball is caught and thrown again.
This can be illustrated using a series of points and drawing arcs between
points to indicate the path of a ball through time.  The three-ball cascade

is described using site swap notation by a “3”.  This is because every ball

3 33 3 3 3

Figure 4
Three-Ball Cascade
Site Swap Notation

1 2 3 2 5 2
1 2 4 2 6 2
1 2 3 2 7 2
1 2 4 2 8 2

Figure 1 – A DCM.



thrown comes down 3 time slots later as
illustrated in Figure 4.  The notation for the
three-ball shower is “5 1” (read “five one”),
because each ball is thrown such that it comes
down 5 time slots later, is thrown again, and comes
down one time slot later.  (Repeat.)  This is shown
in Figure 5.  When trying to map site swap notation to normal, single person, two handed, juggling, it is
good to remember that throws are done by alternating hands.  Thus, you might add a series of alternating
L’s and R’s (for left hand, right hand) under the time slots in Figures 4 and 5.  In the two handed model,
this means that throws of odd numbers change hands and throws of even numbers return to the same
hand.  The standard four-ball cascade (a “4” in site swap) is actually two balls in each hand at the same
time.

As can be imagined, the more time slots later a ball comes down, the higher the ball has to be thrown.
This is why the numbers in site swap notation are referred to as the height function of the throw.
(Although, if you recall a little physics, the height increases more closely to the square of the time in the
air.)  The site swap notation for a juggling pattern can thus be represented by a set H = {hi}, i = 1,…,F,
where each hi represents the height function of a throw, and F is the number of throws in the pattern.

There are actually quite a few academic publications regarding juggling [2].  Some of the mathematical
results regarding the nature of juggling patterns will be applied to DCMs.  In particular it has been
shown [3] that a sequence of integers {hi} represents a juggling pattern if and only if the following two
conditions are met:

(1) No two balls are caught or thrown at the same time.

(2) The average of the height functions,
F

hi∑ , is an integer (and the number of balls).

This characterization will be used to demonstrate the equivalence of telemetry and juggling.

EQUIVALENCE

On an informal level, mapping measurands to balls shows the equivalence between DCMs and juggling.
That is, each throw of a ball is equivalent to sampling a measurand.  The following formal
demonstration transforms the sampling rate set S, into the height function set H.  To do this, some
notation needs to be defined.

A DCM is defined using a sequence of integers iji sjMim ,...,1,,...,1},{ , == , where M  is the number of

measurands and si  is the sample rate for measurand i . Each mi j, represents a sample of measurand i .

Set im ji =,  for each i and all j.  This is exactly what was done in the example DCM in Figure 1.   (Note

that the subscripts, i and j, do not represent the rows and columns of the matrix.  To define the cell for
each mi,j would require a mapping function from {mi,j}onto the cells of the matrix. This is not needed for

5 5 5 5 51 1 1 1

Figure 5 - Three-Ball Shower
Site Swap Notation



the current proof.)   In the DCM shown in Figure 1, {mi,j} =
{1,2,3,2,5,2,1,2,4,2,6,2,1,2,3,2,7,2,1,2,4,2,8,2}.

Further, define the frame size, ∑= isF , to be the total number of samples, or the total number of

words, in the DCM.  In our example, F = 24.  Finally, define 
i

ji s
Fmh =)( ,  to be the height function for

the samples with sample rate si.  Thus, in our example, the samples for a measurand with sample rate 4

have heights of 6
4
24

= .  The full set of height functions in our example is {h(mij)} =

{6,2,12,2,24,2,6,2,12,2,24,2,6,2,12,2,24,2,6,2,12,2,24,2}.  This set is also equal to H, the set of site swap
height functions.

Theorem. Every DCM can be associated with a juggling pattern.

Proof.  By construction, no two samples in a DCM can be transmitted at the same time.  This is
equivalent to condition (1) that no two balls are caught or thrown at the same time.  That condition (2) is
met by a DCM is shown by
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= number of measurands = number of balls.

Q.E.D

This shows that every DCM is a juggling pattern.  The converse is not true.  The {5,1} pattern can not
be associated with a telemetry map since the balls (samples) do not have a constant height function.
There is a caveat, however.  The way we have defined DCMs restricts them to IRIG 106 [4] Class I
DCMs, which require periodic sampling.  Class II DCMs do not require periodic sampling.  The
removal of the periodic requirement makes the set of DCMs exactly the same as the set of juggling
patterns.

This provides a nice mathematical equivalence between the two activities.  In practice, however, there
are some very distinct differences.  The current record for most objects juggled is 12 rings (although
there are rumors that 14 will be demonstrated soon).  In flight test, requirements are getting into the 10s
of thousands of measurands to be telemetered.  Thus, at first glance, it appears that there is little to be
learned from this relation and, perhaps, there is not a lot to be learned here, but there are at least a few
nuggets to be gleaned.

The process of mapping {mi,j} onto a DCM is exactly the DCM design problem.  This is known to be a
mathematically complex problem (technically it is NP-Complete) [5].  Theorem 3 in [3] gives some
insight into why this is true.  Specifically, the number of period n juggling patterns with fewer than b
balls is bn.  Or, in terms of telemetry, the number of DCMs with frame size F and m measurands is Fm.
So, a full search of all DCMs for a given frame size requires an exponential growth in search time as the
number of measurands increases.



A solution to the DCM design problem is important in that, every time a test involving telemetry is to be
executed, a DCM must be designed.  There are several projects being implemented that have come up
with efficient algorithms for finding near optimal solutions to the DCM design problem, but better
solutions could be useful.  A mathematically interesting question that could shed light on this design
problem is:

Characterize sample rate sets that can be realized as a DCM of minimum frame size.

The two conditions that describe when a sequence of integers is a height function sequence for a
juggling pattern is an elegant characterization.  Part of this characterization’s elegance, is that it leads to
a linear algorithm for determining if a sequence of numbers represents a juggling pattern.  In contrast,
there is no fast algorithm for determining if a set of sample rates leads to a full DCM.  The difference in
difficulty is that a juggling pattern described by site swap has the height functions already sequenced.
Whereas, by starting with the sample rates, the sequence of the samples, {mij}, must be determined.  A
juggling version of this problem is: Given a set of throw heights, find a permutation that generates a
juggling pattern if such a permutation exists.

Another question that, if answered, could shed light on the DCM design problem is:

What is the minimum DCM frame size that will accommodate a set of sample rates?

This question does not assume that all samples of a measurand will fit into a DCM such that no words in
the DCM are unused.

RELATED TOPICS

In this section, we take a whirlwind tour through various areas of discrete mathematics, computer
science, and test and evaluation.

One way of looking at the DCM design problem is as an integer tiling problem.  If the words in a DCM
are represented by integers, then the samples for a given measurand can be represented by a set of
integers.  These sets can be considered integer tiles.  The DCM design problem is thus to find a tiling of
all such tiles associated with a test.  That is, find placements for each of the tiles (measurand samples)
on the integers (DCM) such that no two tiles intersect (no two measurands are sampled at the same
time).  Such a tiling solution is a tessellation of the integers in the same way that many of M. C. Ecsher’s
works are tessellations of the plane.

Some tessellation problems are known as bin packing problems.  That is, given a set of objects and a set
of bins, how do you place the objects in the bins?  One application of a particular bin packing algorithm
is used by the Unix operating system to try to minimize memory allocation during run time.  This same
algorithm has been used to try to take an existing DCM and optimize it by rearranging the allocation of
the samples in their bins.  This is actually a dynamic form of bin packing, meaning that the objects in the
bins come and go and the algorithm tries to minimize fragmentation over time.  Dynamic bin packing
algorithms are being applied to spectrum assignment.  Within the context of shrinking telemetry
spectrum and growing spectrum demand, this is an important process to optimize.  The objects in this



case are frequency bandwidths and the bins are portions of the spectrum.  But this leads into the more
general problem of scheduling.  The operational process of running a test often requires coordinating a
vast array of resources such as aircraft, frequency, supplies, support, ranges, etc.  This can also be
thought of in terms of tessellations or bin packings – albeit multidimensional ones.

Many of these problems fit into the more general categories of discrete mathematics or computational
geometry.  Often these problems are computationally complex, so there is no efficient algorithm that
provides an optimal solution.  However, mathematicians and computer scientists have been studying
these class of problems for decades and there are a variety of known algorithms for providing near
optimal solutions in acceptable times.  The trick to using these algorithms is to first, cast a problem into
its mathematical equivalent and second, find the right researchers to tweek these algorithms to fit the
particular problem.

CONCLUSION

It is not clear in my memory whether I realized the equivalence of juggling patterns and DCMs before I
recognized the geometric nature of the DCM design problem.  But it is clear to me that the recognition
of this equivalence clarified, in my own mind, that the mathematical translation of the DCM problem I
had made was valid and worth pursuing.  Which it has, indeed, turned out to be.  It is both the theoretical
and practical beauty of this connection that I have tried to convey in this paper.

I have also hoped to try to broaden people’s awareness of some areas of mathematics that are not well
known; especially in terms of their practical applications.  Just as there are many real world problems in
search of solutions, there are many theoretical solutions in search of problems.  The great conundrum of
the industrial-academic interface is how to bring these two viewpoints together.  If you have a difficult
problem, perhaps a recasting of the problem will aid you in reaching a solution.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the successful passage past the Year 2000 (Y2K) Rollover and GPS 1999 (Week
Number Roll Over) WNRO. The reasons the glitches seen at those events were relatively minor and the
lessons learned to help enter the Third Millennium with careful optimism are reviewed.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is the third in a series presented at ITC covering Timing issues including GPS WNRO and
Y2K. The focus of this paper is strictly Y2K and GPS WNRO and how the world successfully avoided
major disruptions with either event. The lessons learned are applicable to tackling the technology
problems anticipated as we soon begin the Third Millennium.

GPS 1999 WEEK NUMBER ROLL OVER (WNRO)

The GPS Week Number Roll Over that occurs every 1024 weeks and happened on August 21, 1999 at
23:59:47 UTC provided an excellent pre-test for Y2K. Like Y2K, GPS WNRO was a rollover issue. The
difference is that it was a rollover at the end of 10 bits versus two digits. As most military and commercial
timing instruments now use GPS receivers as their engine, there could have been a number of problems
similar those anticipated for Y2K. The US military upgraded their elements of the system and performed
validation tests in early 1999 to confirm that the system itself and military users were ready for GPS
WNRO and Y2K. Manufacturers of both OEM and Instrument GPS Timing Receiver Systems performed
GPS WNRO and Y2K reviews or tests and mailed information to customers or posted notices on their
web sites as to which models were compliant and how to upgrade older receivers. The most thorough



companies acquired GPS simulators to provide full validation testing. Some companies stationed service
personnel on duty during the GPS WNRO and Y2K events.

Due to these efforts, there were few reported problems for GPS WNRO. There were some users who
found out from WNRO that they had not upgraded older non-compliant receivers, but as a member of the
timing community I have not heard of any critical timing systems being disrupted. At the “Thirty First
Annual Precise Time and Time Interval (PTTI) Systems and Applications Meeting” December 7-9, 1999
a Panel Discussion on “Post GPS End of Week Rollover and Upcoming Y2K” was held to discuss
feedback about WNRO and what might happen at Y2K. The Panel Chairman was Mr. Don Mitchell, VP
of Sales at TrueTime, Inc. In private conversations with me in January and May 2000, Mr. Mitchell stated
that no one came forward with any actual WNRO problems and the discussion turned to Y2K. The
Proceedings of the PTTI conference are being published under the auspices of the US Naval Observatory
(USNO) and will be available in print by ITC 2000. The PTTI conference is sponsored and attended by
timing community specialists from military and civilian agencies across the country and that panel
discussion was the best place to have heard about WNRO effects from critical timing users.

Y2K: WHAT COULD HAVE HAPPENED

Scenarios ranging from 3 days to three years (Dick Mills, page 79 and Michael Hyatt, page 94 of
Harris’Farmer’s Almanac Presents How To Survive The Y2K Crisis) of electrical blackouts and societal
problems before a return to normal were proposed by pundits. Even the President’s Council on Year
2000 Conversion noted that it was felt by many in early 1998 that the problem was too big, complex, and
interrelated to be successfully solved. There was a lot of work to be done just to make many US
Government Departments compliant and a 1998 World Bank study showed that only a quarter of
countries worldwide had even a basic plan for addressing Y2K (“Final Report of the President’s
Council”, page 3). What was feared was the simultaneous crashing of many systems leading to the crash
of other systems feeding a positive feedback loop that would grow larger and larger and overwhelm
systems and response capabilities across different areas and infrastructure segments. The simultaneity of
power outages leading to communications, hospital, water plant, transportation disruptions leading to
public safety disorders were physical concerns and the most dramatic. Problems in a tightly coupled “just
in time” supply chain combined with the possibility of hoarding and financial system disruption were less
dramatic but more likely. Public hysteria over such physical or financial issues and loss of public
confidence in governments and institutions in the end became the most likely part of any scenario.

Y2K: WHAT DID HAPPEN

A review of the Press Reports and Briefings from the International Y2K Cooperation Center (IY2KCC)
tells the story of what did happen (“International Y2K Cooperation Center, What’s New”).

      28 December 1999 Many Y2K Inconveniences Expected, But Few Serious Incidents

      01 January 2000 118 Countries Report Normal Y2K Status In All Sectors



      02 January 2000 Update on Gambia – All is Normal

      03 January 2000 All IY2KCC scheduled briefings cancelled as of 3 January 2000

      04 January 2000 Major Y2K Successes Permit Reduced Monitoring

      03 February 2000 Numerous Y2K Glitches Experienced Globally, Impact Limited

      01 March 2000 No Significant Leap Year Computer Problems Reported

The International Y2K Cooperation Center (IY2KCC) was set up by the United Nations in February
1999 and funded by the World Bank. IY2KCC worked with Y2K coordinators from 170 countries
including the United States. It acted as a central clearinghouse and facilitator of Y2K related activity,
posted only confirmed reports on its web site, and maintained a country by country and sector by sector
status in near real time.

The goal of national and international Y2K efforts was to prevent severe disruptions of crucial services.
There was no expectation that all systems everywhere would be compliant. There were scattered glitches
in almost every sector worldwide and undoubtedly a number that were never reported. Medical
instruments, building systems, meters, military satellites, security systems, aluminum plants, oil pipelines,
train controls, government services, media, finance systems, telecommunications, aviation, and just about
every sector experienced a glitch somewhere (“International Y2K Glitch Report”). There were a limited
number of hacking incidents. The glitches did not get out of control and cascade into severe disruptions
of crucial services, so the goal was achieved.

THE REASONS FOR THE SUCCESSFUL Y2K TRANSITION

The first reason that Y2K was a successful transition was that from the top down and bottom up people
were motivated into action to resolve the issue. From the IY2KCC to the President’s Council on Y2K to
local governments to every segment of key infrastructure down to individual agencies and businesses,
individuals in organizations took effective action to meet Y2K. Money is one indicator of serious action.
Per the “President’s Council Report” page14, a Commerce Dept. study predicted that 100 Billion Dollars
would be spent by governments and businesses in the US on Y2K. Leaders taking full responsibility is
another reason for success. From the President’s Council on Y2K with every agency and cabinet
department represented to industry associations to individual companies, the management of the
enterprise took responsibility to ensure that Y2K was a full enterprise issue, not just an Information
Systems Department issue. It became obvious that any enterprise in government or business that failed
Y2K while others passed would definitely receive a change in management. The interest from the top
included key personnel spending December 31 to January 1 on watch, not on vacation as usual with only
junior people on duty.

The actions taken included careful inventory of the situation, planning, allocation of resources, deploying
new systems or code, testing and cross testing in isolation and combined systems, and demanding
compliance from partners. The latter was extremely effective in the US where Y2K Compliance was



required by law from every government vendor and made it easier for commercial businesses as well to
demand such compliance. Per a private discussion in May 2000 with Mr. Robert Martin of MITRE Corp.,
Bedford, Mass., this was very effective overseas where the multi-national corporations demanded
compliance by their sub-vendors and partners as well as assisted them in achieving it.

A huge factor for Y2K success was cooperation within and across industries and countries. The US
Justice Dept. agreed that anti trust suits would not be brought against companies simply for cooperating
in Y2K work. In his “January 3 Statement”, Bruce McConnell of IY2KCC noted that an “unprecedented
international cooperation” and “dedicated efforts of millions of Y2K workers” were reasons for success.
Cooperating across established groups and empowering the creation of new groups in pursuit of a
common goal provided a network of resources that could be coordinated voluntarily in many cases. This
included both public and private individuals and groups. The cooperation across as well as within
enterprises helped reduce institutional rigidity or found ways around it.

The use of knowledge databases and internet technology to organize, coordinate, and then make available
usable information provided a way for millions of diverse enterprises and people to access a solution once
it was developed or found. This permitted a vast reduction in costs and labor required and allowed
“leapfrogging” to an effective solution by enterprises and nations that were behind in finding solutions
(“Y2K: Starting the Century Right!”, page 8). Once a product or system was found to be compliant or
unaffected by Y2K and the knowledge communicated or available for access by those who needed it, vast
resources were freed up.

Prioritizing and taking care of critical systems first was crucial to effective resource allocation and
successful attainment of further objectives. Keeping key systems from failure was vital to preventing the
feared cascading positive feedback loop. Ensuring that key systems were compliant and communicating
that information was vital to creating public confidence and accurate expectations.

Contingency plans and actual drill in those plans was also an important factor in Y2K success. Numerous
glitches occurred but were prevented from causing problems because of manual backup or other
contingency methods. The fact as mentioned above that qualified, capable teams were in place and on
duty at Y2K and ready for action was vital for public confidence as well as effective action. While many
utilities were already prepared and effectively organized for various kinds of contingencies, this was
additional training in both contingencies and effective coordination for many enterprises.

Leveraging internet communications with the other factors created a synergy that cascaded into a positive
feedback loop that so markedly reduced the time and increased the effectiveness of effort that a
successful solution became a reality. This multiplying synergy factor while totally dependent on the other
factors for its creation nonetheless is perhaps the most significant factor in the total solution. It is likely
that its negative counterpart resulting from the lack of those other factors would have similarly been the
greatest factor in a doomsday Y2K scenario.



Y2K: THE FUTURE

Y2K is not quite over. For those who rely on day of year numbers, making sure to use 366 instead of 365
days means that Y2K really is not over until Midnight December 31, 2000/January 1, 2001 which is the
start of the Third Millennium. Also, many Y2K solutions used a 100 year Window Method to reduce
costs and complications. Users of those systems must keep track of when they need to move that
Window. Other methods such as 28 Year Bridging or rolling back the clock also require ongoing
maintenance. (See “Dealing with Dates”, page 5)

The effective response to Y2K provides a fitting finale to a millennium and a technology problem created
in the last years of that millennium. The inventory, update of computer system assets, and elimination of
systems with unsupported code combined with the much clearer knowledge of systems interaction is a
worthy housekeeping exercise to start the twenty first century. The promise of personal empowerment
through computer networking technology also brings with it the threat of malevolent hacker attack by
small yet capable groups or even individuals. The proof that networks of individuals and groups of
common purpose and good will can be created and coordinated efficiently through networking to resolve
problems provides optimism for entering the Third Millennium.
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ABSTRACT

A recurring problem in flight testing navigation systems is the need for an accurate, common time
reference for the system under test and for the truth source to which it is compared.  Lockheed Martin
Aeronautics Company and Computer Sciences Corporation have developed software that utilizes all
available timing information to reference the times of validity for each navigation measurement to
Coordinated Universal Time.  This permits accurate comparison and correlation of data necessary for
statistical error analysis of the navigation system.
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INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of an airborne navigation system’s position and velocity accuracy requires that a
common time reference be applied to measurements from each system under test and the truth source to
which each system is compared.  The requirement for a common time reference has become necessary
as increasingly stringent accuracies currently specified for state-of-the-art navigation systems, typically
containing a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver and other navigation aids, may exceed the errors
induced by a lack of time synchronization of the data measurements.  For instance, at typical aircraft
velocity and attitude rates, a 1 millisecond timing error may yield a position error of 1 foot and velocity
errors exceeding 0.5 ft/sec.  An accurate navigation aid on a highly dynamic platform must provide a
time of validity for its navigation solution output; any error in this time of validity is effectively an error
in its position or velocity solution, and counts against the system’s measured performance.  To verify



performance in flight test, there are additional requirements on the flight test instrumentation and data
reduction processes, stemming from the need to compare the system under test with an independent
navigation truth source.

In order to facilitate accurate error analysis of advanced F-16 navigation systems, Lockheed Martin
Aeronautics Company and Computer Sciences Corporation have developed software which applies a
common time reference to measurements from each navigation source under comparison, interpolates
the measurements to common points in time, and transforms the measurements into a common spatial
coordinate system.

On F-16 flight data recordings, the time associated with the recorded navigation measurements is the
time of transmission of the data digitally onto an asynchronous MIL-STD-1553 multiplexed (‘mux’)
data bus, rather than the time that the data was actually valid, as measured by the navigation subsystem.
This time of transmission is generally provided by a time code generator, installed as part of the flight
test instrumentation equipment.  However, the delay between the time of the navigation solution
measurement, or time of validity, and the time of transmission to the mux bus varies, so that the data
recorded from different subsystems is asynchronous.  Additionally, the Time Space Position Information
(TSPI) navigation solution, which is the flight test range’s truth source against which onboard airborne
navigation systems’ accuracy is measured, is recorded separately and must then be synchronized in time
with the mux recordings.

The “NAVTOOL” time conversion software was developed to provide a common time reference for
analysis of navigation flight data, by defining the time associated with each recorded navigation data
point as a Coordinated Universal Time equivalent to the time of measurement, rather than the time of
transmission onto the mux bus.  This software resolves the time asynchrony between data recorded from
various navigation systems by making use of “time tag” values (embedded in time-critical avionic
subsystem data blocks) and Coordinated Universal Time data (embedded in the GPS data block).

AVIONIC SYSTEM TIMING

An avionic subsystem’s time tag is a key component in the time conversion process of replacing time of
transmission with time of measurement. In order for some avionic subsystems to communicate time
critical measurements to each other over the mux bus, a time stamp, or time tag, is provided by the
subsystem along with the measurement data transmitted on the mux.  These time tags indicate the time
at which the measurement data was valid, and are generated by a 16 bit time tag counter internal to the
subsystem.  These time tag counters, having a least significant bit of 64 microseconds, will reach their
maximum count, equal to 4,194,240 microseconds, and roll over to zero if not reset by an external
source.  It is one of the 1553 bus controller’s tasks to keep all time tag counters in each avionic
subsystem synchronized, and thereby minimize the accumulation of drift error. The bus controller does
this by periodically resetting all the time tag counters for individual avionic subsystems to the value kept
by its own avionic system clock; this value is referred to as avionic system time.

The counters are reset, one at a time, by use of a mode code reset command on the 1553 mux bus, with
or without an associated data word.  The first avionic subsystem to receive a reset command (generally
the Inertial Navigation System (INS)) receives a reset command without a data word from the bus



controller; thus the counter is reset to zero. The time tag counters for other subsystems are then reset
sequentially, using a mode code reset command with a data word. The value in the data word is the
avionic system time elapsed since reset, which the bus controller has read off of its own system clock
just prior to sending a reset command to another time tag counter; that counter is then reset to the value
of this data word.  Thus, after all time tag counters have been reset, they report the same time, avionic
system time. Note that once started, the reset commands are sent contiguously, so that minimal time
elapses between the resetting of the INS time tag counter and resetting of the last time tag counter in the
series.

After all time tag counters are reset, they are allowed to increment for a specified period of time. This
interval is currently mechanized for 3.84 seconds on most F-16 production aircraft.  The actual reset
interval, or epoch, will vary slightly from cycle to cycle due to the asynchronous nature of the 1553 bus
and varying bus duty cycle loading.  After the interval has elapsed, the time tag reset sequence is
repeated, starting with the INS time tag counter which is reset to zero, as described above. This interval
of time from one reset sequence to the next, is referred to as a time tag epoch, and the value of the
avionic system time at each system reset is transmitted as a parameter to the mux recording.

NAVTOOL SUBROUTINE:  TIME CONVERT

At the heart of the time conversion routine lies the fact that the GPS navigation solution data block
contains both an avionic subsystem time tag and a record of the Coordinated Universal Time for which
the GPS measurement was valid.  Since these parameters refer to the same point in time, they provide a
means of converting avionic system time to Coordinated Universal Time, referred to as UTC, (Universal
Time Coordinated).

The time conversion routine determines the times of validity of time-tagged data in terms of UTC during
post flight data processing.  UTC is obtained from the GPS recorded data blocks and represents seconds
past midnight; therefore, it is a continuous, monotonically increasing time reference during each
particular day, and is the ideal parameter for comparison and interpolation of flight test data.  UTC time
is desirable as a time base because long term accuracy of UTC as measured by the GPS receiver is
greater than that of the mux recording source clock, and the resolution of UTC is 1 nanosecond versus a
typical mux recorder clock’s resolution of 1 millisecond. Additionally, UTC is normally the time to
which TSPI measurement data is referenced; therefore, conversion to UTC automatically provides a
common time base for comparison with TSPI.

Since the onboard GPS receiver measures position by measuring time, accurate time is a normal
byproduct of its navigation algorithm.  This process may be viewed as a transfer of time from the atomic
clocks on the satellites via radio frequency signals to the clock in the GPS receiver, which must perform
highly accurate time measurements in order to meet GPS position accuracy requirements.

The time conversion process handles avionic subsystems of two categories:
• those subsystems whose measurement data are tagged with the value of the avionic system time.

This time tag is then available for algorithm use to synchronize the measurement data from these
subsystems.



• those subsystems without time tags, and thereby must be assumed to contain measurement data
valid at the time of transmission on the mux recording.

Time Conversion for Time-tagged Avionic Subsystems

The method of converting the time of validity of time-tagged data on the 1553 mux bus from avionic
system time to UTC is given below.  It must be noted that the accuracy of the resulting UTC time is
limited by the accuracy of the 1553 time tag counters (approximately 1 msec).  The UTC time at avionic
system clock reset, the beginning of a time tag epoch, can be computed as follows:

UTCreset = UTCg – Tg

where UTCreset = UTC time at avionic system reset
UTCg = UTC time of GPS measurement (embedded in GPS data block)
Tg = time tag value of GPS data block

The UTC time of validity (measurement) of a time-tagged avionic subsystem data block can then be
computed as follows:

UTCi = UTCreset + Ti

where UTCi = UTC time of measurement of time-tagged avionic subsystem (such as INS) data
UTCreset = UTC time at avionic system clock reset
Ti = time tag value of this avionic subsystem data block

The UTC time of validity of a time-tagged data block in an epoch without valid GPS data can still be
computed if GPS data is valid in the previous data block. First, calculate UTC at avionic system time
reset for the previous epoch having valid GPS data, as follows:

UTCreset(previous) = UTCg(previous) - Tg(previous)

where UTCreset(previous) = UTC time at avionic system reset for the previous epoch
UTCg(previous) = UTC time of measurement of valid GPS data
Tg(previous) = time tag value of valid GPS system data

Then compute UTC for a data block in the epoch without valid GPS data, by using a parameter available
from the mux recording which contains the value of the avionic system time at system reset (epoch
length), as follows:

UTCreset = UTCreset(previous) + Tr

where UTCreset = UTC time at avionic system clock reset
UTCreset(previous) = UTC time at avionic system reset for the previous epoch
Tr = avionic system time at system reset (time elapsed between UTCreset(previous) and UTCreset)
Note that if more than one epoch has elapsed before finding a previous epoch with valid GPS
data, then Tr represents a sum of each Tr for all intermediate epochs



Alternatively, the UTC time of validity of a time-tagged data block in an epoch without valid GPS data
could be computed if GPS data is valid in a subsequent epoch having valid GPS data, as follows:

UTCreset(next) = UTCg(next) - Tg(next)

where UTCreset(next) = UTC time at avionic system reset for a following epoch having valid GPS data
UTCg(next) = UTC time of measurement of valid GPS data block
Tg(next) = time tag value of valid GPS data block

Then compute UTC for the epoch without valid GPS data as follows:

UTCreset = UTCreset(next) - Tr

where UTCreset = UTC time at avionic system clock reset
UTCreset(next) = UTC time at avionic system reset for the next valid GPS data block
Tr = avionic system time at system reset (time elapsed between UTCreset and UTCreset(next)
Note that if more than one epoch has elapsed before finding a subsequent epoch with valid GPS
data, then Tr represents a sum of each Tr for all intermediate epochs

Then compute UTC for a data block in an epoch preceding valid GPS data as follows:

UTCi = UTCreset + Ti

where UTCi, UTCreset and Ti are as already defined

Time Conversion for Non-time-tagged Avionic Subsystems

We cannot determine the UTC equivalent of the time of data measurement by non-time-tagged avionic
subsystems, due to the absence of the time tag itself.  Without a time tag, there is no tie between UTC
time at avionic system clock reset and the measurement time of a data point.  Therefore, the best that can
be done for non-time-tagged data is to identify their times of transmission onto the mux bus flight data
recording and convert that time into UTC so that all data (time tagged or not) will have a common time
base.  Note that the delta between the time of measurement and the time of transmission onto the flight
data recording will, in the case of non-time-tagged data, contribute to a timing error.  This timing error
can be minimized if non-time-tagged data blocks have a high rate of transmission relative to the rate of
change in the data values.

Flight data recordings of mux data bus traffic stamp all transmissions on the mux bus from each avionic
subsystem with a time provided by time-code generators onboard the flight test aircraft.  This time
stamp on each data block is encoded in IRIG (Inter-Range Instrumentation Group) format, and is
therefore commonly referred to as IRIG time.  To replace the IRIG time of data transmission for non-
time-tagged avionic subsystem data with UTC, an offset delta is first computed between UTC and IRIG
times at the instance of avionic system clock reset for each epoch, using data obtained from the GPS
data block as described previously. This offset is then added to the IRIG time of transmission for each
non-time-tagged data block in the epoch to obtain the corresponding UTC time of transmission.  The



replacement of IRIG time with UTC avoids errors or time zone differences induced by the IRIG time
code generator.  If the IRIG time code generator were disciplined by a GPS receiver or atomic clock, or
otherwise synchronized to UTC, this step would not be necessary.

To compute this offset delta, UTC and IRIG times at avionic system clock reset must be obtained.
Recall that the UTC value at avionic system clock reset is found by subtracting the value of the GPS
measurement time tag from the corresponding UTC value at measurement. The IRIG time at avionic
system clock reset is the time when the Bus Controller commands avionic subsystems via a mode code
to reset their time tag counters in synchrony with the avionic system clock. The IRIG time at system
clock reset may be obtained for each epoch directly from the mux recording of this mode code reset
command.  If IRIG/UTC time at system reset are not available then NAVTOOL obtains the necessary
delta correction factor from the nearest epoch that had a IRIG/UTC time at system reset correlation.

Similarly, if a break in the mux flight data recording occurs, and GPS data is unavailable when
recording resumes, the nearest available offset delta is utilized to resume converting IRIG times of
transmission on the mux to UTC.  Any time-tagged system data will be converted to UTC based on
adding the time tag counter values to the UTC at reset approximated using the nearest available offset
delta.

NAVTOOL SUBROUTINE:  INTERPOLATE

Subroutine INTERPOLATE allows a user to linearly interpolate parameters within a time-converted
flight data file triggered by the change in value of another parameter within the file. Since the
interpolation occurs at the same time of the trigger parameter it is possible to have parameters from
different flight sources at common points in time.  This subroutine should be used only after the
parameters to be interpolated have been time converted to UTC at time of measurement (for time-tagged
subsystems), or UTC at time of transmission (the best that can be done for non-time-tagged subsystems),
so they are provided a common time reference for the interpolation to operate on.

Alignment of the measurement data from various avionic subsystems to common points in time is
required for accurate error calculations that compare avionic subsystem measurements to one another or
to the TSPI truth source.  Interpolation to common points in time is also required for any parameters
employed in matrix arrays for transforming navigation data from one spatial coordinate system to
another (such as inertial platform coordinates to local geodetic east, north, up coordinates).

The user of NAVTOOL software selects the avionic subsystems whose measurements shall be
interpolated, and which avionic subsystem’s measurements the others shall be interpolated to align with.

NAVTOOL SUBROUTINE:  NAVIGATION COORDINATE TRANSFORM

The NAVTOOL software additionally provides for the transformation of velocity measurement data
from one coordinate frame to another.  For instance, the GPS subsystem parameters are in Earth-
Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinates, the INS provides velocities in inertial platform coordinates,
and TSPI velocities are in a locally level geodetic coordinate frame using east, north, and up



coordinates. Before accurate comparisons between parameters from multiple avionic subsystems and
TSPI can ensue, the parameters must first be transformed into the same coordinate system. The
NAVIGATION COORDINATE TRANSFORM subroutine therefore supports transformations to or
from inertial platform, ECEF, and east, north, up coordinate systems.

All subsystem measurement data to be transformed as well as all parameters used in the transformation
equations must have been time converted to a common UTC time base prior to the coordinate
transformation process, and interpolated to common points in time.

RESULTS

Figure 1 illustrates the adverse effect of timing errors seen in a plot of GPS latitude error measured
against TSPI.  This figure plots the instantaneous latitude error as well as the root mean square (rms)
error over time.  The numeric value of the rms error is given at the top of the figure, as well.

Figure 1.  GPS Latitude Error prior to time alignment software

Figure 2 provides GPS latitude error measured against TSPI for the same data sample following the
application of  NAVTOOL software.  Note that the rms error is markedly reduced.



Figure 2.  GPS Latitude Error following time alignment software

SUMMARY

In summary, in order to remove timing errors when post-processing flight data recordings of F-16
navigation systems, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company and Computer Sciences Corporation
developed software which utilizes all available timing information from the aircraft avionic subsystems,
including the avionic system time and the onboard GPS receiver’s Coordinated Universal Time output.
This method allows the times of validity of the measurements performed by each navigation system
under evaluation to be accurately referenced to UTC.  The truth source (TSPI) measurements also utilize
UTC as a time reference, since the time code generator on the TSPI recording system is already
calibrated to UTC.  After all navigation measurement data are referenced to UTC, interpolation to
common points in time and spatial coordinate transformations are performed.  In this way, accurate error
plots and statistical analyses may be obtained, making it possible to verify the navigation performance of
onboard systems in the highly dynamic fighter aircraft environment.
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ABSTRACT

Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors have the potential to provide precise position, velocity, and
timing information in high dynamic applications. Missile flight-testing is one such application where
accurate relative positions are important. GPS instrumentation can provide the high accuracy while
offering both significant cost savings and improved confidence in the test results when compared to
existing methods. To date, the use of GPS in missile flight-testing has been limited due to a lack of
demonstrated GPS receiver tracking capability in high dynamics. This paper evaluates several currently
available GPS receivers for both their tracking capability and their measurement accuracy in high
dynamic environments.
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INTRODUCTION

Development of high dynamic missiles, such as AMRAAM, Standard Missile, and Evolved Sea
Sparrow, requires test ranges to design the means for safely testing and evaluating live missile-flight
performance. The sophistication of small missile flight testing has driven test ranges to develop costly
instrumentation packages that are largely site specific. The objectives of the Joint Advanced Missile
Instrumentation (JAMI) program are to provide telemetry, time-space-position information (TSPI), flight
termination, and end-game scoring in a low-cost, modular package that can be implemented on any test
range. JAMI is an initiative of the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) Central Test and Evaluation
Investment Program (CTEIP) and, as such, addresses tri-service multi-missile testing needs.

A major component of the JAMI program is to supply sensors that will provide real-time navigation



information for range safety applications and data for post-mission analysis with a goal of decimeter-
level relative positioning. Range safety requirements include obtaining navigation information within
less than 3 s of missile launch. Missile maneuvers may require onboard data collection in high dynamic
environments encompassing supersonic velocities, tens of g’s of acceleration, and hundreds of g/s
change in acceleration or jerk. To meet all these conditions, JAMI has selected GPS as a source of TSPI
for range safety and end-game scoring applications.

This paper evaluates GPS receiver performance under various dynamic conditions. Evaluations of other
GPS sensors, including GPS translators and inertial-aided tracking receivers, are planned for a later date. 
The receiver testing presented was performed on a GPS signal generator, a rocket sled, and a centrifuge.

The GPS signal generator used in the tests described in this paper is an Interstate Electronics
Corporation (IEC) NAVSTAR GPS Satellite Constellation Simulator Model 2400 (SCS). The IEC SCS
used is located at the Guided Weapons Evaluation Facility (GWEF) at Eglin Air Force Base (AFB),
Florida. The IEC SCS has 24 independent channels (a channel carries one frequency for one satellite);
two radio frequency (RF) outputs; full L1 C/A, L1 P(Y), and L2 P(Y) capability; and high dynamic
vehicle simulation capacity. The host vehicle trajectory can be input as an ephemeris or a model. 

The paper describes a comparison of receiver performance for both an actual rocket sled test and a
simulator case generated from truth data from the actual test. This comparison provides a means to
validate the integrity of the simulator GPS signals for the moderate dynamics of the sled test. The paper
then presents the results of the receiver evaluations over a table of various dynamic conditions to better
understand the tracking capability. Finally, results are presented from a centrifuge test that evaluated
receiver performance in dynamic conditions of up to 15 g.

PROCESSING SOFTWARE AND GPS RECEIVERS
 

Three different software packages were used to process the observations collected from the IEC SCS at
the GWEF. Two software modules obtained from The XYZ’s of GPS, Inc. performed differential GPS
(DGPS) positioning and carrier phase kinematic positioning, respectively. The carrier phase kinematic
software, called Eager, uses dual frequency data in an on-the-fly (OTF) processing algorithm to precisely
determine the user’s (remote) position. For a baseline less than about 20 km, Eager has been shown to
deliver centimeter-level accuracy relative positions. Another software package developed by Waypoint
Consulting, Incorporated also delivers position estimates with single frequency or dual frequency data..

The GPS receivers used in these tests are both dual and single frequency receivers. The dual frequency
receivers include the Ashtech Z12, the Ashtech ZFX, and the Trimble Force 5. When used with the SCS,
these receivers collect C/A, dual frequency P-code pseudorange and carrier phase observations. The
Force 5 used is a PPS receiver that is capable of collecting dual frequency Y-code observations. In
addition, the Force 5 has no restrictions on its performance at high speeds. Civilian receivers do not
deliver valid position information at speeds greater than 1000 knots (about 514 m/s) or at heights greater
than 60,000 ft (about 18,000 m). The Z12 maximum data collection rate is 1 observation per second,
while the ZFX can collect observations at a maximum of 20 observations per second. The maximum rate
for the Force 5 is 1 observation per second. The Ashtech G12 is a single frequency receiver that can



collect C/A pseudorange and L1 carrier phase measurements at a maximum of 20 observations per
second. In these tests, the G12 used was a High Dynamic Missile Applications (HDMA) model which
delivers valid data at high speeds and altitude, like the Force 5.

SCS TEST RESULTS

The SCS tests consisted of four types: static, a moderate-dynamic sled-track test, centrifuge simulations,
and high-dynamic trajectory simulations. Two GPS receivers were used for each simulation run: one
receiver was designated the static reference site, and the other was the remote user - either a static site or
a dynamic host vehicle. Since the SCS has 24 independent RF channels, when dual frequency data are
output, signals from only six satellites can be accommodated simultaneously for the reference and the
remote receivers. These simulations were conducted, for the most part, without simulating atmospheric
effects. No multipath noise or jamming effects were introduced in any of the simulations. Most of the
simulation testing was performed using a single time span during GPS Week 966, Day 195, 1998. The
sled track test was simulated for the exact time of the actual test. The host vehicle trajectory used by the
SCS was logged during each simulation, and this file was used as truth for comparison.

STATIC SITE TESTING

The static simulations involved three baselines: zero,1-km, and 10-km baselines. Most of these tests
were conducted as dual frequency experiments using the Ashtech Z12 receivers, with a data collection
rate of 1 observation per second. A dual frequency 10-km baseline test with atmospheric effects in the
simulation was also performed. Two zero baseline tests involving the Ashtech G12 were conducted with
a data collection rate of 10 observations per second. 

For these static cases, DGPS positioning shows differences with truth on the meter level or better, with a
few anomalies corresponding to changes in satellite tracking. The results of the kinematic positioning
using the Eager software for the dual frequency data show differences with truth smaller than 1.5 cm per
component. These results are representative of the results obtained for the other baselines using the dual
frequency data and for those generated with the Waypoint software using the single frequency data.

These positioning results indicate that the single and dual frequency signals generated by the SCS are
accurate for static baselines. Both the pseudorange and carrier phase positioning results are consistent
with those type of results obtained from actual data collected over similar length baselines. The small
residuals between truth and the carrier phase kinematic positioning results further indicate that the SCS
phase delay calibration was correctly performed. 

COMPARISON WITH 1995 HOLLOMAN SLED OBSERVATIONS

An SCS reproduction of a moderate-dynamic test involved a sled track test performed at Holloman AFB,
NM, in May 1995 [1]. The actual sled test used two Ashtech Z-12 receivers. One was mounted on the
sled, and the reference was placed near the sled track at the point where maximum acceleration was
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expected. Observations of two frequency pseudorange and phase, were obtained from both receivers at
1 s intervals. During the 90 s duration of the test, eight satellites were in view and were tracked
continuously by both receivers. Maximum acceleration was under 2 g's.

For the SCS reproduction, the same Ashtech receivers were used to collect the GPS observations. In its
configuration at the time of the test, the SCS could simulate only 24 satellite channels simultaneously.
Collecting concurrent observations from the sled and the reference site required eliminating 2 of the
original 8 satellites from the simulation. The available channels could then simulate both sites. The 6
satellites with the highest elevation angles were used. The Holloman truth trajectory for the sled was
used to reproduce the sled observations. The known static coordinates of the reference site were used to
reproduce the track-side observations. The GPS observations from this simulation were post processed
and compared to the results generated using the actual observations obtained in 1995.

OTF kinematic position solutions were obtained for the sled with respect to the track-side reference site.
The same software was used for this processing as was used in 1995. The result of the processing is the
WGS 84 x, y, z position differences between the two sites. The time of closest approach of the sled to
the track-side reference was found by selecting the time where the differences were minimal. In order to
compute the time precisely, the times of the four position solutions bracketing the closest approach were
identified. The x, y, and z solutions were individually fit with a cubic polynomial and evaluated at
millisecond intervals. The time and distance of the closest approach was computed for the truth, the
original 1995 observations, the SCS simulation, and a software simulation that utilized a computer
program to generate the sled and reference observations. 

The SCS reproduced the original data well - well enough to help resolve a question with the original
results. A time-varying error in the along-track direction during the sled acceleration was noted in the
original solutions and was observed again in the SCS results. This had been attributed to a phase error in
the receiver tracking loops. The fact that it was observed again in the SCS simulation makes it clear that
this was the case. During the SCS simulation the receiver was static. This removed any effects that may
have been introduced by the receiver frequency standard when accelerated on the sled. Figure 1 shows



the along-track position computed from the 1995 solutions, the SCS simulation, the software simulation,
and the SCS log file - all differenced with the Holloman truth. The only solutions that show significant
error were computed from receiver observations, that is, the actual 1995 data and the SCS data. The time
and the distance of closest approach were also reproduced well. 

An Ashtech G12 was also used to collect observations from the SCS replication of the Holloman sled.
The G12 tracked all satellites through the 2-g sled dynamics. Using the Waypoint software, a single
frequency kinematic positioning solution was generated. Comparison of the Waypoint solution and the
SCS truth file showed differences no greater than 2 cm over the entire replication for all three
components. These results demonstrated that the third-order tracking loops of the G12 successfully
collected quality L1 carrier phase observations generated by the SCS for this moderate-dynamic test.

The conclusion from this analysis is that the SCS simulator can reproduce signals that mimic the original
moderate dynamics of the sled. The observed difference between the results of the actual 1995 test and
the SCS simulation may be due in part to the two fewer satellites used in the simulation.

HIGH DYNAMIC VEHICLE TESTS

An SCS simulation of a missile flight was used to evaluate the performance of the Ashtech G12 for high
dynamic tracking capability. The simulation replicated the flight of the missile aboard its launch
platform which performed simple maneuvers to attain altitude and velocity representative of an aircraft
before firing the missile. The jerk of the simulated missile’s boost was approximately 313 g/s, totally in
the north direction, for a duration of 75 ms. At the time of the missile boost, the aircraft was not
accelerating. Thus, the total resulting acceleration was approximately 23.5 g. The missile’s flight ended
approximately 6 s after boost. The baseline between the missile and the reference site ranged from about
0.5 km at the beginning of the flight to about 14 km at missile flight termination. No modeled
atmospheric effects or other noise sources were introduced to the simulated GPS observations. For the
entire flight, 11 satellites were visible to both the missile and reference station. Because no atmospheric
effects were simulated, observations were useable from all satellites regardless of their elevation angle.
Single frequency data were collected at a rate of 10 observations per second using the Ashtech G12 for
the missile and, simultaneously, the Ashtech ZFX for the reference.

Presented in Figure 2 are the differences in the east, north, and vertical directions between the DGPS
position estimates of the missile’s trajectory and the SCS truth trajectory. Also shown are the times when
the aircraft began horizontal accelerations and vertical accelerations; both of these accelerations were
smaller than 5 g’s. The time of the 313 g/s missile boost is denoted “Missile Boost.” The DGPS position
differences with truth are smaller than 40 cm in magnitude for the entire flight. Before missile boost, all
11 satellites were tracked by the G12, resulting in a Position Dilution Of Precision (PDOP) of 0.9. After
boost, the G12 lost track of 6 satellites and did not reacquire any before the flight termination. The
remaining 5 satellites provided a PDOP of 1.4. The changes, before and after boost, seen in the position
biases of the DGPS estimates are due to the loss of satellites tracked by the G12. To demonstrate this,
DGPS positions were generated for the entire span using only the 5 satellites tracked after boost; in this
case, the biases in the position estimates showed no change after boost. 
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Solutions and Truth

Presented in Figure 3 are the east, north, and vertical differences between the single frequency Waypoint
kinematic positioning results and the SCS truth trajectory. Before the vertical acceleration occurs,
centimeter-level agreement is seen between the single frequency kinematic positions and truth. 
Beginning at that event, the differences grow to about 40 cm in magnitude before the Waypoint solutions
are denoted unacceptable by the software. After missile boost, acceptable estimates are generated but
they show a large, approximately 40-cm, bias in the vertical direction. As mentioned above, at missile
boost the solution’s PDOP changes from 0.9 to 1.4 because the number of satellite tracked reduces from
11 to 5. However, at the vertical acceleration event, tracking on all satellites is continuous.  A large
change of approximately 500 m in altitude accompanied the vertical accelerations. With real-world data,
changes in altitude can significantly change the atmosphere’s effects on observations. The Waypoint
software always makes corrections to the observations for atmospheric effects when the altitude
difference between the remote and reference sites are significant. However, this test was performed
without atmospheric effects being modeled, so no corrections were required. The large differences seen
in Figure 3 after the vertical accelerations are due to the Waypoint software making atmospheric
corrections to observations not experiencing those effects.  

A second missile simulation that side-stepped the atmospheric complications mentioned above was
developed using a co-altitude profile. It was tested on the Ashtech G-12 receiver, which has third-order
carrier phase tracking loops. This high dynamic missile simulation of the rocket motor burn and inflight 90-
degree turn was controlled by specifying the duration of the jerk magnitude and turn radius for a given
velocity. The timing of the rocket motor burn simulated the launch of the missile from a shooter aircraft with
a velocity of 345 m/s. The motor burn jerk and duration were chosen to be 500 g/s for 50 ms. The 90-degree
turn resulted in an acceleration of 57 G’s. The missile motion dynamics are shown below in Figure 4. For
this test, the receiver carrier phase tracking loop bandwidth was set to 50 Hz.

Initially, 11 satellites were tracked by the G-12 receiver before the time of first motion. This number reduced
to a minimum of 4 during the worst of the jerk periods. A time history of satellites being tracked for the
entire simulation is shown in Figure 5. The acceleration profile is shown here for reference. It is interesting
to note that the G-12 continues to reacquire SVs during the onset of the 57-g turn.



        

Figure 4. The Number of Satellites Tracked Figure 5. Missile Motion Dynamics

Post-mission processing of the output from the G-12 receiver involved fixing the double difference
ambiguities to integers. Once the correct integer ambiguity values had been chosen, very high position
accuracy was obtainable using the carrier phases. A comparison with the truth data available from the SCS
(See Figure 6) shows that centimeter errors are possible in the perfect world of the simulator for this highly
dynamic and high-velocity missile trajectory.

Figure 6 Position Errors

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SYSTEMS CENTRIFUGE TEST

Outdoor centrifuge testing is one method being used to validate the SCS output. Both GPS data and
optical reference data are collected from the real centrifuge; comparisons are made between the GPS
derived trajectory and the truth trajectory. The centrifuge experiments are replicated on the SCS, and the
simulated GPS trajectories and the SCS truth files are compared. Finally, comparison of real-world and
simulated results will show to what extent the SCS outputs are realistic.

Preliminary real-world centrifuge testing was performed at the National Technical Systems (NTS) in



Figure 7. NTS Centrifuge

Saugus, CA. These tests, performed on 16 March 2000, were planned to be a checkout of the GPS data
collection environment around the centrifuge and an initial test of the video truth data system. Four
separate experiments were conducted: a walk-around test where the centrifuge arm was manually pushed
and three powered tests: a 7 revolution-per-minute (rpm) test, a 34-rpm test, and a 42-rpm test.
Approximately 5 to 10 minutes are required for the centrifuge to wind up to its maximum speed.
Figure 7 shows the centrifuge being prepared for the tests. The length of the arm is approximately
7.67 m (25 ft) long. For these experiments, two Ashtech G12 receivers were used to collect data on the
centrifuge. GPS antennas were mounted on the hub and on a 6-ft mast on the end of the arm. Placing the
antenna on a mast increased visibility over the surrounding berm. For these tests the receivers were not
placed on the end of the arm but were secured in an equipment box near the hub. In this way, the
receivers themselves were not exposed to the moderate g-levels of the tests. Two reference sites - NTS1
and NTS2 equipped with Ashtech ZFX receivers - were located on the south side of the centrifuge, each 
within 30 m of the centrifuge. Both of the Ashtech G12 receivers on the centrifuge and the Ashtech ZFX
reference receivers collected data at a rate of 10 observations per second. 

Truth data was obtained from a video camera mounted directly below the hub antenna. The video images
were synchronized and time-tagged with GPS time available from the hub receiver. From the video
images, horizontal and vertical offsets from the reference site were measured. A WGS 84 position of the
arm antenna was generated using the GPS-determined locations of the hub and reference site, the tape-
measure length of the centrifuge arm, and the video-derived offsets, along with horizontal and vertical
calibration calculations for the imagery. The estimated accuracy of the position derived from the imagery
is a few centimeters per component. 

The acceleration exerted at the end of the arm at 7 rpm is approximately 0.5 g; at 34 rpm the acceleration 
is about 10 g, and at 42 rpm the force is about 15 g. The acceleration experienced at the hub antenna,
which was slightly off the axis of rotation, never exceeded 0.2 g’s for any of the tests. Using an elevation
cutoff angle of 10 deg, the G12 attached to the arm antenna tracked all visible satellites through all tests
performed. Presented in Figure 8 are the differences between the GPS estimates of the position of the
arm and those estimates of the hub position for the 42 rpm (15 g) case. These differences represent the 
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GPS-derived length of the centrifuge arm. Also shown is the tape measure distance of the arm. As seen
in the figure, the GPS-derived length increases by about 6 cm during the high-speed portion of the
experiment, before and after 349100 s. The changes in the hub-to-arm distance are due to the 6-ft mast
bending away from the hub and then straightening up as the arm accelerates and decelerates,
respectively. Vibrations of the mast contribute to the scatter of the differences. In the slower walking
case and 7-rpm case, no changes in the GPS-derived length is observed, while for the 34-rpm case, the
deviations are smaller, about 4 cm.

Comparisons between the GPS-derived positions and the positions derived from the video reference data
for the 42-rpm case are presented in Figure 9. The differences in the east and north directions show small
biases at the times corresponding to the highest arm speeds; that is, when the mast is bending outward.
The derivation of arm antenna position based on the video imagery assumes a constant distance between
the hub and the arm antennas. The distance the mast bends is indeterminate using this one-camera
technique. Because the reference sites were nearly directly south of the centrifuge, most of the
differences due to mast bending are projected into the north direction differences. In the figure, near time
of highest arm speed (around 349100 s) results for both reference sites show a north direction bias
between about 3 to 5 cm. The vertical direction differences are also slightly biased by about 2 to 4 cm.
The vertical bias is attributed to how well the reference site’s antenna could be seen in the images. This
bias is constant over all arm speeds for each reference site.
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The results demonstrate that the G12 delivered high quality carrier phase observations during the 15-g
and lower accelerations of the first NTS tests. Additional centrifuge tests using the G12 and other
sensors will provide the framework of data needed to validate the SCS for high dynamic simulations.

CONCLUSION

The analyses presented in this paper are part of a Department of Defense initiative to further incorporate
GPS sensor capability into missile testing. Test results are presented for the evaluation of GPS receivers



in high dynamic conditions. Both tracking capability and receiver measurement accuracy are evaluated;
both GPS simulator and physical testing were performed.

Notably, an actual rocket sled test was reproduced on the simulator using the very accurate truth data as
the sled trajectory. This allowed for an accurate comparison between the receiver measurements
obtained from the simulator GPS signals and measurements obtained from the actual sled test.
Centimeter-level positioning agreement validated the simulator performance for the moderate (2 g)
dynamics of the rocket sled. The delays as a function of acceleration of the second-order tracking loops
of the test receiver were reproduced using the simulator signals.

The higher dynamic capability of a third-order tracking loop receiver were demonstrated using both the
simulator and a centrifuge. For the simulator, variations in dynamics relative to the GPS satellites were
evaluated to obtain a performance table. This table established a high correlation between the change-in-
Doppler frequency (due to change-in-velocity) and loss-of-lock when this frequency change exceeded
the specified bandwidth of the tracking loops.

The initial centrifuge test demonstrated receiver third-order tracking up to 15 g’s. Centimeter-level phase
tracking was demonstrated by comparing the GPS-determined length of the rotation arm with the tape
measured value. A further comparison was made with time-tagged video metric data. Higher dynamic
centrifuge tests are planned for the near future.

Additional high dynamic testing is planned to evaluate both GPS translators and inertially-aided tracking
loop receivers. In particular, at the time of publication, analysis of results from tests using the Trimble
Force 5 were not ready for publication. Inertially-aided Force 5 testing results and results from other
sensor testing should be reported in the near future.
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ABSTRACT

Several test programs have reported degraded Global Positioning System (GPS) performance when
L-band (1435-1535 MHz) telemetry is used while other test programs have had acceptable GPS
performance with L-band telemetry.  Most test programs seem to have minimal problems with S-band
telemetry interfering with GPS performance if a bandpass filter is used between the GPS antenna and the
low noise amplifier (LNA).  This paper will present measured data on GPS performance with L- and
S-band telemetry and explain what must be done to minimize interference to GPS.  The paper will present
both GPS signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) values as well as measured spectra from telemetry transmitters.
System design guidelines for compatible operation will be presented.
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BACKGROUND

The DSQ-50A is a miss distance indicator system which uses either an L-band (1435-1535 MHz) or an
S-band (2200-2290 MHz) telemetry link.  Previous tests had shown that GPS L1 receiver performance
was sometimes degraded when L-band telemetry was used but not when S-band telemetry was used.  The
purpose of this study was to first understand what was happening and then to solve the problem.  A series
of laboratory and rooftop tests were undertaken.  The significant results of these tests will be presented in
this paper.



TEST SETUP

Tests with a DSQ-50A system and an Ashtech G12 GPS C/A code receiver were conducted on the
rooftop of Building 512 at Point Mugu, CA on December 7, 1999.  The antennas for the two systems
were mounted on a BQM-74E nose cone (the BQM-74E is an aerial target).  The nominal output of the
DSQ-50A’s telemetry transmitter is 2 to 3 watts.  The block diagram of the test setup is shown in
figure 1.  The DSQ-50A telemetry transmitting antenna was about 24 inches away from the GPS
receiving antenna.  The DSQ-50A sensor antenna was about 5 inches away from the GPS receiving
antenna.  The sensor output was not connected to the antenna but rather was terminated in 50 ohms for
this test.  The purpose of the bandpass filter in front of the GPS LNA is to attenuate the telemetry signals
to minimize interference to the GPS receiver and to prevent the LNA from saturating.  The tests
consisted of recording the information from the Ashtech G12 receiver for about 15 seconds and also
recording the spectrum of the signal at the input to the GPS receiver (via directional coupler connected to
spectrum analyzer).  Tests were conducted with the DSQ-50A off and with the transmitter set to various
frequencies.  A bandstop filter was connected to the transmitter output and additional tests were
performed.  The bandstop filter was centered at 1575.42 MHz, the GPS L1 frequency.

TEST RESULTS

The first DSQ-50 telemetry frequency tested was 2204.5 MHz.  The GPS S/N values were essentially the
same as with the DSQ-50 off.  All of the following tests were performed with an L-band DSQ-50A.
When the DSQ-50A was set to 1525.5 and 1482.5 MHz no satellites were acquired while only one
satellite at 27.7 dB-Hz S/N was acquired with the DSQ-50A set to 1506.5 MHz.  Seven satellites were
acquired with the DSQ-50A set to 1435.5 MHz with an average S/N degradation of 2.7 dB.  The
spectrum analyzer plots are shown in figure 2.  The average noise levels in a 2 MHz span around
1575.4 MHz with respect to DSQ-50A off were: -0.4 dB with 2204.5, +2.4 dB with 1435.5, +25.4 dB
with 1482.5, +14.6 dB with 1506.5, and +16.1 dB with 1525.5 (the spectrum analyzer noise floor was
taken into account in calculating these values).  The increase in average noise level at 1575.4 MHz is
about the same as the decrease in satellite S/N.  Therefore, it is very likely that the main problem is excess
energy at frequencies near 1575.4 MHz.  The high noise levels with 1482.5 MHz are caused by a discrete
spurious signal with a power level of about –50 dBm.  The source of the discrete signal is the divide by
16 circuitry in the transmitter (1482.5 + 1482.5/16 = 1575.2 MHz).

Measurements of the telemetry transmitter in a laboratory setting were performed to characterize the
excess noise in a more controlled environment.  The test setup is shown in figure 3.  A 10-dB attenuator
was used on the telemetry transmitter output to minimize the probability of damaging or saturating any
device in the signal path.  The measured excess power levels with the DSQ-50A turned on are shown in
figure 4.  Note that the only signals above the noise floor are the transmitter frequencies and the
frequency band around 1575.4 MHz in the bandpass filter’s passband.  The bandpass filter does a good
job of attenuating the main telemetry signal but does not attenuate the signal at 1575.4 MHz.  The power
per Hertz at 1575.4 MHz at the output of this transmitter is plotted in figure 5 (points connected by line).
The noise power at 1575.4 MHz decreases as the transmitter frequency is decreased.  The other points
plotted in figure 5 were taken with four fixed frequency transmitters from three manufacturers.



                      Figure 1.  GPS/DSQ-50 test setup.

Note: Insertion Loss/Gain in Parenthesis Measured at 1575.42 MHz.
*GPS Bandpass Filter In-Band 1575.42 MHz Insertion Loss: –2.33 dB; –3 dB Frequencies:
f l=1570.918 f u=1579.42
**GPS L1 Notch Filter –3 dB Frequencies: f l=1566.625 f u=1583.375
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Figure 2. Spectrum analyzer plots at GPS LNA output.



The noise power density for the GPS system with the DSQ-50A turned off was about –172 dBm/Hz.
The noise powers of this transmitter are 35 to 45 dB above the noise floor of a device with a noise power
density of –172 dBm/Hz (see figure 5).  The antenna isolation for the rooftop test antenna configuration
was about 30 dB, which is not enough to eliminate the effects of the excess transmitter noise.

Two potential causes of the excess noise levels are phase noise and amplifier thermal noise (noise floor).
Data from the transmitter manufacturer shows the measured phase noise 1 MHz away from the carrier is
typically about -128 dBc/Hz and the power is decreasing by 6 dB/octave.  Extrapolating this value to a
frequency 50 MHz from the carrier one gets –128 – 20log(50) = -162 dBc/Hz.  The transmitter output
power (0 dBc) was about +34 dBm, therefore, the phase noise would be -128 dBm/Hz which is very
close to the values shown in figure 5; -127 dBm/Hz for 1525.5 MHz and –119 to –132 dBm/Hz for
1527.5 MHz.  The extrapolated phase noise for a frequency 140 MHz from the carrier would be
-137 dBm/Hz, which is the same as the measured noise value at 1435.5 MHz.  We do not know the
amplifier characteristics but it appears that phase noise is the most likely source of excess noise at
1575.4 MHz for the small number of transmitters tested so far.  It would appear that one potential
approach to decreasing telemetry transmitter noise levels at GPS L1 would be to use a VCO with lower
phase noise in the frequency range of 40 to 150 MHz from the telemetry transmitter center frequency.

Figure 6 shows the spectrum of a DSQ-50 telemetry transmitter that interfered with the GPS system on a
target.  The noise power at 1575.4 MHz is similar to other transmitters but note the large spur at
1570 MHz.  This transmitter has spurs about every 21 MHz.  The power in the spur at 1570 MHz was
about -45 dBm which is 20 dB better than required by IRIG Standard 106-00, Telemetry Standards.
However, the power in this spur is high enough to cause problems for the GPS receiver.

Other options to solve this problem include increasing antenna isolation, adding a bandpass filter centered
on the telemetry band, or adding a bandstop filter centered at 1575.4 MHz at the telemetry transmitter
output.  A bandstop filter with nominal bandwidth of 10 MHz centered at GPS L1 was located and the
GPS tests were repeated.  The results for the six satellites with elevation angles greater than 10 degrees
that were common to all of these tests are plotted in figure 7.  The satellite acquisition speed and number
of satellites were now the same whether the DSQ-50A was on or off.  The average of all satellite S/N
values (shown in parentheses in the legend portion of figure 7) with the DSQ-50A on was 0.1 to 0.7 dB
lower than the beginning S/N values with DSQ-50A off and 0.4 dB higher to 0.2 dB lower than the
ending S/N values with DSQ-50A off.

Additional tests were conducted with a radio frequency signal generator summed with the GPS signal and
connected to the LNA input.  At a frequency of 1525.5 MHz, a signal level at the LNA input of about
-53 dBm resulted in a GPS S/N degradation of about 3 dB.  The degradation was somewhat less for
lower generator frequencies at the same power level.

Many GPS LNAs are quite broad band; for example, one LNA had a measured gain of 31 dB at
1575.4 MHz and 1485.5 MHz and a gain of 25 dB at 2250.5 MHz.  Assuming a 2-watt transmitter at
2250.5 MHz and 30 dB of isolation between the telemetry and GPS antennas, the signal at the LNA input
without a filter would be +3 dBm.  After the 25-dB gain LNA, the signal would be +28 dBm; however,
the LNA output saturates at about +13 dBm so the output would be saturated at +13 dBm.  The
saturated LNA would cause the GPS signals to be suppressed and degrade the GPS data quality.  One



solution is to put a bandpass filter between the GPS antenna and the LNA.  If the filter has 40 dB of
attenuation at 2250.5 MHz, the telemetry signal would be –37 dBm at the LNA input and therefore
-12 dBm at the output and well below the saturation point of most GPS LNAs.

A conceptual block diagram of a telemetry plus GPS system designed to minimize interference is shown
in figure 8.  Note the bandpass filter before the GPS LNA to attenuate interfering signals outside of the
GPS bands and the bandstop (or bandpass) filter to attenuate signals emanating from the telemetry
transmitter near the GPS L1 frequency (filters may sometimes also be required at GPS L2 but preliminary
tests have shown lower noise levels at GPS L2 because it is much further away from the transmitter
center frequency).

Figure 3.  Laboratory test setup for measuring transmitter power levels near 1575.4 MHz.

Note: Insertion Loss/Gain in Parenthesis Measured at 1575.42 MHz.
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CONCLUSIONS

The tests described in this paper point out that significant isolation is needed between the output of an
L-band telemetry transmitter and the GPS LNA.  Typically at least 90 dB of attenuation (100 dB
preferred) of the main telemetry signal and at least 40 to 50 dB of attenuation of the telemetry
transmitter’s noise at 1575.42 MHz is required.  Telemetry transmitters that have spurious outputs close
to 1575.4 MHz may require more than 50 dB of isolation at 1575.4 MHz.  The typical specification for
spurious signals at the output of a telemetry transmitter is –25 dBm, however, levels much lower than
-25 dBm can cause problems if the frequency is close to the GPS frequencies.  Problems are less likely to
exist when S-band telemetry transmitters are used but problems can occur if the transmitter has spurs
close to the GPS frequencies or if the telemetry transmitter saturates the GPS LNA.  Many typical
antenna configurations do not provide sufficient isolation.  Therefore, both a good bandpass filter before
the GPS LNA and possibly a bandstop or bandpass filter at the L-band telemetry transmitter output will
be required for good GPS performance.  Telemetry transmitters with lower output levels near GPS
frequencies would reduce the probability of needing the bandstop filter.  The tests discussed in this report
demonstrate that L-band telemetry and GPS can operate compatibly in near proximity if the
recommended design is used and that problems are likely if a good design approach is not used.
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Figure 8. Block diagram of L-band telemetry and GPS systems
designed to minimize interference.
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ABSTRACT

In the past few years, GPS has proven itself as an effective source of time space position information
(TSPI) data for air vehicles.  Currently, GPS truth systems are used to track aircraft ranging from low
dynamic vehicles to high dynamic fighters.  However, low-cost GPS TSPI instrumentation is not
currently available for stores and weapons delivered by air vehicles.  To date, data is collected by
tracking dropped items using radar or optical means.  This process is costly and time consuming.

The purpose of this project is to leverage the recent advances in micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMS) technology to develop a subminiature, inexpensive, low power, disposable telemetry-
transmitting package.  The purpose of this transmitting package is to up-link the GPS positional data
from the weapon or store to the host aircraft.  This data is then retransmitted by the host aircraft to a
ground station and/or recorded on board for post processing.  The transmission of the data to the host
aircraft can provide near real- time position data for the released object.  The transmitting package must
have a unique identification method for application in tracking multiple objects.  Since most of the
systems used in weapons testing will be destroyed, it is extremely important to keep the development
and maintenance cost low.  In addition, the package must be non-intrusive to avoid any significant
modification to the weapon and to facilitate quick instrumentation of the weapon for test and evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

As advances are made in the micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) technology the realization of
creating a low cost subminiature, GPS time-space-position-information (TSPI) system is becoming more
of a reality then ever.  With advances in other technological areas such as unmanned aerospace vehicles
and weapons system, the need for an accurate subminiature GPS TSPI system is more consequential
then ever.  One such area is tracking the trajectory of objects released by aircraft in flight.  Present
means of tracking these objects include the use of radar and optical means.  Unfortunately, radar
accuracy is inferior by today’s criterion.  Optical tracking methods provide much better accuracy than
radar but are labor intensive, making them less cost effective.  The main goal of this project is to create a
low cost non-intrusive GPS telemetry system with a high level of accuracy.  In the past few years, GPS
has proven itself as one of the more accurate and cost effective methods of tracking objects both in the
commercial and military world.  It is common to use GPS to track vehicles and in some cases people on
the battlefield or in a test environment.  However, the tracking of objects released from aircraft requires
breakthroughs in development of GPS systems. Current GPS units capable of the levels of accuracy
needed for this mission are too large or too expensive.  There still remains a significant gap between size
and accuracy that needs to be filled.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The GPS/TSPI system being developed by this project consists of six separate components; GPS
receiver, GPS antenna, transceiver, power supply, IMU and UHF antenna.  The first and most obvious
component of the GPS/TSPI system is a subminiature GPS receiver/antenna, also known as smart
antennas.  The smart antenna will be capable of fast acquisition, integration with an inertial
measurement unit (IMU), and carrier phase differential GPS.  Also, the unit could be mounted on a
circuit card assembly (CCA), making it versatile and adaptable to different environments.  This will
allow the smart antenna to be used in conjunction with the other components or as a stand-alone unit.
The next component in the GPS/TSPI system is the transceiver.  The transceiver will upload the TSPI
data to the host aircraft or to a ground station where the data will be used to display the position of the
drop or record it for post processing.  This feature will allow GPS Method One or Method Three
processing capabilities.  A typical scenario is shown in Figure 1.

STORE
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STORE
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HOST AIRCRAFT

Figure 1: Typical GPS/Telemetry scenario



In order to overcome data loss from packet collisions the transceiver modules will be working in a
TDMA or equivalent mode.  This will allow multiple targets to be tracked by one host aircraft.  Once the
data has reached the host aircraft it is recorded on board and retransmitted down to a ground station.  By
doing this the data can be viewed in real time (Method One) or in a post-processing format (Method
Three).  This method also reduces the chances of lost data points.  The data rate at which the GPS/TSPI
system will operate is dependent on the number of targets being tracked and the transceiver message
rate.  A message rate of greater then ten-hertz for three or four targets is expected for this system.  In
addition, the unit will house the UHF antenna and power supply for the GPS/TSPI system. In order to
achieve the high demands put forth by this program it has been split into two portions, first generation,
and second generation.  The goals of the first generation GPS/telemetry is to develop a system that can
be outfitted inside a bomb dummy unit (BDU)33.  The size constrains for this portion of the
development is not nearly as stringent as those for the second generation.  As a matter of fact most
commercial off the shelf GPS receivers and telemetry systems will meet the requirements set forth by
this portion of the test.  The two main obstacles that must be overcome in the first generation
GPS/telemetry are tracking multiple drops at high data rates, and providing GPS track from point of
drop to point of impact.  Obviously, the first obstacle (tracking multiple drops), the problem lies in
identifying the different drops and preventing or minimizing data packet collisions.  It is common
practice for a B-52 or a B-1 to drop hundreds of BDU 33 with a single pass, which brings us to the next
obstacle.  The drops and stores are often blocked from receiving free air GPS satellite signals.  This is a
major concern when most drops reach the target in less than 30 seconds.  This clearly does not allow
enough time for the GPS receiver to achieve a lock and produce a solution from point of release to point
of impact.  The project is currently addressing these two obstacles.

Under the second-generation development, the goals of the first generation will be kept and the
GPS/telemetry system will be shrunk down to a subminiature level.  The unit, currently refereed to as a
“bandage GPS system”, will be mounted on virtually any platform externally.  The project is currently
leveraging on micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) technology to achieve its strict size
requirements.  The two stages are being worked simultaneously.  Small Business Innovative Research
(SBIR) projects are currently being used to push the subminiature technology.  The IMU for this unit is
currently being developed in an Air Force Phase II SBIR project with “Waddan Systems”. The IMU is a
low cost high-performance navigation quality inertial measurement unit (IMU).  The IMU used for the
INS is essentially a triad of three bulk micro-machined silicon sensors.  Currently a PCI format is being
utilized for mounting the IMU.  Figures 2 shows the IMU configuration into a PCI board, and figure 3
shows the relative size of the IMU.

Figure 3: A packaging scheme for IMU
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In addition to the telemetry problem discussed earlier, developing a power supply for the transceiver to
meet the size and cost required set by this project is a challenge in itself.  Cleveland Medical Devices
currently has another SBIR in the works, which addresses the telemetry and power challenges.

COST

In order to make the GPS/TSPI system effective, the cost of the unit must be relatively low for both the
first and second generation GPS/telemetry systems.  The need for the low cost is not only driven by the
fact that the store or drops may be destroyed.  It is also being driven by the fact that the versatility of the
unit will entice more units being purchased than the average GPS system.  Initial cost estimates of the
unit show that the price per unit should not exceed $4,000.  Table 1 shows the estimated price for each
component.  The most costly components of the unit are the IMU and the transceiver, accounting for
more than half of the unit price.  It is estimated that once the units have been developed and large
numbers are produced, the price of each unit will drop significantly.

Component Estimated price
GPS/GPS antenna $500
Transceiver $700
power supply $200
IMU $1,500
UHF antenna $200

Table 1.  Estimated price of separate components

APPROACH

Current technology restricts the size of the GPS system to a 5 in. by 5 in. by 8 in. box.  This is much too
large for our proposed system.  The overall system that meets the requirements of the proposed system
does not yet exist.  However, two current SBIR projects could provide the subsystems required to
upgrade the current system.  One is the Modular Affordable GPS INS (MAGI).  It is currently an Air
Force Phase II SBIR project with “Waddan Systems”.  The GPS/IMU component of the MAGI meets
the size requirements, but its cost is over the estimated cost.  The other SBIR project is handled by
Cleveland Medical, which is developing a transceiver, an UHF antenna, and a power supply.  Once these
subsystems are available, they will be integrated into the proposed system.  In addition, an SBIR
solicitation for FY01 is put forth to develop a miniature GPS telemetry system that would fit in a Bomb
Dummy Unit (BDU) 33.  If this SBIR is successful, its technology development can be transferred and
applied to the proposed system.



APPLICATIONS/CONCLUSION

The capability of an object tracking itself and reporting its position to a ground station is a valuable tool
to the test and evaluation community.  This capability would allow the stores, such as free fall
munitions, fuel tanks, cargo pallets, etc., to be tracked from release to point of impact.  For the war
fighter, the capability could be incorporated into a weapon system to tell the pilot whether the weapons
hit or miss target for battle damage assessment.  Commercially, the proposed system could be applied to
systems for locating vehicles, ships, and people.  In addition, the commercialization of this technology
has great potential and miniature GPS equipment is currently being used to develop a watch based GPS
unit for easy carrying and use in several commercial applications.
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ABSTRACT

Global Positioning System (GPS) technology is being used as a sensor in telemetry systems to provide
time, space and position information (TSPI) as well as end game or vector scoring.  The accuracy of
these measurements depends on precisely locating the phase center of the GPS antenna. A procedure has
not currently been addressed by anyone to measure the phase center of a conformal wrap-around GPS
antenna. This paper will discuss some techniques on determining the antenna phase center.
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BACKGROUND

The Joint Advance Missile Instrumentation program (JAMI) has been exploring the use of GPS as a
sensor for telemetry systems.   One of the items required to implement GPS in a telemetry system is a
GPS antenna. The conformal wrap-around antenna used on missile systems maintains the aerodynamics
and a good radiation pattern coverage when the missile rolls. A wrap-around telemetry (S-Band) antenna
is also needed to transmit the telemetry data.

For the JAMI investigations, single frequency C/A code is used, where the errors are removed from the
GPS signal by using Double-Difference corrections (DDGPS).  This frequency is referred to as L1
(1575.4 MHz). Several dual band (L1/S) antennas have been designed, two made for a 5-inch diameter



missile and two for a 2.75-inch diameter missile.  When we started testing these antennas, several
problems appeared, and a Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) called Multiple
Band Antennas for Telemetry (MuBAT) was formed to resolve the problems.

Some of the problems we found include; (a) the need for a filter between the pre-amp and the L1 antenna
to prevent unwanted telemetry signals from leaking through, (b) low noise figures for the GPS antenna
system, (c) the need for software design tools to handle multiple antennas in a single band, and (d)
locating the phase center of the L1 antenna.  The tracking ability of a GPS receiver in a high dynamic
environment is dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio.  Even though there is about 600 to 700 MHz of
separation between the L1 and S-band signals, the S-band transmitter would saturate the pre-amp so that
very few of the GPS signals could be received. Approximately eight Satellite Vehicles (SV’s) were
tracked prior to powering the S-band transmitter.  When the transmitter was turned on, the number of
SVs would drop to one or two.  Eugene Law documented these and other problems with L1 and L-band
antennas in his current paper for ITC 2000 [1].  A low noise figure pre-amp located as close to the
antenna as possible is needed.  MuBAT is looking into building wrap-around antennas with built-in
filter/limiter/preamplifier.  A software tool is being upgraded to design multiple band antennas. This paper
describes what we have done to date to address the problem of finding the phase center of the antenna,
but there is still more work that needs to be done in this area.

INTRODUCTION

What is the phase center of an antenna and why is it important?  The phase center is defined as a
reference point from which all radiation emanates, and radiated fields measured on the surface of a sphere
whose center coincides with the phase center have the same phase [2].  The phase center of most
antennas is not one single point, but rather a surface. It may not even be contained within the antenna
structure.  The phase center will appear to move depending on the angle of the signal to the antenna.
When a phase center is identified, it is usually the average of all the different phase centers from all the
SVs being received.

Knowing the phase center of the GPS antenna is important to be able to make accurate measurements.
For the 5-inch wrap-around antennas, not knowing the location of the phase center will cause errors in
the measurements on the order of ± 2.5 inches.  For the JAMI program, this is a good portion of the error
budget for producing an end-game-scoring accuracy of 12 inches.  Therefore, being able to accurately
define the phase center of the antenna becomes very important to meet the end-game-scoring
requirements.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENTS

There are two methods of measurements that are outlined in literature.  One method is to use a reference
antenna that has been surveyed with the antenna under test located at a known fixed distance from the
reference antenna [3].  GPS measurements are then taken to find the position vector from the reference
antenna to the antenna under test.  By knowing the phase center of the reference antenna, the average
phase center of the antenna under test can be calculated.  This would be a simple and easy method for a
highly directional antenna that has a good ground plane and looks up at the sky.  The problem with using



this method on a wrap-around antenna is that it is omnidirectional and looks down at the ground as well
as at the sky.  This causes multipath problems that would skew the data.  Another problem is the phase
center will change as the antenna is rotated and several measurements would have to be done to get a
good idea on how the phase center moves as the antenna is rotated.

The other method is to put the antenna under test in an anechoic chamber and place it in the field of a
transmitting horn on a positioner that is capable of precise placement of an antenna relative to the
rotation axes.  This method is outlined in the Antenna Handbook [2].   Since NAWCWD has an anechoic
chamber, this method was chosen to measure the phase center of a wrap-around GPS antenna. This
chamber has a rotating circular table to achieve all 360° azimuth angles, as well as a rotary joint pedestal
to measure all 360° roll angles (thereby achieving all 4π steradian angles).

TEST SET-UP

The test set-up for phase center measurements is shown on Figure 1.  The nose of the missile was defined
as the zero degree azimuth angle (Az = 0°). The missile mockup model with attached wrap-around
antenna was mounted onto the anechoic chamber pedestal.  A reference measurement was taken with the
GPS antenna array’s RF connector located at the center of rotation of the chamber table.  Each
measurement involved the rotation of the table from the Az = +90° to Az = -90°, while measuring the
phase in two degree increments.  The pedestal was moved forward and backward, with respect to the
transmitting antenna, and phase measurements were conducted until a symmetric phase pattern was
achieved. Several antennas were tested but the only results for the Haigh-Farr (model 2410) GPS/S-band
5-inch wrap-around antenna will be presented.

Figure 1. Test Set-up
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RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the initial reference phase plot.  If the phase center were directly along the horizontal
center axis of the missile and along the vertical line through the RF connector, the phase plot would be a
straight line.  Obviously Figure 2 does not represent the phase center.  After several iterations, the RF
connector was moved closer to the transmitting antenna by 4.675 inches. The phase measurement plot on
Figure 3 is not a flat line, but the phase plot is symmetrical.  The symmetrical plot shows that the phase
center is in line with the vertical center of rotation.  When the tests were conducted, the pedestal did not
allow the missile body to be translated so that it could be offset from the horizontal missile axis.   Due to
this limitation, the phase center could not be resolved any further.

Figure 2.  Reference Phase Plot



Figure 3.  Final Phase Plot

The following equation from the Antenna Handbook [2] is used to calculate the radius of the phase center
from the center of rotation:

r =
λo

2π
ψ

(1 − cos θ)
(1-1)

Where, r= radius from center of rotation,
λo = wavelength of the frequency at which the antenna is tested,
ψ = phase measurement,

and θ = azimuth angle (Az).

The geometry of the equation is shown on Figure 4.

a. Physical Set-up b. Typical Phase Plot

Figure 4. Definition of equation

ψ
r

θ

θ
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Using the measured phase verses azimuth data and taking the average, ‘r’ was calculated to be 6.1
centimeters or 2.4 inches.  The phase data for several points around Az = 0° was not averaged in since
the data was not reasonable.  There are two reasons for this.  First, when Az=0° the denominator will
equal to zero in equation 1-1 which causes the result to blow up.  The second reason might be the fact
that there is a large null on the magnitude plot of the wrap-around antenna (see Figure 5) near Az=0°
therefore little or no signal is being received.  Since the radius of the missile is 2.5 inches, this indicates
that the phase center is located at or near the surface of the missile antenna.

Figure 5. Magnitude Plot of 5-inch Wrap-around Antenna

Assuming the phase center is located on the surface of the missile and using equation 1-1 to find the
theoretical phase center, Figure 6 shows the theoretical verses the measured phase.  This verifies our
initial assumptions.  As can be seen, the measured phase center does move around with a change of
azimuth angle.

Another assumption we might be able to make from the phase data being erratic near Az = 0° is that the
phase center switched from one side of the missile body to the other as it rotated through Az = 0°.  This
would make the phase center of the antenna a circle around the missile body located about 4.675 inches
aft of the GPS RF connector.  A roll cut of the antenna would verify this, but this measurement has not
yet been done.  Another way to verify this is to look at the first phase plot on Figure 2.  If the phase
center is a circle around the missile body, then as the measurement is being taken through Az = 0°, the
phase center should shift to the other side, and would produce a symmetric plot.  Since the plot is not
symmetric, our assumption is incorrect.



Figure 6.  Theoretical Phase Plot vs. Measured

Another assumption is that the phase center is an area on the surface of the missile in line with the RF
feed as shown on Figure 7.  The phase center would be 4.675 inches aft of the GPS RF connector and 2.5
inches from the centerline of the missile.  This would give a radius, 'r' of 5.3 inches from the center of
rotation.  There would also be a 28° offset angle, 'φ'.  Figure 8 is created by using the data from Figure 2,
and overlaying data created from equation 1-1 where 'r' is 5.3 inches and theta has a 28° offset and
solving for phase.

Center of Rotation of the Table

GPS RF Connector Apparent Phase Center

4.675"

2.5"rφ

Figure 7. Geometry for Reference Phase Plot on Figure 2.



Figure 8. Measured Phase Plot vs. Theoretical Phase plot with 4.675 inch offset

The radius is not quite right since the slopes do not match.  The measured radius is greater than the
calculated radius but the general shape is there.  Again, a roll cut needs to be made to verify this
assumption.  Therefore, the apparent phase center is located about 4.675 inches behind the GPS RF feed
connector and on the surface of the missile.

REMOVING THE ERROR

Knowing where the phase center is did not help in reducing the GPS location error due to the phase
center.  There is still ± 2.5 inches of error if the roll position of the missile is not known.  One way to
remove this error is to keep track of the missile’s roll position and do post processing on the GPS data.
The most accurate method is to add or subtract the phase information of the different SV’s phase
measurements to translate the apparent phase center to the centerline of the missile axis. This corrected
phase data could be used to compute the missile position, but this method might need Pitch and Yaw
information as well as Roll.



ADDITIONAL WORK

The most obvious piece of information that is missing from fully describing the phase center is a phase
plot in the roll plane around the area that is 4.675 inches aft of the GPS connector.  The assumptions
made about the phase center need to be further verified.

Some additional work that needs to be accomplished is to have the software development tools used to
design antennas, upgraded so they can predict the antenna phase center.  This may not be possible if there
is not a close-formed solution to solve for the phase center.

There might also be a problem with missiles that have high roll rates.  Since the phase centers will most
likely not be along the center axis of the missile, there is some concern that the spin will modulate the
phase data so greatly that the GPS receiver will not be able to maintain lock on the SVs. It would be
helpful to be able to design an antenna where the phase center can be used as a design parameter.  Is it
possible to design wrap-around antennas so the phase center is located in the center of the missile?

Algorithms need to be developed to remove the measurement errors due to the phase center not being
located along the center axis of the missile.  These algorithms might be used in either the air (real time) or
on the ground (post processing).

CONCLUSIONS

GPS sensors are being developed to work in missile environments.  In order to use these sensors, GPS
antennas need to be packaged in a conformal wrap-around fashion.  The GPS antenna not only needs a
broad radiation pattern to give good coverage as the missile rolls, but also needs to have its phase center
defined. Knowing the phase center as accurately as possible would increase the missile location accuracy,
especially for end-game-scoring applications.

This paper presented an approach to find the phase center of a wrap-around antenna.  Actual
measurements were made on the Haigh-Farr model 2410 L1/S-band antenna.  The phase center was
found to be an area 4.675 inches aft of the GPS RF connector, and on the surface of the antenna.  The
data measurements were not complete and a roll cut of phase data needs to be taken to verify the
location.

Some follow-on work needs to be accomplished.  After the phase center is located, there needs to be a
way to correct for the fact that the phase center may not lie along the centerline of the missile.  It would
also be advantageous to have antenna design software packages predict the location of the phase center
or be able to design an antenna to place the phase center along the centerline of the missile.
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DESIGN OF A GPS/TELEMETRY ANTENNA FOR SMALL
DIAMETER PROJECTILES

Dr. Marv Ryken, Rick Davis, and Scott R. Kujiraoka
Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, Point Mugu, California  

ABSTRACT

In the past, airplanes, target drones, pods, and large missiles have been instrumented with telemetry, flight
termination and beacon tracking antennas to assess performance.  With the emerging use of the Global
Positioning System (GPS) for tracking purposes, GPS is also included as part of the instrumentation
package.  This paper addresses the design of a conformal wraparound antenna system to cover the
telemetry and GPS L1 frequencies for a small (2.75 inch) diameter airborne projectile.  A filter is also
integrated into the antenna system to isolate the transmitted telemetry signal from the received GPS
signal.  This integration is necessary due to the lack of space in the small diameter projectile.  Perform-
ance characteristics of the prototype antenna system are also presented.

KEY WORDS

Microstrip, antenna, GPS, telemetry, wrap-around, filter, amplifier

INTRODUCTION

The design specifications of an Antenna System that includes GPS and telemetry frequency bands are
given including the various design issues and problems.  The design methodology of the antenna and filter
are explained.  Test results of the prototype antenna system are given.

Due to the close proximity of the GPS and telemetry antennas, coupling between antennas of the high
power telemetry transmitting signal interferes with receiving the very low power GPS signals.  A filter
with a minimum stop-band rejection of 40 decibels (dB) is required to keep the telemetry signal from
saturating the GPS receiver.

Specifications

Physical:
Axial length: 4.4 inches Maximum



Thickness:  0.072 inches Maximum
Outer Diameter:  2.75 inches Maximum

Electrical:
GPS antenna:

Center frequency: 1572.5 MHz (L1 Band)
Bandwidth: ± 10 MHz
Polarization: Circular
Roll coverage:  -3 dB +/- 5 dB

Telemetry antenna:
Center frequency: 2250 MHz (S Band)
Bandwidth: ± 10 MHz
Polarization: Linear
Roll coverage:  -3 dB +/- 5 dB

     Band Stop Filter in GPS antenna feed network
Isolation:  40 dB minimum from telemetry antenna

Environmental:  Typical of an airborne projectile

Antenna Design

The Telemetry and GPS antennas are physically separate on the Antenna System, therefore the design of
the two antennas are approached separately.  The system design trade-offs of size, complexity, and
antenna coverage leads to a two-element array, one on each side of the projectile, for both the Telemetry
and GPS antennas.  More elements will produce less variation of gain in the roll coverage but will
produce much more complexity in the corporate feed necessary to drive the antenna elements.  Due to the
small diameter size of the projectile, the GPS free space wavelength will not allow more than two
elements around the projectile.

To meet the environmental conditions, it was decided to use RT/Duroid 6002 material produced by
Rogers' Corporation for the Antenna System.  This material allows sufficient strength and physical and
electrical stability over the environmental conditions.  To meet the problem of fabricating the material
into a diameter of 2.75 inches, two layers of 0.031 inch plus a 0.010 inch thick antenna protective cover
board were used.  The three separate boards are bonded together under pressure and elevated
temperature using bonding film and a custom form.  It was found that a single 0.062 inch thick board
would wrinkle or crack when formed to the 2.75 inch diameter shape.

The antenna design process is diagrammed in Figure 1.  The antenna elements were designed using the
antenna design software package "Ensemble" (produced by Ansoft Corporation).  Once the elements
were designed, the input impedance of the element was available from Ensemble in the form of
S-Parameters.  The S-Parameters were then exported to the software package “Touchstone” (produced
by Agilent Technologies).  The corporate feed was designed in Touchstone and the dimensions from
Touchstone and Ensemble were then used in a mechanical computer aided design (CAD) package,
Cadkey, to layout the Antenna System.  Some iteration between Touchstone and Cadkey was necessary
to meet the electrical goals and physical parameter constraints.



Figure 1.  Antenna Design Process.

Telemetry Antenna – Figure 2 is the final physical configuration of the telemetry antenna.  The electric
field is in the direction of the feed input.  To keep the electric field continuous around the circumference
of the projectile, one of the element feeds must have an additional 180 degrees of phase shift relative to
the other element feed.  This will compensate for the physically reversed element feeds and produce the
required axial symmetric electric field.  This novel feed network was developed to minimize the feed
network real estate.  In contrast, a typical feed network would feed on the same side of each antenna
element, this would require additional real estate on the side of one of the elements.  The input impedance
is 50 ohms so the line impedance was made 100 ohms so that the two lines would parallel together to
produce the required 50 ohms.  The feed position in the antenna element was iterated in Ensemble to
produce the required 100 ohms input impedance.  Because of the phase match requirements, the right
angle bends were also part of the Touchstone simulation.  The goals in Touchstone were a maximum 2:1
VSWR (9.5 dB return loss), equal magnitude at each element, and 180 degree phase difference over the
required 2.24 to 2.26 GHz frequency range.  The final data from Touchstone is shown in Table 1 and
shows the data to be within an acceptable tolerance.

Figure 2.  Telemetry Band Antenna Layout.
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Table 1.  Telemetry Band Antenna Final Calculated Performance Data. 
FREQ DB[S11] MAG[S11] ANG[S11] MAG[S21] ANG[S21] 
GHz ANT ANT ANT DIFF1 DIFF1 
2.230 -5.5 0.53 91.8 0.98 177.4 
2.231 -5.8 0.51 89.9 0.98 177.4 
2.232 -6.1 0.49 87.9 0.98 177.4 
2.233 -6.5 0.47 85.9 0.99 177.4 
2.234 -6.9 0.45 83.8 0.99 177.4 
2.235 -7.3 0.43 81.5 0.99 177.4 
2.236 -7.7 0.41 79.2 0.99 177.4 
2.237 -8.2 0.39 76.8 0.99 177.4 
2.238 -8.7 0.37 74.2 0.99 177.4 
2.239 -9.2 0.35 71.5 1.00 177.4 
2.240 -9.9 0.32 68.5 1.00 177.5 
2.241 -10.5 0.30 65.4 1.00 177.5 
2.242 -11.3 0.27 61.9 1.00 177.5 
2.243 -12.1 0.25 58.1 1.00 177.5 
2.244 -13.1 0.22 53.8 1.00 177.6 
2.245 -14.1 0.20 48.8 1.00 177.6 
2.246 -15.3 0.17 42.9 1.00 177.7 
2.247 -16.6 0.15 35.5 1.01 177.7 
2.248 -18.0 0.13 26.1 1.01 177.7 
2.249 -19.5 0.11 13.7 1.01 177.8 
2.250 -20.8 0.09 -2.9 1.01 177.8 
2.251 -21.5 0.08 -23.5 1.01 177.9 
2.252 -21.3 0.09 -45.1 1.01 177.9 
2.253 -20.2 0.10 -63.8 1.01 178.0 
2.254 -18.8 0.12 -78.2 1.01 178.1 
2.255 -17.3 0.14 -88.9 1.01 178.1 
2.256 -15.9 0.16 -97.1 1.02 178.2 
2.257 -14.7 0.18 -103.6 1.02 178.2 
2.258 -13.6 0.21 -109.0 1.02 178.3 
2.259 -12.6 0.23 -113.6 1.02 178.4 
2.260 -11.7 0.26 -117.6 1.02 178.4 

2.261 -11.0 0.28 -121.2 1.02 178.5 
2.262 -10.3 0.31 -124.5 1.02 178.6 
2.263 -9.6 0.33 -127.5 1.02 178.6 
2.264 -9.0 0.35 -130.3 1.02 178.7 
2.265 -8.5 0.38 -132.9 1.03 178.8 
2.266 -8.0 0.40 -135.4 1.03 178.9 
2.267 -7.6 0.42 -137.7 1.03 178.9 
2.268 -7.1 0.44 -139.9 1.03 179.0 
2.269 -6.8 0.46 -142.0 1.03 179.1 
2.270 -6.4 0.48 -144.1 1.03 179.2 

 



GPS Antenna – Figure 3 is the final physical configuration of the GPS Antenna.  The feed network is
more conventional in that both feeds are at the same physical point on both of the antenna elements. 
Because the polarization requirement is circular, one side is slightly longer than the other and the feed is
situated at one corner of the antenna element.  The input impedance at the feed input to the antenna
element is in the order of 250 ohms and is matched to the 50-ohm input through approximate quarter-
wavelength impedance transformers.  The additional two open-circuited lines with the interconnecting
line make up a 3-section band-stop filter to impede the telemetry band transmitted signal from being
received by the GPS receiver.  To minimize size and weight, the band-stop filter is integrated into the
Antenna System instead of being incorporated into the projectile body.  The GPS antenna design
procedure follows Figure 1. The antenna element is optimized in Ensemble for circular polarization and
the input impedance from Ensemble is imported to Touchstone.  The topology of the feed network needs
nominal values of impedance and line lengths to begin the optimizing.  A limit on the etching accuracy
limits the minimum line width to approximately 0.010 inch.  This limits the maximum impedance that can
be obtained.  The initial band-stop filter parameters were configured as two quarter-wavelength open-
circuited lines separated by a quarter-wavelength at 2.25 GHz.  The optimized band-stop filter had a
fairly low impedance open-circuited stub at the input so two open-circuited lines of twice the impedance
were substituted for the one low impedance line.  By locating the two open-circuited stubs as shown in
Figure 3, the surface wave coupling is reduced by canceling the signal picked up by one stub with the
signal picked up by the other stub.  This is done by physically locating the stubs so that they are
approximately 180 degrees out-of-phase with a surface wave that comes from the telemetry antenna.  The
extra zigzag in one feed relative to the other feed is necessary to equalize the phase to each element. 
Again all of the right angle bends were part of the Touchstone simulation.  The goals in Touchstone were
broken up into two frequency ranges.  For the frequency range of 1.565 to 1.585 GHz, the goals were a
maximum 2:1 VSWR (9.5 dB return loss) input, equal magnitude at each element, and 0 degree phase
difference.  For the frequency range of 2.230 to 2.270 GHz, the goal was an insertion loss of greater than
50 dB.  The final calculated data for the optimized circuit is presented in Table 2 and shows data
consistent with tolerances required to fabricate this antenna. 

Figure 3. GPS Antenna Layout.
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Fabrication and Test – The last part of the design process was to build and test a prototype antenna. 
Figure 4 is a photo of the antenna element before bonding and forming to the proper diameter.   Due to
the very small antenna diameter, the input to both antennas was via miniature coaxial cables.  There was
insufficient room to put SMA chassis mount type connectors directly on the antenna.

 
Table 2.  GPS Antenna Final Calculated Performance Data. 
FREQ MAG[S11] ANG[S11] DB[S11] MAG[S21] ANG[S21] DB[S21] DB[S21] 
GHz ANT ANT ANT DIFF1 DIFF1 ANT1 ANT2 

1.565 0.3 -163.8 -12.0 1.00 -0.3 -3.3 -3.4 
1.569 0.1 -163.0 -17.6 1.00 -0.3 -3.6 -3.6 
1.572 0.1 -131.5 -22.1 1.00 -0.3 -3.8 -3.8 
1.576 0.1 -116.9 -23.7 1.00 -0.3 -3.8 -3.8 
1.579 0.0 -35.8 -40.5 1.00 -0.3 -3.6 -3.6 
1.583 0.1 24.3 -18.2 1.00 -0.3 -3.4 -3.4 
1.585 0.2 14.3 -13.1 1.00 -0.3 -3.4 -3.4 

2.230 1.0 179.5 -0.1 0.96 -0.4 -77.2 -77.5 
2.234 1.0 179.3 -0.1 0.97 0.3 -78.0 -78.2 
2.237 1.0 179.0 -0.1 0.99 0.9 -79.1 -79.1 
2.241 1.0 178.8 -0.1 1.02 1.4 -78.3 -78.2 
2.244 1.0 178.5 -0.1 1.05 1.6 -75.5 -75.1 
2.248 1.0 178.3 -0.1 1.09 1.5 -72.6 -71.9 
2.251 1.0 178.0 -0.1 1.14 0.9 -70.5 -69.4 
2.255 1.0 177.8 -0.1 1.20 -0.6 -69.2 -67.7 
2.258 1.0 177.6 -0.1 1.27 -3.7 -68.8 -66.7 
2.262 1.0 177.3 -0.1 1.33 -9.7 -69.0 -66.5 
2.265 1.0 177.1 -0.1 1.29 -19.4 -69.1 -66.9 
2.269 1.0 176.8 -0.1 1.07 -25.8 -67.6 -67.0 
2.270 1.0 176.7 -0.1 0.99 -25.0 -66.6 -66.7 

 
 
 

Band Stop 
Filter  



Figure 4.  Photo of Prototype Antenna System Element Layer.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The return loss (S11) of the GPS and telemetry antennas and isolation between antennas (S21) data is
shown in Figure 5 and is very good for a prototype.  The 50-dB isolation was easily met and the return
loss of both antennas was acceptable.  The center frequency is off a little as would be expected for a
prototype and is due to design simulation and manufacturing tolerances.  The additional return loss
response spikes (propagation modes) for both the GPS and telemetry antennas were not predicted by
Ensemble, the design element design program.  It is felt that since these propagation modes are not part
of the antenna element and are attributable to the combination of the elements and feed structure.

In Figures 6 through 8 are the antenna radiation pattern principle plane cut (Pitch, Yaw, and Roll)
measurements, of both the GPS and TM antennas.  The Pitch and Yaw patterns show a null at the nose
and tail was would be expected with a fairly small gain variation over the rest of the azimuth.  The Roll
pattern shows the variation due to only two elements to be a very acceptable 6 to 8 dB maximum.  In
general, all of the patterns show the gain to be above –10 dBLI for all of the coverage except at the nose
and tail.



Figure 5. Return Loss and Isolation Between Antennas.

Figure 6. Radiation Pattern (Pitch Cuts)
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Figure 7. Radiation Patterns (Yaw Cuts)

Figure 8. Radiation Pattern (Roll Cuts)

CONCLUSIONS

The development of a GPS/Telemetry antenna system that contains an integrated filter for a small
diameter projectile has been described.  Test data for the prototype antenna has been given and meets the
desired goals within prototype tolerances.
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GPS RECEIVER
SELECTION AND TESTING

FOR LAUNCH AND ORBITAL VEHICLES

Ken Schrock, Todd Freestone, Leon Bell
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

ABSTRACT

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center's Bantam Robust Guidance Navigation & Control Project is
investigating off the shelf navigation sensors that may be inexpensively combined into Kalman filters
specifically tuned for launch and orbital vehicles. For this purpose, Marshall has purchased several GPS
receivers and is evaluating them for these applications. The paper will discuss the receiver selection
criteria and the test equipment used for evaluation.  An overview of the analysis will be presented
including the evaluation used to determine their success or failure. It will conclude with goals of the
program and a recommendation for all GPS users.

KEY WORDS

Global Positioning System simulation, Differential Global Positioning System simulation, launch
vehicle navigation testing, spacecraft GPS receivers.

INTRODUCTION

The paper will begin with a discussion of the project funding this work. Secondly it will discuss the
methodology used in choosing a GPS receiver for space flight applications. Following this the paper will
discuss the GPS constellation simulator test scenarios and a section on the hardware that will be utilized
to conduct these tests. After this the paper will be summarized in a conclusion and recommendations
section.

Part of the charter for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's  (NASA's) Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC) is to investigate new techniques to increase the safety and reduce the cost for
launching payloads in to space. As such, both GPS receivers and Inertial Navigation Sensors (INSs) and
Inertial Measuring Units (IMUs) are currently being evaluated at MSFC.  These navigation sensors each
have their own unique characteristics and abilities, and can complement one another if combined



together properly. Kalman filters are a common algorithm used to integrate these two navigation
sensors.  The filters are designed with a specific trajectory type (dynamics) in mind, and achieve
optimum navigation accuracy in this specific regime; for example, to navigate and air-to-ground missile
or a ship-board helicopter. To investigate possible cost savings NASA Marshall has tasked its Avionics
Department to develop the Robust Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C) program. The purpose is
to be able to test Commercial and Military Off The Shelf (COTS, MOTS) navigation sensors that have
been developed for terrestrial applications as candidates that could be integrated using a Kalman filter
tuned specifically for computing launch vehicle navigation solutions.

Although the attitude capabilities of GPS have been proven, it was decided that initially this experiment
would utilize INS/IMU information for attitude. However, part of the experiment is to design in
flexibility for swapping out different sensors, as new technologies become available.

The GPS receivers used for this program will be subjected to various nominal and off-nominal tests,
regardless of their intended mission. By exposing GPS receivers to varied test situations, key
information about the receiver's operation will be learned, enabling the user to validate the
appropriateness of the receiver. The INS and blended INS/GPS testing will only be discussed in this
paper as they relate to the GPS testing. The intent of the Robust GN&C Program is to provide a Kalman
filter and GPS and INS units capable of providing an accurate, continuos navigation solution for a
launch vehicle, regardless of whether a nominal or off-nominal trajectory is followed. Ultimately the
Kalman filter and chosen navigation sensors would be flown on launch or space vehicles.

GPS RECEIVER SELECTION METHODOLOGY

The authors' initial task for the Robust GN&C program was to pick the initial makes/models of GPS
receivers to be evaluated as one of the navigation sensors for the Kalman filter development.  The
selection process of GPS receivers to consider for space flight began with a survey of what receivers had
already flown. The initial compilation began with Munjal, Feess, and Ananada's paper as presented in
the Institute Of Navigation's 1992 Proceedings (ref. 3). Through further research in additional ION
proceedings, web searches, and vendor contacts, the database filled to a state such that receivers could
intelligently be procured (ref. 4-9). It was difficult to find data on which receivers had actually flown in
space; however an effort was made to determine the flight heritage of the receivers. Where information
was available, occasional discrepancies arose that were resolved by majority voting of different
references. Some of the database entries include receivers that have not flown, but were included
because they were perceived to be likely candidates due to their COTS or MOTS applications.

The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) prohibits domestic GPS manufacturers from
selling receivers that can track at altitudes above 60,000 feet and/or at speeds greater than 1,000 knots.
Since most projects at NASA Marshall exceed these limits, the most critical criteria used in selecting the
receivers was to have the ITAR-imposed speed- and altitude- limits removed. Before the manufacturer
can provide a receiver without these limits, a Non-Export Agreement and Intended-Use Form must be
submitted to the manufacturer.



The units also had to acquire and track GPS signals while moving at high speed. Although these criteria
sound very much alike, there are subtle and very important differences between them. Any GPS receiver
may be manufactured with the ITAR speed and altitude software limits removed, but the receivers’
tracking loops must be designed so they are physically capable of tracking as well as acquiring GPS
signals with large Doppler shift offsets due to high host-vehicle velocities. To illustrate these subtleties,
consider the following four scenarios. (1) A physics experiment carried aboard a helium weather balloon
was carrying an untested GPS Receiver that stopped reporting GPS Position Data as soon as the altitude
exceeded 60,000 feet. Follow-on testing with a GPS RF constellation simulator showed that ITAR
software-limits were present. (2) A Launch Vehicle carrying a GPS Receiver for Range Safety tracking
evaluation purposes provided GPS-based Navigation information during the launch and ascent phases,
up to launch-plus-160-seconds (well beyond ITAR speed and altitude limits), after which no further
GPS updates were received. Post flight data analysis revealed that at the time of GPS solution loss, the
vehicle was traveling over 3000 meters per second at an altitude of over 400,000 feet. Consultation with
the GPS receiver manufacturer revealed the receiver’s physical signal bandwidth was insufficient to
allow tracking of GPS signals with Doppler-induced frequency offsets above 3000 meters per second.
(3) A GPS Receiver was fitted on a surface-to-air missile to provide Time Space Position Information
(TSPI)1 for post flight accuracy determination. The GPS receiver was providing accurate navigation
solutions while on the launch pad. Immediately after launch, the GPS receiver lost lock and no further
GPS TSPI was received. Post flight analysis using a GPS simulator showed the GPS receiver’s tracking
loops used a very narrow-bandwidth, which precluded the receiver from tracking during the high-
accelerations of launch. (4) An All-In-View GPS receiver being tested as a candidate for long distance
Range-Safety tracking was flown aboard a launch vehicle. The receiver provided excellent navigation
data during the launch, ascent, and cruise phases of the mission at speeds and altitudes well in excess of
ITAR Limits. Several thousand miles downrange however, the receiver’s GPS navigation accuracy
began to degrade rapidly, eventually resulting in no GPS navigation solution. Post flight analysis
revealed that ITAR limits had been removed, physical signal bandwidths were sufficient for high-
velocity tracking, and tracking-loop bandwidths were set properly for the acceleration environment.
However, the receiver’s satellite acquisition algorithm had not been designed for high speeds.  It was not
searching a wide enough Doppler range to acquire new satellite signals while traveling at high velocity.
Thus, it launched and provided GPS navigation information while traveling downrange using the
original set of GPS satellites it was locked onto from the launch site. As GPS satellites disappeared over
the launch vehicle’s horizon, the navigation accuracy degraded, until it finally had insufficient satellites
to compute a navigation solution.

The next major criterion in selection was that the receivers have at least twelve parallel tracking
channels to track the majority of satellites in view when in orbit. In Low Earth Orbit, depending on host
vehicle altitude, attitude, antenna type(s) and antenna placement(s), as many as 16 GPS satellites may be
visible. The level of navigation, Standard Positioning Service (SPS) or Precise Positioning Service
(PPS) was dictated by mission accuracy requirements. For the ascent and on-orbit phases of most
missions, SPS-level positioning accuracy is usually adequate rather than requiring PPS accuracy levels.
However, some of NASA's uninhabited vehicle projects require higher precision than even PPS can
deliver, and this accuracy is usually provided by some form of Differential GPS (DGPS), INS, or
RADAR altimeter. The last criterion was that the receivers have the ability to output "raw" GPS data,

                                                
1 While GPS literature typically refers to GPS receiver navigation output as Position Velocity Time (PVT) data, Space
Launch Range users are used to the nomenclature Time Space Position Information (TSPI).



such as pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements, for input into an external Kalman Filter
algorithm. To ease the problem of interfacing these receivers, Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
boards with an integrator’s kit were purchased. The challenge encountered working at the OEM level is
that the interface is less of a plug and play solution than an integrated unit. Additional steps are typically
required to transfer the data into a data analysis program.

Utilizing the above criteria, four different relatively low-cost GPS receivers have been purchased for the
initial investigations. The first is a twelve channel, L1/L22, PPS-capable receiver with Receiver
Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM), utilizing a GPS Receiver Application Module Modified
Standard Electronics Module (GRAM-SEM) interface that is upgradeable to the Selective Availability
Anti Spoofing Module (SAASM). This receiver was chosen for its PPS capability, high dynamics, and
use of new interface standards. The second unit is a twelve-channel, L1 C/A-code receiver designed for
high dynamic (20g) tracking applications. The third unit purchased is a dual-frequency SPS GPS
receiver, to investigate the potential benefits of having dual-frequency SPS measurements available to
the Kalman Filter. The fourth unit chosen is a twelve-channel SPS receiver with integrated Wide Area
Augmentation System (WAAS) receive-capability.

TEST METHODOLOGY AND EVALUATION

The Mars Polar Lander and Climate Orbiter accident investigation report (ref. 10) has suggestions
applicable to NASA, as well as all technical projects. Some of them include the need to validate test
equipment against an absolute truth, to perform extensive component and complete system testing and to
know, understand and document the risks being taken. This work is intended to provide the means to
ensure mission success first.

The initial tests of a GPS receiver, once a reliable, predictable interface has been established, are static
position tests using an outdoor antenna. Not only does static testing give a feel for the performance
capabilities of the receiver, it’s a good warm-up for data processing with a particular receiver. If the test
is performed using a surveyed in antenna or over a surveyed point, there is an absolute truth source
available. Otherwise a mean of all the data points can be used as truth – reference point. The error can be
shown as the difference from the chosen reference point or from statistical function such as the standard
deviation of the data. The receiver should have a position difference caused only by the GPS error
budget.

Figure 1 shows the results of a static live sky test (with Selective Availability activated). It compares the
vertical changes of an L1 only receiver and an L1/L2 receiver over 20 minutes. The figure illustrates the
accuracy improvement the L2 carrier and code provides for a similar technology generation of receivers.
The tests utilized the same antenna, with RF amplifiers and attenuators to provide a nominal (-130 dBm)
signal level to the RF input of each receiver. With the satellites at 20,200-km the geometry of
calculating a position from four or more satellites geometrically constrains the possible position
solutions to a narrower range in the local horizontal plane then in the local vertical plane. This explains

                                                
2 GPS User-Segment signals are currently transmitted on what is commonly referred to as L1, which is nominally centered at
1575.42 MHz, and L2, nominally centered 1227.6 MHz.



why GPS accuracy, regardless of GPS receiver type or architecture is more accurate horizontally than
vertically.

After completing the outdoors static test, a GPS constellation simulator test works well for validation of
the simulator. Next a known static scenario is run for comparison against other receivers for direct,
repeatable receiver comparison. The same receiver, position, time and almanac as the previously run
outdoor test are used. By taking data from a predefined course with a GPS receiver, and importing it in
to the simulator another useful scenario can be generated. This scenario may point out some of the low
dynamic satellite switching logic used by the receiver. Results obtained with the GPS receivers
connected to a GPS simulator should possess the same accuracy, phase and frequency characteristics as
the data collected with live GPS signals

Since many projects at NASA Marshall exceed the ITAR limits it is critical to be able to test that a
receiver will track beyond them. As ITAR limit removal is an unusual request for the manufacturers, it
sometimes gets overlooked. This is why pre-flight testing of a given GPS receiver is necessary.

Figures 2 and 3 show a modified Apollo 11 trajectory, which are far above the ITAR limits, for two
different receivers. The trajectory was generated using Satellite Tool Kit with information from the book
"Apollo By The Numbers" (ref. 11). The light lines represent the truth trajectory while the dark lines
show the GPS receiver solution. Figure two is an older six-channel receiver and figure three is a current
twelve-channel receiver. Both receivers are designed for high dynamics and were run through the same
simulation five times with similar results. It can be seen that both were able to exceed the ITAR altitude
limit but weren't able to make orbit. Looking back at the Apollo tests shows the first level of
examination; did the receiver provide mission success from a navigation standpoint? This test
demonstrates what would have been two failed missions if these units had been used on a real flight.



Assuming previous testing was successful, the next test is typically a simulation of the nominal
trajectory. If it must navigate its way to a pre-determined point such as landing on a runway threshold
centerline, the plot of errors to that point will show how far it is in error. In other words the difference
between where it is and where it should be makes accuracy analysis straightforward The errors may be
presented as time history plots of the along-track, cross-track and down-track errors.. For another type of
mission, such as relative GPS positioning between two dynamic vehicles, or for scenarios in which the
start time, date, or trajectory may vary, a statistical mean of the difference between truth and the
receiver's output may be desirable.

A critical trade study to perform is what effort it will take for a terrestrial GPS receiver to be usable in
an orbital environment. The two major factors to be considered are environmental (thermal, vacuum,
vibration, etc.) and operational (ITAR limits removed, satellite selection algorithms, etc.)  On the
operational side, one of the more important parameters to consider is the Doppler window bandwidth the
receiver looks at to acquire/track GPS satellites. It is possible that a receiver designed for the high initial
Doppler shifts of a missile may work well for the orbital environment. However, missiles require
extremely high accelerations and jerks, but over a relatively short duration, whereas an orbital receiver
operates continuously in a high Doppler environment with minute accelerations once in its final orbit.
Thus it is equally possible that a receiver designed for missile applications may not be a good candidate
for spaceflight without operational/environmental modifications.

One idea for testing to better understand the operation of a receiver is to subject it to a completely
different environment than the intended mission. The thinking behind this idea is to investigate
navigation solutions based on dynamic inputs as pursuing a fault tree investigation, not how does it work
nominally, but rather, is it known what happens in anomalous situations. For example spacecraft
simulations have high speeds but relatively slow maneuvers. Testing a spacecraft receiver on a fighter’s
air combat maneuvering flight may point out possible problems for an improper orbital insertion.

Another challenge for GPS receivers is to test how well they perform when they are released on orbit
with no initialization data or incorrect initialization data.  This would occur, for instance, in a situation
where estimated orbital-insertion parameters were inaccurate, or where a GPS receiver is power-cycled
multiple times while on-orbit, to save power. Also, how a receiver stores satellites that aren’t in view is
critical. The GPS satellites are in an approximately twelve hour orbit with a circularized velocity of
3875 m/s.  If the earth occludes a satellite, a stationary, terrestrial receiver may have up to six hours
before it has to consider that satellite. A spacecraft in a 200 km., circular orbit has a period of 88
minutes, with a velocity of 7800 m/s. Therefore over the horizon satellites may be visible again in
minutes instead of hours. This emphasizes the importance of understanding the receiver's satellite
selection algorithms.

It is always best to perform a high fidelity test of the GPS receiver at least once to know how it will
track the C/A and P(Y) code that will be present in the real world. It is informative to run through the
combinations of C/A, P and P(Y) codes to see how the receiver will process the different codes. It would
be wise to include tests that have Selective Availability turned back to previous levels.  If it were to be
turned on, the mission may not be able to be re-scheduled and it would be important to know what
performance to expect from the GPS receiver. The authors have no knowledge of such an event
happening, but do suggest this for a contingency.



Finally, it is critical to characterize the effects, if any, that other nearby transmitters will have on the
unit. The flight test community typically uses C-band radar beacons, L- or S- band telemetry
transmitters and UHF Flight Termination System (FTS) receivers. Although the usual guard band
requested around the GPS L1 and L2 frequencies is 75 MHz, it is possible that emissions from these
relatively high-powered, nearby RF sources could adversely affect the GPS receiver. A critical piece of
information required for the design of the GPS system is the isolation between the GPS antennas and the
other transmitting antennas on the vehicle.  This number can only be realistically determined by a
measurement on an antenna range using actual antennas.  The test data will most likely differ from the
real vehicle results, but is far closer to reality than just a theoretical analysis can provide. The antenna
range data can be used to make sure the interfering signal level is well below the interference level for
the receiver. It is critical that RF interference scenarios be analyzed and tested before a given mission.

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR GPS RECEIVER EVALUATION

In a number of discussions with the authors there have been research Principal Investigators who did
some surfing, purchased a GPS receiver, then surprisingly concluded they had taken care of their
navigation system. There is simply no substitute for laboratory testing and evaluation of hardware being
considered for a mission. The most expensive tools for these types of tests in the Robust GN&C lab are
a three-axis rate table for inertial testing and a GPS constellation simulator. Also, for live sky and
stationary receiver testing, a Micro Pulse 12300-survey quality antenna has been installed. The choke
ring L1/L2 antenna provides a nominal 53 dB of gain at both frequencies (ref. 12). The antenna position
has been surveyed in by the Army Corps of Engineers in WGS-84 and NAD-27, and -83. As mentioned
in the test scenario section, it’s critical to have a surveyed antenna position so that it may be used as an
absolute truth source.

The GPS constellation simulator is a Global Simulation Systems Incorporated (GSSI) 4760. With one
chassis the 4760 is capable of simulating either thirty-two L1 channels or sixteen L1 and sixteen L2
channels. Most earth surface receivers will only have eight to nine satellites visible, while on orbit there
may be as many as sixteen visible GPS satellites. Real time trajectories are input via an IEEE 488
interface. The system is also capable of simulating PPS, P(Y) code on both L1 and L2. The GPS
simulation capability also includes the ability to mix up to six different interfering RF signals that can be
associated with a geographic location in a simulation scenario or staged according to elapsed time in the
scenario. The GSSI 4760 system is capable of providing WAAS and European Geostationary
Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS) RF signals, as well as DGPS correction messages (RTCM SC-
104 2.1) via RS-232. Future testing will incorporate these features into orbital simulations.

Testing the characteristics of an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) or an Inertial Navigation System
(INS) requires a table that can be commanded to concurrently rotate about all three axes. Between two
of the groups within the Avionics Department there are six rate tables of varying capabilities. The one to
be utilized for this experiment was modified in 1983 to allow full rotation about all three axes to allow
testing of the image motion compensation system for the Astro missions (two shuttle flights). Some of
the other missions these have been utilized for include the (canceled) Aeroassist Flight Experiment and
the redundancy management studies for the shuttle's IMUs, and the solid rocket booster's rate gyro
requalification program. In the table's Precision Rate Mode: the angular range is zero to +200 deg/sec,



except for the outer axis which is limited to +100 deg/sec for safety reasons.  The table's command
resolution is 0.0001 deg/sec. Its stability, over a 360 degree average, is 0.002% and over a 10 degree
average its stability is 0.01%, with a 5 degree interval. The repeatability is 0.00005% from revolution to
revolution. This is assuming use of the local control by the 30H MPACS controller (ref. 13). Absolute
testing of the INS/IMU will include such items as angular resolution, angular rate, 1 g in the room
(rotate box on six sides for +xyz), and three axes testing on the table.

A rack-mount, multi-processor Silicon Graphics Origin 2000, functions as the key computer for the
initial build up. It is the controlling/interface computer for the rate table, host for the vehicle simulation
generating a real time trajectory to feed to the GPS simulator, Kalman filter processor, matlab processor,
and bus controller for the INS/IMU remote terminal. Two SGI O2 workstations and two PC's provide
additional computing power. It is planned to utilize a GPS time sourced, IRIG G time synchronization
card for synchronizing signals and computer system clocks. IRIG-B is up to 1 milli-second resolution,
while Inter Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)-G is up to 10-microsecond resolution (ref. 14). For
discussing classified PPS related issues with other organizations, there is a Secure Telephone Equipment
(STE) phone in the lab. The set up of the lab is currently awaiting integration of computers, which
includes such things as IRIG time synchronization, and the porting of real time controller interface to the
GPS simulator. Until the lab computers are integrated together, data may be recorded separately for the
IMU/INS's and GPS receivers for play back in to the Kalman filter development system.

Labs that are set up and operational at MSFC the Marshall Avionics System Testbed (MAST) and the
Flight Robotics Lab (FRL). Both are equipped for real-time, closed loop, HardWare in The Loop
(HWIL) GPS simulations. The MAST lab is used extensively for systems level simulation and testing of
integrated avionics. Two primary capabilities of the FRL is the 3800 sq. ft. Flat Floor Facility (FFF) and
the Dynamic Overhead Target Simulator (DOTS). The FFF is used to evaluate guidance, navigation and
control subsystems by using self-contained test vehicles that move on air bearings.  DOTS is an 8 DOF
electronic robot that is used to simulate relative motion with respect to a fixed target. DOTS was used in
the design, development and testing of the Video Guidance Sensor (ref. 15) typically associated with the
AR&C program discussed earlier.

For proper testing with the GPS constellation simulator a RF vector network analyzer and spectrum
analyzer are required. Acceptance testing of new receivers using a simulator requires that the ICD-200C
(ref. 16) level of –130 dBm for L1 C/A is present at the RF input to the antenna. Lab cabling almost
always is different than that which may have shipped with a receiver and antenna, assuming the receiver
had matched cabling and antenna at all. The RF group has an HP 8753C network analyzer with a
corresponding 85047A S parameter test set which work together to cover from 300 kHz to 6 GHz, and
several different spectrum analyzers. A recently purchased network analyzer will increase the upper
frequency limit to 40 GHz. For proper interference and antenna pattern testing, access to an anechoic
chamber and antenna measurement range is required. Table 1 summarizes the capabilities of the
chamber and two ranges at MSFC.



Table 1. MSFC Anechoic Chamber and Antenna Measurement Range Capabilities

ANECHOIC
CHAMBER:

400 FOOT RANGE: 1/2 MILE RANGE:

Frequency Range 200 MHz to 40 GHz 100 MHz to 60 GHz 2 to 60 GHz
Chamber is covered
with RF absorber

Fully adjustable for
optimum test conditions

Tower height of 90-ftFeatures:

Simulates a free space
environment for RF
tests

Instrumentation allows
measurement of
spherical antenna
pattern

Elevators are available
on each tower for
raising equipment

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The task agreement between the Avionics Division and the Advanced Space Transportation Program
states that at the end of the task, two deliverables will be provided. One is a final report stating the
outcome of the experiment. The other is a brassboard circuit (with associated software) which captures
the final design of a spacecraft-oriented, Kalman filter that has the flexibility to drop in new navigation
sensors as they become available. The report and brassboard design and software should be available to
licensees through the MSFC Technology Transfer Office.

Just before the submission date for this paper, Selective Availability was reduced to zero. This has
profound effects on the accuracy of SPS GPS receivers, and will constitute volumes of papers by itself.
The elimination of Selective Availability is almost an order of magnitude increase in GPS accuracy

It is the feelings of the authors that all GPS receivers should be thoroughly tested by a staff familiar with
their GPS constellation simulator and test equipment, and that are experienced with many different GPS
receivers. The receivers should be tested in nominal and off nominal conditions. Testing and analysis
will lead to system changes that will need to be tested and analyzed again. If limitations arise, it will be
important to provide these mission constraints to project operations.

In summary, GPS is now even more accurate. It will now be more tempting, yet equally inappropriate,
not to properly test a receiver, since it will be assumed that it will be 'good enough'. The experimenters
may have to give simple GO/NO-GO answers to managers, but they should understand the receiver and
the test data so they are confident that they will achieve mission success.
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ABSTRACT

The VHF air/ground data link of CAAC is introduced in detail. This paper proposes a solution of VHF
air/ground data link system, which exchanges downlink messages and uplink messages in data link
information processing networks. The following topics are covered in this paper: components of VHF
data link; data processing and design about VHF data link Gateway system; the application of VHF
air/ground data link in airlines.
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INTRODUCTION

In September 1991, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) endorsed a global system
concept for communication, navigation, surveillance, and air traffic management (CNS/ ATM). In the
future system, the global Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN) will integrate the various
communication media, including the very high frequency (VHF), satellite communication (SATCOM),
secondary surveillance radar (SSR) Mode-S data link and possibly high frequency (HF) data link.
Compared with other data link systems, the VHF data link system is a convenient, lower-cost, and
quick-acting, which leads to its widespread employment.

China is the member of ICAO. CAAC is bound to keep abreast of ICAO. VHF air/ground data-
communication system is applied to CAAC for the transmission to ICAO CNS/ATM system. CAAC has
established own VHF air-ground data-communication system.

With the further construction of air/ground data-communication and the continuous increasing of applied
users, such as, foreign and domestic airlines, aircraft management, aviation administrator, etc. In view of
VHF air/ground services information and different characteristics, such as real time, the amount of data,
reliability, information exchange mode, optimizing the structure of VHF air/ground data-communication



gradually, not only meets the requirements of different service information, but also reduces the
communication cost.

In order to optimize the structure of VHF air/ground data-communication, the whole VHF air/ground
data-communication should be classified as VHF air/ground data-communication on the basis of RGS
station and ground information system on the basis of ground users. We use astral structure which is
easy to connect with net, short delay, and easy to be managed. In order to ensure the high reliability, the
standby communication link of network control center must be provided.

The system equipped with data exchange facilities on nodes of air/ground data communication, provides
high-speed data-transmission and exchange services between areas, accomplishes the data collection and
distribution.

The ground information system and flight dynamic information database have been established, so that
flight dynamic information can be shared. The system can provide the perfect air/ground information
services for the related units, such as, airlines, airports, ATC units, local administration etc., and provide
services for hotels, TV station, ISP etc, according to their demand. It is essential to construct airlines
operation management system, and to improve the handling capacity of airports.

The following topics are covered in this paper:

      Architecture of VHF datalink
      Data flow and design of VHF data link Gateway system
      The application of VHF air/ground data link in airlines.

ARCHITECTURE OF VHF DATA LINK

VHF air/ground data communication network system includes 5 parts: ACARS Avionics, Remote
Ground Station (RGS), Ground-based Data Communication Network, Network Management and Data
Process System (NMDPS), and user’s subsystem. The VHF air/ground data link of CAAC is shown as
Fig.2-1.

Ground Data
Communication Network

(X.25)

NMDPS

RGS

Fig 2-1 Structure of VHF Air/Ground Data Link of CAAC

User's Subsystem



(1) ACARS Avionics

As the aerial nodes of VHF data link system, main task of ACARS avionics is to send various flight
parameter information which is collected by airborne system through air/ground data link to ground
RGS station and to receive the information forwarded by RGS in ground network.

The ACARS avionics has lasted for about 20 years, and the third generation production is the most
sophistic avionics. It not only has the data-communication capability, but also has GPS receivers and
DGPS, and realizes GPS navigation. According to the present situation, parts of aircraft of Chinese
airlines have been equipped with ACARS, which aimed at middle and long haul flight. When the new
VHF air/ground data system is newly used, all the Chinese aircraft need to be equipped with
correspondent VHF facilities and data-process system. The available facilities are FANS-1 and CNS-12,
or Collins.  FANS-1 is the most sophistic avionics in the world, but because it is very expensive, it is not
suitable for the aircraft domestic airways. More aircraft of CAAC will use the cheap CNS-12, or Collins.
They have only data-communication, no voice abilities, but they can be transferred to Bytes- oriented
transmiting abilities.

(2) RGS

RGS is the ground node of VHF data link system. It can be used for the connection of aircraft and
ground data communication network.

As the bridge of the aircraft and ground network of the VHF air/ground data communication system,
RGS includes VHF radio, one-chip processor, modem for airborne data, integrate control unit, the router
connected with ground network, modem connected with ground network, GPS timing unit and antenna,
UPS power unit, etc. With the correspondent system software, two-way data communication between
aircraft and ground network can be provided.

The RGS station's essential capability is to distribute data to aircraft and ground network rapidly and
accurately.

RGS receives the data coming from aircraft through VHF receivers, and it works on semi-collector
mode. It sends or receives data at MSK model mode.

RGS station stores the demodulated data into memory, and it doesn't release the data of memory until it
receives the canceling instructions sent by NMDPS.

The RGS station communicates with the ground network by router. There are two communication lines,
one connects to X.25 packet switching network, and the other connects to PSTN network. The goal of
two-way configuration is to enhance the reliability of communication. Once the main X.25 Line fails,
RGS station can detect the failure message automatically, abandon the failure line, connect to PSTN line
of NMDPS through Dial-up automatically, and realize the data transmission on the PSTN network.



(3) Ground Data Communication Network

As the ground data transmission network of VHF air/ground data communication system, the ground
data-communication network provides the ground communication line, and realize the transmission and
exchange of context of data between any two nodes accurately and rapidly. In order to connect to the
open system, it will satisfy the network protocol and interface standard. At present, the X.25 exchange
subnetwork is being used by being-built VHF air/ground data link system of CAAC.

(4) NMDPS

NMDPS is the central processing system, it includes high quality servers and some computers. It applies
the Top structure of Ethernet LAN, and TCP/IP network protocol of industrial standard, The
communication of its subnet and outer network applies X.25 communication protocol, and subnet
combines the nation-wide RGS station into a computer WAN.

The capabilities of NMDPS include:

1. The control and surveillance of RGS station;
2. Information processing;
3. Message Formatting and Routing;
4. Message Addressing and Forwarding;
5. Aircraft Tracking for Uplink transmission;
6. A/G, G/G Message Formats Conversion;
7. Frequency Management;
8. System management;
9. Communication management.

(5) User’s Subsystem
According to applies objective, user's subsystem can be classified as Flight Management System for
airlines, Air Traffic Control Information System for Air traffic control Unit, and administrator
information system for administration unit.

Operators of Air Traffic control center and the dispatcher of Airline can access the data of aircraft
directly, via the terminals of user's subsystem, including Identification Information. Flight Number,
Four-dimensioned information (longitude, latitude, altitude, time) and the report of take off and landing
etc. The front-end of user's subsystem is gateway of data communication network system. The user's
subsystem provides the information services through data link network gateway. The data link network
gateway realizes the distribution and processing of downlink data, and sends the information from
ground to flight and crew through data link network, such as modified flight plan, urgent instruction and
flight weather report etc.

DATA FLOW AND DESIGN OF VHF DATA LINK GATEWAY SYSTEM

The data flow of VHF air/ground data link system is shown as Fig.3-1, Fig 3-2. Fig 3-1 and Fig3-2
illustrate the uplink data flow and downlink data flow in VHF air/ground data link system separately.



The downlink data are generated in aircraft, then goes through RGS (Remote Ground Station), ground
network, NMDPS to the end user. And the uplink data goes in the opposite direction. In this system,
gateway acts as a medium of the information transmission.

The downlink data flow is:

      1. One or more RGS receives a downlink broadcasting from the aircraft,
      2. Each downlink is delivered through CAAC ground data communication network to NMDPS,
      3. NMDPS processing downlink data, and delivery processed downlink data to data link network   

gateway,
      4. The data link network gateway delivers the downlink data user’s subsystem through CAAC

ground data communication network.

The uplink data flow is opposite to the downlink data flow.
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Fig 3-1  Downlink Data Flow
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Fig 3-2  Uplink Data Flow
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The design scheme of the data link gateway is based on the OLE technology.

Based on the OLE technology of Windows NT, the control data link gateway is actually an OLE controls
container. It comprises two independent OLE controls. One visits NMDPS through the network layer
interface in X.25 protocols, and the other visits user’s subsystem through transport layer interface in
TCP/IP protocols.

The gateway maintains the connection with user, constructs responding relationship between logical
address and actual address and finally completes a delivery function.



APPLICATION OF VHF DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORK

The airlines’ flight operation system connected with VHF air/ground data link can supply more services
such as sending and receiving of ACARS telegram. It can supply accurate and rapid information
services for each department of airlines.

ACARS is the typical application of VHF air/ground data link system. The ground user is capable of
receiving some key reports, such as engine data, position reports, OOOI etc. The aircraft which installed
avionics equipment can obtain the weather reports, flight plan update report and air traffic information
system report (ATIS) through VHF air/ground data link system. By applying the ACARS reports, the
airlines’ flight operation system can supply accurate and rapid data and information services for each
department of airlines.

Two detail applications are presented as following:

(1) Animation working with geographic map display

After receiving the ACARS reports, the information about aircraft details, such as position, heading, and
speed are displayed with geographic map window for each aircraft in real time. Animation will operate
on a PC platform and be controlled from within the replay software. Distance and altitude conflict alerts
function and flight simulation function can be given in this software. The system is capable handling
many reports, such as OOOI, EST, Overfly, CPL, FPL, AD, AA, and storing the result data of these
reports in network database. The top of geographic display contains the geographic coordinates, latitude
and longitude, of the current position. The map may also display the following information: regions,
sections, coastlines, routes, waypoints and airports.

(2) Aircraft condition monitoring system (ACMS)

Depended on advanced avionics, VHF air/ground data link and ground user computer network system,
ACMS information processing system has many advantages in flight safety information management,
such as real time, large capacity of data, accuracy, automation.
The ground control center of airlines can know the condition of aircraft’s problem in real time. Through
analyzing the history records of CMC about the same aircraft’s problem, engineers can find out the
problem, give the resolving program and have it repaired. Instead of the process of manual work,
automatic monitor and control system can greatly improve the working efficiency.
Avionics data collecting system can provide large account of parameters to ground monitor or control
system through air/ground data communication system. These parameters can be applied to simulating
the pilot performance, reporting the air safety incident, analyzing the engine performance, monitoring
the engine condition.

CONCLUSION

Based on VHF data link applied, ADS can be integrated into existing local ATC system, and better AOC
services can be provided.



The system conforms to the special situation of China, and meets the requirements of civil aviation
transportation development of China.

VHF data link constructed, the capacity of flight safety and airline operation management are enhanced,
and transition to ICAO New CNS/ATM is easy.
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ABSTRACT

Growth in civil aviation is overwhelming worldwide airspace and air traffic services.  The International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and Department of
Defense (DoD) are proposing or implementing numerous changes to address this growth.  The changes
are broadly contained in what the civil aviation community calls Communication, Navigation, and
Surveillance/Air Traffic Management (CNS/ATM) and the DoD calls Global Air Traffic Management
(GATM).  A major component of both civil and DoD proposed changes are data link systems digitally
transmitting information between aircraft, air traffic control centers, and aircraft operations centers.  The
real-time interactive nature of these data-link systems and the integration of the aircraft avionics into a
worldwide network are forcing aircraft test agencies to acquire access to this capability.  Aircraft flight-
testing must address both the specific aircraft avionics test requirements and the system-of-systems
aspects of data-link applications.

This paper describes the factors driving changes in the worldwide CNS/ATM system and identifies
specific proposed or implemented changes.  Various flight-test requirements, both civil and military, of
the proposed changes are enumerated.  Particular attention is paid to the DoDs GATM certification
requirements.  Finally, we present the Air Traffic Control Communications Test Facility and Avionics
System Test (ACTFAST) program and explain its capabilities.  Rationale for ACTFAST component
parts is included along with a brief outline of how the capabilities represented by each component part
are used during flight test to acquire the necessary information to meet civil and DoD aircraft
certification requirements.



INTRODUCTION

Changes in the air traffic management (ATM) system is needed as civil aviation air traffic increases and
the existing ATM system ages.  ATM changes are devised and implemented throughout various regions
of the world in a slightly ad hoc manner.  Some changes happen quickly while others are years in the
making [1].  All the changes have varying impacts on the DoD, as a minimum requiring some
investment to accommodate the changes.  Other changes require certification by Civil Aviation
Authorities (CAAs) of specific equipment or performance levels to operate in preferred airspace.
Aircraft without the certified equipment or performance are denied access to the airspace.  For the DoD,
denial of access to preferred air routes could add flight time, increase fuel costs, and reduce tonnage
delivery rates.  All of these translate directly into reduced mission effectiveness.

The terminology used when discussing these changes can be confusing.  CAAs discuss the changes as
Communication, Navigation, and Surveillance/Air Traffic Management (CNS/ATM).  Within the DoD
and the USAF in particular, the changes are discussed as part of Global Air Traffic Management
(GATM) and covered in an Air Mobility Command (AMC) Capstone Requirements Document (CRD)
[2].  Additionally, because the changes span both time (10 years in the future) and distance (worldwide
coverage), care should be taken to specify which changes are being discussed.  Confusion abounds when
statements are made concerning implementing GATM changes on an aircraft without specifying which
changes.

This paper describes some GATM changes affecting test and evaluation (T&E) agencies and aircraft
certification associated with those changes.  Each is discussed at high level allowing the reader to
understand the issues involved without becoming lost in the details.  Following the discussion of GATM
changes and aircraft certification, we present the Air Traffic Control (ATC) Communications Test
Facility and Avionics System Test (ACTFAST) program.  The ACTFAST program is presented in terms
of equipment being acquired, test capability the equipment provides, and additional test capability
development activities.

GATM CHANGES

The issues faced by the GATM or CNS/ATM community center around safely addressing the increases
in civil aviation.  In essence, how to safely pack more aircraft into the limited amount of airspace.  One
approach CAAs are pursuing is increasing the accuracy requirements of aircraft navigation and altitude
reference systems.  The increased accuracy allows a safe reduction of in-flight aircraft spacing and
corresponding increase in air traffic volume.  The reduced spacing concepts, illustrated in Figure 1, are
termed Reduced Vertical Separation Minimum (RVSM) and Required Navigational Performance
(RNP).  The RVSM concept is responsible for changing oceanic air route vertical separation minimum
from 2,000 ft to 1,000 ft while RNP is allowing changes to the horizontal separation minimum from 60
nm to 30 nm.  Test issues of GATMs 'dense packing' aircraft are the measurement of the aircraft’s 3-D
positional accuracy.  Obviously, avionics positional accuracy requirements are at least twice as tight as
before.
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Figure 1: GATM Conceptual Changes and Issues

Simply putting more aircraft into the same airspace causes other problems within the ATM system.
Namely, how does an already overloaded civil air traffic controller handle a four-fold increase in the
number of aircraft controlled?  How does the controller communicate with this four-fold increase in
aircraft traffic using today's overloaded VHF voice channels?  One solution changes VHF voice channel
spacing, increasing the number of available channels.  The approach is generally referred to as 8.33Khz
VHF radios.  By splitting the current VHF 25Khz channel spacing into three parts (25KHz divided by 3
= 8.33KHz), three times as many communication channels are available.  A second solution is digital
data links.  Using digital data links some current voice communication is accomplished with digital data,
reducing frequency congestion and enhancing controller-pilot communications.

Data links also help spread the communication load to other parts of the frequency spectrum.  Civil
aviation voice and data link radios are being designed to communicate through HF, VHF, and
SATCOM.  In military avionics, ARC-190 and ARC-210 radios upgrades are adding this capability.
Additionally, a communications management unit (CMU) added to the avionics suite picks between the
best media at any time.  Note that defining 'best' can be done using a variety of methods (cost of link,
signal strength, connection speed, etc.).  The data link however, is just the data transport mechanism for
an application.  Which raises the next issue, what applications are being developed to use the data links?

GATM data link applications can be viewed as servicing a user ‘triad’ shown in Figure 2.  The triad
players are the aircraft, the ATC facility, and what civil aviation terms the Airline Operations Center
(AOC).  In the DoD, the AOC function is most closely associated with AMCs Tanker Airlift Control



Center (TACC) [3].  Within the DoD, however, GATM data link upgrades are focused on the aircraft-to-
ATC portion of the triad.  Specific applications added to USAF aircraft include Controller-Pilot Data
Link Communications (CPDLC) and Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS); both implemented
using Future Air Navigation System (FANS) Aircraft Communications and Reporting System (ACARS)
based architectures.
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Figure 2: GATM Data Link Users Triad

The aircraft-to-ATC applications improve the efficiency of communications between the ATC and
aircraft by replacing normal or routine voice communications with digital data.  CPDLC replaces most
current enroute controller-pilot voice communications with text messages.  Automatic Dependent
Surveillance-Addressable (ADS-A) supports oceanic position reporting requirements.  The ADS-A
system can be configured to provide event-based or periodic digital position reports.  The aircrew simply
establishes an initial data link connection with the ATC facility and the system to gives the controller the
position reports required when they are required [4].

AIRCRAFT GATM CERTIFICATION

Aircraft certification is the process by which aircraft manufacturers, parts manufacturers, modification
centers, T&E agencies and operators ensure compliance with applicable standards.  The standards are
derived from public safety laws and concerns.  Certification is done in a building block fashion,



involving component, design, system integration, installed system, flight, and operational certification
[5].  In the United States, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is the federal agency tasked with
administrating all phases of the civil aviation certification process.  In the USAF, aircraft certification
responsibility is distributed among a number of different organizations.

USAF aircraft flight worthiness and equipment certification responsibility rests with the aircraft program
office while operational certification responsibility rests with the major command owning the aircraft.
Complicating certification for USAF aircraft is the distribution of policy authority among other agencies
including the Air Force Flight Standards Agency (AFFSA) and Electronic Systems Center's Global Air
Traffic Operations/Mobility Command and Control (GATO/MC2) program office.  Test and evaluation
(T&E) agencies act as certification data providers, supporting the aircraft program office, the
GATO/MC2 program office, AFFSA, or the operational command.

Further complicating the USAF aircraft certification processes are those aircraft the USAF has decided
will maintain a civil certification (like the KC-10 and C-9).  For these aircraft, although the civil
certification is not required to operate the aircraft, the USAF has chosen to maintain some level of civil
certification.  For these aircraft, a joint USAF and FAA certification effort is required.  The USAF
decides what civil certification is desired and the FAA works with the USAF to provide the desired civil
certification.  The USAF then certifies the military aspects of the aircraft not covered under the civil
certification.  A KC-10 is a good example; most aspects of the aircraft's flight worthiness and equipment
safety are covered under an FAA Type Certification.  The FAA, however, doesn't certify airborne
refuelers and thus the USAF certifies airborne refueling aspects of flight worthiness and equipment
safety.

The GATO/MC2 program office is the de facto lead organization assisting USAF aircraft program
offices certifying their aircraft meet GATM requirement [6].  Acting as a common avionics source, the
GATO/MC2 program office actively participates in numerous civil and military aviation forums,
consolidating the sometimes conflicting certification requirements into GATM Certification Matrices
[7].  Additionally, the GATO/MC2 program office was delegated the administrative responsibility of
ensuring USAF aircraft meet GATM certification requirements.  The GATO/MC2 program office
certifies that an aircraft's proposed GATM design or architecture is capable of meeting performance
requirements and that actual performance meets requirements.  T&E agencies provide the performance
data needed to support certification decisions.

GATM DATA LINK FLIGHT TESTING T&E NEEDS

GATM data link systems operate within the Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN).  The
ATN is an evolving set of standards, created by the International Civil Aviation Committee (ICAO),
covering all aspects of aeronautical communications.  The major players in the ATN system are shown
in Figure 3.  Elements of the data link applications user triad (the aircraft, CAA ATC facilities, and
AOCs) can be seen in the figure.  The service provider's cloud represents the network infrastructure that
ties the elements of the user triad together.  Service providers own and operate worldwide networks of
HF, VHF, and SATCOM facilities and the connections to the ATC facilities and AOCs.  The ACTFAST
block illustrates its logical position within the ATN structure, simulating both ATC and AOC facilities.



Data link systems generally require certification of the data link itself and the applications, which use
the data link [8] [9] [10].  Data link communications certification addresses the systems providing
communication link and general cover the CMUs and transceivers for HF, VHF, and SATCOM systems.
Data link application certification includes the implementation of CPDLC, ADS, and AOC systems
making use of the data link communications services.  Application certification also addresses
integration of the data link applications into the rest of the aircraft's avionics suite.  For example CPDLC
applications, in addition to a data communications link, require various pilot controls and display
interfaces, crew qualifications, and procedural implementations [11].  The GATO/MC2 developed
certification matrices recognize the distinction and specifically address certification the data link and the
application.

T&E of these next generation avionics data links and applications present some unique challenges for
T&E agencies.  First and foremost is simply establishing the data link with the aircraft.  T&E
organizations either need access to or must replicate the ground infrastructure.  As a minimum, the
media used by the data link under test (HF, VHF, or SATCOM) must be available.  Without the data
links, testing the aircraft avionics is like testing a phone without a phone line and someone at the other
end.  Additionally, the ground systems side of the applications used by the aircraft’s data link systems
are needed to test the interactive nature of ADS-A and CPDLC applications [12] [13].
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Total system performance issues must also be addressed.  T&E agencies must ensure that the ATM
functions implemented by these data link systems meet safety needs.  Because of the reduced aircraft
spacing, end-to-end system performance timelines are important.  Measuring the end-to-end
performance requires T&E organizations also have access to the service providers networks.  End-to-end
system performance measures must account for the service provider's reception, routing, and
transmission performance.  Finally, T&E agencies must ensure compatibility with and safe hand-off
between various CAAs as the aircraft transitions through different CAAs airspace during its flight.

ACTFAST SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

The ACTFAST program is focused on supporting flight testing of civil aviation data links and
applications.  Its first goal is to simply provide the other end of the data link.  As it stands today, an
aircraft equipped with civil aviation data links cannot be tested at Edwards AFB; we do not possess the
capability to communicate over the data link.  The second goal is to support testing of the data link.
Testing means not just using the data link, but also evaluating performance (the data link and the
application).  Performance evaluation boils down to providing data to meet certification requirements.
Certification requires error conditions are correctly detected, message priorities are enforced, aircrew
alerting functions work, and aircrew procedures are correct.

The first goal, providing the other end of the data link communication, is achieved with an ARINC
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) CNS/ATM Gateway.  The gateway is an IBM RS/6000 workstation
with two large color monitors.  The workstation hosts the gateway and routing software, the CPDLC,
ADS, and ACARS applications, ARINCs Operation Center software, Voice Transcription System, and
Geographic Map Display System.

The Gateway, Geographic Map Display, CPDLC, ADS, and Voice Transcription system allow
ACTFAST to ‘act’ as an Air Traffic Control facility for testing purposes.  From the aircraft’s
perspective, the CNS/ATM Gateway system appears to be an ATC facility.  A ‘controller’ sitting at the
workstation can establish connections, send and receive CPDLC messages, and create ADS reporting
contracts with aircraft under test.  Data linked position reports can be displayed on the Geographical
Map System.  Additionally, the Operation Center software allows ACTFAST to appear to the aircraft as
an AOC.

The first goal is further enhanced with the installation of three VHF Integrated ARINC Ground Stations
(IAGS).  One ground station, referred to as the ‘live’ IAGS, is owned by ARINC and is part of ARINCs
Global Link network.  The other two IAGS are referred to as Test IAGS and will be equipped with
ARINCs standard ACARS character-based systems and the next generation data link communications,
VHF Data Link (VDL) mode 2.  VDL Mode 2 uses a faster; non-character based data link protocol
developed by the International Civil Aviation Committee (ICAO).  One Test IAGS will be installed to
support open-air testing and one will be installed in the Benefield Anechoic Facility (BAF).  The open-
air Test IAGS supports testing of data link systems and applications without interfering with ‘live’
systems, while the BAF Test IAGS supports electro-magnetic compatibility (EMC) and electro-
magnetic interference (EMI) testing in an electro-magnetically controlled environment.  The BAF
system also supports evaluations of DoD operations on civil data links.  The entire ACTFAST
demonstration system installation is shown in Figure 4.



Coupled with the R-2508 restricted airspace and a frame-relay connection to ARINCs Global Link
network, ACTFAST can fully support flight test of GATM data link communications systems and
applications.  Test flight profiles exercising CPDLC message functions, reception and transmission,
ADS periodic and event-based reporting and other functions as required can be created and flown.  The
connection to ARINCs Global Link network allows messages to be routed via HF, VHF, or SATCOM
and allows true end-to-end performance evaluation.  Additionally, aircrew procedures and initial test
cadre aircrew training can be accomplished.

ACTFASTs second goal, developing test tools and methodologies will be accomplished with the
demonstration system.  We are already looking at ways to modify the CNS/ATM Gateway to perform
more as a test station than a COTS ATC workstation.  For example, the COTS workstation is designed
to prevent error conditions, yet in testing, repeatable error conditions are desirable.  With ARINCs
assistance, ACTFAST has begun looking at methods of error injection.  Finally, ACTFAST is looking at
methods to provide certification performance data through message stream analysis tools.  In particular,
we are looking at message format compliance, response time measures, sequence compliance, and media
selection algorithm (the CMUs algorithm to pick between HF, VHF, or SATCOM) evaluation.
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CONCLUSIONS

Worldwide CAAs are embracing digital data links as means to improve ATM system efficiencies.  The
DoD, as a user of civil air traffic services and airspace, is installing digital data links and associated
applications.  Aircraft test and evaluation agencies must expand their test capabilities to include these
data links and associated applications.  The ACTFAST program is providing these test capability needs
for the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) at Edwards AFB.

The ACTFAST program is procuring an ARINC commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) CNS/ATM Gateway
and ACARS/VDL Mode 2 compatible ground stations.  The gateway includes ACARS Op Center,
CPDLC, and ADS-A application software.  These COTS products are being integrated into a
demonstration test capability.  The demonstration capability allows conducting flight test of GATM data
link avionics systems, currently a capability not available at the AFFTC.  The demonstration system can
send and receive digital messages and determine correct response to normal data link system operation.

Additionally, ACTFAST is developing test tools and methodologies to adapt and expand the COTS
CNS/ATM Gateway into a system capable of supporting more robust developmental testing and
certification needs.  Specific adaptations include error injection, multiple simultaneous ATC ground
stations, CAA hand-off testing, and data link end-to-end performance evaluation tools and displays.
Finally, ACTFAST is providing the USAF and the DoD with a capability to evaluate data link issues
within the electro-magnetically-controlled environment of the BAF.  Integrating the BAF into the
ACTFAST system architecture allows test programs to test and evaluate the impacts of civil aviation
data links on DoD aircraft and to evaluate the impact of military operations on civil aviation data links.
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ABSTRACT 

 
A recent Air Traffic Management (ATM) initiative has reduced certain oceanic routes from a 
2,000-foot vertical separation minimum to a 1,000-foot (300 m) separation minimum between 
flight levels of 29,000 feet and 41,000 feet.  As a result of this initiative, an aircraft transitioning 
from the Continental United States (CONUS) to Europe or Asia will be required to have a 
validated, certified altimeter reporting system within the specified tolerances. The aging military 
airframes are not currently Reduced Vertical Separation Minimum (RVSM) certified.  The 
impact on military deployment time to foreign theatres as well as high-fuel cost makes this a 
high-priority DoD issue. 
 
This paper describes the test and evaluation (T&E) challenge, viable solutions and test method 
for meeting the RVSM requirements in an approved, affordable, and least down-time (minimal 
aircraft modification) manner. The test method described herein utilizes a PACER aircraft in 
formation with the RVSM candidate aircraft. The RVSM is just one of the many Global Air 
Traffic Management (GATM) requirements which must be met for military aircraft to fly within 
premium airspace during overseas deployment.  The commercial equivalent of GATM is 
Communications Navigation and Surveillance/Air Traffic Management (CNS/ATM).  Our focus 
will be on meeting the RVSM certification requirements as related to the test environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
In 1974 the FAA working with the international arena committed resources to the International 
Civil Aviation Organization Review of General Concept of Separation Panel (ICAO RGCSP) 
which was tasked to add the study of vertical separation to its work program.  The national and 
international working groups studying RVSM reviewed the data and analysis.  The major results 
and conclusions of this program are contained in the Summary Report of United States Studies on 
1,000 foot Vertical Separation Above Flight Level 290 (29,000 feet), which was completed in 
July 1988.  The ICAO RGCSP published two major reports, which have provided the basis for 
the development of RVSM implementation documents.  The first major report published by the 
RGCSP was the [1] RGCSP/6 (Montreal 28 November-15 December 1988), which was 
published in two volumes.  Volume 1 summarized the major conclusions reached by the panel 
and by individual states.  Volume 2 presented the complete RVSM study reports of 
EUROCONTROL, the U.S., Japan, Canada, and the USSR.  The second was the [2] Report of 
RGCSP/7 (Montreal, 30 October-20 November 1990).  This report contains the draft Manual on 
Implementation of  a 300 M (1,000 ft) Vertical Separation Minimum (VSM) between FL290 
(29,000 ft) and FL410 (41,000 ft) Inclusive.  This material was approved by the ICAO Air 
Navigation Commission in February 1991 and published as [3] ICAO Document 9574.  This 
manual provides guidance for RVSM implementation planning, airworthiness requirements, 
flight crew procedures, ATC considerations, and system performance monitoring.  The FAA has 
provided [4] 91-RVSM Interim Guidance Material on The Approval Of Operators/Aircraft For 
RVSM Operations. The Air Force Major Commands (MAJCOMs), Support Program Office’s 
(SPOs), and local Combined Test Facilities (CTFs) are working closely with the Global Air 
Traffic Operations/Mobility Command and Control (GATO/MC2) Support Program Office and 
the Air Force Flight Standards Agency (AFFSA) to meet RVSM requirements. Related Federal 
Aviation Requirement (FAR) sections are: [5] 91.705, [6] 91.411, [7] FAR Part 145, [8] FAR 
Part 121, [9] FAR Part 135, and [10] FAR Part 43. 
 
A team was established at Edwards AFB as part of the T&E community to study the possibility 
of meeting RVSM requirements based on the interim guidance 91-RVSM under section 9 
AIRWORTHINESS APPROVAL, subsection (5) “Data Requirements,” using the PACER Aircraft 
method.  The result of this study was an FAA approved method. 
 
Traditional solutions for validating altimeter accuracy have used the costly trailing cone 
installation/modification to airframes. This paper will outline the aircraft instrumentation 
requirements, suggested data parameters, and test method using the PACER aircraft.  In addition 
to meeting the RVSM requirements, it should be noted that the data collected during the RVSM 
test will also be valuable in meeting some of the objectives in the Required Navigation 
Performance (RNP) requirements. The proposed method will result in tremendous savings, 
minimal structural modification (zero exterior), and minimum down time for operational aircraft. 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 

 
The RVSM candidate will require: [4] 
 
1. Two independent altitude measurement systems.  Each system should be composed of the 

following elements: 
a. Cross-coupled static source/system, provided with ice protection if located in 

areas subject to ice accretion 
 

b. Equipment for measuring static pressure sensed by the static source, converting it 
to pressure altitude and displaying the pressure altitude to the flightcrew 

 

c. Equipment for providing a digitally coded signal corresponding to the displayed 
pressure altitude, for automatic altitude reporting purposes 

 

d. Static source error correction (SSEC), if needed to meet the performance 
requirements of 91-RVSM paragraphs 7c(3) and 7c(4) or 7c(7), as appropriate 

  
e. The equipment fit should provide reference signals for automatic control and 

alerting at selected altitude.  These signals should preferably be derived from an 
altitude measurement system meeting the full requirements of the 91-RVSM 
document, but must in all cases enable the requirements of paragraphs 8b(6) and 
8c to be met. 

 
2. One Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) altitude reporting transponder.  If only one is 

fitted, it should have the capability for switching to operate from either altitude measurement 
system. 

 
3. An altitude alert system. 
 
4. An automatic altitude control system. 
 
The list of instrumentation requirements presents unique test considerations for the various 
airframes, which may require flight in the RVSM airspace.  Not all aircraft are so equipped and 
therefore may require special consideration when validating the ASE.  Further, a number of 
operational airframes within the Department of Defense (DoD) inventory have begun some 
testing with the traditional trailing-cone method.  If the test data using the PACER falls within 
the same specified envelope as the trailing-cone test, it is possible to gain a group certification 
with the combination of test methods.  It is suggested that the PACER method be employed for 
RVSM candidates who have not undergone RVSM testing on their group aircraft using the 
standard trailing-cone method. 
 
 
 
 



DEFINITIONS 

 
1. ALTIMETRY SYSTEM ERROR (ASE) – The difference between the pressure altitude 

displayed to the flightcrew when referenced to International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) 
standard ground pressure setting (29.92 in. Hg/1013.25 hPa) and free-stream pressure 
altitude. 

2. BASIC ENVELOPE – Aircraft’s routine operating flight levels, speeds, and altitudes. 
3. FULL ENVELOPE – Entire range of aircraft’s operating capability. 
4. GROUP AIRCRAFT – Aircraft with nominally identical design having the same static and 

avionics systems. 
5. NON-GROUP AIRCRAFT – Individual aircraft with unique static or avionics systems. 
6. ARDS – Advanced Range Data System which provides real-time and postflight GPS 

solut ions utilizing RAJPO airborne and ground equipment. 
 

 
RVSM Altimetry System Error Requirements 

 
Figure 1 describes the RVSM tolerances required to meet the certification criteria. 

FIGURE 1 

Note: 
An example of the basic envelope described in Figure 1 would be .60 to .70 M between FL290-FL350  
 
The full envelope would be the minimum to maximum speeds at each altitude (lowest to highest) 
at various center of gravities, gross weights, and configurations. 
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For the purposes of this paper we will separate the test data collection into two categories, 
the raw data collection and postflight processed time space position information (TSPI) 
data.   
 

The raw data collection will require the following configurations: 
 
1. Analog collection on the DAS PC-104 with 40 Meg PCMCIA card on both the 

PACER aircraft and the RVSM candidate. 
2. Digital collection of aircraft 1553 data bus information using an encoder and 8mm 

tape recorder on the RVSM candidate only. 
3. ARDS/GPS collection on 40-85 Meg PCMCIA card on both the PACER RPS and 

RVSM candidate pallet. 
 

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the data collection concept for the RVSM candidate. 
NOTE:  Drawings are courtesy of 412TW/TSI and may vary with application. 

 
 
 



FIGURE 2 
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RECORDED PARAMETERS 

 
q ANALOG    TRANSDUCER   STORAGE 

- Pitot-Static(3)   SONIX    PC-104 
- AOA    Aircraft pick-off   PC-104 
- IRIG-B   Time-Code Generator   PC-104 
- Total Air Temp.  PACER 

 
q DIGITAL 

- Uncorrected Altitude  1553 Data Bus              Encoder/8mm recorder 
- Uncorrected Airspeed  1553 Data Bus              Encoder/8mm recorder 
- Uncorrected Mach Number 1553 Data Bus             Encoder/8mm recorder 
- Groundspeed   1553 Data Bus              Encoder/8mm recorder 
- Track Angle    1553 Data Bus              Encoder/8mm recorder 
- Heading Angle   1553 Data Bus              Encoder/8mm recorder 
- Windspeed   1553 Data Bus              Encoder/8mm recorder 
- Wind Direction  1553 Data Bus              Encoder/8mm recorder 
- Total Air Temperature 1553 Data Bus              Encoder/8mm recorder 

 
TSPI GPS DATA COLLECTION CONCEPT 

 
Figure 4 illustrates the TSPI GPS data collection concept.  An F-16 or F-15 PACER 
aircraft at the AFFTC is capable of carrying a standard GPS instrumentation pod.  The 
RVSM candidate aircraft will carry a GPS pallet containing the same components as the 
pod on the PACER.  The only difference will be an external antenna, which may be 
mounted on some heavy aircraft sextant ports or may use existing GPS antennas.  
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The TSPI data collection is a crucial portion of the test and evaluation.  This data will 
provide absolute altitude measurements as well as the vertical altitude deltas between the 
PACER aircraft and the RVSM candidate during formation flight. The GPS data 
collected on each aircraft will be provided by 10 channel all- in-view GPS receivers with   
fiber-optic inertial measurement units (F/O IMU) and RF data- link transceivers.  The 
transceivers will provide real- time data analysis during flight by displaying a selectable 
down-link rate of the message 17 navigation solution from the receiver(s) on a display.  
This display will provide background mapping and ground control intercept (GCI) 
displays as well as current state vector information.  The GPS health status will be 
monitored by the ARDS ground control system. Differential GPS (DGPS) will be 
provided real- time and post- flight.  The TSPI data collected during the test will be 
merged and time correlated with the raw-data collection.  The TSPI data will also be 
archived and may be used for future evaluations on tests such as the required navigation 
performance (RNP).   
 

POSTFLIGHT PROCESSING OF RAW AND TSPI DATA 

 
The raw data collected from the RVSM candidate 1553 avionics bus will be processed 
using a 1553 decoder and PC.  International Range Instrumentation Group - B (IRIG-B) 
timing will be recorded on the audio track of the 8mm tape. Data will be in the ASCII tab 
deliminated format. The Pitot-static data collected on the PC-104 PCMCIA card will be 
merged with the 1553 and TSPI data at a user defined output rate. 
 
It is extremely important to provide the data production team with a current aircraft bus 
interface control document (ICD) in order to locate bit words and headers for the data 
processing catalog build. 
 
The TSPI best estimate of trajectory (BET) output results from a postflight state-of-the-
art Kalman Filtering process.  There are 128 engineering parameters to choose from 
based on the information provided by the postflight solution.  The Kalman Filtering 
algorithim contains 119 filtering states; (9) INS states, (21) accelerometer states, (30) 
gyro states and (59) GPS states. 
 
The completed data product will be placed on CD-ROM for the customer.  Specific 
engineering parameters may be printed out as well as plots of the TSPI data collection.  



NOTIONAL TEST SCHEDULE 
 
Figure 5 provides a notional test schedule. The Space Position Optical Radar Tracking 
(SPORT) ATC facility at Edwards provides a dedicated mission controller throughout the 
test flight.  The SPORT is located in the Ridley Mission Control Center.  The AFFTC 
also has an FAA Terminal Radar Approach Control (call sign JOSHUA) located on the 
base.  JOSHUA controls the larger R-2508 airspace and works closely with a vast 
number of test missions conducted in R2508 airspace outside of the R-2515 SPORT 
controlled airspace. The RVSM testing can also be integrated with other GATM testing at 
Edwards using GATM support facilities such as the ATC Communication Test Facility 
and Avionics System Test (ACTFAST). 
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS 

 
It will be important to get involved early in the formation of a test plan working group 
(TPWG).  This group will outline the requirements and specific test parameters needed 
for certification.  In addition, it will be important to perform leak tests on the Pitot-static 
systems and provide Configuration Control Board (CCB) authorization to our systems 
integration group for the mod.  A recent weight test should be well documented and if 
one is not available, Edwards can conduct the weight test.   

 
CONCLUSION 

 
A great deal of work has gone into establishing a Center Of Expertise in the area of 
GATM certification testing at Edwards Air Force Base.  One of the benefits of this effort 
has been the establishment of an approved RVSM certification test procedure utilizing 
the PACER aircraft.  This is far more affordable, requires less down time for operational 
aircraft, and meets the current 91-RVSM guidelines.  The actual test method described in 
this paper has avoided specifics due to the unique applications required for the various 
aircraft types.  The challenge to the T&E community at Edwards has been and will 
continue to be the ability to meet each test objective and the certification requirement 
matrix as defined by the manufacturer, AFFSA, MAJCOM’s, the FAA, and ICAO.   
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EMBEDDED VIDEO TRANSMISSION IN A CAIS DATA
ACQUISITION SYSTEM

David A. Brauer
L-3 Communications Telemetry-East

ABSTRACT

Acquiring real-time video data, during flight testing, has become an integral component in
aircraft design and performance evaluation.  This unique data acquisition capability has
been successfully integrated into the JSF (Joint Strike Fighter), CAIS compliant, FTIDAS
(Flight Test Instrumentation Data Acquisition System) developed by L-3 Communications
Telemetry-East.

KEYWORDS

Video Compression, Video Transmission, CAIS (Common Airborne Instrumentation
System)

INTRODUCTION

Part of the overall system integration effort for the Lockheed JSF CDA (Concept
Demonstration Aircraft) was to incorporate a cost effective, high performance video
capture, compression, and transmission system for real-time monitoring of HUD (Heads-
up Display) video data during flight-testing.  The ability to visually monitor HUD data on
the ground during test flights allows for more flexibility in managing flight test maneuvers
in real-time.  This application of COTS (common of the shelf) technology has been
successfully integrated into a large, high performance CAIS data acquisition system using
standard L-3 Communications Telemetry-East products.  The primary functional
components of this video telemetry system are the video compression/encoder and a serial
data capture module, a signal conditioning component of a standard CAIS compliant DAU
(data acquisition unit).  A block diagram of this system is shown below:



VIDEO DATA ACQUISITION

The video (NTSC Composite or S-Video) source is captured, digitized and compressed
using the H.261 compression algorithm in video compression/encoder.  The H.261
compression algorithm increases data compression by using inter-frame coding to remove
redundancies in data between consecutive video frames.   The resultant serial data is
clocked out from the serial data signal conditioning module installed on the DAU stack on
the CAIS bus.  The serial data module transmits a bursted clock of one half the word size
(either 6 or 8 clock pulses) at the full 5 MBPS operating data rate of the CAIS bus.  The
incoming bursted clock and data is sampled in accordance with the CAIS System
Controller PCM format and is placed onto the DAU back-plane bus for transmission over
the CAIS bus via overhead modules.  Serial data collection is selectable for both 12 and 16
bits per word operations.

EMBEDDED VIDEO

The CAIS Bus System Master Controller Format then encodes the sampled digitized
video data from the DAU remote unit.  The sampling algorithm needs to provide sufficient
data at the video-decoding end of the system to allow an updating rate of video frames to
match the video performance desired at the ground end of the system.  To accommodate
smooth updating of each video frame on the ground monitor, the PCM Format in the
CAIS System Controller should evenly acquire the sampled data.  The video data is then
embedded into the composite transmitter output PCM stream along with all of the other
sampled transducer and sensor data.
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FIGURE 1: CAIS Video Transmission Block Diagram



VIDEO TRANSMISSION

The Composite PCM output from the System Controller can then be encrypted and
transmitted to the ground station, during flight, where it would be received and decrypted
prior to Video reconstruction.

VIDEO RECONSTRUCTION

After the transmitted data is received by the ground station, it is decrypted, as necessary,
to reproduce the original composite PCM data stream.  This data stream is then bit-
synchronized and decommutated.  After decommutation, the selected video data words
are routed through an asynchronous decommutator output to the PCM video capture
card.  The single ended serial clock and data from the PCM video capture card is then fed
into a video decompression/decoder, which would then decompress the data and convert it
to the proper video signals needed to drive either an NTSC composite or S-video monitor.

CONCLUSION

By successfully integrating a high performance video data acquisition sub-system into a
large scale CAIS Flight Test Instrumentation System L-3 Communications Telemetry-East
has continued to meet the changing needs of the Flight Test Community and demonstrate
their ability to meet real world challenges with real world hardware.  This application of
technology adds to the many types of data requiring measurement and acquisition during
flight-testing and evaluation.
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ABSTRACT

Test ranges need advanced knowledge of visibility conditions to increase the robustness of the test data
collection and evaluation process. For any given test, the ability to capture high-resolution performance
data of aircraft using ground-based film theodolites and electro-optical imaging sensors is subject to
uncertainties in imaging capability permitted by the intervening atmosphere.

The Remote Atmospheric Visibility Monitoring (RAVM) project is being developed as a suite of three
collocated optical sensors that measure the components of atmosphere-induced image degradation.
When the component measurements are combined, a 'transfer function' is obtained that can project the
quality of imaging data without an aircraft being present.  The resulting predicted imagery provides
valuable pre mission information that can be analyzed and reviewed before incurring expensive field-
test operations.

The RAVM project is a Phase II Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program that is developing
an instrument for providing an atmospheric visibility measurement capability to support range
scheduling and test operations.  This advanced capability will monitor 'effective visibility' in the context
of imaging extended targets, such as aircraft, and predicting the degrading effects of the atmosphere on
imaging sensors operating in the visible and near-infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.



INTRODUCTION

Edwards Air Force Base, California, has historically represented an excellent region for DoD test and
training operations because of large airspace and good weather and visibility conditions.  Since the-mid
1940s, when the facilities were established, a decrease in the visibility has been occurring.  Sometimes
visibility degradation is severe enough to adversely affect the optical data required for analysis of certain
tests or to force changes in operational procedures or complete cancellation of a planned exercise.
Degradations, if of sufficient severity, may render expensive test data useless, thus necessitating costly
re-testing.

Several studies associated with this issue have been performed, including assessments of operational
impacts of visibility impairment. The RESOLVE study (Ref. 1) documented baseline visibility
conditions and characterizations of visibility impairment, recommended a long-term monitoring network
to measure visibility trends and associated causes, and identified strategies for projecting operations.

The visibility prediction problem is difficult and in the past has been approached from several fronts;
including understanding meteorology, winds, and flow patterns, developing instrumentation for particle
sampling and identification at various sites, and implementing a data analysis plan.  The complications
arise from the fact that numerous compounds, which vary with source, observation location and time, all
contribute to light scattering and attenuation; these include organics, sulfates, elemental carbon, soil, and
other matter.  Further, the quantity 'visibility' itself has been subject to different interpretations (Ref. 2).
To utilize combinations of local point measurements and data in models to generate usable measures of
sensor performance is a complicated and invalidated approach.

In fact, even if all of the atmospheric constituents, including concentrations and the variations with
location were known along a given atmospheric slant path, one would then need an accurate model to
determine how to combine the component effects over the optical pass-band of an imaging sensor used
in any field test.  Existing systems most often employ either transmissometers or scattermeters; each has
its own deployment and calibration problems, and in either case, never samples the integrated lines of
sight necessary for true performance determination.

The RAVM project approach is to develop a set of optical sensors, including a laser radar, whose
measurements will yield a complete representation of the atmospherically degraded images seen by
ground-based sensors viewing aircraft deployed at Edwards AFB, but without the aircraft being present.
These can then be used to predict what the effective imaging capability of those sensors will be,
including the integrated effects of all of the atmospheric constituents, as well as turbulence. The sensor
suite will include an elevation and azimuth scanning capability so that image degradation over a wide
field of regard, appropriate to the full spatial interrogation capability of the imaging sensor, can be
measured.



TECHNICAL APPROACH

In the absence of atmospheric effects, the theoretically-limiting or vacuum performance of ground-based
imaging sensors that are viewing extended targets such as aircraft depends on several characteristics.
These include: the dimensions of the aircraft and the range at which it is being viewed, the aircraft’s
inherent contrast relative to the background, and the sensor characteristics, including its operating
wavelength, aperture dimension, and its noise and threshold performance levels.  The effects of the
atmosphere can significantly degrade the capability of such imaging systems over slant paths of
hundreds of meters or greater.  Relative to the non-atmosphere or vacuum-predicted performance of a
given sensor, these degradations can result in the loss of ability to detect, recognize, or identify aircraft
of interest at long ranges.  These degradations are usually expressed in terms of the apparent visibility of
an object as seen by an optical sensor.

The atmospheric constituents that degrade the vacuum performance include naturally occurring
molecules and aerosols, such as water droplets producing fog and haze, as well as pollutants and
temperature fluctuations associated with atmospheric turbulence.  The image degradation mechanisms
associated with these constituents include: the change in brightness of the aircraft relevant to the sky
background (i.e. the apparent contrast relative to the inherent contrast); the attenuation of the light from
the aircraft to the sensor; and image break-up, dancing, and blurring due to atmospheric turbulence.

For angularly large targets, contrast reduction is generated by both the attenuation of light from the
object to the sensor, as well as target masking due to light scattered into the imager from the intervening
atmosphere.  These two effects depend on some common parameters (e.g. particle size distributions), as
well as some different parameters (e.g., solar angle), and hence both the background radiance and
atmospheric attenuation must be determined.

For angularly smaller targets, turbulence and the sensor imaging characteristics combine to yield the
limiting angular resolution obtainable.  For a specified target and angular dimension we obtain the
number of resolution elements over the target, which then permits us to determine whether we can detect
or identify it.  Atmospheric turbulence will cause the image to possibly break-up, dance, or blur, thus it
is important to identify a technique to determine the amount of image blur along the relevant line-of-
sight path between sensor and aircraft.

THE ATMOSPHERIC MTF

The general problem of imaging an extended object, such as an aircraft against a variable sky
background, and in the presence of intervening molecules, particulates, and turbulence, appears to be
complicated.  However, it has been shown (Ref. 3) that a quantity exists, called the atmospheric
modulation transfer function (MTFA), that is precisely the function needed to 'transfer' a non-degraded
or vacuum image to one that has been degraded by the atmosphere.  This quantity includes the effects of
molecules, aerosols, and turbulence, and yields the prescription for analytically combining these
quantities to compute the contrast attenuation and the image blur of an aircraft image as degraded by the
atmosphere.



The total atmospheric MTF can be written as

MTFA =  TA  x  MTF(Turb)  / [ 1 +  4πBP / Eo TA ].              (1)

The three bold-faced light scattering quantities required to predict the image degradation are
1) The sky-background radiance [Bp]
2) Light attenuation from the aircraft to the sensor [TA]
3) Image blur [MTF(Turb) = Spatial Fourier Transform of Point Spread Function PSF(Θ)].

All of the parameters in Eq. 1 must be known or inferred from the RAVM sensors or supporting
background measurements to predict the atmospherically degraded image. In Eq. 1, MTF (Turb) is the
modulation transfer function due to atmospheric turbulence; perhaps more physically, it is the spatial
Fourier Transform of the image of a point source located at or near the object, collected by an imaging
camera located near the imaging sensor.  It is preferred to make an optical measurement with an
appropriate sensor than to predict the results from thermistor measurements, which are themselves
uncertain, as are any point measurements, to predicting the integrated path resolution loss along a line of
site.  From Eq. 1, the measured image blur from a point source, or point spread function (PSF) is
precisely the quantity needed to insert in Eq. 1 (or its Fourier Transform), and predict the image
degradation.

Analysis of the atmospheric MTF reveals that one important quantity to be monitored is the path-
integrated extinction coefficient between sensor and aircraft.  While there are numerous visibility
instruments on the market, such as transmissometers and forward scatter instruments, most only perform
their sampling within a close proximity (hundreds of meters) from the light source illuminating the
particles, and hence only give local values of the attenuation coefficient.  Such measurements would all
fail to predict atmospheric effects over inhomogeneous paths of several kilometers.

DESIGN APPROACH

The basis for the RAVM design has been to identify the required characteristics of the three component
sensors that yield the information necessary to infer the distortions, have their data products linked, yet
have the system be accurate, rugged, user-friendly, compact, and affordable.

The specific kinds of sensors needed have been developed from an analysis of the propagation effects
shown in Figure 1, which illustrates the light scattering paths that degrade the image.   This figure
shows, among other features, an aircraft against a sky background.  There is an inherent contrast of the
aircraft against the sky that depends on the brightness of the background sky and the aircraft itself.

The three sensors required to predict the degradation are: a calibrated radiometer/camera that will
measure the sky background over the spectral band of the deployed imaging sensor, and over the field of
regard; laser radar (lidar) used in conjunction with a calibrated retro-reflector to generate a map of the
atmospheric transmittance loss; and a second lidar, but used in a 'Guide-Star' mode to determine the
turbulence-induced PSF, which is then convolved with the aircraft/object image to yield total image
blur.  These sensors are discussed in order below.



Figure 1 Remote Atmospheric Visibility Monitoring (RAVM) System Approach.

SKY-BACKGROUND INSTRUMENT

This instrument is intended to measure the sky background radiance over the angular region that the
aircraft is intended to fly relative to several ground-based imaging sensors.  The simplest such
instrument is a digital camera with a wide field of view lens. However, the dynamic range of radiance
levels on a clear day when the sun might be contained within the field of regard is over six orders of
magnitude.  To make accurate radiance measurements and still accommodate this large scene radiance
variation, the RAVM background sensor will include a digital camera with a fish-eye lens and a sun
block, and a down-welling irradiance sensor.  Both instruments will be calibrated against the same
source, and with the outputs combined, the fraction of down-welling radiation coming from any
direction can be determined.

ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT SENSOR

This instrument is a range-gated lidar. A lidar is a 'single-ended' instrument, with collocated transmitter
and receiver, eliminating the need for additional personnel and/or receiver stations.  The time delay
between when a given laser pulse is emitted and the time(s) when the receiver makes the measurements
allows us to determine the (earlier time) pulse ranges in the atmosphere.  An azimuth-elevation scanner



will permit mapping of the three-dimensional region in the atmosphere, within a radius estimated to be
in excess of 10 km from the transceiver location.  A reference-calibrated target will be placed within the
lidar field of regard and the signal reflected from this target will be used for normalization and
calibration during field-testing. Also, the wavelength is chosen such that it will yield the total
attenuation loss due to all of the dominant aerosol components along the path.

TURBULENCE INDUCED IMAGE BLUR

This instrument should measure the turbulence-induced spreading of an angularly small spot, which is at
the approximate location(s) of where the aircraft would be at a future time.  The RAVM approach to
performing this measurement is an offshoot of the Guide-Star technique developed by Fugate, et al.
(Ref. 4), at Phillips Lab.  The basic Guide Star technique is to generate a small spot in the atmosphere
with a laser, bounce this beam off of atmospheric aerosols - which will create a point (or small spot)
source in the sky at the desired location, and then to measure the angular blur of that spot with a ground-
based gated imaging sensor.  For the RAVM problem, this means that the point spread function inferred
from the Guide-Star is the same as that which would have been produced from a point on the aircraft,
and we can use the measurement to infer the image blur.

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRODUCTS

Software will combine the outputs of the RAVM sensors and compute the total MTFA.  Additional
software will combine the object, sensor, and MTFA, and produce the total image plane MTF; this
quantity is the Fourier transform of the actual degraded image seen by the sensor.  The software will
also calculate the highest angular frequency resolvable by the system, which will determine the limiting
resolution, in meters, at the object range.  The software will then Fourier transform the image plane
MTF, and generate actual degraded simulated images of the target, such as they would be seen by the
sensor during flight testing.  The software will also predict the ranges at which object detection, and
object identification are possible.

The data products that will be presented include the following:

For given look directions relative to the sensor:
 - The maximum range at which aircraft detection is possible.
 - The maximum range at which aircraft identification is possible.
 

For given aircraft coordinates (i.e., range, azimuth, and elevation) relative to the sensor:
- The aircraft contrast relative to the sky background.
- The number of (atmospherically limited) resolution elements on the aircraft.
- A simulated image of the aircraft.

As an example of the image simulation data product obtainable from RAVM, Figure 2a shows a frame
from a video of a simulated scene of an aircraft and bomb drop as observed from two different angles,
but without atmospheric effects.  Figure 2b illustrates the incorporation of both camera and atmospheric
effects on the two images, such as might be inferred from the RAVM sensor suite.  In this second figure



the aircraft can be seen but is difficult to identify, and the bomb is barely resolvable.  If the atmospheric
transmission were a little worse or the turbulence was greater, then the bomb would not be resolvable.

Figure 2a  Sample frame from video simulation



Figure 2b Scene of Figure 2a with system and atmospheric MTF applied

CONCLUSION

The Remote Atmospheric Visibility Monitoring (RAVM) project will produce a modular suite of
sensors for determining the total atmospherically limited visibility of distant objects.  Advanced
knowledge of the atmospheric-limited visibility of distant aircraft and other objects is of interest to
several government and commercial organizations.  The projected capability of the RAVM system
would be a significant enhancement to traditional weather monitoring stations for use at commercial and
military airports.  Such an instrument could increase the utility and safety afforded by weather stations,
as well as airport control centers.

An additional user community consists of those federal and commercial organizations interested in
simulations.  An increasing number of organizations are getting into the image simulation business,
because of cost efficiencies obtained relative to actual field-testing.  Most organizations do not include
atmospheric effects into their simulators.  Once the RAVM method is confirmed against actual imagery,
the incorporation of a validated atmospheric effects interface module could be used to support a more
accurate simulation capability.
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ABSTRACT

To enhance the visibility of remote objects under test at Air Force testing facilities in adverse weather
conditions, the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC), Edwards AFB, California, contracted with
Physical Optics Corporation’s (POC) Applied Technology Division, Torrance CA, to investigate a real-
time spectrally enhanced imaging prototype system.  When installed on an optical target tracker, this
system will automatically adjust its spectral transmission in such a way that the intensity of the
background illumination will be reduced significantly while providing minimum reduction of the light
reflected from a detected target.  A laboratory prototype of this system was developed under a Small
Business Innovative Research (SBIR) Phase I contract.

The prototype consists of the optical part that will be attached to the large tracker lens and to a portable
computer. The key element of this system is an Acousto-Optic Tunable Filter (AOTF) that is capable of
quickly varying the shape of its spectral transmission curve in the entire visible range under computer
control. The developed system automatically analyzes the spectral signatures of the background and of
the selected object of interest.  It calculates a spectrally matched filter for the background suppression
and target contrast enhancement.  This filtered data then goes directly into the optical channel with the
minimal computer image processing.  The resulting image with the enhanced target contrast can be
displayed in real time on a common computer monitor and can be recorded by a VCR.  The performance
of the laboratory prototype demonstrated enhancement of the visibility of objects immersed in a
scattering medium.

Successful development of a working system will make flight testing of military equipment more
informative and less expensive.  It will reduce the dependence of the flight test program on the weather



conditions and will allow for collecting more data by providing real-time images with enhanced target
visibility.

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft and munitions tracking at the AFFTC and at other DoD ranges are becoming increasingly
challenging.  As overall pollution of the surrounding communities of DoD test ranges increase, airborne
particulate, haze, and other phenomenon that reduce visibility also increase.  In addition, aircraft and
munitions are moving at higher velocity and some targets are stealthy.  The AFFTC needs an
inexpensive, remotely operated tool to enhance real-time video images and to define targets against
backgrounds of varying contrast and varying weather conditions.

Current approach to the image enhancement involves the use of the sensitive infrared cameras and
range-gated laser camera systems.  Unfortunately, this type of equipment is expensive; infrared cameras
typically cost tens of thousands of dollars and the cost of range-gated laser camera systems is even more.
These approaches are cost prohibited for intensive use at numerous sites.

SPECTRALLY EFFICIENT TARGET IMAGING

The typical observation scenario of the flying object is depicted schematically in Figure 2-1.  The
tracker telescope collects both lights scattered in the atmosphere and reflected from an object so the
target visibility depends strongly on the atmospheric conditions.

Figure 2-1 The scheme of the object observation in scattering medium.

The propagation of light through the atmosphere depends upon several interaction phenomena and the
physical composition of the atmosphere.  For the passive observation of the airborne remote target the
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most important phenomena are molecular absorption, Rayleigh scattering, Mie or aerosol scattering, and
atmospheric turbulence [1].

The molecular absorption of optical radiation in the visible region is caused by electronic transitions.
Many computer databases are available to calculate molecular absorption for the known atmospheric
constituencies (e.g., HITRAN).

Molecular Rayleigh scattering is associated with optical scattering where the wavelength of light is
much larger than the physical size of the scatterers (e.g., atmospheric molecules).  Rayleigh scattering
makes the color of the sky blue and the setting or rising sun red. This scattering has a very strong
dependence on the light wavelength--it is proportional to λ-4.

Mie scattering is similar to Rayleigh scattering, except the size of the scattering sites is on the same
order of magnitude as the wavelength of the incident light and is due to the aerosols and fine particulate
in the atmosphere.  Both Rayleigh and Mie scattering reduce the target visibility.  These effects scatter
the light reflected from a target.  They scatter sunlight as well, and this light creates a strong background
illumination that masks the relatively weak light from a remote target (Figure 2-1).

The enhancement of target visibility can be achieved by rejecting the signal in those portions of light
spectrum where the signal from a target is weak but where there is a strong signal from a background.
Because of the strong Rayleigh scattering of the blue light, the blue portion of the visible spectrum will
probably be rejected in the first turn.

Although the physical nature of these effects are well understood and numerous computer algorithms
can be used to calculate how they influence the light propagation in the atmosphere, all calculations
assume some atmospheric model that can be significantly different from the atmosphere in the point of
observation.  That is why the challenge of this project was to develop an algorithm that was capable of
the automatic real-time accommodation for the particular atmospheric conditions in the point of
observation.  To make this accommodation, initial spectral information about the target and background
must be collected.  Once this information is obtained, the proposed system can track a target and provide
real time enhanced images until severe variations in target or background spectra occurred.  Then new
data must be collected and the cycle of observation can be continued.

The approach to the target contrast enhancement based on the differences in the spectra of the light
reflected from the target and of the scattered light is illustrated on Figure 2-2.  It shows a
multidimensional space (3D space is shown on Figure 2-2) where each axis represents a light intensity in
a given spectral interval.  The vector B in this space can describe the light from a homogeneous
background.  The vector T corresponds to the light reflected from a target.  Besides this light, the optical
telescope also collects the light scattered in the atmosphere between the target and telescope (see Figure
2-1).  The vector B describes this light. A light path through a spectral filter can be described as a
projection of the light vector on the direction of the filter vector F.

The target contrast enhancement can be achieved if the only light reflected from the target will
illuminate a photodetector array while a spectral filter will reject the scattered light. It is obvious from
the plot shown on Figure 2-2 that for such a situation the filter vector F should be perpendicular to the
background vector B and should be located in the plane where both vectors B and T are located.



Figure 2-2 Illustrations of optimal filtering in 3D spectral space for homogeneous background and
target.

Similar considerations are applicable for the larger number of spectral intervals used for observation.
Rigorously, the filter vector F can be calculated by the formula
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and k ×  l grid of pixels in the entire frame is used for calculation of the background spectral signature
(i.e. vector B) and p q grid of pixels in any spectral frame is used for calculating vector T.

Let’s notice that a light intensity can be only a positive number. Because of this, spectral vectors B and
T always lay in such sector in the multidimensional spectral space that has only positive coordinates. It
means that a vector F that is perpendicular to B must have at least one negative projection on spectral

F⋅B 0). Of course, no optical spectral filter can produce negative light intensity. To accomplish

In this case, two images must be taken. The first of them will be taken through the spectral filter with a
transmission curve that corresponds to the full set of vector components that have a positive value
( +). The second image will be taken through the spectral filter with a transmission curve that
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corresponds to the full set of vector F components that have a negative value (F -). Because the
technology of the spectrally adaptive light filtering with an AOTF allows for the very fast variations of
the filter transmission (few tens of microseconds) each next image frame can be taken through the
different spectral filter. Computer subtraction of two images is also a relatively fast operation. This
allows for almost real time (half of the CCD frame rate) imaging with the enhanced target contrast.

The description of the background spectral signature by vector B is correct only for uniform
backgrounds. In some cases, several different objects can be seen simultaneously in the field of view of
the optical tracker. For example, it may be a sky and a terrain or clear sky and a cloud, etc. In this case,
its own vector in multi-dimensional spectral space can represent each pixel in the image. The ends of
these vectors create a scatter plot in the spectral space (see Figure 2-3).
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Figure 2-3 Geometrical illustration of the spectrally matched filtering: a - projection of the scatter-plot
and target vector on the plane perpendicular to the first principal component; b- background and target

projection on the vector of the spectrally matched filter.

The enhancement of target visibility can be achieved in this case by spectrally matched filtering.
Spectral matched filtering can be viewed as an appropriate weighted combination of principal spectral
components 2. The axes of the principal spectral components coincide with the axes of the ellipse of the
data probability distribution; they are the Eigen vectors of the covariance matrix  M.  The coefficients of
this symmetrical matrix are second-order moments of the probability distribution in the background
data, for zero-mean distribution (e.g., for zero first-order moments).  In other words, the coefficient Mij
is the measure of correlation between the data in the i-th and j-th spectral bands:

M ij = 1 / N x ik x jk
k = 1 

N 
∑ 

(4)

where xpk is the value of the p-spectral component in the k- pixel's spectral data vector (after mean
removal).



The spectrally matched filter can be described as a vector in the multidimensional color space. Its
performance, (e.g., multiplication of each spectral image on the weight coefficient Fi ) is the dot vector
product operation that projects spectral vector for each pixel to the direction of the filter vector.

In the highly correlated backgrounds the scatter plot ellipsoid is strongly elongated and there is a small
probability to improve target contrast by projecting image to the direction coinciding with the direction
of the long axis of the ellipsoid. On the contrary, the significantly higher probability to find a target
occurs when filter vector lies in the plane perpendicular to this axis. Obviously, the direction of the filter
vector must be close to the direction of projection of target vector T′′ to this plane (see Figure 2-3).
When the direction of the filter vector is chosen in the system coordinate associated with principal axes,
it is easy to find this vector in the original coordinates of light intensities at various spectral intervals.

The rigorous mathematical description of the spectrally matched filtering can be found in references
[3,4].

The calculation of the filter vector F requires the knowledge of background and target spectral
signatures. This information must be collected at the initial stage of observation by grabbing and storing
in a computer memory several (16 in our experimental prototype) spectral images taken through the
same filter. The problem remains to point to the system the location of the target at any of the spectral
images taken in the initial phase of observation. This information can be provided either from another
sensor (radar) or by an operator clicking a computer mouse at the target area.

Once the target is pointed, the system will enhance its contrast automatically until the significant
changes in the background occurred. The target passing through a cloud can cause such changes for
example. To obtain the indication of the background variation, the system design includes a small
spectrometer illuminated by a portion of the light collected by the optical telescope. It continuously
compares the background spectrum with the initial data and will raise the alarm signal in the case of
significant variations in the spectrum shape. In this case, either the background spectrum from this
spectrometer can be used for calculation, a new filter vector, or the new cycle of collecting spectral
information can be initiated. It is important to notice that 16 spectral frames can be captured in about 0.5
s if a charge coupled device (CCD) camera with common 30 frames per second operational speed is
used.

The block diagram of the algorithm of the system performance is shown on Figure 2-4.  It is important
to notice that spectrally matched filtering is a linear operation. To accelerate the system performance and
achieve a real time spectrally matched filtering, we utilized the unique capability of the Acousto-Optic
Tunable Filter (AOTF) to transmit light in numerous spectral intervals simultaneously. This mode of the
AOTF operation occurs when its driving signal spectrum contains the proper combination of radio
frequencies. The amplitude of the corresponding frequency in the driving signal spectrum defines the
intensity of transmitted light at each wavelength.  By choosing the proper set of frequencies and their
amplitudes, we can approximate the AOTF's transmission of any arbitrary given shape.  This
approximation is shown in Figure 2-5.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To create a multi-frequency-driving signal for the AOTF, we used a specially developed array of high-
frequency generators. The photo of this array fabricated as a computer board is depicted on Figure 3-1
while Figure 3-2 presents the photo of optical system with an AOTF used in the laboratory experiments.

Figure 3-1 Multi-frequency AOTF driver. Figure 3-2 Experimental setup.

With this driver, the spectrum of the AOTF driving signal can be changed in less than 2 µs within 350
MHz Pentium II computer. Additional 20 µs takes the propagation of the acoustic wave along the light
aperture in the large size TeO2 AOTF. It means that the spectral transmission of the filter can be
changed momentarily comparing with the common TV frame period of 33 ms. Practically, the change of
the filter transmission curve can be done inside the frame synchronization pulses in the standard TV
signal. It is important to mention that with 16 spectral intervals of about 15 nm (in average) the SETI
system can simultaneously collect polarized light within 240 nm wide spectral range. The practical
limitation on the maximum width of the spectral range and on the achievable light transmission in each
spectral interval is set by heat gradients in the AOTF caused by the driving signal.

We used a commercially available black and white CCD camera--model 2122 from Cohu, Inc. It is a
one-half inch format camera with on-chip microlens sensor containing 768 horizontal (H) × 494 vertical
(V) pixels.  Each pixel is of 8.4 µm (H) × 9.8 µm (V). It operates at 30 frames per second in the interline
transfer mode. Each frame consists of two consecutive fields with odd and even lines. The fields in the
frame are separated by blanking period of about 0.2 ms. Blanking period includes vertical sync, front
porch and line synchronization. The camera works in the asynchronous mode (without external frame
synchronization).

The Meteor PCI monochrome frame grabber (Matrox Electronic Systems, Ltd.) was employed for
images acquisition and processing. This device allows for the real-time data transfer at the speed of 30



frames (640 × 480) per second (45 MB/sec).  Meteor converts ±5 V analog output signal from the CCD
camera into an 8-bit monochrome data format (unsigned gray-scale levels from 0 to 255).

Table 3-1 summarizes parameters of the key element of this system - a non-collinear TeO2 AOTF.

Tuning Range From 790 nm to 440 nm

Frequencies of the Driving Signal From 100 MHz to 185 MHz

Light Reflection < 3 %

VSWR < 3

Light Diffraction Efficiency @ λ = 630 nm 70 % / W

Spectral Resolution @ λ = 630 nm 8 nm

Angle of Beams Separation 6°

Angular Aperture 6°

Aperture 8 mm × 8 mm

Table 3-1  AOTF parameters.

In our prototype system, the slowest operation was displaying the resulting image. The speed of this
operation is defined presumably by video card parameters. The liquid crystal display (LCD) of our
portable 350 MHz Pentium II computer used in prototype needs a special video adapter for its operation.

The operation speed of 15 fps has been achieved in our computer with Matrox Meteor frame grabber
with smaller number of pixels. Each frame in this mode consisted of 320 x 420 pixels. Figure 3-3
presents the time diagram for the system operation. In this case displaying of the resulting image took
less then 33 ms.

We used small airplane models as objects for visualization. These models were immersed into a bath
with water-milk suspense. To get quantitative estimation of enhancement target contrast in light
scattering medium, we measured light attenuation by this suspense.
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Figure 3-3 Time diagram of Spectrally Efficient Target Imaging (SETI) prototype performance with
Meteor frame grabber and 8 bit files.

The scheme of the measurements is shown on Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4 The scheme for estimation optical density of light scattering suspense.
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A He-Ne laser beam was sent through the cuvette containing suspense.  The diaphragm was installed at
the distance of 1 m from the cuvette. Its diameter was equal to the laser beam diameter.  The optical
density, D, was estimated as

SI
I

t
dD log10

2
= , (5)

where d is the depth of suspense in the bath, t is cuvette thickness, I is the beam power, and IS is the laser
power that reached the photodetector through the medium. The coefficient 2 is introduced in this
formula because light is passing twice through the medium; it is coming from a light source (quartz-
halogen lamp) to the object and back to the imager after reflection from an object.

The following expression was used in these experiments to estimate target contrast K

BT
BTK

+
−

= , (6)

where T the target pixels intensity (averaged over the area selected initially for calculating a filter) and B
is average background intensity.  This criterion is usually used for estimation image quality by the
modulation transfer function (MTF) - it is assumed that the object is visible if 2.0≥K .  Similar criteria
are used usually in diffractometers for estimation of visibility of interference patterns or in astronomical
observations for separation double stars or in investigations of light spectra to separate double lines [6].

DEMONSTRATION OF TARGET CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT

Photos on Figure 4-1 show the bath with water-milk suspensions of various optical densities.  The
photos were taken from a close distance (~30 cm) by a common photo camera and under a common
room illumination. For system performance demonstration we used a spot light illumination from a 50
W halogen lamp. Even under this illumination, the object was almost invisible in the dense suspense
from the height of about 1.7m where the imager was located, as shown in figure 4-2.

The photo of the computer screen with the enhanced image is depicted in Figure 4-3.  There are two
images in this photo. The small picture is the result of averaging sixteen spectral images taken initially
for calculating background spectrum. No spectral filtering was performed in this image. The larger
image is the result of spectral filtering. The airplane is clearly distinguishable over the dark background
in this image.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4-1 Airplane model in water-milk suspenses of various densities: a - 5 dB, b - 10 dB, c - 15 dB, d
- 20 dB.

Blue bars in the bottom of the screen represent the target spectrum while the red bars above them
represent weight coefficients in the spectral filter that was calculated automatically by the develop
prototype for this particular combination of the target and of the background.



Figure 4-2  Photo of the object in dense
suspense taken from 1.7 m under spot light

illumination

Figure 4-3  Photo of the computer display
after object contrast enhancement

The results of numerical estimations of target contrast enhancement are presented in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4 Result of numerical estimations of target contrast enhancement.



Two solid curves in this plot shows object contrast K before (in average image) and after contrast
enhancement. The third curve corresponds to the ratio of target contrasts in two images (e.g., the curve
shows contrast gain obtained by spectral filtering). The largest gain is achieved for the medium optical
densities. In low scattering suspense the target can be seen clearly without filtering (see Figure 4-1a)
while in the very dense suspense almost no light reached the imager after reflection from the target. In
this case the gain is small.

Let us notice that in all experiments the filtered image has better target contrast than the averaged image.

In several experiments we also checked if any particular spectral image had a better target contrast than
filtered image. We always had contrast enhancement with spectral filtering compare with any particular
spectral image. The typical distribution of target contrast in spectral intervals and in resulting image is
shown on Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5 Target contrast in various spectral images.

The conducted experiments proved the capability of the developed experimental prototype to enhance
target visibility in scattering medium.

The conducted experiments proved the capability of the developed SETI prototype to enhance target
visibility in scattering medium.
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DEMONSTRATION OF SYSTEM REACTION TO THE BACKGROUND CHANGE

To demonstrate the system prototype performance with the moving target and variable background, we
prepared a rotating model with several backgrounds that can be moved manually. This setup is shown in
Figure 5-1.

The software was changed to grab 16 new spectral frames after each 80 consequent images with
enhanced contrast. These 16 images were taken in 0.53 sec.

Figure 5-1 Airplane model moving over various backgrounds

After taking a new set of spectral images, the system recalculated a new spectral filter utilizing stored
initially target spectral vector and a new background vector.  The developed prototype generated 'life'
images with enhanced contrast (at about 7.5 frames per second and full spatial resolution) and
successfully changed the spectral filter if a new background characteristic was found. Photos presented
on Figure 5-2 shows the results of spectral filtering with this setup.

(a) (b)

Figure 5-2 Spectrally enhanced images of a moving object over the blue background (a) and yellow
background (b).



The dark green airplane has a negative contrast over the blue background (airplane is darker than
background) while it has positive contrast over a yellow background.

CONCLUSION

Physical Optics Corporation's Applied Technology Division developed a working prototype of a
Spectrally Efficient Target Imaging system. This development included both innovative hardware and
software. The developed prototype generated 'live' images with the maximum frame rate of 15 frames
per second.

The capabilities of the developed system to enhance target visibility in the light scattering medium and
to react on the background variations were proved experimentally.

The project accomplishments during Phase I have demonstrated a preview of the technology that will
enable a successful full-scale development and field test for Phase II of Spectrally Enhanced Target
Imaging system.
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ABSTRACT

Compressed video is necessary for a variety of telemetry requirements.  A large number of competing video
compression algorithms exist.  This paper compares the ability of these algorithms to meet criteria which are
of interest for telemetry applications.  Included are: quality, compression, noise susceptibility, motion
performance and latency.  The algorithms are divided into those which employ inter-frame compression and
those which employ intra-frame compression.  A video tape presentation will also be presented to illustrate
the performance of the video compression algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

The requirement for secure video telemetry forced a transition from analog to digital transmission.  In order
to accomplish this, video compression was needed to meet bandwidth limitations.  This paper compares the
performance of a number of candidate video compression algorithms for the telemetry application. 
Performance criteria considered are quality, compression, noise susceptibility, motion performance, and
latency.

DISCUSSION

Table 11 lists the levels of video compression  available for a variety of applications.  The levels range from
low quality videophone to truly Alossless@ compression.  This paper compares the performance of a number
of video compression algorithms which lie within this range.  In order to facilitate the comparison, they are
divided into two categories:  1) those based  intra-frame and 2) those based on inter-frame compression. 
With intra-frame, each transmitted video image is compressed independently, whereas with inter-frame,
differences between adjacent frames are described.  Generally, the inter-frame algorithms provide higher
compression and the intra-frame algorithms provide better resistance to errors.  Specific intra-frame

                                                            
1 Schaphorst, Richard, Videoconferencing and Videotelephony; Technology and Standards,
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algorithms considered are DPCM (RCC/TCG 209), JPEG/NITF and wavelets.  Inter-frame algorithms
considered are H.261, H.263, MPEG-1 and MPEG-2.  Table 2 gives typical parameters used for these
algorithms and compares their performance.

Table 1.  Levels of Video Compression

Compression Level Bit Rate Compression Ratio

Uncompressed

Lossless Compression

Visually Lossless

High Quality Videoconferencing

Acceptable Quality Video Conferencing

Videophone

90 Mbps

45 Mbps

5-10 Mbps

384 Kbps - 1.5Mbps

100 Kbps

25 Kbps

1

2

10-20

50-200

1,000

4,000

Table 2 compares the performance of  seven video compression algorithms.

Table 2.  Comparison of Video Compression Algorithms

Category Algorithm Resolution Bits/Pixel Image/sec Bit Rate Quality

DPCM
(RCC/TCG209)

512x480 2.5 - 3.5 15 10 Mbps
Below VHS
quality

JPEG/NITA 720x480 0.75 - 1.25 30 10 Mbps
Visually
lossless

Intra-Frame
Compression

WAVELETS 720x480 0.5 - 1.0 30 7.5 Mbps
Visually
lossless

H.261 352x288 0.2 - 0.4 15 500 Kbps
Hi-quality
confer-
encing

H.263 176x144 0.1 - 0.2 15 56 Kbps Videophone

MPEG-1 352x240 0.4 - 0.8 30 1.5 Mbps VHS quality

Inter-Frame
Compression

MPEG-2 720x480 0.5 - 1.0 30* 7. 5 Mbps
Visually
lossless

    * Frame rate fixed



Note from Table 2 that specific video resolutions have been assumed for each algorithm.  In almost all cases
other resolutions are available, however, the listed values are commonly used. 

Noise/Error Performance:  Digital transmission over wireless networks does have certain inherent
advantages when compared with analog transmission.  Any noise inserted into the analog network reduces
the signal-to-noise performance of the telemetered video signal whereas the addition of noise into the digital
system has no effect until the noise builds up sufficiently to cause bit errors.  Table 3 compares the
performance of the algorithms in the presence of bit errors.

Table 3.  Noise/Error Performance

Category Algorithm Resolution Picture
Structure Comments

DPCM
(RCC/TCG209)

512x480 Lines
Error typically effects one-half

line

JPEG/NITA 720x480 GOB/DCT
Error typically effects one-half

 GOB

Intra-Frame
Compression
(errors within
current frame)

WAVELETS 720x480
Sub-Band

coding
Error effects single frequency

band

H.261 352x288 GOB/DCT
Background Intra-frame

coding to clean up errors. 
FEC necessary

H.263 176x144 GOB/DCT
Background intra-frame
coding introduced.  FEC

necessary

MPEG-1 352x240 Slice/DCT
Intra-frames (AI@ frames)

interleaved

Inter-Frame
Compression
(errors persist
from frame-to-

frame)

MPEG-2 720x480 Slice/DCT I-frames interleaved

As indicated by Table 3, the intra-frame algorithms provide the advantage that errors do not propagate from
frame to frame.  As indicated previously, the inter-frame algorithms generally out-perform the intra-frame
algorithms regarding compression since only differences between adjacent frames are described rather than
the entire frame.  Because of their increased susceptibility to errors, however, inter-frame algorithms require
some form of error control strategy.  With H.261 and H.263 this is accomplished by the addition of  FEC,
which avoids errors plus the addition of some distributed intra-frame coding to eliminate the effects of errors.
 MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 also rely on the addition of intra-frame coding.  Entire intra-frames are transmitted
at regular intervals in order to eliminate the further propagation of errors.



Motion Performance:  Motion performance is closely related to general quality performance for these
algorithms.  That is, the higher the overall quality, the better the motion performance.  This relationship is
particularly true for the intra-frame algorithms.  All four of the inter-frame algorithms employ the DCT
transform and motion compensation.  Motion compensation is a technique employed to improve compression
by reducing the apparent difference between adjacent frames.  This technique can result in blurriness of
objects in motion due to limitations in the inter-frame coding.  The primary deterrent to motion performance,
however, is due to the Ainterlacing@ of the video signal.  That is, with standard NTSC video, each frame
consists of two separate interlaced fields displaced in time by 1/60th second.  The only way to avoid this
effect entirely is to view the video a single field at a time at a corresponding reduced vertical resolution.

Latency:  Latency refers to the delay between the occurrence of a video event and its appearance at the
video output.  For many telemetry applications, latency is not an issue.  One notable exception is for driving
unmanned vehicles.  Intra-frame compression algorithms generally provide low latency.  The H.261 and
H.263 algorithms were developed primarily for interactive videoconferencing where delay is important. 
Hence they offer low delay.  MPEG-1, which was developed primarily for digital storage media where latency
is not an issue.  Thus, MPEG-1 is not generally used for applications where latency is an issue.  MPEG-2 was
developed for a wide range of applications including storage and broadcast.  Tradeoffs are available with
MPEG-2 which can be used to control latency.  Thus MPEG-2 can be used for applications such as the
driving of unmanned vehicles.

Video Tape Presentation:  Presentation of this paper shall include a video tape demonstration which
illustrates the performance of the compression algorithms.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper compares the performance of seven video compression algorithms for telemetry applications. 
Specific parameters considered are quality, compression, noise susceptibility, motion performance and
latency.  The intra-frame algorithms considered (DPCM, JPEG, wavelets) generally outperform the inter-
frame algorithms (H.261, H.263, MPEG-1, MPEG-2) regarding noise performance, motion performance and
latency.  Whereas, the inter-frame algorithms tend to provide better quality and higher compression.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present the recent results of theoretical development and software implementation of a
complete collection of high-performance image reconstruction algorithms designed for high-resolution
imaging for various data acquisition configurations.
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INTRODUCTION

The image formation algorithm is the core element of a sensing system. Traditionally, the design and
development of the image reconstruction algorithms have been system-specific, uniquely formulated
based on the configuration of the data acquisition hardware. In addition, corresponding to various
modeling techniques, approximations are applied to the mathematical formulation of the algorithms. As
a result, there exist a wide range of  imaging algorithms, lacking the fundamental consistency in terms of
algorithm structure, resolving capability, computation complexity, and system performance.

It is highly desirable to design and develop a complete collection of high-performance image formation
algorithms capable of conducting image reconstruction for sensing systems of various configurations
based on a single mathematical framework. By doing so, the performance of the sensing systems can be
greatly enhanced with a high-level of consistency and effectiveness.

Sensing systems can be classified into active and passive systems. In terms of illumination waveforms,
the signal can be coherent and wideband. And in the form of data-acquisition configurations, it can be
either monostatic or bistatic. Most sensing systems conduct wavefield collection with linear receiving
apertures. Yet, circular-aperture systems have been increasingly common in medical ultrasound, non-
destructive evaluation, and synthetic-aperture radar imaging.



In this paper, we present a complete sequence of image formation algorithms developed based on the
concept of backward wavefield propagation. These algorithms are capable of conducting image
reconstruction for both monostatic and bistatic configurations with either coherent or wideband
illumination.

Image reconstructions with ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and inverse synthetic-aperture radar (ISAR)
are included in this paper to demonstrate the capability of image formation with both linear and circular
aperture scanning paths.

IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS

Image reconstruction algorithms is the core component of this software system. The overall system
includes algorithms for six operating modes for both linear-aperture and circular-aperture
configurations. Thus, there are twelve algorithms in total. These twelve algorithms have been integrated
into one with common input-output peripherals for improved consistency and reliability. The basic
functions and characteristics of the algorithms are briefly described in this section.

1. Linear-Aperture Passive Coherent Systems:

Passive coherent system is the most fundamental operating mode of backward propagation image
formation. It involves a sequence of convolutions to migrate the wavefield backward to the source
region. In the spatial-frequency domain, the process becomes a linear filtering procedure. For linear-
aperture systems, the backward propagation process is known as a plane-to-plane computation
procedure, of which the transfer function between the spatial-frequency spectra of the wavefield at the
receiving aperture and a parallel plane in the source region is in closed form with propagation distance
as the defining variable[1,2]. By changing the range distance in the transfer function, we are able to
migrate the wavefield backward from the aperture to a selected source region to reconstruct the target
profile. The resolution in the cross-range direction is governed by the aperture size, range distance, and
operating wavelength. The resolution in the range direction is determined by the bandwidth, which is
quite limited due to the coherent nature of the system.

2. Linear-Aperture Passive Wideband Systems:

Passive wideband system is a direct extension of the passive coherent system. If we decompose the
wideband radiating waveform into a collection of coherent components, each subsystem can be treated
as a coherent system. Then we perform backward propagation for each coherent subsystem with the
corresponding transfer function. Thus each coherent subsystem can produce a coherent sub-image
through backward propagation and then the final image is the superposition of all coherent sub-images.
The cross-range resolution is governed by the aperture size, range distance, and the shortest wavelength
within the operating bandwidth. The range resolution is determined by the bandwidth of the radiating
waveform. Therefore, radiating with wider bandwidth can improve the range resolution directly. In
addition, because of the computation involved in the decomposition and superposition process
associated with wideband systems, parallel computing becomes an effective and significant element of
the software system.



3. Linear-Aperture Monostatic Coherent Systems:

The monostatic coherent operating modality represents the most fundamental level of active imaging,
which is also a direct extension of the passive coherent mode. Monostatic imaging mode is often
considered as a special case of active imaging that the transmitter and receiver are located at the same
position. Because of the need for the removal of the effect of illumination wavefield in order to obtain
the exact target profile, a demodulation process is common. For simplicity, the demodulation for
monostatic cases can be formulated in the form of a round-trip scaling. So, the computation complexity
can be reduced by modifying the passive coherent algorithm with an addition of scaling process, which
can be implemented in either time or frequency domain. With the round-trip scaling procedure, the
monostatic coherent algorithm functions in a manner similar to that of the passive coherent systems. The
resolution in both directions is improved by a factor of two due to the scaling, and the computation
complexity remains at the same level.

4. Linear-Aperture Monostatic Wideband Systems:

The algorithm structure for monostatic wideband systems is the combination of monostatic coherent
systems and passive wideband systems. This is to modify the passive wideband algorithm with the
addition of a round-trip scaling procedure in order to convert the algorithm from passive to active
monostatic mode[3,4]. The resolution in the range direction is governed by the bandwidth of the
illumination waveform and the cross-range resolution is defined by aperture size, range distance, and
shortest wavelength within the bandwidth. Overall, the resolution in all directions improves by a factor
of two over the equivalent passive wideband systems, due to the scaling factor. It involves a wideband-
to-coherent decomposition-superposition process. Therefore, parallel processing is an integrated
component of the algorithm. The computation complexity is at the same level of passive wideband
mode.

5. Linear-Aperture Bistatic Coherent Systems:

Bistatic imaging is a common and more complicated version of active imaging. The image formation
process involves the demodulation of the illumination wavefield in the precise manner instead of the
simplified version used in monostatic cases. As a result, in terms of algorithm structure, it requires a
two-track format. One of the tracks is the standard backward propagation procedure to migrate the
wavefield back to the target region and the other track is for the purpose of forward propagation for the
formulation of the illumination wavefield. The backward propagated wavefield is then demodulated by
the illumination wavefield in the target region in the space domain to produce the final image.
Resolution in both range and cross-range directions improves due to the offset of the spatial-frequency
spectral contents because of the bistatic illumination. The computation complexity is approximately
twice of the passive coherent mode because of the use of the twin-track structure of the algorithm.

6. Linear-Aperture Bastatic Wideband Systems:

The linear-aperture bistatic wideband system represents the most sophisticated and complex version of
the algorithms. Because of the bistatic illumination, it requires the twin-track structure to incorporate the
demodulation procedure into the image formation process. And due to the wideband illumination, it also



requires the wideband-to-coherence conversion and then the decomposition-superposition procedure.
This means each of the two tracks requires the parallel-processing structure. The wideband wavefield at
the receiving aperture is first decomposed into coherent sub-wavefield components and then backward
propagated to the target region to form a collection of coherent sub-images. Separately the wideband
illumination wavefield is decomposed into coherent components and forward propagated to the target
region to form a collection of coherent illumination sub-wavefield. Then each coherent sub-image needs
to be demodulated by the corresponding illumination sub-wavefield according to the wavelength index.
A superposition process combines all demodulated coherent sub-images into the final image. The
resolution in the cross-range direction is governed by the aperture size, range distance, and wavelength.
Range resolution is defined by the bandwidth of the illumination waveform. Resolution in all directions
improves due to the bistatic illumination. Computation complexity is significantly higher than the
monostatic wideband cases mainly due to the need for twin-track algorithm structure as well as the
sequence of space-domain wavefield demodulation procedures.

7. Circular-Aperture Passive Coherent Systems:

This modality is the circular-aperture version of the passive coherent algorithm. Similarly, it involves a
coherent backward propagation procedure to migrate the wavefield to the source region. However, the
backward propagation filtering process becomes more complex in circular mode. First, instead of the
plane-to-plane backward propagation procedure, the circular-aperture version requires the circle-to-
circle propagation procedure, which does not have a sequence of transfer functions in closed forms[5].
These transfer functions need to be numerically formulated and computed. Secondly, the linear
convolution used in the linear-aperture cases now becomes a circular convolution. In addition, it requires
an additional step to convert the images from the polar format to the rectangular coordinate system.
Thus, the computation complexity is considerably higher than its counter part in the linear-aperture
mode. Yet the basic concept remains largely the same. It should also be noted that for circular-aperture
imaging the resolution should not be formated in terms of range resolution and cross-range resolution
because these two parameters are heavily correlated especially for systems with large aperture spans.
Overall, the two key resolution parameters are the wavelength and angular aperture span.

8. Circular-Aperture Passive Wideband Systems:

Similarly, the passive wideband mode is the natural extension of the passive coherent format. It involves
the decomposition-superposition process to convert the wideband illumination to coherent sub-systems.
This also means the parallel computation becomes to play a crucial role in order to optimize image
formation. In terms of the procedure, the signals collected at receiving positions along the circular
aperture are first decomposed into single-frequency components and each represents a set of passive
coherent wavefield. Then each coherent wavefield is backward propagated to the target region with the
circle-to-circle version of the backward propagation algorithm, with a unique transfer function
corresponding to the operating coherent wavelength. The final image is the superposition of all coherent
sub-images, and the resolution is improved by the extension of the frequency band.

9. Circular-Aperture Monostatic Coherent Systems:

Monostatic coherent imaging represents the evolution from the passive mode to the active sensing
modality. Because of the nature of the monstatic data-acquisition configuration, it is a direct extension



of the passive coherent format. This is because the demodulation process for systems with active
illumination can be simplified down to a scaling process. As a result, the computation complexity of the
algorithm remains at the same level, except the scaling process which can be conducted in either time or
frequency domain. For monostatic systems, the resolution is improved by a factor of two in all directions
due to the scaling process.

10. Circular-Aperture Monostatic Wideband Systems:

Similar to the development in the linear-aperture cases, the monostatic wideband case for the circular-
aperture systems can be regarded as a combination of the passive wideband and monostatic coherent
mode. This involves repeating the monostatic coherent image formation process corresponding to the
use of multiple frequencies. Thus, it is often referred to as the multiple-frequency coherent mode. The
extension from the passive to monostatic active mode is taken care of by the round-trip scaling process.
And the wideband illumination requires the use of parallel processing of multiple coherent wavefields.
Overall, it involves the decomposition-superposition procedure for the use of wideband illumination,
parallel computation for the collection of wavefield components, and round-trip scaling for the
monostatic operating mode.

11. Circular-Aperture Bistatic Coherent Systems:

The bisstatic illumination mode is the case when the transmitter and receiver are separated. The
separation significantly changes the complexity of the algorithm and twin-track processing scheme is
then required. Similar to the equivalent case in the linear-aperture mode, it needs a coherent backward
propagation track for the formation of the preliminary image and a forward propagation track to form
the illumination wavefield. Then the preliminary image is demodulated by the illumination wavefield to
form the final image. Since it operates in the single-frequency coherent mode, parallel processing is not
required.

12. Circular-Aperture Bistatic Wideband Systems:

This version represents the most sophisticated and complex structure among all the algorithms. The
wideband illumination requires the decomposition-superposition processing procedure, which involves
the parallel processing implementation to optimize the backward wavefield propagation. The bistatic
illumination mode requires the use of twin-track structure for the backward propagation of the received
wavefield and forward propagation of illumination wavefield. And each of the coherent backward or
forward propagation is conducted in the circle-to-circle propagation format. A space-domain
demodulation process is needed for each coherent sub-image to remove the content of illumination
wavefield. In addition, it requires the coordinate conversion from the polar coordinate system used for
wavefield backward propagation and the rectangular coordinate system for the display of final image.

PARALLEL COMPUTING CAPABILITY

Backward propagation technique represents a complete set of high-performance image reconstruction
algorithms, formulated based on a unified theoretical framework. It is capable of high-resolution image
formation in near-field as well as far-field. The algorithm structure is sophisticated and complex. To
make the image reconstruction tasks practical, the implementation of parallel processing is critical.



The Linux systems are networked using a standard 10 Megabit Ethernet Local Area Network, using
TCP/IP as the transport protocol.  This capability provides for distribution of processing capability in
both the local area network, as well as across wide area networks using IP routers. The design of this
software package takes advantage of parallelism, allowing distribution of the processing functions
among multiple processors.  This capability makes use of the parallel virtual machine (PVM) library
developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  In this implementation, processing functions are
controlled by a single master system and distributed among a group of slaves.  Each system runs under
the same operating environment and carries out commands issued by the master.  Results obtained in
performance evaluation indicate that for small numbers of machines there is a nearly linear improvement
in algorithm performance as a function of number of machines. The parallel computation capability can
function effectively with (a) one machine with multiple processors or (b) multiple networked machines.
It is implemented in an optimized manner such as the processing can be adaptive to any number of
machines. In addition, any machine of the networked system can function as the host (master).

EXPERIMENTS

The first experiment was conducted with a data set collected with a monostatic step-frequency ground-
penetrating radar system at 62 uniformly-spaced receiving positions along a linear path of 5.5m. At each
receiving position, 85 coherent wavefield samples are collected corresponding to 85 frequency steps
within the band from 200MHz to 620MHz. The linear-aperture monostatic multiple-frequency algorithm
was applied and Fig.(1) shows the reconstructed image of six metal plates underground. The plates are
of the size of 30cm and the depth ranges from 30cm to 180cm.

Fig.(1): Synthetic-aperture GPR image of six metal plated underground.

To demonstrate the image formation capability for circular-aperture systems, we conducted an image
reconstruction experiment with a near-field ISAR data set. The radius of the circular aperture is 10.68m.
There are 1226 receiving positions along a circular aperture of 180-degree span. The angular spacing
between receivers is 0.147 degree. The echoes of the linear-chirp illumination signal provide 128
frequency samples at each receiving position, with the frequency band from 7.8GHz to 10.8GHz. The
frequency spacing is 23.8MHz. Fig.(2) shows the reconstruction of the near-field target.



Fig.(2): ISAR image of a metal target.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we documented the development of a complete collection of high-performance imaging
algorithms, consisting of components corresponding to twelve most fundamental imaging configurations
for linear or circular-aperture systems, monostatic or bistatic data-acquisition modalities, coherent of
wideband illuminations, and passive and active sensing. The algorithms have a high degree of
consistency and accuracy. In addition, the software system is fully capable of high-speed image
formation due to the parallel computing implementation. These algorithms not only can be utilized to
perform image reconstruction tasks directly in various applications such as radar and sonar imaging,
nondestruction eveluation, and medical imaging, but also can be used as components to be integrated
into high-level imaging algorithms for special-purpose systems.
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ABSTRACT

There are two basic approaches to developing data acquisition systems. The first is to buy or develop
acquisition hardware and to then write software to input, identify, and distribute the data for processing,
display, storage, and output to a network. The second is to design a system that handles some or all of
these tasks in hardware instead of software. This paper describes the differences between software-driven
and hardware-driven system architectures as applied to real-time data acquisition systems. In explaining
the characteristics of a hardware-driven system, a high-performance real-time bus system architecture
developed by L-3 will be used as an example. This architecture removes the bottlenecks and
unpredictability that can plague software-driven systems when applied to complex real-time data
acquisition applications. It does this by handling the input, identification, routing, and distribution of
acquired data without software intervention.
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INTRODUCTION

Data acquisition systems come in two generic flavors:  software-driven and hardware-driven. As used in
this paper, these terms refer to how data is routed through the system (i.e., with software or with
hardware). In both cases, the systems are data-driven, meaning that the operations are initiated by the
arrival of data as opposed to being scheduled via software. But once the data is acquired, what
mechanisms transfer the data from the input modules to the application processes that require the data?
How is data input, identified, merged, correlated, routed to different processes, routed to different
workstations, sorted, and routed to specific destinations? Are these tasks done primarily with software or
with hardware? These questions form the basis of defining software-driven and hardware-driven
architectures.



In a software-driven architecture, data movement is controlled by real-time software with hardware
assistance from tools like DMA controllers. Data input is handled with software drivers that typically
send the data from the hardware to some software distribution process (Data Manager). From here, it is
sent to different applications (client processes) using inter-process communication techniques. Hardware
can be involved (i.e., DMA controllers, Ethernet ports, etc.), but all data movement and coordination is
controlled by, and requires, software processes. The system is still considered data-driven because the
arrival of a block of data causes an interrupt to the software, and the software responds to the arrival of
the data. But the software still manages all of the data movement through the system, making the system
software-driven.

In a hardware-driven system, data is input into the system, routed to hardware modules and software
processes, and sent to other systems without software involvement during real-time operations. Software
is required to set up the data flow process, but is not used during the actual movement of data. Data is
acquired, input, identified, routed through the system, and output without software intervention, making
the system hardware-driven.

In real-time data acquisition systems, all of the incoming data must be handled as it arrives; otherwise, it
is lost. For some applications, a software-driven architecture is completely adequate and appropriate. In
other more demanding systems, this may not be the case. Because software-driven systems have inherent
bottlenecks and latencies, there are many real-time applications for which software-driven systems are not
appropriate.

As the number of inputs increase, as the data rates of the inputs increase, as the number of processes on
the data increase, and as the number of clients for the data increase, real-time management using only
software to drive the data through the system becomes more complex, more unpredictable, and more
unreliable (i.e., non-deterministic). There is a point in complexity and performance where it is necessary
to drive the data through the system using more hardware assistance.

This paper examines the two extremes of these approaches. The software-driven approach is exemplified
by a standard computer system employing only a single bus for input/out (I/O) module data traffic. The
hardware-driven approach is exemplified by a specialized system designed specifically for real-time data
acquisition. It employs not only a second bus for I/O module data traffic, but also several other
mechanisms for moving and routing data through the system and to other systems and applications.

TYPICAL SOFTWARE-DRIVEN DATA ACQUISITION PROCESS

A software-driven architecture is the traditional approach to acquiring real-time data. It involves installing
one or more data input modules on a computer bus, servicing the input module with the main processor
when data is ready, and distributing the data to the client applications requiring the data. These
applications include storage, processing, display, and networking.

Figure 1 shows a typical Compact PCI hardware design used for software-driven architectures. In this
case, the single board computer (SBC) board and the I/O modules plug into a Compact PCI backplane.
The figure shows the main data paths through which acquired data will travel during the acquisition
process. It also shows the CPU, memory, and main components, as well as their relationship to the data
buses.
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Figure 1. cPCI Hardware Architecture

Figure 2 shows a simplistic view of the software design required to support a real-time data acquisition
application and drive the data through the system. Figure 3 shows a more complete, but still simplistic
view of the same process. It shows the data paths though which the data must travel for various
applications, and it shows the main software components and the interaction paths between them.
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Figure 2. Simple Software Architecture Diagram

What follows is a simplified description of the software process required to support the acquisition of
real-time data via a software-driven approach (see Figure 3). The system can be a standard computer, like



a Windows NT-based PC, or it can be a more sophisticated system running a real-time operating system
networked to a workstation.

1. Buffer Data on Input Module àà Purpose: Collect Data and Reduce Interrupt Frequency
• Collect incoming data in on-board buffer.
• Buffer size is dependent on data rates and desired interrupt frequency.
• Interrupt frequency usually needs to be less than 100 Hz or 10+ milliseconds/interrupt.  (This gives

latency to the incoming data, with more latency at the beginning of the buffer.)

2.  Interrupt Processor and Run Driver àà Purpose: Move Data from Input Module to Main Memory
• Assert interrupt when buffer is full while continuing to collect data in second buffer.
• Halt current execution of CPU.
• Save context of current execution.
• Execute Module Driver ISR (interrupt service routine).
• Clear interrupt and schedule Module Driver.
• Execute Module Driver (sometimes at the task level).

• Get pointer to next memory buffer.
• Start DMA process.
• Return to previous execution.
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3. Interrupt Processor and Run Driver àà Purpose: Notify Data Manager of Arrival of New Data
• Assert interrupt when DMA is complete.
• Halt current execution.
• Save context of current execution.
• Execute Module Driver ISR (interrupt service routine).
• Clear interrupt and schedule Module Driver.
• Execute Module Driver (sometimes at the task level).

• Send event to Data Manager with pointer to new data buffer.
• Return to previous execution.

4. Run Data Manager àà Purpose: Distribute Data to Client Processes
• Depending on priority of Data Manager relative to other tasks, Data Manager starts execution after

previous task is suspended and scheduler starts Data Manager.
• Data Manager reads and identifies new block of data.
• Data Manager searches input lists of all client processes.
• For each client process that wants new data, Data Manager sends an event to each of those processes

with a pointer to the new data block. Data Manager increments “use” count for the block for each
client that gets the block.

• Data Manager checks to see if previous blocks have been freed by all client processes. If so, Data
Manager frees the block for Module Driver to use again.

5. Run Client Processes àà Purpose: Display, Archive, Network, and Process Input Data
• Depending on priority of each client process relative to other tasks, processes execute one at a time

after previous task is suspended and Scheduler starts new process. (This involves a complete context
switch to the new process.)

• Client process “copies” its data from Data Manager input buffer to its own memory and decrements
“use” count.

• Client process reads ID block of data and searches its list of incoming data to determine what
operation to perform.

• Client processes perform their operations on data and then send data to next process or output.
(These sometimes involve calls to other drivers, more interrupts, more sending of events to other
processes, sending processed data back to the Data Manager, more task switching, more inter-
process communication, etc.)

This is the procedure for receiving one block of data from one source. In each step of this procedure,
there are caching, virtual memory, context switching, and higher priority tasks to contend with, not to
mention other data sources. These tasks contribute to added latency, non-determinism, and lower
performance. All processes and data movement must use the same resources (i.e., CPU, PCI Bus, main
memory, CPU data bus, etc.). Even with multiple processors, there remain many bottlenecks and
resource issues as described below.



Caching
All data and instructions must be in the primary cache for the CPU to access them. If needed data or
instructions are not present, they are copied in from the secondary cache or main memory, thereby
flushing other data or instructions out. If the data/instructions are still not in the secondary cache, then
access from main memory is required, which is much slower.

Virtual Memory
Each software process needs a certain amount of memory for data and instructions. As new processes are
started (displays, user applications, etc.), more memory is needed. In virtual memory systems, when more
memory is needed than is physically present, the hard disk is used for additional memory. In this case, if
the needed data/instructions are not in memory, there is a much greater delay in the processing of a single
data block since disk access is also required to complete the operation.

Context Switching
Every time a different process (thread) runs, the system requires a call to the Scheduler, a full context
switch, often primary and secondary cache updates, data copying, and sometimes swapping of memory in
and out of disk.

Task Priorities
Every process (task) has a priority (at least this is true in real-time operating systems). If the Data
Manager or client processes have lower priority than other tasks, they can be preempted or delayed in
running. This again adds to non-determinism and lower performance.

Other Data Sources
With multiple data sources, even of the same type, the number of interrupts, calls to the Data Manager,
events to the client processes, context switches, etc. multiplies proportionally. However, because of the
interdependence of the application, and the contention for resources, the increased loading can be greater
than a simple proportional increase and can actually increase exponentially.

Determinism and Predictability
Every time a new display is opened, more processing is required (not to mention the startup time of that
process). Every time the user holds down the mouse button, the loading on the system is increased. Every
time a data packet or a broadcast packet is received from the network, the loading of the system
momentarily increases (including loading on the CPU, loading on the buses, and additional processes
waiting to run). Every time a data rate changes or a block size changes, the loading on the system
changes and the performance of the system changes. The number of interrupts per second, the input data
rates, the storage rates to disk, the processing rates on the data, the quantity of data to be displayed, and
how quickly data can be displayed are all interdependent and very difficult to determine in a software-
driven architecture. Every new input requires more inter-process and/or inter-processor communication
and sharing of the same resources.



OTHER FACTORS
Time Stamping of Data
Unless the time source is located on the hardware, it is not possible to accurately time stamp incoming
data to better than a few milliseconds. Time stamping can only occur after the Module Driver is called.
Normally, a driver talks to its own hardware and no other. Therefore, to get time, it must make a call to
another driver (time board) and wait for the time to be returned. This process is subject to all the delays
and latencies cited above. In some systems, it is possible to violate this convention, but even when the
input module driver reads the time directly, it can still involve tens to hundreds of microseconds’ worth of
delays and errors. Also, since the data is blocked, time is assigned to the block, not to individual data
words. Deriving the time for individual data words can be difficult and requires even more processing
resources.

Data Merging, Correlation, and Synchronization
Data arrives in blocks and in time intervals of tens to hundreds of milliseconds. Data from different
sources, even when they are of the same type, cannot be easily merged and correlated with data from
different sources. Synchronizing events and data becomes difficult, processing-intensive, and usually low
in fidelity.

Replaying or Output of Data in Correct Time Intervals
Because data in a software-driven architecture is blocked and driven by interrupts and software tasks that
cannot run continuously, it is impossible to output data in the same time sequence and interval in which it
was received. This makes it difficult to output acquired data to analog outputs (for strip charts, etc.) or
for replaying the acquired data for post-analysis, which requires original timing.

Distributed Applications
Spreading the application across multiple processors or across a network to multiple workstations
increases the loading on the front-end acquisition system. The bottleneck of the input section of the
software-driven architecture is now further burdened by having to distribute more data to more
destinations, while not being relieved of the loading required for servicing the input sources.

Parallel Processing
Parallel processing is difficult because it requires the software to distribute, coordinate, and synchronize
the application, all adding to the processing load.

Modularity
Modularity is limited because of the interdependence of the system and the inherent bottlenecks involved.
All input modules must interact with other resources of the system. Client processes must know the
structure of the data buffers for each input, which must remain fixed in real time and is different for every
input source. Modularity has a very limited definition in a highly interdependent, software-driven
architecture.



Expandability
Adding more data sources, increasing data rates, or adding applications that use the data all impact the
loading and throughput of the system. All of these require complicated and detailed analysis and usually
require software changes, while still having limited expansion capability. Because of the interdependence
of the system, doubling the data rate or number of input sources can more than double the loading on the
system and the system’s complexity.

Complexity and System Reliability
Because of the interdependence of the software-driven architecture, as more data sources and
applications are added, the complexity of the system increases significantly. Determining the performance
limits of the system is difficult and usually can be done only through thorough testing with all possible
scenarios. Predicting performance limits ahead of time is almost impossible. The complexity and lack of
predictability cause system reliability to be questionable when high performance is required. Increasing
input sources or data rates compounds this problem.

Development and Maintenance Costs
Development and maintenance costs are often grossly underestimated in software-driven real-time data
acquisition systems. Because of the complexity and non-predictability of a software-driven system,
budgeting, scheduling, and designing such a system is extremely difficult and takes a great deal of
experience. Customers and suppliers, as well as managers and engineers, all tend to underestimate the
complexity and unpredictability of a software-driven architecture applied to a high-performance real-time
requirement. There is a tendency to over-simplify the problem and assume that one can buy a few off-the-
shelf data acquisition modules, install them in a high-end computer, write some glue software for the
vendor-supplied drivers, and easily integrate them into the desired application.

There have been numerous cases where the long-term cost of a system was tens or hundreds of times
more than the cost of the initial inexpensive COTS hardware. Sometimes the system never does what it
was expected, and frequently it cannot be upgraded to do more. Users often spend fortunes in vain
attempting to modify their investment to do what it was supposed to do at the outset. The problem is that
there are applications where systems just do not have the correct architecture to ever do what is needed.
The only answer is to switch to (or start with) a system that is designed and architected for real-time data
acquisition; one that does not have the inherent bottlenecks, complexity, and unpredictability of a
software-driven system.



HARDWARE-DRIVEN ARCHITECTURE

To eliminate the bottlenecks and interdependencies associated with a typical software-driven design, L-3
designed a real-time data acquisition system using a hardware-driven architecture. It was designed to
have all those characteristics required to reliably perform real-time data acquisition from multiple high-
speed data inputs of various types. The characteristics of the system include the following:

• Predictable and deterministic
• High-performance
• No bottlenecks and minimal shared resources
• Non-interrupt-driven I/O
• No data blocking, except for storage
• No unnecessary data copying
• Very low latency
• Accurate time stamping of data
• Able to merge, correlate, and synchronize

data

• Able to output processed data in correct time
sequence (strip charts)

• Simple software interfaces
• No unnecessary inter-process and inter-

processor communication
• Supports distributed applications
• Parallel processing and parallel data paths
• Modular, expandable, and reconfigurable
• Able to play back data in its original form

Figure 4 illustrates the basic system design. It shows I/O modules of various types plugged into a high-
speed backplane, along with the basic support hardware for processing, archiving, and exporting the data.
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Figure 5 illustrates the data flow and software design of the hardware-driven architecture. Note the
minimal software required to drive the data through the system. The only data path requiring software
support is for high-speed storage to disk.  But in this case, the driver only sets up the DMA process on



the disk controller; it never touches the data. The data is transferred to the disk without any other
software involved, and all data transfers between the Data Bridge and the disk controller are handled via
hardware.
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The system’s data acquisition process is described below:

1.  Input module acquires and outputs data to the high-speed backplane (MUXbus) one sample at a
time.
• Each data measurement to be received by an input module is assigned a 16-bit ID tag.
• When a data word is received, the input module immediately requests an output cycle to the

MUXbus.
• With a guaranteed maximum latency of one microsecond, the data is output to the MUXbus with the

16-bit ID tag.
• Input modules do not buffer input data. Data is identified and output to the MUXbus when it is

received by means of hardware only and no software interaction.

2.  The MUXbus broadcasts the data to all I/O modules on the bus.
• Using a broadcast mode, the MUXbus broadcasts the data word to all modules in the system on the

same bus cycle on which it was received by the input module.
• The MUXbus uses a rotating priority arbitration, which guarantees every input module between 1M

and 8M output cycles per second, depending on how many other input modules are in the system.
Each input module receives 1/N of the 16M cycle/sec MUXbus, where N is the number of input
modules.

• Each data word occurs on the MUXbus only once.  In that one cycle, the data word is received by all
receiving modules taking data from the bus. These receiving modules include embedded processors
(FPPs), a data bridge to the VMEbus, MUXnet (real-time network) I/O modules, analog and digital



output modules, as well as many others. Multiples of each of these modules can be present without
any change in MUXbus performance.

3.  Each MUXbus receiving module inputs only the data it needs from the MUXbus.
• All receiving modules have hardware-decoding RAMs for selecting which data words to take off the

MUXbus. These RAMs are programmed to select only those data words needed by the module.
• The modules compare the ID tag of the data word with the contents of its tag decoder RAM, and, if

there is a match, the data is input into the receiving module’s input FIFOs.
• The data is immediately processed by the receiving module. Output modules, like the Parallel I/O and

MUXnet I/O, output the data immediately without any processing. Other modules, like the FPP and
the A/D module, process the data immediately.

4.  Embedded processors (FPPs) perform real-time processes on the data.
• The FPP constantly monitors its input FIFO for new data. It is not interrupt-driven and does not wait

for more than one data word to arrive before it starts processing.
• For performing real-time processes, the FPP vectors immediately to the algorithm needed by the data

word that was read from its input FIFO.
• As soon as the data word is processed, it is output back to the MUXbus with a new 16-bit ID tag.
• The FPP contains canned algorithms, like EU conversion, limit checking, bit manipulation, etc. It can

also be programmed with user algorithms written in C.
• Multiple FPPs can be installed in a system. The existence of an FPP has no impact on the performance

of other FPPs. This provides an efficient parallel processing environment with a linear increase in
computing power as additional FPPs are added.

• FPPs can perform different processes on the same data words or the same/different processes on
different data words.

• All data routing to and from FPPs is handled in hardware, with no software intervention.

5.  Embedded processors (FPPs) collect data for network distribution.
• FPPs are also used to collect data for distribution on Ethernet, FDDI, or ATM.
• One sample, all samples, or a statistical sample is collected for each data word needed by the

network.
• The real-time (VxWorks) VME CPU periodically reads the data from the FPP.
• The VME CPU outputs the data directly to the client processes on the network.

6.  The Data Bridge buffers data for storage.
• The Data Bridge has its tag decoder RAM programmed to collect those data words that are to be

archived to disk.
• For efficiency and performance, the Data Bridge buffers data in a 4 MB RAM FIFO.
• When 2 MB of data have been collected, the Data Bridge interrupts the VME CPU.
• The VME CPU programs the SCSI Disk Controller to read the 2 MB block from the Data Bridge to

the disk.
• The SCSI Controller then DMAs the data directly from the Data Bridge to itself across the VMEbus

and out to disk.
• The sustained data rate to disk is 36 MB/sec and is independent of the number of input, output, and

processing modules required by the system.

7.  The MUXnet Module outputs data words directly to external workstations and PCs.



• The MUXnet Module is typically set up to collect all data on the MUXbus.
• When the data word and ID tag are received from the MUXbus, they are immediately output on the

MUXnet. No processing or network protocols are involved.
• Latency from the MUXbus to the MUXnet Receiver Module of the workstation is about

1 microsecond.
• The receiving workstation can filter the data with its own on-board tag decoder RAM for input into

its local FIFOs, or it can read the most recent value of any desired data word in the Current Value
Table of the MUXnet Receiver Module.

• Using the MUXnet Output Module, data can be distributed in real time to an unlimited number of
workstations over distances up to several miles.

• MUXnet is a bi-directional interface, so workstations can also output data back to the MUXbus.
• The MUXnet Module handles all I/O in hardware; no software is involved. The number of MUXnet

modules in a system, or the number of workstations connected to MUXnet, has no impact on the
performance of other modules.

• The MUXnet eliminates all bottlenecks in distributing real-time data to real-time applications running
on a distributed network.

Figure 6 illustrates a high-end data acquisition system with multiple types of inputs and with multiple
client workstations and applications.  Because data movement in the system is hardware-driven and
independent of software, the components of the system operate independently. This makes the system
extremely predictable and deterministic. The storage rate to disk is 36 MB/sec, independent of the
number of input sources, types of input sources, number of output destinations, number of embedded
processors, etc. The storage rate is always predictable because it is independent of software and other
hardware modules.
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Likewise, one input source has no impact on another input source, and destinations for the data have no
impact on the input sources. Input sources require no software for identifying the data and placing it on



the broadcast bus. Input sources also need no knowledge of the destination of the data, thereby
completely decoupling them from any interaction associated with where the data is going. Modules that
receive the data need not know where the data originated or the format in which the data was buffered.
Receiving modules only need to know the ID tag of the data, thereby decoupling them from the input
sources.

The only shared resource is the MUXbus itself, which is extremely predictable. It provides 16M data
samples per second, with all input modules guaranteed an equal share of the bandwidth. All of these
factors combine to make the system predictable, deterministic, flexible, and very high in performance.

The system also provides other features. The MUXbus automatically merges and time correlates data
because each data word is immediately identified and broadcast onto the MUXbus as soon as it is
received, with an overall latency on the order of one microsecond. This allows the data to be accurately
time stamped in hardware as it arrives on the MUXbus. Since the data is not blocked, the merged data
from all sources can be played back from the hard disk in the same time sequence and time intervals as it
occurred in real time.  This enhances post-processing and playback to strip chart recorders.

CONCLUSION

The independence of the input, output, and processing modules, with no required inter-process
communication, makes hardware-driven systems very modular and makes system software very simple. If
new capabilities or higher rates are needed, the required modules can be added with known results and
without added complexity. As new modules are required, the impact on the system and the added
performance are predictable. Parallel processing, parallel data paths, and distribution of data to other
systems is easily accomplished with deterministic results.

These factors permit configuring a system that can be easily matched to almost any application’s
requirements. Because of the modularity and independence of modules, various configurations are made
with no change to software. This provides low-risk and cost-effective solutions for many real-time data
acquisition applications. It also lowers the cost of future upgrades and long-term support.

In summary, for high-performance and/or complicated real-time data acquisition requirements, a system
with a hardware-driven architecture eliminates the bottlenecks, unpredictable performance, and
configuration and/or data rate restrictions that are typical in conventional computer-based software-
driven architectures.
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40th ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TELEMETERING STANDARDS COORDINATION

COMMITTEE

To: Directors of the International Foundation for Telemetering

Subject: 2000 Annual Report

The TSCC , according to tradition and bylaws, held two meetings
in the reporting period.  The first was held at  ITC/USA’1999 in
Las Vegas and the other was held in Annapolis, MD on April 27th.
2000.   Goals of the TSCC this year have been to revitalize the
subcommittees, improve spring meeting attendance, and stay
ahead of potential standards.  To do this, we continue to have a
diverse membership representing government, other countries,
aerospace, industry and manufacturers. This provides a unique
forum for sharing telemetry news, review and inputs regarding
standards and for active discussion of emerging technologies. This
work keeps the TSCC involved and proactive as a source of
information sharing and technical review in the telemetry field.

The TSCC web site (also handy as a link from the IFT site) has
been enriched and kept up  to date with activities, reports, and
links to TSCC members at:
                  http://www.tscc.org
Topics of committee effort during the year included packet
telemetry,  IRIG-106-00 Telemetry Standards reviews, smart
transducers, coding and compression, new modulation
techniques, instrumentation buses, and spectrum encroachment.
The new International Consortium for Telemetry Spectrum is
being modeled after the TSCC under IFT sponsorship.

Respectfully submitted,

Bill Rymer
Chairman, TSCC
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